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In this paper a functional characterization of stochastic evolutions within the state spaces of 
commutative C· algebras with identity is derived. Consequences concerning the structure of 
those linear evolution equations (master equations) that give occassion to stochastic evolutions are 
discussed. In part, these results generalize facts which are well known from the finite-dimensional 
classical case. Examples are given and some important particularities of the W· case are 
developed. 

PACS numbers: 02.10.+ w· 

1. BASIC NOTIONS AND TOOLS 

Let A denote a commutative C * algebra with unity 1. 
Whereas the C * norm of x E A will be marked by Ilxll~, 
the functional norm of an element w EA" of the topologi
cal dual A" of A will be denoted by II will' As usually, 
the state space of A, SA in sign, is defined as the con
vex set SA={WEA*: w(x"x)~ 0, w(I)=l}. 
Let B(A *) denote the linear space of all bounded linear 
maps acting from the Banach space A * into A'" . Then 
11 0 11 1 onA" induced norm on elements of B(A*) will be 
denoted by the same symbol II 0 111' Being equipped with 
this topology, 8 (A *) becomes a Banach algebra. An 
element 4> E IB(A *) is said to be stochastic if 4>w(l) 
= w(l) and «l> is positive, i.e., «l>w EA *+ whenever W EA * + , 
where A~ means the positive cone in A"'. The convex 
set of all stochastic maps with respect to A will be de
noted by ST(A). Let{«l>>.hEI be a net of elements of 
B (A *). Then, we say that the net is weakly converging 
towards «l>E B(A *), «l> >. ~«l>, if lim>.(<<l> >.(w)(x) = (<l>w)(x) for 
every W EA '" and each element x of A. It is an import
ant fact that ST(A) is weakly compact. Stochastic maps 
are exactly those linear transformations on A * that 
throw states into states. This property makes them 
very useful for the abstract description of dynamical 
evolutions of systems (in our case claSSical systems, 
for only commutative C* algebras will be under con
sideration throughout this paper). 

In many applications we will meet commutative W*
algebras. Then, by standard knowledge, we may identi
fy the commutative W* algebra A with L""(n,}.J.), for a 
suitable measure space n with measure}.J.. In this con
text, besides the whole set of states, there is the set of 
nomzal states deserving our interest. These states be
long to the predual A* of A. In the sense of the canon
ical identification from above, A* can be identified with 
Ll(n,I-'). Thus, normal states correspond to probability 
distributions over certain measure spaces, and this is 
the frame in which problems of classical statistical 
mechanics usually will be dealt with. In this situation 
the set of linear transformations that take normal states 
into normal ones will be referred to as ST .. (A). 

Let f denote a real-valued function on the positive 
cone R~ of n-tuples of non-negative reals: 

We will refer to f as an h-convexfunction (of order n) 
if f is finite, continuous, convex, and homogeneous of 
first degree on R~. We remark that homogeneity and 
convexity imply that h-convex functions are subadditive 
on R;. By means of h-convex function f we define a 
functional 5 f on n-tuples of positive linear forms of A 
by 

where the sup runs through the set of decompositions 
{a k } of 1 into finitely many positive elements ak of A 
(Le., Lkak=l). Sf in this situation will be spoken of as 
an h-convex functional (of order n), and Sf is called 
positive if f is non-negative on R: . 

In order to get a better idea of an h-convex functional 
Sf' we will take notice of 

Proposition 1.1: Let WI (x) . . . wn(x)ELl(n,}.J.) corre
spond to positive normal functionals wl' ... , wn of the 
W* algebra L"'(n, 1-'). Then, every positive h-convex 
functional Sf can be represented by 

Sf(Wl' ... ,wn )=//(wl (x), ... ,Wn (X))dJ.l.(X). (1.2) 

A proof is given in the Appendix to this paper. The im
portance of h-convex functionals (of arbitrary order) is 
due to the following result (see Ref. 1): 

Theorem 1.2: Let WI'" • , w.' <11"", <1. be states of 
the commutative C" algebra A with identity. Then, 
there exists a stochastic map «l>E ST(A) performing the 
tranSformation 

(1.3) 

if and only if 

Sf (Wl' ... , w n ).,;:; Sf ((11' ••• , an) (1.4) 

for every h-convex functional Sf of order n over A~. 
Moreover, the occurren<;e of (1.4) for all positive h
convex functionals Sf is sufficient to guarantee the ex
istence of «l> obeying (1.3). 

We close our preparations by introducing a relation 
»between indexed sets of states. 

Let N = (Wi )iEI, N ' = (w; )iEI be two indexed sets (lab
eled by the same index set) of states on A. Then, we 
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define 

Definition 1.3:(») N» N' if, for any natural nand 
every choice it' ... , in E I, we have 

St (Wi' ... ,Wi )"" St (w; , ... ,Wj' ) 
1 n 1 rr 

for every h-convex functional St of order n. 

2. THE MAIN RESULT 

We start our considerations in fixing the sense of what 
is called stochastic dynamics. Assume there is given a 
set of stochastic maps (TIs), the members Tis labeled 
by the pairs (t, s) of non-negative reals t, s with t~ s. 

Definition 2.1: (stochastic dynamics) (TIs) is called 
stochastic dynamic if 

1 su = Tsl T lu 'V s;. t;. u ~ 0 , 

TSI (A *) is dense in A * . 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

In case of a W * algebra A, (T IS) is said to be a nor
mal stochastic dynamic if TlsESTw(A), and (2.3) is re
placed with "TIs(A*) is dense inA*." A simple exam
ple of a stochastic dynamic is given by 

Example 2.2: Let A = lOO( {I, ... ,N}), and assume 1'vl 
= (Mik ) an N xN matrix with properties: 

(i) I;jM ik = 0, 'V k 

(ii) Mil"" 0, 'V j , Mik ~ 0, 'V i"* k. 

Then, {T Is = expM(t - s)} is a stochastic dynamic within 
A*=P({l, ... ,N}). 

Let WE SA' and define a "trajectory" (WI)I 200 within 
SA by 

(2.4) 

Then, W = Wo will be called initial state of the trajectory 
(WI)I 200 under this stochastic dynamic (T ts)' The total 
system {( WI) I 20 J W E S A of the traj ectories generated by 
(1' Is) has the following properties 

A;=[(wt)wES) isdenseinA*fortc.?-O, (2.5) 

(WI )wESA» (w. )WES A whenever t~ s;'O , (2.6) 

where in (2.6) we referred to Theorem 1.2 and Defini
tion 1.3 with I = SA' and l ] in (2.5) means the operation 
of taking the linear hull. In the next step, let us ignore 
the presence of the generating dynamic (TIs), and ex
tract from (2.5) and (2.6) the following notion: 

Definition 2.3: (c system) Let So be a subset of states 
A. We call {(WI)I 200} wE So the c system (of trajectories) 
in one case that 

At =[(w l )WE S ] is dense inA* for all t;.O, 
o 

(2.7) 

where wa = W is supposed; 

(2.8) 
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In the case that At =A * for all t~O, we will speak of 
the c-system in question as a proper c system. The 
elements of So will be referred to as initial states of the 
c system. 

Remark 2.4: Let A be a commutative W*-algebra. 
Then, {(WI)I 200} wE So is called a normal c system 
(resp. proper normal c system) if the trajectories be
long to A*, (2.8) is fulfilled, and (2.7) is replaced with 
the requirement that A*I = [(wI)w ES ] be dense in the 

o 
Banach space A* (resp. A*I =A* 'V t~O). 

We note that in the case of a normal c system the 
meaning of (2.8) becomes quite transparent due to the 
representation offered by Proposition 1.1. In the con
text of normal states, heuristically interesting geo
metrical and physically motivated interpretations of 
h-convex functionals are possible (we will not give them 
in this purely mathematical paper). As an example of 
a c-system we give 

Example 2.5: [see Ref. 3, for instance] LetA 
=L~(R3). Then,A*=L1 (R3 ). Take for the set of initial 
states So the probability distributions belonging to 
C;(R 3

) (space of all infinitely often differentiable func
tions with compact support in R3). Then, due to the fact 
that C~ (R3) is dense in L1 (R3), we find the linear hull 
of So to be dense. Look at the heat equation d l V 
= ~t. V. Then, the Cauchy problem of this special master 
equation has a unique solution to the initial state V E So, 

and {V 1)1 2oa} YES forms a normal c system that is gen-
a 

erated by a stochastic dynamic (the heat transformation) 
given in form of a stochastic integral operator 

( 1 )3/2 (1 ) 
TIs(Y'x)= 27r(t-s) exp -2(t-s) ly-xl 2 

, 

with t > s, and Tit = id by definition. 

We remark that Example 2.5 is not bounded to R3, and 
by extending t. from C; (R3

) in a suitable way a general
ized heat equation solvable uniquely through the whole 
L 1 (R3) could be obtained. 

The way we arrived at Definition 2.3 and the examples 
given suggest that one asks the following question: 

Problem 2.6: Given a c system in the state space of 
a commutative C * algebra A with identity, can one find 
a generating stochastic dynamics? 

In this context, the stochastic dynamics (TIs) is said to 
generate{(w I )I20a}WES ifwI=Ttow, WESo' Thede
cisive step toward an a~swer to the question is in prov
ing the following 

Lemrna2.7: Let (Wj)jEI, (W;)jEICSA' Then 

if and only if there is TEST(A) with 

Proof: That (2.10) implies (2.9) is evident from 
Theorem 1.2 and the meaning of »in 1.3. 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

Assume (2.9) to be fulfilled. Denote by F( I) the set 
of aU finite subsets of indices taken from I. In defining 
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A '" A' for A, A' E F( I) in case that A ::) A', we may think 
of{F(I), "'} as a directed set. Then, forAEF(I), 
we are assured of the existence of T A EST(A) such that 
Wi = TAw; , 'V iEA, where we made use of Theorem 1. 2. 
Since ST(A) is weakly compact, we find a converging 
subnet (TA )SE of the net (TA)IIEF • Denote the limit 
by T. Assufue x cA, and i E I. Then, we find f3 0 E K such 
that J\ Il '" {i} whenever f3 ",f3 0 , thus (TW; )(x) 

= lim 6 (T II w; )(x) = limB"" Bo(T A sW; )(x) = (TA B W; )(X) 
"Wi (x) b/ definition of T A' The latter happ~ns for every 
xEA, so Tw; = Wi has to be required. Since i could 
range through the whole set I, we have arrived at the 
desired result. 

Theorem 2.8: Every c system in the state space of a 
commutative C * algebra with unit is generated by a 
uniquely determined stochastic dynamic. In case of a 
commutative W * algebra and a normal c system a 
stochastic dynamic in ST w(A) is uniquely given. 

Proof: Let {(wt)t >O~WESo be the c system in question. 
Then, (w t tES 0» (w s )lJE So whenever t c?s ",0, thus Lem
ma 2.7 applies to the time cuts (w t tes and (w s tEs , 
.00 

wIth I = So' 

That is we have TrST(A) with WI =Tws for any 
wE50 • Since As* is dense in A * and T is bounded, there 
is no other bounded linear map performing the transition 
from s -cut to t -cut. Hence we may define T ts = T. This 
can be made for every pair with t ""s ?O, and since wt 

= i rlw t , T tt = id has to hold. Let t?- u~· s? 0. Then, w t 
= Tt"T",w, and, by the same reasoning as above, we 
necessarily have T t" Tus = T ts' and T ts (A *) dense in A * 
by tri vi ali ty follows. Finally, in case of a W* algebra 
and a normal (' system the assertion follows from the 
fact that A * is a Banach space and the above con
structed stochastic maps throw a dense set of A * into 
A*, so the restriction to A* is in ST",(A). 

To make the correspondence between c-systems and 
stochastic dynamics complete, let us note that due to 
(2.3) any system of trajectories {Wt = Trowf r >0 with w 

running through a set 50 with [50l being dense in A * 
yields a c-system [(2.4) corresponds to 50 = 5 Al. 

Let Z={(Wt)tc-oL~ESo be ac-system in5A. Z is said 
to be a continuous c system if any trajectory is contin
uously depending on t at any instant t ",,0. Z is said to 
be differentiable if the time derivative d t w t exists at 
any instant (at ° the right derivative). Clearly, differen
tiable c systems will deserve our main interest. for the 
state solutions of many important master equation num
ber among them (cf. Example 2.5). 

We will justify the subsequent formulated regularity 
properties for continuous and differentiable c systems, 
respectively: 

Proposition 2.9.' Let Z be a continuous c system in 
SA' Then, the Z generating stochastic dynamics (Tts ) is 
strongly continuous, i. e., 

Ttsw= lim Tt,S'W, 'Vwr::A*, [?-s. 
t '---co.t 

s' '5 

Proof: It is plain to see that limt' t Ttl W = T w 
........ s ts' 
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'V WEA *, 'V t?S ?-O, for, the relation holds on a dense 
subset As* of A * and (Tts ) is uniformly bounded there. 
On the other hand, for s?- t? 0, s?- t '?- ° we have 

(2.11) 

and since TstwtooT,t,Wt'OOWS' by the uniform bounded
ness of (T,t) it follows from (2.11) that JJTstw t -T,t,w t I11 
,llwt,-wtlll' i.e., limt'_tTst,wt=Tstwt. Then, taking 
into account the denseness of A i in 4, and stressing 
again the uniform boundedness argument, we see that 
limt'~tTst,wooT,tw for every w· A*. 

Finally, because T,'. Tut' =Ts't' for every u with 
s'?-tt?-t', we get from the proven separate continuity, 
and uniform boundedness once more inserted, that with 
s> It> t 

lim Ts't' W = lim Ts'u Tut' w= 7~u T. t W = Tstw , 
s ' - .... s S' -".'. 

and for s =t we may use (2.11) to make the argument 
complete. Q.E.D. 

For a differentiable c system Z we have to state the 
following fact: 

Proposition 2.10: Let Z be a differentiable c system 
in 5 A' Then, there is a family (L t ) t" 0 of linear opera
tors, each of which is densely defined in A *, such that 
Cauchy problem of the master equation 

(2.12) 

has a solution for the dense set r 501 of initial elements, 
and the trajectories of the c-system Z are among the 
state solutions of (2.12). Moreover, a solution of (2.12) 
starting out from a state contained in [501 evolves in 5A 

exclusively. 

Proof: By Theorem 2.8 we are assured of a stoch
astic dynamic (T ts ) with 

wt=Ttsws , wE5o · (2.13) 

Since Z is differentiable, we get from (2.13) 

dt w t I tos = lim (t - 8)-1(Tts - i d)ws ' wc5
0

' 
t • s 

(2.14) 

On the dense linear set As* we define an operator L 
acting into A * by s 

(2.15) 

Then, due to (2.13) and (2.14), we can be sure thatL is 
linearly well defined on As' Let WE [s01 be a state. s 

Then, W = ~i r i Wi E 5 A with certain reals r ~ and states 
I ' W E 50' Since TtoEST(A), we have 

(2.16) 

withWt=~i riw~, Because of (2.14), however, we see 
dtwtltos =~iridtw~ltos=6iriLsw; =Lsws, Le., 
(w t )t ":0 for W E[sol n 5 A is a solution of the Cauchy prob-
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lem for d t cP = L t cP evolving totally in SA [due to (2.16)] . 
That the problem has a solution for any CPo E:Lso] is seen 
in the same way. Q.E.D. 

In other words, any differentiable c system can be 
interpreted as a subset of solutions of the Cauchy prob
lem for a suitable master equation that is solvable on 
a dense set of initial conditions such that the equation 
admits the trajectory of an initial state to evolve in the 
state space. 

Remark 2.11: In one case of a commutative W* al
gebra A, all the derived results of this part remain 
true statements if we make the following replacements: 

A * replaced with A *, 
SA replaced with normal states, 

(proper) c-system replaced with (proper) normal c 
system, 

ST (A) replaced with ST w( A), 

stochastic dynamic replaced with normal stochastic 
dynamic, 

etc. 

3. c SYSTEMS AND MASTER EQUATIONS 

The aim of this part is to clarify the structure of 
those master equations on A * that admit proper c sys
tems as state solutions. We start with a class of mas
ter equations which are quite regular from our point of 
view. 

Theorem 3.1: Let {L t L "'0 be a family of bounded 
linear operators on A *. Assume the following condi
tions to hold: 

L t w depend s continuously on t fo r '" W E A *, 

'\15 ~Olj3s>O such that 

id + (3. L t E ST(A) for t E (0,5 J. 
Then, the Cauchy problem for 

d t cP = L t cP 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

is uniquely solvable through A *. Moreover, the solu
tions starting out from states form a proper c-system. 

proof: Because of (3.1) and (3.2) the solution Wt to 
WE: A * is uniquely given by 

Wt=w+Jt Lmwdm+Jt Lmfm LTwdrdm+" ·(3.5) 
o 0 0 

Fix 5 ~ 0, and define bounded linear maps by 

S' Lmcpdm + J s· Lmf m LT cpdrdrn + .•. , 
S S S 

We are going to prove a formula for Tts that explictly 
shows the stochasticity that we are looking for. 

We put CPs' = Ts'scp. Then, CPs' obeys the equation 

(3.7) 

Suppose that (t -5)C=j3<1, and fix cpEA*. Since CPT 
depends continuously on rand (3.1) and (3.2) hold, CPT 
and Lr CPT are uniformly continuous on [5, t 1. Let E > 0. 
Then, we find an integer N such that, with tj = (ijN)(t 
- 5) +5 for i = 0, •.. ,N, the following conditions are 
fulfilled 

II LT CPT - Ltj CPt; III ~ E, II CPT - CPt j III ~ E, '" rE[t i -H tj 1, 
and (3.8) 

(1 HC(t -s) II cP 1I1j3N< E • 

Then, from (3.7) it arises 

f u (t-5) ~ 
II s LTCPT dr-~ :-:1 (3.9) 

whenever ud t j -H t i J. Let us define cp,.0 = CPT r E [5, t J, 
i 

1 - +(I-s)" L f It t J CPT -cP N f:'r tkCPtk or rE I-I> I , 

and inductively 

n _ ( t - 5) ~ L n - 1 f It t J 
CPT -cP+ N f:1 tkCPtk or YE 1-1> j • 

One easily checks that (3.8)-(3.11) guarantee that 

II cP~ - cP~ -1 III ~ 2 E(t - 5){:ln , 

and in summing up over n running from 1 to N 

Ilcp; - CPT III ~2E(t-5)(1- (3)-\ '" rE: [5, tJ. 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

In using (3.10) and (3.11) we will also obtain a repre
sentation of cpf in the following form 

1 

cP~= kg (id+(t;:.,s) Ltk)CP+DN , (3.14) 

(3.15) 

From (3.6) it arises that II CPT III ~eC(t -<)1\ cplll> '" rE: l5, t j 
hence we may estimate the norm of DN given by (3.15) as 

(3.16) 

where we made use of (3.8). 

We define 

TN =(id+(t-5) L t )0" (id+(t-s) L
t

) 
ts N N \; N l' 

(3.6) and from (3.13) and (3.14) comes that 
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II N I ( 2(t-s»). 
<Pt - TtS<p 11 "" 1 + (1- f3) } E , 

(3.17) 

and since E > 0 and <P EA * were arbitrarily chosen, we 
may take as proven 

T ts = st- lim T~8 (st- strong), 
N 

(3.18) 

with T1s defined as above (where tj =(iIN)(t-s) +s). 

Because of (3.18) and the special structure of T7s we 
see that T:s E ST( A) for N> (t - s) f3/\ so with t, s 
fixed, T ts in the strong limit of a sequence of stochas
tic maps, so that Tts E ST( A) due to weak compactness 
of ST(A). Moreover, for (t-s)C< 1/2 we see 

• N II" 1 (t - s) C 
1/ zd - T t s 1 ~ 1 _ (t _ s) C < 1, V N, 

hence /lid - Tts III < 1, too. The latter means invertibil
ity of Tts in B(A*). Since Tts1'su,=Ttu for t ~s ~u 
holds, T ts is stochastic and bounded invertible for every 
pair t, s, i.e., the state solutions of (304) form a pro-
per c system, Q.E .D. 

We remark that Theorem 3.1 is a statement which 
closely relates to Example 2.2. 

Let us close our considerations in proving that the 
class of equations described in Theorem 3.1 is primary 
in the set of all master equations that admit a proper 
c system as a solution 

Theorem 3.2: Let {L t h "'0 be a family of linear oper
ators on A * such that the Cauchy problem for 

dt <P = L t <P 

admits state solutions that form a proper c-system. 
Then, every L t is bounded and there exists a sequence 
of families {(L ~)t "'o} n of bounded linear operators, 
each of them being of the type described inTheorem 3.1 
such that 

L t = st- lim L~, V t ~ 0 . (3.19) 
n 

Proof: Let {( Wt )t ",o} W E SA denote the proper C system 
known to be a solution of the master equation under dis
cussion (the choice of So =SA is not a restrictionl). By 
Theorem 2.8 we are assured of the existence of a gen
erating dynamic (T ts ) which, due to Proposition 2.9, is 
strongly continuous since (w t )t "'0 is a solution of a mas
ter equation. We define 

L7 =n(Tt+llnt - id). (3.20) 

Inserting Wt, we see from (3.20) and the assumptions 

1· Ln l' wt + lIn - W t d 
~m t..vt = ~m (lin) = t wt =Lt wt • (3.21) 

Since (3.21) is valid on (wt )WE SA' it is valid on 
[(WtlWESAJ=A*, too, I.e., limnL;w=L t ,-<>, vWEA*. 
The principle of uniform boundedness (Banach-Stein
haus theorem) then gives that L t has to be bounded for 
every t >- o. Strong continuity of (Tts) implies L~ to be 
strongly continuous. Finally, the special form of (3.20) 
makes all the other requirements of Theorem 3.1, 
(3.1)-(3.3) hold for {L7 }t?oo. Q.E.D. 
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It should be clear from the proof that Theorem 3.2 
can be modified in various aspects. So, for instance, 
we may replace "proper c system" if we require valid
ity of (3.19) only on a dense subset (i.e., At). Also, in 
the case of a W* algebra it is possible to formulate a 
"normal" variant of Theorem 3.2, Finally, we remark 
that the results of Proposition 2.10 and Theorem 3.2 
which have been derived essentially on the basis of 
Theorem 2.8 give only one aspect of applications of 
Theorem 2.8. Another field for application and further 
concern is to ask for stability properties of c systems 
etc. 

APPENDIX 

Let A be a commutative W* algebra we may identify 
with L ""(n, jJ.) for a suitable measure space n with mea
sure jJ.. Let wi' .•. , wn denote normal states on A. 
Then, there are functions w\(x\ ••• , wn (X)E L1(n, jJ.) 
representing the states via the formula Wi (a) 
= J Wi (x) a(x) djJ.(x), with a(x)EL ""(n, jJ.) being a repre
sentative of a EA [more precisely, a(x) is the repre
sentative of the class in L "'(n, J-L) which corresponds to 
AJ. 

With this notion in mind, we are going to prove the re
sult we touched on in Sec. 1. 

Proposition: For any non-negative h-convex function 
f on 1R~ the corresponding h-convex functional is 

Sf (wI>" •. , wn ) = J I( ..v1(x), ••• , wn (x» djJ.(x) • (AI) 
n 

Proof: Our first task will be to show that representa
tion (AI) is valid in the case that w1(x), .•• , Wn (x) >- 0 
are Simple functions in Lien, J-L). As usual, w(x) is said 
to be a simple measurable function if W =.0i Yi Xi with 
certain ri E C1 and {Xi} denoting the characteristic func
tions of a finite number of measurable sets that are 
pairwise disjunct. 

Let us assume the simple functions Wi to be repre
sented by 

(A2) 

~et {Q8};~1 be a finite orthogonal decomposition of 1 
Into orthoprojections Qs • Let Q" correspond to the 
characteristic function X; 'of some measurable set G~. 

Look at 

Employing subadditivity and homogeneity of I, (A3) 

turns into the inequality 

(A3) 

f(w 1(Q,,),···, Wn (Qs» ~ L: jJ.(GI n G~)(f(t 11, ••• , t nl ). 
! 

(A4) 

As usual, we adopt the convention 00 ·0 = 0 which, due to 
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f(O, ••• , 0) = 0, gives no contradiction in transition from 
(A3) to (A4). Because of Us G~ = n and since G~ n G: = ~ 
for S *- t, from (A4) it follows that 

(A5) 

and the right-hand side of (A5) equals jnf(w1(x), ••• , 
wn (x) df.l(x). We may suppose that {X,} corresponds to 
a finite orthogonal decomposition of 1 into orthoprojec
tions [then, for f.l(n) =00, one of ti/'S has to vanish], so 
we see from (A5) 

(A6) 

where the sup runs through all finite orthogonal decom
positions of the unity. The left-hand side of (A6), how
ever, equals Sf (WI> • ", wn ) by the results on h-convex 
functionals lsee (5.9) in Ref. 1], Le., we may take as 
proven 

Sj(alO ••• ,an)=J f(a 1(x), ••• ,an(x)df.l(x) 
n 

for simple a lO • •• , an E L 1(n, f.l) • 

(A7) 

In the next step, let w1(x), ••• , wn (x) correspond to nor
mal states on L "'( n, f.l). Then, due to the continuity of 
f, f( w1(x), ••• , wn (x) is measurable, and positive by 
assumption. First, let us show the existence of an in
creasing sequence nr of measurable sets with f.l( n r ) 
< 00, Wi(X)Xr(X)EL"'(n, f.l), Vi, and 

(AB) 

where Xr stands for the characteristic function of ~. 
In fact, let us define nr = {XE n: (l/r) <sh(x) <sr}, with 
h(x)=6iWi(X). Then, n1 c n 2 C"', and f.l(nr ) < 00 

since hex) E L 1( n, f.l). Setting n' = U r nro we see 
j n' f( w1(x), ••• , wn (x) df.l(x) = j n f( w1(x), ••• , wn (x) 
x df.l(x), for, from xi:. n' it follows that either hex) =0 
by homogeneity, or hex) = 00, which happens at most on 
a set of measure zero l hEL 1( n, J.L)! J. Thus, by Leb
esgue's monotone convergence theorem we see equal
ity (A5) to be true (f is positive! ). 

We are going to show that 

f f( :.u1(x), ••• , wn (x) df.l(x) <sSf (w lO ••• , wn). (A9) 
Ii 

Since Wi x~ E L e( n, J.L), we find decreasing and increas
ing sequences {WiN} N, and {w- iN }Nrespectively, which 
consist of simple functions with support in nk such that 

N 
± '" t± N ( v'" WiN = £.J iI X , with X I I D), , 

(AlO) 
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lim WiN = wi X~ = lim WiN in a uniform sense. 
N N 

NOW, define on L 1(n, J.L) a contraction EN by 

ENa=L:-(lG ) f a(x)x7(x) dJ.L(x) x7 , 
1 J.L , n 

(All) 

where G1 is the measurable set for which X 7 is the 
characteristic function. Since EN is a positive linear 
map with WiN being fixpoints, we get with (AlO) 

(A12) 

and from the second part of (AID) and from (A12) we see 

lim EN Wi = Wi Xk uniformly Vi. (A13) 
N 

Because the adjoint map of EN, E N+, is positive and 
E N+l = X~<S 1, from this, together with positivity off and 
the original definition of ~j [cf. (1.1) J, follows 

(A14) 

The EN Wi being simple functions makes (A 7) to be ap
plicable, thus from (A14) we are led to 

J f(ENw1(X), ••• , ENwn(x) dJ.L(x) <sSj(WlO ···, :.un) , 
nk 

(A15) 

Applying (A13) and recalling J.L(nk ) < 00, (A15) yields 

from which inequality by means of (AB) the desired re
sult (A9) can be seen. 

Let us demonstrate the validity of the reverse of the 
inequality just proved. To this sake, by standard meth
ods (see Ref. 4) we construct increasing sequences 
{SiN}N of measurable simple functions with 0 <ssil "'Si2 
<S ••• <S Wi, and limN S iN(X) = Wi (x) for all v x E n. We 
can choose the sequences in such a way that the conver
gence is uniform on any subset of n where Wi'S are 
bounded. 

Especially, {SiN} tends uniformly to Wi on nk as de
fined above. One also easily recognizes that J n' Wi(X) 
x df.l(x) = 1. Now, by definition of Sf' we have 

with (AI7) 

with the sup running through all positive decompositions 
of 1 into, at most, M positive elements. It is plain to 
see that Sf is II .111 -continuous, so from II SiNXk 
- Wi X k III if. 0 follows that 
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"'limS, (SINX,., ••• , SnNX,.) (AlB) 
N 

=lim f j(SIN(X), ••• ,S"N(X) dJ.L(x) 
N OR 

'" J j(""I(X), •• " Wn (X) dJ.L(x) , 
o 

where in the last steps we made use of (A7) and the uni
form convergence of {SiN} towards WI on Q Il with fin
ite measure, and positivity of j makes the conclusion 
of (AI8) complete. Since the increasing sequences 
{""'I X,.},. converge pointwise to WI on Q', from the pro
perty of Q' (see above) and positivity of J,)I comes that 
Ii ""'I Xl - WI III k O. Hence, from II· Ill-continuity of 
sf comes that (AI8) can be turned into 

2351 

Sl( Wu ••• , w,,) '" J j(wl(x), ••• , w" (x) dJ..L(x) , (AI9) 
o 
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and in applying (AI7) to (AI9) we have arrived at 

S, (wu '." w,,) '" J j( w1(x), ••• , w,,(x)) dJ.L(x). (A20) 
o 

Taking together (A20) with (A9), the desired result 
(AI) is obtained. We remark that the value co is includ
ed in all considerations. Q.E .D. 
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A simple geometrical interp~etation of the triangle anomaly number ofSU(n) representations is 
d~mo~strated. !he number.1s equal to t~e sum of cubes of projections of weights on the U( 1) 
duectlOn; U(I) 1S the group in the reductlon SU(n):)U(I)XSU(n - 1). Properties of the anomaly 
number are then consequences of properties of weight systems. Explicit formulas are derived for 
the an?maly numbers fo~ reducible representations corresponding to general plethysms based on 
an arb1trary representatlon ofSU(n). Generalizations to "anomaly numbers" corresponding to 
degrees other than three are discussed. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Km, Il.l0.Np, Il.l0.Gh 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Renormalizability of a unified nonabelian gauge theory 
based on a representation (A ) of a compact semisimple Lie 
group G requires 1 the vanishing of the triangular anomaly 
number A(A)' This turns out to be a quite restrictive condi
tion when the group G is of the type2 SU(n), n:> 3 or contains 
it as one of the factors, G = G' X SU(n), and the fermion re
presentations are complex (nonself-contragredient). 3 Repre
sentations of simple groups other than SU(n), or of semisim
pIe groups not involving SU(n), are known to be anomaly
free. 2 Examples of anomaly-free irreducible complex SU(n) 
representations are extremely rare. 2 It is therefore an im
perative to study reducible complex representations of 
SU(n); see, for example, the papers of Ref. 4. 

The purpose of this paper is to point out that the trian
gular anomaly number A(A) of a representation (A ) has a sim
ple geometrical interpretation in terms of the weights of the 
representation. For SU(n), it is, up to a normalization, the 
sum of cubes of the components of weights corresponding to 
the U( 1) subgroup in the reduction SU(n)::) U( 1) X SU(n - 1). 
For representations of simple groups other than SU(n), the 
triangle anomaly vanishes when it is defined as the sum of 
cubes of components of weights, where "component" refers 
to any direction in weight space. We exploit this definition of 
A(A) to derive a number of new properties, and to simplify the 
proof of known ones. 

The results of this paper are of three types. First, the 
new definition of the triangular anomaly number relating it 
directly to weights (quantum numbers) instead of eigenval
ues of third-order Casimir operators2

,5 allows a straightfor
ward physical interpretation depending only on the choice of 
quantum numbers assigned to that particular SU(n) weight 
space.6 Second, the anomaly number is found here for a vast 
class of reducible representations. Finally, generalizations to 
similar characteristics of SU(n) representations such as 
"pentagon anomaly number" are described. 

A remark concerning notations: There is a well known 

-)Work supported in part by the Natural Science and Engineering Re
search Council of Canada and by the Ministere de l'Education du Quebec. 

correspondence between Young tableaux and irreducible re
presentations ofSU(n). Here we specify both by integers 
(A l.A2,oo . .An _ 1) such that,1 j equals the number of columns of 
the Young tableau with i boxes. This is a notation often used 
for SU(n) representations but rarely for Young tableaux (in 
the usual notation for the latter Aj would represent the num
ber of rows with iboxes). For simplicity we sometimes denote 
the representations by their dimensions, or draw Young tab
leaux explicitly. 

Section II contains the new definition of AlA) and its 
properties. In Sec. III, we derive the formula for the triangle 
anomaly number for a general plethysm based on any repre
sentation of dimension N of any simple Lie group. A number 
of examples are shown here. In Sec. IV, we make some obvi
ous generalizations of the triangle anomaly number to de
grees =I- 3 and discuss their properties. The last section con
tains some additional comments. 

II. THE ANOMALY NUMBER AND ITS PROPERTIES 

The new definition of the anomaly number AlAI of an 
SU(n) representation (A ) is given by the formula 

AIA)=aI,w\ (2.1) 

where w denotes a weight of the representation (A ), and w is 
the projection of the weight w on the direction in weight 
space corresponding to the U( 1) subgroup of SU(n) which 
occurs in the reduction SU(n):)SU(n - I)XU(l). The nor
malization factor a is usually chosen so that AlA I = 1 when 
(A ) is the defining n-dimensional representation of SU(n). If 
the U( 1) weight generator Y has the form 

then 

Y= 1 
n 

(2.2) 

-n+l 

(2.3) 
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The sum in (2.1) can be evaluated for a general irreduci
ble representation (A ). The derivation parallels those for the 
second and fourth indices, described in Ref. 7; the resulting 
val ue of AlA) agrees with the A A of Banks and Georgi,5 and is 
twice the KA ofOkubo.2 A simpler proof of the equivalence 
makes use of Okubo's2 identity 

(2.4) 

with ta = tb = tc = Y, the left side of (2.4) becomes n:'w3; 
also 

d yyy = - 4(n - l)(n - 2)n- 2
, 

and the equivalence of the two anomaly numbers is 
established. 

The formula for AA is 

2NA [ P3 
AA =-n- (n+l)(n+2) 

+ P3 -P1P2 
(n - l)(n + 1) 

+ P3 -pf - 2P1P2] 
(n - l)(n - 2) , 

where Pa = Pa (I) is defined by 

ll(l-zli )-1 = ! Pa(/I'''·'/n)zU. 
;= 1 a=O 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

The Ij are defined in terms of the nonnegative integer labels 
Aj by 

n-I 
Ij = LAk+n-j, l<i<n-l, In =0. (2.8) 

k ~j 

Here we illustrate our definition on two simple exam
ples, SU(3) representations of dimensions 3 and 6. Consider 
the two weight systems shown in Fig. 1. The sum 

A (3) = a[ ( - i)3 + 2W3] = - f.f1 = 1 

fixes the normalization as a = - 27/6. Then for the sextet 
(6) one has 

A(6) = - ¥[ (- t)3 + 2( -1)3 + 3(if] = 7, 

which is the well known value of A (6). 

From the definition (2.1) one finds immediately some 
properties of AlA); it suffices to recall some properties of the 
weight systems. of the representations involved. 

Denoting by (A) and (i) a pair of mutually contragre
dient representations ofSU(n), one has 

AlA) = -AlA); (2.9) 

in particular, A IA) = 0, when (A )=(i) is a self-contragredien t 
(real) representation. 

U(1) 

• 
• .!. • 3 

• 
2 

-3 

U(1) 

2 
"3 

-.!. 
J 

-~ 
J 

• 

• 

FIG. I. Weights of the representations (3) and (6) ofSU(3). 
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The anomaly number of a direct sum (A ) EB (A ') is 

AIA)"IA') =AIA ) +AW)' (2.10) 

For a product (A ) ® (A ') one has 

AIA)"IA') = a L(w + W')3 
lV,W' 

= a L (w3 + W'3 + 3W2W' + 3WW'2) 
lV,W' 

= a L (w3 + W'3) = NIA )AIA ') + AlA )NIA ')' 
lV,W' 

(2.11) 
where NIA ) is the dimension of (A ). In (2.11) wand Wi run 
through all the weights of (A ) and (A '), respectively. We make 
use of the property l:w w = l:w' Wi = 0 in deriving (2.11). 

Consider now a group-subgroup pair SU(n)~SU(m), 
n > m, and the corresponding reduction of a given represen
tation (A) ofSU(n) to the representation (A ') ofSU(m). Typi
cally (A ') is a direct sum of several irreducible components: 

(2.12) 

The definition (2.1) suggests immediately another property 
of anomaly numbers related to the reduction (2.12), namely, 

AlA) =pAW ) =PLAIA;J' 
i 

(2.13) 

where p is a constant depending only on the way the sub
group SU(m) is embedded into the group SU(n); it does not 
depend on the choice of the representation (A ). Hence it can 
be found once and for all from the equality of anomalies 
(2.13) for the simplest representation (A ), and then used for 
any other choice of (A ). 

Let us illustrate.the assertion by two examples. 
1. SU(npSU(n - 1), the SU(n) representations (10 ... 0) 

and (010 ... 0) of dimension n and ~n(n - 1), respectively. One 
has 

(10 ... 0)sUln) ~(1O ... 0)SUln _ I) EB (O ... O)SUln _ I) 

Clearly the anomalies on the left and right side add to 1; 
hence also p = 1. Similarly, 

(01O ... 0)suln) = (01O ... 0)suln _ II EB (1O ... 0)suln _ II 

n-4=(n-l)-4+1, 

where the second line indicates the corresponding values of 
A. 

2. SU(6PSU(3) so that the representation (10000) of 
SU(6) contains the six-dimensional representation (20) of 
SU(3). Thus, from 

(loooo)~(20) 

one has 

1 = A 1IOOOO) = pA I201 = 7p 

so that 

p=~ 

Then, for instance, 

(00002) ~ (04) EB (20); 

- 9 = ~( - 70 + 7). 

A proof of (2.13) is given at the end of the Appendix. 
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III. ANOMALY NUMBERS OF CERTAIN REDUCIBLE 
REPRESENTATIONS 

The subject of our interest in this section is the tensor 
product of several copies of any given representation of 
SU(n). More precisely we consider the component (pleth
ysm) of such a product with a definite permutation symme
try specified by a Young tableau. Our aim is to derive a for
mula for the anomaly number AYT of an arbitrary plethysm 
and then to consider specific examples. 

First let us fix an arbitrary representation ofSU(n) of 
dimension N < 00. In order to underline that it does not have 
to be irreducible, we denote it by the trivial Young tableau D. 
Its anomaly number is then AD' The content of the appendix 
is the proof of the relation 

AYT = FYT (N jAn , (3.1) 

where the subscript YT stands for an arbitrary Young tab
leau, and the polynomial FYT (N) depends on the representa
tion 0 only through its dimension N. Since we know AD for 
any representation 0, [cf. Eq. (2.6)] the determination of AYT 
hinges on finding FyT(N) as a function of N and the Young 
tableau YT. 

We can determine F YT (N ) by making a very particular 
choice of the representation 0, namely the defining repre
sentation of SU(N). Then any plethysm corresponding to a 
connected YT is irreducible [the Young tableau denotes an 
irreducible representation of SU(n)]. However, with this 
choice made we know the left-hand side of (3.1), and also 
AI] = 1. Consequently, we know FYT(N). Thus all one has to 
do is to identify the SU(n) representation labels in (2.6) with 
the corresponding Young tableau. 

Let us now write down the final form of A YT for the 
most interesting Young tableaux. Thus we fix a representa
tion 0 ofSU(n), N> 2; its dimension isN>n. The lowest case 
is AI] given by (2.6). Every other AYT is then expressed ac
cording to (3.1) as a multiple of AD: 

A = (N + 4jAo' 
m 

A =(N-4jAo' 
B 

A = ~(N + 3)(N + 6jAo' 
OIl 

AGJ= (N - 3)(N + 3jA[I' 

A = ~(N - 3)(N - 6jAo' § -
A = i(N + 3)(N + 4)(N + 8jAo' 
ITIIJ 

A = ~(N + 4)(N 2 + N - 8jALJ' 
tpJ-

A = ~(N - 4)(N 2 - N - 8jAo' 

~-

A = i(N - 3)(N - 4)(N - 8jAo, 

H 
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A = iN(N - 4)(N + 4jAo, 

EE 
and also, 

A 
IT IJ 
-k-

_ (N + 2k )(N + k )! A 
- (N + 2)!(k _ I)! 0 

N+2k 
= (k _ I)! (N + 3)(N + 4)···(N + k jAo, 

A = (N - 2k )(N - 3 )! A 
I R (N-k-l)!(k-l)! 0 

k . N - 2k 
j [j = (k _ I)! (N - 3)(N - 4) .. ·(N - k jAo' N>k, 

A-k
a: IJ 

= (N + k - 1 )!(N + k + 1) 
(N + 2)!(k - I)! 

X[N 2 + N(2k - 5) - 2k - 2]Ao , 

= (N - 3 )!(N - k - 1) 

(N - k )!(k - I)! 

X [N 2 
- N(2k - 5) - 2k - 2]A IJ , N>k. 

IV. GENERALIZATIONS 

The summation in the definition (2.1) of AlA I is over 
cubes ofthe projections W of the weights W of the representa
tion (A ). Similarly one can consider the quantity 

A I" I - a "w" k - 0 1 2 .,. 
(A) - k L' -"" (4.1 ) 

that is, the "k th anomaly number" of representation (A) ofa 
simple Lie group G. Here w is the orthogonal projection of 
the weight w on a suitably chosen one-dimensional subspace 
of the weight space, a convenient choice being, for instance, 
the direction of the highest weight of the defining representa
tion of G. Clearly A illl is the triangle anomaly number of 
previous sections if G = SU(n) and the projection of w is 
done on the U( 1) direction as before. 

First however, let us introduce a different normaliza
tion convention. Instead of fixing the value of A i~: for a 
chosen representation (A ), we fix the length of the basis vec
tors in weight space, i.e., the lengths of the simple roots. Such 
a normalization is independent of the value of k so that one 
can write 

A ["I = "w" 
[A I .::... . 

(4.2) 

To be specific, we put (a,a) = 2, where (a,a) is the square of 
the length of the simple root a of the group G. For the groups 
of types O(2n + 1), Sp(2n), G(2), and F(4) which have simple 
roots of two different lengths, a is the longer of the two. 

From the properties of weight systems of representa
tions of simple Lie groups one has the following properties of 

Ai;'!: 
A :~II = dimension of (A ), (4.3) 

(4.4) 
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A \~~ + II = 0 for G #-E6' and G #-SU(n), n > 2, (4.5) 

A (kl A (kl +A (kl (46) 
(AI",(A'I = (AI (A'I' ' 

A (kl - ~CP (k-J1AV1 (4.7) 
(A I"WI - ,£.. . (A I Wi' 

J=O 

A (kl ( l)kA(k l (4.8) (AI = - (XI' 

A l~~ I ¥= 0 for all nontrivial representations of any simple G. 

A ll\ = (l//)I)l\, (4.9) 

A )~II = [3//(/ + 2)]I)~11 
(4.10) 

where / is the rank of the group and 1)71 denotes the mth 
degree index7

,8 of the representation (A); the syrnbolsE6' E7 , 

E8 , F4 , G2 stand for the exceptional simple Lie groups. The 
property (4.10) is a nontrivial consequence of symmetry 
properties 7 of weight systems of representations of the 
groups indicated. Extensive tables if I (21 and I (4) are found in 
Ref. 8, as well as a description of their properties. 

Suppose that G = GI XG2, where GI and G2 are simple. 
If (AI) and (,,1.2) denote respectively the representations of G I 
and Gz' we use (A tl (,,1.2) for the corresponding representation 
ofGI XG2• Then 

A 11~I(A'1 = ;tolP ~,IA 11,)Jl, (4.11) 

which resembles closely (4,7) except that here (Ad and (,,1.2) 
are representations of different groups. 

The relation (2,6) generalizes into 

A (k 1 (k IA Ik I k 2 3 
IAI =p IA'I' =" (4,12) 

where (A ) and (A ') represent the group G and the subgroup 
G' C G respectively, The constantp(kl is independent of (A ), 
Equality (4.12) holds also for k = 4 when G is one of the 
simple exceptional Lie groups and G ' is any semisimple sub
group.7 For even k > 4 equation (4. 12) does not hold7; for odd 
values of k > 4 the equation has not been investigated. 

V.COMMENTS 

(1) We defined the triangle anomaly number of an SU(n) 
representation in terms of the sum of cubes of U( 1) projec
tions of weights. The sum of cubes of projections on any 
other direction is proportional to the sum of cubes of U( I) 
projections, the proportionality factor being less than or 
equal to unity in magnitude, and independent of the 
representation, 

(2) The triangle anomaly number of any representation 
of any simple group other than SU(n) vanishes when defined 
as the sum of cubes of any component of weights. For groups 
other than O(4n + 2) and E6 the statement is obvious, since 
their representations are all self-contragredient. For 
O(4n + 2), n>2, the statement follows from the fact that the 
Weyl formula7

,9 for the character contains no third power of 
the dummy variables which carry the components of the 
weight as exponents. In the absence of an explicit character 
formula for E6 , the statement for E6 is most easily verified by 
considering the SU(3) X SU(3) X SU(3) content of E6 irreduci
ble representations. Each subgroup representation (a)(b )(e) 
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appears together with (c)(a)(b ), (b )(c)(a), (a}(C)(b), (C)(b)(a). 
(b)(a}(C) (the set is smaller if some of its members coincide). 
Application of formula (4.11) shows that the triangle anom
aly of this set of subgroup representations vanishes. 

(3) All properties of the number A 11:, k = 0,1, .. , were 
deduced from properties of weight systems of finite-dimen
sional representations of semisimple Lie groups (algebras). 
Since the weight system of a representation (A. ) does not 
change if a complex group is reduced to any of its real forms, 
the anomaly number A :~: does not feel the difference be
tween the complex group and any of its real forms. 

(4) From (4.9) and (4.10) one can see that the anomaly 
numbers A l1 \ and the indices I a~ I are similar objects, In
deed, the former are sums of powers of certain projections qf 
weights, while the latter are similar sums of powers of 
lengths of weights. 7.8 In particular, A i~\ = I i~\ is the dimen
sion of (A. ). Many of their properties coincide and derivations 
of explicit expressions for them follow the same path, 7 the 
simplest of them being the derivation of Weyl's dimension 
formula for (A. ), Next in order of increasing complexity are 
the expressions for Il~\, or A :~\ [see Eq, (4.9)]. Formulas for 
A i~11 are calculated from an equivalent definition in Refs. 2 
and 5; the result is 

A 131 _ 2NIA I ( P3(l) + P3(l) - PI(l )P2(l) 
IA) -

n (n+ l)(n+2) (n- I)(n+ 1) 

+ P3(l) - [PI(I W - 2PI(1 )Pz(l)), (5.1) 
(n - I)(n - 2) 

where n labels the group SU(n), and Pa (I) is defined by 

IT (I - zli )-1 = ! Pu (l" .. ,ln )ZU, 
i= I a =0 

(5.2) 

The representation labels Ij are given in terms of the nonneg
ative integer labels A; by 

n-' 
lj= LA.k+n-j, l<,i<,n-I,ln=O, (5.3) 

k ~j 

Formulas for 111\ for all simple groups are again in Ref, 7. 
Because of(4.1O),A I~II is known for SU(2) and the five excep
tional simple Lie groups. No other formulas are known for 
Alk 1 or /12k) 

(A 1 IAI • 

(5) Recently a generalization of the group-subgroup re
lation, called subjoining, was found. 10 It requires consider
ation of formal linear combinations of representation with 
integer coefficients. If the coefficients are nonnegative the 
sum is the familiar direct sum, Here we would like to point 
out that one can extend the properties of A (k I in such a way 
that linear combinations of representations with negative co
efficients have well-defined values of A (k I. It suffices to put 

A lk) -Alkl Alk) 
IA ) - IA 'I - (A) - IA ') , 

(6) The examples of Sec, III reveal symmetries between 
AyT's corresponding to two Young tableaux which differ by 
interchange of rows and columns. One is obtained from the 
other by changing certain signs, These symmetries arise 
from those of the coefficients C\;11 in (A3). We have encoun
tered a similar symmetry previously" while considering 
plethysms based on representations ofSU(2) only. 
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APPENDIX 

It is the purpose of this appendix to derive Eq. (3.1), 
which states that AYT is a multiple of AD' The proportional
ity factor FYT(N) depends on the Young tableau YT and on 
the dimension N of the representation 0, but not otherwise 
on 0, or indeed, on the group SU(n) of which ° is a reducible 
or irreducible representation. More specifically, FYT(N) is a 
polynomial of degree p - 1 in N, where p is the number of 
boxes in the Young tableau YT. 

In what follows 0 may denote the set of N weights w 
belonging to the representation D. We denote by 0" the set of 
Nweights,uw, i.e., the weights of 0, with the scale dilated by 
a factor ,u. The triangle anomaly number of 0" is 

A 0 / =,u3Ao· (AI) 

Now consider the direct product 

[,u) = [,u\,,u2, .. ·,,ud = 0'" ® 0'" ® ... ® a'" (A2) 

where (p, \,,u2''',,uk) is a partition of p into nonnegative inte
gers. The direct products corresponding to different parti
tions are clearly independent, as long as N;;.p. 

A Young tableau may be associated with a partition 
(v) = (v p v 2,"',Vk ) of p. The presence of Vi indicates a row of 
Vi boxes. The Young tableaux are independent, as long as 
iV;;'p. 

Suppose for the time being that N;;.p. The Young tab
leaux withp boxes and the direct products f,u] with "i.i,ui = p 
span the same space, so either can be expressed as a linear 
combination of the other. We may write 

YT(l'1 = IC\~lJ[,u). (A3) 
[1-'1 

The direct product [1,1, ... ,1] lP ones) is the only one which 
contains products of p different weights from D. It appears 
with nonzero coefficient C\~I,\,"',\I on the right-hand side of 
every Young tableau. 

For illustration we given the relations (A3) for the case 
p=4. 

ITIIJ =T4[1,},1,l) +H2,1,1] +H3,1] +H2,2] +H4], 

EfD =HI,I,I,I) +H2,1,1] -H2,2] -H4], 

EB =.b[I,I,I,I]-H3,1]+H2,2], 

Ef =HI,I,I,I] -H2,1,1] -H2,2] +H4], 

H =T4[1,1,1,1] -H2,1,1] +1[3,1] +H2,2] -H(4)]. 

(A4) 
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We now consider the situation N<,p. Then there will be 
Young tableaux containing columns with more than N 
boxes. Equations (A3) remain valid provided Young tab
leaux with more than N boxes on the left-hand side are re
placed by zero; the direct products f,u] are no longer indepen
dent. Nonvanishing Young tableaux are still given correctly 
by (A3). We emphasize that the coefficients C\~ 1 depend 
only on the Young tableau and on the,ui which label the 
direct product f,u]. 

Now Eq. (2.4) is easily generalized to give the triangle 
anomaly number of the direct product of k sets of weights. 

(AS) 

and hence for the direct product Lu \,,u2''',,uk] we have, using 
(AI), 

(A 6) 

Since the largest value taken by k on the right-hand side of 
(A3) is p, it follows that AYT is Ao times a polynomial of 
degree p - 1 in N whose coefficients depend only on YT. 

The best way to determine the polynomial FYT(N) is 
from the formula (5.1) with 0 the defining representation of 
SU(n). Since the irreducible representations (Il ) ofSU(n) cor
respond to Young tableaux based on 0, the dependence of 
AYT on N can be ascertained once and for all. 

We complete this Appendix by giving a proof of Eq. 
(2.13). 

Write A(A 'I = A A; it is the sum of cubes of the projec
tions of the weights of(1l ) on some direction in weight space 
[specifically the U(l) direction ofSU(m) weight space]. Write 
A(1o",ol = pA (10 ... 01' With the help of (3.1) we can write down 
A fA 1 for any irreducible representation (Il ). We have 

A fA 1 = A ~T = FYT(N)A (10 ... 01 

=p- 1FYT (N)A(10 ... 01 =P-1A(AI' (A7) 

YT in (A 7) is the Young Tableau corresponding to the repre
sentation (Il ). 
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Wigner 9j symbols and the product group 
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The 9j symbols of a simply reducible Lie group G are related to the 3j symbols of the product group 
G X G. I t is shown that this relationship leads to certain identities satisfied by the 9j symbols. Two 
known identities involving 6j and 9j symbols are shown to be reduced forms of a new identity 
involving 9j symbols. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Qs 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The properties of Wigner's 6j symbols are now well 
understood l

; in particular it is known that the 6j sym
bols satisfy two independent identities. 2 The usual 
method of deriving these identities is by considering 
different coupling schemes for three and four angular 
momentum vectors. 

Wigner's 9j symbols have not been so thoroughly in
vestigated, perhaps because of their relative complex
ity. Arima et al. 3 reviewed the known symmetry pro
perties (previously derived by Jahn and Hope4

), and 
derived an orthogonality relation and a number of ident
ities. Their derivations were based on coupling 
schemes for four and five vectors. More recently, 
Jang5 derived two further identities, involving both 
6j and 9j symbols, from a consideration of the sym
metry properties of the 15j symbols. This method, 
although indirect, is equivalent to the method of coup
ling schemes but is less tedious. 

This paper deals with an alternative method, in 
which the coupling problem is transferred to a larger 
group. In the case of the three-dimensional rotation 
group SO(3), this larger group is the four-dimensional 
rotation group SO(4). It is interesting to note that re
cently6 a new recurrence relation for the 3j symbols 
of SO(3) was derived from the properties of SO(4). 
Thus, although the properties of the larger group are 
usually determined from those of the smaller, the re
verse procedure also has some merit. 

2. THE PRODUCT GROUP 

Let G be a simply reducible 7 Lie group, and denote 
by G2 the Cartesian product group G x G. It may be 
easily verifiedB that G2 is also Simply redUCible, and 
therefore we may apply Wigner' S9 analysis of the proper
ties of its coupling and recoupling coefficients. The 
notation of Ref. 9 will be used throughout, with a sum
mation convention over greek and primed roman in
dices. An asterisk denotes complex conjugation. 

The representations of G will be denoted by 

C :J 
a>present address: Applied Mathematics DiviSion, Depart

ment of Scientific and Industrial Research, P. O. Box 1335, 
Wellington, New Zealand. 

where R is an element of C. A basis for the represen
tations of C2 may be written in terms of tensor products 
of the representations of G: 

l(j, k) (R,sn_ ~ Rl 01k SJ 
UK, a) (A,131.1 LK AJ La 13 (2.1) 

It follows that the 3j symbols of G2 associated with 
the basis (2.1) are given, in terms of the 3j symbols of 
G, by 

((j,m) (k,n) (l,P)\=(j k l)(m n P) 
\(K, a) (A,/3) (jJ.,y») K A jJ. \a 13 y' (2.2) 

Similarly, the 6j and 9j symbols are given by 

and 

{~. d) (b, e) (c ,f)} = {a b C} {d e f} 
(g,j) {Jz, k) (i, l) f{ h i j!? I (2.3) 

l
(a, d) 

(g,j) 

(m,q) 

(b, e) (c ,f) 11 a 
(h,k) (i,!) = g 

(n,r) (P,s) m 

(2.4) 

A unitary transformation is now made to a different 
basis of G2

, defined by 

rj,k) (R,s~ = {[x][y]}1!2(j k :)({3j ~ ~')'" 
~X,y) (CP, AU QI Y 'I' l' 11. 

X rj,!?) (R,S~. 
Ua, y) (l'3,o)J 

(2.5) 

This transformation is similar to the decomposition of 
the Kronecker product of representations of G. The 3j 
symbols associated with the new basis can be calculated 
by recoupling methods and the result iS1D 

(
j,m) (k,n) (l,P») (q rp Su)* 

(q,cp) (r,p) (s,u) ={[q][r][sW!2 cp 

(2.6) 
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However, the 6j and 9j symbols are not affected by 
transformations such as (2.5), and so the recoupling 
coefficients of G2 in the new basis are still given by 
(2.3) and (2.4). 

Use of (2.4) and (2.6) and (3.1) gives our result 

3. A NEW IDENTITY 

Equation (2.6) can be used to derive a number of pro
perties for the 9j symbols of G; orthogonality relations 
for example. The purpose of this note is to demon
strate a new identity or sum rule for the 9j symbols. 

Wigner's 9j symbols satisfy two identities invoving 
3j symbols. For G2

, these are9 

l
{a, d) (b,e) {C'!)l 
(g,j) (h,k) (i,l) 

(m,q) (n,r) (P,s) 

_ (,a,d) (b, e) (C.f)) ((g,j) (h,k) (i,l) ) 

- (r',O!) (s' , (3) (f',Y) (u', Ii) (v', f) (w', t). 

x(,m,q) (n,r) (p,S))Ca,d) (g,j) (m,q))* 

(x',17) (y', e) (Z', K) (r', O!) (u', Ii) (x', 17) 

X(b,e) (h,k) (n,r))*({c.f) (i,l) (P,S))* 

\(S',{3) {v', f) (y',e) (f',Y) (w',t) (Z',K) , 

(3.1) 

(

m,q) (n,r) (P's))*l(a,d) (b,e) (c.f) I 
(x ) (y ) ( ) 

(g,j) (h, k) (i, l) 
,17 ,e Z,K 

(m, q) (n, r) (p, s) 

'" Ca, d) 
(b, e) (c.f) )(g,j) (h,k) (i,l) ) 

(r', O!) (s' , (3) (f',Y) (u', Ii) (v', f) (w', t) 

x (,a, d) (g,j) (m,q))* ('b' e) (h, k) (n, r)/ 

(r', O!) (u', Ii) (x,17) (s',{3) (v', ~) (y, e) 

(i, l) (3.2) 

J: : ::(l:: ::I)~ : ~) 
~c f f'~ 1 w,~tp s z,~ 

xl; : ~~): : ::1); ~ :? 
m q A (n r y tp s Z ~ 

= [r' ][s' ][t' ][u'][v' ][w' ][x' ][y' ][z' ]llx~ :: :,1 
y Z' 

xl: : ;I)~ : : ,I I:: : ? 
r' s' t'~~' v' w~?x y' z,~ 

xj: : ?j: : ?j; f :,) 
m q x ~ n r y ~ p s Z'~ (3 0 3) 

x ('C' f) 
(f',y) (w', t) 

(p, S)y 

(z, K) Similarly, from (3.2) we find the alternative form 

2358 

ja b ~ll~ e film g h 1 k l q 

rnnpqrsx 

: : I· [r' 1[s' 1[t' 1[.' 1[v' 1I w' I 

xl~ :: :.11:, : ;1):,: ,I 
x y z~?r s' f~~U v' w~ 

J: ; ::H: : ::It ~ :.1 
~m q x Hn r y Hp s Z ~ 
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Some special cases of (3.4) are of interest. If x, y, 
and z refer to the unit representation, (3.4) reduces to 

E : :f[: : ~f<[r)[S'l[t'){; ~ ;}{: :' :} 

x{~ ~ ;} E :, ~it :, ;,1 
(3.5) 

On the other hand, if a and d refer to the unit represen
tation, the reduced form of (3.4) is 

lj r s! {X y w
Z I} {:::}fe;:} gnp :(t'](v'][w'] t' v' 

x y Z 

J:: : ,ll: : ~)~; b ~,( • 

lx w' v,~ n r y qs P z ~ 
(3.6) 

Equation (3.6) can also be derived from (2.3) by expres
Sing the 6j symbol in terms of four 3j symbols. 

The identities (3.5) and (3,6) were derived separately 
by Jang5; they are shown above to be particular cases 
of the same equation. The author has attempted to find 
a similar simple connection between (3.3) or (3.4) and 
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the identities of Arima et alo, 3 without success, al
though it is possible to prove (3.4) by a lengthy calcula
tion from the formulas of Ref. 3. 
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A s~t of relations is set.up which connect quadratic products of the shift operators 0 7 (k = 0,1,2), 
whlch are nonscalar wlth respect to the 0(3) subgroup ofSU (3). The usefulness ofthese relations is 
illustrated by the calculation of the eigenvalues of the scalar shift operator 0 0 for various 
irreducible representations (p,q) ofSU (3). / 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Qs 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of I-degeneracies in the reduction of irre
ducible representations (p,q) ofSU (3) with respect to its 0(3) 
subgroup has been considered already two decades ago by 
various authors. The construction of bases, and particularly 
orthonormal bases, for SU (3) representations in the SU(3) 
:::>0(3) reduction has been the aim of numerous authors. 
In fact, most of the approaches which have been proposed 
can be viewed as searches for an additional Hermitian opera
tor of which the eigenfunctions form a basis. It has been 
shown that only two such independent operators exist, and 
in the present paper we shall denote them by 07 and Q 7. 
Many alternative notations have been introduced, and these 
are summarized by Partensky and Quesne, I who also study 
their interconnection. An excellent review of all common 
efforts and results obtained until 1975, more in particular on 
the missing label problem and the construction of bases, has 
been given by Moshinsky et al. 2 

In the present paper attention is drawn to a recursive 
method for calculating O? and Q? eigenvalues, which has 
been developed by Hughes.3,4 The technique essentially re
lies on a set of relations among products of shift operators 
which behave as 0(3) scalars. These shifts operators are con
structed out of the three generators 10 , I ± of 0 (3) and the 
five generators q,l ( - 2 < f-l <2), which form a five-dimen
sional tensor representation of 0(3). Later on, the 0(3) shift 
operator construction has been generalized by Hughes and 
Yadegar5 in such a way that a generally valid algorithm 
could be established, whereas many properties of shift opera
tors were reconsidered. Although the shift operator tech
nique has proven very successful for eigenvalue calcula
tions,4 it nevertheless should be criticized on the point that 
such calculations can become extremely tedious, especially 

I 

when I-degeneracy occurs. In fact, whatever method is used 
an increase of I-degeneracy always involves new supplemen
tary problems, and this is the main reason why a case of 
three-fold degeneracy has never been treated in a completely 
analytical way before. 

Recently the shift operator technique has been applied 
by two ofus6 for solving the quadrupole phonon state label
ling problem, which is related to the analysis of symmetric 
representa~ions of 0(5) into irreducibles of its 0(3) subgroup. 
However, mstead of setting up relations among scalar triple 
product operators, we have established relations among qua
dratic shift operator products which are no longer 0(3) sca
lars. Motivated by the relevant advantages and simplifica
tions which the latter type of equations induce in the 0(5) 
case, we want to reinvestigate in the present paper the SU(3) 
state labelling problem. 

In Sec. 2 we shall derive the so-called nonscalar rela
tions and we shall discuss their conformity with certain rela
tions among scalar triple product operators. Sections 3 and 4 
are concerned with a complete analysis of the (p,O) and (p, 1) 
representations, respectively, whereas in Sec. 5 we investi
gate the lowest angular momentum states. 

2. NONSCALAR PRODUCT OPERATORS 

In this paper we shall be concerned with the SU(3) shift 
operators O,± k (k = 0,1,2) which shift the eigenvalues of the 
0(3) Casimir operator L 2 by ± k, in the form they have been 
originally defined by Hughes,3 in terms ofSU(3) generators. 
Also, we shall, without loss of generality, restrict our atten
tion to SU(3) states which correspond to zero m, the eigen
value of the diagonal 0(3) generator 10 , In that case the shift 
operators can be written down as follows: 

07 = (V6)1 (I + l)qo - 3(q+ 1/_ + q_I/+) - 3(q+2/_ 2 + q_2[2+ ), 

0/- 1 =/(I-1)(q+l/- -q_I/+)-/(q+2/2 __ q_2/2+), 

0/- 2 = (v6)/2(/- 1)2q() - 21 (1- 1f(q+ IL + q_I/+) + 1(1- 1)(q+2/2_ + q_2/~ ), 

"Research Associate N.F.W.O. (Belgium). 

otl=O=)_I' 

0t
2
=0 =7-1' 
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where I (I + l)is the eigenvalue ofL 2. For a detailed description of the SU (3) algebra of generators ql' (fl = 0, ± 1, ± 2), 10 and 
I ± ' the reader is referred to Ref. 3. . 

Previously, a set of very useful formulas, containing scalar shift operator products, the Casmlrs 12 and 13, and a second 
Hermitian 0(3) scalar operator Q? of fourth order in the group generators, has been set up by Hughes.3 For later use, we recall 
here some of these formulas in slightly altered form: 

(I 2)2(0°)2 3 (21 + 3)(21 + 5) 0 -I 0 + 1+ 3 (I + 3) 0 -2 0 +2 
+ 1 + (I + 1)2 I + I I (I + 1)(1 + 2)2 I + 2 1 

- 18(1 + W(I + 2f(21 + 3)2[1212 -/(1 + 4)] = 0, (2.2) 

(21 + 1)(0°)2 - 3 1(/- 2) 0 -I 0 + 1+ 3 (I + 1)(1 + 3) 0 + 10 -I _ 54/ 2(1 + W(21 + 1)(41 + 1) = 0, (2.3) I (1 + 1)2 I + I I 12 I - I I 2 

(/- 1)2(0°)2 + 3 (2/- 1)(2/- 3) 0 + 10 -I + 3 (/- 2) 0 +2 0 -2 - 181 2(/- 1)2(2/-W[l212 - (I + 1)(/- 3)] = 0. I [2 I-I I I(/-W 1-2 I 

Notice that Eq. (2.4) can be deduced from Eq. (2.2) ifin 
the latter I is replaced formally by - I - 1. All the relations 
(2.2)-(2.4) share the property that they contain only opera
tors or operator products which leave the I-value of the states 
upon which they act invariant. One can, however, easily con
struct bilinear forms of shift operators which shift I by one, 
two, or even three units, and hence the question immediately 
arises as to whether there also exist relations connecting such 
product operators. By straightforward calculation it is read
ily verified that this question can be answered affirmatively. 
In fact, it can be shown that there are two independent rela
tions among operators which lower I by one, namely, 

(I + 3)(21 + 1)0 1- 10? - (I + 1)(2/ + 3)0~_ 10 1- 1 

61 0 - 2 0 + I - ° (2 5) 
(I + If I + I 1 -, • 

(/- 1)(2/- 3)0 I-IO~ - (/- 3)(2/- 1)0~_1 0 I-I 

_6_1_0 +10 -2=0 
(/_1)21-2 I , 

(2.6) 

one relation connecting operators which shift I by - 2, i.e., 

(/- 1)(/- 2)0 1-20~ -/(1 + 1)0~_20 1- 2 

- 6(2/- 1)0 I-=-\ 0 1- 1= 0, (2.7) 
and finally a last relation among the two quadratic operators 
which lower I by three units, i.e., 

0- 20- 1-0- 10- 2_0 I-I I 1-2 I -. (2.8) 

The corresponding relations between operators that raise the 
I-value of the state upon which they act to change by, respec
tively, one, two, or three units are immediately deduced from 
Eqs. (2.5)-(2.8) by formally replacing Iby - (I + 1) and by 
using 0/ k = 0 = ~ + I)' It is worthwhile mentioning that 
none of the relations (2.2)-(2.8) contain terms linear in the 
shift operators. This is essentially due to the fact that the 
commutator of any two generators qp is independent of the 
q's and can be expressed entirely in terms of I ± and 10' 

There is also a certain connection between the newly 
derived nonscalar relations (2.5)-(2.8) and the relations be
tween triple product operators previously given by Hughes. 3 

Let us illustrate this by an example. Ifwe multiply each term 
ofEq. (2.6) on the left with 0 I~ \, and each term ofEq. (2.5) 
on the left also with 0 I~ \ , and if we then eliminate from the 
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(2.4) 

resulting two equations the term in 0 I~ \ 0 ~ _ I 0 1- I, the 
following relation among triple product operators is 
obtained: 

(I + 1)(21 +3) 0 +10+10 -2 (/-3)(2/-1) 
12(1 _ If 1- I 1- 2 I + [2(1 + 1)2 

xO I~II 0 I-}I 0/ 1 = - ~O I~II 0 I-IO~. 

The same relation is reproduced on eliminating the Ca
simir 13 from Eqs. (40) and (42) of Ref. 3 and by making 
thereafter use of Eq. (36) of the same reference. Similarly, 
from the moment we can eliminate 13 from the triple product 
operator relations ofHughes,3 it is possible to indicate a suit
able combination of the relations (2.5)-(2.8) which repro
duces the same result. However, if use is made only of the 
nonscalar relations (2.5)-(2.8), the relations of Ref. 3 among 
triple product operators cannot be deduced, since there is no 
way by which the SU (3) invariant 13 can be introduced. Also, 
it will become clear that for a complete classification of SU 
(3) irreducible representations, at least one relation contain
ing 13 and of the type considered by Hughes is needed. 

In the following sections expressions will be derived for 
the eigenvalues of the 0(3) scalar shift operator O?, and this 
for certain SU(3) irreducible representations which as usual 
are labelled by the integers p and q satisfying p ;;> q;;> 0 and 
related to 12 and 13 by the formulas 

(/2) = Mp2 + q2 - pq + 3p), (2.9) 

(/3) = 1~2(P - 2q)(2p + 3 - q)(p + q + 3), (2.10) 

where ( ) denotes the expectation value between states. 
Also, without loss of generality, we can assume hereafter and 
in a forthcoming paper thatp - 2q;;>0. Finally, the exact 1-
content of (p,q), which has been extensively studied in the 
past by various authors,2 will be considered as a well estab
lished fact throughout this paper. 

3. COMPLETE ANALYSIS OF THE (p,O) 
REPRESENTATIONS 

The (p,O) representations have been studied already in 
detail by Hughes4 by means of standard shift operator tech
niques. The relative ease with which the eigenvalue calcula
tions could be performed rests essentially on the fact that no I 
degeneracy occurs in these representations. Nevertheless, it 
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is worthwhile to demonstrate how the presently derived 
nonscalar relations (2.5)-(2.8) bring about even more consid
erable simplifications into that type of calculation. 

mum angular momentum state IP). To that aim, we let Eq. 
(2.2) act upon Ip) and by use of (2.9) we immediately can 
deduce that A ; takes on the value prescribed by the formula 

Indeed, let us start from the well-known property that I 
can take on only the nondegenerate valuesp,p - 2,p - 4, ... , 
o or 1, depending on whether p is even or odd. Since further
more no confusion can arise, we suppress p and q in the basis 
vectors and since, moreover, we consider states correspond
ing to m = 0, we can simply denote them by II). Let us also 
denote the O? eigenvalue by AI' Now, if we select an accept
able I-value such that II) exists and 1/- 1) is nonexistent and 
if we momentarily suppose and that Al is already known, we 
immediately derive from the action ofEq. (2.7) upon II) that 

A; = 6p2(p + 1)2(2p + W. (3.4) 

In order to account for the correct sign of A p' we must use a 
triple product operator relation. Following Hughes4 we ar
rive at 

Ap = (v6)P(p + 1)(2p + 3). (3.5) 

It has to be noticed that the eigenvalues Al have been ob
tained without the necessity, as was the case with the stan
dard shift operator technique, of having precise knowledge 
of matrix elements of the form (II 0 I~ 22 0 I~ 21/ ). 

A = (/-1)(/-2),1,. (3.1) 
1~2 1(/+1) I 4. COMPLETE ANALYSIS OF THE (p,1) 

REPRESENTATIONS Furthermore, the application of Eq. (2.8) upon II) proves 
that II - 3) does not exist. Hence, with the only assumptions 
that IP) exists, thatAp is known, and that IP - 1) vanishes, 
recursion of (3.1) gives 

Assuming that we already know that no I-degeneracy 
occurs in (P, 1) representations, let us define CI and d l by 

Ap~ 2k = (p - 2k)(p - 2k + 1) Ap, (k = 0,1,2, ... ), 
pIp + 1) 

(3.2) 

whereas it also follows that IP - 2k - 1)(k = 1,2, ... ) are 
nonexistent states. Putting 1= p - 2k in (3.2), this relation is 
rewritten as 

_ 1(1 + 1) At - Ap, (p -I = even). (3.3) 

1 2(/IOI~\0/11/) 
(I + 1) 

1 2(1 + 1101+101~\1/+ 1), 
(l + 1) 

1 (110 ~2 0 +21/) 
(I + 1 )2(1 + 2)2 I + 2 I 

21 2 ((l + 210 / 20 I ~ 22 II + 2». 
(I + 1) (I + 2) 

(4.1) 

p(p+ 1) 

As a consequence, the problem is reduced to that of finding 
an expression for the eigenvalue Ap belonging to the maxi-

By suitable combination of the relations (2.2)-(2.4) and put
ting I = p - k, the following recursion relations can be 
derived: 

C -p~k~ 1 -
(P-k+l)(P-k+5) (2p-2k+l)d 

(P-k+2)2 Cp~k + (P_k+2)2 p~k 
- 24(P - k + 1 )2(2p - 2k + 1 )(2kp - p - k 3 + 3k + 1), 

d -p~k~2 -
_ 4 (2p - 2k + 1) C + (P - k)(P - k - 4) d k 

(P _ k + 2)2 P ~ k (P _ k + 2)2 P ~ 

+ 48(p - k )(2p - 2k + 1)[2(P + qz + (P - k)(P - k + 1)(P - k - 5)), 

subject to the initial conditions cp = dp = dp ~ 1 = O. These relations are easily solved 

(p - 2k - 11 0 p~~12k 0 /~12k _ 1 IP - 2k - 1> = (p - 2k I 0 p+~12k ~ 1 0 p~~12k Ip - 2k ) 

= 24(p + I)(p - 2k )2(p - 2k + I)(p - 2k - 1)(2p - 2k + I), 
(p - 2k I 0 ;~12k + 1 0 p+~12k Ip - 2k ) = (p - 2k + II 0 /~12k 0 p~~12k + I Ip - 2k + 1) 

=48k(p+ 1)(P-2k+ If(p-2k)(p-2k+2), 

(p - 2k 10 ;-\k + 2 0 p+~\k Ip - 2k ) = (p - 2k + 210/_2 2k 0 p~_2 2k + 21P - 2k + 2) 

= 48k(p - 2k + If(P - 2k + 2)3(p - 2k + 3)(P - 2k)(2p - 2k + 3), 

(p - 2k - II 0 p~~\k + 1 0 /~2 2k _ 1 Ip - 2k - 1) = (p - 2k + II 0 /~2 2k ~ 1 0 P~~\k + 1 Ip - 2k + 1) 

= 48k(p - 2k + 1)3(p - 2k )3(P - 2k + 2)(P - 2k - 1)(2p - 2k + I). 

Using (2.2) we then get 

A ; ~ 2k ~ 1 = 6(2p3 - 8kp2 + 3p2 + 8k 2p - 16kp - lip + 20k 2 + 10k - 6)2, 

,1,2 = 6(2p 3 _ 8kp2 + p2 + 8k 2p - 7p - 4k 2 + 2k - 6f, 
p ~ 2k 
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(4.7) 
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where again AI is a short notation for the matrix element 
(/1071/). At this point it becomes very tedious to obtain the 
sign of A p _ 2k _ I and A p _ 2k with the usual techniques; there
fore we try the non scalar relations. Ifwe let Eq. (2.5) act upon 
II ) we can prove that 

(/ +3)(21 + 10/-(1 + 1)(2/ +30/-1 

61 [C d ]112 
= (I + W c5 ~I~~ I , 

(4.9) 

where c5 is a sign factor not yet determined. Basic to the proof 
are the properties 

with 

I (l- k 10 1- kl/) 12 = _1_ (/10 i~.kkO 1- kll), (4.10) 
ak.l_k 

1(/ +kIO/kI/W=ak./(/IOI-+\o/kll), (4.11) 

21 + 1 
ak,l = -2/-+-2-'--k-+-1' (4.12) 

which are satisfied as long as II), II ± k ) are non degenerate. 
If we replace I by P - 2k, in (4.9) and then substitute herein 
the expressions for cp _ 2k' dp _ 2k _ I.' and cp _ 2k + I' which 
are obtained from (4.3H4.6), we arrive at 

(p-2k+3)(2p-4k+ 10p -2k -(p-2k+ 1) 

X(2p - 4k + 30p -2k_1 

= 24(V6)c5k (p - 2k )2(p - 2k + 2). (4.13) 

The only way to satisfy this equation with what we already 
know, from (4.7) and (4.8), is to defineAp _ 2k andAp _ 2k _ I as 

Ap _ 2k _ I = E(v6)(2p 3 - 8kp2 + 3p2 + 8k 2p 

- 16kp - IIp + 20k 2 + 10k - 6) (q = 1), 
(4.14) 

Ap _ 2k = E(v6)(2p3 - 8kp2 +p2 + 8k 2p -7p - 4k2 

+ 2k - 6) (q = 1), (4.15) 

whereby E equals + lor - 1, but has the same sign in (4.14) 

and (4.15). Of course E can still be k-dependent, meaning that 
it could change sign for different pairs of consecutive eigen
values. However, repeating the same calculations which 
have led us to (4.13), but choosing I = p - 2k - 1, we ob
serve at the end that Ap _ 2k _ I and Ap _ 2k _ 2 should also be 
attributed the same E, whereas Ap _ 2k _ 2 is found from (4.15) 
on replacing k by k + 1. Hence, we can conclude that (4.14) 
and (4.15) are valid for all possible k values. It remains to 
determine what is the correct sign of E. To that purpose we 
take recourse to a reasoning expounded already elsewhere4 

and based upon triple product relations, by which we can 
prove that the eigenvalue of the highest angular momentum 
state Ip> is positive, just as was the case for q = 0. Conse
quentlYEhastobesetequalto + 1 in(4.14)and(4.15),ascan 
be readily verified by putting k = ° in (4.15). 

5. ANALYSIS OF THE LOW ANGULAR MOMENTUM 
STATES 

As a next application of the extended shift operator 
technique, we study the situation where I is attributed a 
small numerical value, i.e., 0, 1,2, or 3. According to well-
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known properties concerning the exact I-content of repre
sentations, we have to distinguish between two cases: 

(i)p even, q even: there is one 1= ° state, one 1= 3 state, 
in general two I = 2 states, and the I = 1 state is always 
absent; 

(ii)p odd, q,t:O, q,t: 1 orp even, q odd: there is one 1= 1 
state, one 1= 2 state, in general two I = 3 states, but no 1= ° 
state. 

Notice that in case (ii) we had to exclude q = ° and 
q = I when p is odd. For these two q values, however, we can 
immediately refer to the results of the previous sections. In 
the following, the orthonormal eigenvectors of 0 ? will be 
denoted by II> if I is non degenerate, and by II, (i), 
i = I,2, ... ,n, if I is n-degenerate. Also, we keep the notation 
Al or A \il for the corresponding eigenvalue(s). 

Let us first investigate the situation described under (i). 
From the expression (2.1) of 07 in terms of the generators it 
immediately follows that 

Ao = 0, (p even, q even). (5.1) 

Furthermore, the action of Eq. (2.4) upon both 1= 2 
states 12,( 1) and 12,(2) yields for both eigenvalues a similar 
condition, i.e., 

(A ~1)2 = 2335 [4(2,(i)II212,(i) + 1] (i = 1,2). (5.2) 

or with the use of (2.9), 

set 

(A ~1)2 = 23J3[ 4(p2 + q2 - pq + 3p) + 9] (i = 1,2). 
(5.3) 

Since both eigenvalues are necessarily different we can 

A ~I = ( - IV- 16(v6)[ 4(p2 + q2 - pq + 3p) + 9]112, 
(i = 1,2) (p even, q even). (5.4) 

The result (5.4) agrees with that of Judd et aJ.1 As a next step 
we replace I by - (I + 1) in Eq. (2.5), to obtain the relation 

(/-2)(21 + 1)0/10?-/(2/-1)07+10/1 

+ 6(/+1)0+ 2 0- 1 =0 (5.5) 
/2 1- I I , 

which when applied to the I = 2 states yields 

0~02+112,(i) =0, (5.6) 

immediately showing that 

A3 = 0, (p even, q even) (5.7) 

which again agrees with Judd's7 result. 
Although we have obtained all the required eigenvalues 

in closed form, we can as a supplement try to construct the 
eigenstates from appropriate shift operator actions. There
fore, we assume only that there is a minimum angular mo
mentum state 10) with associated eigenvalue Ao = 0. With 
this knowledge, we let Eq. (2.3) act upon 10), which yields 

(5.8) 

meaning that since 10) is the minimum state, 11) is absent. 
As a consequence, we obtain, from the action of Eq. (2.2) 
upon 10), that 

(5.9) 

Now we define two 1= 2 states by means of shift operator 
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actions, namely one state 12,(a) by 

0 0+ 210) = 12,(a), 

and a second state 12, (b) as 

O 2- 212,(b) = o. 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

Note that we reserve the notation 12,(i), i = 1,2 for the orth
onormal eigenstates of 0 ~, whereas the states 12, (a) and 
12,(b) can be a priori any linear combinations of 12,(1) and 
12,(2). Letting Eq. (2.4) first and then Eq. (2.3) act upon 
12,(a) and 12,(b ), we obtain 

[
(o_~rl;~a) = 1944(412 + 1)12,(a), 

0 3 O 2 12,(a)=0, 

(O~ )212,(b) = 1944(412 + 1)12,(b ), (5.12) 

0 3- 10 2+ 112,(b) = 38880 1212,(b ). 

This shows that only one I = 3 state exists. Furthermore, we 
see that (0~)2 is diagonal in the [12,(a), 12(b) J basis, but 
o ~ is not. Indeed, let us define 

[ Oo~12,(a) =aII12,(a) +anl2,(b), 
(5.13) o 212,(b) = a 21 12, (a) + ad2, (b ), 

then a 22 = - a II since (0 n2 is diagonal, and a 12 = a 21 . 
The calculation of a II is straightforward but necessitates the 
introduction ofthe scalar operator Q? In particular, if we let 
Eq. (45) of Ref. 3 act upon 12,(a) and 12,(b) we find 

[Q~ 12,(a) = 108(412 - 7)12,(a), (5.14) 

Q~ 12,(b) = - 108(412 + 7)12,(b) (p even, q even) 

Hence, Q ~ isdiagonalin the basis [ 12,(a), 12,(b) J. FromEq. 
(40) of the same paper, we obtain with the help of(5.14) that 
all = -108(\1'6) (13)/(12), where (lj) (J= 2,3) is a short 
notation for (2,(a)l~ 12, (a) = (2,(b )I~ 12,(b ). Finally, a l2 
is calculated from a II and the eigenvalue of (0 ~ ?, and it is 
readily verified that a~2 = - a~1 - 1944(4(12) + 1). The 
sign of a 12 is arbitrary, since a change of that sign only corre
sponds to an interchange of 12,(a) and 12, (b). From the 
foregoing we may conclude that by only the assumption of 
the existence of a non degenerate lowest angular-momentum 
state 10), we have been able to construct the other low angu
lar momentum states explicitly using shift operator actions. 

We now proceed with the analysis of case (ii). Here it 
appears that we cannot derive the 0 ~ eigenvalue directly. 
But, we learn immediately from the action ofEq. (2.6) upon 
12) that the 0 ~ eigenvalue is proportional to the 0 ~ eigen
value, namely, 

_ , (P odd, q#O, q# 1) 
A2 - - 3/\'1, 

P even, q odd 
(5.15) 

To our knowledge, this property has never been mentioned 
explicitly before. Next, we let Eq. (2.7) act on each of the 
1= 3 states 13,(1) and 13,(2). Taking into account that 
1(110 2- 11 2) I = (5(110 2- 10 1+ 110/3)112 and that the state 
12) is non degenerate, we obtain 

I (A ~I - 6AI )010 3- 2 - 15~~ «(11 0 2- 10 t 110 )1/2 

x(21 0 3-
IJI3,(i)=0 (i=I,2). (5.16) 
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Similarly, if we let Eq. (2.6) act upon 13, (i)(i = 1,2), and use 
1(210 1+ Ill) I = (3(110 2- 10 t 111)/5)1/2, it follows that 

{4A ~1(210 3- • - 3~~ «110 2- 10 till) )1/2(1 \0 3- 2 J 13,(i) 

=0 (i=I,2). (5.17) 

Equations (5.16) and (5.17) are consistent if 

4A ~l(A ~1 - 6IL I) - 45010 2- 10 1+ 110 = 0 (i = 1,2). 

Next, applying Eq. (2.3) upon 11) gives (5.18) 

4A~ + 0102-lot110 - 864[4(12) + 1] =0. (5.19) 

Elimination of 010 2- .0 1+ 110 from (5.18) and (5.19) yields 

(A ~l)Z - 6IL IA ~1 - 45 [216(4(1z) + 1) -A ~] = 0 

(i = 1,2). (5.20) 

Hence, since A ~II is necessarily different from A ~21, we can set 

A ~1 = 31AI + 2( - l)i-1 [270(4(1z) + 1) -A n1l2 J 

(i = 1,2), (5.21) 

Consequently, we have managed to express the eigen
values Az and A ~I directly in terms of A I' In order to calculate 
the latter eigenvalue, we make use ofEq. (45) of Ref. 3, which 
after the replacement of I by - (I + 1) reads 

Q o_ I-I I + 1-2 I 1 
(
0+10-1 0+20-2) 

1-(/_1)z I Z [2(1-1)2 

+ 61 [ - 12(2/- 1)lz + (I + 1)(2[2 - 10/- 9)]. 
(5.22) 

The action of (5.22) upon 12) produces 

Q ~ = AO t 10;- I - 108 [ 41z + 7] 

which, due to (5.15) and (5.19), reduces to 

Q~ = 108(41z - 5) - ~~. (5.23) 

Substituting this result in Eq. (40) with I = 2 of Ref. 3 we 
obtain 

A ~ - 2334(3(lz) + l)Az + 2537(\1'6)(13) = 0 

or, with the help of(5.15), 

A ~ - 2332(3(1z) + l)A1 - 25 34(\1'6)(13) = O. (5.24) 

This cubic equation yields three different solutions for AI' 
which after substitution of (2.9) and (2.10) into (5.24) read 

A \11 = - 2(\I'6)(P - 2q), or A \21 = 2(\I'6)(2p - q + 3), 

or 

A \31 = - 2(\I'6)(p + q + 3). (5.25) 

By numerical verification of a few (p,q)-representations it 
can be intuitively understood that A Iii is the appropriate ei
genvalue expression for the case that p is even and q is odd, 
A \21 if P is odd and q even, and A (1

3
) if P and q are both odd. 

6. DISCUSSION 

A first and evident step in the development of shift oper
ator techniques for the classification and analysis ofirreduci
ble representations ofSU(3), is to discern the independent 
relationships between the 0(3) scalar bilinear forms of the 
shift operators and the Casimirs L 2, 10 , and 12, By this, how-
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ever, one can only obtain relations in which 07, the scalar 
shift operator, occurs quadratically. As a consequence, these 
relations alone are insufficient with regard to the 07 eigen
value and eigenstate determination. Also, the sign ambiguity 
of the eigenvalue corresponding to the highest angular mo
mentum state, a fact that we observed at several occasions, is 
an immediate aspect of the quadratic occurrence of 0 7. In 
order to transform the shift operator technique into a com
plete and adequate calculation method, relations among 
0(3) scalar triple product operators have been established 
and incorporated by one of us previously.3.4 Although this 
opened the way to calculation successes, the fact that Q 7 and 
[07,Qn where Q7 is another 0(3) scalar operator, enter 
these relations makes them somehow less handsome in prac
tice. Therefore, we have envisaged at the beginning of this 
paper considering also nonscalar products of shift operators 
and analyzing the relationships between these objects. We 
found at the lowest level, namely, that of quadratic products, 
a set of formulas that permitted us to carry out, on a variety 
of illustrative examples, the eigenvalue calculation in a much 
shorter and sometimes almost immediate way. In fact, the 
most striking importance of the presently derived nonscalar 
relations is that 07 occurs linearly. It should be remarked 
that none the less we could not forget completely about the 
triple product relations, and this is mainly due to the fact 
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that the second independent SU(3) Casimir 13 of third order 
in the group generators only enters equations which are at 
least of third order in the shift operators too. 

Finally, the examples which we have quoted in the pre
sent paper have in common that either one of the SU(3) re
presentation labels, either the angular momentum has been 
given a fixed numerical value. In a forthcoming paper we 
shall insist on the extreme usefulness of the relations between 
nonscalar products by also analyzing in the new context gen
eral (pq) representations. 
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purely analytical way. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In a preceding paper' (to be referred to as I), it has been 
shown that the set of relations existing between nonscalar 
products of the SU (3) shift operators 0 l± k(k = 0,1,2), con
stitutes a very useful complement to the standard shift oper
ator calculus2

•
3 especially with regard to the calculation of 

o ~ eigenvalues and the determination of mutually orthogo
nal eigenstates. Indeed, many of the results which, on use of 
the scalar product operator relations alone, were obtained 
only at the expense of laborious efforts, have been repro
duced in I in a much easier and shorter way. Also, problems 
which were almost intractable with the usual shift operator 
techniques before, such as for example the complete analysis 
of the (p, I) representations, were shown in I to become 
straightforwardly solvable on account of the nonscalar rela
tions. Similar simplifications in eigenvalue calculations, 
caused by the inclusion of non scalar product operators, have 
been also encountered recently by two of us while studying 
the group 0(5).4 

In order to raise the present extended shift operator 
technique to a level of applicability which can be compared 
to that of other calculation methods available,5.6 we propose 
hereafter a full analysis of the highest angular momentum 
states of the general (p,q) representations. In the forthcoming 
sections our main concern will therefore be the determina
tion in an analytical form of the 0 ~ eigenvalues if I equals 
consecutively p,p - l,p - 2,p - 3, andp - 4. The last case 
is especially interesting since to our knowledge it has never 
been treated explicitly by any other technique before. 

2. THE MAXIMUM ANGULAR MOMENTUM STATES 

Since the labels p and q, although restricted in value by 
the inequalitiesp;;;.2q;;;.0, are kept arbitrary throughout, they 
can be suppressed in the states. As in I, we consider only 
states corresponding to m = O. Hence, the O? eigenstates 
will be simply denoted by 1/,(i) (i = 1,2, ... ,n) if I is n-degener
ate, and by II ) if I is nondegenerate. In order to conform with 

lalResearch Associate N. F. W. O. (Belgium). 

previous notations, the O? eigenvalues will be denoted by 
A \il, i.e., 

O?I/,(i) = A \ill/,(i). (2.1) 

The maximum angular momentum state IF) being non
degenerate, the square of Ap is immediately found from the 
action ofEq. (1.2.2) on IF) and by using 
1211) = ~(P2 + q2 _ pq + 3p)I/). It follows thatAp is given by 

Ap = ± ~6(p + 1)(2p + 3)(P - 2q) 

with either the + sign or the - sign. Unfortunately, none 
ofEqs. (1.2.2)-(1.2.8) can account for the correct sign. There
fore, we have to fall back upon triple product operator rela
tions which contain the second invariant 13 , Following a rea
soning expounded already in detail by one of us elsewhere,3 
we arrive at 

Ap = ~6(p + 1)(2p + 3)(P - 2q), 

always on the assumption that p - 2q;;;'0. 

3. EIGENVALUES OF THE STATES ip - 1) 

(2.2) 

For the derivation of the closed expression (2.2) for Ap 
the nonscalar relations (1.2.5)-(1.2.8) were of no particular 
interest. Also, an analogous expression for Ap _ " associated 
with the nondegenerate states Ip - 1), could be derived pre
viously by using only relations connecting scalar products. 
However, the new relation (1.2.5) makes it possible to repro
duce the same result in an immediate and nearly trivial way. 
Indeed, from the action of both sides of (1.2.5) upon Ip) it 
follows that 

(p + 3)(2p + 1)0 p- 'O~ Ip) = (p + 1)(2p + 3)O~ _,0 p- 'Ip), 
(3.1) 

from which one easily deduces with the help of (2.2) that 

Ap ,= ~6(p + 3)(2p + 1)(P - 2q). (3.2) 

For the sake of completeness, it should be proved that the 
states Ip - 1) exist. In fact it is well known that this is not 
always true. But, this is easily verified, since by the action of 
Eq. (1.2.3) upon Ip) one readily arrives at 
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(PIO /_\ 0 p-Ilp) = 24p2(p + 1)2(2p + I)(P - q)q. (3.3) 

Hence, the state Ip - I) exists only if q 1= ° (q = p does not 
occur due to the inequality p - 2q>0). Consequently, the 
expression (3.2) is valid only forql=O, and also the caseq = ° 
should therefore be treated separately if we continue to lower 
the I-value. This we have accomplished in I. 

4. EIGENVALUES OF THE STATES Ip - 2) 

There are in general two ways of generating Ip - 2) 
states by the action of an I-lowering shift operator, namely 
o p- 21P) and 0 p-_II IP - 1). Hence we set 

{
o p- 21p) = a11) 21P - 2,(1) + a12~ 21p - 2,(2), 

o p-_II IP - I) ~ b 11~ 21P - 2,( I) + b ~~ 21p _ 2,(2), (4.1) 

where it is assumed that Ip - 2,(1) and Ip - 2,(2) are or
thogonal to each other and normalized to unity if not equal 
to the zero vector. Note that we leave open the possibility 
that either Ip - 2) is non degenerate or even does not exist. 

Letting Eq. (1.2.4) act upon Ip), it is straightforwardly 
deduced that 

(PIO /_22 0; 21P) 
= 24p3(p - If(2p + I)[p(P - 2)(2p - I) + (p - 2qf], 

(4.2) 

whereas the action of Eq. (1.2.3) upon Ip - 1) gives rise to 

(P - 110 /_1
20 p-~llp - 1) 

= 24p(p + I)(P - If[p(P - I)(P - 2) - (p + I)(P - 2q)2]. 
(4.3) 

Now we take advantage of a non scalar product relation by 
letting Eq. (1.2.5) act upon Ip - 1), which on account of the 
independence of Ip - 2,(1) and IP - 2,(2), produces two 
relations which can be summarized as follows: 

.j6(p + 2)(2p - I)(P + 3)(2p + I)(P - 2q)b ~)_ 2 

-p(2p + III (i) bli) _ 6(p - I) 
y. p - 2 p - 2 2 

P 
X [24p2(p + 1)2(2p - I)(P - q)q] 1/2a~)_2 = 0, 

Here we also used the fact that 

o /_IIIP - 1) 

(i = 1,2). 
(4.4) 

= [2P -I (P-IIO -10 +_1 1P-1)]1/Zlp) (4.5) 
2p+1 p pi 

which, apart from an aribrary choice of phase, follows from 
a well-known general property,Z and the fact that since Ip) 
and Ip - I) both exist and are nondegenerate (if q 1= 0), the 
matrix element in (4.5) can be inverted, i.e., 

(P - 110 p-IO /_lllp -1) = (PIO p+_11 0 p-11P). (4.6) 

In a similar way, Eq. (1.2.7) acting upon Ip) leads with the 
help of(3.3) and (4.1) to 

.j6(p - I)(P - 2)(P + 1)(2p + 3)(P - 2q)a~)_ 2 

- pIp + I)). ~)_ 2a~)_ 2 

- 6[24p2(P + 1?(2p + If(2p - I)(P - q)qr/2b ~)_ 2 = 0, 

(i= 1,2). (4.7) 
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It has to be emphasized that repeated occurrence of indices 
in (4.4) and (4.7) does not mean summation with respect to 
these indices. Equations (4.4) and (4.7) are four linear homo-

. . h t (i) d b (il ( . I 2) geneous equations Wlt respec to ap _ 2 an p 2 1= , . 

The determinantal condition which expresses that the solu
tion differs from the trivial zero solution is a quadratic equa
tion which has to be satisfied by A ~I ~ 2 and A ~~ 2' namely 

A 2 - 2.j6(p + 1)(2p + I)(P - 2q)A 
+ 6(p - 1)(2p - 1)[(Pl - 4)(2p2 + 9p + 9) 
- 4q(P - q)(2pZ + 9p + 1)] = O. (4.8) 

Consequently, the eigenvalues of 0 ~ _ 2 can be brought into 
the following form: 

fA11~2 =.j~[(p+ I)(2p+ 1)(P-2q)+6.jr 1. (4.9) 

lt1l~2 =.j6[(p+ 1)(2p+ 1)(P-2q)-6.jr], 

where 

r = (p2 + P _ 1)2 _ 4p2(p _ q)q. (4.10) 

The substitution of the solution (4.9) into either Eqs. (4.4) or 
(4.7) leads to the following relations: 

b li) --p-l -
(P2 + P _ I)(P - 2q) + (- I)i-lpJr 

2p(2p + l).jq(P - q)(2p - 1) 

(i = 1,2). 

ali) 
p - 2' 

(4.11) 

It has to be noticed that in (4.11) infinities are excluded since 
neither q, p - q, nor p can be zero. 

Finally, we want to investigate if there always exist two 
independent eigenstates of O~ _ 2 in the case that ql=O. To 
that purpose, let us multiply each of the defining equations 
(4.1) on the left with its own Hermitian conjugate. On ac
count of the orthonormality of eigenstates we obtain 

i~1 2p-3 

{ 
± la~l_ 212 = 2p + 1 (PIO /'120 p- lip), 

± Ib ~I_ 212 = 2p - 1 (P - 110 p+_12 0 p-_II Ip - O. 
i~1 2p-2 

(4.12) 

These equations, together with (4.2), (4.3), and (4.11), yield a 
unique solution for the unknowns la~)_ 21 and Ib ~)_ 21, 
(i = 1,2). Solving the system explicitly for the la~)_ 21's, 
namely, 

la ll ) 12 = 24 p3(p - I)2(2p + 1)2 
p-2 (2p - 3)vT 

X I - (p - 2q)[2q(P - q) + (P - l)2(p2 + P - 1)] 

+ [pIp - 1)2 - 2q(P - q)].jr J, (4.13) 

lal2) 12 = 24 p3(p - 1?(2p + I? 
p-2 (2p - 3)vT 

X! (p - 2q)[2q(P - q) + (p - 1)2(P2 + P - 1)] 

+ [P(P-l)2-2q(p-q)1.jr J, (4.14) 

the Ib ~)_ 21's immediately follow from (4.11). Note that the 
right hand sides of(4.13) and (4.14) go over into each other on 

replacing.j r by -.j r . Next, it can be easily verified that 
I a11 ~ 2 I, and hence also I b 11 ~ 2 I, becomes equal to zero if 
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q = I, whereas la~2~ 212 reduces to 

la~~ 212 = 24p3(p - 1)3(p + I)(P - 2)(2p + If/(2p - 3), 

and the action ofEq. (1.2.8) upon IP) produces the following 
relations: 

2~6(p + 1)(2p + 1)P[q(P - q)/(2p - 1)] 112a~1_ 3 

= all) b (i) + al2) eli) (i = 1 2) p-2 p-3 p-2 p-3' , , (5.2) 
(q = 1). (4.15) 

Since the eigenvector which we labeled as \p - 2,( 1)) vanish
es identically for q = 1, the 0 ~ _ 2 eigenvalue is, in this case, 
given by the expression (4.9) for A ~~ 2' which reduces to 

where Eqs. (3.3) and (4.1) have been used explicitly. Next, if 
we act with Eq. (1.2.5) upon IP - 2,(i), i = 1,2, we obtain 

Ap_2=~6(2p3-7p2+p-8), (q=I). (4.16) ~6(P + 1)(2p - 3)[(p + 1)(2p + 1)(P - 2q) + 6~r]b~)_ 3 

This expression agrees with formula (1.4.15) ifin the latter k 
is replaced by one. 

- (p - 1)(2p - l)A ~)_ 3 b ~)_ 3 

- 6 to - 2) (p _ 1[0 + 1 IP - 2 (1)a1i/ = ° (p _ 1)2 p - 2 , p - 3 , 
5. EIGENVALUES OF THE STATES Ip - 3) 

According to the results obtained in the previous sec
tion we shall from here on assume that qlil 0,1 J. There are 
three possible ways to define a )p - 3) state by means of an /
lowering shift operator action upon higher angular momen
tum states, namely, by 0 p-_21 IP - 1),0 p-_II IP - 2, (I), 

(i = 1,2) (5.3) 

and 

~6(P + 1)(2p - 3)[(p + 1)(2p + 1)(P - 2q) - 6~r]e~)_3 
- (p - 1)(2p - l)A ~)_ 3e~)_ 3 

and 0 p ____ �2Ip - 2, (2). However, Eq. (1.2.8) applied on the 
- 6 (p - 2) (p - 110 + I IP - 2 (2)aU) = 0 to _ 1)2 p - 2 , P - 3 , IP) state immediately shows that at most two of these three 

actions can give rise to independent states. Hence, we set 

{

o p-_\ Ip - 1) = a~l~ 31P - 3,(1) + a~~ 3 iP - 3,(2), 
(i = 1,2). (5.4) 

o p ____ \ IP - 2,(i)} = b ~I~ 3 IP - 3,(1) + b ~~ 31P - 3,(2), 

o p--121P - 2,(2) = e~l~ 31P - 3,(1) + e~2~ 31P - 3,(2), 
(5.1) 

A first problem is to find general expressions for the matrix 
elements of 0 p+_12 which occur in (5.3) and (5.4). These can 
be obtained by inverting Eqs. (4.1), i.e., 

[ 

(p 110 +10 -21 )b(2) (p 110 +10 -I IP 1)al2) (P-lI0+11P-2(1)= - p-2 p P p-l- - p-l p-I - p-l 
p - I , a(l) b (2) _ a(l) b (I) 

p-2 p-2 p-2 p-2' 

(P-lI0+1 1P-2(2)= (p-lI0/_120p ____ \IP-I)a~I~2 - (P-II0/_120p-21P)b~1~2 
p-2 ' all) b(2) _a(2) b'l) 

p-2 p-2 p-2 p-2 

(5.5) 

and by substituting herein the matrix element (p - 110 p+_12 0 ;_\ Ip - 1) as given by (4.3) and the matrix element 
(p - 110/_\ 0 p- 21p) by its expression, which we can straightforwardly calculate from the action ofEq. (1.2.6) upon Ip) and 
which reads 

(5.6) 

Expressing also the coefficients b ~)_ 2) (i = 1,2) in terms of the a~)_ 2'S as dictated by (4.11), Eqs. (5.5) can be transformed into 

(p _ 110 /_12Ip _ 2,(1) = 24 p2(P - 1)2(P + 1)(2p + l)[q(p - q)l(2p - 1)] 112 
a,l) I r 
p- 2 -V 

X [(p - 2q)~r - (p3 _7p2 + 7p - 2) - 4pq(p - q)], 

(P-lI0/_1
2

Ip-2,(2) =24 P2(p-lf(P+ 1)(2p+ l)[q(P-q)/(2p-1)]1/2 

al2 ) Ir 
p- 2 -V 

X [(p - 2q)~r + (p3 _7p2 + 7p - 2) + 4pq(p - qll. 

(5.7) 

As a next step, (5.7) is substituted into (5.3) and (5.4) and the a~)_ 3 's are expressed in terms of the b ~)_ 3'S and e~)_ 3 's by means 
of Eq. (5.2). By this we arrive at 

[~6(P + 1)2(2p + 1)(2p - 3)(P - 2q) + 6~6(p + 1)(2p - 3)~r - (P - 1)(2p - 1)A ~)_ 3]b ~)_ 3 - 12~6 pip - 2) 
all) Ir 
p- 2 V 

X [(p - 2q)~r - (p3 - 7p2 + 7p - 2) - 4pq(P - qll [a~l~ 2b ~)_ 3 + a~~ 2e~)- 3] = 0, (i = 1,2) , 

[~6(p + 1)2(2p + 1)(2p - 3)(P - 2q) - 6~6(p + 1)(2p - 3)~ r -(p - 1)(2p - 1)A ~)_ de~)_ 3 + 12~6 pip - 2) 
am I r 

p - 2 -V 

X [(p - 2q)~ r + (.03 - 7p2 + 7p - 2) + 4pq(.o - q)] [a~~ 2b ~)_ 3 + a~2~ 2e~)_ 3] = 0, (i = 1,2). 
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The system (5.8)-(5.9) of linear homogeneous equations with respect to the b tl_ 3'S and etl_ 3'S yields a solution for these 
unknowns, which differs from the zero solution, if A.11~ 3 and A. ~~ 3 are the roots of the following quadratic equation: 

A. 1 - 2~6(p + 3)(2p - l)(p - lq)A. + 6(p + 1)(2p - 3)[(p - 2)(2 p 3 + 15p2 + 27p - 54) 
- 4q(p - q)(2p 2 + IIp - 3)] = O. 

Hence, we can make the choice 

fA.~1~3 =~~[(P+3)(2P-1)(P-2q)+6.JA ], 

L. ~~ 3 =.J6 [(p + 3)(2p - l)(p - 2q) - 6~A 1, 
where 

A = 3(p - l)(p + 1)(2p - 3) + pl(p - lqf. 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

It has to be noticed that in order to arrive at the closed expressions (5.11) for the 0 ~ _ 3 eigenvalues, the explicit forms of the 
atl_ l'S and b ~l_ 2'S (i = 1,2) were not needed. Indeed, these coefficients, although they occur at many places in the intermedi
ate steps, disappear in a natural way when the quadratic equation (5.10) is set up. If this property should turn out to be 
generally valid, it would mean that eigenvalue calculations can be carried out independently from the complete eigenstate 
construction. Hence, we believe atthis point it is needless to evaluate explicitly the coefficients a~'_ J , b ~l _ 3 and e~J_ 3 (i = 1,2). 

6. EIGENVALUES OF THE STATES 1 P - 4) 

Our final purpose in the present paper is also to derive closed expressions for the 0 ~ _ 4 eigenvalues. This problem is 
particularly interesting, since for q > 3 one encounters for the first time a case of threefold I-degeneracy. Four I-lowering shift 
operator actions can account for the definition of 1 P - 4) states, but Eq. (1.2.8) applied upon 1 p - I) shows that at most three 
of these states can be independent. Hence, we set 

o p-_2zl P - 2,(1) 

= a~l~ 41 p - 4,(1) + a12~ 41 p - 4,(2) + a~~ 41 p - 4,(3), 

o p-_Zzl P - 2,(2) 

= b11~41 p - 4,(1) + b12~41 p - 4,(2) + b~~41 p - 4,(3), 

o p-_\ 1 p - 3,(1) 

= e~l~ 41 p - 4,(1) + e~~ 41 p - 4,(2) + e~~41 P - 4,(3), 

o p-_I J 1 p - 3,(2) 

= d~~41 p - 4,(1) + d~~41 p - 4,(2) + d~~41 p - 4,(3), 

(6.1) 

Furthermore, Eq. (1.2.8) acting upon 1 p - I) gives a first set of relations among theatJ_ /s, b tJ_ /s, e~)_ /s, andd ~)_ 4'S if 
we take into account (4.1) and (5.1), i.e., 

b II) ali) + b 121 b Ii) = all) eli) + a (2) d lil (i = 1 23). (6.2) 
p-2 p-4 p-2 p--4 p-3 p-4 p-3 p-4' , , 

Let us recall that so far we have no explicit knowledge of the coefficients a11~ 2 and a12~ 3' 

A second set of relations can be formed as follows. Ifwe let Eq. (1.2.7) act first upon 1 p - 2,(I)and thereafter on 
1 p - 2,(2), then multiply the first equation witha11~ 2 and the second witha12~ 2' and if we finally take the sum of both, we can 
already take advantage of (6.2) to find, with the help of (5.2), that 

(p - 3)(p - 4)[..i ~~ 2a11~ 2a~)_ 4 +..i ~~2a~~2b ~'_ 4 J - (p - I)(p - 2)A. tl_ 4 [a11~ 2a~1_ 4 + a~~ 2b ~J_ 4 J 

(6.3) 

Note that these relations involve only atl_ 4 and b ~'l_ 4 (i = 1,2,3). Consequently, if we can manage to find a second set of 
relations in these unknowns, the eigenvalue problem will be reduced to that of solving a determinantal equation. The construc
tion of such a set is far from trivial and goes as follows. 

We let Eq. (1.2.5) act upon both 1 p - 3,(1) and 1 p - 3,(2), 

/"p-3 p-4 /"p-4 p-4 , (p_2)2 p-2 p-3 , , 
{[P(

2P -51111 ) el11 -(p-2)(2p-311111 eli) 1Ip-4(i)- 6(p-3) 0- 2 0+ 1 Ip-3(1)=O 

(6.4) 

[p(2p - 5)A. ~~ 3d~'_ 4 - (p - 2)(2p - 3)A. ~l_ 4d~1_ 4 JI p - 4,(i) - ~~_-2~1 0 p-_22 0/_1
3 1 p - 3,(2) = O. 

In order to analyze the action of the remaining shift operator product upon 1 p - 3,(1) and I P - 3,(2) the latter states are, on 
account of(5.1), rewritten as 
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(6.5) 

After the substitution of (6.5) into (6.4), it is seen that we need to know how the triple product 0 p-_22 0/_1
3 0 p-_12 affects the 

states I p - 2,( 1) and I p - 2,(2). To this aim we split from this product the part 0 /_1 J 0 p-_1 2 , whose action upon a 
I p - 2,U) state (i = 1,2) can be immediately expressed in terms of the action upon the same state of the product operator 
0;_110/_\. Indeed, Eq. (1.2.3), when applied to I p - 2,U) 

(i = 1,2), gives 

3 (p ~p 1~~t 1) 0/_1
3 0 p-_121 p - 2,(i) = 54(p - 1)2(p - 2)2(2p - 3)(412 + 1)1 p - 2,(i) 

-(2p-3)(;l~1_2)2!p-2,(i) + 3{P(~~(~;4) Op-_I
I Op+_12!P-2,U), (i= 1,2). (6.6) 

As a next step we notice that the action of the shift operator 0/_1
2 upon the states I p - 2,(i)(i = 1,2) has already been 

determined in (5.7), whereas the afterward action of 0 p-_\ ) on I p - 1) is directly contained in (4.1). Finally, 0 p-_\ 
I p - 2,(1) and 0 ;_\ I p - 2,(2) are immediately read off from (6.1). Resuming, the substitution of(6.5) and (6.6) into (6.4) 
and the consecutive use of (5.7) and (4.1) lead to the following relations which no longer contain shift operators: 

[p(2p _ 511 II) _ (p _ 2)(2p _ 3\1 lil_ ]eli) _ 6 (p - 3) 1 
V'p-3 V'p 4 p-4 (p-I)(p+ I) bll) el21 _b 121 elll p-3 p-3 p-3 p-3 

X (el2) (Aali) + B b ~2~ 2 b Ii) ) _ b 12) (B' b ~I~ 2 ali) + A 'b Ii) )] = 0 p-3 p-4 II) p-4 p--3 12) p-4 p-4 , ap _ 2 ap _ 2 

[p(2p _ 5\1 121 _ (p _ 2)(2p _ 311 lil_ ]d!i)_ + 6 (p - 3) 1 
v' p - 3 V' P 4 P 4 (p _ 1)( p + 1) b ~l ~ 3 e~~ 3 - b ~~. 3 C~I ~ 3 

X [ell) (Aalil +Bb~2~2blil )_b lll (B,b~I~2alil +A'b lil )]=0 (i=123). p-J p-4 III p-4 p-3 \2) p--4 p-4 , , 
ap _ 2 ap _ 2 

Herein A and B are functions of p and q alone, which after straightforward calculation can be brought into the form 

[

A = 6(p + l)(p - 1)1 [2(p - 2q)/~r] [p6 - 8p5 + ISp3 - 16pl + 14p - 6 - p2(p2 + 4p - 2)(p - 2qf] 

+ pIp - 4)(4p J _ 7p2 + 4p - 3) _ (4p3 + p2 + 4p - 3)(P - 2q)2), 

B = - 24p2(p + l)(p - 2)(p - 4)(2p + l)[q(p - q)l(2p - 1)]112 

X ((1!~r )[(p -1)(p - 2)(2p -1) -pIp - 2q)2]_ (p - 2q)), 

(6.7) 

(6.S) 

whereas similar expressions for A ' and B ' are obtained by the replacement of .J r by -.J r in, respectively, the expressions 
for A andB. In order to achieve the ultimate goal, all that remains to be done is the simultaneous elimination of e~l_ 4 andd ~)_ 4 

(i = 1,2,3) from Eqs. (6.7) and (6.2). By this, we end up with the following relations: 

[P(2p - 5);1, ~1~3 - (p - 2)(2p - 3);1, ~1_4 ] [P(2p - 5);1, ~2~ 3 - (p - 2)(2p - 3);1, ~1-4 ][b~~2a~I_4 + b~~2b~l_ 4] 

6(p - 3) [P(2p - 5)A ~~ 3 - (p - 2)(2p - 3)A 11- 4] 

(P2-1)[b~I~3e?~3 -b?~3e~~3] 

[ ( 
b 121) ( b (II. .)] . a ill el21 A alii +B~blil _alii b l21 B'~alll +A'bl'l 

p - 3 p - 3 p - 4 II) P - 4 P - 3 p - 3 (21 p - 4 P - 4 
ap _ 2 ap _ 2 

6(p - 3) [P(2p - 5)A ~I~ 3 - (p - 2)(2p - 3)A 11- 4 ] 
+ ~--~~----~----------~--~---

(p2 _ 1) [b ~I~ 3e?~ 3 - b ~2~ 3C~I~ 3 ] 

• [al21 elll (Aalil +Bb~~2blil )_al21 bill (B,b~I~2alil +A'b lil_ 4 ))=0 (i=I,2,3). p-3 p-3 p-4 (II p-4 p-3 p-J (21 p-4 P a
p

_
2 

ap _ 2 
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Together with (6.3) these relations form a system of six linear 
homogeneous equations in the six unknowns a~)_ 4' b ~)_ 4 

(i = 1,2,3). The condition that there exists a solution which 
differs from the trivial zero solution is a polynomial equation 
of third degree which has to be satisfied by each of the three 
eigenvalues A (I) A (2) and A (3) • At first sight it may be p-4' p-4' p-4 

expected that this polynomial equation would also contain 
the coefficients aI') b Ii) a l.) b (.) and c(') with 

p-2' p-2' p-3' p-3 p-3 

i = 1 or i = 2, and this would necessitate the explicit deter-
mination of closed expressions for these coefficients. Howev
er, by doing the actual calculation, it turns out that they can 
be simply rearranged in combinations which on account of 
(4.11), (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4) allow their complete cancellation. 
If, finally, we fill in the expressions (4.9) and (5.11) for the 
eigenvalues A ~)_ 2 and A ~1_ 3 (i = 1,2), we arrive after very 
lengthy calculations at the following polynomial equation: 

A J _ 3.J6(p + 1)(2p - 1)(P - 2q)A. 2 

+ 18[(4p4 + 4p3 - 51p2 + 94p - 63)(P - 2qf 
- 48(4p3 - 13p2 + 6p + 9)]A 

- 6.J6[(4p5 + 16p4 - lO7p3 - 57p2 + 459p - 243) 

X (p - 2q)2 + 144( - 4p4 + 13p3 + 3p2 - 27p + 27)] 

X (2p - 5)(P - 2q) = O. (6.10) 

It is, however, in general not possible to write down closed 
expressions such as (2.2), (3.2), (4.9), and (5.11) for the solu
tions A ~I ~ 4' A ~~ 4' A ~~ 4 of Eq. (6.10). Consequently, for 
each given pair of values of (p,q), Eq. (6.10) must be solved 
numerically by means of some well-established method. 
There are, nevertheless, a few properties ofEq. (6.10) and its 
roots which can be traced without solving that equation 
explicitly. 

So, for instance, it is clear that the sum of the three 

eigenvalues is .J6 times a positive integer, whereas their 
product is positive if p is large enough compared to 2q, and 
negative otherwise. These facts already indicate that for q 
values close to [P12] two eigenvalues are positive and one 
negative. On the other hand, if q is much smaller than [P12] 
either three positive roots or one positive root and two nega
tiveones are expected. But, keepingq~xed in Eq. (6.10), each 

of its three roots tends towards 2p 3.J6 if P becomes very 
large. Hence, if 2q is small compared to p, three positive 
eigenvalues are most probable. All these properties concern
ing the sign of the eigenvalues can be checked on solving Eq. 
(6.10) numerically for various (p,q) representations, or by in
spection of the extensive tables established by Judd et al.,7 
listing for p<:, 12 and p - 2q;;.0 all the eigenvalues of a scalar 
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operator K which is related to 07 by K = 07/2.J6. 
Finally, it should be noticed that Eq. (6.10) admits a 

complete analytical solution if p = 2q, in which case the 
three eigenvalues read 

A ~2~4 = 1~i6[!3 - 13p2 + 6p + 9P/2, (6.11) 
{

All) 4 =0 

A~~4 = -12.J6[4p3-13p2+6p+9]1!2. 

Since the particular representation (lO,5) has been studied in 
detail by Partensky and Quesne,6 their paper, which also 
contains the eigenValues of an operator proportional to O?, 
provides us with an immediate check of the validity of the 
expressions (6.11). 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown that with the recently derived relations 
among nonscalar shift operator products the shift operator 
calculus is raised into a powerful technique for the calcula
tion of eigenvalues of the scalar shift operator O? Indeed, 
where in the region of highest possible angular momentum 
values a case of double I-degeneracy became almost intracta
ble in the usual shift operator approach, we have been able in 
the present paper to give even a complete analytical treat
ment of a situation whereby I is threefold degenerate. 
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The generators of the fundamental representation of the Lie group GL(4N;r), integral N;, 1, are 
constructed from Kronecker products of smaller matrices in such a way that their tensor 
character under the action of the lunique) full null-plane Lorentz subgroup is apparent. 
Commutation relations of these tensors are given in terms of symmetric and antisymmetric 
structure constants for the fundamental representation of UlN) used in their construction. 
Generators of the Sp(4N;r) subgroup are classified according to transformation character under a 
UlN) subgroup. Commutation relations of spl4N;r) are given in terms of SUl2)spin ® UW) 
multiplets. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Sv 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since the advent of the dual resonance model, I and in 
particular the model known as the Nambu string,2 some at
tention3

,4 has been focused upon the formal algebraic struc
ture of physical systems composed oflarge numbers of boson 
operators. As is well known,5 the Lie algebra of the maximal 
set of bilinears constructed from n bosons is the complex 
form of the real algebra sp(2n;r). 

Now, for the applications of current interest, it is desir
able to arrange the elements of sp(2n;r) into combinations 
which transform as tensors under a Lorentz subgroup. In the 
case of an orthogonal group, such an arrangement is simple; 
due, however, to the higher level of complexity of the root 
diagrams of large symplectic algebras, no such simple tech
nique exists. 

Recently, Staunton6 has reported a Lorentz subgroup 
analysis of sp(8;r) based upon manual examination of a com
puter-generated set of commutation relations of 8 X 8 matri
ces constructed from 4 X 4 blocks of real Dirac matrices. The 
algorithm for sp(2";r) reported in Ref. 6, while systematic, is 
quite lengthy, Further, although it can be applied, case by 
case, to larger symplectic algebras, due to the necessity for 
manual examination, it rapidly becomes unwieldy. 

We report here a compact analysis, based upon the for
mal properties of Kronecker products, which serves to clas
sify the elements of any sp(4N;r), N> 1, according to their 
Lorentz tensor character under a Lorentz subgroup of 
sp(4N;r). In particular, we have selected the unique, null
plane Lorentz subgroup, 7 of interest for physical applica
tions.R

,4 In fact, however, the analysis serves to classify the 
larger algebra gl(4N;r), of which sp(4N;r) is a subalgebra, 
Furthermore, since our Kronecker product construction 
singles out elements of the subalgebra u(N), the full set of 
commutation relations among the Lorentz tensors of 
gl(4N;r) are detailed in a form which explicitly involves the 

'''Research partially supported by the Research Corporation under Grant 
C1232. 

h'Partially supported by a grant from the Drake University Research 
Council. 

"Current address is Department of Physics, University of California at 
Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, California 93106. 

structure constants ofU(N). Therefore, the results also facili
tate a U(N) [in fact, an SU(2)spin ® U(N)] analysis of the ele
ments of the algebra, already classified according to their 
Lorentz character. These dual identifications may be of 
some future interest for the construction of relativistic, bo
son constituent models of composite particles exhibiting col
or or flavor symmetries. 

In Sec. II, we present our Kronecker product construc
tion, and exhibit the Lie algebra. In Sec. III, we present the 
Lorentz tensor classification of the elements of gl(4N;r), for 
any integer N> 1. The SU(2) ® U(N) nature of the elements of 
sp(4N;r) are recorded in Sec. IV. Finally, as a particular case, 
the boson realization of sp( 8;r) of Ref. 6 is classified in Sec. V. 

II. AN ALGORITHM BASED UPON KRONECKER 
PRODUCTS 

Consider the following set of four real Pauli-type 
matrices: 

- 1] [1 
0' (73 = ° 

(2.1) 

The set l (7i J, i = 0, 1,2, 3 are then a realization of the alge
braS gl(2;r). Let 1]ij = diag(l, 1, - 1, 1) denote a metric. 
Then9 

k k 
(7i(7j =aOij .(7k + EOij .(7k' (2.2) 

where 

ao/ = 1]ij1]~ + 1]i01]; + 1]j01]7 + 21]i01]j01]~. (2.3) 

Further, let the set of N 2 Hermitian N X N matrices [A. I J, 
1 = 0, 1, ... , N 2 - 1, generateS the/undamental representa
tion ofU(N), withA.o = 11, and with symmetric and antisym
metric structure constants given by 

{A.1,A.J}=d/JKA. K, (2.4a) 

and 

(2.4b) 

Consider next the set of N 2 real N X N matrices [G I J, 
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derived from the set {A I ! via G I = A I. for symmetric A I' and 
GJ = - ;AI' for antisymmetricAI · It follows5 that the I GI J 
are a realization of the real Lie algebra gl(N;r), with symmet
ric and anti symmetric structure constants d ;'K and/;,K dif
fering from those of (2.4) by appropriate changes of sign. 10 

Finally, we define a set of 16N 2 real matrices {Milj 1 via 
the Kronecker product 

M ilj = U i ® GI ® uj . (2.5) 

The real matrices M are linearly independent and therefore 
constitute5 a realization of gl(4N;r). Note that for the case 
N = 1, one realizes a familiar set of sixteen real 4 X 4 Dirac 
matrices. 

Now the matrix product of any two ofthe matrices (2.5) 
is given by the multiplication rule for Kronecker products II: 

MiljMW = (ui ® GI ® ~ )(uk ® G, ® ud 

= (U;O'k)® (GIG,)®(uju/), (2.6a) 

and, of course 

MWMilj = (UkUi ) ® (G,GI ) ® (u/uj ). (2.6b) 

Recall, however, that in all cases, UkUi = ± UiUk' the posi
tive sign obtaining whenever k = i or at least one index is 
zero. It follows then, upon comparison of (2.6b) with (2.6a), 
that the commutation relations among the {M 1 can be ex
pressed in terms of the U(N) structure constants dl'K and 
/lJK' the symmetric constants being involved whenever the 
accumulated sign obtained upon interchanges of the U matri
ces in (2.6b) is negative. Substitution of(2.2) into (2.6) yields, 
after straightforward algebra, the result IO 

[Milj , Mw] = (aOikm€Ojl~ + €Oik':'aO/)d ;'KMmKn 

+ (aOik':'aOjln + €Oik m€O/)f;'KMmKn ·{2.7) 

Now the Lie algebra ofGL(4N;r) is well known5 and can 
be recorded directly, compactly, and systematicalIy. Our 
particular, somewhat cumbersome result (2.7), however, 
serves to simplify to a great extent the classification of the 
elements of gl(4N;r) according to their tensor character un-

TABLE I. Generators ofGL(4N;r) classified according to their tensor char
acter under the Lorentz group generated by T~v' Indices S number sym
metric matrices G/, while A number those of the antisymmetric partition. 

Symplectic 

T~3 = M,s. 
Tf. = M2SJ 

Tf, = Mos> 

Tfo = -M'S3 

Tfo = M.s. 
T~o = MJSO 

vg = -Mzso 

Vf = -M'S3 

V~ = MJs • 

Vf = -Mlso 

V~ = -MIA' 
V: = M oA • 

V; = MOA3 

vt = -M'A' 
C" = M oAO 

N A =-M3A2 

Nonsymplectic 

T13 = M2AI 

Ttl = M 2A3 

T12 = MOAt 

T10 = - M IA3 

Tto = MIA. 

T10 = M JAO 

V~ = -M'Ao 
v1 = -M3A3 

vt = M3AI 

vt= -MIAO 

vg = -M,S2 

vf = MOSI 

vf = MOS3 

V~ = -M2S2 

C S = Moso 
N S = -M3S2 
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der particular subgroups of interest, as we shall presently 
demonstrate. 

III. LORENTZ TENSOR CLASSIFICATION 

Recall that, for the case N = 1, our Kronecker product 
construction (2.5) yields a set of sixteen 4 X 4 real Dirac ma
trices. Such a set includes, of course, an antisymmetric ten
sor, S!'v' which generates the Lorentz group. It follows that a 

TABLE II. Lie algebra gJ(4N;r) expressed in terms of the Lorentz tensor 
nature of the elements. S, T, V number symmetric G/ only, A, B, C antisym
metric G/ only. 

Symplectic 

(T:v' T:-p l =dSTU(g"aT'/p -gvaT::p +gvpT,~a -g"pT;!,,) 

+ ISTA [(g"agvP - gvag"p )C A + E,'vapNA 1 
(T:v, v:-l = /STAE"vaPV; + d.nv (g"a v:; - gva V,~) 
[T:v, V~ 1 = ISATE"vaPVI + dSAB (g"" V~ - gva V!) 
[T:v, c A 1 =ISATT;v [T:", N

A 1 =ISAr!E"v~PT:-p 
[v:' V~I =lmg"vCA + dsruT::, 
[V!, V~ 1 = - lSA1~E"v~PT~p + dSABg"vNB 
[V~, V~I = -IABcg"vCC -dABST:" 
(CA,CB]=IABCCC [CA,NB]=IABC Nc 

[NA,N B] = -IABCCC 

(C A, V!l=f.sT V; 

[N
A
, V:I =dASBV: 

Mixed 

[C A
, V!l =f.BcV,: 

[N A, V:] =dABSV~ 

[T!v, T~p 1 = dSAB (g"a T~p - gv<,T,~p + gvP T!a - g,.P T~a) 
- ISAT [(g"ag,p - gvag"p)C l' + E"mpN l' 1 

[T:vo V~J= -ISATE/'VaPV;+dsAB(g""V~-g,aV:) 
[T~v, V! 1 = - IASTE"vaPV~ + dASB (g,w V~ - gwo V:) 
[T:v, V~] = - IS1AE"vafJV~ + dsm (g,w V~ - gva V,~) 
[T,~v' U!] =f.BcE"vaPVg - dABS (g,w V~ - gy<, V!) 
[T:v, C T] = - 1m T~v [T!v, NT 1 = - 1m ~E"v~PT~p 
[T~v' C B

] = IABCT:',v [T~v, N B 1 = IABd€,,,~PT~p 
[V!,V~I= -lsATg"vCT+dsABT:v 
(V!, V~l =ISTA!EI',~PT~p +dsmg,,,N U 

(V~, V~] = -IABd€"v~PT~p-dABSg,'vNS 
[V~, V~] = -IASTg,.vCT +dASBT:,. 
rCA, C S ] =f.STC r rCA, N S ] =f.sTN T 

[CS,N A) =/sATN T [NA,N S ) = -f.STC1 

[C
A
, V:] =IABCV:', [C A, V:] = lAST V:, 

[C
S
.V;l=-IS1'A V; [CS,V:J=/SAr U ; 

[N
A
, v: 1 = - dABS V! [N A, V: 1 = - dA'!1l V! 

[N
S
, VT] = dSTUV:: [N S, V~] = - dSAB V,~ 

Nonsymplectic 

[T~", T!p] = - dABS(g"aT~p -g.J!p + gvPT!" -g"pT~a) 
- IABC [(g,,,,gvp - gvag"p )CC + E"vapN C

] 

[T:'., V! 1 = - IABCE,,,~PV~ - dABS (g"u V~ - gva V;~) 
[T:',., V~ 1 = IASTE,,,~i3VI + d"SB (g"a V~ - g,n V,~) 
[T:'", C S 1 = f.sTT;:~, [T:'", N S 1 = fAST~E,,,,,'fJT~~ 
(V:'. V~l= -IABCg""CC-dABST:, 
[V~, V~] = -IASdE,,,~PT~~ +dASBg"vNB 

(U!. V?''J =/STAg",C A + dSTUT,~ •. 
[CS,CT1= -iSTACA [C".N1'] = -ISfAN" 
[N S

, NT] =ISTA CA 

[C
s
• V,~ J =ISATV; 

[N S
, V~] =dSABU~ 

[C S
, v,;1 = - 1m V~ 

[N S, V,;] = - dS7UV,~ 
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TABLE Ill. Elements ofsp(4N;r) classified according to SU(2) ® U(N). Superscripts denote tensor character under the SU(2) generated by S I, S" and S'. 
Subscripts denote transformation properties under the U(N) generated by {H, F~}. Note, however, that.d ± A is a single U(N) multiplet, as are the fJ i± s' 

H= vg = -M2IK' 

S I = - T~, = - M 2()1 

S2 = - T~, = - M 203 
S'= - T~2 = -M002 

F~=U~=MoAI 
F~ = U; =MaA1 

F~ = U~ = -Mw 
.11 4 A = U~ = - MIA2 

fJ'"s=T~o= -MIS, 

fJ'. S = Ti~ = M ,s, 
n 3+- 5:. = T~~) = M)so 

Lorentz subgroup of GL(4N;r) can be immediately identi
fied, by one-to-one correspondence, from the set of sixteen 
4N X4NKronecker products of the form a j ® Go ® ai' since 
for any N, Go = V In particular, we choose to consider the 
null-plane7 set 

S23 = M 201 , 

S31 = M 203, 

SI2 = M 002' 

SIO = -MI03 ' 

S20 = M\()" 
SJO = M 3()()· 

(3.1) 

The simplicity of our approach lies in the elemental ob
servation that since, for all I, 

{Go, GJ = G1 , [Go, G/ ] = 0, (3.2) 

commutation of the S,lV of(3.1) with any of the M ilj will not 
alter the index I. In particular, we obtain, from (2.7), 

Further, since in the set of 16 4 X 4 Dirac matrices there is 
found (neglecting parity) one antisymmetric tensor of second 
rank, two vectors, and two scalars, it follows that exactly the 
same number and types of Lorentz tensor quantities will be 
found in the N> 1 cases for each value of the index I. In 
particular, the tensor character of each M'li is exactly that of 

F1= -T~l= -M2SI ' 

F~ = - T~', = - M 2S3 ' 

F~ = - T~2 = -Mas2' 

.11 A =N A= -M'A2 
fJ 1_ S = Vf = - M 1S1 

fJ2 S = V~ =M,s, 

fJ 1_ s = Vf = - M ,so 

S#-o 

the 4 X 4 real Dirac matrix with the same indices i andj. 
Let, for each value of the index I, antisymmetric Lo

rentz tensors of second rank be denoted T~v' and, by anal
ogy only since we are neglecting parity, vectors of polar (axi
al) type V ~ (U ~ ), and scalars (pseudoscalars) C I (N 1 ) 

respectively. Further, for later convenience, let the set of 
indices Ibe partitioned into two sets numbering the symmet
ric and antisymmetric elements of ! G I ), and let the indices 
S, T, U number those of the symmetric partition, andA, E, C 
those of the antisymmetric partition. Finally, let the null
plane Lorentz generators of(3.1) be denoted Sftv=T~v' 
Then the elements of gl( 4N;r) are classified according to their 
Lorentz tensor properties in Table I. The commutation rela
tions among these generators, again in terms of their Lorentz 
tensor character, are exhibited in Table II. 

IV. sp(4/V;r) CLASSIFICATION UNDER SU(2)® U(N) 

From among the set [M I of16N 2 real4N X4N",matrices 
we may identify a subset of 2N (4N + 1) matrices r which 
have the 2N X 2N block form 

'" [Z r= S (4.1) 

TABLE IV. Lie algebra sp(4N;r) transcribed to reflect the SU(2) ® U(N) classification of the elements (ij,k = 1,2,3 only). 

[H,Si] =0 

[S', sjj = lOukSk 

[F~, F~] = flJKF~ 
[F~, Fj] = {j';!lJKF~ + lOijkdlJKF~ 

[H,.d , A ] = ±.d ) A 

[F';,.1 I. n] =fAHC.d + C 

[F~,.d , R] = - dAHSfJ '+ s 

[H, fJ ' , s] = ± fJ i 15 

[F';,fJ i
, 5] =fAsrfJ', I 

[F~ ,fJ J
, 5] = {j'jdA5B.d c H + lOijJASTfJ \ r 

[P"fJ\ r] = + {j,):,IA.d +- A + lO'lkdSTUfJ ki U 

[.11 I A • .:II n]= (.11 A'.d Hj= -.r.BcF~ 
[.:IIA'.:I nj= -dARJ'~ 
(n'ls,.d'A]=[fJ' s,.d A]= -dSAHF~ 
[fJ'l s,.:I A] = ['A,F'r [fJ' s • .d , A] = - fSA/F'1 

[H,Fn = 0 
[S', F~] = 0 

[F~, F~] = flJKF't<. 

[S i, .11 + A ] = 0 

[F~,.djA]= ±dsAn.drB 

[F~ • .d+A]= ±[WfJ"1 

lSi, ill_I s] = €,}k il '\ s 
[F~. fJ', I] = ± d5TU fJ'r u 

[fJ'I"fJ
j
l/ ]= [fJ' s,fJ 1 ,]= -{j';!SIAF~ -lOijkdSruFt 

[n'l .,', n J r] = - {j'ldsruF';; + lOuJs/AF~ 
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[H,F~] = 0 

[S', PI] = lOijJ; 
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where Sand § are any two real symmetric matrices, Z is any 
2N X 2N matrix, and Z T denotes the transpose of Z. The set 
[T I is a realization5 of the Lie algebra sp(4N;r), and its ele
ments are enumerated in Table I, in the column labeled sym
plectic. The Lorentz tensor classification ofsp(4N;r) is there
fore recorded in Table I, and its Lie algebra similarly 
classified among the entries of Table II. 

Additionally, the matrices r have the important prop-
erty 

T= 4M200FTM200' (4.2) 

which permits their use to construct boson realizations of 
sp(4N;r), for any integer N, as detailed below in Sec. V. 

Included among the set [T I is the set of matrices 
{Vh, C A

}, which generate l2 a U(N) which commutes with 
the SU(2) generated by the space-space components of the 
Lorentz tensor Sp-y = T~y. A 

The symplectic matrices r are classified according to 
their transformation character under SU(2) ® U(N) in Table 
III. The matrix vg is a scalar under both SU(2) and U/N) and 
is specially denoted H. Other entries in Table III are identi
fied according to their scalar or vector character under SU(2) 
by their superscripts, with subscripts indicating their UrN) 
multiplet character. Commutation relations of the sp(4N;r) 
matrices according to their SU(2) ® U(N) character are re
corded in Table IV. 

For sp(2n;r) with odd n, the construction and analysis 
above do not apply. However a construction using the subset 
of 

Mi/==ui ®GI 

That obey (4.2) with M 20 instead of M 200 yields a urn) subal
gebra [H, FI I and a multiplet [} + s with the same commuta
tion relations as {H, °FI' [} I±J~ 

v. BOSON REALIZATION AND SU(2)XU(2) 
CLASSIFICATION OF sp(8;r) 

Consider the sets of n real variables q and associated 
canonical conjugates 1],1] = - ioloq. The maximal set of 
bilinears constructed from these 2n boson operators form a 
realization of the (complex) Lie algebra ofSp(2n;r). For n 
even, the analysis of the preceding sections applies. 

For n = 2N, form the column matrix 

Q = col(ql' q2' ... , q2N' 1]1' 1]2' ... , 1]2N), (5.1) 

and denote the entries a, a = 1, 2, ... , 4N. Then 

[Qa' Qb] = - 2iM200, (5.2) 

where M 200 is defined by (2.5). 
Now Staunton6 has used a result of Browne 13 to show 

that the self-adjoint 14 operators 
T A 

rilk=Q (M2(x/'ilj)Q, (5.3) 

where the matrices fare those satisfying (4.2) and are listed 
in the symplectic column of Table I, satisfy for any N the Lie 
algebra of Table II (with, of course, a factor of the imaginary 
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unit appearing on the right hand sides). The Lie algebra 
sp(8;r) i.e., N = 2, has been Lorentz classified in Ref. 6, and 
the special representational indentities obtaining for this bo
son realization have been detailed as well. 

Our analysis permits these results to be extended to in
clude a classification of these operators according to 
SU(2)spin ® SU(2)isospin, for example. Identification with the 
notation of Ref. 6. yields 15 

V~ =A", 
V~ = Dp-' 
T~y = Sp-y, 

U!=B", 
T!v = E"v' 
N 2 = T I , 

(5.4) 

and the SU(2) ® U(2) classification is that of Table III, with (i, 
j, k cyclic 1, 2, 3 only) 

H=A o, 

Si = - Sjk' 

[}i+O =Sifj, 
[}i_O =A" 

[}i+1 =F,u,Ll+ 2 =Bo, 
[}i_1 =D;, Ll_2=TI' 

[}i+3 =Eifj, 
[}i_3 = Ci . 

The commutation relations follow easily upon substitution 
of the U(2) structure constants into Table IV. 
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= - dA8s.f~TA = - fSlAJ~AT =fsAT>f~BC =fABc· 
liP. Halmos. Finite-Dimensional Vector Spaces (Springer. New York, 1974). 

p.96. 

12The entire U(2N) subgroup is generated on a basis using, for complex 
numbers. a subset of a 2 X 2 matrix representation of quaternions. 

"S. Browne, Nuel. Phys. B 79,70 (1974). 
14The operators (5.3) are self-adjoint on a space of L2 functions of q under 

the inner product Sd 2Nq. 
"The superscripts in (5.4) and SUbscript numbers in (5.5) reflect the choice 

of the I A I I generating U(2)i""pin to be typically numbered Pauli matrices 
times I. 
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A purely algebraic infi~itesim~l method for obtaining multiplicity-free Wigner coefficients is 
presented. The method 1S appbed to obtain analytic expressions for the complete matrix elements 
of all O(n) generators. Moreover the structure of these matrix elements in terms of reduced matrix 
el~ments, ~igner coefficients, and reduced Wigner coefficients is made explicit. By comparison 
w1th the W1gner-Eckart theorem explicit analytic expressions are obtained for the fundamental 
Wigner coefficients ofO(n). Finally the results are presented in a form which is directly analogous 
with the corresponding results for U(n). 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Sv 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the literature two distinct, yet intimately related, ap
proaches to a general study of the classical groups have 
emerged. Firstly, there is the algebraic infinitesimal ap
proach which exploits only the generators and their commu
tation relations. This approach has its origin in the pioneer
ing researches of Casimir, 1,2 Van der Waerden,2 and Racah.3 

Secondly, there is the integral approach as expounded in the 
classic works ?fWey1.4 The methods ofWeyl have proved a 
powerful tool m group theoretic applications to physics and 
have been applied, in conjunction with Schwinger's boson 
calculus,5 by various authors.6 

From the point of view of applications to physics the 
principal problems to be solved are the complete determina
tion of the states of an irreducible representation and the 
explicit determination ofWigner (or Clebsch-Gordan) coef
ficients. Probably the first major step in this direction was 
made in 1950 by Gel'fand and Zetlin 7 who constructed, with 
a full set oflabels, a complete set of basis vectors for the 
irreducible representations of the orthogonal and unitary 
groups. The matrix elements of the group generators were 
also given initially by Gel'fand and Zetlin 7 and later by Baird 
and Biedenham8 who made an important contribution by 
revealing the structure of the matrix elements (i.e., a product 
of a reduced matrix element and a Wigner coefficient). The 
evaluation of all multiplicity-free Wigner coefficients ofU(n) 
was subsequently given by Biedenham, Louck, Baird, and 
Giovannini. 9 Although much work has been done on O(n) by 
several authors,IO--I2 the complete program followed by Bie
denham, Louck et al. for U(n) has never been carried out for 
O(n) (although it seems evident II that it will extend to the 
orthogonal group with appropriate modifications). 

The approach employed by Biedenham, Louck et al. 
relies on the group theoretic methods of the Young tableaux 
and Schwinger's boson calculus. These methods are inher
ently integral in nature as are the techniques of Gel'fand et 
al . .In the 1960's an alternative infinitesimal approach to 

alpresent addre~s: School of Physical Sciences, The Flinders University of 
South Australia, Bedford Park, South Australia, 5042. 

these problems was developed by Nagel and Moshinskyl3 for 
the unitary groups and extended to the orthogonal groups by 
Pang and Heche4 and Wong. 15 This approach relies on rais
ing a~d l?wering operators which are constructed from poly
nom1als m the group generators. Gel'fand-Zetlin basis states 
may then be written as a product oflowering operators act
ing on the state of highest weight thus enabling, in principle, 
a complete determination of the group generator matrix ele
ments. This approach has recently been given a more elegant 
treatment l6.17 by making use of polynomial identities satis
fied by the infinitesimal generators of the group. Although 
such raising and lowering operators are useful for various 
applications we feel however that for obtaining the matrix 
elements of the group generators, and the more general and 
related problem of obtaining the multiplicity-free Wigner 
coefficients, this procedure is somewhat involved and under
mines the simplicity apparent in the final results. 

In recent work by the author 1 7. 18 it was shown how one 
may obtain the complete matrix elements of the group gener
ators algebraically using the concept of simultaneous shift 
operators which shift the representation labels of the group 
U(n) and each of its canonical13 subgroups in a certain pre
scribed way. The principal tool in this approach is the con
struction of projection operators using polynomial identities 
satisfied by the infinitesimal generators of the group. The 
matrix elements of such projectors were shown to complete
ly determine the fundamental Wigner coefficients of U(n). 
Moreover an expression for the reduced U(n):U(n - 1) 
Wigner coefficients (or isoscalar factors) was given as a 
U(n - 1 )-trace of a polynomial in the U(n) generators. This 
operator is an element of the universal enveloping algebra of 
U(n) which commutes with all the U(n - 1) generators. Its 
eigenvalues determine the squares of the reduced Wigner 
coefficients. This reduces the problem of obtaining reduced 
Wigner coefficients to an algebraic problem of obtaining ei
genvalues of a U(n - 1) Casimir invariant and provides a 
systematic method for their evaluation. The principal value 
of this approach is that it generalizes to arbitrary multiplic
ity-free tensor products and to more general groups. In par
ticular it enables a treatment of the orthogonal group in ex
act analogy with the unitary group. 
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In this paper we apply the techniques developed in Refs. 
17 and 18 to obtain the matrix elements of all O(n) gener
ators. As for the U(n) case the O(n):O(n - 1) reduced Wigner 
coefficients are obtained as an O(n - 1 I-trace of a polynomi
al in the O(n) generators. Furthermore the general funda
mental Wigner coefficients are obtained in exact analogy 
with the U(n) case. 

We begin in Sec. II by outlining our procedure for an 
arbitrary semisimple Lie group. In Sec. III we obtain the 
reduced matrix elements and reduced Wigner coefficients of 
O(n). In Secs. IV-VII the structure of the matrix elements of 
all O(n) generators is determined. 

II. MULTIPLICITY-FREE WIGNER COEFFICENTS 

Since our approach is primarily based on the construc
tion of projection operators using polynomial identities sat
isfied by the infinitesimal generators of the group we present 
a brief summary of results in this field. 

Let G be a semisimple (compact) Lie group with Lie 
algebra L. Let B be a Cartan subalgebra of L, B· the dual 
space to B, and tP C B· the set of roots with respect to the 
pair (L,B). Let tP + C tP be a system of positive roots, {j the 
half Sum of the positive roots, A the set of integral weights, 
and A + CA the set of dominant integral weights. Let ( , ) 
denote the inner product induced on B • by the Killing form. 
Finally let U denote the universal enveloping algebra of L 
and let Z be the center of U. 

Now let V (A ) be a finite dimensional irreducible module 
over U with highest weight AeA + and let 1r A be the represen
tation afforded by V (A ). Following Kostant 19 we consider the 
map 

a:U--+End V(A) ® U 

defined for xEL by 

a(x) = 1rA(x)® 1+ 1 ®x, 

which we extend to an algebra homomorphism to all of U. 

For example, if x,yEL then 

a (xy) = a(x)a(y) 
=1TA(xy)®1 + 1TA(y)®X + 1TA(X)®Y + l®xy. 

If z is an element of the center Z of U we consider the 
operator A (z) defined by 

A (z) = - Ha(z) -1TA(Z) ® 1 - 1 ®z] 

which maybe viewed as ad Xdmatrix(d = dimV(A)) with 
entries from U. When acting on a finite dimensional irredu
cible module V (p), peA +, over U the matrix A (z) may be 
written 

A (z) = - H 1TA ® 1rjL (z) - 1TA (z) ® 1 - 1 ® 1TjL (z)], 

which is an operator on the tensor product space VIA ) ® V(,u). 
Let us write the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition of 

VIA ) ® V( p)intoirreduciblemodulesover Uaccordingtothe 
standard convention 

VIA ) ® V( p) = ED m(v)V(v), (1) 
y 

wherem(v)is the multiplicity of1Ty in1rA ®1TjL andm(v)V(v) 
is shorthand notation for 
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V(v) ED V(v) ED ••• ED V(v) [m(v) times]. 

We now note that on each space V(v) occuring in (1) the 
operator A (z) takes the constant value 

ay(z) = - HKy(z) - XA(Z) - XjL(z)), (2) 

where X y (z), VEIl·, denotes the eigenValue of the central ele
ment z on V(v). From this it is an easy matter to deduce that 
acting on the space V ( p) the matrix A (z) satisfies the polyno
mial identity 

(3) 
y 

We remark here that if A" ... ,A.k are the distinct weights 
occuring in V (A ) and if v is a highest weight occurring in the 
decomposition (1) then v is necessarily of the form 
v = p + Aj for some i = l, ... ,k. Moreoverifthe weight Aj 
occurs with mUltiplicity n(i) in V (A ) then we necessarily have 
m(v)<n(i). In particulariftheweightsoccurringin VIA ) have 
unit multiplicity then the tensor product space V (A ) ® V ( p) 
(for arbitrary peA +) is multiplicity free. 

In the special case where z = CL is the universal Casi
mir element the identities (3) reduce to the identities encoun
tered recently by several authors for the various classical 
groups.20--22 In this case the matrix A may be expressed in the 
form 

A = - i 1TA(X')x, , (4) 
r= 1 

where {xl, ... ,xn J (n = dimL ) is a basis forL and (xl, ... ,xnJ is 
the corresponding dual basis with respect to the Killing form 
on L. Thus in this case the matrix A is a matrix with entries 
from L. Invariants of higher order than CL may be con
structed by taking traces of powers of the matrix A 

1m = trIA mI· 

The 1m are elements of the center Z which (at least for the 
simple Lie algebras) generate the center (although they are 
not of course all algebraically independent). Their eigenval
ues are given by the explicit formula23 

k • m (,u +A j + {j,a) 
XjL(lm) = L n(z)aj(,u) II ' 

;=1 aE<I>+ (,u+c5,a) 

whereA" ... ,A.k are the distinct weights occurring in V(A) 
with multiplicities n(l), ... ,n(k ), respectively, and where a; de
notes the polynomial function 

a;(,u) = - !lXjL+A;(CL ) - XjL(CL ) - XA(CL )] 

= !(A,A. + 2c5) - !(A;.2(,u + c5) + A;}. 

It is easy to show that there exists an element z of the 
center Z such that the numbers X y (z), for each highest weight 
v occuring in the decomposition (1), are all distinct. [In par
ticular if V (A ) is the fundamental vector representation of 
one of the classical Lie groups then the universal Casimir 
element will suffice.] By virtue of the polynomial identity (3) 
one may then construct a set of projection operators 

(
A -a ) P[v]=II P, 

p#y a y - ap 

where A = A (z). Since the matrix A takes the constant value 
a y = a,,(z) on the space V(v) it follows thattheprojectorP [v] 
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takes the constant value 1 on the space V(v) and zero on the 
remaining Vlp),p#v. Thus P [v] projects V(A.) ® V(,u) onto 
the subspace m(v) V (v). It follows that the matrix elements of 
the projector P [v] between basis states in the space V(,u) are 
bilinear combinations of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 

To be more explicit let ~ ,oo.,ej and e: ,oo.eI.:" d 
= dim V (A. ), d ' = dim V (,u), be orthonormal bases in the 

spaces VIA. ) and V(,u), respectively, In order to distinguish 
between the equivalent representations occurring in (1) we 
provide them with an additional index r; V(v,r), 
r = l,oo.,m(v). With this convention the decomposition (1) 
may be written 

ml y) 

V(A. ) ® V(,u) = EEl EEl V(v,r). 
v r= 1 

Let e\v,,), 00 "e~i0 ,d (v) = dim V (v), be an orthonormal ba
sis of the space V(v,r). The basis vectors e;"form a basis for 
the product space V (A. ) ® V (,u) which is related to the product 
basis e'i ® e'j by the change of basis transformation 

ely,') = ~ (e': e': I ey,r)e': ® e': 
p ~ I' J P I J. 

iJ 

The elements (e'i,e'j Ie;") of this (unitary) basis transforma
tion are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 

Now let e'i and ef be two arbitrary basis states in the 
space V (A. ). Since P [v] is a polynomial in the matrix A it 
follows, since A is a matrix with entries from U, that the 
entries 

P [vfj = (e'iIP [v) lef) 
of the matrix P [v] are well defined elements of U. On the 
other hand viewing P [v] as an operator on the space 
V (A. ) ® V (p.) we see that the matrix elements of P [ v ] ~ be
tween basis states in the space V (,u) are given by 

(~IP [vrj len = (~,e:IP [v] le;.ett), 
where lef,ett) is bra-ket notation for the product state ef ® et· 
Introducing a complete set of states for the space V(A.) ® V(,u) 
we have, usingthefactthatP [v] projects V(A. ) ® V(,u)ontothe 
subspaces V(v), 

( 
~)d~) ( e:. Ip [v]'j let) = L L (eIk,e'i I e;·r) e~v I ef,et)· (5) 
r=lq=l 

In particular putting i = j, k = I we obtain 

( 
~) d~) 

e:.lp[v]\leIk)= L L 1(~,e'ile;·r)12. 
,= I q= I 

If, moreover, the module V(v) occurs with multiplicity I then 
we may write (dropping the multiplicity label) 

d~) 
(~lp[Vrile:.)= L I (e:..e'i 1 e;)12. (6) 

q=1 

In many cases the right-hand side reduces to a single 
term enabling an evaluation of certain Wigner coefficients 
(up to a phase) by an independent evaluation of the left-hand 
side. An immediate application offormula (6) is the matrix 
element of P [ v ] \ between the maximal state e" in V (,u). Sup
pose we choose an orthonormal basis for the (reference) re
presentation V(A. ) to be a weight basis. Recall from our pre
vious remarks (see also Refs. 19 and 23) that the highest 
weight v of V (v) is given by v = J.L + A. i for some weight A. i in 
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V (A. ). Now let e~ be a basis vector of wieght A.i so that the 
tensor product state e~ ® e" has weight v = J.L + A. i • Then, 
according to (6), we have 

(e"lp[vLIe")= I 1(e",e:le;)12. 
q=1 

Since e1 ® e" has weight v which is the highest weight occur
ring in V(v) it foHows that the only surviving term in the 
above sum is 

(e"lp [vJii Ie") = I (e",e'i I e) 12. 
This Clebsch-Gordan coefficient is important for the nor
malization of generalized raising and lowering operators for 
the group. This application is discussed more fully in Ref. 17. 
[Note that although a weight basis is required for VIA. ) we do 
not require a weight basis for the spaces V (,u) or V (v) but only 
that the maximal weight vector belong to the basis. It is also 
not necessary thatthe weights occurin V (A. ) with multiplicity 
1.] 

More detailed information may be obtained by making 
use of a suitable chain of subgroups for G. In particular if the 
group G admits a canonical chain 13 of subgroups then all 
(multiplicity-free) Wigner coefficients may be obtained di
rectly by this method. This procedure has been illustrated 
for the unitary group in Ref. 18. It is our aim here to general
ize this technique to obtain the matrix elements of all O(n) 
generators. We remark however that in order to obtain the 
matrix elements of the group generators one need only con
sider tensor products of the form V· ® V(,u), where V* is the 
carrier space for the fundamental contragredient vector re
presentation. Thus it suffices to apply only the vector identi
ty (and its adjoint) for this problem. 

III. REDUCED MATRIX ELEMENTS AND REDUCED 
WIGNER COEFFICIENTS FOR O(n) 

Without loss of generality we may take as a set of gener
ators for O(n) theoperatorsa~ (i,j = 1,oo.,n) which satisfy the 
relations 

, '[ik] ki ik k' 'k a'j = - a'i' a j,a I = Djal - Dlaj - Dia't + 8la i , 

and the Hermiticity property 
i )t ' (a j =a';. 

This corresponds to the choice of O( n) metric g ij = D ij • 

As for Urn) the generators ofO(n) for naturally into an 
n X n matrix a = (a~) which is a special case of the matrix A 
appearing in Eq. (4) for the case where 1T;.. = 1T* is the funda
mental contragredient vector representation. Associated 
with the matrix a is its adjoint ii with entries 

- i i a j = -aj • 

Polynomials in a and a may be defined recursively accord
ing to 

(am + ')'; = (am)ika; = a~(am)kj' 

(-m + ') i _ (-m) k- i _ -k(-m) i a j - a j a k - aj a k' 

The representations of O(n) may be labelled by the 
maximum eigenvalues of the commuting Hermitian 
operators 

- ia~;- I, r = 1,oo.,h, 
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where 

( n] {in n even, 
h = 2" = ~(n - 1) n odd. 

The set of weights may be identified with the set of all tuples 
oftheform(A" ... .A-h)' We letA, (r= I, ... ,h) denote the fun
damental weights with I in position r and zeros elsewhere. 
We define weights A, (r = I, ... ,n) by defining A, for r> h 
according to 

A,= -An + , _,. (7) 

For the case of odd n = 2h + 1 we have also the zero weight 
Ah 1 = ° [which is consistent with Eq. (7)]. 

+ On a finite dimensional irreducible module VIA ) with 
highest weight A = (A I, ... .A-h) the matrices a and ii satisfy the 
polynomial identities 

fr (a - a r ) = 0, 
r= 1 

fr (ii - ii,) = 0, 
r= I 

where the roots a, and ii, are given by 

a, = iin + 1 _, = A, + n - I - r, 

w here we define labels A r for r> h according to 

An+ 1-, = 1 -A" r= 1, ... ,h, 

with 
Ah + 1 = I, for n = 2h + 1. (8) 

As for the U(n) case one may construct projection oper
ators P [r] and P [rJ by setting 

P [r] = II ( :, __ ~I ), 

per] = IT (~-~ ). 
I#r a r -a l 

The matrix elements of these projectors in unitary represen
tations of the group determine the fundamental Wigner coef
ficients of the group. Following Ref. 17 let I~v) and I~,) be 
two arbitrary Gel'fand basis states in the space VIA ). As a 
special case offormula (5) (noting that the tensor product in 
this case is multiplicity free) we have 

((~) IP (v)~ 1(:) 
j A 16!A - A,) jA - Ar! 10 A ) 

= ~ \(v); i (.u) \ (.u) j ;(v') , (9) 

where I ilO) constitutes an orthonormal basis for the contra
gredient vector representation (i.e., the row vectors with I in 
the ith position and zeros elsewhere) and where we define 
weights A r for r > h in accordance with (7). Similarly we have 

(~) /P[v]~ 1(:)) 
(A IOIA+A')(A+A'/IO A) 

= tf (v); i (.u) (.u)} ;(v') , (10) 

where j]O) constitutes an orthonormal basis for the vector 
representation (i.e., the column vectors with 1 in position i 
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and zeros elsewhere). We remark that the basis chosen here 
for the vector representation differs from that used in Ref. 17 
since in the latter the basis states are weight states as distinct 
from the Gel'fand basis used here. As a special case of Eqs. 
(9) and (10) we have 

(~)IP[r]\ 1(:) =b\v),\v') I ((~); :OIA ~:') /2, 
(11) 

fA ,1,\ I(A 10)A+Ar))2 
\(v) IP [r] n" I (v')! = b(v),(v')! (v); n (v) . 

Thus we see that the operators P [r]\ and P [r]n n are 
O(n - 1) invariants which determine squares of fundamen
tal Wigner coefficients. Turning our attention to the group 
O(n + I) we let 13 denote the O(n + 1) matrix whose (i,}) en
try is the genrator a~ (i,) = 1, ... ,n + 1). Following our Urn) 
notation we write the characteristic identity satisfied by the 
matrix 13 in the form 

n+1 IT (j3 -l3r) = 0, 
r = 1 

where the 13, take constant values on a finite-dimensional 
irreducible representation with highest weight A given by 13r 

= Ar + n - r. In a similar way we define the adjoint matrix 
.0 whose roots are given by.or = I3n + 2 _,' We denote the 
O(n + 1) projection operators by 

Q [k ] = IT ( 13 - (31 ), 
I#k 13k -131 

Q [k] = II ( # -#1 ). 
1# 13k - 131 

The operators Q [k r + 1 n + 1 and Q [k ] n + 1 n + 1 are the 
O(n + 1) analogs of the operatorsP [r]"n andP[r]n nwhose 
matrix elements are squares ofWigner coefficients. 

Following our Urn) notation we denote the O(n) invar
iants Q [k r + In + 1 and Q [k ]n + In + I by Ck and Ck re
spectively. Applying the identities satisfied by the matrices a 
and 11 (see Ref. 24 and Appendix A) one may express the O(n) 
invariants Ck and Ck as a function of the 13k and a, accord
ing to 

Ck = IT (j3k -11/)-1 fr (j3k -a, -11,), 
I#k ,= I 

(12) 

Cn+ 2_ k =Ck = IlIA -Pt)-l IT IA -ii, -11,), 
Ir'k ,=1 

where 

11, = {
I n=2h, 

1 - b',h + 1 n = 2h + 1. 
(13) 

In passing it is interesting to note, as in the U(n) case, that the 
spectral resolution of the matrix 13 implies 

n+1 

P(j3j"+ln + 1 = L P(j3k)Ck , 

k=1 

which enables a systematic evaluation ofO(n) invariants of 
the form P (f3 )" + In + I' for arbitrary polynomials pix), by ap
plying formula (12). 

In an analogous way one may express the operators 
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P [r]nn and P [r] n n as a function of the roots in the O(n) and 
O(n - 1) identities. This enables us to evaluate the Wigner 
coefficients (11) as required. However in order to determine 
the matrix elements of the group generators one must also 
obtain the corresponding reduced matrix elements. 

Throughout the remainder of this paper let tP denote the 
O(n) vector operator with components tPi = a i

n + I 

(i = 1, ... ,n) with adjoint tP t whose components are given by 
tP\ = an + Ii' Following Green and Bracken,20 the vector op
erator tP and its contragredient may be resolved into a sum of 
shift vectors 

n n 

tP= I,tP[r], tPt= I,tPt[r], 
r= 1 r= 1 

which alter the O(n) representation labels according to 

Ak tP[r] = tP[r ](Ak + Dkr ), 

AktP[n + 1 - r] = tP[n + 1 - r](Ak - Dkr ), 

AktPt[r] = tPt[r](Ak - Dkr ), 

AktPt[n + 1 - r] = tPt[n + 1 - r](Ak + Dkr ), 

for k,r = 1, ... h with 

AktPt [h+l]=tPt [h+l]Ak,t' 2h 1 
lor n = +. 

AktP[h + 1] = tP[h + I]Ak, 

These shift vectors may be constructed by application of the 
projectors P [r] and P[r] as follows 

t,b[rJ = PJrJt,b = t,bP[r], r = 1, ... ,n 
t,bt[rJ =P[rJt,bt=t,btP[rJ. 

Since the matrix elements of the projectorsP [r] andP[r] 
are bilinear combinations of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
we obtain, from the Wigner-Eckart theorem, the result 

tP[rJtPt[r] = MrP [r], 
(14) 

where the Mr(Mr) are O(n) invariants whose eigenvalues de
termine the squares of the reduced matrix elemen~ oftP(t,bt). 
Taking the trace ofEq. (14) the invariants Mr and Mr may be 
evaluated by applying the equation 

_ tP[r]itPt[rL 

Mr =Mn+ l - r = tr(P[r]) 

By this means we may express the Mr and Mr as a fun~tion of 
the 13k and a r according to (see Ref. 24 and Appendlx A) 

n+1 _ 
Mr = (-It IT (j3k -ar) 

k~1 

X IT (ar -al-1I1- Dl.n+l-r)-1, 
l#r 

n + I 

Mr = ( - l)n ITlf3k - a r ) 
k~1 

xIT (ar -al -1Il- DI.n+l-r)-I, 
1 #r 

where 1Ir is given by Eq. (13). . 
By taking the (n,n) entries ofEq. (14) we obtam 

tP[rrtPt[r]n = MrP [r]\, 
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(15) 

(16) 

which, using formulas ( 12) and ( 15), enables one to determine 
the matrix elements of O(n) generators of the form an + \. 

However in order to obtain the matrix elements of the re
maining generators it is necessary to proceed down the sub
group chain in exact analogy with the U(n) case. 18 To this 
end we obtain a relationship between the O(n) and O(n + 1) 
projection operators which determines the O(n + 1 ):O(n) re
duced Wigner operators. 

Following our U(n) derivation we have the result (see 
also Appendix A) 

i P [rrlQ [k rm P [r]mj = a(n; 1 :)p [r]ij' 
l.m~1 (17) 

where a(~ + I ~) is an O(n) invariant whose eigenvalues deter
mine the squares of the O(n + 1 ):O(n) reduced Wigner coeffi
cients. Taking the O(n)-trace ofEq. (17) we see that a(~ + I ~) 
may be evaluated algebraically from the equation 

a(n + I n
r
) = trIP [rJQ [k]P [r]) 

k trIP [r]) 
trIP [r]Q [k ]) (18) 

trIP [r]) 

where the second equality follows from the cyclic rule of 
traces and the projection property P [r]2 = P [r]. One may ex
press the at;: + I ;) as a function of the 13k and ar according to 
the formula (see Appendix A) 

a(n; 1 :) 

= CkM rlf3k - a r - 1Ir)-I(j3k - ar)-I 

Xlf3k -an+ l - r -1Ir)-I(j3k -an+l_r -211r)' (19) 

This equation is clearly an analog of the corresponding 
result for U(n) although it is a slightly more complicated 
expression. As seen in Appendix A this extra complication 
arises due to the dependence of the root an + I _ r on the re
presentation label A,. 

IV. SIMULTANEOUS SHIFTS 

The Lie group O(n) admits the canonical chain of 
subgroups 

O(npO(n -lp· .. :::>0(2), 

where each group O(m) occurring in this chain has infinites
imal geneators a i where i andj are restricted to the range 
1, ... ,m. Followin~ our U(n) notation l8 we denote the O(m) 
matrix (aij ) (i,j = 1, ... ,m) by am and we denote the charac
teristic roots of am byar,m (r = 1, ... ,m). The ar,m take con
stant values on a finite-dimensional irreducible module over 
O(m) with highest weight (AI,m, ... .A.h,m) Ih = [m!2]} given 
by a = a- = A + m - 1 - r, where we define r m m + 1 - r.m r,m 

label~A for r> h inaccordancewithEq. (8). We denote the r,m _ 

corresponding O(m) projectors by P (;') and P (;'), 
respectively: 

p(m) = II ( am - a l.m ), 
r I #r a r.m - al.m 
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-(m) II ( iim - iil,m ) 
P r = I#r iir,m - iil,m . 

We denote the (m,m) entries of these projectors by Cr,m and 
~,m' respectively. From the previous section we know that 
these operators determine squares of Wigner coefficients 
whose eigenvalues are given by [see Eq. (12)] 

m-I 
= II (ar,m - ak,m) II (ar,m - al,m _ I - 1]1,m _ I )-1, 

k #r I~ I 

(20) 

where 1]1,m _ I is given by Eq. (13) (withn replaced by m - 1); 
i.e., 

1]1,m-1 = {~-8 
I,h+ I 

for m -1 = 2h, 

for m - 1 = 2h + 1. 
(21) 

We denote the O(m) vector operator (aim + I ) 

(i = 1, ... ,m) by t/'(m) and denote its Hermitian conjugate by 
t/'t(m). We denote the shift components of these operators by 
t/'(;.") and t/'t(;."), respectively. We then have, in accordance 
with Eq. (14), 

t/'(;.")t/' t(;.") = Mr•m P (;."), 
(22) 

t/'t(;.")t/'(;.") = Mr,mP(';'), 

where the O(m) invariants Mr,m and Mr,m (the squared re
duced matrix elements) are given by 

Mr.m =Mm+ I-r.m 
m+ I 

=(-1)'" II (ak.m+l-ar.m) 
k~1 

x IT (ar.m - al,m -1]I,m - 81,m+ I-r)-I. (23) 
flr 

We therefore have, for the cases m even and m odd, 

Mr.m = M m + I _ r,m 
m+ I 

= (- 1)'" II (a k •m + 1- a r.m ) 
k~1 

x II (ar.m - al,m - 1 - 81,m + I-r)-I, 
I#r 

m=2h, 

Mr,m = M m + I - r,m 
m+ I 

=( -1)'" II (ak,m+ I -ar,m) 
k~1 

m=2h+1. 

Finally, we write Eq. (17) in the form 

p(;)p(m: l)p(;) =a(m: 1 ;)p(;). (24) 

where the O(m) invariant a(;;' + I ;.") [the squared 
O(m + l):O(m) reduced Wigner coefficient] is given by 

a(m: 1 ;)=Ck,m+IMr,m(ak,m+1 -ar,m -1]r,m)-1 
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(ak,m+1 -ar,m)-I(ak,m+1 -am+l-r,m -1]r,m)-1 

X (ak,m + I - am + I _ r,m - 21]r,m)' (25) 

As in the case ofU(n) one sees that an O(n) generator of 
the form am + II transforms as a contragredient vector opera
tor with respect to the subgroups O(m), ... ,O(I) (for 2 < k,m). 
We may then proceed to resolve am + II into its simultaneous 
shift components in direct analogy with the Urn) case. How
ever in the case of the orthogonal groups a special derivation 
is evidently necessary for the special cases where I = 1,2. 
[This occurs primarily due to the fact that neither of the 
generators am + II oram + 12 (m:>2) transform as components 
of a vector with respect to 0(2).] We shall treat the case 1:>3 
first and consider the special case I = 1,2 later. 

Firstly in the case I = m we see that am + I m can only be 
a component of a contragredient vector operator with re
spect to the subgroups O(m) and we obtain a decomposition 
into O(m) shift components according to 

a m + 1m = I t/'t(m) . 
r~ I r m 

Next we note that a generator of the form am + 1m _ I 
(m - 1 > 2) transforms as a component of a contragredient 
vector with respect to the subgroups O(m) and O(m - 1). 
Resolving am + 1m _ I into its O(m) shift components we ob
tain a primary resolution 

am + 1m _ I = I t/'t(m) , 
r~1 r m-I 

where 

t/'t(;} = p(;}jam 
+ Ij = am + IjP(;Y, 

, 
Now each t/'t(;.")m _ I is also a component of a contragredient 
vector operator with respect to O(m - 1). Hence we may 
further decompose t/'t(;.")m _ I into its O(m - 1) shift compo
nents according to 

t/'t(m) = mf I t/'t(m m - 1) 
r m-I I~I rIm_I' 

where 

Hence we obtain the resolution 

am + 1m _ I = I 11 t/'t(m m - 1) 
r~1 I~I rim_I' 

where each shift component t/'t(,;, '!' - I) simultaneously alters 
the representation labels of O(m) and its subgroup O(m - 1) 
according to 

Ak,m t/'t(7 m ~ 1) = t/'t(7 m ~ 1) 
X (Ak,m - 8kr + 8k,m + I _ r)' 

A .,.t(m m - 1) = .,.t(m m - 1) 
Am-I~ r I ~ r 1 

X (Ap.m _I - 8pI + 8p•m _ / ), 

k = 1, ... ,[ ;]; p = 1, ... ,[ m ~ 1 ]. 
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The simultaneous shift components t/Jt(,;, ';' ~ I) are 
clearly given by 

t/Jt(7 m ~ 1) = t/Jt(m)p(7 m ~ 1) 

= p(m ~ 1 7)t/Jt(m), 

where P (';' ';' ~ I) and P(';' ~ I ';') are the operators defined by 

p(m m -I)' = mfl p(m)i p(m -I)q, i= I, ... ,m, 
r I J q~1 r q I J 

p(m - 1 m)' = mf I p(m - I)qp(m)i, j = I, ... ,m _ 1. 
I r J q~1 I J r q 

More generally a generator am + II (3.;; I.;; m) may be re
solved into shift components which simultaneously alter the 
representaion labels of the subgroups O(m ), ... ,0(/). This de
composition may be written as 

I ~ t( m I ) a m + = L t/J ... 
I ilk) i(m) i(/) t' 

where the summation symbol is shorthand notation for 
m m-I I 
L L ... L 

'Im)~ l'lm~ I)~ I ill)~ I 
Each shift component alters the representation labels of 

the subgroups O(m), ... ,O(/) according to 

).k'Pt/JtC(:)···i(~ )) 
= t/JtC(:)"'i(~ )}).k,P - Dk•iIP) + Dk,p+ I ~ ilp)) 

for p = I, ... ,m; k = 1, ... ,[p/2]. 

Clearly then if i(r).;;[r/2] then the above shift component 
decreases the O(r) representation labeUilr),r by 1 unit. On the 
other hand ifi(r);;'[r/2] then).r + I ~ ilr),r is increased by 1 unit. 
In the special case where r is odd and i(r) = [r/2] + 1 then 
none of the O(r) representation labels are altered. 

These shift components may be constructed by repeat
ed application of the subgroup projectors as in the case of 
U(n). We denote the m X I matrix of operators with entries 
given by 

m ~ I m ~ 2 I ( m)i (m - l)q (/)S 
q~1 r~1 ... S~I P i(m) / i(m - 1) r"'

P 
i(/) / 

i = 1, ... ,m; j = 1, ... ,/, 

simply by P (~m)"':II))' Similarly we define the matrix of oper
ators P(:(l)"'~m)) constructed from the adjoint projectors. 
Clearly then, the simultaneous shift components ofthe gen
erators t/Jt(m)1 = am + II are given by 

t/Jt~)"'i(~)) = pC(~)"'i~)}pt(m) 
= t/Jt(m)PC~)"'i(~J 

In the same way we define the matrix of operators 

pC(:)"'i(~) and pC(~)'''i(:) 
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defined in the same way but with the order reversed. These 
operators project out the simultaneous shift components of 
the generators aim + I ; 

aim + I = L t/J(.(m )'" .(/
1 

))1, 
ilk) I m I 

t/JC:)"'i(~) = P C~ )"'i~))t/J(m) = t/J(m)PC:)"'i(~ J 
We may now present a generalization ofEq. (16) for the 

multiple shift vectors t/J(;(:")"':II))' We have 

t/JC:)"'i(~ yt/JtC:)'''i(~ ))1 

(
1m - 1 m)1 i t 

= P i(l )"'i(m _ l)i(m) i t/J(m) t/J (m)j 

xp( m m - 1 '" I Y 
i(m)i(m - 1) i(l)JI 

= PC~)"'i(: -=- 11)): t/JC(:)it/JtC:))j 

(
m-l IX xP .... 

i(m - 1) ill) I 

Using Eq. (22) this in turn may be written 

Milml.mPC(~)···i(: = :)pC:))pC~ -=-Il)···i(~)Y. (26) 

Hence by repeated application of Eqs. (24) and (25) we obtain 

t/JC:)"'i(~ yt/JtC(:)"'i(~)1 
= Mi(ll.1 Cilll.1 IT Milrl,r Cilrl.r 

r~I+1 

Xailr).r - ai(r~ II.r~ I - T/ilr~ I).r- I 

X (ailrl,r - a ilr ~ I).r _ I)~ I 

) ~I 

X (ai(rl,r - a r ~ ilr~ II.r ~ I - T/ilr ~ II.r ~ I )
~I 

X (ailr),r - a r ~ ilr ~ II.r ~ J- 2T/ilr ~ II,r ~ I)' (27) 

which is the required generalization ofEq. (16). 
We now consider the special case where I = 1,2. Al

though the generators am + II and am + 22 both transform as 
components of vectors with respect to the groups 
0(m), ... ,0(3) it is clear that neither of them transform as vec
tors with respect to the subgroup 0(2). This leads us to con
sider the operators t/J ± (m) defined by 

t/J+(m)= ~(alm+1 ±ia2
m+I)· 

~ ~2 

(In the case m = 2 we see that these operators are the well
known ladder operators L ± appearing in the theory of an
gular momenta.) These operators may be regarded as com
ponents of the O(m) vector operator 

t/J(m)I=t/J+(m), 

t/J(m)2 = t/J_(m), 

t/J(m)i = aim + I' i = 3, ... ,m, 

which is obtainable from the O(m) vector operator (aim + J) 
(i = I, ... ,m) by considering the change of basis 
transformation 
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el - --!:. (e l - ie2), 
~2 

e2- --!:. (e l + ie2)' 
~2 

ei-+ej> i = 3,,,.,m. 

The associated change of basis matrix is given by the m X m 
block matrix 

M=M2 $lm _2' 

where 1m _ 2 is the (m - 2) X (m - 2) identity matrix and 

M2 = --!:. ( 1. ~). 
~2 -I 1 

Clearly the O(m) vector tfJ = (M -I )~a' m + I has components 
in their 0(2) weight space forms. Similarly the entries of the 
O(m) matrix 

a=MaM- 1 

consist ofO(m) generators in their 0(2) weight space forms. 
We may now proceed as we did before working with the 
matrix a instead of the matrix a. The modifications required 
are straightforward and the analysis proceeds in exactly the 
same way as before. 

The result is that the operators ¢ ± (m) and their ad
joints ¢t± (m) = (l/v2)(a;" + I += iar; + I) may be resolved 
into simultaneous shift components 

¢ ± (m) = l ¢C(:)"'/(il !), 
I(k) 3 L. 

,,± (m) = ~ ¢tC:)"'i(3) ±). 
where the simultaneous shift components simultaneously al
ter the representation labels of the subgroups 0(m),,,.0(3) as 
before and also alter the representation labels of 0(2) accord
ing to 

AI'2¢C:)"'i(~) ~) = ¢C:)"'i~) ~ )(AI,2 ± 1), 

AI'2¢tC(:)"'i(~) ~) = ¢tC(:)"'i(~) ~ }A I •2 += 1). 

Note that ¢ + can only increase the representation label of 
0(2) while ¢ _ can only decrease the representation label of 
0(2) (and similarly for ¢t~ ). 

In the case of 0(2) all Wigner coefficients are unity and 
the result corresponding to Eq. (27) for the simultaneous 
shift components of the operators ¢ ± (m) is 

¢C(:)"'i(~) ! )¢tC:)'''i(~) !) 

2383 

= ~I'2 (m ... 3 2 )¢t( m ... 3 2) 
M2.2 ¢ i(m) i(3) - i(m) i(3) -

= M I,2 IT Mi(rl,rCi(r),r 
r= 3 

X (ai(rl,r - ai(r-II,r_1 -7]i(r-l),r-1 )-1 
X (ai(rl,r -ai(r_II,r_I)-1 

X (ai(rl,r - a r _ i(r _ Il,r _ I - 7]i(r _ Il,r _ 1)-1 
X (ai(rl,r - a r _ i(r-II,r-1 - 27]i(r-I),r_I)' 
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(28) 

where MI,2 and M2,2 are given by Eq. (23). 
Expressing the generators am + I I and am + 12 in terms of 

¢t± (m) we have 

1 
am + II = -= (¢t+ (m) + ¢t_ (m)), 

~2 
(29) 

am + 12 = ~ (¢t+ (m) _ ¢t_ (m)). 

~2 
From this it follows, in our previous notation, that the gener
ators am + II and am + 12 may be resolved into a sum of shift 
components 

m + I = ",J.t( m ... 3 2) i = 1 2 
a i ~ Of' i(m) i(3) i(2) i ' , , 

where the shift components alter the 0(2) representation la
bel according to 

A1,2¢t(:)"'i(~) ~) = ¢tC(:)"'i(~) ~)tAI'2 - 1), 

AI,2 ¢t(:)"'i(~) ~) = ¢t(:)"'i(~) ~)tAI'2 + 1). 

These shift components, in view of Eq. (29), are given by 

(m 32) 1 (m 32) 
¢t i(m)"'i(3) 1 I = ~2 ¢t i(m)"'i(3) + ' 

¢t( m ... 3 2) = _1 ¢t( m ... 3 2) 
i(m) i(3) 2 I ~2 i(m) i(3) - ' 

t( m 3 2) _ i t( m 3 2) 
¢ i(m)"'i(3) 1 2 - ~2 ¢ i(m)"'i(3) + ' 

~tCl:)'''i(~) ~), ~ - ;2 ~tC(:ri(~) =) (30) 

V. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE O(n) GENERATORS 

Throughout this section we assume that we are working 
in a finite-dimensional irreducible module over O(n) which 
admits a Gel'fand-Zetlin basis. Our aim is to evaluate the 
matrix elements of the generators am + 1/ (/<m). 

For ease of notation we write an arbitrary Gel'fand
Zetlin basis state in the form IAj,k > (k = 2,.",nj = 1, ... ,[k /2]) 
where the Aj,k satisfy the well-known Gel'fand betweenness 
conditions. In the special case I = m;;;.3 we see that the ma
trix elements of the generator am + I m are given by 

a
m

+ 1m I Aj,k) = rtl ¢t(7t l..1j,k) 

m 

L Nmr I Aj,k - .ar,m), 
r= 1 

where l..1j,k - .ar,m) denotes the state obtained from l..1j,k) 
by adding to the row (..1 I,m , .. ·".th,m) [h = [m/2] J, corre
sponding to the representation labels ofO(m), the O(m) 
weight -.a r,m' Here the weight .a r,m is defined for 
r = 1, ... ,m in accordance with Eq. (7). 

The matrix elements N m r(Aj,m + I ;Aj,m ;Aj,m _ I) are giv
en by (up to a phase) 
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INmr 1= (Aj •k IMr.mer.m \Aj .k)1/2 

which may be evaluated using Eqs. (20) and (23). Hence for 
the case m = 2h we obtain 

INmr 1= ( ( - Itllk':/(Ak•m: 1 -Ar.m + r - p + l)lli-':-I
I
(Ar.m - Al.m I + 1- r + Dl.h) )112 

lll#r(Ar.m Al.m +1-r-l-Dl.m+l_r}(Ar.m -Al.m +I-r) 

(31 ) 

and in the case m = 2h + 1 we obtain 

INmr I = ( (- Itllk~/(Ak.m + I ~ A~m + r - p + l}lli=-II(Ar.m - Al.m - I + 1- r) )1/2, 
lll,.r(Ar.m AI.m + 1 r 1 + DI.h + 1- DI,m+ l-r)(Ar.m -AI.m + 1- r) 

(32) 

where we have adopted convention (8) for defining labels 
A r.m for r> h = [mI2]. The phases for the above matrix ele
ments will be determined in the next section. 

Returning to the general case we may resolve the gener
ator am + II (3<I<m) into its simultaneous shift components 
to give 

a m + I Iii ) I j.k 

"'j)//(.(m) .... (II)) IAj •k ) 
i(k) I m I I 

L N ( .(m )'" .(11)) I Aj.k - A i(m).m - ". - A i(l),l ). 
i(kl 1m I 

The matrix elements in this case are given by (up to a phase) 

INC{:)"'i{~)1 
= (A j •k It/{~)"'i(~ )\f/C~)"'i(~)\ I Aj •k ) 1/2 

which, by virtue of Eq. (27), is equal to 

IT INri(r) I IT [(ai(r).r - ai1r-I).r-1 -1]i(r-I).lr-1I)-1 
r~l r~/+1 

x(ai(r).r - ai1r-I).r-1 )-1 
x(ai1r).r - a r _ i(r- I),r - I - 1]ilr- I).(r - Id-

I 

X (ai(r),r -ar-i(r-I),r-' -21]i(r_ll.r_I)]I/2, (33) 

where IN ri(r) I are the phase-free matrix elements of the gen
erator a~ + I which are given by Eqs. (31) and (32). 

It is clear that N (~ml"'~(ll) corresponds to the generator 
matrix element [suppressing the labels of the subgroups 

O(m + 2)) 

(
A j,m + I I am + I 1 A j,m + I ) b 3 

(A ') I (A) , , 

where (A ') is obtained from the pattern (A) by adding to the 
first (m - 1) rows of the pattern (A), corresponding to the 
representation labels of the respective subgroups 
O(m),,,.,O(l), the weights - Ai(m)' - Ai(m - II'" - Ai(li' 

respectively. 
In the case of the generator a~ + I we have a resolution 

into simultaneous shift components which are defined by 
Eq. (30). In this case we may write 

am + I Iii ) 
2 1.k 
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= ~ "'tC:)"'i~))2 I Aj •k ) 

= t N2C{:)"'i(~) I Aj,k - Ai(m),m - ... - A iI2),2), 

where we have adopted the same convention as before [keep
ing in mind that A 1 = I = - A2 for 0(2)]. We havefound it 
convenient in this case to add a subscript 2 to the matrix 
element to indicate that we are considering the generator 
am + 12 rather than am + II' (In the other cases this ambiguity 
does not arise). 

Our phase-free matrix elements in this case are given by 
[see Eq. (30)) 

\
N2(.m ... 2)1 

I(m) 1 

~ ~~ (A1" I v{;J'" ! ).pt(,(:J'" ! ) I Ai' )"', 

lN2(.m ... 2)\ 
I(m) 2 

~ ~~ (A1" I ~C(:J'" ~ )~t(i(:J'" 2 ) I Ai') ,n 

Using Eq. (28) we therefore have, in terms ofthe matrix 
elements of the generator a m + 13 [see Eq. (33)], 

IN 2(.m ".2)1 
I(m) 1 

1 - 1/21 (m 3) 1 [ - , = Ji (MI,2) N i(m)"'i(3) (a iI3 ),} - a l ,2 - 1) 

X(a iI3 ),3 -a1,2)-1 
X (a iP),3 - a 2,2 - l)-l(a;{3),) - a z.z - 2)] 1/2 

= (~::: y/2\NzC:)"'~)I' 
The phase-free matrix elements INIC('m) '''~2)) I of the gener
ator am + 'I are given by the same expressions. From the 
commutation relation am + II = [am + Iz,aZ

I ] we see that the 
full matrix elements of the generators am + I, and am + I Z are 
related by 

( m 3 2) (m 3 2) 
NI i(m)"'i(3) 1 = - iNz i(m)"'i(3) I ' 
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and 

NIC(:)"'i(~) ~) = + iN2C:)"'i(~) ~) . (34) 

(This occurs since we are labeling our weights by the eigen
values of - ia 12; i.e., we are adopting the phase - i for the 
generator a 2

1). 

VI. CHOICE OF PHASES 

Unlike the U(n) case we cannot simply choose the 
phases of the generators am + I m to be ( + 1). This is because 
on unitary representations of the group the generators a k

, 

are to be represented by anti-Hermitian matrices. Now the 
Cartan generators a 2r

2r _ I have diagonal entries (in fact 
these are the only generators with diagonal matrix elements) 
and hence, by the anti-Hermitian property, these must be 
pure imaginary. Hence we adopt the phase ( - i) for the diag
onal matrix elements. Although the remaining matrix ele
ments of the Cartan generators can be chosen to be real we 
feel it is simpler to adopt the phase convention ( - i) for all 
matrix elements of the Cartan generators. In keeping with 
the unity of this choice of phase factor we adopt the phase 
( - I) for the matrix elements of all generators of the form 
am + I m (although one may equally well choose real phases 
for the matrix elements of the generators a 2r 

+ I 2r)' It is easily 
checked that the choice ( - 'I for the phases of the generators 
am + I is consistent with Hermiticity requirements. 

The phases ofthe matrix elements of the remaining gen
erators are now dictated by the Lie algebra commutation 
relations. It follows from these considerations that the 
phase-free matrix elements of the generator am + I, (/;;'2) are 
to be multiplied by a complex phase ( - i)m + I - { and an ad
ditional real phase 

S(I(m - 1) - l(m))S(i(m - 2) - i(m - 1)) 
··S (i(l) - i(l + 1)), 

where 

S (x) = sign(x). 

and 

S(O) = 1 

[c.f., U(n) case]. Thus for m;;.I;;.2 we have 

NC:)"'i(~)) 
=(-lr+

1
-

l
lfS(i(r)-i(r+ 1))/N(.m .... 1 )/. 
r~' I(m) 1(1) 

In the case of the generator am + 11 the matrix elements are 
obtained from those of am + 12 (whose phases are determined 
by the above conventions) by Eqs. (34). 

As an example to clarify our notation and our choice of 
phase convention the matrix elements of the 0(4) generators 
are written down in Appendix B. One sees that the absolute 
value of the matrix elements agrees with the results obtained 
in Ref. 12 but the phase conventions are different. 
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VII. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

We have shown that the only nonvanishing matrix ele
ments of the generator am + I{ are of the form [suppressing 
the labels of O(m + I)] 

(A'I +IIA) (Jl') am '(Jl) , 

where (Jl') is obtained from the pattern (Jl) by adding to the 
first (m - I) rows of the pattern ( Jl), corresponding to the 
representation labels of the subgroups O(m ), ... ,0(1 ), the 
weights - .d;lml.m, - .d;lm _ II.m _ 1 ,'" - .d;(ll./, respectively. 
The corresponding matrix element is given by formulas (31)
(34) (with the phase convention adopted in the previous sec
tion). From the Wigner-Eckart theorem it follows also that 
this matrix element may be written 

) ( AWl A - .d;lml) (A - .d;lml 11¢(m)IIA !P); I !P') , (35) 

where the first term is the O(m) reduced matrix element 
(M. )1/2. Comparing this with the formulas obtained for 

'Iml.m . lW' 
the matrix elements one may obtam all fundamenta tgner 
coefficients of O(n). 

Also, by comparing Eq. (35) with Eq. (26), one sees that 
the general fundamental Wigner coefficient may be ex
pressed algebraically, for the case I> 2, by 

I
/A. 10\A-.d;lml)\2 
\!p)' 1 !P') 

(AI (I m-l m m-l l)l)A) 
= (P) P i(/)'''i(m - I) i(m) i(m - 1)"'i(1) !!P) 

in direct analogy with the U(n) case. 
Finally, in the notation of Baird and ~iedenharn, 8 let us 

. ffi' ( ')(C )1/2 b ('1rl:r) denote the O(r) Wtgner coe Clent - I ilrl.r Y r- I , 
the reduced matrix element (Milrl.r) 1/2 by (~;j,rl) and the corre
sponding reduced Wigner coefficient a(<<rl ;;;~ II) by 
(ilrl r ). Then the matrix elements may be expressed, for 'Ir- II r- I 
1>2, 

N(m ... 1 )=(m+l) IT S(i(r-I)-i(r)) 
i(m) i(l) i(m):m r~ {+ 1 

( 
i(r):r )(i(l ):/) 

X i(r _ I):r - 1 1- I 

in direct analogy with the U(n) case. Trivial modifications 
are required to extend this result to the case where 1 = 1,2. 

APPENDIX A 

Here we give a brief derivation of the results presented 
in Sec. III (see Ref. 24 for a more detailed account). We adopt 
the same notation as that used in Sec. III. 

From the characteristic identity of the O(n + I) matrix 
13 we havepQ [k] = 13k Q [k ]. Taking the (i,n + 1) entry of 
this matrix equation and rearranging we have 

a i
n + I Ck = /13k - a)jQ [k Fn + I , 
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where C k denotes the O(n) invariant Q [k l" + 1 n + 1 and 
where we have summed over repeated indexj from 1 to n. 
Inverting this equation we have 

Q [k Jin + 1 = [(J3k - a)-I ]Jain + 1 Ck, 

where fJ3k - a)-I denotes the matrix 

fJ3k - aj-I = i if3k - a,)-Ip [rl. 
r= 1 

Resolving the O(n) vector 1// = a i 
n + 1 (i = 1 , ... ,n) into its 

shift components we then have 

Q [k lin + 1 = i fJ3k - a,)-ltf[rliCk . (AI) 
r= 1 

When r<h = [n/2] we may write 

fJ3k - a,)-Itf(r] = tf[rlfJ3k - a, - 1)-1, 

fJ3k - an + 1_ ,)-Itf[n + 1 - rl 

= tf[n + 1- rl(l1k - a n+ 1-, _1)-1. 

However for n = 2h + 1 we have the zero shift component 
which satisfies 

(11k - ah+ tl-1tf[h + 1] = tf[h + Ilif3k - ah + 1 )-1. 

We combine these relations into the more compact form 

(11k - a,)-Itf[rl = tf[rl(l1k - a r -1]r)-I, 

where 1]r = 1]n + 1 _ r = 1 for r<h, with 1]h + 1 = 0 for 
n = 2h + 1. Thus we may write Eq. (AI) in the form 

Q[kl i
n +1 = i tf[rr(l1k -ar _1],)-IC". (A2) 

r= 1 

Similarly we have 
n 

Q[kl n+ 1
i = L (I1k- a r-1]r)-ICktft [rL· (A3) 

r= 1 

Summing these equations over k from 1 to n + lone 
sees that the Ck satisfy 

m+ I .L (11k - a r -1]r)-ICk = 0, r = l, ... ,n. 
k~1 

These equations together with the condition 
n+1 
I c" = 1 

/,=1 

uniquely determines the C". Using Lagrange-interpolation 
techniques (or else invert the equations using matrix meth
ods) one sees that the unique solutions to these equations are 
given by 

Ck = II (J3k -(31)-1 IT (J3k -a, -1]r)' (A4) 
1 #Ok , ~ I 

Similarly we have a corresponding expression for Ck • 

We now evaluate the O(n) invariants tft[rLtf[rf We 
first invert Eq. (A2) to get tf[rl i in the form P(I1Vn+ I for a 
suitable polynomial p(x). We may then evaluate our invar
iants by a simple application of the O(n + 1) characteristic 
identity. This leads us to consider the solutions r/k to the 
equations 
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and 

n + 1 

I rlk Ck(l1k -ar _1],)-1 =0,/' 1= 1, ... ,n, 
k~1 

Then, for each r = l, ... ,n, we have (n + 1) equations in 
(n + 1) unknowns r,,, (k = 1, ... ,n + 1) which yield the 
unique solution 

rrk =rr(/3k -a, _1],)-1, 

where 
n+1 

rr = (- 1)" II (j3p - a r -1]r) II (a r - al)-I. 
p= I 1 #Or 

Thus multiplying Eq. (A2) by rrk and summing over k 
we obtain 

n+1 

tflr ] = I Q [k lin + I r,(/3k - a r _1],)-1. (AS) 
"=1 

Multiplying on the left by an + I i and summing on i from 1 to 
n we obtain, using an + Ii Q [k 1 in + I = (3 k C" , 

tft[rLtf[rli = an + li1/![rl i = rr . 

Using the O(n) commutation relations one may deduce 
the result (see Refs. 21 and 24) 

Q [k l'j = Q [k l'n+ I (C,,)-IQ [k In j Ij' (A6) 

From this and Eq. (A4) we have the results 

tf[rl'(r,j-1tft[rl j = P [rlij , 

which may be rearranged to give 

tf[rj'tft[rl j = M,P [rlj , (A7) 

which is Eq. (14). Finally applying the O(n) projector to both 
sides ofEq. (A6) we obtain, using Eqs. (A2) and (A3), 

P [rlQ [k lP [r]j = tf[rrif3k - a, _1],)-2Cktft [rl j . 

From the form of C" given by Eq. (A4) we then obtain, in 
view ofEq. (A7), 

P [r]Q [k]P [r] 

= CkM,(/3k - a, -1]r)-I(I1k - a,)-I 

X(l1k -an + I_, _1],)-1(11" -an + 1 _, -21],) 
xP [rl. 

More details are given in Ref. 24. 

APPENDIX B 

We consider here the action ofthe 0(4) generators on an 
arbitrary Gel'fand basis state 

m 

Before proceeding we note that acting on this state the 
0(4) roots a i,4 are given by a 14 = m 1 + 2, a 24 = m2 + 1, 
a 34 = 1 - m 2, a 44 = - m 1 while the 0(3) roots are given by 
a 13 = I + 1, an = 1, a 33 = -I. Finally the 0(2) roots are 
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a l2 = m = - a22' 

The matrix elements of the 0(3) generators are, accord-
ing to our prescription, given by 

mz)=! [(1- m)(l + m + I)J1/2 ~I 
m+ 1 

ml ml mj 

a2 
I I m,)= -im I 

m,). - H(l + m)(/- m + 1)] 112 I 
m m m-l 
ml 

a 3 
2 I 

m,) The matrix elements of the generator a4
3, in view of our 

phase convention and Eq, (32), are given by 

m 
m l 

= _~[(I_m)(/+m+l)]1/2 I 
2 

m+ 1 

- ~ [(l + m)(l- m + 1)]1/2 I 
2 m-l 

ml m,) 
a 4

] I 
m 

mr m,) 
=N 3

1 /- 1 +N 3
2 

m 

where 

3 _ ,[ (I + m)(l- m)(ml -I + 1)(1 + m2H/- mz)(l + mj + 1) ]112, 
N I - - I 12(21 + 1 )(21 - 1) 

N] = -if mm2(m r + 1) ] 
2 1(1 + 1) , 

N\= -if (/+m+I)(/-m+l)(m/-/)(/+mr+2)(/+mz+l)(I+I-m2) JIIZ, 
(21 + 1)(21 + 3)(1 + 1)2 

Similarly for the generator a 4
2 we have 

m) m,)_ C ~) 
m l m,) C D 

ml m,) 
a4

2 I -N2 1- 1 +N22 / 
1 

m m -I m-I 

+N2G D 
m) m,) C 2) m, m,) 

1+1 +Nz12 1-1 

m -1 m + 1 

+NzG ~) 
ml m,) C 2) m l m,) 
I +Nz 3 2 1+1 

m + 1 m + 1 

The matrix elements in this case are given by 

(3 2)= _ ~[(I+m)(m,-I+l)(/-m2)(/+m2)(/+ml+l)(/+m-I)]I!2 
N z 1 1 2 (2'(2/- 1)(2/ + I) , 

2) = + ~ ( (I + 1 - m)(1 + m)m/(m, + If J'/2 
1 2 12(1 + 1)2 ' 

mr m,) 
m 

2)= + ~[(/-m+l)(I+m,+2)(/+m2+1)(I+l-m2)(m,-l)(/-m+2) ]1/2 
1 2 (21 + 3)(21 + 1)(1 + 1)2 ' 

(3 2)= _~[(/-m)(ml-l+l)(/-m2)(/+m2)(/+ml+l)(l-m-I)JII2 
Nz 1 2 2 12(21 - 1)(21 + 1) , 

(3 2) = _ ~ [ (I + I + m)(/- m)m/(m l + If ]112, 
N2 2 2 2 IV+ If 

N(3 2)= ~[(/+m+I)(/+m,+2)(/+m2+I)(/+I-m2)(ml-/)(/+m+2) JI/2, 
2 3 2 + 2 (21 + 3)(21 + 1)(1 + 1)2 
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m l 

+N\ 
m -1 
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In a similar way we define the action of the generator 
a 4 

I on the state 

m 

The matrix elements in this case are related to those of the 
generator a4

2 by Eq. (34); Le., 

NIG ~) = - iN2G ~) 
j= 1,2,3. 

N1(J3. 2) (3 21) 2 = iN2 j 

One may check directly that the 0(4) commutation re
lations are satisfied with these matrix elements. 
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We discuss from a group-theoretical point of view, a simple framework in which the classical and 
the quantal state spaces appear in a unified way. The framework is characterized by the use of 
(possibly continuous) direct unions of Hilbert spaces. Symmetries are correspondingly 
represented by families of (anti-) unitary operators. We consider here the associated notions of 
projective representations as well as the corresponding observables. These observables, classical 
or quantal, are defined in terms of a slight generalization of the notion of a system of imprimitivity 
of Mackey. 

PACS numbers: 02.20. + b, 03.20. + i, 03.65.Bz 

INTRODUCTION 

There exists a simple way for describing the classical 
and the quantal state spaces of an elementary physical sys
tem in a single mathematical framework. It is to consider 
(topological) direct unions of Hilbert spaces. Classical phys
ics, where a state is usually given by a point in the phase 
space, corresponds then to the extreme case where each Hil
bert space is of dimension one and the union is precisely 
taken over this phase space. Usual quantum physics, on the 
other hand, corresponds to the other extreme case, where the 
union is trivial and the space is thus a single Hilbert space. 
More generally and in the intermediate cases, such a frame
work is able to describe situations where parts of a system 
have a quantal behavior, whereas other aspects are of the 
classical type. Think for example of superselection sectors, 
or of a spin-spin interaction in a crystal (with fixed positions 
and momenta) or of a measurement procedure of a quantal 
system with a classical device. 

On the other hand, the fact that we can compare differ
ent models (classical with quantal and, as we shall see, rela
tivistic with nonrelativistic in particular) in a unified math
ematicallanguage is of course of great importance for the 
understanding of the results and of the difficulties encoun
tered in each separate context. 

In a previous work, I we have shown that, conversely, 
one can derive the classical and quantal state space, for a 
spin less particle, in a unified way, when considering these 
direct unions as representation spaces for the corresponding 
kinematical symmetry groups. More precisely we consid
ered those representations for which there exist sufficiently 
faithful operators for each observable which corresponds to 
the system. This construction is based on the following brief
ly sketched points of view. 

The state of a physical system is specified by the possi
ble outcomes of the measurements that we can choose to 
perform on it. To these measurements correspond the obser
vables, and to the outcomes correspond (subsets ot) the spec
tra of these observables. Let us consider the space r of all 
spectra of the observables that correspond to some given 
system. A typical example of such a space r is the phase 
space, with the observables position and momentum. On this 

space r, the usual physical equivalence principles corre
spond to a natural action which forms the defining represen
tation of a group. We have called the corresponding groups 
kinematical in order to emphasize that they are independent 
by definition of the dynamics and of the interactions, as the 
latter neither changes the representation nor the interpreta
tion of the observables. It is only in a second step, when the 
state spaces have been specified, that it will be possible to 
consider the corresponding dynamics. This distinction is es
sential if we want to build up theories able to describe more 
than only free particles. 

One of the main results of Ref. 1 was that both in the 
relativistic and nonrelativistic contexts there are two and 
only two solutions for the corresponding state spaces: the 
classical and quantal ones. The framework provides thus 
also by the way a new approach to quantization. 

In order to generalize these models, in particular if we 
want to consider particles with an arbitrary spin or for the 
discussion of the nonrelativistic limit of the relativistic case 
we, however, need to consider a more general framework 
where arbitrary projective representations on such direct 
union spaces are considered. A first step in this direction was 
the solution of the corresponding co homological problem 
(families of phase factor systems). This solution has been giv
en in Ref. 2. 

In the present paper we continue to analyze the math
ematical basis of our approach, and we give the general solu
tion for the state spaces and for the associated observables, 
the former in terms of group representations and the latter in 
terms of a generalization of the notion of systems of imprimi
tivity of Mackey.3 We have also taken advantage of the pre
sent generalization for rewriting in a more direct algebraic 
way some of our previous results. I 

The paper will be organized as follows. In the first part 
we briefly recall some axiomatic justifications of our ap
proach and then discuss the structure of the state spaces in 
terms of carrier spaces of group representations. In the sec
ond part we give the general solution of the representation 
problem and in part three we discuss the associated observ
able representations. Finally in part four we illustrate our 
results at the hand of a simple representative example. The 
main applications of the theory will be discussed in a sepa
rate paper. 4 
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1. K SPACES AND PROJECTIVE K REPRESENTATIONS 

A K-space is defined as being a direct union over some 
(Borel) index set S of a family of (isomorphic) Hilbert spaces 
(that will be assumed here to be complex and separable) 

K = V cW's. 
s55 

(1.1) 

The elements of K (respectively, the pure states) are thus 
given by some index soES and a corresponding vector (re
spectively, a ray) in cW'so' 

The choice of( 1.1) as a possible state space for a physical 
system can be justified by a pragmatic argument (see the 
Introduction), but also from an axiomatic point of view, 
which is interesting to briefly mention here (for details we 
refer to Ref. 5). On K there exists, namely, a natural so-called 
lattice of propositions denoted by ..?(K) and defined as fol
lows. A projection in K is a family of projectors (Ps I in the 
corresponding Hilbert spaces; in the set of all projections one 
can define a lattice structure using the lattice structure 
which is based on the operations of unions and intersections 
of closed subs paces in each single Hilbert space. More pre
cisely the inclusion, compatability, complementary, and in
tersection in 2'(K) are defined in turn by 

(i) {P, I < {Qs I iff Ps < Qs '<is iff PsQs = Ps '<is, 

(ii) (Psl+-+(Qsl iffPs+-+Qs '<is iff [P" Qs] =0 '<is, 

(iii) (Ps )' = (P; I = {I w, - P,}, 

(iv) {Ps }/\ {Qs I = (PJ\ Qs I = {sn-~~(psQsr}. (1.2) 

The above algebraic structure allows application of the 
notion of morphism in a straightforward way and it follows 
from the representation theorem of Piron5 that (up to small 
technical restrictions) any lattice of propositions corre
sponding to an elementary physical system is isomorphic to 
such a 2' (K). In other words, the space (1.1) is then indeed 
the most general state space for the corresponding system, 
and the projections (1.2) then correspond to the properties of 
the system. We refer to Ref. 5 for a more precise review of 
these aspects. 

We can now define the notion of symmetry in this 
framework. 

Definition 1.1: A symmetry in K is an automorphism of 
the corresponding lattice of propositions, i. e., an invertible 
map of Y(K) onto itself that preserves its algebraic 
structure. 

The essential result that we shall need in the sequel is 
the following generalization of the theorem of Wigner. 

Theorem 1.2 (Ref.6): Every symmetry of a proposition 
system defined by a family (cW's,sES I is given by a permuta
tion 1T of the index set S and a family of unitary or antiunitary 
operators 

UrrjS): dY's-cW'rrjs)' (1.3) 

Moreover, each Us is unique up to a phase. 

It follows directly from this theorem that for each pair 
of elements g., g2 in a group G of symmetries we have the 
following generalized projective representation relations: 

U,( g.)U1T, '(s)( g2) = w,( g.,g2)U,(g.g2)' 
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where w s ( g.,gz)EU(I) is a phase that may depend ong., gz, 
ands. 

As a consequence of the above theorem we are thus led 
to the following. 

Definition 1.3 (Ref. 2): Aprojective K-representation ofa 
group G in a space K is a set of automorphisms U (g):K-K 
that satisfies the following four conditions: 

(i) U(e) = lK' e the unit of G, (1.4) 

(ii) U(g.)U(gz)=J1(g.,gz)U(g.g2) (1.5) 

with J1 a family (ws I of c-numbers oflength 1, 
J1:G X G_(U(I))S, its action on an element lfIofKbeing giv
en by (J1 (g.,g2)1fI) s = ws( g.,g2j(1fI Is, 
(iii) U (g) can be decomposed as 

U( g) = L (g).~O( g), (1.6) 

whereL(g) = (Ls(g)J isa family of(anti-) unitary operators 
acting in each dY's' i. e., L,( g)EU&(cW',) and ~O( g) is a permu
tation operator acting (only) on the variable s: 

(1.7) 

We denote gs, by a slight abuse of notation, as the image 
of s under the permutation induced by g on S. 

(iv) U ( g) is continuous in g on S X cW' (with for cW' the strong 
topology). 

It follows from the above definition that L, as a map
ping on S X G, satisfies the following equations: 

(i) L,(g.)Lg , ,,(gz)=w,(g.,g2)Ls (g.,gz), 

(ii) L,(e) = 1 w,' '<isES, ( 1.8) 

i. e., L satisfies (projective) normalized G-S-~(dY')-cocycle 
equations,7 and the problem can thus be tackled using cocy
cle techniques. 

Another important consequence of the above definition 
is that Sis then a G-space in the sense ofMackeyK: symmetry 
products being defined by composition we indeed can define 
a natural antihomomorphic map p from G to the automor
phisms of S, with p( g)s = g-·s and this map p satisfies, as 
required, 

(P( g.)p( g2))(S) = p( g.)(tu( g2)S)), 

p( g.)p( gz) = p( gzg.), 

p(e)s = s, '<isES. ( 1.9) 

In general S thus splits under the action of G into dis
joint orbits but in the particular case where the action of Gis 
transitive, S can be identified with a quotient space S=G I H, 
with H = Stab So, the (closed) stabilizer of an (arbitrary) 
point soES. 

Definition 1.4: A projective K-representation is called 
irreducible if and only if 

(i) the action of G on S is transitive, 

(ii) the setL,,, (H), soES arbitrary, H = Stabso is an irreducible 
projective representation of H in ,JY,,,. 

Obviously this definition does not depend on the choice 
of So and it follows by restriction from Definition 1.3 that 
L,,, (H) is always a unitary lantiunitary representation of H in 
(~s()· 
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Defining the commutant as the set of commuting fam
ilies lAs J , A s EsP (£'s ), it is easy to see that a representation is 
irreducible if and only if the commutant is trivial (the proof is 
as in Ref. 1). 

Similarly one can define equivalent representations as 
representations intertwined by an automorphism of K, i. e., 

Definition 1.5: Two projective K-representations U and 
U' of G are called equivalent if and only if there exists a 
(Borel) isomorphism r:S-.S' in the corresponding base 
spaces and a family of unitary operators V = ! Vs ' sES I, 
r{:£'s-'£'r(sl such that 'VgEG 

U'(g) = V.U(g).V-I. (1.10) 

The first problem is the one of the possible families of 
phase factors which may occur in (1.3). Analogous to the 
usual case it follows from the associativity that they are not 
arbitrary but satisfy the following generalized comultiplier 
equations: 

where 7]( g) denotes the complex conjugation in the case 
where U ( g) is a family of antiunitary operators. In Ref. 2 we 
have investigated in detail the solutions, called K-comulti
pliers, of these equations and we have proven the following: 

Theorem 1.6: Let U be an irreducible (unitary) projec
tive K -representation. Then the K -multiplier n is equivalent 
to a K-muItiplier n' given by 

U);(gl,g2)=U\,(v(s,gd, v(gils,g2))' (1.12) 

with soES arbitrary, H = Stabso, and vis, g) is the (unique) 
element of H defined by 

vIs, g) = k (s)·g·(k (g-IS))-I, (1.13) 

where k (s) is, for each s, the (fixed) representative of the 
unique coset class in G I H satisfying the equation 
k (s) -I.SO = s. Conversely each equivalence class 
[U) JEN 2(H, U (1)) gives rise, via the same formula (1.12) with 
U)su = U), to one and only one equivalence class of solutions 
en] of(1.11). 

For more details on this cohomological problem we re
fer to Ref. 2. In words, the above theorem says that n is, up 
to equivalence, uniquely defined by its double restriction 
from S X G to So X Stabso, for some arbitrary soES, and that 
conversely each solution of this double restriction gives rise 
to a solution n. Moreover this correspondence preserves the 
equivalences. 

Finally let us briefly show how the so-called lifting pro
cedure') generalizes, i. e., how it is possible to construct a 
group G fl in such a way that the projective K-representa
tions of G with K-multiplier n can be lifted to ordinary (vec
tor) K-representations of this larger group G n. We therefore 
consider G as given, K = VsdY's' and U some irreducible 
projective K-representation of G with n arbitrary but fixed. 
The group G {) is defined as follows. It has elements 

(CP, g), CPE[ U(l)]S, gEG, (1.14) 

i. e., cP is a family of phases, cP = 1477, l. sES, 477sEU(l). The 
product in G fl is given by 

(CPI' gtl(CPz, g2) = (CPl'; (gdCP2·n (gl' g2)' glg2), (1.15) 
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where the product in (U (1))5 is defined term by term and the 
action; is given by 

;(g)CP = U(g)-<1>.U(g)-1 (1.16) 

or, equivalently, as can easily be computed, and in compo
nents, by 

(1.17) 

with 7]( g) as in (1.11). 
Using the K-comultiplier equations (1.11) it is easy to 

see that this product is associative. Together with a unit ele
ment (lK,e) with e the unit ofG, G n forms a group and the 
projective K-representation U defines an ordinary represen
tation V of G [} with 

def 

V(CP, g) = cp·U( g). (1.18) 

Conversely, given any (vector) K-representation Vof G n 

which satisfies 

V(CP,e) = CP, (1.19) 

one can construct a projective K-representation U of G with 

U( g) = V(lK' g). (1.20) 
Obviously, G {) appears as an extension with the normal sub
group of phases in general not in the center, even if all L, ( g) 
in (1.6) are unitaryCthis is in opposition to the usual case) 

0-.[ U (I)P-.G [}-.G~l, (1.21) 

the extension being characterized by the factor system nand 
the mapping; of G in the automorphisms of (U (l))S 

Similarly to the usual case, 10 if the mapping S-.CP, 
which can be considered as a cross section in the bundle of 
base S and fiber U (1), is supposed to be continuous for all cP 
and if G is continuous then G fl is continuous. Analogously if 
these cross sections are measurable and if G is a measurable 
group then G {) is measurable, too. 

2. PROJECTIVE KREPRESENTATIONS 

In this section we shall, in a first part, construct explicit 
examples of solutions for Eqs. (1.3)-( 1.7), i. e., explicit exam
ples of projective K-representations. In a second part we 
shall then show that this construction is exhaustive, i. e., we 
shall give the general solution of this problem. 

Thus let G and S be given. As we are interested in ele
mentary systems, we may suppose without loss of generality 
(see Definition 1.4) that the action of G on S is transitive, i. e., 
S=G I H, H = Stabso, soES. Let £ denote this action. 

Furthermore, let D be some projective unitary repre
sentation of H, with multiplier U), in some carrier space 
dY'(D). Then letKbe the direct union OYer S of copies of this 
space. 

K = V, (,/r(D )),. (2.1) 

On this space K we define the following operators 'VgEG: 

U(g) = L (g).£(g), (2.2) 

where L (g) = I L,( g)) and 

L, (g) = D (v(s, g)), (2.3) 

with vis, g) as given in (1.13). Let us just remark here that 
these formulas are formally the same as in the nonprojective 
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case, I this in contradiction to the usual inducing procedure 
for projective representations in Hilbert spaces where addi
tional phase factors need to be inserted.9 

It follows straightforwardly from (2.3) that 

L,( gl)Lg , 's( gz) = UJ(v(s, gl),v( gl- IS, gz))D (v(s, glgz)), 
(2.4) 

where we have used the G-S-H-cocycle property7 of vIs, g), 

vIs, gtlv( glls, g2) = vIs, gjg2)' (2.5) 

Comparing (2.4) with (1.8), using (2.3) again, and applying 
the last part of Theorem 1.6, it is now easy to see that (2.2) 
and (2.3) defines a projective K-representation in the space 
(2.1) and with K-multiplier fl given by 

(fl (gj, g2)), = UJ(v(s, gl),V(gl- IS, g2))' (2.6) 

The above construction is of course nothing else than a gen
eralization of the inducing procedure of Mackey . 8 The corre
sponding representation will therefore be called aK-induced 
representation. The important result is now the following 
converse. 

Theorem 2.1: Let Ube any irreducible projective K
representation with K -multiplier fl, then U is equivalent to a 
K-induced representation. 

Proof It follows from the irreducibility that we may 
assume without loss of generality that S~G / H. Let us 
choose a set of fixed right coset representatives k (S)EG, sES. 
Then trivially with (1.13) eachgcan be written as 

g = k (s) -I.vis, g).k (g-IS), 'VsES 

and correspondingly the unitary operators in the families 
L = ! L, ( g) J, defined by the given representation U, can be 
written 

Ls( g) = L,(k (S)-I.V(S, g).k (g-IS)). (2.7) 
We may expand this expression, using (1.8) (i) iteratively, and 
we find 

L,( g) = UJ,- I(k (S)-I ,vIs, g)k (g-IS))'W':;- I (v(s, g),k (g-IS)) 

'UJs" (k (s),k (s)-lL ,-:: I(k (s)).Lso (v(s, g)).L,o (k (g-IS)). 

(2.8) 

Using Theorem 1.6 we may also assume without loss of gen
erality thatfl is already in the form (1.12) and normalized (cf. 
Ref. 2). Using now (1.13) and (l.l2) withg l = k (S)-I one 
easily finds that, 'VgzEG 

UJ,(k (S)-I, gz) = UJ s" (k (so), g2) = 1, 

where we have used the normalization of fl. The other 
phases in (2.8) can be seen to be trivial by similar straightfor
ward calculations so that (2.8) reduces to 

L,( g) = (Ls,,(k (S)))-I Ls,,(v(s, g))Ls,,(k (g-IS)). (2.9) 

Then using (1.10), with S' = S and which then reads, in 
components, 

(VU'(g)V-I), = V,U,(g),vg '" 

one recognizes that, with V = I Vs I and 
def 

V, = L,,, {k (s)), 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

the operators (2.9) can be brought back to the form (2.3), as 
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the equivalent G-S-~ (.JY')-cocycle then reads 

L ;( g) = L,.(v(s, g)) (2.12) 

and this achieves the proof of the theorem. 
This theorem thus implies that the problem of classify

ing all irreducible projective K-representations of a group G 
is reduced to the problem of the usual projective representa
tions in Hilbert spaces of some closed subgroups H of G. In 
the next section we shall see which subgroups are relevant 
for our purposes. 

3. SUPERSYSTEMS OF IMPRIMITIVITY 

As in Ref. 1, and for a given physical system with a 
given kinematical symmetry group G, not any K-space car
rying a representation of G will be considered as a possible 
state space for the system. We shall in addition require that, 
in K, the observables are faithfully represented, in a sense 
that we now want to make precise. 

As mentioned in the Introduction, the state of the sys
tem is characterized by the possible outputs of the various 
measurements that we have chosen to eventually perform on 
it. We thus have a priori a given set of observables !A j. Let 
r A denote the set of possible values for the observable A, i. e., 
the spectrum of A. We now demand that, for each (Borel) 
subset..1 of r A there exists an operator P ~ in K which selects 
the states having in actuality the property of having, for A, a 
value within..1. It follows from the representation (1.2) of the 
properties in K, that P~ should be a projection in K, i. e., a 
family of projectors in the corresponding family of Hilbert 
spaces 

P~ = {(P~)J, (P~),E.o/(£'.). (3.1) 

Furthermore, it should satisfy the following measure 
theoretical properties: 

(i) P: = OK' P~A = lK' 

(ii) P~,n4, = P~,Pt, 

(iii) P1e.J
r
ll, = .2l~, for ..1 i l..1 j if ijj (i. e., disjoint) 

lET 

and I is countable. (3.2) 

In (3.2) the sum and the products are meant as sum, respec
tively, products of the individual projectors in the families. 
On the other hand it is also by its action on r = ! FA I that 
the group G is defined. We thus correspondingly require 
these mappings to transform covariantly, i. e., 

(3.3) 

In the particular case where S is a singleton [hence K is a 
(single) Hilbert space], the conditions (3.2) and (3.3) are noth
ing else than the conditions of systems of imprimivity of 
Mackey? In analogy with this terminology we shall call in 
general such mappings supersystems oJimprimitivity (s.s.oj.) 
as in Ref. 1. 

Example: Let ..1E,q(J (S), the Borel sets of S, and X Il the 
corresponding characteristic function. Then 

(3.4) 

obviously satisfies (3.1) and (3.2). Moreover, using (2.2) one 
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directly finds 

U(g)X.d U(g)-l = 5'(g)·X.d·5'(g)-l 

=Xg.d' (3.5) 

hence (3.4) also satisfies (3.3) and thus defines a supersystem 
of imprimitivity. 

We thus see with this simple example that S always 
corresponds to one (or more) observable. On the other hand, 
we have seen that it can also be associated with an homogen
eousspace G IH ofG. This is nothing but a particular case of 
a more general relationship between observables and homo
geneous spaces that we shall also detail in the sequel. . 

Now let K and Ube given. Because we want to consider 
elementary systems we may assume without loss of general
ity that U is irreducible. Let then P be some s.s.oj. based on 
the Borel subsets of some G-space T. We may also assume 
that the corresponding action is transitive (or else P would 
define more than one observable). Hence T can be identified 
with some quotient space G / H l' with H 1 = Stabto' to some 
(arbitrary) element of T. 

On the other hand, if P defines an observable, T corre
sponds to some subset of r. The relationship between both is 
easy to recognize: HI ~Hy, where r is some fixed value ofthe 
observable corresponding to P and Hy is its stabilizer. 

We thus have, V FEffJ (T), projections P Fin K satisfying 
(3.2) and (3.3); hence, in each Hilbert space cW's we have 

(il P~ = O;r" P '[ = 1*,',' 

(ii) p~,rJ', = P~IP~', 
(iiij(PU,F,)s = IP/i, F;jfj for ii=j, 

i 

as well as the covariance condition 

(U(g)-lPFU(g))s =P~ 'F. 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

These last equations can be rewritten, using the decomposi
tion of U in (1.6), as 

Ls(g)-IP~LAg)=P~:~, (3.8) 

where we have for simplicity omitted the imbedding maps of 
cW's in JY'gS induced by 5' ( g). 

Consider now the double restriction of (3.8) to some 
elements soES and for the group elements hEll ~ G with 
H = Stabso' We obtain 

(3.9) 

As (3.6) is true for each s, hence for So, we th us have, together 
with (3.9), that this restriction, i. e., the set! P ~,FEffJ(T) 1 is, 
in cW's", a usual system of imprimitivity of Mackey for H on 
T. In order to apply the theorem ofimprimitivity we. howev
er, need one more property, namely the transitivity of the 
action of the group. But this property is in general lost in the 
above restriction. In order to get out of this difficulty we 
have to analyze in some more detail the action of H on T. 

Under the action of H, the space Tsplits in general into 
disjoints orbits! TI-" /-tEM, with M some index set j. It is easy 
to verify that this set M can be identified with the set of H:H I 

double cosets: each t can indeed be written as I (t ).to, to fixed, 
I (t) some coset representative ofG IH I • hence t and t' are in 
the same orbit if I (t ).to = h·1 (t ')-to for some h IElll' i. e., iff 
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I (t) = h·1 (t ').hl' 

i. e., iff I (t) and I (t ') are in the same H:HJ double coset. 
Then let tl-' ET

Ji
, some It. and H t = Stab/l" then one 

easily recognizes that TI' ~H /HrJ/t· 
Proposilion 3.1: The coset space H ~ I HrJ/ ~ can be 

identified with a (closed) subset St of S, i. e., one can write 

H~ = u,,(H~rJ/).k'(s). (3.10) 
.SES I 

where k 'Is) are some coset representatives of G / H. 
Proof: Let s be arbitrary, tl' fixed in TI" and H ~ 

= StablJi' If k (s)ll'tTI-' then no heR can bring i~ back in r;, 
because the orbits are disjoint. Hence the equatIOn 
h·k (s)t = t has no solution h. If, however, k (s)tl' ETI-' then I' I' , 
k (S)I = ht for some h, hence (h - k (s))Ellli. We may 
cho~eh - t'k (s) as new coset representative k '(s) and obvious
ly (H~rJ/).k '(s)<;;;;'H~. Denoting by S~ alIsEG /H, with this 
property we thus have 

u (H~rJ/)k '(s)~Hli. 
S€S1~ 

Con versel y, each h I Ell It can be written as h·k (s) and as 
h·k (s)tl' = tl-' one hassES~ hence finally the result asserted in 
(3.10). 

Then let G denote the stabilizer of the whole orbit TI" '" . Obviously G -:JH and we have the followmg. 
Propositio~ 3.2: The coset space G

I
/ H can be identified 

with a (closed) subset SI' of S, i. e., 

GI-' = us~Hk (s), (3. I 1) 

whereS~dSI" VI'EM. 
Proof: gEG I' implies h.gEG 1'. Conversely if k (s)"G I-' for 

some s then there exists at least one tE TI-' such that k (s)tiTI' . 
But then h·k (S)II' ir;" 'tf heR because the orbits are disjoint, 
hence there can be no element of GI' in this coset. The condi
tionsESl'meansh·k (s)EGI', 'tfhEll, henceh·k (s)tl-'ETI" There 
thus exists an element h 'eR such that h·k (s)·tl, = h '.tl' and 
(h r 'h·k (s)Ell~; hence sESt· 

We may now come back to (3.8), the restriction at some 
So, for H = Stabso of the arbitrary but given s.s.oj. P. In 
order to recover the transitivity property we restrict it fur
ther to the Borel subsets of T", : 

Ps" :F" ---...9 (,7/"s..J, FI' E,W(TI') ~ ffJ(T). (3.12) 

This restricted mapping still satisfies the covariance condi
tion (3.9) and two of the measure theoretical conditions (3.6) 
(ii) and (3.6) (iii). It does, however, not necessarily satisfy the 
first one, as for FI' = Tp. the image of(3.12) is not necessarily 
the identity. 

Proposition 3.3: Let So be arbitrary but fixed and suppose 
F is some H-invariant Borel subset of T, then 

P~, =A·l w ,. with A =0 or A = 1. 

Proof: It follows from (3.9) and the H-invariance that 
P ~ commutes with Lsn (h ). 'tf heR. But as U is irreducible it 
foHows from Definition 1.4 (ii) and the lemma of Schur that 
P ~ = AI:.!',,' That A = 0 or 1 follows from the fact that P~, 
is a projector [(3.6) (ii)]. 
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In particular for the orbits Til- one has thus 

P;:=AIl-IK", AIl-E{O,I}. (3.13) 

Proposition 3.4: There exist one and only one 11-0eM such 
that (for So fixed) All-o = 1. 

Proof Suppose this equation holds for at least two (dis
joint) orbits Til- and TIl-" Then from Proposition 3.3, as 

T" uT,,' is H-invariant and from (3.6) (iii) we find that P :,~UT~ 
= (A" + A,,' )1$ . As A" + Au' is either ° or 1 Au and A , " ~ r" 

cannot be both equal to 1. On the other hand, if all AI' = 0, 
then P =0 and it cannot thus satisfy the s.s.oj. conditions. 
Hence there is exactly one orbit T"o such that A"o = 1. 

Conversely, for a given orbit T"o there may be, howev

er, more seS for which P ;". = 1 K,' 

Proposition 3.5: The set Sil-o for which P ;'" = l.,y, is the 
same as the set SIl- in Proposition 3.2, for 11- = 11-0' 

Proof As follows from (2.3) and from Theorem 2.1, we 
may assume without loss of generality that Ls (k (s)) = 1£. 
so that, with (3.8), P; = p~,(s)F, VseS, FeP4(T). Using now" 
Proposition 3.5 we thus have 

P; = lw, iff k(s)F= T"o' (3.14) 

hence, withF= TILo ' (3.14) reads 

P T", = 1.. iff k (s)T = T 
S )¥s Jl-o i1-0' 

i. e., k (s)eG"o as asserted. 
It now follows from (3.13) and Proposition 3.4 that Ps 

restricted, as in (3.12) on the orbit T"o determined by this 0 

Proposition 3.4, does satisfy all usual axioms of an s.oj. for 
H = Stabso. As the action is now transitive Tl'o S!!H f H' 
where, as is easy to compute, 

H' =H~°nH. 

Collecting all these results we now have proven the 
following. 

(3.15) 

Theorem 3.6: Let P be a (transitive) s.s.oj. based on 
TS!!G fH I, for the irreducible projective K-representation U 
of G, then P is given, up to equivalence, by 

pF = pkls)F = p1kls)F)nT"" 
.'\ "'0 So ' 

(3.16) 

where 7;", is the unique H-orbit in Tfor which P ~" = 1 w,.' 

Moreover the mapping (3.16) defines a usual system of impri
mitivity on ,JY',o and based on H f HnH ~o, with H ~o 
= StabtILo ' some tll-oeTI,o' 

The importance of the above theorem lies in the fact 
that P is thus completely determined by its restriction, at so, 
on H add on some orbit T"o' and that this restriction forms a 
usual system ofimprimitivity. 

The main point is now to reverse the procedure and to 
show that each ordinary system of imprimitivity on dYso 
gives rise to a s.s.oj. on K. Let us therefore suppose that we 
have given soeSS!!G IH, H = Stabso and toeTS!!G fHI, 
HI = Stabto' and TlLo = H·toS!!H fHnH l. Suppose further
more that D is an irreducible representation of H in some 
Hilbert space cW'(D), which is induced from HnHl, i. e., via 
Mackey's theorem ofimprimitivity, that there exists an ordi
nary s.o.i. Q based on TILo ' 

Q: /!lJ (7;L
o 
)-.9' pY(D )) (3.17) 
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with 9 (dY(D )) the set of all projectors in dY(D ). One can 
now consider the K -space 

K = V (J¥'(D)1s 
SEG/H 

(3.18) 

and, on K, consider (the irreducible) representation U de
fined in (2.2) and (2.3), 

Us ( g) = D (v(s, g))'5s( g). (3.19) 

In this framework we now define the following mapping: 

P:P4(T)_9(K) (3.20) 

with 
def 

P; = Q(k(s)FnTILJ (3.21) 

Theorem 3.7: The mapping constructed in (3,21) is a 
supersystem of imprimitivity for U in (3.19) on the space K 
given by (3.18). 

Proof We have to verify in turn the conditions (3.6) and 
(3.7) using (3.21) and the fact that Q satisfies the usual s.o,i. 
properties on T"o' 

(i)P; = Q(k(s)TnT"J = Q(T"J = L,y. Vs andP~ 
= Q(0nT"o) = Q(0) = 0, 

(ii) p;.nF, = Q ([k (S)Flnk (s)F2]nTILo ) = Q ((k (s)Flnn 

T"o )n(k (S)F2nT"o)) = p;'. P;' The product of two families of 
projectors being the family of the product, this verifies the 
condition (3.6) (ii). 

(iii) Suppose F l lF2' then k (s)Fdk (S)F2' Vs and thus 
(k (s)FlnT".,lHk (S)F2nT",J We thus obtain that p~.UF, 
= Q ((k (s)F1uk (s)F2)nT"o) = Q ((k (S)FlnTll-o)u 

uQ (k (S)F2nT"o) = Q ((k (S)F1 )nT"o) + Q (k (s)F2nT"o) 
= P;' + P~', hence (3.6) (iii) is also verified, the sum of two 

families being the family of the individual sums. 
(iv) It still remains to verify (3,7): Using the expression 

(3.19) for U and the fact that Q is an ordinary s.o.i. for D, we 
find 

(U(g)PFU(g)-I)s =D(v(s,g))P: 'sD-I(v(s,g)) 

= D(v(s, g))Q(k (g-ls)Fn7;'o)D -1(V(S, g)) 

= Q (v(s, g)( k (g-ls)FnTll-o ]) 

= Q «(v(s, g)k (g-l s)F)n7;Lo)' (3.22) 

where we have used that, as vIs, g)EH, it leaves Tll-o invariant. 
Now using the definition (1.13) of the cocycle v, i. e., 
v(s, g) = k (s)g(k (g-IS))-1 and inserting in (3.22) we find 

(U(g)PFU(g)-I)s = Q(k(s)gFnT"J 

= p~F, VseS 

and this achieves the proof of the theorem. 
Example: As each representation of H is trivially in

duced from itself, we have on dY(D ) with H = HI a usual 
s.oj. on the I-point set So with 

Q(so) = l:.rIDI' Q(0) = O:.rID)· 

Using the definition (3.21) one correspondingly finds, as 
s.s.oj. on K, VEEYJ(G fH), 

E {I if soEk (s)E 
P s = Q (s)Enso) = ° otherwise ' 
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hence 

(3.23) 

and we recover in this way the example given in (3.4). 
It is useful to remark at this point that the subgroup HI 

is uniquely defined by the corresponding observable only up 
to conjugation. Different choices corresponding to different 
H:H I double coset elements can give in principle different 
(even possibly inequivalent) s.s.oj. The choice of HI is, how
ever, restricted by the following consideration. S always de
termines itself as above one or more observables so that His 
the kinematical symmetry group corresponding to all the 
remaining observables. The subgroup HI is then, for each of 
these observables, uniquely determined up to conjugation by 
some hEll. The H:H I double coset element is then fixed. 

Reversing the above procedure we thus find all aIlowa
ble K spaces if we proceed as foIlows. In a first step, for each 
subset of observables ! B J ~ ! A I with corresponding kine
matical symmetry subgroup H, H kG, we have to find those 
projective unitary representations which admit usual sys
tems ofimprimitivity for each observable in !B I (and no 
other). For this, we can use the theorem of imprimitivity of 
Mackey and thus ask whether these representations are 
equivalent to representations induced by the corresponding 
subgroups or not. In a second step we construct U, the space 
K, and the s.s.oj. as in (3.19), (3.18), and (3.21), and we find in 
this way all remaining observables. 

The observables found in the first step are the usual 
quantal observables as they correspond to spectral measures 
in separable Hilbert spaces. The observables found in step 2 
then play the role of superselection parameter or, in other 
words, are of the classical type, as they commute with all 
other ones and have a purely discrete point spectrum. 

We shaIl see in the next section and in Ref. 4 how the 
above procedure applies in concrete physical examples and 
show then that the (quite mathematical) above framework is 
indeed the physicaIly relevant one for our purposes. 

4. EXAMPLE 

In this last section we shaIl thus consider a simple repre
sentative physical example of application of the method 
found in the last section. As previously mentioned the main 
applications, i. e., the discussion of the classical and quantal, 
relativistic and nonrelativistic states spaces for elementary 
particles, will be treated in a separate paper.4 

Consider therefore the two-dimensional phase space n 
with coordinates p and q. This space corresponds then to the 
space r discussed in Sec. 3, as it contains the possible values 
of the observables position and momentum. Let G be the 
group of translations in p and q. This group is determined by 
the physical postulates that there exists no absolute zero for 
the position nor for the momentum. We thus have G~JR2 
with elements (w,a) and action 

def 

(w,a)( p,q) = (p - w,q - a). 

Let us now determine the possible state spaces for this 
system. 

(4.1) 

Suppose first that both p and q are classical in the sense 
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of Sec. 3. Then H is trivial and /Jrs is one-dimensional 
'rIs = (p,q)Ef1. We thus have 

(4.2) 

and a state consists of a point (p,q) and a ray in the corre
sponding complex plane. This framework can thus be identi
fied with the usual framework of classical mechanics in one 
space dimension. The observables are straightforwardly ob
tained as in (3.23) as given by 

PLlp./'(p,q) = XLlP(P)f(P,q), 

PLlJ'(p,q) = XLlq(q)f(P,q), (4.3) 

with tJ.p and tJ.q Borel sets on the real line andf( p,q) any 
state. The observables are thus given, as is usual, by the pro
jections on the corresponding subsets 0; the phase space. 

Suppose then that either p or q is quantal, say q. Then 
H ~ JR and K = V~ (/Jrp ) with /Jrp carrying an irreducible 
projective representation of JR which admits an observable 
position. But, as is easy to see, irreducibility implies that %p 
is one-dimensional whereas, by the Mackey imprimitivity 
theorem, Yrp admits an observable position if and only if it is 
isomorphic to y2(JR). Hence there can be no solution in this 
case. 

Suppose finaIly that both p and q are quantal. Then 
H = G~JR2. The vector irreducible representations are one
dimensional and, as above, they cannot thus admit observa
bles for the position nor for the momentum. There is, howev
er, one single family of projective rerr'!sentations in 

K = ,y2(JR) 

with elementsf(x), and which is given by 

U(a)f(x) =f(x - a), 

U(w)f(x) = exp(iAxW)f(x), AElR. 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

The observables p and q are given by the foIlowing spectral 
measures: 

PLlqf(x) = XLlq(x)f(x), 

PLlPf(k) = XLJP(k )J(k), (4.6) 

withJ(k) the usual Fourier transform off Equivalently, 
these observables are given by the operators 

if(x) = xf(x), 

N(x) = - iA - lax fix) (4.7) 

so that, with of course A = fz- I, we recover the usual frame
work of quantum physics in one space dimension. 

We thus see by this simple example that our formalism 
provides a very direct method which allows us to derive the 
usual classical and quantal state spaces in a simple unified 
way. Moreover these two solutions are seen to be the only 
ones. We have not only built in this way a common language 
for both frameworks but we have done it in a way which is 
independent of the dynamics and which is only based on the 
realization of the properties of a physical system, in accor
dance with the points of view exposed in the Introduction. 
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We apply a recently developed mathematical formalism to the kinematical classification of 
elementary physical systems, more precisely to the derivation of the possible state spaces for single 
(massive) particles and to their corresponding group theoretical interpretation. We show in 
particular that in all considered cases, relativistic or not, we find in a unified way two solutions, a 
quantal one and a classical one. 

PACS numbers: 02.20. + b, 03.20. + i, 03.65.Bz 

INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper, I we have identified and analyzed 
the necessary mathematical basis of a group theoretical 
framework in which it is possible to treat simultaneously and 
in a common language classical and quantum physics. These 
two cases appear as two extreme cases of a more general 
formalism where some observables are represented by self
adjoint operators in Hilbert spaces (i.e., have a quantal be
havior) whereas other observables are of the classical type as 
they commute with all other observables (and have a purely 
discrete point spectrum). Because oftheir physical interpreta
tion we also call this latter type of observables superselection 
variables or parameters. They should not be confused with 
superselection rules and we do not use this latter terminol
ogy in order to emphasize that we do not assume (and in fact 
this is in general not true) that they correspond to conserved 
quantities. The latter can anyway only be asserted when the 
dynamics are known and our framework is precisely inde
pendent of the evolution and of the interactions of the phys
ical system. 

In Ref. 1 we have analyzed in general and with group 
theoretical arguments the structure of the possible state 
spaces for a given physical system starting from the follow
ing main considerations. The system itself is characterized 
by a set of observables corresponding to the measurements 
that we (eventually) perform on it. The usual physical equiv
alence postulates correspond then to the action of a group, 
called the kinematical symmetry group and defined by its 
action on the possible values for the observables. This is suf
ficient for the characterization of the properties of the sys
tem and this is, as it should be, independent of the dynamics. 
The dynamics appear in such a framework as a next separate 
step corresponding to the description of the changes in the 
properties, and not of the properties themselves. We shall 
briefly indicate at the end of the present paper how this oc
curs within our formalism. 

This formalism is characterized by the fact that we con
sider as possible state spaces (topological) direct unions (or 
families) of Hilbert spaces. This is justified both from a prag
matic point of view (as it covers classical physics when all 
Hilbert spaces are one-dimensional, and quantum physics 
when the union is trivial) and from a more fundamental point 
of view as the result of an axiomatic approach. I,L 

The state spaces, for an elementary physical system, are 
further specified by the following two main assumptions. 
Firstly, they should carry an (irreducible) representation of 
the above mentioned kinematical symmetry group. Second
ly, they should admit a (sufficiently faithful) representation 
for each observable corresponding to the physical system. 
For the first condition we have appropriately generalized the 
idea of induced representations in Hilbert spaces3 and, for 
the second, the idea of systems of imprimitivity. 4 In Ref. 1 we 
have just made mathematically more precise all these 
concepts. 

In the present paper we shall apply the general math
ematical results of Ref. I to a class of physical models, rela
tivistic and nonrelativistic, We shall see in particular how, in 
all considered cases, two and only two solutions appear in a 
unified way: a classical one and a quantal one. This is quite 
interesting not only for aesthetic reasons but more essential
ly because the discussion of different models (classical or 
quantal, relativistic or not) in a common language, where the 
mathematical objects are the same and where the physical 
interpretation is the same, is offundamental importance for 
the understanding of the results and of the difficulties en
countered in each separate context. 

For this last reason, and also in order to try to apply in 
classical physics the succcessful group-theoretical approach 
to elementary systems of quantum mechanics initiated by 
Wigner, an increasing number of papers have recently been 
published. 5 To our knowledge, however, it is the first time 
that such an approach is not only descriptive (i.e., explores 
the informative correspondences between different math
ematical objects of different theories with the same physical 
interpretation) but really derives these theories in a unified 
mathematical language. 

The present paper will be organized as follows, After a 
brief reminder of the framework and of the procedure deter
mined in Ref. 1 for the construction of the state spaces, we 
recall the main characteristics of the case of spinless particles 
following the results already obtained in Ref. 6. We then 
consider the particles with (arbitrary) spin, relativistic and 
nonrelativistic, and we extend the nonrelativistic models, es
pecially in view of the discussion of nonrelativistic limits. 
Finally, we briefly indicate some essential features concern
ing the description of the dynamics in our framework. 
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1. THE FRAMEWORK 

Without entering into details (cf. Ref. 1), let us first very 
briefly recall what the general framework is, and corre
spondingly the method which can be extracted from the 
main results of Ref. 1. 

As explained in the Introduction we define the state 
space of an elementary physical system as a space which 
carries an irreducible representation of the kinematical sym
metry group and which admits operators for each of the 
corresponding observables. 

As state spaces we consider direct unions, over some 
Borel set S, of complex Hilbert spaces 

K= VY('s. (Ll) 
\'ES 

The elements of K are thus given by some index So and an 
element in the corresponding JY'so' To the kinematical sym
metry group G corresponds an (irreducible) projective K
representation U in the automorphisms of K, and this im
plies I that to each group element g corresponds a permuta
tion 1T in the index set S and a family of (anti-) unitary opera
tors I U rr\S) :JY's~dY'17jS) j. In Ref. 1 we have shown that U is 
always equivalent to a representation of the following form: 

U,(g) = D (v(s,g)) ~ (g), (1.2) 

where t is an action of G on S and where D is some usual 
projective representation, with some multiplier OJ, in JY'so' 
soES arbitrary but fixed, for H = Stabso<;;;; G (the stabilizer of 
an arbitrary point soES). The cocycle v in (1.2) is defined 
(writing gs for the image of s under the permutation induced 
by g on S) by 

v(s,g) = k (s)g(k (g-IS))-I, (1.3) 

with k (s) some (fixed) coset representative of the unique coset 
classinG IHsatisfyingtheequationk (s)-Iso = sforagivens: 
we indeed may assume that the action of G on S induced by 1T 

is transitive if U is irreducible. The representation (1.2) is 
projective and this means, in K, that 

V(gd U
R

, ,jg2) = OJ s (gl,g2)U,(glg2)' (1.4) 

where OJ,(gl,gZ) is a phase factor which may depend on gl,gz 
and on s. These phase factors are given, from (1.2), by 

(ustgl>g2) = OJ (V(S,gl),V(gl- Is,gZ)) (1.5) 

and conversely this expression is, up to equivalence and as 
shown in Ref. 7, the most general solution of the correspond
ing cohomological problem. 

Each observable A is represented in this formalism by 
mappings from the Borel subsets of the set r A of its possible 
values (i.e., the spectrum) in the projections (i.e" in the fam
ilies of projectors) in K, 

( 1.6) 

with two kinds of conditions: some measure theoretical 
properties as a map on r A as well as a condition of covar
iance under the representation U (1.2) carried by the state 
space K (see Ref. 1 for details). In fact these conditions are 
nothing but a straightforward generalization of the condi
tions of systems of imprimitivity of Mackey.4 If K is single 
Hilbert space, the mappings (1.6) are then the spectral mea-
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sures of the corresponding self-adjoint operator, and if each 
Hilbert space is one-dimensional, these mappings corre
spond to characteristic functions in S. The most general so
lution for these generalized systems of imprimitivity was 
found in Ref. 1 to be equivalent to 

P, (.1 ) = Q (k (s).1nT), (1.7) 

where .lEo%' (FA ),rA ~ G I HI for some subgroup HI <;;;; G and 
T = HI HnH 1 <;;;; r A' and where Q is an usual system of im
primitivity in JY',. for H = Stabso and for the representation 
Din (1.2). 

The method that we could derive from these general 
results is then the following. One obtains all state spaces for a 
given set of observables (defining the physical system under 
consideration) with a given kinematical symmetry group G 
(defining the symmetry postulates) if one proceeds as 
follows. 

For each subset of observables ! B l <;;;; ! A l with corre
sponding kinematical symmetry subgroup H <;;;; G, find first 
those (usual projective unitary) representations D which ad
mit usual systems of imprimitivity for each observable Band 
no other. 

For each solution found in this way construct the space 
K as in (Ll) with S = G IH, the representation U as in (1.2) 
with S the canonical action of G on S, and finally with (1.7) 
for the observables. 

The observables found in step I are the usual quantal 
ones as they correspond to self-adjoint operators in separable 
Hilbert spaces whereas the ones found in step 2 play the role 
of superselection parameters or, in other words, are of the 
classical type as they commute with all other ones and have a 
purely discrete point spectrum. 

The calculations themselves are based on the same prin
ciples as the short example discussed at the end of Ref. 1, and 
are quite straightforward applications of standard group 
theoretical methods and of a simple generalization to projec
tive representations of the arguments used and explained in 
more detail in Ref. 6. We shall therefore not enter into de
tailed calculations for the various physical models that we 
shall consider but we shall rather list the results and discuss 
these solutions from the physical point of view. 

2. SPIN LESS PARTICLES 

As a first example, let us briefly consider the case of 
spinless particles (already considered in Ref. 6 to which we 
refer for more details). 

A. The nonrelativistic spinless particles 

In this case the physical system is characterized by the 
observables position q, momentum p, and time t. The set r 
(i.e., the collection of all possible outcomes of all observables) 
is thus isomorphic to IR 7 • The kinematical symmetry group G 
follows from the following postulates. There exists no abso
lute zero for the position, no absolute zero for the momen
tum, no absolute zero for the time, and no privileged direc
tion. This group G, that we have called the Newton group, is 
thus generated by the following operation on r: 
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(q,p,t )_(q + a,p,t), aER3 

(q,p,t )_(q,p + w,t), WER3 

(q,p,t )_(q,p,t + aO), aOER 
(q,p,t )_(aq,ap,t), aESO(3). (2.1) 

The group elements can thus be labeled by (w,aO,a,a) and the 
group product is given by 

(w,d>,a,a)(w' ,ao, ,a' ,a') 

(w + aw',ao + aO',a + aa',aa'). (2.2) 
This group admits two and only two solutions as state 
spaces, i.e., two and only two spaces K as in (1.1) that carry 
an irreducible representation U of this group as well as su
persystems ofimprimitivity for each of the observables posi
tion, momentum, and time. 

1. The classical particle 

In this solution the superselection variable set S is given 
by r itself, hence the stabilizer of a point soES is the rotation 
group and thus 

(2.3) 

where £' yare all one-dimensional and carry the one-dimen
sional trivial representation of SO (3). The corresponding 
representation U of G is directly obtained from (1.2) and the 
defining representation (2.1) as given by 

(2.4) 

where l/'yEdY'yand I/' = [I/'y 1 is any state inK, i.e., l/'y"EU(I) 
for some r ° = [Po,qo,to 1 and ° otherwise. Correspondingly, 
and for this state 1/', the observables are simply given by the 
following characteristic functions [as in (3.23) of Ref. I]: 

P,jpl/' = X,jp(Po)l/', 

P,jq tP = X,jq (qo)tP, 

P,j,tP = X,j,(to)tP, 

(2.5) 

with Llp,..1q, and Lit Borel sets in R3
, R3

, and R, respectively. 
The solution given by (2.3)-(2.5) can thus in an obvious way 
be identified with the usual framework of a classical single 
particle. 

2. The quantal particle 

In the only other solution, S is isomorphic to the time 
axis and can thus be identified with the coset space 

S~ G/H" H, = [(w,O,a,a)). (2.6) 

The state space K is thus the direct union over this S of 
Hilbert spaces that carry an irreducible representation of H, 
in (2.6). These spaces are 'rft isomorphic to y2(R3

) and thus 

K = V(y2(R3)),. 
'EH 

(2.7) 

The representation U of the Newton group G is given by 

U(w)tP,(x) = exp(iAwx)tP, (x), 

U(a)tP,(x) = I/',(x - a), 

U (aO)tP, (x) = 1/', _ a" (x), 

Uta) tP,(x) = I/',(a-Ix), (2.8) 

where A is an arbitrary nonzero real representation label. It 
directly follows from (2.8) that 
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U(w)U(a) = exp(iAWa)U(a)U(w) (2.9) 

so that, identifying A. with the inverse of Ii, we recover the 
usual Weyl commutation relations. The observables position 
momentum and time are respectively given by 

P,jq 1/', (x) = X,jq (x) tP, (x), 

P,jp ¢, (k) = X,jp (k) ¢, (k) 

P,j,tP, (x) = X,j,(t) I/',(x), (2.10) 

with ¢(k) the usual Fourier transform of tP(x). The first two 
observables in (2.10) can also be written in terms of the usual 
following operators: 

q I/',(x) = x I/',(x), 

p 1/', (x) = - iii ax 1/', (x). (2.11) 

This solution can thus be identified with the usual frame
work of quantum mechanics, up to the additional presence 
of time as an observable, due to the slightly more general 
state spaces K in (1.1), with respect to single Hilbert spaces. 
Such a generalized state space (1.1) is thus of direct use even 
for usual quantum physics, for problems, where time ap
pears explicitly. Let us also remark here that this time ob
servable has a priori nothing to do with an evolution param
eter: it only characterizes the date, the measure of a clock, 
and not the changes of the system. In fact an evolution pa
rameter, that labels the changes of the state, is not even an 
observable, as an observable corresponds to a property of the 
system, hence characterizes a state and not the changes of 
the properties. 

Finally, let us also remark that the representations (2.8) 
is not characterized by a dynamical type relationship as was 
the case for the Galilei group approach whereH the represen
tations are such that 

E - (112m )p2 = con st. (2.12) 

This is important because a relation like (2.12) in fact already 
implies that the theory will strictly speaking only describe 
free particles. 

B. The relativistic spinless particles 

In the relativistic case, the observables are the 4-posi
tion q" and the4-momentumpl'. Hence r = [(q,p) 1 ~RH. As 
symmetry postulates we assume that there exists no absolute 
zero for the space-time position, no absolute zero for the 
momentum (i.e., there exists no frame which is absolutely at 
rest), and no privileged Lorentz direction. Here again, the 
kinematical symmetry group is not a symmetry group for the 
dynamics even for the free particle, but it is a symmetry 
group for the description of the properties, i.e., of the state of 
a particle (in interaction or not). The group which is generat
ed by these operations and which has been called the Einstein 
group6 is thus generated by the following operations: 

(q,p)_(q + a,p), aER4 

(q,p)_(q,p + w), wER4 

(q,p)-(Aq,Ap), AESO(3, I). (2.13) 

The group elements are thus labeled (w,a,A ) and the group 
products reads 
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(w,a,A )(w',a',A ') = (w + Aw',a + Aa',AA '). (2.14) 

Here also, and the distinction has now more important con
sequences, the time observable is purely kinematical and has 
thus a priori nothing to do with an evolution parameter. 

This group admits also two and only two solutions for 
the state spaces. 

1. The classical particle 

As in the nonrelativistic case S is given by the phase 
space r itself with the Lorentz group as stabilizer of an arbi
trary point and thus 

K = Vr~y' (2.1S) 

where the ~y are all one-dimensional and carry the one
dimensional trivial representation of the Lorentz group. The 
corresponding representation U of the Einstein group is di
rectly given from the defining representation (2.13) and 
reads, with r = (q,p)EF andg = (w,a,A ), 

(U (g)¢,)q,p = ¢' A - '(q _ a),A .. '(p - wi' (2.16) 

with ¢'q",p"EU(I) for some (qo'Po) and zero otherwise. Each 
point of r thus defines exactly one state [one ray in U (1)] and 
this makes the identification with the classical phase space as 
state space, i.e., with the usual classical framework, com
plete. The observables position and momentum are corre
spondingly given as previously in (2.S) by characteristic 
functions [as again follows from (3.23) of Ref. 1]: 

P"q¢'y = X"q(qO)¢'r' 

P"p¢'y = X"p(Po)¢'y' (2.17) 

with iJ.q and iJ.p Borel sets in R4. 

2. The quantal particle 

In this solution S is a singleton, i.e., the direct union 
(1.1) is trivial and K is a single Hilbert space given by 

K = y2(R4), (2.18) 

with the following representation of the Einstein group: 

U (w)¢'(x) = exp [i-1l- 'g,L"zifx"]¢,(x), 

U(a)¢'(x) = I/J(x - a), 

UtA )¢'(x) = ¢'(A -IX), (2.19) 

where giL" has signature ( - , + , + , + ) and where -1l- I here 
also appears as a representation label. The representation 
(2.19) satisfies the following generalized Weyl commutation 
relation: 

U(w)U(a) = exp[i-1l-'g"vzifa"]U(a)U(w). (2.20) 

The observables position and momentum are, respectively, 
given by the following spectral families: 

P"q¢'(x) = X"q(x)¢,(x), 

P"p¢(k) =X"p(k)¢(k), (2.21) 

where the characteristic functions are as in (2.17) and where 

¢(k ) = (21ril) - 2 f e - if! 'g,J "x'I/J(x)d 4X. (2.22) 

Equivalently these observables are given by the self-adjoint 
extensions of the operators 
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qLI/J(X) = x"I/J(x), 

fr"I/J(x) = - i-1lg""a"I/J(x). (2.23) 

In this model, and in contradistinction to the usual case, the 
space-time position operators always exist and their (purely 
continuous) spectra are simply given by the space-time 
variables. 

On the other side we can also remark here that the 
above representations are, analogously to (2.12), not charac
terized by an invariant of the formp2 = m2. We may thus 
here also hope that the corresponding dynamics will allow 
description of more than only free particles. 

Finally, let us also remark that the states are not trajec
tories in space-time but, as elements in :.t' 2(R4), really corre
spond to the events of Einstein. This is important because if 
the states are the trajectories, the dynamics only list these 
trajectories but nothing really changes, nothing really moves 
along these trajectories. Moreover it is difficult to speak of 
(quantum) probabilities in such a scheme (see also Refs. 2 and 
9 on these aspects). In our formalism, however, the states are 
really capable of motion, hence of evolution, in space-time. 

3. PARTICLES WITH SPIN 

A. Nonrelativistic particles 

The introduction of a new observable for the spin in the 
previously obtained nonrelativistic models, both classical 
and quantal, is very straightforward. This is so because in 
both cases the rotation group appears in the stabilizer of any 
point in the superselection parameter set S. We obtain for the 
classical particle 

W. EC2
0" + I K = V ("...2<7+ I) r ' r'U r (3.1 ) 

and the representation is the same as in (2.4) except for 

(U(a)¢')y = (DllTl(a) I/J)" 'Y' (3.2) 

where D IlT) is an irreducible spin a representation of the rota
tion group. This shows that the classical particle is compati
ble with an observable spin or, in other words, that it is possi
ble to consider models where only the spin has a quantal 
behavior whereas the position and the momentum are both 
treated as classical observables. 

The quantal solution can be generalized in the same 
way and we obtain in place in (2.7) 

K= V (y2(R3,C2lT+ I))" (3.3) 
tER 

the representation being as in (2.8) except for 

(U(a)I/J(x)), = (D1al(a) I/J(a-Ix)),. (3.4) 

These solutions (3.1) and (3.3) for the state spaces are, here 
also, the two only ones. 

We can of course ask ourselves in which way it is possi
ble to express the observable spin in a language completely 
similar to the one of the observables position and momen
tum, i.e., in terms of systems of imprimitivity (cf. Ref. 1). It 
turns out that this is possible if one observes that the corre
sponding measuring (Stern-Gerlach) apparatus in fact 
breaks the rotation invariance and if we consequently postu-
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late that the restriction of the representation U (G) to the sub
group Hn that leaves an arbitrary space direction n invariant 
admits a system ofimprimitivity based on the spin spectrum 
[i.e., on a (20" + 1) point discrete set]. We shall not detail 
more this aspect here, just mentioning the quite remarkable 
fact that the only corresponding systems of imprimitivity 
which are then transitive, hence elementary, are for the parti
cles of spins 0 or ! (Le., corresponding to the only massive 
particles which are considered as stable). 

B. Relativistic particles 

It is obvious that the just explained generalization does 
not apply to the relativistic case, as the relevant isotropy 
groups that appear both in the classical and in the quantal 
models contain the full Lorentz group whose nontrivial irre
ducible projective unitary representations are all 00 -dimen
sional, as is well known. 

This difficulty can be avoided if one observes that in 
each inertial system the measure of the direction of the time 
axis commutes with all other observables. This is not in con
tradiction with the principle of relativity: the mixing of time 
and position observable values under changes of reference 
frames does not hinder that time has (trivially), in each refer
ence frame, a role which is distinct to one of the space coordi
nates. Time is in fact measured with a clock, space position 
with a measuring rod. The measuring devices themselves 
reflect this essential difference. We can formulate these con
siderations as follows. 

Postulate: In each Lorentz reference frame the direction 
of the time axis is a superselection parameter. 

The direction of the time axis can be characterized by a 
unit vector ii inside of the light cone, i.e., by a point in a unit 
upper half hyperboloid in space-time. It follows then from 
the above postulate that the classical and quantal states 
spaces can be decomposed as 

K = VfjKfj, (3.5) 

the direct union being taken over all possible time directions, 
i.e., over the above mentioned upper half hyperboloid. 

Each Kfj should thus carry (as follows from Ref. 1) an 
irreducible representation of the stabilizer of the corre
sponding value of the superselection parameter. These stabi
lizers are given, up to isomorphism and for an arbitrary unit 
vector ii, by 

(3.6) 

where (w,a )ER4 X R4 and A fj stands for the Lorentz transfor
mations which stabilize the ~nit vector iio = (1,0,0,0), Le., for 
the rotations. 

Let us remark here that a quite different interpretation 
based on the Stem-Gerlach measuring device itself has pre
viously been given9

,10 with, however, exactly the same math
ematical consequences. 

Under the above assumptions our formalism again 
leads in a unified way to the allowable state spaces and we 
again find a classical solution and a quantal one. For the 
classical particle we obtain 

(3.7) 
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and the representation of the Einstein group is given, for 
!/J = {!/In.y,l!/Jii.yEC2

u+ I,r = (q,p)ER8 j, by 

(U(W)!/J)ii,q,p = !/Jii,q.p-w' 

(U(a) !/J)fi,q,p = !/Jft,q-a,p' (3.8) 

(U(A )!/J)//,q,p = D 1(7)(L (ii)-I A L (A -lii))!/JA -'''' A -'q,A - 'P' 

where L (ii) is some coset representative which maps the vec
tor liD onto the vector Ii and the spinor rotation is thus noth
ing else than the well known Wigner rotation (with 0" 
arbitrary). 

Analogously, the quantal particle is given by the same 
(3.5) with now, in place of (3.7), 

Kfj = Jlrfj = (2"2(R4, C2u+ I))". (3.9) 

The representation U for (any) spin 0" is given by 

(U(w) !/J(x))" = (exp[iIi-lg,uyw"xY]!/J(x))/l, 

(U(a) !/J(x))fj = (!/J(x - a))fj, 

(U(A)!/J(x))fj = (Di<Ti(L (Ii)-I A L(A -11i))!/J(A -IX))A_'fj' 
(3.10) 

The observables p and q are as before, whereas the observable 
spin can be expressed in a straightforward way using the 
usual spin matrices (see Ref. 9 for details). 

We shall mention some remarks concerning the physics 
ofthese models in Sec. 5. For the moment we want to present 
other examples of applications of our formalism. 

4. GALILEAN BOOSTS AND NONRELATIVISTIC LIMITS 

One of the (ultimate) goals of the present analysis is of 
course to understand better (and thus to solve) some of the 
well known difficulties of relativistic quantum dynamics and 
offield theories. With respect to this goal, it is of course an 
important advantages of our approach that, as we have seen, 
we have now really a unified mathematical formalism for the 
discussion and the interpretation of the physical quantities 
under consideration: as already emphasized, both the math
ematical description and the interpretation of the physical 
objects is the same in all considered models, relativistic or 
not, classical or quanta!. We can take advantage of this fact 
and compare effectively the relativistic quantum model with 
its classical and its nonrelativistic limits, and with the corre
sponding classical and nonrelativistic models, respectively. 
For that purpose we, however, obviously have to enlarge the 
observable space r in (2.1) with the observable energy E and, 
correspondingly to (2.13), with the transformations II 

E-+E + wO
, woER 

and the Galilean boosts 

q-q - vt, 

E-+E - pv, vER3. 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

We can apply in a straightforward way our formalism to this 
new example, and obtain again all possible state spaces for 
the corresponding physical system. Dropping again the de
tailed calculations, we find here also two and only two 
classes of solutions: a classical one with K the direct union 
over the 8-dimensional phase space [(t,q,E,p) J of (20- + 1)
dimensional Hilbert spaces, and more interesting at this 
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point, a quantal solution: we find for the latter a single direct 
integral Hilbert space 

(4.3) 

with ~(Ll ) the carrier space of an arbitrary representation Ll 
of the homogeneous Ga1ilei group, i.e., either an infinite di
mensional representation on !f2 of the two-dimensional 
sphere, or an usual spin representation8

: 

Ll (v,a) = D (al(a). 

In this latter case, the representation is given in 
,:/2 (JR4, c2a+ I) by 

(U(w)¢)(x) = exp[ifi-I(wx - w()t )]¢(x), 

(U(a)¢)(x) = ¢(x - a), 

(U (a)¢)(x) = D lal(a) ¢(t,a- I x), 

(U (v)¢)(x) = ¢(t,x + vt). 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

Comparing this solution with the (spin less) relativistic model 
given in (2.18) and (2.19) one sees that the state spaces are (for 
u = 0) essentially the same; only the groups and the group 
actions are different and this makes the comparison easily 
possible. In contradistinction with the relativistic case, in the 
case u#O, the spin enters here in the scheme in a more direct 
way. The observables position and momentum are, in this 
model, as before [see (2.11)] and for t and E, they are given by 

(4.6) 

The observables are thus also the same as in the relativistic 
case. 

There is another possibility which is directly suggested 
by the corresponding relativistic problem: it is to consider, as 
in our previous results, the direction a/the time axis as a 
superselection variable. This is even more natural if one real
izes that there is in fact nothing typically relativistic in this 
assumption. 

If we adopt this point of view, then, remarking that the 
variable t is by definition the time coordinate of a given event 
in space-time, we can identify the superselection variable set 
with the three dimensional vector space V of the pure Gali
lean boosts. We can correspondingly define in the space-time 
a three dimensional (horizontal) surface of coordinates (l,n), 
where each n corresponds to a point in V. We then find for 
the state space 

K =VnEiR,Kn (4.7) 

where Kn carries an irreducible representation of the stabi
lizer of the vector n. The action of the group on this space is 
easily found to be given by, for g = (a,w,v,a), 

gon = an + v (4.8) 

and the stabilizer Hn of the vector n is thus, up to isomor
phism, given by 

Hn ~ ! (a,w,O,a) j. (4.9) 

In the more interesting quantal case, we find in the same way 
as before the following solution for the group representation: 
each Kn is isomorphic to !f2(JR4,C2

G + I) and the representa-
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tion is given by 

[U(w)¢(x)]n = [exp[ifi-I(wx - w()t)]¢(x)]n, 

[U(a)tb(x)]n = [1/!(x - a)]n, 

[U(v)1/!(x)]n = [1/!(t,x + vt )]n _ v' 

[Uta) ¢(x)]n = [DIGI(a) ¢(l, a-1xL, 'n0 

(4.10) 

In other words, we have the same situation as before: the 
state spaces are essentially the same as in the relativistic case, 
only the groups and the group actions are different, whereas 
the hyperboloid of(3,5) is degenerated in a (horizontal) plane 
in space-time. Moreover, one sees in (4, to) that the Wigner 
rotations of (3.10) are now simply reduced to the rotation 
parts of the corresponding group elements. The observables 
are also the same as in the relativistic solution. 

Let us finally remark here also that, ifin placeof(4.2) we 
had assumed that the energy was left unchanged by a Gali
lean boost, i.e., if we had considered the energy as a scalar 
quantity in place of considering it as the fourth component of 
a vector, we would have obtained in the quantal case a state 
space given by 

K = VE,I(.Y'2(lR3, dY(Ll ))£.1' (4.11) 

with ,rILl ) as in (4.3) and the representation is, in the sim
plest spinless case, as in (2.8) with, in addition, 

(U (w(») 1/!(X))£.1 = (1/!(X))Et W",I' 

(U (v) ¢(X))£.I = (¢(x + vt ))£,1' (4.12) 

The observables p and q are thereby as in (2.11) and the ob
servables E and 1 are as in the classical models. This last state 
space seems, however, less interesting when one considers 
the dynamics. 

5. ON THE DYNAMICS 

As previously emphasized, the framework of the pre
sent paper is purely kinematical, in the sense that the con
struction of the state spaces, the state spaces themselves, and 
the observables are defined independently of the dynamics. 
We have precisely exhibited and used those aspects of the 
concept of an elementary physical system which are inde
pendent of the interactions and ofthe evolution, We insist on 
this point, because it is one of our main motivations to con
struct a (group-theoretical) formalism in which it is possible 
to describe more than only free particles. 

Although it is thus beyond the scope of this paper, we 
would like, for clarifying these points of view, to briefly 
sketch how the dynamics enter into the framework discussed 
in the present paper, from a very general point of view (see 
also for this discussion Ref. 12). 

The evolution corresponds by definition to the changes 
of the states, hence it is specified (if reversible) by a two
parameter family of automorphisms of the state spaces. For 
specifying the dynamics we thus have first to introduce the 
parameter itself, an evolution parameter, that we call 7, the 
dynamical time. Such a parameter cannot be itself an observ
able as explained previously and it cannot thus enter into the 
dependence ofthe generator of the evolution. Hence the two
parameter family reduces to a one-parameter group. Togeth-
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er with some differentiability conditions we are thus led, in 
the space K ( 1.1 ) of states, to the following generalized Schro
dinger equations coupled with classical evolution equations 
in the superselection variable set S: 

s=X(s), 

iartP. = Hs tPs , (5.1) 

where the dot means differentiation with respect to r, {Hs I is 
a family of self-adjoint operators and X is a vector field on S. 
For illustration and corresponding to the particle given in 
(2.7) we may have (see Ref. 2) 

(= 1, 

(5.2) 

where H, is some usual Schrodinger Hamiltonian in each of 
the Hilbert spaces of the family (2.7). Correspondingly, in the 
here more interesting relativistic case, the evolution is char
acterized by a single Hamiltonian in the case (2.18) or by a 
family of Hamiltonians in the case with spin, the latter being 
coupled with a classical evolution equation for the param
eter Ii. Examples of this kind of relativistic Hamiltonians 
acting on the state spaces discussed in the present paper have 
been extensively studied in recent years (see, for examples, 
Refs. 9-13). In particular such Hamiltonians have been pro
posed for the interaction of single particles with external 
electromagnetic fields (e.g., for the spectrum ofthe Coulomb 
field problem 13C

) but also for the description of two-body 
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interactions (in particular for the two-body H atom or for the 
positronium resonances 13 d with, in all considered cases, a 
very good agreement with the experimental data. As is well 
known, the no-go theorem ofCurrie14 does not allow consid
eration of this last kind of problems in the usual framework. 
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Noncomplex representations and their relation to 
antiunitary symmetry 
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Equivalent eigenvalue problems in real, complex, and quaternionic Hilbert spaces are discussed. In all cases a 
compact symmetry group is assumed to exist. in the complex case also an anti unitary operator e commuting 
with both the self-adjoint operator and the elements of the symmetry group and satisfying e 2 = ± I. It is 
shown that the extra degeneracies caused by the existence of e can also be obtained by consideration of an 
equivalent eigenvalue problem in a noncomplex Hilbert space. 

PACS numbers: 02.20. + b, 03.6S.Fd 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to show that representa
tions of groups in real and quaternionic Hilbert spaces 
can be as useful as the familiar complex representa
tions and are by no means more difficult to handle. The 
study of these representations was initiated by the fol
lowing example: In lattice dynamics one is given a real 
symmetric matrix (the matrix of force constants) the 
elements of which appear as coefficients in equations of 
motion for the basic quantities PI (momenta) and Y I 
(displacements of lattice constituents). Although this 
set of linear differential equations of first order can be 
solved as it stands it is desireable to pass from the p's 
and y's to real linear combinations rJ and zJ (normal 
modes) and to consider a general solution as superposi
hon (= real linear combination) of the r's and z's, 
which undergo harmonic motions. To find the proper 
linear combinations r J, zJ and the corre sponding fre
quencies one has to diagonalize the real symmetric 
matrix, which amounts to finding a complete set of 
eigenvectors (= real column vectors) or the correspond
ing (real) orthogonal matrix. This program is greatly 
simplified by exploiting the results of representation 
theory since there exists a group of orthogonal ma
trices (reflecting the symmetry of the crystal) which 
commute with the matrix to be diagonalized. Assuming 
the eigenvalue problem to be already solved it becomes 
obvious that all maniupulations to simplify the eigen
value problem and to explain the degeneracies of the 
eigenfrequencies should be performable in the real 
Hilbert space consisting of the real column vectors. 
But to apply the machinery of group theory as it is 
known, for instance, from electron-band theory a de
tour through the complex Hilbe rt space consisting of 
complex colunm vectors is necessary. The results ob
tained using complex representations of the symmetry 
group are then (i) a set of eigenvectors which are in 
general complex; and (ii) a relation between the mini
mal degeneracies of the eigenfrequencies and the di
mensions of the complex irreducible matrix represen
tation. To obtain real eigenvectors (the only ones ad
mitting a direct physical interpretation) and a more 
satisfactory explanation of the degeneracies, complex 
conjugation is introduced as an antilinear operator 
commuting with the real symmetric matrix. If this 
extra symmetry is considered along with the one re
flecting the crystal's symmetries one finds (i) that the 
eigenvectors can be chosen to be real (which was al-

ready clear from the beginning); and (ii) that the mllll
mal degeneracies are doubled in some instances. 1 This 
two-step procedure originating from the classic paper 
of Maradudin and Vosk02 is now standard in the litera
ture on lattice dynamics3 and is also found in the com
puter -adapted version of the theory. 4 But it is by no 
means the only way to the desired re sults. For, as has 
been shown elsewhere5 for two specific examples and is 
describedin full detail in this paper, the theory of group 
representations in real Hilbert spaces leads directly to 
real eigenvectors and the minimal degeneracies (being 
equal to the dimension of matrix representations irre
ducible over the reals), and all this is achieved by 
means of linear operators only. 

The approach suggested here is not only more direct 
than the usual one but also more satisfactory regarding 
the foundation of the minimal degeneracies. The rea
son for this is that although Maradudin and Vosko de
noted the operation of complex conjugation as "time 
reversal symmetry' on formal grounds only6 this term 
was taken literally b}' subsequent workers in this 
field. 3

,4 However, a short reflection shows the only 
meaning of this symmetry to be that a complex linear 
combination of the p's and/or y's satisfies the same 
equation of motion as the complex conjugate linear 
combination irrespective of whether the basic quantities 
PI' y I are real-valued functions (classical mechanics) 
or operators or their expectation values (quantum 
mechanics). It is only in a related problem, namely the 
solution of the Schr<:'ldinger equation for the lattice con
stituents, that the term time reversal may be appropri
ate. But as far as the eigenvalue problem of the Hamil
ton operator is concerned this symmetry only means 
that the eigenvectors can be chosen to be real and that 
the degeneracies of the eigenvalues are again related to 
the real irreducible representations of the symmetry 
group. (This result can also be obtained restricting the 
complex Hilbert space to a rerll one; see Secs. 3A and 
3C). It is only the part of the eigenvalue problem be
longing to the subspace of I-phonon-states, which are 
equivalent to diagonalizing the matrix of the force con
stants; more -phonon-states transform according to the 
symmetrized powers of Kronecker products of the 
(real) representations found there. 

In the following we also discuss eigenvalue problems 
and group representations in quaternionic Hilbert 
spaces. As in the real case, the corresponding prob-
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lem in a complex Hilbert space is characterized by the 
existence of an antiunitary operator 8 commuting with 
the self-adjoint operator and all the elements of the 
symmetry group, but now satisfying 82 = -1 instead of 
82 = + 1 (real case). The mere fact that for 82 = -1 

there exists an isomorphism between the operators in 
the complex Hilbert space and the operators in a quat
ernionic Hilbert space of half the dimension of the com
plex one entails a doubling of degeneracies for the com
plex eigenvalue problem and is hence a variant of 
Kramers' degeneracy theorem. 1 

The existence of isomorphic operator algebras in 
real, complex, and quaternionic Hilbert spaces, which 
is basic to our analysis, is not a new result. The 
cases, where one of the Hilbert spaces is real (cases 
3 and 4 of Sec. 2) were treated by Stueckelberg and 
Guenin 7 and the relations between operators in complex 
and quaternionic Hilbert spaces (case 2 of Sec. 2) have 
been noticed by Chevally8 and extensively discussed by 
Jauch9 and collaborators. The main difference between 
their investigations and the following discussion is that 
they were interested in the foundations of quantum the-
0ry whereas we use this equivalence to simplify eigen
value problems and to relate the degeneracies found 
there to representations of the symmetry group. A 
similar remark applies to group representations in a 
quaternionic Hilbert space. The reduction of a complex 
representation of the second kind to two identical quater
nionic representations appearing here as one of the in
termediate steps (see Secs. 5 and 6E) has been given 
by Finkelstein et al.lO (using a related result of Fro
benious and Schurll ) but this result has not been used in 
any application. Apart from its different intention, the 
present paper extends the above cited results and the 
traditional approach in the following respects: (i) A 
sufficient condition is given to guarantee the existence 
of the operator isomorphism for infinite-dimensional 
Hilbert spaces ("densely defined") operator algebras 
(see Secs. 2C and 6A); (ii) the degeneracies are related 
to representations of the real group algebra in real and 
quaternionic Hilbert spaces; and (iii) in some of the re
maining eigenvalue problems the number of real para
meters is shown to be half the number appearing in the 
usual approach (this might be of interest for numerical 
calculations). 

We tried to write this paper in a way that makes it 
readable to the nonspecialist. To this end, the general 
theory of noncomplex group representations was de
ferred to a companion paper13 and only that part which 
is of relevance here was retained. The same purpose 
serves the detailed summary of the basic mathematical 
concepts (fields, Hilbert spaces, operators and their 

0 

1 1 0 0 

aQ
= 

-1 1 -1 1 
; multiplication table 

1 -1 -1 2 2 

1 1 -1 -1 3 3 
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matrix representations) given in the next section. In 
Sec. 3 the equivalence of eigenvalue problems is stated 
and illustrated by well-known examples (real Hamil
tonians, spin-orbit interactions). In Sec. 4 we show 
that the proper tool to simplify an eigenvalue problem 
in a real or quaternionic Hilbert space and to explain 
the degeneracies found there is the real group algebra. 
How to obtain the projection and shift operators belong
ing to this algebra from complex irreducible matrix 
representations is described in Sec. 5. The necessary 
proofs, all being of elementary algebraic nature, are 
given in Sec. 6 and our results are summarized in Sec, 
7. 

2. BASIC CONCEPTS AND NOTATION 

A. Fields 

The fields considered here are the reals JR, the com
plex numbers C and the quaternions Q (sometimes also 
called hypercomplex numbers). It is convenient to view 
every field F as an extension of JR. IF is then the set of 
elements 

p-1 

f=L fra" arE JR. (2.1) 
r.O 

P is called the rank of IF over JR and the sum and the 
product are defined by 

p-1 

f+ f' = L:f.(ar + a;), 
r.O 

p-1 (2.2) 

ff' = L: f"ar,.ara. , 
r,.! .. O 

where the product rs = sr is one of the numbers 
0, ... ,p - 1 and ar • the r, s -element of a real matrix a. 
The product rs and the matrix a are specified below for 
the different fields. Equation (2.2) implies that the 
units fr multiply according to frf. = f"ar,.. If IF = C or 
Q we sometimes use special symbols for the elements, 
especially the units fr. 

3 

3 

2 

0 

f = R : pR = 1; fa = 1 ; o 
a = 1; multiplication table o@] 
IF= CpC=2; fo=1,f1=i; 

general element c = a + ib (a, bER) ; 

(2.3) 

o 1 

aC = [1 1J; multiplication table 0 f01l. (2.4) 

1 -1 1 ~ 

IF=Q: pQ=4; fo= 1,f1 =i, fz=j,f3=k; 

general element q = a + ib + jc + kd (a, b, c,dER) 

(2.5) 
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IR and e are commutative fields but Q is not (qq '"* q' q in 
general). 

For each field IF a mapping from IF onto IF, called 
conjugation, is defined by 

P-l 

f* = L frar,rar . (2.6) 
y=O 

The mapping f -f* is an antiautomorphism since (f 
+(,)*=f*+(,*, (jfl)*=f'*t*. The modulus If I of ~n 
element fEIF is defined by 

If 12 =Jt* = f *f , if I ~ 0, (2.7) 

and the elements f with If I = 1 are called unimodular. 

Besides the antiautomorphism f - f* we will also 
meet automorphisms f -fOl. These are mappings 
from IF onto IF such that V +(,)'" = f" +f''', Uf')" =f"f'''. 
For IR there exists only the trivial automorphismf-f. 
For e there is one nontrivial automorphism, namely 
the conjugation f -.t*. It is called an oute r automor
phism since it is not possible to find a gEe such that 
f* = Kf.f{ -1. For Q the situation is quite diflerent: There 
exist infinitely many automorphisms and all of them are 
inner automorphisms of the form f - qfq-I = ufu- I , 11 

= Iq I-lq . If the automorphismf-fOl is given the uni
modular number u is determined up to a factor ±1. 
The field Q contains subsets that can be identified with 
the fields C and 1R. Whereas IR is uniquely determined 
as a subfield of Q or C, Q contains an infinity of sub
fields isomorphic to e, namely the sets {a + lib :a, bE 
IR , uEQ, -/I = /I-I}. Since this fact is irrelevant for our 
purpose we shall always consider the chain IRCecQ with 
C fixed (II = i). We finally note that for fu f2' qE Q, 

q =flqf~l =f2qf;1=QEIR, 

q=flqf~kqEC. (2.8) 

In the following frequent use will be made of the fact 
that the elements fiE 1F' can be represented by ma
trices FF' [f'l with e!ements from a subfield IF' ~ 1F'. 
The mapping f' - FF' [I'l is an isomorphism since 

F"'[ f' + til = FF'[f') + F F'[ til . 1 . 2 . I . 2 , 

FF' [fU;) = FF'[In' FF'[f~l; 

F'" [/'* 1 = FF' t[/'l, where (FF' t)rs = (F:~') * ; 
F'Tr'l = O-matrix<=f' = O. 

Apart from the trivial representation (IF= 1F') 

FTrl=f, 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

the following representations will be used (IF C F'); 

2406 

Q ~ a + ib c + id] C [a + ib + jc + l?dl =, , 
-c + id a - ib 

RQ[a + ib +jc + kdl = 

a -b -c -d 

b a -d c 

c d a-b 

d -c b a 
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(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(
a -bJ RC[a+ibj= b a (2.13) 

Equations (2.11)- (2.13) are by no means the only pos
sibility to represent the elements of IF I by matrices 
over a subfield IF. In Eq. (2.11) the basic quaternions 
i, j, k are identified with iau ia2 , ia3 where the a's are 
the Pauli matrices, but other conventions would work 
equally well (e.g., -iap -ia2 , -ia3 ). For IF = 1R, IF' = Q 
we shall also use the representation 

abc d 

i'[a+ib+}c+kd]= (2.14) 
a -d -b c 

-c d a-b 

-d -c b a 

The representations (2.12) and (2.14) are related by a 
remarkable prope rty: If R I is a 4 x 4 matrix then 

[R',:RQ(q)l=O for all qEQ-R'=R{)(q') for some q'EQ. 

(2.15) 

The statement cemains valid if the symbols RQ and :RQ 
are interchanged. 

B. Hilbert spaces 

A Hilbert space JC F is a linear space OlJer F, i.e., 
I'E'fC F , fEIF' implies l1rE-JCF, (11 + 1,I)f= lif + I"f. We 
write the 11umber f to the right of the I'ee/or 11; this is 
a mere convention for IF' = 1R, C but essential for F = Q 
since it is possible to define both left-Q-Hilbert spaces 
(linear combinations fll +/,1") and right-Q-Hilbert 
spaces (linear combinations vf + v'f'). For.1C F a con
tinuous bilinear mapping .IC" x1C F - IF, the scalar pro
duct, is defined and satisfies 

( l' , v' ) = ( 1" , 11) * , ( 11 , 11' + 11 /I) = ( 1', 11 ') + ( 1', l' /I) , 

(11,1'lfl)=f*(1',I'I)f'· (2.16) 

In the last equation care must be given to the order of 
the factors if F = Q. The norm 111111 of an element lIEJCF 
is the real number defined by 

(2.17) 

.1C F is complete with respect to the topology induced by 
the norm. We also assume1C F to be separable, i.e., 
the re exists a countable (or finite) set {I'" : it = 0,1, ... r 
of orthogonalized elements « 1'", l1N) = O"N) such that for 
every 1,E-1C F, l' = L" 11"< 11", 11). In the following the 
term basis will always denote an orthonormalized basis 
if not expliCitly stated otherwise. 

We call the Hilbert space JC F a restriction of the Hil
bert space ,1C F', if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) IF is a proper subfield of 1F' (IFCIF'); (ii)JC F is a 
subset of .1C r '; (iii) .IC F is a Hilbert space over IF; 
(iv) dim'f(F'= dimlC... .1C F is a uniquely determined by 
the pair IF, {l'J, where {1'"} is a basis of J(F' (and as a 
consequence of its definition also of the Hilbert space 
.1C F ). Ifle F is a restriction of1C p the Hilbert space 
lC F , is called an extension of:le F • It is obtained from 
1C F by replacing the base field IF by its extension IF'. 
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C. Operators 

A mapping A from JCF into Je F is called an operator 
on Je r . If A is a mapping from a subset :D(A)CJeF into 
Je F A is called an operator in Je r , and n(A) the domain 
of A. We consider two classes of operators: 

A linear-A(vf + v'!') = (Av)f + (Av')f', (2.18) 

A antilinearI;:=l>A(vf+v'j') = (Av)f* + (Av')f'*. (2.19) 

An example of a linear operator is the left-multiplica
tion by real numbers defined by 

av = va for all a E R , v E Je F • (2.20) 

Obviously aA = Aa for all operators A and the left
multiplier 1 is the I-operator of Je F • 

An operator U on Je F is called norm -preserving if 

IIUvl1 = Ilvll for all I! EJe F • 

If U is also linear (2.21) is equivalent to 

(Uv,l ')=(v,v') for all v,v'EJe F • 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

Norm-preserving linear operators are called orthogo
naZif IF=R, unitary if IF==C andhypenmitary if IF=Q. 

Defining the operator At adjoint to the operator A by 

(v,Av') =(AV,l") for all vED(At),v'En(A), (2.23) 

linear norm-preserving operators may also be charac
terized by the relation 

(2.24) 

In Je e we also consider antilinear norm-preserving 
operators. Such an operator, usually denoted by the 
symbol 0, is called anliunitary; it satisfies Eqs. (2.19) 
and (2.21) or, equivalently, 

(Ov,9v') =(v',l') for all v,v'EJee . (2.25) 

Of special interest are self -adjoint linear operators 
with pure point spectrum. For such an operator H = Ht 
and there exists a basis {v"} of Je .. such that 

(2.26) 

The elements 11" are called eigenvectors, the numbers 
E" eigem'alues. The spectnlm a(H) is the set of (dif
ferent) eigenvalues of H. H admits a spectral decom
position 

H= L PEE, p,=p!=P:. (2.27) 
'Eo(H) 

The degeneracy of an eigenvalue E of H is defined as 

deg(E, H) = dimPeJe F • (2.28) 

If E is not an eigenvalue of H we put deg(E, H) = 0. To 
solve the eigenvalue problem of H means to determine 
a(H) and a basis of eigenvectors or the set of projectors 
P e appearing in (2.27). What we are interested in is 
solving the eigenvalue problem for a given self-adjoint 
operator H in Je F exploiting the fact that there exists a 
group {U} of norm-preserving operators commuting 
with H. We shall show that this can be achieved by 
considering an equivalent problem in a different Hil
bert space (Jet" #Je .. ). 

To make the last statement precise we introduce the 
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concept of a densely defined operator algebra A(Je r ). 
This is a set of linear operators including the left
multipliers aER which satisfies the following condi
tions: (i) A(Je r ) is a linear space over R; (ii) A(Je r ) is 
closed under addition, multiplication, and adjunction; 
(iii) the domain of A(Je F ), n[A(Jer )], defined as the in
tersection of all n(A), AEA(Je r ) contains a basis of 
Je r . The last condition may be dropped if Je .. is finite
dimensional, since then all operators A can be defined 
on :}C F • We call two algebras A(Je F) and A'(JeF .) iso
morphic operator algebras if the re exists a bijective 
mapping I:A(J<'F)~A'(Jer') such that for all A,B 
EA(Je F ), a ER 

I(A +B) =I(A) + I(B), I(AB) =I(A)I(B) 

I(At)=I(A)t, I(a)=a. (2.29) 

An isomorphism of operator algebras allows to solve 
the eigenvalue problem of an operator H = HtEA(Je F ) in 
an indirect way according to the following scheme: 
Given H, find I(H) = H'; solve the eigenvalue problem 
for H', i.e., find the spectral decomposition H'=0,P:E; 
the spectral decomposition of His H=L:,PEE where PE 
=r1(p;). If not only H but also a set {A} of symmetry 
op~rators ([A, Hl = 0) is given in the beginning, the set 
{A'} = {I(A)} may be used to simplify the solution of the 
eigenvalue problem of H'. In any case, for the method 
to be effective the mapping I and its inverse r 1 have to 
be known explicitly. 

We now list four cases where it is possible to con
struct the isomorphism I. It is a common feature of 
all these examples that there exists a second operator 
algebra C(J<'r) with D[ C(Je F ) 1 = Je F such that 

[A,Cl=OforallAEA(1C F ), CEC(Je F ). (2.30) 

Because of (2.30) C(JCF ) is called the commuting alge
bra of A(Je r ). In contrast to A(Je F ), the algebra C(JeF) 
may contain anti linear operators; it is closed under ad
junction if the adjoint 9' of the antilinear operator 9 is 
defined via (11, etv') = (v', 9v). 

Case 1: 

IF = C, IF' = R and there exists an operator algebra 
C(Jee ) = {a + 8b : a, bER} with 

8 antiunit ary , ff = 1 . (2.31) 

In this case there exists a basis {w", : m = 0,1, ... } of 
Jec , wmEn[A(Jee)l such that 

(2.32) 

and Jeft is the restriction of Je c defined by one of the 
pairs R, {wm}. 

Case 2: 

IF= C, IF' = Q and there exists an operator algebra 
C(Jee ) ={a + 8b : a, bER} with 

e anti unitary , ff = -1 . (2.33) 

In this case there exists a basis {wm.: m =0,1,"'; 
r= 0, l}of '}Ce, UJ...En[A(JC e )] such that 

(2.34) 

implying that dim Je e is even. 
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Case 3: 

F= R, 11'" = C, and there exists an operator algebra 
C(JCR)={Foa+F1b:a,bER} 3!C with 

F, linear, Ft = a~.,F, , 

F,F.=a~ •• F,., a C andrs see (2.4) . (2.35) 

In this case there exists a basis {wm,: m = 0,1,"'; 
r=0.1}of JC R , w""E~[A(JCR)] such that 

(2.36) 

implying that dim J( R is even. 

Case 4: 

F=R, IF'=Q, and there exists an operator algebra 
C(J{ R) ={2.::;~.o F,a,: a,ER} 3! Q with 

F, linear, F:=a~.,F" 

(2.37) 

In this case there exists a basis {w"" : m = 0, 1, ... ; 
r= 0,1,2, 3} of JC R, w""E~[A(JC)] such that 

(2.38) 

implying that dim JC R is a multiple of four. 

D. Matrix representations 

Isomorphisms between operator algebras are con
structed via isomorphisms of matrix representations. 
A matrix A with elements AnN E IF is called a matrix 
representati on of the linear operator A in JC F if there 
exists a basis {vn}C(~(A» such that 

AVn = L: v.AnN' A.N = < vn ' AVN)E F. 

" 
(2.39) 

Given a matrix A and a basis {vn}, (2.39) defines a 
linear ope rator A. If a set {A} of operators is repre
sented by a set {A} of matrices we call {A} a matrix 
representation of {A}. The adjoint operator At is 
represented by the adjoint matrix At with the elements 

(2.40) 

The terms self-adjoint, norm-preserving, etc. are also 
used for matrices representing such operators. 

In the first case listed in section 2C, Eqs. (2.31) and 
(2.32) ensure that the operators AEA(JCc ) have real 
matrix representatives. Hence the isomorphism {A} 
3! {A ,} can be defined as follows: 

(2.41 ) 

In the other three cases the definition of the commuting 
algebra requires the operators AE A(JC F ) to have ma
trix representatives which decompose into subma
trices of size 2 x 2 (cases 2 and 3) or 4 X 4 (case 4) 
having a particular structure. This structure allows us 
to identify submatrices with elements from F with ma
trix elements (= numbers) from F' thereby establishing 
the isomorphism {A} 3!{A'}. 

Case 2: A"'M=CQ[A~M], C
Q see (2.11) 

Case J: A",M = R
C [A~M] , R

C see (2.13) 

Case 4: A"'M = RQ[~M 1 , R,Q see (2.14) 
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(2.42) 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

Since in all four cases 

B=At*=t B' =A,t (2.45) 

a self -adjoint matrix H corresponds to a self-adjoint 
matrix H' and a norm-preserving matrix U to a norm
preserving matrix U' 0 

Now the isomorphism I:A(JC F ) - A' (JC F • ) can be de
fined as follows: First construct a basis {w",r} of JC F , 

transforming under C(JC F ) in the desired way. Such 
bases exist and can be constructed by means of a gen
eralized Schmidt process. Next calculate the matrix 
representation {A} of A(JCF ) with respect to this basis 
and apply the correspondence rule given above to ob
tain the matrix representation {A'}. Finally use these 
matrices and an arbitrary basis {w~r} of JCF• to define 
A'(JC F.). Proceeding in the reverse order one con
structs a mapping I: A'(JC F.) - A(JC F ) starting from a 
matrix representation {A'} with respect to an arbitrary 
basis {w~}. The proper correspondence rule gives the 
matrix representation {A} and, augmented by an arbi
trary basis {w",,} of J( F, the operator algebra A(JC F ). 

The same basis {w",,} is then used to define the com
muting algebra C(JC F ) by means of one of the equations 
(2.32), (2.34), (2.36), (2.38) and the (anti)linearity 
of the operators. I and T are inverse mappings if, and 
only if, the two bases involved in the definition of I and 
I coincide. 

There are infinitely many equivalent ways to define 
the isomorphism I depending on the choice of the two 
bases {w",,} and {w~,}. This leads to the notion of equi
valent matrix representations. Two sets of matrices 
with elements from F, say {A} and {A}, are called IF
equivalent if there exists a norm-preserving matrix U 
with elements from IF such that the matrices A and A 
are related by UAUt=A. If UWMR='2:;",rw""U"",MR=WMR 
where both {w",,} and {w",,} are bases transforming 
under C(1C F ) in the right way, then U has the same 
structure as the matrices A representing the operators 
AEA(JCF ) [see (2.42)-(2.44)]. The concept of IF-equi
valence allows one to understand the isomorphism of 
matrix algebras over different fields from another point 
of view. 

Cas e 1: A is C -equivalent to a real A' • 

Case 2: A is Q-equivalent toA'fBA'. 

Case 3: A is C -equivalent to A' EEl A ,* . 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

Case 4: A is Q -equivalent to A' EEl A 'EEl A'EIJA' • 

(2049) 

Here A'EEl B" denotes the direct sum of the matrices A' 
and B" and A'* is the complex conjugate of A' . 

Once the isomorphism I is fixed, the problem re
duces to solving the eigenvalue problem for a self-ad
joint operator H'EA(JCF). This is usually done by 
solving the eigenvalue equation H'v' = V'E. The eigen
value E is also an eigenvalue of the operator HEA(JC F ) 

we are actually interested in but one might ask of what 
use the eigenvector v'EJCF • will be for the original 
problem. Now P: can be decomposed into a sum of 
projectors P; = I v~)(v~1 where the elements {v~} form a 
basis of P: JC FI 0 To every such projector P' = I v')(v' I 
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there corresponds a projector p=r1(P')in3C F project
ing into a subspace of p. 3C F • But the eigenvector v' 
contains even more information. For, knowing v', one 
is able to define a basis of P3C , Le., a set {vr } of or
thonormalized eigenvectors of H which belong to the 
eigenvalue E and transform under the commuting alge
bra C(3C F ) in the same way as the basis {wmr}. 

Case 1: <w~,v'>=am=<wm,v>ER; 

8v=v. (2.50) 

Case 2: <w~,v'>=q",E Q; 

r, s = 0,1:< Wmr ' v.> = C~(qm)EC, 

C
Q 

see (2.11) , 

8va=v1 , 8v1 = -va' 

Case 3: <w~,v'>=cmEC; 

r,s=0,1: <wmr,v.>=R~.(cm)EH, 

H C see (2.13) , 

(2.51) 

Frv.=v .. a~... (2.52) 

Case 4: <w~,V')=qmEQ; 

r,s=O,1,2,3: <wmr,v.)=Rr~(q",)ER, 
RQ see (2.14) , 

FrIJ. = v r • a~.. . (2.53) 

Therefore constructing a basis {v",r} of eigenvectors of 
H especially adapted to the commuting algebra C(JeF ) 

amounts to find a basis {v~} of eigenvectors of H' . It is 
also a direct consequence of Eqs. (2.50)-(2.53) that 
the dimension of the subspace PJeF is a multiple of the 
dimension of the subspace P'x.., if only P and P' are 
corresponding projectors (not necessarily into subspa
ces invariant under Hand H', respectively). 

I(P)=P' (2.54) 

Case 1: dim PJec = dimP'3CR ; (2055) 

Case 2: dim PJec = 2 dim P'JeQ ; (2.56) 

Case 3: dimFJeR= 2 dim P'Jec ; (2.57) 

Case 4: dimFJeR= 4 dim P'JeQ. (2.58) 

The determination of the eigenvalues of a real or 
complex self-adjoint matrix (case 1 or 3) is a standard 
problem if the matrix is finite-dimensionaL It may be 
solved numerically (yielding at the same time a basis 
of eigenvectors) or by reduction to an algebraic equa
tion. 

A finite -dimensional quaternionic self-adjoint ma
trix raises no more problems since the isomorphism 
(2.42) allows to replace it by a complex matrix of dou
ble size thereby doubling the degeneracies of all eigen
values. It is not necessary to exploit this fact if the 
minimal polynomial is used to find the eigenvalues 
since this polynomial has real coefficients only even if 
the matrix elements are quaternions o 

We now summarize those results which are of pri
mary interest for physical problems (cases 1 and 2) 
and give some examples where they apply. 
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3. EQUIVALENCE OF EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS 

A. ()2 = + 1 - real Hilbert space 

(il Let 3Cc be a complex Hilbert space and H a self
adjoint operator in Jec with a pure pOint spectrum a(H), 
and e an antiunitary operator on 3Cc with 92 = +1. If 
[9, H] = 0 then there exists a real Hilbert space 3CR with 
dimJea = dim3C:: and a self-adjoint operator H' in x R 

such that the spectra of H' and H and the degeneracies 
of the common eigenvalues coincide, i.e., 

a(H) = a(H'), deg(E, H) = deg(E, H') . (3.0 

Moreover, if there exists a group {U} of unitary opera
tors commuting with 9 and H then there exists an iso
morphic group {U'} of orthogonal operators commuting 
with H': 

Uunitary, [U,H]=O; U'orthogonal, [U',H]=O, 

group {U} ~ group {U'} • (3.2) 

(ii) Let H' be a self-adjoint operator in a real Hilbert 
space :H R and {U'} a group of orthogonal operators com
muting with H'. Then there exists a complex Hilbert 
space 3Cc with dimJec = dim:JCR and operators Hand U 
such that H=H f and U-1 =Uf and Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) 
are valid. Moreover, it is possible to define an anti
unitary operator 9 on Je c such that 92 = + 1 and r 9, H] 
=[6, U]=O. 

B. ()2 = - 1 - quaternionic Hilbert space 

(il Let :Hc be a complex Hilbert space, H a self-ad
jOint operator in :JCc with pure pOint spectrum a(H), and 
9 an antiunitary operator on Je c with (}2 = -10 If [8, H] 
= 0 then there exists a quaternionic Hilbert space Je Q 
with dim:JC Q = ~dimJCc and a self~adjoint operator H' in 
3C Q such that the spectra and the degeneracies are re
lated by 

a(H)=a(H'), deg(E,H)=2 deg(E,H/). (3.3) 

Moreover, if there exists a group {U} of unitary opera
tors commuting with e and H, then there exists an iso
morphic group {U'} of hyperunitary operators commut
ing with H': 

U unitary, [U,H]=O; u' hyperunitary, [U/,H']=O, 

group {U} ~ group {U'}. (3.4) 

(ii) Let H' be a self-adjoint operator in a quaternionic 
Hilbert space Je Q and {U'} a group of hyperunitary oper
ators commuting with H'. Then there exists a complex 
Hilbert space Jec with dim:JC c= 2 dim:JCQ and operators 
H and U such that Eqs. (303) and (304) are valid. 
Moreover it is possible to define an antiunitary opera
tor e on J1 c such tlRt 62 = -1 and [8,H]=[e, ul=O. 

C. Examples 

(i) Lattice vibrations (8 2 = +1). In this example one 
starts with a finite real self-adjoint (=symmetric) 
matrix H, the matrix of force constants, and a group of 
orthogonal matrices U commuting with H. The group 
{U} reflecting the symmetries of the interaction of the 
lattice constituents is a finite homomorphic image of a 
space group. 12 These real matrices can be considered 
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as representatives of operators on a real Hilbert 
space J(' R or on a complex Hilbert spaceK:e. In the 
second case the basis used to define the operators is 
assumed to be invariant under an antiunitary operator 
(J = K. Since K transforms expansion coefficients (with 
respect to the invariant basis) into their complex con
jugates K2 =1 and [K, H] = [K, U]= o. 

(ii) Real Hamiltonians «(J2 = + 1). If the potential in the 
time-independent Schrl'Jdinger equation is a real-valued 
function the Hamiltonian H commutes with (J = K (com
plex conjugation of functions). Every real basis (e.g., 
the oscillator eigenfunctions) yields a real matrix rep
resentation of H. JCR~ is the Hilbert space of real-val
ued square-integrable functions. 

(iii) Spin-orbit interaction - even number of electrons 
«(J2=+1). H='6:.1B:cl A,lnr(7,r where A, is a real po
tential, 1 nr the r-component of the orbital angular mo
mentum operator of the nth electron, and (7,. the cor
responding Pauli-spin operator. The antiunitary oper
ator commuting with H is e = n:.1 O',2K. The original 
Hilbert space is the tensor space K:e = ·K:soace:& Je·SPln ' If 
a real basis {!Pm} is chosen for K:so•ce the action of H is 
determined by a set of operators on JC soln ' each of the 
form HmM = i B:cl '6:=1CTnranr,mM' a,r,mMEiR. To see that 
these operators have real matrix representatives it is 
sufficient to consider the case N = 2 since the electrons 
can be collected into pairs. If 1/11/12) is a common ei
genvector of 0'13 and 0'23' 0"31/11/12) = /1, 1/11/12)' and the 
basis {I s)} of JeSOI n is defined by 

1210) = 1+ -) - 1- +), .[(1 1) = (-I + +) + 1- -»)i , 

(3.5) 

1212) = 1+ +) + 1- -) , -1213) = (-I + -) - 1- +»)i , 

then (J Is) = 1 s) and the corresponding matrix represen
tation is 

[ 2i t t snr aJ.s = R?s (ian + ja 12 + ka 13 ) 

+ R?s (ia 21 + ja22 + ka 23 ), 

Q -Q 
R see (2.12) ,R see (2.14) 

(3.6) 

A short reflection shows that the operators ij,. = i( 1,. 
+ snr) also have real matrix representati¥es with re
spect to the basis {!Pm 1 s)} so that all rotations are rep
resented by orthogonal matrices. 

(iv) Spin-orbit interaction -odd number of electrons 
«(J2 = -1). The situation is the same as in (iii) except 
that N is now odd. If the electrons are again collected 
into pairs and the same basis {!Pm 1 s)} as in (iii) is used 
for N -1 electrons, the problem reduces to finding a 
matrix representative of ~"MS = i'6:.1 O'rar,m,MS' ar,m,M S 

E R, which canbe identified with aquaternion. This is 
provided by the representation 

[ ifO'rar),s=C?s(ia3+ja2+ka1), CQ [see(2.11)] , 
r.1 

(3.7) 

belonging to the basis {I s) : s = 0,1; 0'31 s) = (-1)'1 s)}. 
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This basis transforms under the antiunitary operator 
e = -i0'2K in the way required by (2.33), i.e., (J 1 0) = 11), 
elI) = -10). Both the infinitesimal generators and a 
finite rotation in this spin space are of the form (2.4); 
therefore rotations of the N-electron system can also 
be represented by hyperunitary matrices. 

4. SIMPLIFICATION OF THE EIGENVALUE 
PROBLEM AND PREDICTION OF THE 
POSSIBLE DEGENERACIES 

A. Complex Hilbert spaces 

As has been shown in the preceeding section, the ef
fect of a commuting antiunitary operator (), with ()2 = ±1, 
can be taken into account by reformulating the eigen
value problem in a noncomplex Hilbert space. If the 
unitary operators U(x) representing the group G ={x} 
in Jee commute not only with the self -adjoint operator 
H but also with () then there exists a symmetry group 
{U'(x) :xEG} isomorphic to the original one which can 
be used to simplify the eigenvalue problem of the new 
self-adjoint operator H' and to make predictions on the 
degeneracies of the eigenvalues of H' 0 Before doing so 
let us briefly recall how to proceed for a complex ei
genvalue problem. 

In the complex case it is convenient to extend the set 
of operators commuting with H from the symmetry 
group 

to a set of bounded operators 

Be =GUAc , 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

where Ae is a representation of the complex group 
algebra in the comPlex Hilbert space Jee . The ele
ments of Ae are related to the operators U(x) by 

AEAe :A=M~a(x)U(x), i.e., 

< v, Aw) = Mx a(x)( 11, U(x)w) for all v, wE:JC e 0 (4.3) 

M J(x) = I ~ I ~ f(x) if G is finite; 

MJ(x) = 1 d~w(~)f(n if G is compact and continuous, 
z 

~ a suitable parameter space, and w a positive weight 
function; 

MJ(x) =MJ(x-1) =MJ(xyz) for all y ,z EG; 

f(x) = 1 =t M J(x) = 1 . (4. 4) 

aEL 2(G,C), i.e., a(x)EC, M~la(x)12<oo. (4.5) 

The number M./(x) in (4.4) is called the Haar integral 
of f. Every BE Becan be decomposed as 

B=1: E~.r~.r(b), CJ~(b)EC, (4.6) 
~u 

where 

{A} = index set for C -equivalence classes of matrix 
representations of G, subject to the convention A1 =A+, 
A2 = A_ if C'-l(X) is C-equivalent to [C'-2(X)]* , (4.7) 
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j, J = 0, ... ,d2 - 1 , (4.8) 

and the operators E} J satisfy 

ciT EA EA EA -" 0 EA . [EA HJ 0 LjJ= IJ' JJ' JI,-VAA 1'1 JI" JI' = . 

(4.9) 

It is just these relations which make the group algebra 
interesting for the solution of the eigenvalue problem 
of H. For the operators E~J are projectors which com
mute with H and therefore define subspaces of Xc in
variant under H, 

JCe=~ EB JC~ ,J' ,JCLJ = E~/fCe , 
AJ 

(4.10) 

and the shift operators E~.r ,j j J, transform these sub
spaces among each other: 

E~oJC~, ° = JC~ ,J ' 

Thus, given bases {1J~} of the subspaces JC~ ,0' 

nz =0, ... ,m~ -1; m~ =dim1C~,J; 

it is possible to define a basis {1~"'} of Jet? by 

lit = E;ov~'" . 

{l~m} is called a symmetry -adapted basis since 

U(xh~"' =L: V;"'c;/(X) , 
J 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

{e A (x) : xEG} = complex irreducible matrix repre
sentation of G, 

d (x) is unitary, dim ex (x) = d~ • (4.14) 

The matrix representation of H with respect to a 
symmetry -adapted basis decomposes into a direct sum 
of submatrices arranged into sequences of identical 
members 

(11/,"', H JM) = 0u ojJ H;'M , 

(4 0 15) 

It is therefore only necessary to solve the eigenvalue 
problem for operators HA in complex Hilbert spaces 
~~Ac ~JC~ ,0 defined by matrices HA of dimenSion m~ 
with elements given by (4.15). 

o-(H)= U a(HA). (4.16) 
). 

Since the matrix representative of H contains d~ copies 
of HA 

deg(E,H)=I; d~ deg(E,HA). (4.17) 
A 

B. Real Hilbert spaces 

We assume the real eigenvalue problem to originate 
from a complex one; the notation H' is used for the 
self-adjoint operator and U'(x) for the orthogonaloper
ators forming the symmetry group G. Instead of Be we 
consider the bounded operators 

(4.18) 

where A R is a representation of the real group algebra 
in the real Hilbert sPace JC R 0 The elements A'EA R 

are again related to the operators U'EG by Eq. (4.3) 
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but now with v, wEJC R and 

aEL2(G,R) , i.e" a(x)ER, M.la(x)12 <"" 0 
(4.19) 

The decomposition of an element B/EBR analogous to 
(4.6) now reads 

B,=L: E~JF~R7r,Jo(b), RJr,/o(b)ER, 
AJJr 

where 

(4.20) 

{A} = index set as in (4. 7) with pairs H replaced by 
single elements A.; (4.21) 

j,J=O, ... ,dA-l, 

r,R=O, ... ,rA-l; rA = rank of F. 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

Although not explicitly indicated by a subscript, the 
field F is uniquely determined by A.. According to 
whether F = lR or (; or Q, we distinguish three types of 
representations: 

lR-type: F =lR, rA= 1, 

C -type: 1F=(;, rA=2, (4.24) 

Q-type: F =Q, rA=4. 

The operators E~J appearing in (4.20) satisfy the same 
relations as stated in (4.9) for the complex case (H 
- H'); the operators FA satisfy 

F A F A 0 FA F FAT FA F 
" R== XA rR a rtR' ,,==- '<)'1",,' 

(jF andrR see (2.3) to (2.5) 

[F~,E;sl=O; [F~H'l=O. 

(4.25) 

Since the operators E}J behave as in the complex case, 
the operators E~j are again projectors projecting into 
subspaces of JC R invariant under H' , 

JC R = I:EBJC~.J,JCtJ ==E)rJCR • (4.26) 
Aj 

The set of shift operators, however, now contains the 
operators F~ as well as the operators E JJ ,j f. J, Since 
F~v is orthogonal to F~ v if rf.R and both elements of 
X R have the same norm it is possible to construct 
bases {v~} of the subspaces JC~.o such that 

(4027) 

and to extend these bases by 

(4.28) 

to a basis {17;'} of :feR with 

dimJC R = ~ d A r~ m~ . (4.29) 
A 

Here too {v;;} is called a symmetry -adapted basis 
since 

U'(X)l) x", = "'" l' ~'" RX (x) JR L..J JT JT,JR , 
Jr 

{RA (x) : xEG} = real irreducible matrix representa
tion of G, 
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(4.30) 

The matrices It(x) have a special structure depending 
on the type of the representation A. 

- ~) F [ - 1 F-type: RJr,J R(X = RrR F JJ (x) ; 

RF see (2.10), (2.12), (2.13); 

{FA (x): xEG} = F -valued irreducible 

matrix representation of G, 

rex) norm-preserving. (4.31) 

As in the complex case, the matrix representation of 
H' with respect to the symmetry-adapted basis {v};'} de
composes into a direct sum of submatrices of dimen
sion r~m~R grouped into chains of d~ identical matrices, 

< v};', H'v~~) = liu 6u H~r,M R , 

H~r,MR = < v>;;:, H'v~~) . (4.32) 

Similarly to the matrix representatives R~(x), the sub
matrices H~ show a structure characteristic of the 
type of representation A. 

R-type: H~ =RRrH~(R) l=f{~(RIE R 
mO,MO mM mM , 

".. -type'. lI~ - RC [H~(C) 1 u~(cIE"" 
'Ll [l mJ",.4IR - 1'R mM ,n mM 'U, (4.33) 

Q-type: H~r,MR=R~R[f{:;t 1. HA~~E Q. 

The matrix f{~( F) defines a self-adjoint operator H~ in 
a Hilbert space JC} of dimension m~. If the eigenvalue 
problem is solved for each of the operators H~ it is 
solved for the operator H' since 

a(H') = \! a(HA) , 

deg(E, H') =L: d~r~ deg(E, H~), 
~ 

(4.34) 

(4.35) 

and the eigenvectors of the operators H~ can be used to 
define a basis {1~;'} of 1C~ 0 [cf. Eqs. (2.51) and (2.52)] 
from which a symmetry adapted basis {w~;'} of JC R con
sisting of eigenvectors of H' is obtained by means of 
Eq. (4.28). 

Moreover, if H' is the restriction of an operator H in 
a complex Hilbert space JC c [Sec. 3B (i) 1 the basis 
{~r} is also a basis of JCc and the elements w}r are ei
genvectors of H invariant under the anti unitary opera
tor e. The spectrum of H and the degeneracies are 
given by (4.34) and (4.35) with H' replaced by H, show
ing that the minimal degeneracies are given by the di
mension of the real irreducible matrix representations 
instead of the complex ones [Eq. (4.17)1. The doubling 
of degeneracies of some of the eigenvalues caused by 
this change is usually derived by means of the anti
unitary operator e. In this approach the complex ir
reducible representations are partitioned into three 
classes and a comparison of the results, namely 

R-type: d~ =d~, m~ = m~ , 

(4.36) 

shows that the "kind" of a complex irreducible repre
sentation is uniquely related to the "type" of a real one. 
We therefore have the following equivalence of terms1

: 
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R-type = first kind, 

C -type = third kind, 

Q-type = second kind. 

(4.37) 

This correspondence is discussed in more detail in the 
companion paper. 13 

It should be pointed out that the matrices to be dia
gonalized in our approach have the same dimension as 
the matrices considered in the traditional approach if 
they belong to the R - or C -type; moreover, in the first 
case they are real instead of complex matrices. The 
matrices H~(Q) even have half the dimension of the 
corresponding complex matrices appearing in the usual 
approach. 

If one does not want to calculate with quaternions, 
H~(Q) may be replaced by a complex matrix of double 
size according to (2. 11). This shows that the solution 
of the eigenvalue problem suggested here is by no 
means more difficult than the usual one. In some re
spects the method proposed here is even superior to 
the traditional one: (i) The number of real parameters 
characterizing the matrices to be diagonalized reduces 
by a factor ~ for the R - and Q -type representations; 
(ii) the eigenvectors are real or, more precisely, 9-
invariant; and (iii) the method is free of the burden of 
an unjustified and misleading interpretation (time re
versal) if the anti unitary operator 9 is introduced on 
only formal grounds (lattice dynamiCS, Landau theory). 

C. Quaternionic Hilbert space 

In the pceceding sections we extended the symmetry 
group, here again denoted by G={U(X):XEG}, to an al
gebra A F , to obtain operators more useful for the ei
genvalue problem of H' than the operators U'(x). For 
the commutative fields F = R or C we chose F' = F, 
which was possible since the left -action of an element 
fEF on an element l lEJC F could be defined by fv = l lf. 
Consequently the left-multiplicators f commuted with 
every operator in JC F , especially with H', and there
fore the linear combinations of the elements U'(x) with 
coefficients from F, i.e., the elements of AF also com
muted with H'. This does not hold for F = Q since the 
noncommutativity of Q entails in general fv"* vf; fV = vf 
for arbitrary l JEJCQ is valid only if fE ' We therefore 
can extend G only to AR and have to exploit the proper
ties of a representation of the real group algebra in a 
quaternionic Hilbert space JC Q • 

Since the relations between the elements of AR are 
the same as in the real case we are again given opera
tors EJ~J and F~ satisfying Eqs. (4.9) and (4.25). The 
difference to the real case appears in the construction 
of the symmetry-adapted basis for it is possible to' 
find, starting from the subspaces E~oJCQ' a basis {v}"'} 
of JC Q such that the following relations are valid: 

E~J.1~'" = 6U6J'Jv;"', 

F~v~m = 6X},v~mfr> frEF(=Q), 

m = 0, ... ,mQ - 1 , 
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Which numbers fr appear on the right side of Eq. (4.38) 
depends on the type of the representation.\: For the R
type it is 1; for the C-type it is 1, i; and for the Q-type 
it is 1, i,j, k. 

The basis {v;m} is symmetry adapted since 

u'(x}0m = L v;m~J(x), 
J 

{<t(x) :xEG}=quaternionic irreducible matrix 

representation of G, Q~(x) hyperunitary, 

(4.41) 

As in the case of a real or complex Hilbert space the 
matrix representation of H' belonging to the symmetry
adapted basis has a block form with chains of d~ identi
cal matrices arranged along the diagonal: 

(v}m, H'V~M > = O~A oJJ H~M' H~M = (v~m, H'V~M) • 

(4.42) 

The elements H~M are quaternions but the transforma
tion properties of the basis elements v~m under the op
erators F~ [Eq, (4.38)] and the commutativity of these 
operators with H' sometimes forces them to be complex 
or even real, entailing a further simplification of the 
eigenvalue problem of H': 

R-type: H~M=H~2)EQ, 

C-type: H~M = H~~) EC, 

Q-type: H~M = H~(:)E II{ • 

(4.43) 

The matrices H~(F) define operators H~ in Hilbert 
spaces ,J('~ of dimension m~. A solution of the eigen
value problem of H' is obtained by successively solving 
the eigenvalue problems of these operators. 

a(H') = U a(H~), 
A 

deg(E,H')=L d~deg(€,H~). 
~ 

(4.44) 

(4.45) 

Each eigenvector of an operator H~ defines d~ elements 
of :JC Q which are linear combinations over F of elements 
~m (j fixed) belonging to the subspaces E~J:JCQ and are 
eigenvectors of H'. Together they constitute a symme
try -adapted basis of :JCQ • 

If H' corresponds to an operator H in a complex Hil
bert spaceJCc [Sec. 3B (il] then 

a(H)= Ua(H~), 
A 

deg(E, H) = 2 L d~deg(E, H~) . 
~ 

(4.46) 

(4.47) 

Hence the minimal degeneracies are equal to 2 d~, 
which again agrees with the result derived with the aid 
of the antiunitary operator f): 

R-type: d~ = d~, m~ = tm~ , 
C-type: d~=d~+=dt, m~=m~+=m~-, 

Q-type: d~ = ~d~, m~ = m~ . 

(4.48) 

A basis of :JCc consisting of eigenvectors of H is ob
tained from the symmetry-adapted eigenvectors of H' 
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by means of Eq. (2.50). A comparison of this method 
with the traditional one gives a picture similar to the 
real case with the roles of the R- and the Q-type rep
resentations interchanged. The advantages of our 
method are: (i) Only half the number of real parame
ters is needed to characterize the matrices belonging 
to representations of the R- or the Q-type; and (ii) the 
eigenvectors transform in a simple way under the anti
unitary operator f) [see Eq. (2. 34}]. 

5. CALCULATION OF THE OPERATORS Et AND 
F; USING COMPLEX IRREDUCIBLE MATRIX 
REPRESENTATIONS 

To be a true alternative to the usual method our pro
gram must include the rules according to which the 
projectors and shift operators are obtained from the 
norm-preserving operators given in the beginning. 
This amounts to knowing the functions appearing in the 
representations (4.3) of these operators. It is well 
known1

' that in the complex case 

(5.1) 

where CJJ (x) is the jJ element of a complex unitary ir
reducible matrix representation, The information 
needed in this case is therefore a complete set of these 
representations; this can be found in the literature for 
most of the groups which are of interest for applications 
in physics. 

For the real group algebra a formula similar to (5. 1) 
eXists, viz. 

E ~J F; = r~d~ Mx R}r,Jo(x)U'(x) , (5.2) 

from which the desired operators are obtained by 

E~J=E~JF~, F~=LE~JFr' (5.3) 
J 

The function R~r,Jo(x) in (5. 2) is the jr, JO-element of a 
real orthogonal irreducible matrix representation of 
dimension r~d~; hence a complete set of this kind of 
representations has to be known to apply formula (5.2). 
In principle a complete set of representations R~ can be 
constructed ab initio, starting with the multiplication 
law of the compact group G and proceeding in a manner 
analogous to that in the complex case [cf. Ref. 5 Chaps. 
3,4J. Here, however, we adopt the practitioner's 
pOint of view and give only reCipes for how to get real 
irreducible representations from complex ones, sup
posing that a complete set of these representations is 
already at hand. 

First one has to find out what kind each representa
tion C~ is, since this determines how one proceeds. 
For complex irreducible representations of the third 
kind occurring in pairs the C -type real irreducible 
representation correspondong to the pair C~" C~- is 
simply 

R}r,JR(x)=R~R[C}J(x)l, RC see (2.13). (5.4) 

More effort is needed for the two other kinds of rep
resentations for which unitary matrices Z~ exist such 
that 

(5.5) 
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If. Eq. (5.5) is explicitly written down for a suf-
ficient number of group elements (the generators of G) 
the matrix Z ~ can be determined from this set of linear 
equations and the unitary condition up to a phase factor. 
The two kinds of complex representations are distin
guished by the product Z~Z~*: For representations of 
the first kind (R-type) ZAZA* = +EA (l-matrix) whereas 
ZAZ~* = -E~ for representations of the second kind. 1 
If Z~ZA* = +E\ 

RA(x)=(ZA -wE"t1CA(x)(ZA _WEA), wEC, Iwl=l 

(5.6) 

is the corresponding real irreducible representation 
provided that Z A - wE" is nonsingular, i.e., w is not an 
eigenvalue of ZA. This can be checked by means of the 
minimal or characteristic polynomial of Z A. Any other 
nonsingular matrix transforming CA(x) into a real rep
resentation iP (x) would work equally well. 

In the case of a representation of the second kind 
(Q-type) we note that 

CA(x) is C -equivalent to representations CA (x) 
-). ( having a special structure, viz., C jr,lR x) 

= C~R [~;J (x)], CQ
, see (2.11). 

The real irriducible representation {R). (x) : xEG} cor
responding to the complex representation {CA(X): xEGr, 

R)"IR(X) =R~R[!t;/(X)], RQ see (2.12), (5.8) 

is then simply obtained from the matrices ex (x). This 
is all that has to be done if the original representation 
CA already has the structure (5.7) [e.g., the 2-dimen
sional representation of SU(211. In general, however, 
RA (and cAl have to be determined from C X via a detour 
through the quaternionic representations QA. To find 
QA one first has to determine the matrix ZA satisfying 
(5.5) and 

(5.9) 

Then the quaternionic matrix 

P~ = t(E" + ZAj) =P~ t = (P~)2 (5.10) 

is a projection matrix of dimension d~ = 2 d A and there 
exist d A column vectors w~J with 2d A quaternionic com
ponents (w~)n such that 

(P~W~J)n = (w ~J )n' (W OJ ' WO/ ) = 1: (W OJ ): (wo/)n = OJI . 
n 

(5.11) 

If these vectors are determined by application of P~ and 
a Schmidt process the problem is solved since 

(5.12) 
n 

That the representation eX obtained from this Q ~ is 
C -equivalent to CX is proved in Sec. 6B. 

6. PROOFS 

A. Construction of bases 

A large number of arguments refer to bases trans
forming in a peculiar way under certain operators. 
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The first thing we have to prove is the claimed exis
tence of the bases adapted to the commuting algebra 
C(JC F ) [Eqs. (2.32), (2.34), (2.36), and (2.38)]. Inthe 
definition of the algebra A(1C F ) we supposed [A(JCF )] 

to contain a basis of JC F , say {Vn}' Since C(JC F ) is de
fin9d onJC F and ACvn = CAvn for AEA(JC F ), CEC(lC F ), 

the set {Cvnralso belongs to :D[A(JC r )]. If Cl>' .. are 
the generators of C(J( r) we can use the overcomplete 
set{vn,C1vn, ... }E:D[A(JCrll to construct a basis of1C., 
belonging to :D[A(JC F )] and adapted to C(JC F ). 

In case 1 the generating element is 9. Suppose we 
have succeeded in constructing M orthonormalized 
vectors w o, ••• , W M-l with 9w,. = w,. and dropped all pairs 
1i N ,9vN linearly dependent on {wo, . .. , lOM-J from the 
overcomplete set {vn' 9vn}. Let 1', 9v be the components 
of the first pair in this set orthogonal to wO" .WM- 1• 
Then there are three possibilities: (i) 11 and 91' are 
orthogonal. In this case the vectors v. = 11 + 9 1', 1'_ 
= [I' - 9 lI]i are orthogonal and invariant under 9. Nor
malization yields two new basis elements W If , WM• 1 E 
:D [A(JC c )); (ii) l' and 8v are linearly independent but 
not orthogonal. If cEe is defined by 0,* ( 1', 9V) = C 2 the 
vectors v.=vc+(9v)c*, v_=[lIc-(9v)c*]i are ortho
gonal and invariant under 9. Normalization yields two 
basis elements WM ,lO M>lE:D[A(JCc )]. (iii) v and 81' are 
linearly dependent, say 9v = Vy. Since 9 is antiunitary 
lyl=1. Thevectorsv.=v+9v=II(1+y)andv_=1' 
- (911)i = v(l - y)i are linearily dependent, invariant 
under 9, and cannot vanish simultaneously. Normal
ization yields a new basis ele ment wIfE:n[A(JC c) 1. 

In case 2 we proceed in quite an analogous manner. 
Since 9 2 = -1 and 9v = vy implies I' = 0 we are left with 
only two possibilities: (i) l' and 9v are orthogonal, Vo 

= v and v= 9v satisfy (2.34) and yield two new basis ele
ments W 2M , W 2M • 1E:n[A(1Cc )). (ii) v and 911 are linearly 
independent but not orthogonal. Defining c as in case 
1, the vectors v o=VC-(91')c*, 1'1=I'C+(9v)c* are or
thogonal and of equal norm; they satisfy (2.34) and 
yield after normalization two new basis elements W 2M , 

W?M.IE:D [A (JC c )1. 

Cases 3 and 4 can be treated simultaneously. Suppose 
as before that we have already obtained an orthonor
mali zed set woo, ••• ,W(M_llpE:n[A(1CR) 1 transforming in 
the right way under the operators F, and that all ele
ments linearly dependent on Woo, •• , ,W1M_1)P have been 
rejected from the overcomplete set {vn a = Vn , 0 • 0, vnP 
= F p vnr 0 Furthermore, let va' ••• , vp be the components 
of the first p-tuple orthogonal to 1000"", welf-llp' Then 
v, = F,vo since the linear hull of woo' ... ,W(M-l)P is in
variant under the operators FT' Moreover (I'" v,,) 
= or .• 111'" 112 because 

Inspection of the matrix a [Eq. (2.4) or (2.5)1 shows 
that (va' F~R vo) = O~R IIvo W. It is therefore suffiCient to 
normalize va to obtain new basis elements wMO ' ••• , UJ MP 

E:n[A(JC R)1. 
The arguments just given also apply to the construc

tion of a symmetry adapted basis of JCR' Since (4.25) in-
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eludes (2.35) or (2.37) 

( F~v, F~w) == 0u O,R( v, W) . (6.2) 

The properties of the operators E~.T [Eq. (4.9)] imply 

(E~ov,E tow) == (v, E~E~ow) == I\A 0JJ(v, E~ow) 

==OAAOJJ(E~v,E~ow). (6.3) 

It is therefore sufficient to construct bases {w>o,.} of the 
subspaces E ~o J( II satisfying w ~r == F~w~o and to extend 
these subbases by application of the shift operators 
E ~{} to a basis of Je R' Equation (6.3) holds true also 
for complex or quaternionic Hilbert spaces. Since in 
Jec there are no operators F~ except 

F~==L:E;J==EA (6.4) 
J 

and F; = E Ai they do not generate orthogonal vectors. 
The only thing we still have to show is how to obtain' a 
basis of E ~oJCQ consisting of common eigenvectors of 
the operators F~. But this can again be achieved by a 
generalized Schmidt process since 

v == L F~ VIRO'R.R~F~v= vir' (6.5) 
R 

and if w is orthogonal to v as defined in (6.5) then 
< F RW, 11) = 0 and hence (w, 11) = 0 for w obtained from w 
according to (6.5). 

B. The structure of matrix representatives 

We first ve rify the structure of the matrix represen
tation A with respect to a basis adapted to the commut
ing algebra [Eqs. (2.42)- (2.44) and the reality of AmM in 
case 1]. In case 1 

0= (Ao - OA)wN == L: wN(A.N -A:N); 
N 

in case 2 

0== (A9 - 9A)wMO == L [w",o(Amo,Ml -A!l,MO) 
m 

and in cases 3 and 4 

(wmr , AWMR ) == ( F,wo, AFRwO ) = ( F1F rU'moAwmo) 

== < wm(rR) ' AWI1lO )O'R,RO'Rr . 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

Equations (6.6) and 6.7} refer to a complex Hilbert 
space whereas (6.8) applies to a real one. For a quat
ernionic Hilbert space the matrix elements with respect 
to a symmetry-adapted basis do not show a peculiar 
structure but are instead restricted to be complex or 
even real if the representation is of the C - or Q-type. 
This is a straight consequence of 

< v, Hw) == (11, F;HF,w) == (F rl', HF,w) == (1110 Hwl,) 

= I: < 11 , Hw) Ir , 

and Eq. (2.8) 

(6.9) 

The second part of this section concerns the (possible) 
structure of the complex irreducible representations of 
the second kind9

•
10 [cf. (5.7)]. We first note that if 

Y' is defined by 

y' == Z'j , (6.10) 
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the properties of Z\ namely (5. 5), (Z~)"l==ZAt == _ZA*, 

and Z~NEC, imply 

y>.== y>'t, (y>.)2==.E>'; 

-iy>'i == - Y>' ; 

y>'C).(x) == CA(x)Y>' for all xE G. 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

(6.13) 

Equation (6.11) shows that yA is self-adjoint with eigen
values ±1. The spectral decomposition is 

The degeneracy of both eigenvalues is equal since 

deg( + 1, y>.) == trace P~ == trace( -i)P~i 

==traceP~==deg(-l, y),). 

(6.14) 

(6.15) 

To verify (6.15) one has to use the definitions (6.14) 
and relation (6.12) and to observe that the trace of a 
self-adjoint quaternionic matrix is real. 

Now since y>. commutes with C'(x) the projection 
matrices P~ define two orthogonal subspaces of l A(Q), 
the space of Q-valued column vectors with scalar pro
duct 

(v, w) == L: v;w •. (6.16) 
• 

Both subspaces are invariant under C>'(x). If {w~J} is a 
basis of P~l),(Q) the elements 

(6.17) 

form a basis of P~I'(Q) because of (6.12). Since 
C~(x)i = iC' (x), both bases transform according to the 
same quaternionic representation 

(6.18) 

The column vectors w:, may be collected into a hyper
unitary matrix W with elements 

W~.Jr = (UJ,~) •. (6.19) 

We now use the relation 

trace(A' B' + B'tA't) == trace(B'A' + A't B't) , (6.20) 

which can be proved using the isomorphism (2.24), the 
commutativity of the elements of A == RQ[A 'J and B 
== RQ[B'], and the self-adjointness of the quaternionic 
matrices within the brackets. 

=trace WA t[ C'(x) + c~t(x)]W' = 2 L: [Q~J(x) + Q~;(x)l 
J 

(6.21) 

Since the character X>' (x) is real as a consequence of 
(5.5) this establishes the C -equivalence of CA and C>' 
== CQ(Q>'). 

C. Equivalence of eigenvalue problems 

It was stated in Sec. 2C that a self-adjoint operator H 
in a Hilbert space 1CF admits a spectral decomposition 
of the form (2.27) or, stated alternatively, that the col-
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umns of a norm-preserving matrix U diagonalizing the 
matrix representative H of H define eigenvectors of H 
which constitute a basis of JC F • These are well-known 
facts for F = R or C. We sketch here a proof for F = Q 
which is typical of the equivalence of eigenvalue prob
lems. The first step is to find a matrix representative 
H' of the self-adjoint operator H' and to replace the 
quaternionic matrix H' by the real matrix H = [iQ(H') 
which, as is easily verified, is symmetric because of 
the self-adjointness of H', the definition of q* [Eqs. 
(2.6) and (2.5)], and the peculiar form of [iQ [Eq. (2.14)1. 
Next suppose that Vo is a normalized real column vec
tor satisfying Hvo = VoE. If we introduce the matrices 

(6.22) 

then the column vectors vor=Frvo are (i) all eigenvec
tors of H since (6.22) and (2.15) imply that [H,Fr1=o; 
and (ii) orthonormalized since their components can be 
divided into quadrupels, the correponding quadruples 
having the form of the columns of [iQ [see (2.14)]. For 
the projection matrix p(O) reproducing the four vectors 
Vor we have [cf. (2.53)] 

(6.23) 
In the next step one looks for a normalized eigenvector 
VI orthogonal to all four vectors V or ' VI gives rise to 
four eigenvectors vIr = Frvi orthogonal to the vectors 
va". Continuing in this manner one obtains two things: 
(i) A spectral decomposition of H that can be trans
formed into a spectral decomposition of H'; and (iil a 
hyperunitary matrix U' which is the image of the ortho
gonal matrix U obtained by collecting the columns 1!or' 

VIr> ••• which diagonalizes the self-adjoint quaternionic 
matrix. 

7. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we discussed relations between eigen
value problems in real, complex, and quaternionic Hil
bert spaces. In all cases a compact symmetry group 
was supposed to exist and it was shown how to simplify 
the eigenvalue problem by means of a suitably-defined 
group algebra. For complex Hilbert spaces it was as
sumed that an antiunitary operator () with () 2 = ± 1 exists 
which commutes with the self-adjoint operator and with 
all unitary operators in the symmetry group. It was 
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shown that in this case the extra degeneracies caused 
by () can equally well be obtained by considering related 
eigenvalue problems in real (() 2 = + 1) or quaternionic 
(() 2= -1) Hilbert spaces. This approach, dispensing 
with antilinear operators, makes the underlying alge
braic structure more transparent, especially the rela
tion between the three kinds of matrix representations 
and the three fields R, C, and Q, It leads to a reduc
tion of the real parameters needed in the calculation 
[see the remarks at the end of Sees. 4B and 4C] and is 
also more natural if the original problem is given in a 
noncomplex Hilbert space (lattice dynamiCS, Landau 
theory), To be a true alternative to the usual approach 
the complex irreducible matrix representations must be 
given in a peculiar form, namely the representations 
of the first kind in real form and those of the second 
kind must be composed of 2 X 2 matrices of the form 
(2.11). How to obtain these forms if they are not 
originally given is described in detail in Sec. 5. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the preceding paper! (hereafter referred to as I) it 
has been shown that the symmetry properties caused by 
the existence of a commuting antiunitary operator e, e2 

. 

=±1, can be taken into account equally well reformu
lating the eigenvalue problem in a noncomplex Hilbert 
space. The existence of a symmetry group is conserved 
in this process, provided the unitary operators U(x), x 
E G, all commute with e. If one wants to use the new 
symmetry group {U'(X):XE G} (~{U(x):XEG}) to simplify 
the eigenvalue problem of the new seU-adjoint operator 
H' and to make predictions on the minimal degeneracies 
of its eigenvalues, one has to study the representations 
of G over the fields R (real numbers) and Q (quater
nions). 

Representations in real and quaternionic Hilbert 
spaces have been discussed some years ago for the non
compact Lorentz group2.3 and for SU(2)3. There exists 
also a paper of Finkelstein4 et al. on the reducibility of 
irreducible complex matrix representations of a com
pact group if the carrier space is extended to a quater
nionic one (see also Emch5

). But I am not aware of any 
published discussion of representations of compact 
groups in real Hilbert spaces exceeding the rudiments 
given by Frobenius and Schur" nor of detailed informa
tion about the structure of the noncomplex group alge
bras comparable to what is available in the complex 
case. 7,8 The present paper aims to fill this gap. Of 
course there are no surprising new results since every
thing is a direct consequence of the following three 
facts: (i) The group algebra is semisimple. (ii) The 
minimal two-sided ideals are finite-dimensional. (iii) 
Their structure is determined by Wedderburn's theor
em. However the detailed and concrete discussion of 
the ring bases (leading to projection and shift operators 
in applications, see I) and of the corresponding matrix 
representations should give more inSight into the under
lying algebraic structure, especially into the relation 
of the three classes of representations to the three 
fields ft, C, and Q. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 the group 
algebra A F is defined, its properties are discussed in 
general terms and then specialized to the three cases F 
=R, F::: C, F = Q. In Sec. 3 the group algebras Ar. and 
AQ are viewed as extensions of Aft following the general 
pattern described by van der Waerden. 9 In Sec. 4 the 
uniqueness of the ring bases given in Sec. 2 is discuss-

ed. Section 5 deals with the matrix representations 
over the different fields and the necessary proofs are 
given in Sec. 6. Throughout this paper the notation in
troduced in I-Sec. 2 is used and G is assumed to be a 
fixed compact group. 

2. GROUP ALGEBRAS 

A. General properties 

The group algebra A F over the field F (= R or C or Q ) 
is, roughly speaking, the set of linear combinations of 
group elements with coefficients in F. For a precise 
definition one has to introduce L 2(G,F), the Hilbert 
space of F-valued square-integrable functions defined 
on G. In this space the scalar product is defined by 

(2.1) 

where x E G and Mx denotes averaging over G [see 1-
(4.4)]. As a consequence of the topology of G the Hilbert 
space L2(G, F) is usually separable7• 8 and its dimension 
is the same for F = R, C, Q, since 

L 2(G,F)=FL2(G,R)=L 2(G,R)F, i.e., 

aEL2(G,F)o=a:::Lf..a" ar EL 2(G,R). (2.2) 
r 

On L2(G,F) a group of norm-preserving linear opera
tors, G" {x}, is introduced via 

(2.3) 

The regular representation x - x is an isomorphism, G 
~G, and X-I =x+. Beside G a set of bounded operators a 
on L2(G, F) is introduced, each operator being in one
to-one correspondence with a function a E L 2(G,F). If 
the set.{a} is denoted by At· and the convolution a*b of 
two elements a, bE L2(G, IF) is defined by 

the operator a is given by 

aEA F , vEL 2(G,F):av(y)=a*v(y). 

Comparing (2.5) with (2.3) it is seen that 

a=Mxa(x)x, aE L 2(G,F). 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

A is a linear space over F and, because of (2.2), also 
over R (~F). 

(2.7) 

A f is even a Hilbert space isomorphic to L2(G, F) if the 
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scalar product is defined by 

(a, b) =(a, b). (2.8) 

A is also a ring (closed under addition and multiplica
tion) if the product ab is defined by the successive ac
tion of the operators b (firs t) and a (second). ab = c if, 
and only if, a*b = c. The set A., with this Hilbert ring 
structure is called the group algebra of Gover F. For 
finite groups GeAR (S:A F); if G is continuous the opera
tors x E G can be approximated (in the weak topology) by 
elements x. E AF and the elements a E AF by finite linear 
combinationslj7(x)x, a(x)E IF. To have at hand a com
pact notation we combine G and Arinto a single set of 
bounded operators 

(2.9) 

G is closed under adjunction (x- x+ =x-1 ) and so is At' 
(and hence BF) if a+ is the operator adjoint to a. The 
function corresponding to a+ is a+, where 

(2.10) 

The group algebra AF decomposes into simple consti
tuents A~. called minimal two-sided ideals. This means 
that there exists a decomposition 

i.e., a = L aA for all aE A F , 
A 

(2.11 ) 

such that 

A,*A=taAbA=O and (aX,bA)=0 for alla,bEAF ; (2.12) 

BAA =AAB =A~, i.e., 

a A E AA =tba\ aAbE A~ for all bEBF . (2.13) 

The decomposition (2.11) is unique but depends on which 
field IF has been chosen and a precise notation would be 
A(IF) instead of A. The same argument applies to the 
element e A generating A} and playing the role of the 
number 1 there, 

(2.14) 

The ideals A} are both subrings of the ring AF closed 
under addition, multiplication, and adjunction, and sub
spaces of the Hilbert space AF invariant under the ele
ments bE B., acting as multipliers from the left or from 
the right. Although intimately connected, the subring 
and the subspace properties should be clearly distin
guished. As a subring, A~. is isomorphic to a full fin
ite-dimensional matrix algebra over a field (Wedder
burn's structure theorem). This means that there exist 
pA(=p) elements f; E A}, f~ = eA

, such that 

pA_l ~-1 

FA ={ L f,.ar:arER}",,{Lfrar:arER}=F 
roO roO 

=Ror C orQ; ReA=eAR~F~<;;;AL (2.15) 

and a set of (dA
)2 elements e;K E A}, k, K = 0, ... ,dA 

- 1, 
such that 

e~K=e}II' 

e;Ke;'K' = 6KII.e~K' . 

Every aA E A~· has a unique expansion 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

a=L e~Kf~K(aA)=L f~K(aA)e~K' f~K(aA)EF}. (2.18) 
11K 11K 
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The elements e!K add up and multiply like matrices hav
ing a 1 in the kK-position and zeros elsewhere, and the 
elements f E F~ behave like numbers j E F. Therefore 
the elements aA E A} have matrix representatives FA(aA) 
with elements 

P'-1 

F~K(aA) = LfrR;k")(a) E F, R~k")(a)E R . 
roO 

The real numbers R~k")(a) can be determined from 
pA_l 

e~lIaAe}K = e;Kf;K(aA) = e~K L f~RW)(a). 
roO 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

Because of (2.12) and (2.13) the matrix representation 
aA - F(aA

) can be extended to a matrix representation b 
- P(b) of B F : 

(2.21 ) 

Equations (2.18) and (2.20) show that A} is a linear 
space over R of dimension (dA)2l. This dimension must 
not be confused with the dimension of the subspace over 
IF; in fact if IF '* R these two dimensions are distinct. 

As a subspace A~ decomposes into isomorphic sub-
s paces invarian t under the operators bE B F ac ting from 
the left (but not invariant if these operators are multi
plied from the right!). This means that there exists a 
basis {v~:p =0, •.. ,nA_ l;q =0, ... , rnA -l} such that 

aA E A~: aA = L: v;Q(v~, a A), (2.22) 
Po 

bEBF:bv;Q=Lv;QF;p(b), F;p(b)=(v;Q,bv;;o)ElF. (2.23) 
p 

Equation (2.23) shows that A~ decomposes into rnA n A_ 

dimensional subs paces each carrying the matrix repre
sentation b-FA(b). Since A} is a linear space of dim en
sion mAnA over IF and IF has rank p over R 

(2.24) 

The sets {e~K' f~} and {v~Q} can be chosen in such a way 
that the following relations between FA and FA are valid: 

IF d F:P =k, P =K; F;K(b) =F!K(b) , (2.25) 

F~ F:p-kr, P-KR; F~T>KR(b)=F~R[i~K(b)], (2.26) 

where the matrices Fare [cf. Eqs. 1-(2.10)-(2.14)] 

FF[j] =f , (2.27) 

R C [a + ib 1 = (~ - ~ ) , 

RQ[a +;b +je +kdj ~U -b -c _d) 
a -d c 
d a -b ' 

-c b a 

Ri.>[a + ib + jc + kd] =(-~ : -~ ~) 
=~ -~ ~ -~ , 

CQ[a +ib +jc +kd] = ( a +~db c +id) 
-c + t a - ib • 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

The matrix representations iA and FA are both irreduc
ible matrix representations. For FA this means that it 
is impossible to find a matrix representation FA 11<'-
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equivalent to FA such that for all bE ~FA(b) decomposes 
into a direct sum of smaller matrices, say FtA(b)E9F~(b); 
an analogous assertion holds for FA. 

It should be noted that the irreducibility of a matrix 
representation depends both on the set of operators to 
be represented and on the field from which the matrix 
elements are taken. The representation may become 
reducible, i.e., equivalent to a direct sum of smaller 
representations, if the set of operators is reduced or if 
the field is extended. Starting from a given matrix rep
resentation of B F , say FA, it is possible to restrict the 
operators to BR , in symbols FA + BR , and consider all 
representations which are '')-equivalent to FA + B R • If 
the propositions (R), (C), (Q) are defined according to 

(F) : FA + BR is Q -equivalent to a direct sum of irreduc-
ible F -valued matrix representations of BH , (2.32) 

then it turns out that (Q) always holds true; in some 
cases even (C) or (R) are satisfied. Observing that (R) 
~(C)""(Q) this may be used to partition the set of irre
ducible matrix representations into three classes. 

R-type: (R) is valid. 

c-type: (C) is valid but (R) is not. (2.33) 

Q-type: (Q) is valid but (C) and (R) are not. 

Because of (2.25), (2.26), and 

FF'U'j is Q-equivalent to I' E9 ... E9 I'(p' / p terms), (2.34) 

FA and FA are always of the same type and the partition
ing into three classes may be extended to the ideals A}. 

B. The complex algebra A c 

Group algebras over F = C are extensively discussed 
in the mathematical and physical literature (see, e.g., 
Refs. 7 and 8). I assume the reader to be familiar with 
this theory and quote the results only to show how they 
fit into the general scheme and how they are related to 
the other cases discussed below (F=R,Q). First the 
properties common to all types of representations are 
stated. 

A {A }-Fc= eC:CEC ~F=C==F, 

dA=nA==mA; k=p==j, K==P=J, 

v;J == (nA)"1/2e}J' 

F}J(b) ==F}J(b) =C}J(b) == (nA)"I(e}J> bA)E C. 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

Since always F = C this field does not give any hint to 
the type of the represen tation. However, to recognize 
of what type a complex irreducible representation is, it 
is not necessary to go back to the general definition 
(2.32) since in this case C -equivalence suffices to dis
tinguish the three types. 

R-type: CA is C -equivalent to a real irreducible repre
sentation RA. 

C-type: CA and CA* are C-inequivalent. 

Q-type: CA and C).* are C-equivalent but C-inequivalent 
to a real irreducible representation. (2.39) 

Because C -equivalence implies Q-equivalence the de-
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finitions (2.39) of the R- and the «::-type imply the defin
itions (2.33) provided that these representations remain 
irreducible if C-equivalence is extended to Q-equiva
lence. This is actually the case as will be shown in 
Secs. 4 and 6 (see also Ref. 4). Taking for granted that 
the two definitions are equivalent for the R- and the C
type, the definitions (2.39) and (2.33) are also equivalent 
for the Q-type since it is the only remaining possibility 
in both cases. In the literature the propositions in (2.39) 
are used to define what is called the kind of the complex 
irreducible matrix representation; hence we have the 
following equivalence of terms: 

R -type == 1st kind, 

C - type == 3rd kind, 

Q - type == 2nd kind. 

C. The real algebra AI! 

(2.40) 

The real group algebra AR has a slightly more com
plicated structure than the corresponding complex al
gebra Ac. 

.A_I 

F~ == { L: f; ar : ar E R} ~ i d F == R, 
roO 

v>;; = (nA)"1/2e~Jfr, 

F~r. JR(b) ==R}r. JR(b) ==R~R(i~J(b)J 
( A)-I t I A fA bA) = n urR.R\ejJ r> E R, 
ii-I 

;~J(b) = 2:JrR}r. Jo(b) E F. 
roO 

(2.41 ) 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

For AR the type of the representation is determined by 
the division algebra (=field) Ft 

R-type: F~ ~F==R==F; pA=p=1; 

indices r =R = 0 may be dropped; 
-A A ). 

FjJ(b) =FjJ(b) =RjJ(b)E R. (2.46 ) 

indices r,R =0,1; 

i}J(b) = C;J(b) =R~o. Jo(b) + iR}I, JO (b) E C. (2.47) 

Q-type: F~ '= F==Q~) R=f'; pA=p=4; 

indices r,R =0,1,2,3; 

F}J(b) ==Q}J(b) =R}o, Jo(b) + iR} I, Jo(b) 

+ jR}2, Jo(b) + kR}3, Jo(b}E Q. (2.48) 

D. The quaternionic algebra AQ 

Due to the noncommutativity of Q the quaternionic 
group algebra AQ has the richest structure. I do not 
consider the most general decoposition of the ideals A~ 
in this paper; instead, fixing relations between some 
numbers IE Q and the ring elements e!K' the following 
discussion is restricted to matrix representations where 
the matrices jA(b) reduce to direct sums of matrices 
i"'(q] ifb=eq, qEQ [or to matrices iQ[ql*==CQ[q)* in 
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case F =::C). A special feature of these representations 
is that for each type of representation not only the field 
F is of importance but also a second subfield of Q de
noted by F, 

pol 

F~ ~F~Q=::F, {L:Jrar:arER}==F~Q, pp==4; (2.49) 
roO 

- A A (A* -A ) - -f e ir, JR == e Jr, JR f rRffrR for all f E F; 

v}: =::(n A
)"1I2e}r,Jr', r' see below; 

A - A -
Fir, JR (b) =F Jr. JR(b) E F , 

L:i}r. JR(b)~, .r'Ri:'R = (mA)-l( e~r Jr' b")E Q 
R ' , 

(2.51 ) 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

Similar to the real algebra, the type of an ideal A~ is 
uniquely determined by one of the fields For F. 
!I-type: F~={eAq:qEQ}~F==Q, F=R, .0=1; 

indices r =R = r' = 0 may be dropped; 

Fh(b) =F}J(b) ==~}J(b) == (rnArl<e~J,bA) E Q; 

~}J(eq) == OiJQ Q
[ q 1== ouq· 

C-type: Ft={eAa+iAb:a,bER} ~ F:=C ~ 

F={a-jb:a,bER,jEQ}, p==2; 

(2.54) 

indices r, R = 0, 1; r' = 0 or 1 is the number appear
ing in the decomposition 

F}T,JR(b) =F}r,JR(b) = e}r,JR(b)E C, 

e}r, Jo(b)j"" + e}r, Jl(b)l"":= (rn A)ol(e}r. Jr" bA) EQ; 

e}r,JR(eq)=OJJC~[q) or OUC?R[q)*. (2.55) 

Q-type: F~={eAa:aER}~F=R, IF""Q, p=4; 

indicesr,R=O,1,2,3; r'=O; 

F}r, JR(b) =F~r, JR(b) = <R ~r, JR(b) E R, 

<R~r, Jo(b) - i<R}r, Jl (b) - j<R~r, db) - k<R~T, db) 

= (rn Ar 1(e}r, JO, bA)E Q; 

<R~r. JR (eq) = OJJR~R[q). 

3. Ac AND AI) AS EXTENSIONS OF AR 

(2.56) 

It is instructive to view the complex and quaternionic 
group algebras as extensions of the real one. An exten
sion AF - Ap , Fe F', implies two things: (i) The Hil
bert space AF [or L2(G,IF») is extended to the Hilbert 
space AF • [or L2(G, IF')]; and (ii) the set of left multi
pliers (=operators) {ef=6 Ae>y: eAE AL, fE IF} ~ F is 
extended to the set {e/' = 6"e Af' : eAE A}., f' E- IF '} ~ F'. 

If one starts with the operators bE BR and considers 
the chain L2 (G,R)_L2 (G,C)_L2 (G,Q) one obtains the 
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following scheme: 

R-type: RA -CA _QA 

rnA.m A ==rnA.mA ""mA.m). 

R).a.i. CA-RA QA_R A (3.1) 

C-type: RA - CA' EEl CAo _ QAEElQA 

2mA.m A==rn A.m). +mA.mA :=rnA.mA+rnA.mA 

C)"oa.i. QA _ CA+- CAo 

CA+ I CAo == (C A+)* (3.2) 

Q-type: RA - CA EEl CA - QAEEl QA EEl QAEEl QA 

4mA.mA == 2mA.rnA + 2rn A.mA 

=rnA.rn A +mA.rnA +mA.rn A +rnA.rn A 

(3.3) 

In (3.1 )-(3.3) the product listed under a representation 
FA is nA.m A, where n A =dimFA and m A is the number of 
subspaces of L 2(G,F) transforming according to FA; rnA 
is also the dimension of the matrix algebra isomorphic 
to the real two-sided ideal. The symbol a.i. stands for 
absolutely irreducible, meaning that FA remains irre
ducible even if F -equivalence is extended to IF '- equiva
lence (Fe F '). As is seen from the scheme, rnA is also 
the dimension of the a.i. representation contained in the 
representation FA. The equivalence symbol - under FA 
denotes F-equivalence and the first [second) arrow may 
be replaced by " isC -[Q- J equivalent to ". The result 
that complex irreducible group representations of type 
R(:= 1st kind) or C (= 3rd kind) remain irreducible where
as representations of type-Q(= 2nd kind) split into two 
equivalent quaternionic group representations has al
ready been obtained by Finkelstein4 et al. It is based on 
the fact that every decomposition appearing in (3.2) and 
(3.3) may be achieved by solving the eigenvalue problem 
of a self-adjoint element of the group algebra not exist
ing before the extension. In the first step this element 
must be ±C'i (C-type); in the second it can be chosen to 
be jAj (Q- type) [see Sec. 6A]. 

For the R- and the C-type the decomposition of the 
matrix representation of BR is obtained choosing the 
elements v;; given by (2.53), (2.54), and (2.55) as basis 
of the subspaces A~ [or the corresponding functions v}: 
EL 2(G,Q) as basis of LA(G,Q) =e).L2(G,Q), e AEAR1. To 
obtain also the Q - type representations in the completely 
reduced form (3.3) one has to pass from the basis {v}:} 
defined by Eqs. (2.53) and (2.56) to a basis {w}:} accord-

~g~ ( .. ) -1 -) -

~J AJ ilk -j WiR=~VjrQrR' Q=(1/2) j -k 1 i . 

k j -i 1 

(3.4) 

This shows that it is possible to find a basis {w}"} of the 
quaternionic Hilbert space L2(G, Q) such that the eigen
value equations 

e~iw}" =wt for e~JE A~, fAw;" =w'fJ for fAE F~, (3.5) 

are satisfied for all types of representations [cf. 1- (4.38) J. 
The type of the representation shows up in the field {j} 
== F C Q generated by the eigenvalues of the operators fl.. 
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The next step is to keep the Hilbert space L2(G,F) or 
the subspace L~(G, F) ==e~L2(G, F), e~E Aft, fixed and to 
extend the set of left-multipliers {L~Ae~a : a E R} ~ R to the 
set {~A e"tifEF} ~ F. For F'= C this does not change the 
structure ofthe decomposition into irreducible subspaces 
since in this case the Hilbert space is complex and 

eb == be for all e E C, b E BR . (3.6) 

Passing from C to Q by introducing the left-multiplier 
j, the situation becomes different because for a given v 
EL 2(G,Q) the elements v andjv may be linearly inde
pendent. This happens for the C - and the Q-type where 
a pair of complex irreducible representations of Be is 
absorbed into a single irreducible representation of B Q • 

Therefore the full extension including both the extension 
of the Hilbert space, L(G,R)-L(G,C )-L(G,Q), and 
that of the operator set, {BR}- {BR, i}- fBR' i,j}, is giv
en by the following scheme: 

R-type: R~ -c~ _~A_!P 

m~.mA ==mA.m A ==mA.m A (3.7) 

c-type: R~ - CA+ (DCA- -~-eA 

2m~.m~ ==mA.m~ +m~.mA =2mA.m A (3.8) 

Q-type: R~ - C~EBC~ _ ~A_ 6!A 

4m~.m~ == 2m'.m' + 2m~.m~ =:: 4m'.m~. (3.9) 

The factors refer to the decomposition of the spaces 
L~(G,F). The symbol - denotes Q-equivalence and the 
quaternionic, complex, and real representations listed 
at the end of the chains are just the representations giv
en in Sec. 2. 

4. UNIOUENESS 

One may ask to what extent the properties (2.16) and 
(2.17), supplemented by (2.35)-(2.38) for F =C, by 
(2.41)-(2.45) for F "'" H, and by (2.49)-(2.53) for F ==Q, 
fix the ring bases {e~K' f~} and the Hilbert space bases 
{vr}. To see this, suppose two ring bases fl)e~K' (1)f~}, 
{< )e~K' (2)f~} satisfying the same set of equations to be 
given. It is then possible to find a pair k', kIf such that 
(2)e;_,,_ (1 )e~.",.o 0 and to use these indices to define a 
norm- preserving element uA E A~, 

(4.0 

For this u' 

(4.2) 

In general the elements u>'+(2)f~~, u~+f.u~ will differ from 
the elements (1 )e, f. but are equally suited as basis ele
ments for the fields (1 )F~, F since they satisfy the same 
relations. To be more preCise, 

u~+ L (2 )f;a r u~ == a-! L (1)e ar ==.E (a-1\t )e)a" (4.3) 
r r r 

where 0'-1 : (1)F~ - (l)F~ is an automorphism ofthis field, 
and 

(4.4) 
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F == Q: UA+jU~ =! for aUtE F, 
U~+juA ==w i for alljE F, (4.5) 

where w is an automorphism of F. Therefore, if a third 
ring basis {(3)e~K' (3)f;} is defined by 

(4.6) 

the uniqueness of the matrix representations can be dis
cussed in two steps, namely first (2)- (3) according to 
(4.4)-(4.6) and then (3)- (1) according to 

(4.7) 

In the first step relations (4.6) immediately yield 

(2)P(b) == (3)j~(u~+bu~) = ciA+(3)P(b)U\ ci~ == (3)p(u'), (4.8) 

showing that the matrix representation i' is determined 
only up to F -equivalence. The corresponding result for 
the matrix representation F~, 

(2)F~(b) == (3)F~(uA+bu~) =:: U,+(3)F'(b)U' , 

F:2 F: FA(b) ==FA(b), UA =::ci', 

Fe F: FA(b) ==F'[F"A(b)J, UA =FF[UXJ, (4.9) 

is obtained if the Hilbert space bases {<2)V;q}, {<3)V;q}are 
related to the ring bases {<2)eZK' (2)e},{<3)e~K' (3Je} as it 
is required in (2.37), (2.43), or (2.52). It should be 
noted that for F = Q the automorphism w appearing in 
(4.5) is the identical one for R- and Q-type representa
tions; for the C-type representations where we ==c or 
we ==e* this automorphism is always compensated by the 
way the bases {(2)vfr}, {(3Jvfr} are chosen [cf. Eq. (2.55)j. 

To see what happens to the representations in the sec
ond step it is necessary to introduce an automorphism 
Qi: j.' - F corresponding to the automorphism a : F~ - F~, 

(4.10) 

The special form of the orthogonal matrix 0 appearing 
in (4.10) depends on the field F. The relation between 
the matrix representations (3Ji', (3JF' and (1Jj', (1JF 'is 
then 

F == R: (3)R~, JR (b) ==?; Or. (1 JR}., JS (b)O~R 

=R~R[(3)i}J(b)J ==R;R[& (lli}J(b)J . 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

For F * C all automorphisms of F can appear in this 
kind of equivalence of matrix representations. For F 
==C, however, only the identical one is admitted and 
two matrix representations belonging to different ring 
bases are always linked by a unitary transformation (C
equivalence). 
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5. MATRIX ELEMENTS AS FUNCTIONS ON THE 
GROUP 

A. Complex representations 

In the complex group algebra Ac the elements e~J are 
related to the irreducible matrix representations C~{x) 
=C~{x)by 

(5.1 ) 

Accordingly the properties of the ring bases {e?J} [Eqs. 
(2.12), (2.16), (2.17), (2.37), and (2.38)J are reflected 
in an equivalent set of equations for the functions C}J:G 
-c. This set is 

C;J{x·l
) = C~;(x), 

C1J*C~;J' = 1\1.0JPC}J.(n1)"1, 

aEL2{G,C)~a=I: C}J(C;.rn1,a). 
1jJ 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

Equations (5.2) and (5.3) show that {C1{X):XE G}is a 
unitary matrix representation of G. The convolution 
formula (5.4) implies the orthogonality of the C's which, 
combined with their completeness, gives the expansion 
formula (5.5). Equivalent sets {e;J} and {e;J} corre
spond to equivalent matrix representations C1 and (;1 

related by 

~(X)=UA+CA{X)U)., U1 unitary. {5.6} 

B. Real representations 

For the real group algebra AR one finds 

e;J~ =n~MxR}r. JQ{x)x, n). =yAd1 =dimR).{x). (5.7) 

The functions corresponding to the elements e~J and f; 
are obtained from (5.7) according to 

A ~ 1 A fA fA AP. '" A fA ej.=ejJe =ejJO' r=eLr=L..JeJjr· (5.8) 
j 

Hence the properties of the ring basis {e~., ~} are de
termined by the real irreducible matrix representation 
R1 and vice versa. The elements of R satisfy 

R}r. JR (x) = a~R.rR;(rR >. JO(x) , 

R;r, JR (xy) = L R?r, j. r,(x)R)'r •• JR (y) , 
i'r' 

R}r, JR(X· I
) =R~R.jr(X), 

R~r .• o*R}.r •• J.o = ou. OJj.O'~.r,R~(rr. > •• '0 , 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

aEL2(G,IRJ~a= L R;r.Jo(R~r.Jon\a>. (5.13) 
A}Jr 

Equation (5.9) shows the real irreducible matrix repre
sentations of the group to have a structure which is typ
ical for the type of the representation (cI. Eq. (2.44)]. 
Equations (5.10) and (5.11) state that {R).(X):XE G} is an 
orthogonal matrix representation of G. As in the com
plex case, the convolution formula (5.12) implies the 
orthogonality of the functions R}r.JO' whereas the essen
tial content of (5.13) is the completeness of these func
tions in L 2(G, IR). Equivalent matrix representations 
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corresponding to equivalent ring bases are related by 

Jr-(x) =:S).+U1+RA{X)UAS\ UA orthogonal, 

U?r. JR = a!R.ru1(TR > •• 0 j 

]R- and Q-type: SA =E).(1-matrix), 

c-type: SA =E). or S;T. JR = ouOrR{-1)T • 

C. Quaternionic representations 

(5.14) 

Due to the conventions made in Eqs. (2.51) for the ele
ments ejr. JR of the quaternionic group algebra AQ the 
formula corresponding to (5.1) and (5.7) in the complex 
and in the real case, respectively, now reads 

(5.15) 

The numbers iT are specified in (2.54)-(2.56) and the 
functions 

p·1 

/1Ax) =LfrR}T,.o(xJE IF (~F~) (5.16) 
r·O 

coincide with the matrix elements F}.{x) defined for AR 
[ci. Eq. (2.45)]. They satisfy 

f}.(xy) = Lf7j,(x)f;'J(Y) ' 
j' 

f7J(x· l
) =f~(x), 

O.*f;: J' = on' ° Jjd]J' (m
1t l 

, 

ar=:L 2(G,Q),,*a= L: frf;J(irf7Jrn\a). 
~jJr 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

Equivalent matrix representations corresponding to 
equivalent ring bases are related by 

r'(x) = U'+[wfA(x)]U\ U1 norm-preserving, U~. ElF; 

]R- and Q-type: wf=f, c-type: we =e or e*. 

(5.21) 

6. PROOFS 

A. Construction of bases 

In this subsection proofs of the assertions made in 
Secs. 2 and 3 on the noncomplex representations are 
given or at least outlined. Complex representation the
ory is supposed to be known 7,8 and proofs being quite 
similar for all three fields are mostly omitted. More
over, quaternionic representation theory is considered 
as an extension of the real one as was done in Sec. 3. 

The first thing to be noted for the real group algebra 
is that AR is semisimple. This is a straight conse
quence of the fact that AR is a Hilbert ring. lo The es
sential feature of the minimal two-sided ideals A~ is 
that they are simple (Le., do not contain proper two
sided ideals) and finite-dimensional. The latter follows 
from the fact that the function nAxA corresponding to 
the elements e' generating the ideals A~ are continu
ous. l1 With the simplicity and the finiteness of A~guar
anteed, Wedderburn's famous structure theorem 12 ap
plies: A~ is isomorphic to a full matrix algebra over a 
division algebra (= field or skewfield) F. The field f 
must be an extension field of R since A~ contains the 
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subset eA R isomorphic to R. But there are only three 
extensions of R, namelYR, C , and l(.i~13 These three 
fields allow a natural partitioning of the two-sided ideals 
into three classes ("types"). For a given group all 
three types may occur, as the example of the double
point group Dt shows. Since A~ is isomorphic to a full 
matrix algebra over F, the representation FA associated 
with this isomorphism [Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19)] is irre
ducible. 

It remains to discuss the Hilbert space properties of 
A~. That the subs paces A~e:rJ are invariant under the 
left-action of AR follows from ARA~ =A~ [see Eq. 
(2.12)]. To prove that the elements e;Jf~E: A~e~J are 
orthogonal and have the same norm one first puts r = 0 
and repeats the proof of the complex theory [Hint: use 
(2.16) and (2.17), and (a, b) = (a., b+)]; then the factors f~ 
satisfying 

(6.1) 

are introduced as operators acting on the elements e}J. 
The common normalization constant nA =dimR A is ob
tained from Eq. (5.7) relating e}J~ to the functionR}r. JO' 
The proof of (5.7) is given in subsection 6C below. The 
peculiar structure of the matrix representations RA car
ried by the basis e~Jf; is a direct consequence of (2.17) 
and (6.1). The representations RA are irreducible over 
R: For a decomposition into a direct sum of smaller 
matrices would imply a decomposition of F~ into a di
rect sum of division algebras isomorphic to F~; but this 
is only possible if R is extended. The calculation of the 
matrix elements R}r. JR(b) by means of the scalar pro
duct (2.44) follows from 

That the represen tation fA can be obtained from the 
representation RA according to (2.45) follows from 

(6.2) 

bA = L e~Jf}J(b) = L e~Jf~(nAtl (e}Jf;, bA
) (6.3) 

iJ iJr 
[cf. Eqs. (2.18) and (6.2)] and the isomorphism F~ "" iF. 

Having clarified the structure of AR, the complex al
gebra Ac can be obtained by extending both the left
multipliers ("" operators) and the right- multipliers (= 
elements of the base field of the vector space) from R to 
C. Since C is commutative, 

(6.4) 

The adjunction of fl =i can generate a new self-adjoint 
element. Its spectral decomposition, if not trivial, 
yields a new decomposition of the element eA (EA~) into 
primitive idempotents. For the C -type the new self-ad
joint element is proportional to f~i. The idempotents g;r 
obtained from its spectral decomposition satisfy 

g;r = (I /2)[e~ +f~(-1 r i] = g;;, g;rg~R = orRg;r , 

Lg;r =e\ f1grr =g;r(_l)r+li. (6.5) 
r 

The g's commute with all elements of A~, as doesn, 
and split this two-sided ideal of AR into a pair of mini
mal two-sided ideals of Ac, say A2*. If A~ is ofQ-type 
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there is an infinity of new self-adjoint elements, name
ly the elements uAi for which uA

+ = _uA = (uArl. Since 
they do not commute, only one of them, say f~i, can be 
used to decompose each e;i E: A~ into two idempotents 
e}r. ir which are primitive in A~. The multiplication law 
(6.1) then implies 

(6.6) 

therefore the two- sided ideal A~ does not give rise to 
two new ideals but only changes its internal structure: 
The dimension of the matrix algebra isomorphic to A~: 
=A~ C is now twice the dimension of the matrix algebra 
isomorphic to A~ and the field of matrix elements is 
now C instead of Q, since the subalgebra of F~ isomor
phic to C has been "diagonalized." The adjunction of i 
does not give new self-adjoint elements if A~ is of R
type. The only change in the structure of this ideal is 
that F~ '?' R becomes F~ C = F~ '?' C . 

The complex representations of BR =AR U G carried by 
the elements of A~ are easily computed from the real 
representations RA and Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6). The repre
sentations of the R-type remain real if the ring basis is 
not changed. For the representations of C-type the 
splitting of the two- sided ideal en tails a s pUtting of the 
real representation RA into the pair c:>.z of conjugate 
complex matrix representations [see (3.2)]. Since eA

, f~ 
and g~o, g~l are related by nonsingular complex trans
formations, RA is C - equivalent to CA

+ (!l CA
-. If the ele

ments g~oe}J ,-f~g~oe~J' J fixed, are used as the basis of 
an ideal of Q-type, the real representation RA is trans
formed into C A 

i]j C\ the complex represen tation CA be
ing composed of submatrices of the form C Q [see (2.31)). 

The extension of Ac to 

(6.7) 

is accomplished by the adjunction off2 =j both as a left
multiplier (= operator) and as a right-multiplier (= co
efficient in a linear combination). For the R-type the 
ring basis e}J already obtained for the ideal A ~ can be 
used also for AQ• Since the functions corresponding to 
these elements are then R-valued, 

qe~J = e}Jq for all q E: Q . (6.8) 

Conversely, if (6.8) holds [as is required by convention 
(2.51)) the functions corresponding to the elements e)J 
must be R-valued and the e's form also a basis of the 
R-type ideal A~. Obviously, A~ is then isomorphic to a 
matrix algebra over Q. the dimension being the same as 
in the real case. For C -type ideals the situation is 
slightly more complicated. The relation 

(6.9) 

meeting one of the conditions required in (2.51), shows 
that pairs of conjugate ideals, say A1~ and M-, are link
ed by/z, resulting in one ideaIAt=QA~Q=-A~Q. The 
division algebra 

(6.10) 

remains isomorphic to C, but the dimension of the ma
trix algebra is doubled. For ideals of Q-type the ad
junction of f2 yields new self-adjoint elements such as 
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f~f2' Proceeding as for f~f1> the idempotents 

h;" == (l/2)[eX +f~f 2(-1 n (6.11) 

appearing in the spectral decomposition of f~f2 can be 
used to define a ring basis of A~. The elements 

(6.12) 

where e~J is one of the basis elements of A~ satisfy both 
Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) and the convention (2.51). More
over, using the decomposition 

(6.13) 

the definition (6.12), Eq. (6.1) and the corresponding 
multiplication law for the numbers fr E Q, and Eq. (5.9), 
one obtains 

(6.14) 

Equations (6.12) and (6.14) show A~ to be isomorphic to 
a full matrix algebra over lR, the dimension being four 
times the dimension of the matrix algebra isomorphic to 
At 

The elements e~r. JR forming E: ring basis of a two
sided ideal At are linearly dependent in the index R 
since (2.51) implies 

(6.15) 

Treating the left-multipliers 1 r as norm- preserving 
operators satisfying l; ==f rar.r and j r.1 R ==lrRa!. R , the 
orthogonality of the elements (6.15) in r is easily es
tablished. Orthogonality in j is proved as for AR or Ac' 
To prove orthogonality in J it has to be noted that Eq. 
(2.51) implies e)J E A~ if e~J is defined by 

(6.16) 

this result is independent of the special definition (6.12). 
Therefore 

(e)o. JO' e;o. J'o) == <e~J. e)o. J'o) == (e~.o. JO, e~J) 

(6.17) 

the second equality being true only because of e)J E AR 
[for a,bEAQ (a,b)*(b+,a+) in general]. Analogous tothe 
real and to the complex case, the common norm mX of 
the elements e~r.JR follows from the representation 
(5.15). 

The matrix representation of AQ carried by the basis 
{e)r.Jr.: XJr' fixed} and denoted by F X is determined in 
several steps: First the division algebra Ft is deter
mined. The result, listed in (2.54)-(2.56), follows 
either from convention (2.51) [lR-type] or from the fact 
that F~ is the center of At (C- and Q-typeJ. Next r' is 
chosen such that 

(6.18) 

This is always possible since f;f. is self-adjoint, e~r •• Jr' 
primitive, and f;E F~ and [due to (2.51)]f6E F both 
commute with e~r. Jr" Equation (6.18) entails frx ==Fx 

since every f E F~ \s a real linear combination of the 
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elements f~E F~. Finally 

b
X

== r: e~r.JRf~r.JR(b)== L: e;.JRf~R;::jR(b) 
JrJR JrJR. 

(6.19) 

from which (2.53) is obtained by taking the scalar pro
duct with e;r. Jr" The matrix representations F X(eXq), 
qEQ, can be computed directly from (2.51), the results 
are listed in (2.54)-(2.56). 

B. Uniqueness 

To make the discussion in Sec. 4 complete, the defin
ition and the properties of the element uX have to be de
scribed in more detail. First it is to be noted that 

e
x _ ~ (l)eX _ ~ (2)eX - L.J __ - L.J __ (6.20) 

k R 

because the element e~ is uniquely determined by its 
properties. Equation (6.20) implies that for a given 
(! )e~'R' ==ex 

(1 )e~'R'(* 0) there must be an element (2)e~,,_ .. 
(j )e~'R' * O. Since (j )e~._. is primitive 

(1 )e!'R' (2)e~ .. _" (1 )e~._. == {1 )f~'k" (1 )e~'k' 

==a~'k" (j )e~'k" a;'k" E R, (6.21) 

the last equality following from the fact that both the lhs 
and (1 )e~'k' are self-adjoint and hence (l)f~'k" == (j )fZ:k" 
==a k•k" eX. Exchange of (l )e~'k' and (2)e~"R" yields a real 

number a~"k" But a~"k' ==a~'k" since 

(l )e~'k' (2)e~"R" (j )e~'k' (2)e~"k" ==a~'k" (1 )e~'k' (2)e~"k" 

==a;"k' (1 )eZ. R• (2)e~"k" . (6.22) 

Next observe that 

(6.23) 

is positive definite. Hence a~'k" > 0 and it is possible to 
define a positive number b~'k" by 

(6.24) 

The first of Eqs. (4.2) then follows directly from (4.1), 
(6.21), and (6.24). The second is verified by recogniz
ing that uX

+ (2 )F~ u~ is a field commuting with all elements 
(l )e;K; hence it must be equal to (llF~. The last of Eqs. 
(4.2) is trivially satisfied for the commutative fields IF 
== R or C. For F == Q conventions (2.51) holding both for 
(l)e)r,JR and (2)eJr,JR and definition (4.1) imply uA+Qu~ 
==ex Q since 

(6.25) 

wherej'r'(==k') andj"r" (==k") are the fixed indices ap
pearing in the definition of u X

• 

Equation (4.8) relating mp to (3 )i~ is obtained from 
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(4.6), (2.18)-(2.20), and 

uX'"buX = L [ux+ (2le~KUX}[UX+ (2lf;UX} (2lR~rl(b) 
IIKr 

= L (3l e!K (3lf; (3lR~:rl(UX+buX). 
11K. 

(6.26) 

To verify Eq. (4.9) for F = R one uses (2.25) and (2.26), 

and 

b (2 le~i' (2 lf~ = L (2)e~i' (2)f~(2lR~r, JR(b) 
ir 

The proofs for F = C or Q are quite similar. 

(6.27) 

For F = h the second part of the equivalence relation, 
i.e., step (3)- (1), foHows from (2.19), (4.7), and 
(4.10), 

(3 le~ib (3 le~J = (3 le~J L (3 'r; (3 lR~r, Jo(b) = (j le~ib (j le~J 
r 

= ( 1 le~J L (j If; (1 lR?, Jo(b) 
• 

_ (3 leX "" (3 lfXO (j l'RX (b) 
- jJ L.J T ra l., JO , (6.28) 

TO 

implying [cf. Eqs. (4.10)} 

(6.29) 

and the relation 

b (3 l A (3 lfA _ "" (3 leA ( 3 l fA (3 lRA (b) eJi' R -L-J ii' ..,. ir,JR 
ir 

b (j leA "" (1 lfA 0+ = Ji' L-J S SR 
S 

"" (3 l A (3 lfAO RA (b)O+ = L-J eJJ' ..,. TO i.,JS SR' (6.30) 
ir&S 

That Eqs. (6.29) and (6.30) fit together, i.e., that 

(6.31) 

can be verified using the peculiar form of the matrices 
0, 

R-type: 0 = 1 , 

C-type: 0= (~ ±Ol) , 
Q-type: 0 = RQ[u*JRQ[u*} =RQ[u* }RQ[u*J. uu* == 1 . 

(6.32) 

The corresponding proof for F = C is redundant since in 
this case (4.3), uAc =cuA, and F~ =eAC, implya(ceA) 
=ceA

• ForF=Q, Eq. (4.9) follows from (4.7) and, for 
the R-type, from 
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_ (1 leA "" (1 'f (1 lRx (b) - iJ £..J . I iI, JO , (6.34) 

• 
(3 l~~J(b) == Lfr (3lR;r, Jo(b) =LfrR!Hu}R?r[U}(1 lR;., Jo(b) 

r rlt 

= L trR~t[u*JR?[u*}(j lR?, Jo(b) == L (u*f.u)(j lR?, Jo(b) 
rat a 

(6.35) 

The simple proof for the C -type is left to the reader. 
For the Q - type a is the identical mapping and the step 
(3)- (1) is trivial. 

C. Matrix elements 

In this subsection the relation between the elements of 
the ring bases and the corresponding matrix represen
tations is established for F = Rand F =Q. Let E iJ,r 
EL 2(G,R) be the function corresponding to e~Jf;EAR' 
i.e., 

e~Jf~ =MxE~J,r(x)x. (6.36) 

The transformation properties under y-l, Y E G, are 
then given by 

-1 A fA "" A fARA (-1) Y eJJ' R =£..J eJJ' r ir,JR Y , 
ir 

(6.37) 

{RA(y):y E G} has to be an orthogonal matrix represen
tation [cf. Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11)} since G 9'G and y is a 
norm- preserving operator on L2(G, R). Putting x =e one 
has 

(6.38) 

Observing that a*b is a continuous function,14 that 

(a+, b) =a*b(e) , (6.39) 

[cf. Eqs. (2.1), (2.4), and (2.10)}, and that Eqs. (6.36), 

(2.15), and (2.17) imply E;J,o*E~j"r =E~i',,, the num
bers E~i"r(e) can be related to a scalar product, 

E?i"r(e) =E?J,o*E~j"r(e) =<e~jf~, e~j,f;) =NA6ii,6rO' (6.40) 

The normalization constant N A is determined from 

(6.41) 

to be equal to n A = dimRx(x). This completes the proof 
of (5.7). Equations (5.13) and (5.14) are only trans
scriptions of the corres ponding properties of the ele
ments e;Jf~. The equivalence relation (5.14) has al
ready been derived in subsection 6B [see Eqs. (6.27), 
(6.31), and (6.32)}. 

Equation (5.15) relating the quaternionic ring elements 
to matrix representations {tA(X):XEG} and Eqs. (5.17)
(5.20) are easily verified using Eqs. (5.1)-(5.13), if the 
elements e;T, JR E AI) are defined according to the follow-
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ing conventions: 

R-type: e~o • .TO = e~.T; 

C t A ·r A A ( • \R J () - ype: e'r • .TR =} gooe,.T -}J , 1:;00 see 6.5 ; 

Q-type: e}r • .TR =frg~o~oe}.rfR' Ifoo see (6.5); 

~o see (6.11) ; 

all types: {e~.T} =basis of A~. (6.42) 

This proof of Eqs. (5.15)-(5.20) for a special choice of 
elements e}r • .TR and representations fA can be extended 
to all equivalent sets using the equivalence relation 
(5.21) which has already been proved in subsection 6B 
using a different notation [Eqs. (6.26)-(6.29), i A_ fA]. 
Note added in proof: After completion of this paper I 
came across the paper "Quaternionic representations 
of compact metric groups" by S. Natarajan and K. Vis
wanath [J. Math. Phys. 8, 582 (1967)]. These authors 
derive orthogonality and completeness relations for 
matrix elements and characters of irreducible quater
nionic representations and they point out the relation 
of the type of these representations to the fields «, C, 
Q. 
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Analytic evaluation of certain zeroth order coulombic 
hyperangular interaction integralsa

) 

Metin Demiralp and N. AbdOibaki 8aykara 

Applied Mathematics Department, Marmara Scientific and Industrial Research Institute, P. K. 141 
Kadlkoy-Istanbul, Turkey 
(Received 16 July 1980; acceptea for publication 19 September 19801 

As has been presented in a previous paper, the use of hyperspherical coordinates in research on a system of 
electrically charged particles carries mathematical complications into the evaluation of certain kinds of 
hyperangular interaction integrals. These integrals contain the hyperangular interaction potential and various 
powers of the inverse of the total angular momentum operator on the space of hyperharmonics, from which 
the zeroth order hyperharmonic is excluded. In this work the simplest one of these integrals has been taken 
into consideration. After some intermediate steps, it has been shown that it can be expressed in terms of 
elementary functions of the cosine of the angle ( r 1 between the hyperaxes of the potential term for an odd 
number of particles. In the case of an even number of particles, these integrals can be given in terms of a 
generalized hypergeometric function of the same argument (rl and its derivatives. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Gp 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The use of the space-folding method in the hyper
spherical coordinates respresentation of Schrodinger's 
equation for electrically charged particles brings us to 
a point where the evaluation of the system's energy 
value necessitates the determination of some compli
cated hyperangular integrals as presented in a previ
ous paper.l Although the convergence of the perturba
tive series could not be proved, some results up to 
second order terms encouraged us to investigate the 
method presented there in details. But these investi
gations need the values of higher order terms; the 
evaluation of hyperangular interaction integrals plays 
an important role to this end. However, if we con
sider them generally they are not easy to compute. In 
a separate paper we present a numerical method for 
this purpose, 2 but an analytical expreSSion for them 
seems to be a hopeless goal. Before making such a 
harsh judgment it is convenient to start with the sim
plest one and to try to find an analytical result, which 
is the purpose of this paper. 

In the following sections, we shall define hyperangu
lar interaction integrals generally, then choose the 
simplest one and reduce it to most convenient form by 
using several of its properties. Finally the use of 
hypergeometric function theory will take us to the de
sired result. 

II. EXPANSION OF THE HYPERANGULAR 
INTERACTION INTEGRALS 

Let us consider the following general integral 

X
p

[11I 1, n12, ... / 111, • , • J 
•• , nip •• 'Up+l 

= f. 8t(e Al~)-I;2£ml(~T A2~)-I!2£"'2'" (~T Ap~rl;2 
s ~ 

x £ mpUT Ap+l ~rl!2 80 dS~ 

~: 3N-dimensional unit vector, (2.1) 

a)This project has been supported by The Scientific and Tech
nical Research Council of Turkey, 

where nil, ••• , 111 p represent some positive integers and 
the integral is evaluated on the hypersurface of the 3N
dimensional hypersphere with unit radius. In addition 
the matrices Aj and the operator £ are defined as be
low 

A j =Uj U;ic)!3, j=1,2, ... ,p+1, (2.2) 
~ d 

r, cP =-~~ .iU + 31'.}- 2) 8~) i 8~h cP dS . (2.3) 

In the last expressions, u j, ~ (/<\ and cp represent some 
unit 31V-dimensional vector, a jth order hyperharmon
ic,3 and a function in the space spanned by hyperhar
monics, respectively. 

Since we shall consider the simplest of the X/s here
after our interest lies in the following integral: 

Xl(m 1111, 112)= ~ 8t (~TA1~)-1/2,Cm(~TA2~rI/280dS. (2.4) 

By using the addition theorem for hyper spherical har
monics4 we can write the following equality for r,'" 

m r(O') -.0 (-1)'"U + 0') ( .<> T 
£ CP=~2 <>+ L..J .m( '+2 )'" Je C j (~ 7))cp(7))dSry, rr j,I.1.1 0' Sry 

0' = (3l'-' - 2)/2, ~, 7): 3N-dimensional unit vectors, 

(2.5) 

where C~ denotes a Gegenbauer polynomial.5 

By partial fractions we can obtain the following equa
tion 

1 ~ r(2m - k ~ 1) 1 
/"U +20')'" = ~ (m - k -1)! (m -1)! (20')2",-1<-1 

(
_1),"-1<-1 (_1)"') 

x jk+! + U+20')k.t . 

The integral representations of the right-hand side 
terms give the following equality: 

1 (_1),"+1 ~ r(2m _ k _ 1}(-1)" 

(2.6 ) 

.i'"U +20')'" = (m - 1)! f::! (m - k -1)!k! (20')2mWli-l 

£1 1- (_1)"x2
<>. )k 

X • xJ(-lnx k dx. 
o x 

(2.7) 
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Since the Gegenbauer polynomials satisfy the following 
relation6

: 

we can rewrite the Eq. (2.5) as follows: 

Z" _ r(a + 1) ~ r(2m - k - l)(_l)k 
rp -- (111 - I)! 27T"'+1 ~ k! (111 - k _ I)! (2 a)2m=li-l 

f (11_(_1)kX2",( 1_x2 ) 
x 5~)0 x [1- 2(~T7)X +x2r1 -1 

x (- lnx)k dx rp(7) dS~ • (2.9) 

If we define the following function 

A:(Ul, U2) = 11 f f (~T At~rll2(7)T A
2
7)-!!2 1- (_I)kx2'" 

o 51 s~ X 

x ([1- 2(~;';):2+ }],,+l - 1) 
(2.10) 

by using the definition7 of eo, eo = [r( Q + 1)/27T" +1)1/2 we 
can write 

(2.11) 

If we expand A: into a power series in (f 7), we can 
write 

where 

2i +1 -1 (_ j _ a _ t + 1 j - t 11 ) 
=U_t+l)(j_t)2

F
l j-t+2' 2"' 

(3.5) 

The use of some linear transformations for Gaussian 
hypergeometric functions (Ref. 9, pg. 47) and some 
simplifications for the special values of their param
eters (Ref. 9, pg. 37) make it possible to write the fol
lowing equations: 
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A "'( ) _ ~ ([ a + 1]/2)1([ a + 2)/2)/ oil ( ) 
k U!, U2 -L.J (l) ., I-'JT J Ul, U2 , 

j =0 2 j J . 

(2.12) 

where (a)k denotes Pochhammer's symbol. s For the 
sake of simplicity the a dependence is not shown expli
citly. f3 and T in the last formula are defined as 

111- (_1)kx2" [ 1_x2 (2X )2J 1 k 
~= 0 x (l+x2)"+lI+x2 -oJ,oJ(-lnx) 

xdx, (2.13) 

T/Uh U2)= 11 (~T7)2j(~TA1~rl!2(7)TA27)-I!2dS(dS", 
51 5~ 

(2.14) 

~,7): 3N-dimensional unit vectors. (2.15) 

III. ANALYTICAL EVALUATION OF {3 INTEGRALS 

The following transformation changes ~ into 

f~ 2x (1- u)!!2 
l-u =~, x= -1- , +x +u 

(3.1a, b) 

,,(I + u) x In 1 _ U du. (3.2) 

Since we can write 

In''CI ~ ~) = f,.~G ~:Y Lo' (3.3) 

Eq. (3.2) implies 

(3.4) 

22• r(j - t)r(j + Q +t)( Q) 
+ r(2j + a + 1) t +"2 ' (3.7) 

(' I _ t _ 0) _ 2 -" -2 F (2j + Q + 1, 2/];) 
a! J - (j + a + f)(j + a + t + 1)2 ! j + a + t + 2 2 . 

However these last formulas together with Eqs. (3.4) 
and (3.6) bring us to the following result 

~ = l{d" r22jr(j+a+t)r(j-t)(t+~) 
J 2" dt""l: r(2j + a + 1) 2 

(3.8) 

IV. ANALYTICAL EVALUATION OF T INTEGRALS 

Let us consider the TJ given by the Eq. (2.14). For 
its evaluation we can choose an orthonormal transfor
mation on the frame of 7) that changes T; into the fol-
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lowing forml : 

xdS~ dSt , (4.1) 

where a and U2", are defined by 

a=UTA2~)1;2; U2",=U20e"" m=1,2,3 

(4.2a, b) 

e[ =[1,0,0], e[ =[0,1,0], ef =[0,0,1]. 

(4.2c, d, e) 

The first four columns of the matrix representation 
for this orthonormal transformation are Ub U2, U3, and 
q, respectively. The remaining columns are ortho
normal to these four vectors. The definitions of q can be 
given as follows 

(4.3) 

Another orthonormal transformation in the space of 
1)1, 1)2, 1)3 takes T J from Eq. (4.1) into the following forml : 

A careful investigation shows that 

for sine[lll~ +2YIlJr:}J,(1- Ili cos8 

+ (1 - 1){1 - Ili) r l
/
2 de 

l Il~ Y , 

= 2 , III < ,(1::""7, 
1(1--/)'((1- Il~) 

and 

fIll(1_112112t2)JII4(1_112)"'-3dll dt_3v'7T r(O'-2) 
o 0 1""1,..2 1""2 1""2 1""2 - 8 r( a + ~) 

x F (-j,~, ~ \J.( 2 ) 
3 2 a +~, i 1 

fi r(O'-2) 1 d 3 (-j'~12) 
=8 r(O'+~) Ili dll l

ll12 F;. o'+~ III . 

Therefore 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

16rr
2
",.1/2rU +~) [ ( . ~ I ) 

Tj(Y) = r(O'+±)rU+O':~) (l~lhFl ~~t 1_1 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

By expanding the hypergeometric function above in 
powers of I 11 2 and using the formula for hypergeomet
ric functions with unit argument (Ref. 11, pg. 99-103) 
and then integrating term by term we arrive at the fol-
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I 

(4.4) 

By passing to hyperspherical coordinates (1)3N =COS83N- ll 

1)3N -1 = sin83N -1 COs83N -2, ... ) and using some reduction 
formulas presented in the previous paperl we can write 

(4.5) 
Now let us consider the orthonormal transformation 

where the matrix representation has the columns U2, 
(1 - 1)1/2(Ul - YU2), and the vectors orthonormal to these 
two. Direct post-multiplicationlO of this orthonormal 
matrix by the three-dimensional unit matrix augments 
it to a 3N-dimensional, orthonormal matrix. The use 
of this last transformation in Eq. (4.5) is followed by a 
rotation in the space of (~l, ~2' ~3). Finally reduction 
formulasl give the following result for T J: 

(4.6) 

I 
lowing formula 

T ()_16;""1;2(k+~)r(k+O') F( -k,~,~ II) 
k Y - r(O')fi(k+ O' +±) 321_ a -k,! . 

(4.11) 

V. EVALUATION OF Akh) 
By using Eq. (4.10) and (3.8) in the Eq. (2.12) and the 

integral representation for 2Fl in the resulting equa
tion, we can obtain the following formula after some 
algebra: 

'" 2
4 

..... rr2
"'.1/2 {d~ [r( a + t) f(-O 1 

~(y)= r(a)r(a+t) dfi r(a+l) (t+,Q)n",(t,Y) 

( 1 1) r( a) rw] } 
+ 2t + 2(t+ a) r(a+±) toO' 

(5.1) 

where n",(t, y) is defined as 

iXl(l-u)",-l (a+t,-tl 2 ) n", (t, y) = Vii 2Fl ~ 1 - (1 - III )u 
00 u 0'+2 

xdud/l . (5.2) 

Linear transformation formula for the GaUSSian hy
pergeometric functions makes it possible to write 

() r(a+~)rw (1)() r(O'+ t)r(-t) 
n", t,} = r(O'+i+t)r(t-t)n", t,Y + r(O'+t)r(-t) 

x n~)(t, y) , (5.3) 

where n~) and n~) are 

xdud/l , (5.4) 
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n~)(t, ')I) = i11 (1- u)'" -1,[1_ Y Jl2 2 
o 0 

F(~-t,cH~+tl(1 .22») 
1 3 - Y Jl u du d/1 . 

" 
(5.5 ) 

The integration of the Eq. (5.4) over u gives 

n(",l)(t,')I) rWr(a) (1 F (a+ t, -, t 11 - y 2)d 
r( a + D Jo 2 1 a + * /1 Jl . 

(5.6) 

If we rewrite the hypergeometric function of 1 - Y /12 in 
terms of hypergeometric functions of Y Jl2 and integrate 
term by term and then change the resulting hypergeo
metric function of Y into a hypergeometric function of 
1 - ')12 we obtain the following result 

(1)( ,) fir(a) (a+t, -tl .2) 
n", t,r = r(a-~)(I+ 2t)(a~~+t)2F1 a_~ l-r 

7Tr(Q') 1 
- (1 +2t)(a-} +t)r(a +t)r(-t) y . (5.7) 

Term by term integration of Eq. (5.5) over u gives 

(5.8) 

where 

The use of some linear transformations for 2F1 results 
in 

rWr{j+~) (l_y)1+3!2 (j+2,j+~1 l-Y) 
p/Y)= r('+2)Y -(2'+3)yJ+42F

l '+~ --y' .1 ] .7 2 

(5.10) 

The last hypergeometric function can however be ex
pressed in terms of elementary functions as follows 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

As can be proved by induction <Pj+l(X) can be written ex
plicitlyas 

( _ ( )1+1(1) arctanvX (-I)j 
<Pj+1 x) = -1 2 j+l Xi+3!2 + -2-

(5.13) 

This last equation implies, after some manipulation 

P ,(y) = Wi (arcSiny + t ~(1- Y)P+l!2). 
J 2(2)j y p=O (,,)p 

(5.14) 

Therefore from Eq. (5.8) we conclude 
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n~)(y) = (1 + 2t)(~ + t _ ~) [1 - 2F1( - t - ~, : + t - ~ 11)J 
arcsinY 1 ~ (t - t)p(a + t+ t)p 

+-£.J (3 ( Y 2a p=o (a+l)p ,,)p p+l)! 

F (~- t + p, a + ~ + t + p, 111)(1 _ y)p+l!2 32 p+2,a+p+1 . 

(5.15) 

By using transformation formulas [Ref. 11, pg. 111, 
Eq. (41)] we can write 

F (~-t+p, a+t+p+~, 111)_ (p+l)(a+p) 
32 p+2,a+p+l -(t+t)(a-t+t) 

(5.16) 
(l)p (p + l)(a + l)pr(a + 1) 

- r(~ - t)(~ - t)p (~+ t)(a -t - t)(a + td)p r(a + td) . 

However, this equation and the value of 2Fl for unit 
argument make it possible to write the following result 
after expressing 2Fl in terms of elementary functions: 

nC!)( ) _ 1 [arcSiny 7Tr(y) 
"'Y-(I+2t)(a+t-t) Y -2r(a+t+~)r(~-t) 

~ + ,[1-73F2(~ - t, aa~t + L 1 \ 1- Y) l (5.17) 

The use of values of n~) and n~) in the definition )\~ (y) 
leads us to the following result: 

[ 
r-l 2 F (t - t, a +, } + t, 1 \ 1 2) X-v -r32 3 -} 

Qi,2 

arcsinr 7Tr(a)r(a + t)r(-t) 
r(a-~)r(-4)r(~-t)r(a+~+t) 

( a+t, -t 11 .2)J r(a)fi 1(1 I)} x 2F l I -Y + 1--+-- . 
a - :l r( a + 2) 2 t t + a t=O 

(5.18) 

To check the last relation let us put a = 2, Y = 1, and 
I? = O. We obtain 

)\2(1) = 647T
4 (23 _ 7T

2
) 

o 3 94' (5.19) 

and this yields the result 

(5.20) 

which coincides with the result in the preceding paper. 

VI. SPECIALIZATION OF Akhl FOR AN ODD 
NUMBER OF PARTICLES 

For an odd number of particles, Q is an integer and 
this makes it possible to reduce the hypergeometric 
functions in Eq. (5.18) to more amenable forms. If 
we write Q =n + 1, a careful investigation shows that 
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F(~-t,n+t+t,ll)_ (l)n(t-n)n ~ 
S 2 1 3 X - ( 3) (I ) n n+ ,2 t+2n2-t-nu' 

[ F (~ - t - n, t + t I ) X 2 1 3 X 
2 -n 

(6.1) 

:,,: [Xll2(l_ x)u+t2F1 (t -ti t + t \x) J. (6.2) 

However the hypergeometric function in the right- hand 
side of the last equation can be expressed in terms of 
elementary functions as follows: 

( {, - t, ~ + t I ) 1 
2F1 t x = (2t + 1) 

(
sin(2t arcsin [X) cos(2t arcsin [X») (6.3) 

[X + vr::x . 
These three equations and the Taylor expansion into 
powers of t makes it possible to evaluate the SF2 ap
pearing in Eq. (5.18) in terms of elementary functions. 

Another investigation of the hypergeometric functions 
shows that 

F(n+l+t, -tl:r)_ (-I)nC{,)a _1_~ 
2 1 n+4 ~ - (n+t)n(++t)n(l-x)t dxn 

x ((1- x)u+t-1 cos( (2t +~sinv'X]). (6.4) 

This completes the specialization of A~ for integer 
values of Q due to the fact that all other functions of t 
appearing in Eq. (5.18) can be expressed in terms of 
elementary functions by using the properties of the 
Gamma function. 

In the case of half-integer values of Q, the r functions 
do not create great difficulties but the hypergeometric 
functions, especially the SF2 cause a problem. To show 
this, let us consider the simplest case k = 0, t = 0 in Eq. 
(5.18). By inserting Q =n +! and employing the follow
ing property satisfied by Pochhammer's symbols 

(1)( ) (n+l)kWk n+~(I)( ) 
'; k n + 2 k = (2n + 2) + n + 1 '2" n + 1 k • (6.5) 

We can write 

F ( t, n + 2,1 \) 1 F (n + 1,11 ) (n + t) 
3 2 3 3 X = ( 2 1 3 X + -(--

2, n + 2 2 n + 1) n + 2 n + 1) 

F (~' n + 1,1/ ) 
:J 2 3 3 X , 2,n+ 2 

(6.6) 

and this implies 
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The use of some properties of the generalized hyper
geometric functions shows that (Ref. 11, pg. 111, Eq. 
(38)] 

F( t,I,1 I) 1~(n+t-k)k F( 1,1 I) 
3 2 3 ~ X =- - ~ ( ) 2 1 ~ X 

2, n + 2 2 k.O n - k "+1 n + 2 - k 

.ilia (1, 1, .~ I ) 
+ (1)" SF2 %, f x . (6.8) 

All the Gaussian hypergeometric functions can be 
written in more elementary form, but the last hyper
geometric function in the right-hand side of the Eq. 
(6.6) cannot be reduced any more. However, a rigo
rous investigation shows that it can be written in terms 
of the dilogarithm function12 with a complex and com
plicated argument. Therefore it seems to be expres
sible at least in terms of tabulated functions. 

However we must keep in mind that this is the simp
lest case, possibly for higher values of Ie the reduction 
of the 3F2 in the Eq. (5.18) to elementary, or at least 
to tabulated functions will become more difficult. 
Therefore, we shall not discuss this point any further 
in this paper. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 

In this paper we have presented the evaluation of the 
Simplest kind of hyperangular interaction integral as a 
function of Y, for a system of electrically charged 
particles. As we recall, Y is a scalar product of III 
with 112' However these vectors are eigenvectors of the 
potential matrices AI, A 2 • Therefore Y characterizes 
the angle between hyperaxes of the potentials. We have 
shown that they can be expressed in elementary terms. 

Obviously in the case of such integrals of more com
plicated type, the number of y'S will increase and the 
evaluation of the T type of integrals will become more 
difficult. Without obtaining some integral representa
tion of these last ones, it seems to be very difficult to 
evaluate the A kind of integrals analytically. Our stUd
ies are continuing for this purpose. 

An interesting point is that nature discriminates sys
tems with an odd number of particles from systems with 
an even number. Indeed from a mathematical point of 
view for an odd number of particles the function A is 
expressible in terms of elementary functions such as 
arcsim and algebraic functions. But in the other case 
more complicated functions such as the dilogarithm 
function appear. 

Of course another interesting point is to investigate 
the A functions, for all complex values of f, Q, and 
even for k. But this is important only in the mathemat
ical sense, it seems that there is no physical reason 
which necessitates the investigation of this point. 

A careful look at the perturbative scheme presented 
in our previous publication shows that all of the differ
ent order perturbative terms will involve this kind of 
hyperangular interaction integrals. Therefore we have 
the possibility of evaluating some of these terms ana
lytically. This encourages us to deal with the details 
of the more complicated cases. 
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A general method for solving Poisson's equation without shape approximation for an arbitrary 
periodic charge distribution is presented. The method is based on the concept of multipole 
potentials and the boundary value problem for a sphere. In contrast to the usual Ewald-type 
methods, this method has only absolutely and uniformly convergent reciprocal space sums, and 
treats all components of the charge density equivalently. Applications to band structure 
calculations and lattice summations are also discussed. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Hq, 02.30.Mv, 71.25.Cx 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The solution of Poisson's equation for a periodic charge 
density is, in principle, straightforward. The practical as
pects ofthe problem are of great importance in many areas of 
solid state physics, particularly in band structure calcula
tions. In the past few years, different methods for solving 
Poisson's equation have been developed. 1 The basic ap
proach has been to first consider the short-range Coulomb 
interactions arising from neutral charge distributions and 
then to account for the long-range interactions by lattice 
summations. 

The problem oflattice sums was first considered by Ma
delung,2 who obtained the self-potential of a lattice. A gener
al method for treating these sums was developed by Ewald. 3 

Since then, there have been a number of modifications and 
generalizations of this method.4-8 

In this paper, we propose a new method using the con
cept of multi pole potentials and the Dirichlet problem for a 
sphere in which all contributions are treated equivalently. 
Basing a method on these ideas was suggested by Ha
mann,9.10 but the general formulation is new. The rest of the 
paper is organized as follows: The general considerations are 
given in Sec. II. In Sec. III, the Fourier representation of the 
charge density (and the potential) is derived, and then the 
properties of the Fourier expansion are discussed in Sec. IV. 
Extensions and applications are given in Secs. V and VI, and 
at the end are some mathematical appendices. 

II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Consider a charge distribution p(r) localized inside a 
sphere S. The potential at a point outside is given by the 
multi pole expansion 11 

00 I 41r Y'm (f) 
VIr) = I~O m ~_I 21 + 1 qlm -;:t+'1' (1) 

where the multipole moments qlm are given by 

qlm = Is Yt" (f),.tp(r) d 3r . (2) 

The actual form of the charge density is immaterial; the same 
potential (outside S) could be obtained from anyone of an 
infinite number of charge distributions that have the correct 
multipole moments. This arbitrariness gives us the freedom 

to replace the charge density inside the sphere with another 
more convenient one. 

Ifwe have a periodic charge density, e.g., a crystal (the 
discussion will be in terms of a crystal), we can divide up the 
charge into that inside the spheres (centered on atomic sites) 
and that in the interstitial region (see Fig. 1): 

p(r) =P/(r)8(rEl) + 2: p;(r)8(reS;), (3) 
i spheres 

wherep/(r)(p;(r)) is the charge in the interstial (ith sphere) 
and where the unit step function 8 enforces this division. (I 
refers to the interstitial and Sj refers to the ith sphere.) 

In general, the charge density given by (3) will have a 
slowly convergent Fourier expansion because of the large 
oscillations near the nuclei, whereas the interstitial charge 
density is fairly smooth and can be continued into the 
spheres in such a way that it has a rapidly convergent Four
ier expansion. We can make use of this observation and solve 
the problem of obtaining the Coulomb potential in two steps: 
1) obtain the potential in the interstitial and then 2) solve the 
boundary value problem inside the sphere. 

I, 
I \ 

I \ 

FIG. I. Division of the unit cell into spheres (I) and into the interstitial (II). 
For a 2-D system, e.g., a film, the dotted spheres are replaced by vacuum 
and the unit cell is defined by the lines extending to infinity. 
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Since the potential in the interstitial depends only on 
the interstitial charge density and on the multi pole moments 
of the spheres, we can replace the real charge density by a 
pseudocharge density 

p(r)~p(r) =PI(r)O(rEl) + L Pi(r)O(rESi ), (4) 
spheres 

with the requirement that the pseudocharge density in the 
spheres have the same multipole moments as the original 
charge. This pseudocharge density will give the correct in
terstitial potential, but not the correct potential in the 
spheres. Let us assume that we can express (4) as a rapidly 
convergent Fourier series (we will come back to this point in 
the next section); 

p(r) = LP(K)e'K.
r

• (5) 
K 

From this Fourier series, the interstitial potential is given by 

V ( ) _ " 41Tp(K) iK·r 
Ir- L--2- e , 

K"fO K 
(6) 

where K is a reciprocal lattice vector (dual space vector). The 
potential VI(r) is also correct on the sphere boundaries, 
hence the potential inside the sphere is a boundary value 
problem. The solution to this Green's function problem is II 

(r; is the position relative to the ith nucleus) 

Vi(r;) = i Pi(r')G (r;,r') d Jr ' 
s, 

- R ~ f V (R') aG dfl' 
4 I I a ' ' 1T s, n 

(7) 

where R; is a point on the sphere and the Green's function G 
is given by 

y* (f')Y (f) rl [ (r )21+1] G(r;.r')= 41T L 1m 1m; ~ 1- _>_ ,(8) 
1m 21 + 1 r'>+ R; 

where r> (r < ) is the greater (smaller) of r; and r' and the 
normal derivative is 

~~ = ~~ I r' ~ R, 

= _ 4~ L (~)I Y~ (F)Ylm (f). 
R; 1m R; 

(9) 

Note that since we are using the actual charge density in (7), 
we now have the correct potential everywhere. Equations 
(5)-(7) represent a complete solution to Possion's equation. 
We now turn to the critical step of obtaining the Fourier 
expansion of the pseudo charge density. Unless we can obtain 
a rapidly convergent expansion, this method will not be 
useful. 

III. FOURIER REPRESENTATION OF THE 
PSEUDOCHARGE DENSITY 

The pseudocharge density will have a dual representa
tion: the interstitial charge is smooth and hence amenable to 
a Fourier expansion (valid in the interstitial), and the charge 
in the spheres will be in a spherical harmonic representation, 
which is the natural representation near an atomic site. In 
the spirit of the Ewald method (and using the linearity of 
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Poisson's equation), we extend the interstitial Fourier repre
sentation over all space and subtract it off again inside the 
spheres, i.e., if the interstitial charge has the expansion 

PI(r) = LPI(K)eiK.R (10) 
K 

valid in the interstitial, then the charge density (3) is 

p(r)=PI(r)+ L [p;(r)-PI(r)] o (rESi ), (11) 
spheres 

wherepI(r) is defined over all space by the Fourier represen
tation (10) which converges to the actual charge density in 
the interstitial. 

Let the multipole moments of the real charge density in 
the ith sphere be q~m' The multipole moments of the plane
wave charge density (10) in the sphere located at Si must be 
obtained in order to get the multi pole moments of the total 
charge ( 11) in the spheres. First write (10) relative to 
s;(r; = r - Si)' 

( ) _" (K) IK.g, e'K .r ; PI r - £.,PI· e . ( 12) 
K 

Then substituting (12) into the definition of the multipole 
moments and using the well-known expansion for a plane
wave ll 

e'kr = L41TiJI(Kr)Ytn(K)Ylm(r) ( 13) 
1m 

(where theil(Kr) are the spherical Bessel functions), then the 
multipole moments of the plane-wave charge in the ith 
sphere are given by 

qli = J41T R J p(K = 0) () + " 41Tilp (K)R 1+3 
1m 3 I I 10 L I I 

K"fO 

. (KR) 
xh+ I ; eiK'~'Y~(K), 

KRi 
(14) 

where R; is the sphere radius of the ith sphere. Finally, the 
multipole moments of the charge density (11) inside the ith 
sphere are given by 

(IS) 

It is these multipole moments that we must consider in creat
ing the pseudocharge density in the spheres. 

Let us replace the real charge density inside the spheres 
by a pseudocharge density given in a spherical harmonic 
representation where the radial part is expanded in a power 
series: 

p;(r;)= LQ~mYlm(fi)La1/r;", (16) 
1m 1/ 

where a1/ and v'J are parameters for the power series and the 
Q;m are constants such that the pseudocharge has the COf

rect multiple moments. This requirement on the Q;m is 

ij~m= LQ~m' f Y~(f;)YI'm,(rl)dfli f
R

'L ar,r>+-i+2dr; 
I'm' Js, Jo 1] 

or 

[
" a'J R; + v,, + 3 ] ~ I 

Qlm = ij;m L 
'1 I+V'J+ 3 

(17) 

We need to obtain the Fourier expansion of the pseudo-
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charge given by (16) inside the spheres and zero in the 
interstitial: 

,os(K) = ~ f [ L ,oi(rd] e - iK·r d 3, 
a spheres 

1 ~ -iK'~'i - ( ) -;K.r'd3 = - £,,; e p; r; e r;, 
fl spheres S, 

(18) 

where a is the volume of the unit cell. Then using(16) in (18), 
we have 

- (K) _ 1 ~ Q" -,.K·S i 

Ps - a£,,; Ime 
Imi 

x L a", r Y'm (F; )r"~e - ;K·r, d 3,;. 

", JS i 

After expanding the exponential as before, this becomes 

,0, (K) = a1 L Q;m e - ;K'~i 41T( - i)IYlm (K) 
1m; 

a LKR
• X L--'" - t",+2 j, (t)dt. 

", K",,+3 0 
(19) 

Ifwe let v", = 1+ 21/ (1/ = 0,1,2,. .. ), then the integral in (19) 
can be expressed as a finite sum of spherical Bessel functions 

1 i KR

• t 1+ 2", + 2 j (t) dt 
K'+ 2",+ 3 0 I 

R 1+ 2", + 2 ~ ( 1)"2'" J~KR/) = I L - 1/. 1+ 1 +" 

K ,,=0 (1/ - v)! (KR,.)" 
(20) 

Ifwe define 

" a LKR' A ,. = ~", t I + 2", + 27' (t) dt 
I £,,; K I + 2", + 3 I, 

",=0 0 
(21) 

then using (20) in (21), we have 

. "a R 1+2",+3 ~ (_ 1)"2" , J~KR/) A;= L "" L 1/.I+I+v 
",=0 KR; ,,=0 (1/-v)! (KR;)" 

Since the sums are finite, we can rearrange them into sums of 
like powers of KR; 

~KRi' 'R 2", 

A;=R ' + 3 i (-1)"2" 1I+l+v i a", 1/. ; (22) 
v=o (KR,)v+1 ",=" (1/-v)! 

For v = n, the sum over 1/ reduces to a" n!R 2". For all other 
values of v, let us require 

n a",1/!R;'" L = 0, v = O,I, ... ,n - 1. 
",=v (1/- v)! 

(23) 

This set of equations has the solution (see Appendix B) 

a", =(-Ir-"'R~("-"')(~)a". (24) 

Let us consider what condition (23) means. The radial part of 
the pseudocharge density for a given / is proportional to [cf. 
(16)1 

,o,.(r,.)- i a",~+2", 
",=0 

=( _ qnanR,.zn~ i (_ I)'" (n) (~)2"'. 
",=0 1/ R; 

The k th radial derivative evaluated at the sphere surface is 
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i (- I)'" (21/ + I)! e) . 
", = 0 (21/ + I - k)! 1/ 

The factor (21/ + 1)1/(21/ + 1 - k )! is a polynomial in 1/ of de
gree k, hence can write 

~i('i)I'f=Ri - pto ap ",to (- 1)"'1/P (~), 
where the a p are the coefficients of the polynomial. Since 
this is zero for all k<.n - 1 (cf. Appendix A), the first n - 1 
derivatives of the pseudocharge density at the surface of the 
sphere are continuous. Hence, our choice of n is, in fact, a 
choice of how smooth a function we must Fourier analyze. 

Now let us return to the evaluation of A ;. Using the 
values of a", given in (24), the sum has the value 

(25) 

The pseudocharge multipole moments Q;m (17) also depend 
on the a.". Consider the sum 

. " R ;'+2.,,+ 3 

s~ = L a." . 
.,,=0 21 + 21/ + 3 

We write this as 

" (- 1)"'(") s; = ( - l)"a R 21 + 2" + 3 L ", 
" "' ", = 0 21 + 21/ + 3 ' 

or finally (see Appendix Al 

Si = (_ I)"a R 2/+ 2" + 32"n! (2/ + I)!! (26) 
n " , (21 + 2n + 3)!! 

The Q;m are then given by 

i _ (- 1)"q;m (21 + 2n + 3)!! 
Q 1m - 2"n!a

n
R 21 + 2n + 3 (21 + I)!! (27) 

Combining (27) and (25) with (19), we get the Fourier 
component 

,o,(K) = 417'}( _ if { (- I)"q;m (21 + 2n + 3)!!} 
a f::; 2nn!a n R;I+2n+3 (2/+ I)!! 

X{(-I)n2nnlanR I + 2n+3 J~:R~+I Je-iK'~Y (K) 
, (KR;)" + I 1m' 

of after simplifying, 

,os(K) = 417' L (- if (21 + 2n + 3)1l 
a 1m; (21 + I)!! 

~KR,) 

X 1I+n+ I -; -;K.~y (K) 
(KR;)n + I q'm e 

1m' 
(28) 

For the case K = 0, we have 

,os(K=O)= J41T Lq~. 
a j 

(29) 

The Fourier expansion for the total pseudocharge used to 
obtain the interstitial Coulomb potential is 

,orr) = r [PI(K) +,os(K)] e,"K·r. (30) 
K 

A point to notice about the parameter n in (28) is that a 
different value of n can be picked for each / value and also for 
each sphere. 
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IV. PROPERTIES OF THE FOURIER EXPANSION 

In this section we investigate some properties of the 
Fourier expansion of the (pseudo-) charge density. The first 
important point is that the Fourier series 

ps(r) = LPs(K)e,x-r, (31) 
K 

where the Ps (K) are given in (28), is an absolutely and uni
formly convergent series for n > 0 which converges to p; (r) in 
each sphere and to zero in the interstitial. 12 This property 
allows one to do the term by term integration needed to ob
tain the potential. It is interesting to note that the potential 
for the / = 0 term is also absolutely and uniformly conver
gent, whereas in the usual Ewald-type methods4

•s.7 this term 
is only conditionally convergent. 

The step of extending the interstitial representation into 
the spheres requires some discussion. This step guarantees 
the continuity of the pseudocharge density everywhere for 
n"> 1. In practice, there will only be a finite number of multi
pole moments considered, while the plane waves that are 
extended into the spheres contain multipole moments of all 
orders. This means that certain (higher) mUltipoles from the 
plane waves are included in the potential, but are neglected 
in the contributions from the actual charge in the spheres. At 
first glance this appears to be a disadvantage, but actually 
this approximation is quite good. First, the contributions 
from the higher mUltipole moments decrease rapidly (as 
r - (I + 11, r">R ) and hence are small in general. The second 
point is that the major contribution to the higher multi pole 
moments comes from the region near the surface where, be
cause of continuity, one expects that the charge density is 
still well represented by the Fourier expansion of the intersti
tial. In this way, we implicitly include even higher multipole 
moments to a good approximation. 

Instead of extending the plane-wave representation into 
the spheres, one could match the interstitial charge density 
to the pseudocharge in the spheres. This method was reject
ed for two main reasons: 1 j the matching coefficients depend 
on the p;(Kj and 2) the pseudocharge density is manifestly 
discontinuous. The first reason is mainly aesthetic and com
putational: The particularly simple form of (28) would be 
ruined and more computing effort would be required. The 
second reason is the important one: Since only a finite num
ber of spherical harmonics are included in the expansion of 
the charge density in the spheres, it is impossible to match a 
general plane wave, which contains all spherical harmonics, 
onto the pseudocharge density at the sphere boundary. 
Hence, higher I components will be discontinuous, thereby 
hurting the convergence of the Fourier series since a 3-D step 
function converges as K -2. 

Let us now consider the convergence properties of the 
Fourier series with respect to K. The convergence rate as 
IKI~oo goes as 

~KR.I 

1
. (21 + 2n + 3)!! h+n+ 1 
1m 

IKI~oo (21 + 1)l! (KR;f + 1 

(21 + 2n + 3)!! . __ 1_ 
(2/+ I)!! (KR;)n+2 
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This would seem to suggest that we should pick n as large as 
possible. Unfortunately, the situation is more complicated. 
For large n, (21 + 2n + 3)!! is large and the value of KR; for 
which the spherical Bessel function can be replaced by its 
asymptotic value increases. The form for the factor 
(2/ + 2n + 3)!!i,+ n + dz)/((21 + l)!!z n + 1) fori = 0 and 1 = 4 
for different values of n is given in Fig. 2. The important 
features to notice are: i) for smaller n, there are larger oscilla
tions and ii) for a given n, the largest contribution comes 
from z less than the first zero of the Bessel function. From 
considerations such as these, we have developed a criterion 
for determining the best n value for each 1 given the maxi
mum value of KR j : Choose the largest n such that the first 
zero ofj, + n + 1 (z) is approximately equal to (KR j )max . Table I 
gives these values for 0</<8 and (KR )max S 21. Again, it 
should be noted that each I component may have a different 
n, hence in practice one has larger n values for lower I. This 
means that the convergence is best for the lower 1 values, but 
these are, in general, the most important. 

With these properties, the convergence of the Fourier 
representation of the pseudo-charge density, and hence the 
potential, can be monitored rather easily. We have also 
avoided the problems associated with conditionally conver
gent sums. 

V. EXTENSIONS 

As developed so far, the method is for a system with 
three-dimensional periodicity. This is, however, not a re
quirement. It we have a real system with two-dimensional 
periodicity, e.g., a film or surface, we can define a unit cell as 
in Fig. 1 where the dotted spheres are replaced by vacuum. 
From the theory of Fourier series, 12 we can artifically repeat 
the film in order to obtain a Fourier representation of the 
charge density that converges to the (pseudo-) charge in the 
film. In this way, the Fourier representation of the pseudo
charge density of a 2-D periodic system is exactly the same as 
for the 3-D case [Eq. (28)], with the appropriate definition of 
the unit cell. The difference will be that now the potential is 
not given simply by (6), but will also include terms such as 

-.:: 1-"" - + ~+ c 
c ~ 
+ ~ ... -"" ., -

r0 
+ ;=.:, 

c: + 
(\J .... 

1.5 

1.0 

.t (\J 0.5 
(\J 

n=8 

8.0 160 
kr 

FIG. 2. Graph of the convergence factor of the pseudo charge density. The 
1= ° terms (n = 0,12) have the value unity at kr = 0, while the { = 4 terms 
(n = 0,8) are zero there. 
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TABLE I. Optimum values of n for different values of 1 and (KR )m .. to obtain the best convergence possible of the pseudo-charge density and the interstitial 

potential. 

v 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 
z(jy(z) = 0) 20.54 19.45 18.35 17.25 16.14 15.03 13.92 

1=0 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 
1 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 
2 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 
3 II 10 9 8 7 6 5 
4 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 
5 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 
6 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 
7 7 6 5 4 3 2 I 
8 6 5 4 3 2 I 0 

V;(r) = I a(Kp(K)eiKII·rll ± K liz. (32) 
K 

In order to obtain the potential inside the spheres, we 
need to obtain this potential in a spherical harmonic repre
sentation. For a standard plane wave, we use expansion (13). 
For the case of the complex plane wave given in (32), we use 
the expansion (see Appendix C) 

eiKllrll ±Kllz = I (- I)/( + I)/~mr(K IIr)1 
1m 

[ 
41T 1 ] 1/2 ~ im'i'KY (A) X --- e 1m r. 

21 + I (/ - m )1(/ + m)l 
(33) 

Using this result, the rest proceeds straighforwardly. 
Up to this point we have used only the translational 

symmetry. If we are considering a crystal, the symmetrized 
representations (symmetrized plane waves and lattice har
monics) are the natural ones to use. The extension of the 
method to these representations is simple and can often be 
written down by inspection. 

VI. APPLICATIONS 

The ultimate test of the method must be its usefulness. 
The method was programmed for the LAPW band structure 
method by Wimmer,13 who compared the potential for a 
W(OOI) three-layer film calculated by this method and that 
using the old Ewald-type potential generator. 14 When only 
the I = 0 term is included (which corresponds to the old 
method), the two potentials agrees to within a few mRyd 
everywhere. To obtain the full potential using this method, 
including exchange and correlation in the local density ap
proximation and keeping muItipoles up to / = 8, the com
puting time was increased by not more than a few percent 
« 5%). Hence, this is a reasonable method for doing band
structure calculations. 

This method is also an efficient way to calculate lattice 
sums. As an example, let us calculate the Madelung poten
tial for the NaCI structure. In this case, the Fourier coeffi
cients depend only on the charges at each atomic site: 

-(K)= -(2n+3)!! jn+I(KR) (I_e-iK.,,), 
Ps {J (KR r+ I 

where Cl- is at the origin, Na + is at 1), and the sphere radii 
are equal. The coefficients depend on the vector property of 
K only through the phase factor. Expanding the plane-wave 
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8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
12.79 11.66 10.51 9.36 8.18 6.99 5.76 4.49 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
5 4 3 2 I 0 
4 3 2 1 0 
3 2 1 0 
2 I 0 
1 0 
0 

representation of the interstitial potential about the origin, 
the I = 0 contribution is 

VI=o(r) = ~41T [~' ~Ps(K)jo(KR)] Yoo(f). 

To obtain the Madelung constant, i.e., the self-potential 
of the lattice, we must subtract the potential due to the 
charge at the origin: 

-[ 41T 1] V;=o(r) = ~41T ~'K2 Ps(K)jo(KR) + -; Yoo(r). 

The potential inside the sphere is given by (7). Since there is 
no charge in the sphere, only the surface term contributes. 
Then at r = 0, the total potential is 

VIr = 0) = I' 4~ Ps(K)jo(KR ) + Rl . 
K K 

This is the Madelung constant. Table II presents results ob
tained for the NaCI structure for different n values. The 
number of terms included in the sum for each n value was 
determined by (KR )max using the values in Table I. The per
cent difference can be considered as limits on the results: For 
a given n, if the number of terms increase, then A is found to 
decrase. The convergence is quite good with increasing n, 
and supports the criterion for choosing n. The usefulness of 
doing lattice sums in this way has been demonstrated-ex
tension to more general lattice sums can be handled in the 
same manner. 

VII. SUMMARY 

We have presented a general method for solving Pois
son's equation in a periodic system. The method is based on 
the concept of multipole potentials and on the Dirichlet 
problem for a sphere. This method is not just an extension of 
the Ewald-type methods, but is a new alternative to them. 
Some advantages/properties of the method are: 

1) there are reciprocal space sums only, 
2) there are only absolutely and uniformly convergent 

sums (including the I = 0 and I = 1 terms), 
3) general periodic charge densities are handled easily, 
4) the convergence properties of the summations are 

easily monitored, and 
5) all components are treated equivalently. 

As in the Ewald method, we have one convergence param
eter; ours is determined from a simple unique criterion. The 
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T ABLE II. Madelung constant a for the NaCI structure calculated for 
different n values and compared to the exact result. LI % is the absolute 
difference in percent and Nk is the number of distinct nonzero terms in the 
sum. Exact result from [CO Kittel, Introduction to Solid State Physics, 4th ed. 
(Wiley, New York, 1971), p. 118.] 

n a Nk .:1% 

Exact 1.747565 
14 1.747565 22 0.0 
II 1.747569 15 0.0002 

8 1.747517 10 0.003 
5 1.748099 6 0.Q3 
3 1.748214 4 0.04 

1.735273 2 0.7 

freedom of being able to choose different n values for each 
sphere and for each I to optimize the convergence is a free
dom not available in the Ewald-type methods. 

The application of this method to real problems has 
shown that the method is practical and can be used to advan
tage for treating those problems where the Ewald-type meth
ods were used previously. 
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APPENDIX A: SOME BINOMIAL SERIES IDENTITIES 

1. Proof of .l'~~ o( - 1r(A + Bn)P(';) = 0, p<m 

The binomial expansion is 

(x+yt= i: (m)xnym-n, 
n=O n 

(AI) 

( mn) = _m_! 
(m -n)!n! 

Now consider the function 

.!!..:.-. eAX( 1 _ eBX)m I . 
ax p 

x =0 

If we do the differentiation by Leibniz's rule, then the k th 
term (O<k<p) will be proportional to terms in x given by 
(O<k '<k) 

[ 
a"peAX(l_eBX)m] _(I_eBX)m-k'\ =0, k'<m 
ax k.x ~ 0 x -~ 0 

If P < m, then all terms are zero, hence we can write 

.!!..:.-. eAX( 1 _ eBxt I 
ax p 

x ~ 0 

{ ~eAX(I_eBX)\ ,p>m 
= ax p x=o 

0, p<m 

(A2) 

If we expand (A2) in a binomial series, then we have 
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= nto ( - 1( (:) (A + Bn)P . 

Then combining (A2) and (A3), we have 

nto ( - 1)" (:) (A + Bn)P 

{ 
.!!..:.-. eAX( 1 - eBXr I ' 

= ax p 
x=o 

0, 

2. Proof of i (- 1)"(;) = 
v=o 21+2v+ 3 

nl r(/+ t) 
2 r(/+n+ 9 
Consider the integral 

/= f t 211 + 11(1- t 2t dt. 

Z'n/(2/ + 1)/1 

(21 + 2n + 3)11 

Expand the integral in a binomial series 

f = t t 2(1 + II i (- It (n) t 2v dt 
Jo v=o v 

= i (- W(n) t t 21 + 2v + 2 dt. 
v=o v Jo 

Hence, fhas the value of the sum we want: 

i (-It(~) = tt211+11(I_t2)ndt. 
v=o2/+2v+3 Jo 

(A3) 

(A4) 

The integral is expressible as a beta function, hence we have 

i (- W(~) =!B(2/+
2 

3 ,2n
2
+2) 

v=O 21 + 2v + 3 

or 

! r(1 + ~)F(n + 1) 

F(I + n +~) 

n! ru+~) i (-1)"(:) 

v=o 21 + 2v + 3 2 ru + n +~) 

APPENDIX B: VERIFICATION OF Ea. (24) 

Consider condition (23) 

i a,,171R 2" = 0. 
'I = v (17 - v)! 

Let us evaluate the series with the aT, given by (24) 

aTI =( -1)"-" R2I
n -"IG)an • 

Substituting into the sum, we have 

(A5) 

n a 'YliR 2'1 n [ (n) ] IR 2" 2: ".,. = I (- 1)" - "R 2(n - 'II an _17..!-· __ 
'I = v (17 - v)! " = v Tl (11 - v)! 

=( - I)"R 2nan i (- 1),' (n) -~. 
,,=v 17 (1] - v)! 
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Now let 1/' = 1/ - v; then 

n a 1/!R 2'1 L _'1.!..-C-_ 
'1=v (1/ - v)! 

a n' n- v (n v) =(_I)"-vR 2n n' L (-1)'1' ~ . 
(n - v)! 'I' = 0 1/ 

Then from (A4), we have that this is zero for all v < n, hence 

v = D,I, ... ,n - 1, 

v=n, 
(A6) 

which means that the a'l 's given by (24) are solutions to (23). 

APPENDIX C. EXPANSION OF A "COMPLEX" PLANE· 
WAVE 

The general problem of determining the expansion in 
spherical harmonics of a plane wave of the form 
exp(ikll .rll ± kzz) has been considered by Kambe l5 and also 
by Weinert. 16 The results of Kambe l5 differ from those of 
Ref. 16 by a phase because proper account was not taken of 
the restrictions associated with the cut in the complex plane 
of the associated Legendre functions P 7'(z). 

To prove (33), i.e., the case k z = kll' we do not follow the 
full development given in Ref. 16, but rather use a simple 
demonstration. 16 Consider the plane wave and make the 
normal power series expansion which is valid for all complex 
values: 

00 (k ll r)1 
= I~o-I!-(+ 1)1 [cosOr +isinOr cos(CPr -CPklY 

(A7) 

From the theory of the associated Legendre functions, we 
have the expansion 17 

(cosO ± i sinO coscp) n 

= Pn(cosO) + 2 i (± l)me -(1/2)m1Ti n! 
m=1 (n +m)! 

Xcosmcp P';(cosO) 

= i ( ± 1 )me - (1/2)m1Ti n! P ';(cosO )eimtp. 

m= -n (n + m)! 
(A8) 

(The associated Legendre functions P 7'(cosO ) have the stan
dard phase, as for example in Ref. 18.) Using (A8) in (A 7) 
with the identification 

cP = CPr - CPk + 'TT, 

we have 
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or writing this in terms of the normalized spherical 
harmonics 

= L (-I)/( ± l)/-mr [~ 1 ]112 
1m 21 + 1 (/ + m)!(/- m)! 
X e - imtp. Ylm (f). (A9) 

We also quote the general result l6 

eikll·rll =+= k,z 

= L4 'TT;tjl(Kr)[( 21 + 1 (/- m)!)112( ± l)l+mim 
1m 4'TT (I + m)! 

X P 7' C:z) e - im'Pk] Ylm (f), (A 10) 

where 

K= ~q -k; 
and P ,/,{ikJK) must be treated as a function of a complex 
variable. 

Note added in proof After submission of the manu
script, P. Herzig pointed out the similarity between the pre
sent method as used for calculating Madelung constants and 
the Bertaut method [E. F. Bertaut, J. Phys. Chern. Solids 39, 
97 (1978)]. The results of the present method as given in Sec. 
VI and Bertaut's Eq. (2.5) yield equivalent sums for the Ma
delung potential when the proper identifications are made. I 
would like to thank P. Herzig for bringing this reference to 
my attention and also for demonstrating the similarity be
tween the two methods. 
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Linear homogeneous equations of the type i a).at/Jlax'- = /3t/J are considered, where a). and/3 are 
constant Hermitian N X N matrices and t/J is an N component column vector. The conditions that 
this equation is invariant under arbitrary changes of coordinates are shown to be 
a).C7 + C;Ka). = a K8; - a).87, (3C7 + C;K(3 = - (38 7, a).C7 + aKC; = 0, where C7 is a set of 
16 N X N matrices which specify the transformation law for the field components t/J. Some 
theorems are proved about solutions of these matrix relations and some explicit representations 
are given. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Jr 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Einstein's equations R'K = 0 for the gravitational field 
outside matter possess the remarkable property of invari
ance under arbitrary changes of coordinates. The term in
variance is used here in its strongest sense: suppose we re
place our coordinates x'- by another set x'). (which are 
arbitrary functions of the unprimed set), and corresponding
ly transform the metric tensor g'K and the Ricci tensor Rue in 
the standard way, i.e., 

g'tK = g).1' (ax'-I ax")(axl' ;ax'i , 

R "K = R).I'(ax'- lax ")(axPlax"') . 

The property of in variance referred to stems from the fact 
that R 'uc is the same function of g').1' ' ag').1' lax' P, 

a 2g').l'lax' pax'v as R'K is of g).I" ag).l'laxP, a 2g).l'laxPaxv. 
Hence the transformed equations R "K = 0 are in fact identi
cal to the original set R,,, = 0 except for the primes attached 
to the variables. These equations contain the dependent var
iables and their first and second derivatives but do not in
volve the independent variables, i.e., the coordinates, 
explicitly. 

This strong property of invariance should be distin
guished from the weaker concept of covariance. Consider, 
for example, the Laplace equation in two dimensions. In 
Cartesian coordinates x,y it takes the form 

a 2t/J a2 t/J 
-+-=0. (1) 
ax2 ay2 

Introducing polar coordinates r,O the equation transforms to 

a 2t/J + ~ at/J + ~ a2
t/J = 0 . (2) 

a,z r ar ,z ao 2 

Equations (1) and (2) may be written in the covariant form 

~ a~ (rK"'1' :~ ) = 0 , (3) 

where r is the square root of the metric determinant Ig'K I 
with appropriate values for the metric tensor 

gxx = 1, gyy = 1, gxy = 0 , 

grr = 1, g88 =,z, gr8 = 0 . 

However the existence of a covariant representation, Eq. (3), 
certainly does not imply that Eqs. (1) and (2) are identical in 

form. Indeed Eq. (2) contains first derivatives and explicit 
dependence on coordinates, whereas Eq. (1) has neither of 
these features. 

When matter is present Einstein's field equations 
become 

R,,, - !K'KR = - 81TGT'K . (4) 

If the energy-momentum-stress source term T,,, can be 
written in terms of component scalar, vector, and tensor 
fields, then Eq. (4) together with the field equations for the 
particle fields again exhibits the property of coordinate in
variance rather than mere covariance. 

The above considerations suggest that it would be of 
interest to classify all possible sets of field equations which 
are invariant under the choice of coordinates. In general we 
shall have N dependent fields 1/1, (A = 1,2, ... ,N), whose de
pendence on the four coordinates x'- is to be found from 
solution of a set of N differential equations 

(5) 

We now seek a transformation law I/I-t/J'A associated with 
the coordinate change x).-x'). and suitable functions L B 

such that when Eq. (5) is satisfied it follows that 

L B(.p'A,at/J'A lax",a 2.p'A lax'Lax''', ... ) = O. (6) 

Note that there is no prime on L Bin Eq. (6) since we demand 
that the same relations hold for the primed variables as for 
the unprimed. 

As a first step in classification of coordinate invariant 
field equations, we shall consider in the present paper the 
simplest possible system, a set of linear, first order, homo
geneous differential equations. 

2. COORDINATE INVARIANT LINEAR EQUATIONS 

Suppose we have a field 1/1, (A = 1 ,2, ... ,N ). in general 
complex, whose dependence on the four coordinates x'-, 
(A. = 0, I ,2,3), is governed by N coupled first order linear dif
ferential equations. For economy in writing we shall use ma
trix notation. Let .p be the column vector formed from the N 
components 1/1. and t/Jt the Hermitian conjugate vector, i.e., 
the row vector of complex conjugate fields t/J*A. The most 
general linear first order homogeneous system may be 
written 
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• _A at/J - p.,. IU"-- '/', 
axl' 

(7) 

where a\ (A. = 0,1,2,3), andfJ are N XN constant matrices. 
We shall assume that a A andp are Hermitian in order that 
the currentl = t/JtaAt/J be conserved, i.e., al/axl' = o. 

Suppose we now change coordinates from xl' to X'A and 
try a transformation law t/J-tP' of the form 

tP' = DtP· (8) 

Here D is an N XN matrix which is a function of the coordi
nates and depends, in a way to be determined, on the func
tional relationship between xA and X,A. If tP were made up of 
components of tensors and tensor densities then one would 
have D = D (5 ), where 5 is the 4 X 4 matrix of the partial de
rivatives5 ~ = ax"/axK

• In this caseD (5) would beanN XN 
matrix representation of the group of real nonsingular 4 X 4 
matrices, i.e., D (S"t) D (52) = D (5152)' However, we shall not 
impose this representation condition a priori, but instead 
shall adopt a weaker hypothesis, relating to the form of D for 
infinitesimal coordinate changes, in Sec. 3. The question of 
integration to give finite transformations will then be take up 
in Sec. 5. 

We now require that the primed field equations should 
take the same form as the unprimed 

. A atP' p.,,' la -- = '/', 
ax'A 

(9) 

with the same constant matrices a A ,/3 as in Eq. (7). The 
mathematical problem posed is to find matrices a A ,/3,D such 
that Eq. (7) implies Eq. (9) for arbitrary changes of 
coordinates. 

Equation (7) may be derived from the variation princi
ple [) S 2' d 4X = 0 with 

.:£ = tPt(laA :~ - PtP) + complex conjugate. (10) 

A sufficient condition for the invariance ofEq. (7) is that .:£ 
should transform as a scalar density of weight 1; 

.:£' = I axl' )2'. (11) 
ax' I" 

3. THE MATRIX RELATIONS 

First let us consider the implications of demanding the 
invariance ofEq. (7) under infinitesimal coordinate changes. 
Such a transformation is specified by four arbitrary infinites
imal functions zI (xl"): 

X'A = xl' + zI (xP) , 

(12) 

where a comma denotes partial differentiation. The transfor
mation matrix D ofEq. (8) is assumed to possess an expan
sion about the neighborhood of the identical transformation 
of the form 

D = / + V:KC~ + second order terms, (13) 

where/is theN XNunit matrix and C~ is aconstantN XN 
matrix. 
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Let us now substitute into Eq. (11) the transformed co
ordinates and fields specified by Eqs. (8), (12), and (13). We 
obtain to first order of small quantities a linear combination 
of the first derivatives v:K and second derivatives V:KA . Since 
the functions zI are quite arbitrary the coefficients of these 
terms must vanish. The coefficient of v:K is 

itPt(aAC~ + CIKaA - aK[)~ + aAo7)tP.A 

+ complex conjugate - 2tPt( pC~ + C;Kp + po ~)tP . 

The coefficient of V:KA is 

~i¢t{aAC~ + aKC~ - C;KaA - C;AaK)¢. 

Hence Eq. (11) will hold and Eq. (7) be invariant if the 
matrices aA, p, C ~ obey the following relations 

aAC~ + aKC~ = C;KaA + C;AaK, 

aAC~ + C;KaA = aK8: - aAo~ , 

pC~ + C;Kp = - P8 ~ . 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Combining Eq. (14) with Eq. (15), we find that each side 
ofEq. (14) separately vanishes 

( 17) 

Hence we conclude that Eqs. (15H 17) are sufficient condi
tions that Eq. (7) be invariant under arbitrary infinitesimal 
coordinate transformations. 

The interpretation ofEqs. (15) and (16) is interesting. If 
we consider how the current tPtaAtP transforms we find that 
Eq. (15) is simply the condition that this current be a vector 
density of weight 1. This is a desirable feature in view of the 
vanishing divergence of the current. Similarly Eq. (16) im
plies that t/Jtpt/J is a scalar density of weight 1. 

4. SYMMETRIES OF THE MATRIX RELATIONS (15), (16), 
AND (17) 

Suppose a't, p, and C ~ satisfy Eqs. (15H 17) and t/J(xl") is 
the corresponding solution ofEq. (7). Then the following are 
also solutions 

(a) staAs, stps, S-lC~S, S-ItP(xP), 
where S is an arbitrary, nonsingular, complex N X N matrix. 

(b)a*A, p*, C*~, t/J*( -xP), 
where * denotes complex conjugation (without taking the 
transpose). 

(c)T~al", TP, T~C~T-l~, tP(TT-l~xv), 
where Tis any real number and the T~ are the elements of an 
arbitrary, real, nonsingular, 4 X 4 matrix. 

(d) Ifwe can find further matrices C;, C~, C~ which 
satisfy the additional relations necessary to extend Eqs. (15)
(17) to the larger set 

alC k + Ctkal = akol _ alok 
", l I' 

ulC7 + ukC: = 0, (18) 

where p = a 5 and Latin indices range over the five values 0, 
1,2,3,5, then al = T~a"', C7 = T~C~ T- 1;n again satisfy 
Eq. (18). Here T~ are the elements of an arbitrary 5 X 5 real 
nonsingular matrix. 

The symmetries (a) should clearly be regarded as equiv
alence relations, with the transformed quantities belonging 
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to the same physical system-the field components have 
merely been replaced by linear combinations of themselves. 
The role of the symmetries (b), (c), and (d) is less clear. Per
haps (b) relates to charge conjugation or TCP invariance. 

5. FINITE COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS 

A. Integration of infinitesimal transformations 

Let us restrict ourselves to transformationsx'A = fA (XV) 
which can be connected by a continuous path to the identical 
transformation, i.e., there exists a family of transformations 
x'; = fA (XV,t ) characterized by a parameter t, O<;t..;; 1, such 
that 

fA (XV,O) = x" , 
fA (x", I) =fA(xV) , 

I JfA(xV,t) I >0 for O..;;t..;;1 . 
axil-

The Jacobian condition enables us to find the inverse 
transformation xl' = FV(x'~,t). Assuming differentiability 
with respect to t we have 

x'~ + dl = x': + dt 1/'(x'~,t ) , (19) 

where the function 1/'( y\t ) is defined by 

1/'( y",t ) = aj' (XV,t)1 . 
at XV = F"IY'.I) 

Equation (19) gives the transformation at parameter value 
t + dt in terms of an infinitesimal transformation applied to 
the coordinate system x':. Hence we may apply the formal
ism of Sec. 3 and write a differential equation in t for the 
transformation matrix D (t ) along the path 

D(t+dt)= [I+1/~/((x'~,t)C~]D(t) 

or 

(20) 

The initial conditions D (0) = I then defines the transforma
tion matrix D (t ) uniquely along the path, and in particular at 
the end point t = 1. In general the result will be path depen
dent, a point considered further in Sec. C. 

B. The transformation matrix to second order 

Let us expand the solution ofEqs. (19) and (20) as a 
power series in t. Retaining terms up to t 2 we obtain 

x': =x' + v', 

D(t) = I + u~/(C7 + ~u~/(u:'Il-(C7C~ - 8A C~) 

+ 0(t 3
), 

where 

(21) 

If we now take t, and hence v' infinitesimal, we see that 
Eq. (21) provides the second order terms in Eq. (13). Note 
that to second order D is a function solely of ax' A /axll-. 
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C. Path dependence of the transformation matrix D 

If we evaluate the third order terms in Eq. (21) we find 
that it is no longer true that D is a function only of ax' A / axil-. 
We obtain an additional term containing second derivatives 
which takes the form 

-&. [1/:"1 (XV,O) + 1/:"p (xV,O)if(xV,O) ]1/~1" (x",O) 

X [C~C~ - c~c~ - DA c~ + D~CA] . (22) 

The presence ofthe initial t-derivative term 1/:/(1 (XV,O) means 
that in general D depends on the path. A necessary condition 
for path independence is the vanishing of the second term, 
i.e., 

(23) 

These are the well-known commutation relations for the 
generators of the linear groups. I They are in fact also suffi
cient conditions that the representation condition hold, i.e., 
D (SI)D (S2) = D !SIS2)' The finite-dimensional matrix repre
sentations of C ~ satisfying Eq. (23) correspond to tensors and 
tensor densities. Hence if we were to insist on Eq. (23) we 
would restrict the components of ¢ to be such quantities. 
This seems unnecessarily restrictive and instead we shall 
adopt the following attitude: We ignore Eq. (23) and find 
what representations we can of a A

, P, C ~ satisfying Eqs. (15)
(17). IfEq. (23) turns out to be satisfied then ¢ is singly valued 
and thus an acceptable physical observable. If on the other 
hand Eq. (23) is violated then ¢ is multivalued, since we can 
change its value by effecting a sequence of transformations 
leading from the identical transformation back to itself along 
a closed path. In this case ¢ itself must be regarded as unob
servable, and physical observables should be singly valued 
quantities constructed from ¢ and ¢t, perhaps real quadratic 
forms of the type ¢tM¢, where M is an Hermitian N XN 
matrix. For example the current ¢taA¢ is an acceptable ob
servable since it transforms as a vector density of weight 1 
and is thus certainly singly valued. This approach is similar 
to that adopted in the quantum mechanics of half-integral 
spin systems. The wavefunction is there multi valued and un
observable and all measurable quantities correspond to sin
gly valued real combinations of the wave function and its 
complex conjugate. 

The problem of finding suitable observables of quadrat
ic form reduces to the following. Supose we seek a matrix 
Ma, (a = 1,2, ... ,n), such that ¢tMa¢ transforms as a tensor 
or tensor density with n components. Let K ~ be the gener
ators for the associated representation. K 7 will be a set of 16 
n X n matrices, matrix elements K 7:, 
(L,K = 0,1,2,3; a,b = 1,2, ... ,n), which satisfy the commuta
tion relations, Eq. (23). For the infinitesimal transformation 
X'A = x" + v" we require 

(24) 

Writing ¢' according to Eqs. (8) and (13) and equating coeffi
cients of v:" to zero yields 

Mac~ + C;"MQ = K~:Mb. (25) 

In particular, if ¢tM;:::¢ is a tensor density of weight W 
containing a number of contravariant indices A and covar-
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iant indices Ji then Eq. (25) reduces to 

M~:::C~ + C;KM~::: 

the summation being over all contravariant indices A. and all 
covariant indices Ji. 

6. REDUCIBILITY 

A.lntroduction 

In order to classify the solutions of the matrix equations 
(15)-( 17) one needs some definition of reducible and irreduci
ble representations. The equivalence relations of relevance 
are those of type (a) in Sec. 4: 

a'A = staAs , 

(27) 

C'~=S-lC~S, 

where S is an arbitrary, nonsingular, complex N X N matrix. 
Two alternative definitions of reducibility suggest them
selves, depending on whether we focus attention on the ma
trices a\ {3 or on the matrices C~. 

B. ap-reducibillty 

A solution a A
, p, C~ of the matrix equations (15)-(17) 

will be called a{3-reducible if a-<,{3 can be transformed ac
cording to Eq. (27) to the direct sum form 

(28) 

where a~I' PI I and a12 , {322 are respectively NI XNI and 
N2XN2 matrices with NI + N2 = N, NI =l=0,N2=1= o. Let us 
partition C'~ in the same way: 

C"(= til 
( 

C" 

, C~21 

Note that we do not require in this definition that the matri
ces C712' C721 vanish. This is because the reduced form, Eq. 
(28), implies that a~I' PIl,C~1l and a12, P22,C~22 are sepa
rately solutions of the matrix equations whether or not C~12 
and C~21 are zero. Further the field equation (7) decomposes 
into two uncoupled equations of the same type, of dimen
sions N\ and N 2• Hence it would seem most natural to set 
C~12 and C~21 both equal to zero and to thus effect complete 
decomposition into two disjoint sets of field equations. 

C. C-reducibility 

A solution a A, {3,C7 of the matrix relations will be 
called C-reducible if the matrices C7 are reducible in the 
ordinary sense, i.e., C~ may be transformed to the form 

C'K = (C711 C712 ) 
, 0 C~22 ' (29) 
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where the N rows and columns are partitioned according to 
N = NI + N2,NI =l=O,N2=1= o. Ifwe partition a'A, {3' in the 
corresponding way we find that a~ I , {311' and C ~1l give an 
Nl XNl representation of the matrix equations (15)-{17). 
However the field equations (17) will in general not decom-

pose because of the coupling terms a~2' {312' 

D. Analogs of Schur's lemma 

We define a system to be irreducible ifit is not reducible. 
The following results are proved in the Appendix. 

Lemma 1.1: If a\ p,C 7 is ap-irreducible and a matrix P 
exists such that 

then either P -I exists or all the eigenvalues of P are zero. 
Lemma 1.2: If the matrix P of Lemma 1.1 has any real 

eigenvalue then all the eigenvalues of Pare real and equal. As 
a corollary, if P is also diagonalizable then it is a multiple of 
the unit matrix. 

Lemma 2: IfaA, p,C7isC-irreduciblethenp -I exists or 

P=O. 
Note that Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 are much weaker than 

the usual result that only a multiple of the unit matrix can 
commute with all members of an irreducible set. 

7. FURTHER LEMMAS 

The following results are also proved in the Appendix, 
and prove helpful in the construction of representations. 

Lemma 3: If P -1 exists then Eq. (7) has only the trivial 
solution", = O. 

Lemma 4.1: Suppose Hermitian matrices a, exist 
which satisfy the relations 

aAa, a K + aKa, a A = aA[j 7 + aK/j: , 

{3a, a K + aKa,p = {3/j ~ . (30) 

Then C ~ = a, a K - /j 7 together with a A,{3 gives a solution of 
the matrix equations. Equations (30) are reminiscent of the 
Duffin-Kemmer commutation relations,2,3 but differ in that 
a, is not necessarily to be obtained from aK by lowering the 
superscript with the aid of a metric tensor. 

Lemma 4.2: Ifin addition to Eq. (30) the matrices a, of 
Lemma 4.1 satisfy the further relations 

(31) 

then the representation condition, Eq. (23), holds. 
Lemma 5.1: Suppose a nonsingular Hermitian matrix B 

and matrices r" r" exist such that 

rtK = Br" B- 1
, r: = Br, B- 1

, 

r'r" + r"r' = 0 , (32) 

r, r" + r"r, = 2lJ ~ . 

Then a" = Br", C ~ = - ~r"r" P = 0 gives a representation 
ofEq. (15)-(17) which is both a{3-reducible and C-reducible. 
P = B also gives a solution, which is however of no interest 
on account of Lemma 3. 
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Lemma 5.2: If the matrices r. of Lemma 5.1 satisfy the 
further relations 

(33) 

then the representation condition, Eq. (23), also holds. 
Lemma 5.3: Ifthe indices t, K in Eq. (32) range over the 

five values 0, 1,2,3,5 instead of the usual four values 0, 1,2,3 
thenaK = By, C~ = - !yr,,{3 = as gives a solution, again 
a{3-reducible and C-reducible. As in Lemma 5.2 the further 
condition, Eq. (33), will ensure the truth of Eq. (23). 

Lemma 6: If Eqs. (15)-(17) hold then 

aVP~f = pt~faV, 

{3P ~i' = P t~f{3 , (34) 

where 

(35) 

Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 are applicable to Eq. (34) and place 
severe limitations on the quantities P~f, which measure the 
extent to which the representation condition, Eq. (23), is vio
lated. Further constraints on p;r come from the Jacobi rela
tion that the cyclic sum of the triple commutations' 
[[C~,C~], C~] must vanish. 

8. EXPLICIT REPRESENTATIONS 

A. Method of construction 

In this section we give all known nontrivial a{3-irreduci
ble representations of Eqs. (15)-( 17). They have dimensions 
5,6,10,10,15, and have all been obtained with the aid of Lem
mas 4.1 and 4.2. 

Consider the Duffin-Kemmer algebra whose four gen
erating elements {3). satisfy the commutation relations 

(36) 

This algebra has two nontrivial irreducible matrix represen
tations, one in five dimensions and the other in ten dimen
sions.4 We can clearly obtain a representation of Eq. (30) 
from one ofEq. (36) by taking a). = a). = {3)., {3 = 0. Appli
cation of Lemma 4.1 then yields a 5 X 5 and a 10 X 10 repre
sentation of Eq (15)-( 17). 

If on the other hand we allow the indices in Eq. (36) to 
range over the five values 0,1,2,3,5 then the nontrivial irre
ducible representations for {3). are of dimension 6,10,10,15. 
We now set a). = a). = {3)., {3 = (const) {35 to obtain represen
tations of these dimensions of Eqs. (15)-( 17). 

Note that in each case Eq. (31) also holds so that we 
have also satisfied the representation condition, Eq. (23). 
Hence the transformation matrix D is of the form D (s ) where 
S ~ = ax" I ax\ and the elements of tP transform as the com
ponents of ordinary tensors and tensor densities. 

All representations given are a{3-irreducible and C
reducible. 

B. The 5 X 5 representation 

This corresponds to the five-dimensional representa
tion of the Duffin-Kemmer algebra in 4-space and thus has 
{3 = O. The nonzero elements of a). are 
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(aO)IS = (aO)SI = 1 , 

(alb = (al )S2 = 1 , 

(a2bs = (a 2
)S3 = 1 , 

(a
3

)4S = (a3
)S4 = 1 . 

(37) 

Thefirstfourfieldcomponents(lfrhlfr2,lfr3,lfr4)=(x0,x I,X 2,X 3) 
transform as the components of a contravariant vector den
sity of weight 1,X 4, while the fifth component lfrs is a scalar. 
This corresponds to the transformation matrix (partitioned 
4+ 1) 

D(S) = [ Is I; IS ~]. (38) 

The field equation (7) takes the trivial form 

X~ =0, 

C. The 6 X 6 representation 

(39) 

This is obtained from the six-dimensional representa
tion of the Duffin-Kemmer algebra in five-space. The non
zero elements of a)., {J are 

(aO)16 = (aO)6\ = I , 

(a l h6 = (a l )62 = 1, 

(a2b6 = (a 2)63 = 1 , 

(a3
)46 = (a3

)64 = 1 , 

({3)S6 = ({3)6S = m, 

(40) 

where m is an arbitrary real constant. The first four field 
components transform as a contravariant vector density of 
weight 1, the fifth as a scalar density of weight 1 and the sixth 
as a scalar, corresponding to the transformation matrix (par
titioned 4 + 1 + 1) 

The field equations (7) are again trivial 

'"X:/L = mlfrs, 

tP6./L = 0, 

tP6=O. 

(41) 

(42) 

Note that the four functions X /L are quite undetermined. The 
appearance offour arbitrary functions is of course to be ex
pected in the solution of any field equations which permit 
arbitrary changes in four coordinates. 

D. The 10X 10 representation 

First consider the representation with {3 = 0 obtained 
from the 4-space Duffin-Kemmer algebra. The independent 
nonzero elements of a). are 
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(aOhs = (aOb9 = (aOklO = 1 , 

- (al)IS = (a lh7 = - (a l
)46 = 1 , 

(43) 
- (a2)19 = - (a2b = (a2)4S = 1 , 

- (a3k 10 = (a3h6 = - (a3hs = 1 . 

The first four field components (tPI,tP2,tP3,tP4)=(Ao.AI.A2.A3) 
transform as a covariant vector AA' while the remaining six 
field elements (tP6,tP7,tPS,tP9' tPlO)=(FOI,F02,Fo3,F23,F31,Fnl 
behave as the components of an antisymmetric covariant 
tensor FAI" This defines the transformation matrix D (S ) so 
there is no need to write it explicitly. 

In the case of the 10 X 10 representation obtained from 
the 5-space Duffin-Kemmer algebra one obtains the same 
matrices for a A as in Eq. (43) and the same transformation 
law for tP. However (3 is no longer zero but has the following 
independent nonvanishing elements 

((3)SS = ((3)69 = ((3b.1O = m, (44) 

where m is an arbitrary constant. Thus the first case, (3 = 0, 
may be obtained by setting m = O. 

The field equations (7) are 

F'K,A + FKA., + FA"K = 0 , 

AI',A -AA,I' =imFAI" (45) 

Once again the field equations possess redundancy associat
ed with coordinate invariance. For m =I 0 the solution de
pends on four completely arbitrary functions, and for m = 0 
on five. 

E. The 15 X 15 representation 

This representation comes from the IS-dimensional re
presentation of the Duffin-Kemmer algebra in 5-space. 
Rather than write out the 15 X 15 matrices for a", (3 it is less 
cumbersome to specify the Lagrangian density .5t' ofEq. 
(10). The 15 components of tP are comprised as follows: 

YAp, a contravariant antisymmetric tensor density of 
weight 1. 

/, a contravariant vector density of weight 1. 
AA' a covariant vector. 
A, a scalar. 

In terms of these variables, 

tPt(iaAtP.A - (3tP) 

= i(Y*AI'A +J'*AA + A .yAI' +A *:A. ) A, I' ,A A.I' J,A 

-mV·AA +A!t'), (46) 

where m is an arbitrary real constant. The matrix elements of 
a A

, (3 may now be picked out by comparison of coefficients 
in Eq. (46). 

The field equations are 

AA,!' -AI',A = 0, 

iA'A =mAA , 

'<;TA!' _ .:A. 
IJ ,I' - mJ , 

/;. =0. 

(47) 

As before the field equations contain redundancy-YAP and 
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A may be chosen quite arbitrarily. 

9. DISCUSSION 

Coordinate invariance implies that field equations can
not all be independent but must be weakened by Bianchi
type identities. In the present case there are four such identi
ties which may be obtained in the standard wayS from the 
invariance of f.5t' d 4X • Alternatively they may be derived 
directly from Eq. (15)-( 17). The identities are 

(tP~ + tP~C;K + tPtc;Ka /axK)(iaAtP,A - (3tP) 

+ complex conjugate = 0 . (48) 

Equation (48) holds for any tP, regardless of whether it satis
fies Eq. (7). We have 2 N unknowns, the real and imaginary 
parts of the components of tP. However because of the identi
ties there are not 2 N functionally independent field equa
tions but only 2N - 4, leaving us with four degrees offree
dom. Such degrees offreedom correspond to the fact that if tP 
is a solution of Eq. (7) so is tP' generated from tP by a coordi
nate change ~ ~X'A (xI'), which brings in four arbitrary func
tions. In order to obtain a definite solution one needs to sup
plement Eq. (7) by four coordinate conditions, just as for the 
Einstein equations.6 

The field equations found in Sec. 8 are unsatisfactory in 
that they contain too much redundancy. Imposing four co
ordinate conditions either yields an empty theory or else still 
leaves some functions arbitrary. It seems likely that to obtain 
a nontrivial system one must depart from the representation 
condition, Eq. (23). This condition was not imposed a priori 
but turned out to be satisfied in all solutions of Eq. (15)-( 17) 
found to date. Its origin lies in the condition a K = a K which 
served to close the algebra generated by aK,aA and thereby 
obtain a solution of Eq. (30) via Duffin-Kemmer theory. 
Equation (31) is then automatically satisfied leading to Eq. 
(23). One needs to investigate other ways to close the algebra 
of a K ,a

A
• More generally we need to construct an algebra out 

of a A
, C~, Pj: without choosing p~r = O. 
Finally let us note that it is not within the spirit of the 

present paper to use a metric tensor to construct the field 
equations. Subject to first finding nontrivial representations 
of Eqs. (15)-( 17), all physical fields including the metric ten
sor are to be sought via the prescription of Sec. 5C, Eqs. (25) 
and (26). 

APPENDIX 

Proofof Lemma 1: We are given alp = ptal, 
1= 0,1,2,3,5 with (3 = as, where a l is a(3-irreducible. Sup
pose P has r zero eigenvalues so that it may be transformed to 
the form 

(
PI 0 ), 
o P2 

where PI is an rX r matrix all of whose eigenvalues are zero, 
and P2 is a nonsingular (N - r ) X (N - r) matrix. The rth 
power of PI is then zero. Let us partition a l in the same way 
asP, 

a l = ( a~ I a~2 ) 
I I • a 21 a 22 
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Then the identity at ( P)' = (P t)' at yields ai2 ( P2)' = 0 
and hence ai2 = O. Whence at decomposes into the direct 
sum of r X rand (N - r ) X (N - r ) matrices, contrary to the 
hypothesis of irreducibility. Hence either r = N and all the 
eigenvalues of P are zero, or r = 0 and P - 1 exists. 

If we know that P has a real eigenvalue A. then 
at ( P - A. ) = (P - A. )tat implies that all the eigenvalues of 
P - A. are zero since P - A. is certainly singular. In this case 
all the eigenvalues of PareA.. Finally, if Pis also diagonaliza
ble, then P = U. 

Proof of Lemma 2: Equation (16) may be written 

/3C7 = ( - C;K - 8 7lf3. (49) 

If C 7 is irreducible in the ordinary sense then so is 
- C;K - 87. We can now apply Schur's Lemma7 and de

duce that either /3 = 0 or /3 -I exists. 
Proof of Lemma 3: Given that /3 - 1 exists let us define 

'I =/3 -laA
. Then Eqs. (15) and (17) become 

yAC7 + yC~ = 0, (50) 

yAC7·- C7yA = y8~. (51) 

In particular 

cgyO+yO=yOcg =0. 
Multiplying through on the left by yO then gives 

(yOf = O. Similar manipulation yields yOyl + yOyl = 0 and 
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in general 

r'y + Yr' = O. (52) 

On multiplying Eq. (7) on the left by /3 -I we obtain 

iyA¢.A = ¢ . (53) 

Let us now multiply Eq. (53) by yOylyr. All terms on the 
left are zero leading to yOylYr¢ = O. Now multiply Eq. (53) 
by ylYr to give ylyr¢ = 0, then by Yr to give Yr¢ = 0 
and so on. Finally one obtains ¢ = o. 

Proof of Lemmas 4, 5, and 6: Lemmas 4 and 5 are best 
proved by direct substitution of the assumed forms for C 7 
into Eqs. (15)-(17), and Lemma 6 by direct evaluation. The 
algebra is straightforward but too lengthy to reproduce here. 
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A class of exact similarity solutions is shown to exist for the Ernst equations with electromagnetic fields. We 
reduce the underlying coupled nonlinear partial differential equations for the potentials into a system of 
coupled ordinary nonlinear differential equations for the similarity variables. The reduced system is exactly 
solvable in terms of elementary functions. These solutions are bounded everywhere. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Jr 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It has been shown by Ernsti that any axially-sym
metric sta tionary solution of Einstein's vacuum field 
equations may be described in terms of a single com
plex function~, which is independent of the azimuth and 
satisfies the equation 

(1) 

where 

_ ( 22 1 2 22 ) 
V'\,= Op2 + Ii op + 3Z'2 

stands for the three Laplacian in axisymmetric coordi
nates. Equation (1) is also of interest because the SU(2) 
gauge field equations on E4 can be reduced to a set of 
three Laplace equations,2 which can equivalently be 
formulated3 for static-axisymmetric fields in a form 
analogous to (1). Further, Ernst4 had also proved that 
any axially-symmetric stationary solution of the coupled 
Einstein-Maxwell equations may also be described in 
terms of a pair of complex functions ~ and w, both of 
which are independent of the azimuth. They satisfy a 
set of coupled nonlinear partial differential equations of 
the form 

(Re ~ + / W/2)~2E = (~E + 2w*~w) • VE , 

(Re E +/ w /2)V2W = (V ~ + 2w*Vw)' Vw. 

(2a) 

(2b) 

For several purposes it is convenient to reexpress E 

and w in terms of the following quantities: 

f=(~-l)/(~+l), w=1)/(~+l). (3) 

Then Eq. (2) becomes 

(~;*-l)V2~=2~*(V~)2, (4) 

while the coupled set of equations (2) become 

(~~*+1JTt*_l)V2;=2V~. (~*V~+1J*V1)), (5a) 

(~~* + 1)1)* - l)V 21) = 2V1). (~*~ ~ + 1)*V1) . (5b) 

alOn leave from N. G. M. College, Pollachi-642001, Tamil
nadu, India. 

Extensive investigations on the structure and properties 
of Eqs. (4) and (5) have been carried out by many 
authors during the past few years. 5-8 From these in
vestigations many interesting classes of exact solu
tions, such as the Kerr, Weyl, Tomimatsu-Sato clas
ses, have been obtained and new techniques of generat
ing further classes of solutions have emerged. Very 
recent investigations on the single potential equation (4) 
also show strong evidence about its complete integra
bility. Maison9 had proved the existence of a Lax pair, 
while Harrison lO and also Neugebauer7 have found 
Backlund transformations for this equation, Belinskii 
and Zakharovll have applied the inverse scattering 
method to construct soliton solutions starting from a 
given base solution. It would be interesting to see how 
these inverse scattering techniques are extended to the 
coupled equations (5). 

From a different point of view, these equations are 
also known to possess certain maximal symmetry 
groups.8,12 The analysis of these symmetry groups, 
which correspond to invariance under infinitesimal Lie 
transformations, also suggests the existence of a simi
larity variable of the form 

r,=Z/P. (6) 

It is the purpose of this paper to show that systems (4) 
and (5) are exactly solvable in terms of the similarity 
variable (6) and that the solutions are expressible in 
terms of elementary functions of r" involving a minimal 
set of integration constants. Further these solutions 
are finite everywhere in the three-dimensional space. 
To our knowledge the type of solutions we report seem 
to be new and could be of some relevance. We might 
also mention that the existence of similarity systems 
having no movable critical points (which is the case for 
the equations under consideration here) seems to be an 
additional evidence for the complete integrability from 
the point of view of Ablowitz et al. 'S13 conjecture on the 
connection between nonlinear partial differential equa
tions solvable by inverse scattering transform method 
and ordinary differential equations with no movable 
critical pointso This was part of our original motiva-
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tion for the search for similarity solutions to these 
systems. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 of this 
paper, we reduce systems (4) and (5) to a set of coupled 
ordinary differential equations in terms of the similar
ity variable s and in Sec. 3 we solve this system ex
plicitly. The solutions are expressed in terms of ele
mentary functions involving a minimal set of integra
tion constants and these are finite for all values of spa
tial variables and tend to constant values asymptotically. 
In the final section we give a brief discussion of the 
results and the analogy of present systems with Heisen
berg's ferromagnetic spin system. 

2. SIMILARITY FORM 

Equation (4) is a special case of (5) and therefore we 
will discuss mostly the general case (5) and relegate the 
discussion on (4) to the end. After some manipulations, 
it is found that the following variable 

(7a) 

or 
s=-sinhr (7b) 

is more convenient to work with, instead of I; itself. 
Accordingly, Eq. (5) reduces to the set of coupled or
dinary differential equations of the form 

tf2~ (d~)2 d~ dT) 
(~~* + T)1)* - 1) dr2 = 2~* dr + 27)* dr • dr (8a) 

and 

(~~*+T)1)*-1) ~;~ =21)*(~~r +2~* ~;. ~~. (8b) 

We now make the following transformations (see also 
discussion in Sec. 4): 

~=Kexp[i f Tdr] 

and 

T) =p exp[i f qdr] , 

(9a) 

(9b) 

where K, T, p, and q are real functions of r, and sub
stitute in the set of equations (8). Equating real and 
imaginary parts, we obtain the following set of four 
coupled ordinary differential equations: 

(K2 + p2 -1}(K" _ KT2) 

=2K(K'2 - K2T2) +2P(K'P' - KTPq) , 

(K2 + p2 _ 1)(2K' T + KT') 

= 4K2K' T + 2P(K' pq + p' KT) 

and 

(K2 + p2 _ 1)( p" _ pq2) 

= 2p(p'2 _ p2q2) + 2K(K'P' - KTPq) , 

(K2 + p2 _ 1 )(2P' q + pq') 

=4p2p' q + 2K(P'K,+ K'Pq) , 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

(lla) 

(llb) 

where prime stands for differentiation with respect to r. 
Now multiplying Eq. (lOb) by K and Eq. (llb) by P and 
adding we can show that 
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d(1(2T + p2q ) 2(2KK' + 2PP') 
(1(2, + p2q ) = (1(2 + p2 - 1) . 

Integrating Eq. (12), we obtain 

1(2,+P2q=(K2 +p2 -l)2C, 

(12) 

(13) 

where C is a constant of integration. Similarly calcu
lating {(10b)xl( - (llb) xp}, we find that 

(14) 

and therefore 

K2, _ p2q = (1(2 + p2 _ 1 ){(K2 _ p2)C + D}, (15) 

where D is the second integration constant. From (13) 
and (15), we obtain 

T= (1/2K2)[(1(2 + p2 - 1){(21(2 -1)C +D}] (16) 

and 

Now Eq. (lOa) can be rewritten as 

(1(2 + p2 _ 1 )1(" - 2KK'2 - 2PP' K' 

= (K2 + p2 _ l)Kr _ 2K 3 ,2 _ 2K,p2q . (18) 

Substituting the expressions (16) and (17) in the right
hand side of Eq. (l8), and after some manipulations, we 
obtain 

(K2 + p2 _ 1)K"- 2KK'2 - 2PP'K' 

= [(K2 + p2 _ 1)3/ (4K 3
) ]C2[ (1 - V/ C)2 - 4K4]. 

(19) 

This can be reexpressed in the form 

Integrating Eq. (20), we obtain 

(K' )2 ()2 1 C2 K2 E 
2(K2 + p2 _ 1)2 = - C - D • 8K2 - 2 + , (21 ) 

where E is the third integration constant. Proceeding 
in an analogous manner, Eq. (lla) can be integrated to 
obtain 

(p? 2 1 C2p2 
2(K2 + p2 _1)2 = -(C + D) • Sp2 - -2- + F , (22) 

where F is the fourth integration constant. 
We now make the following change of variable 

(23) 

and combine Eqs. (21) and (22) to get the following dif
ferential equation: 

dy/[ «4F2 - (C + D)2C2)/( 4C4» - (y - F / C2)2]l/2 

= dx/l«4E2 _ (C - v)2C 2 )/(4C4» - (x - E/C2
)2]l/2. (24) 

On integrating, we obtain 

y = I(X _ ~2)(1- G2 )'/2 + ~~ {8Ex - 4C2x" - (C - D)2}' /2+ %2 , 

(25a) 
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where 

1={4F2 _ (C +D)2C2}>/2/{4E2 - (C _D)2C2}I/2. (25b) 

Here G is the fifth integration constant. Then Eq. (21) 
can be rewritten in the form 

:: =[ (~2 -~ (1- G2)1/2 - 1) +x(1 + 1(1- G2)1/2) 

+ .!:E.. {SEx _ 4C2x 2 _ (C _ D)2}> 121 
2C J 
[SEx-4C2X 2_(C_Df)1/2, (26) 

which is the final similarity equation to be solved. 

3. SOLUTIONS FOR THE ERNST POTENTIALS 

To obtain the explicit solutions of Eq. (26), it is more 
advantageous to redefine the set of five integration con
stants {C, D, E, F, G} in terms of a new set {Xl' x2 , ZJ,A, a} 
in the following way. Let 

E [ {C
2 

}1/2] X 1= C2 1 - 1 - 4E2 (C - D)2 , 

E [{ C
2 

}1/2] x2 = C2 1 + 1 - 4E2 (C - D)2 , 

(27) 

so that Xl and x2 are the two roots of the quadratic equa
tion 

(2S) 

This enables us to make an Euler's transformation of 
Eq. (26) in the form 

X= (X/2 + X2)/(t2 + 1) 

so that 

(29a) 

{SEx - 4c2x2 - (C - D)2}> 12 = (2C(X2 - xl)t)/W + 1) . 

(29b) 

This, with the aid of three further redefined constants 

ZJ=C[(~ - ~ (1- G2)1/2 - 1) +xl (1 + 1(1- G2)l/2~ , 

(30a) 

(30b) 

and 

N = (;2 -[( ~ - ~~ (1- G2)1/2 - 1)+ x2(1 + 1(1 - G2)l/2>]- ~ , 
(30c) 

enables us further to rewrite Eq. (26) as 

(31 ) 

On integrating, the solution becomes 

t = - u + A coth(A J/'Y + t In B) , (32) 

(A + a) + (A - a)· B[ (1 + Z2/p2)1/2 - Z /p j2vA 
t= {B[(I+z2/p2)1/2_z/p)2VA_l} 

(33) 

Thus we finally obtain 

K = [(X l t
2 + x2)/W + 1))' 12, (34) 

where t is defined as in Eq. (33). It essentially in
volves six constants A, B, ZJ, a, xl' and x2 , pertaining 
to the underlying symmetries of the system under con
sideration. As we noted already these constants are 
directly related to the six explicit integrations we have 
carried out so far. 

Finally, to obtain the Ernst potentials ~ and T), we 
need the expression exp[ij Tdr). This is easily ob
tained by using expression (16) for T and the fact that 

dt 1 
(x+y-1)=- dr ·C(t2+1)· (35a) 

and the various relations (27) and (29), so that 

(35b) 

Thus 

exp[i J Tdr]=exP{+i[tan- lt-tan- I t(x/x2)1/2]}+H 

=expitan-1 2 J.. e' [ 
(vY: - £)t] 'H (rx; + rx:' t2 ) , 

(36) 

where the seventh integration constant H could be iden
tified with the NUT (Newman, Tamburino and Until 
parameter corresponding to the fact that if ~ = ~o(r) is 
a solution so also is ~ = ~o(r). e iH

• Defining now 

(37) 

where t is explicitly given in (33), we obtain 

exp[i J TdrJ = (1 + i<p)1/ 2/(1 - i<p)1/2. (3S) 

Combining (34) and (3S) through the relation 
~=Kexp(ij Tdr], we finally obtain the first of the two 
Ernst potentials explicitly in terms of a minimal set of 
seven constants {xl> x2 , A, B, ZJ, a, and H}. 

As the second order coupled complex differential 
equation (S) involves eight integration constants, the 
remaining one enters in the definition of the second of 
the Ernst potentials T) = P exp[i j q dr], as a second NUT 
parameter when the integration in the exponential is 
carried out. Here the quantities p and q are deter
mined through the relations (25) and (17), respectively, 
in terms of K and T. Thus the complete explicit expres
sions for ~ and T) are obtained, which are easily seen to 
be finite everywhere. 

The solutions of the single potential equation (4) can 
be obtained by putting ~ = T) and scaling by a factor of t 
in the above results. In this limit the various constants 
reduce to 

G=O, E=F, D=O, 1=1 (x=y) (39a) 

where now B is the sixth integration constant. Using the so that 
original definition of the variable r, i. e. Eqs. (7) and 
(32) can be reexpressed in the form X1X2=t. ZJ=C«I/2x2)-1), A 2=2x2 , a=O. (39b) 
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Correspondingly, we have 

2K2 = 2(x t2 + x )/(t2 + 1) = {B[(1 + Z2 /p2)1/2 - zip ]2vA + 1}2 + A2{B[(1 + Z2/ p2)1/2 - zip j2VA_ 1}2 
1 2 {B[(1+Z2/p2)1/2_Z/p]2VA_W+A2{B[(1+Z2/p2)1/2_Z/pFVA+W' (40a) 

while 

exp[i f TdrJ=[{A 2 +t2+i(N_1)t}'/2/{A2+t2_i(A2_l)t}'/2].eiH. (40b) 

From (32), the form of t for the present case is 

t =A {B[(1 + Z2 /p2)1/2 _ zip pVA + 1} /{B[(1 + Z2/p2)1/2 _ zip j2VA _ 1}. (40c) 

Thus the solution of the Ernst equation with single po
tential ~, Eq. (4), is the suitable product of the right
hand sides of (40a) and (40b) involving four arbitrary 
constants A, B, v and H. 

To compare the solution (40) with the well-known 
Weyl, Kerr, Tomimatsu-Sato, Ernst, etc., classes of 
solutions, 5, 6 one may rewrite the above expressions in 
terms of the prolate-spheroidal coordinates C~, y) so 
that 

(41a) 

and so 

[(1 + Z2/p2)1/2 - zip] 

= [(x 2 + Y 2 _ 1) _ xy ]/[(x 2 _ 1)(1 _ Y 2) 1'/2 . (41b) 

It appears that the solutions (40) as well as the solutions 
(34)-(38) of the two potential case are of different struc
ture and encompass a new larger class in view of the 
freedom of choice of the different integration constants 
occurring in the solutions. 

4. DISCUSSION 

We have shown that the Ernst equations are exactly 
solvable in terms of the similarity variable (7) and that 
these solutions are bounded for all values of the spatial 
variables. The similarity solutions assume importance 
because it is generally expected that such invariant so
lutions correspond to the asymptotic behavior of gene
ral solutions as in the case of many integrable sys
tems. '3 From our own point of view, the crucial step 
in our analysis is the complex transformations (9). It 
was shown by one of us recently '4 that a similar trans
formation leads to the mapping of the evolution equation 
of a Heisenberg ferromagnetic spin system on a non
linear Schrodinger equation and thereby it is completely 
integrable. This equivalence has been demonstrated 
as a gauge equivalence between the two systems re
cently by Zakharov and Takhtajan. 15 In the higher di
mensional static situations of the ferromagnetic spin 
system, similar transformations lead to the exact sol
vability of the spherical and circular cases,'6 while a 
class of interesting point defect solutions are obtained 
for the planar and axial symmetric situations. As the 
Ernst equation with single potential has close analogy '7 

with the ferromagnetic spin system, we were motivated 
to apply similar transformations to Eqs. (4) and (5), 
which lead to the explicit bounded solutions discussed 
above. Further analysis of the physical significance 
of these solutions is presently in progress. 
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Note added in proof: After the original submission of 
this paper, an article by Fischer'8 appeared which con
siders similarity solutions for the Ernst e:juation with 
a single potential but with an imaginary rotation of the 
z axiso Such a system corresponds to the Einstein equa
tion for cylindrical gravitational waves, as well as the 
Einstein-Maxwell equations for colliding plane gravita
tional and plane electromagnetic waves. For the system 
(4) considered here a solution in terms of the variable 
p2 + Z 2 is also presented by himo We might point out that 
our solutions for this system itself are of a different 
nature and our analysis is concerned with the more com
plicated coupled system (5) and so is of much wider 
scope. 
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We estimate the diagonal part of the Green's function for the equation 
( - L1 /2 + V(x) + a/at It/J(x,t) = 0, t > O,xEB, whereBis a finite region of the Euclidean spaceR d 

with a regular boundary. In the special case V(x) = 0, xEB, we also obtain bounds for the non
diagonal part of the Green's function which are uniform in t. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Jn 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Kac, in unpublished lecture notes summarized in Ref. I, indi
cates how Wiener estimates of the Green's function for the 
one-particle diffusion equation can be used to derive results 
about the bulk properties of the free boson gas. The math
ematical details were supplied in Lewis and Pul~. 2 The same 
strategy has been used in van den Berg and Lewis3 to prove 
results (announced in Ref. 4) about the boson gas in an exter
nal potential. For this purpose we require Wiener estimates 
of the Green's function for the one-particle diffusion equa
tion with an external potential. These estimates may be of 
use in other fields of application and the purpose of this pa
per is to provide their proofs. 

We estimate the Green's function of the partial differen
tial equation 

(L + a/at )t/J(x,t) = 0, xEB, t> 0, (1) 

where B is a finite region of the Euclidean space R d with a 
regular boundary aBo We will restrict ourselves to Dirichlet 
boundary conditions: t/J(x,t) = ° for xEaB. L denotes the 
self-adjoint operator on the space L 2(B ) which is given on 
smooth functions by the differential operator - L1 /2 + V (x) 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions where V (x) is a non-neg
ative function (satisfying a Lipschitz condition almost every
where in B ). This operator has a discrete positive spectrum 
E, < E2 <,E3 ••• and an orthonormal set of eigenfunctions 
\ ¢>j (x) l forming a basis in L 2(B ) (Davies5

). Furthermore, the 
Green's function of (1) has the eigenfunction expansion 

K (x,y;t) = !. exp( - tEj )¢>j(x)¢>j(Y). (2) 
j= 1 

Moreover, it has been shown by Rosenblatt6 and Ray7 that 
K (x,y;t ) can be written as 

K(x .t)=exp(-lx- yI2/2t) 
,y, (2m )d/2 

XlE\exp[ - i'V(U(r))dr]=U(O) =X, u(t) =y; u(r)EB J, 

where the quantity 

lE\exp [ - i'V(U(r))dr]:U(O) =x, u(t) =y; u(r)EB J 

denotes the average value of 

exp[ - i' V(U(r))dr] 

(3) 

for all paths u(·) ofa Wiener process onR d subject to ufO) = x 
and u(t) = y. Furthermore Ray7 proved thatK (x,y;t) is con
tinuous (for all y) at a point Xo of the boundary aB provided 
there exists a conical sector with vertex at Xo entirely outside 
B. We will assume that this condition holds for all points on 
the boundary; we call such a boundary regular. Ray 7 has, in 
addition, results in the case in which B is an unbounded 
region of R d and V(x)-400 aslxl-4oo; we will restrict our
selves, however, to the case in which B is a bounded region. 

Our main result is that for t small 

K (x,x;t) -e - tV(X]/(21Tt)d 12 (4) 

at all points x which are not too close to the boundary. Ex
pression (4) can easily be understood from formula (3). For 
small times t the probability is small that Ix - u(r)1 is large, 
so we may replace u(r) by x and B by R d, provided x is not 
too close to aBo This has been called the principle of not 
feeling the boundary.8 Integrating both sides of (4) with re
spect to the volume we have, for t small, 

00 1 i 2:,exp(-tEj )- d/2 e-tV(x]dx. 
j = 1 (2m) XEB 

(5) 

This is allowed, since most points x are far from the bound
ary because the boundary is regular. 

In Sec. 2 we will estimate the Green's function of the 
differential equation (I) for the special case V(x) = O,xEB. In 
Secs. 3 and 4 we will calculate bounds on the correction 
terms in (4) and (5). 

2. A UNIFORM ESTIMATE WHEN V IS IDENTICALLY 
ZERO 

Theorem 1: Let Ko(x,y;t) be the Green's function ofEq. 
(1) with V(x) = 0, xEB, and with Dirichlet boundary condi
tions for t/J(x,t ) at aBo 
Then 

\
K(X .t)- exp(-lx-YI2I2t) 

o ,y, (21Tt)d/2 

2d ( d
2

) <, exp (4\12 - 6) _x , xEB, yEB, t> 0, 
(21Tt )d /2 dt 

(6) 

where dx is the distance of x from aBo 
Proof: Let Ox denote a hypercube with center x which 

lies entirely inside B and such that at least one comer vertex 
lies on aB. Then the length I x of an edge ofthe cube is not less 
then (2Id i)dx . From (3) we have 
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o K( .t)= exp(-lx-yI2/2t) 
< 0 x,y, (21Tt )d /2 

X lE{ 1 :u(O) = x, u(t ) = y; u(1')eB } 

< exp(-lx-yI2/2t) lE{l:u(O)=x, 
(21Tt )d/2 

u(t) = y; u(1')ER d} 

exp( - Ix - yI2/2t) 
(21Tt)d /2 

We consider two cases: 

(7) 

(i) Ix - yl >alx ' where aerO,!). (We will choose a later). 
In this case we have by (7) the bound 

IK ) exp( -Ix - YI2/2t) I exp( -Ix - YI2/2t) (xy·t - < -!...:---'----:-'::"----'-
o , , (21Tt )d /2 (21Tt )d /2 

< exp( - a
2
1 ;/2t) . (8) 

(21Tt)d /2 

(ii) Ix - yl <alx , where aerO,!). It is obvious that yeOx 

since a<!. Because of the inequality (7) we have only to de
rive a lower bound for Ko(x,y;t ) 

K ( ) 
exp( -lx-YI2/2t) x y' t >-.!...!...---!-.....:....'-----'-

o " (21Tt )d /2 

XlE{l:u(O) =x, u(t) =y; u(1')eOx }. (9) 

Denote the right-hand side of(9) by Ko (x,y;t );Ko (x,y;t ) is the 
Green's function for a cube with edges with lengths Ix and 
center x. We have the following explicit expression if we 
choose x as the origin and the rectangular coordinate frame 
parallel to the edges of the cube: 

Ko(O,y;t) 

d (1 + 00 [~t 2] (2k + 1)17J'; ) 
= II - I exp - -2 (2k + 1) cos . 

; = 1 Ix k = - 00 21 x Ix 
With the help of the Poisson formula9 we obtain 

d exp( - y~/2t) 
Ko(O,y;t) = n --(2-)-\ -

, = 1 1Tt 

{ 

00 k ( k2
/;) kY;!x} X 1 + 2 I ( -) exp - -- cosh -- . 

k=1 U t 

I
_e_-_'_V_(X_I _ K (x,x;t ) I 
(21Tt )d /2 

The terms of the alternating series in k are decreasing pro
vided Iy; I < Ix /2. The term k = 1 is negative so the sum is 
also negative but larger than or equal to - 1, since the 
Green's function is non-negative. With the use of 

d d 

II (1 +a;»1 + La;, -1<a;<O,d= 1,2 .. · 
;= I ;= I 

we have 

K ( ) 
_ex-..!p-.:.( __ .....::y~2 /~2_t..:.....) 

x,y·t > 
0, (2m )d/2 

[ 
d 00 (k 2e ) kYI] X 1 + 2 L I (- )kexp - __ x cosh-'_X 

;=lk=1 2t t 

..... exp(-y2/2t )[1 2~ (I;) hY;!X] 
, - ,£.. exp - - cos --

(21Tt)d/2 ;=1 2t t 

> exp( -y2/2t) [1-2~exp(- I; + IY;l/x )] 

(21Tt )d /2 ;~I 2t t 

> exp( - y2/2t) [1 _ 2dexp( _ /; (! _ a))], (10) 
(2m )d/2 t 

since Iyl <a/x' Now, we choose!! to be the positive root of 

! - a = a 2/2. So a = - 1 + ..}2, which is also less than !. 
Combining the results (7), (8), and (9) we arrive at Theorem 1. 

If x = y we may choose a = 0 and we have 

I 1 I 2d (2d; ) Ko(x,x;t) - (21Tt )d/2 < (21Tt )d/2 exp - dt ' 
(11) 

which is a stronger inequality than one would obtain from 
Theorem 1 by putting x = y. Notice that Theorem 1 is a 
stronger result than that of Arima 10 since it is uniform in t. 
On the other hand we have obtained it only in the case of 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. 

3. THE MAIN ESTIMATE 

Theorem 2: Let B be a finite region in R d with a regular 
boundaryaB and let V(x) be anon-negative Borel-measur
able function defined on B. Let V(x) satisty a local Lipschitz 
condition of the form 

for almost all pairs x, x' in B; then 

e-'V(XI { (2d
2

) IL' 1 (t )d/2 ( I 12)1 < d/2 2d exp - __ x + d1' du (V(u) _ V(x)) exp _ t x - u 
(2m) dt 0 ueB 21T1'(t - 1') 21'(t - 1') 

+!L'd1' r dU( t )d/2exp(t(V(X)_v(u))_tIX-UI2)_I!J, 
o t JUEB 21T1'(t - 1') 21'(t - 1') 

(12) 

at all points x where the Lipschitz condition holds. 
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Proof: From the theorems of Ray 7 and Rosenblatt6 it follows that 

e - tV(x) e - tV(x) { { [f' ] } 
-(2-1T-t)-d/-2 -K(x,x;t) = (21Tt)dl2 E 1-exp - Jo [V(u(r))- V(x)] dr :u(O)=u(t)=x;u(r)EB 

+ 1 - E{ 1 :u(O) = u(t) = x;u(r)EB}} 

e - tV(x) { {it } , d E [V(u(r)) - V(x)]dr:u(O) = u(t) = x;u(r)EB 
(2m) 12 0 

( 
2d2)} e-tV(x) {it i ( t )d/2 ( tlx U12) + 2d exp - _x = dr du (v(u) - V(x)) . exp - -
dt (2m )d 12 0 UEB 21Tt (t - r) 2r(t - r) 

+2dexp(- 2d~ )}, e-tV(x) {I f'dr( du(V(u)- V(x)) 
dt (21Tt )d /2 Jo JUEB 

. ( t )d 12 exp( _ t Ix - u 12 ) I + 2d exp( _ 2d ~ ) } 
2m (t - r) 2T(t - r) dt ' 

(13) 

by the inequality 1 - e - x 'x, Theorem 1, and Fubini's theorem. Moreover 

K (x,x;t) = 1 E{exp [ - f' V(u(r)) dr]:u(O) = u(t) = x;u(r)EB} 
(2m )d /2 Jo 

1 {it dr } , E - e - tV(U(T)):U(O) = u(t) = x;u(r)EB 
(2m )d /2 0 t 

e-tV(X) it drf. ( t 1x-U\2)( t )d/2 , - exp - t(V(u) - V(x)) - , 
(21Tt)d /2 0 t uEB 2r(t - r) 21Tr(t - r) 

(14) 

by Jensen's inequality and Fubini's theorem. Combining (13) and (14) we have estimate (12). 

4. AN ESTIMATE FOR THE PARTITION FUNCTION 

In this section we estimate the correction term in (5). This can be done by simply integrating the inequalities (13) and (14) 
from which an estimate follows. However, due to an inequality of Ray 7 the result can be improved. 

Theorem 3: Let V(x) and B be as in Theorem 2, then 

\ '" i e - tV(x) \ 1 i { L exp(-tEj )- dx d/2' d/2 dx·e-tV(x) 2dexp(-2d~/dt) 
j = 1 xEB (21Tt) (2m) XEB 

+ I r'drf. du(V(u)- v(x))exp(- t IX-U
I2
).( t )d/21}· Jo UEB 2r(t - r) 21Tr(t - r) 

Proof: We first prove an upper bound (Ray 7). 

f exp( - tE)) 
j= 1 

f 1 f it dr = K (x,x;t )dx, d /2 dx - E{e - tV(U(T)):U(O) = u(t) = x;u(r)EB} 
XEB (21Tt) XEB 0 t 

= 1 r dx rt~f du.exp(-tV(U)- t IX-U I2 ).( t )d/2 
(21Tt)d 12 LEB Jo t UEB 2r(t - r) (21Tr)(t - r) 

, 1 r dx f'~ r duexp(-tV(U)- t 1x-U\2).( t )d/2 
(21Tt)d /2 JXER d Jo t JUEB 2r(t - r) (21Tr)(t - r) 

= 1 f e - tV(u)du, 
(21Tt )d /2 UEB 

by Jensen's inequality. Moreover it follows from (13) that 

i ( e-tV(X)) i e-
tV1x

) {lit f. (t )d/2 dx K (x,x;t) - ;;;. - dx dr du (V{u) - V{x)) 
XEB {2m )d /2 XEB (2m )d /2 0 UEB 21Tr{t - r) 

( 
t,x-u\2)1 (2d~)} ·exp - + 2d exp - -- . 
2r{t - r) dt 

Combining the bounds (16) and (17) we arrive at (15). 
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We consider the generalization of the customary Backlund transform (=BT) for the two
dimensional (2D) KdV equation, (u , + 6uux + uxxx)x + 3a2uyy = 0, with a being constant. A 
nonlinear superposition formula has been obtained and it is shown that the present generalized 
BT can produce mUltiple soliton-multiple decay mode solutions. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Jr, 02.30.Qy 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently "solitons" have become widely recognized as 
an important fundamental mode of certain nonlinear sys
tems. I In these nonlinear systems, any initial disturbances 
evolve as superpositions of solitons and ripples (decay mode), 
where each soliton is stable and has infinite life time while 
ripples are unstable and decay as time passes?·3 So far, com
pared to the well-investigated soliton mode, this decay mode 
is not well understood except for a few studies.4

-? 

In this paper, we investigate this decay mode by taking 
the example of the two-dimensional KdV equation (or Ka
domtsev-Petviashvili equations) written asR

•
9 

(u , +6uux +uxxx)x +3a2uyy =0. (1.1) 

Here a is an arbitrary constant. Throughout the paper, sub
scripts x, y, and t represent partial derivatives. We derive 
explicit mUltiple decay mode solutions for Eq. (1.1). Just as 
soliton solutions have the nonlinear superposition property, 
the present decay mode solutions also have the nonlinear 
superposition property. Moreover, solitons and the present 
decay mode also have the superposition property with re
spect to each other. This means that the general solution to 
Eq. (1.1) may be given by the superposed state of multiple 
solitons-multiple decay modes colliding with each other, 
preserving their identities. Physically, the only difference be
tween solitons and present decay modes is that solitons are 
absolutely stable while decay modes vanish eventually as 
time passes. 

Our present analysis is based on the bilinear Backlund 
Transform (hereafter abbreviated as BT) method, which is 
BT theory 10.11 performed in the transformed bilinear varia
bles. 12

-
15 In Sec. 2, we derive a generalized bilinear BT and in 

Sec. 3, we study commutabiIity and the superposition prop
erty of the obtained BT. In Sec. 4, by using the obtained 
superposition formula, we derive simple multiple ripple 
mode solutions and others, while in Sec. 5, a generalized BT 
in the original physical variables is presented. The brief re
sults of the present work have been reported elsewhere. 16 

II. BILINEAR BT 

In the following bilinear BT theory, we transform every 
quantity from the physical variable u to the bilinear variable 
f The reason is that the form of solution becomes simple and 

transparent in the transformed bilinear variables. 
By the dependent variable transform 

u = (2Inf)xx, (2.1) 

Eq. (Ll) is transformed to the form I? 

! (F f fll f 2lxx = 0, F=DxD, + D! + 3a2D~. (2.2) 

Here bilinear differential operators D x,D y ,D I are defined for 
arbitrary functions a,b as 12

-
14 

D ~ D;' D; a(x,y,t )·b (x,y,t) 

=(ax - ax' )I(ay - ay . na, - ar ,)" 

xa(x,y,t)b (x',y',t')lx' =x,y' =y,r' = r' (2.3) 

We consider two different solutions u and u' of Eq. (1.1) and 
consider a transformation between u and u' (which is the BT 
to be investigated). We take a dependent variable transform 
also for u' as u' = (2In!')xx' The simplest relation connecting 
u and u' is given by the direct subtraction of Eq, (1.1) for u 
and u' which, after integration twice with respect to x and 
setting the integration constants equal to zero, can be trans
formed into the form 

p =(F f 1)1' I' - II(F 1" 1') = O. (2,4) 

Now, instead of the original variables u and u', we consider 
everything in the transformed variablesf andl'. The relation 
between/and!' which satisfies Eq. (2.4) is a bilinear BT. We 
have found a general bilinear BT as follows: 

{D; +2ADx +aDy +(,u +aAy(x+xJ!)}fl' =0, (2.5a) 

{Dr + D! - 3aDxDy - 6aADy - 3(,u + aAy(x + xd)Dx 

- 3a(v + !-ly(x + XI) + ~aAyy(x + xd2
)} f I' = 0, 

(2.5b) 

where A = A (y,t ),!-l = !-l(y,t ), v = v( y,t ) are arbitrary func
tions of y and t, while X 1 is an arbitrary constant correspond
ing to the initial position of the wave packet. We call Eqs. 
(2.5a) and (2.5b), respectively the space part and time part of 
BT. In the case of A = v = O,!-l = const, Eqs. (2.5a) and 
(2.5b) reduce to the one obtained by Hirota and Satsuma. IS 

In Appendix B, we show that Eqs. (2.5a) and (2.5b) satisfy 
equation (2.4). 

Now we check the generation of solitons and decay 
mode by the present BT. Whenl = 1 (u = 0; trivial vacuum 
state), Eqs. (2.5a) and (2.5b) become pure linear equations for 
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/'. For the choice of the parameters 

A = - a/12, fl- = - k 2, V = - k 2/, (2.6) 
where /, k are arbitrary constants, we have the solution 

I' = cle
ll + C2e -

lI
, 

e ==k (x + /y + l1Jl) + eo, w= - 3a2
/

2 
- 4k 2, (2.7) 

where CI , C2, k, /, and eo are arbitrary constants. This solution 
(with C l = C2 = 1) corresponds to the well-known one-soli
ton solution, u' = (2 In/')xx = 2k 2sech2e. On the other 
hand, we have found that for the choice of parameters 

,1,= _ Y+YI II. = _,1,2 
12at' r-' , 

v= _ ~ Afl- + .l.- A = __ 1_(_1 __ 6A 3), 
a 3 y 3a 12t 

(2.8) 

there exists another type of solution to Eqs. (2.5a) and (2.5b) 
as 

/' = c3Ai(z;) + c4Bi(z;), 

z;==(x + x;)(12t )-1/3 + (Y :Y; )2(12t )-4/3, (2.9) 

where c3 , C4 are arbitrary constants and Airy functions Ai 
and Bi are two linearly independent solutions of the ordinary 
differential equation 

wzz(z) - zw(z) = O. (2.10) 

Solution (2.9) is the similarity type solution. Clearly, our pre
sent transform u' = (2 In/')xx indicates that the point/, = 0 
gives lu'l = 00. Since/, ofEq. (2.9) allows/' = 0 at somez; 
values, it is actually a divergent solution. However, as will be 
shown later, at the higher-order stages of successive BT's, we 
can construct nondivergent solutions of this type. For the 
higher-order transformation, we should consider the com
mutability and superposition properties of the present BT. 

III. COMMUTABILITY AND SUPERPOSITION 
FORMULAS OF PRESENT BT 

First we consider the BT relation depicted in Fig. 1, 
where solid lines represent BT. Furthermore let us assume 
that/12 =/21' Then the space part BT is written explicitly as 

[D; + UIDx + aDy + f fl-I + aAly(x + XI)) ]fo·/1 = 0, 
(3.la) 

f, 

/ 

FIG. I. Solid line represents the Biicklund Transform ("",BT) with the 
respective parameters attached to the line. It can be proved that the pre
sent BT has the "commutability" property. Namely. operations of the BT 
first with parameters AIJl,y" and then with A,j.t2Y 2 result in the same 
function ((,2) as operations first with A,j.tZY 2 and then with AIJl,y,. 
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[D; + Upx + aDy + {fl-l + aAly(x + x l)llhf21 = 0, 
(3.1b) 

[D; + U 2Dx + aDy + {fl-2 + aA2y (x + X2)) ]/0·/2 = 0, 
(3.lc) 

CD; + U 2Dx + aDy + { fl-2 + aA 2y (x + x 2) I J/I·ft2 = O. 
(3.ld) 

Multiplying Eq. (3.1a) byfd21 and Eq. (3.lb) by - fofl; 
adding each other and using (A6), we obtain 

Dx [(Dx 10' 12tl· hft + fol2J"1Dx h' ftl] 
(3.2) 

Similarly, from Eqs. (3.lc) and (3.ld) we obtain Eq. (3.2) with 
land 2 interchanged in every SUbscript. By subtracting Eq. 
(3.2) from Eq. (3.2) with subscripts 1 and 2 interchanged, we 
have 

which gives the superposition formula 

10/12 = c(y,t )(Dx - AI + A2)/tl2' 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

with c(y,t) being an arbitrary function of Y and t. Equation 
(3.4) generates a new solutionl12 if we have three old (known) 
solutions:fo,/p andh· 

Although we have obtained an explicit superposition 
formula such as Eq. (3.4), the above argument was based on 
the assumption of commutability ofBT,J12 = 121' To be rig
orous, this assumption must be proved. By a rather tedious 
calculation, we can prove that if c(y,t) is chosen as 
c(y,t) = colt )112 with Co representing an arbitrary constant, 
commutabiIity acutally holds (112 =12 rI, and the new func
tionfl2 constructed by Eq. (3.4) is actually a new solution 
(Fig. 2). We give the details of this calculation in Appendix 
C. 

IV. GENERATION OF SOLITONS AND RIPPLONS 

Now we consider generation of explicit solutions of 
physical interest. Since we have the relation u = (2 In/)xx, 
multiplication ofjby an arbitrary function of Y and t does not 
affect u. Therefore, for convenience, in our superposition 
formula (3.4), we drop the unessential (t)112 factor and 
consider 

(4.1) 

FIG. 2. Solid lines represent assumed BT and broken lines represent the 
relation which will be proved to be a BT. 
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In the following, we use the property of Airy functions: 

DxBi(Zj).Ai(z;) = (12t)-1/3{Bi'(zj)Ai(zj) - Bi(z;)Ai'(z;)) 

=(12/)-1/317-1. (4.2) 

(Xi' - xj)-'DxAi(Zj' ).Bi(zj) 

= (12t)-'fdX Ai(z,.)Bi(zj), (fory,. =Yj) 

(xi' -x;)-'DxAi(Zi').Ai(Zj) 

= (12/)-'fdX Ai(z,.)Ai(zj), (fory,. =y;) 

lim (x j, - xj)-IDxAi(zi' ).Ai(z;) 

= Aixx(z;)Ai(z;) - !Aix(z;))2 

(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

= (12/)-lfdX Ai2(zj)' (foryi' =y;). (4.3c) 

In Eqs. (4.3b) and (4.3c), the same relations hold for Bi in
stead of Ai. Here we note that integrals in equations (4.3a)
(4.3c) are indefinite integrals. Namely, the lower bound can 
be any constant including + 00. 

By taking the proper choice of C3' C4 in Eq. (2.9), we can 
have for example, 

10 = 1, 11= p,Ai(z,,) + (XI' - xd!!..... Bi(z,,), 
PI 

(4.4) 

wherep, is arbitrary constant parameter. In this case Eq. 

1 

1 

1 

A, 

[X,'- x,] 

[ X2'-X 2)1T 
A 2'+ 82 pi 

[1- ripplon] 

[1- ripplon] 

(4.1) generates 

/12 ex: l7Dx Bi(zl' ).Ai(z,) + pi (12t)- I 

Xfxdx Ai(z" )Ai(zd, (YI' = yd. 

In the limit X I' ---x I' this reduces to 

112 ex: 1 + pi(121 )-2/3 f dx Ai2(zd. 

Similarly we can obtain 

112 cc 1 + pi(12t)-2/3 f dx Bi2(zd· 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

These are two independent types of solutions different from 
the soliton mode. We call them "ripplons". The Ai2 type is 
the same as the one obtained by Johnson and Thompson 18 

and Reddekopp'9 and the Be type is new. Now it is worthy 
to look at the nature of the solution given by Eqs. (4.6) and 
(4.7) briefly. From U = (21n/)xx' we see that both solutions 
have limit u-o as 1 ___ ± 00. From the definition of Zj in Eq. 
(2.9) we note that at any given time I, the points in the xy 
plane on the parabolic line x + x; 
+ (Iy + y; )/af[ 1/(12/)] = const have equal value of u 
(namely constitute an equicontour of u). As time t increases 
in 0 < t < + 00, the curvature of this parabola becomes more 
and more flattened. Due to the equicontours, essentially one
dimensional information of the cross-section profile of 
u(x,y,t) at y = const (say y = - yj) is sufficient to draw the 
complete profile of u(x,y,t ) over the whole xy plane. The 
graph of the cross-section profile for the Ai2 type solution, 
Eq. (4.6), has already been reported in the study of cylindri-

eq. (4.8) 

( 2-ripplon) 

FIG. 3. Generation of two-ripplon solution by the BT for the simple case of y, = y,( = y" = y,,). Special abbreviated notation is adopted as 

A.""p.Ai(z.). B. ""P. Bi(z.). S==(12t)- 2I3rdx, 
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cal KdV solutions20 and recently for the present systeml9 

and is seen to be roughly one hump (either large or small) 
plus oscillating tails. Thus the whole form of this decay mode 
is like a horseshoe with oscillating tails both decaying in 
amplitude and flattening its parabolic curvature as time 
passes. Reddekopp'9 shows that in the t---+oo limit, the Ai2 
type ripplon tends to ex: (1/t )Ai(zj )Ai'(zj) which coincides 

precisely with the solution of the linear initial-value problem 
with initial condition u(x,y,O) ex: 8(x)8(y), which gives a neat 
physical explanation for the present ripplon solution. In the 
higher orders of successive BT's, we can have a multiple 
superposition of ripplons and solitons. By the example 
shown in Fig. 3, we obtain two-ripplon solutions 

1= 
1 + p~ (I2t )-213 IXdX Ai2 (Zl) P1P2(I2t )-213 IXdX Ai(zdAi(z2) 

(4,8) 

P7PI(I2t)-2/3I
x
dX Ai(zz)Ai(zd 1 +P~(I2t)-2/3rdX Ai2 (Z2) 

wherep,,p2 are arbitrary constants and for brevity we have considered the simple case of YI = Y2( = YI' = Y2')' Similarly, by 
the procedure shown in Fig. 4, we have the one soliton-one ripplon solution written as 

1= (e9
A IX + e9

YA I)-I(Dx + YI~I - ~f)fa'lb' 

fa =( I2t )- 2/3A le9 (A Ix + YA I) + { 1 + (12t )-213 IXdX A~ }e9 
[ y2 - ZI(I2t )-2/3), 

Ib=[[z,(I2t )-2/3 + y2jAI + 2YA ,x ](1 + e2°12k) + 2k(A,x + YA I), 

Y=(y + y,)lI2at - af 12 - k, Al p,Ai(zd, (4,9) 

where e is the same as in Eq, (2.7), In Eq. (4,9), in the limit t---+ 00 with X,Y being finite, we have 

Y- - af 12 - k (=Y",,), Aix(zd/Ai(zd-G, la-Y:' eO, Ib-Y""p,Ai(zd[ Y"" (1 + e2912k) + 2k j 

and the one soliton-one ripplon solution tends to the limit 

I"" as 

1 

1 

1 

I-I"" ex: 1 + e219 + li)/2k, eli=(k + af 12)/(k - af 12), 
(4,10) 

[x,,-x,]rr 
A l '. B l ' p,2 

1 + fA ,2 

(1- ripplon) 

A, 
[x,,-x,] 

0' __ e_ 
k' - k 

1 +J~x e20 

(1-50Iilon) 

[k'-k]eO+ell 

k'+ k 

Iwhich is seen to be equivalent to the one-soliton solution, 
This represents the limit where the decay mode has disap
peared and only the soliton remains stable, As shown above, 
in each even stage of successive BT's, we have physical solu
tions. We can also have the solution given by Eq. (4.8) with 

eq. (4.9) 

( 1-soliton-1-ripplon) 

FIG. 4. Generation of one-soliton-one-ripplon solution by the BT. Special abbreviated notation is the same as in Fig. 3. ()' denotes () given by (2.7) with k 
replaced by k '. 
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either both Ai(zd and Ai(z2) replaced by Bi(zIl and Bi(z2) or 
only Ai(z Il replaced by Bi(z I) similarly to the case of cylindri
cal KdV equation.2l ,22 By applying BT successively, in prin
ciple we can obtain either multiple soliton or multiple rip
pIon [of Ai type, Bi type, or Ai-Bi mixed type (in the case of 
two- and higher multiple ripplons)] or multiple soliton-mul
tiple ripplon solutions. 

V. BT IN PHYSICAL VARIABLES 

We define potentials w, w' by u - Wx ' u'= - w~. 
From Eq. (2.1), this means 
w = - (2 In/)x' w' = - (2 Inf')x. On the other hand, in bi
linear BT equations (5a) and (5b), terms containing operators 
Dx,Dy,Dt : can be re-expressed by In/. Inf' as 
(Dx f f')1 If' = (lnllf')x and so on, 14 which in turn can be 
expressed by w, w'. In this way we obtain the BT in physical 
variables as 

(w + w')x - ~(w - W')2 + U (w - w') + aay 

X f dx (w - w') - 2f.1 - 2aAy(x + xIl = 0, (5.la) 

at f dx (w - w') + (w - w')xx 

- ~ (w - w')(w + w')x + !(w - wT 

- 3a{(W + w')y - (W ~ W')ay f dx (w - W')} 

- 6aAay f dx (w - w') - 3(f.1 + aAy(x + xl))(w - w') 

+ 6a{v+f.1Y(X +xIl + ~ Ayy(X+XI)2} =0. (5.lb) 

VI. DISCUSSIONS 

In the present paper, we have constructed generalized 
BT's for 2D KdV equations. We have newly revealed that 
precisely the same nonlinear superposition relation, ex
pressed by Eq. (2.6), holds not only between the usual soli
tons but also between decay mode solutions (ripplons) and 
even between solitons and decay mode solutions (ripplons). 
This means that not only various solitons but also various 

APPENDIX A: BILINEAR OPERATOR IDENTITIES 

ripplons and even solitons and ripplons can be superposed on 
each other freely, the last being an essentially new finding. 
Such unified simplicity may suggest the possibility of a uni
fied picture such that just as any permanent profiles can be 
described completely as the nonlinear superposition of var
ious solitons, any decaying profiles can be described com
pletely as the nonlinear superposition of various ripplons. 
However, for the complete description, it seems necessary to 
have another generalization to the present simple ripplon 
solutions. For example, in the KdV limit or a-G limit, pre
sent simple ripplon solutions do not have the proper limit. 
To make a rough comparison in the a = ° (ID KdV) case, 
even the simplest, purely self-similar solution is known to be 
expressed by an infinite series expansion involving Ai and its 
integrals,23 while in the present case the purely self-similar 
solution is not an infinite series as is seen from Eq. (2.9). This 
implies a certain additional complexity in the case of I D 
KdV limit andlor the most general case. 

In connection with the study of the cylindrical KdV 
equation, Freeman24 and Johnson25 reported the similarity 
reduction of the 2D KdV equation into the cylindrical KdV 
equation which may provide the implication that the N-soli
ton solutions of the cylindrical KdV equation can be the 
special class of solution of the 2D KdV equation (require
ment for the similarity reduction needsYI = Y2 = ... ; namely 
all the heads of horseshoe ripplons are aligned on one line 
parallel to the x axis). Our present work shows the general
ization of superposition properties that horseshoe ripplons 
can be superposed not only in the limited aligned configura
tion but also in any arbitrary relative positions in xy plane 
and also with any usual solitons. Another advantage of the 
present BT approach is that both Ai2 type and Bi2 type solu
tions are obtained on an equal footing while in the inverse 
spectral transform method, Bi2 type solutions are not obtain
able because one cannot define the integral from infinity due 
to the divergence. Although the Bi2 integral itself diverges at 
infinity, corresponding physical solutions in the u variable 
may provide a nondivergent useful solution if one is confined 
within a finitexy region. In the case of the cylindrical KdV, it 
was actually the Bi2 type solution written as Eq. (4.7), which 
reproduced the results of experiment. 2 1 

The following identities hold for arbitrary functions a, b, c, d. 

Dxca·a = cxaa, 

(DxDta.a)bb - aa(DxDtb·b) = 2Dx(Dta·b )·ab = 2Dt(Dxa.b )·ab, 

(D!a.a)bb - aa(D!b·b) = 2Dx(D!a.b )·ab - 6Dx(D;a.b ).(Dxa.b), 

Dx(DxDya.b )·ab + Dx(Dya.b HDxa.b) - Dy(D;a.b ).ab = 0, 

(Dxa·b )cd - ab (Dxc·d) = Dxad·cb, 

(D ;a.b )cd - ab (D ;c.d) = Dx! (Dxa.d ).cb + ad.(Dxc·b) l, 
(Dxa·b)c - (Dxa·c)b = - a(Dxb·c), 

(D;a.b)c - (D;a.c)b = - 2ax(Dxb·c) + a(Dxb·c)x, 

(D !a.b)c - (D !a·c)b = - 3axx (Dxb·c) + 3ax(Dxb·c)x - !a! (D !b·c) + 3(Dx b·c)xx l, 
(D ;a.b )xc - (D ;a.c)xb = - axx(Dxb.c) - ax (Dxb·c)x + !a! (D !b·c) + 3(Dx b·c)xx l, 
D !(Dxa.c).ac - Dx(D !a.c).ac + 3Dx(D ;a.c).(Dxa.c) = 0, 
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APPENDIX B: PROOF OF BILINEAR BT OF 20 KdV EQUATION 

We can check that Eqs. (2.5a) and (2.5b) satisfy Eq. (2.4) as follows: 

W=D .. {(D, +D;)ff'l'!f' - 3Dx(D;ff'HDx ff') + ~a2Dy(Dyf!,)-!f' (BI) 

= Dx [{(3aDxDy j + 6aADy + 3tu + aAy(x + x.JlD.. + 3a(v + py(x + XI) + ~ ,.Lyy(x + XI)2)} f f']-!f' 

+3Dx[{UDx+aDy+(p+aAy(x+x'))}ff'J·(Dxf-:f') - - - - - - - - - --

+ 3aDy [{ - D; - UD .. - tu + aAy(x +x}))}ff'l!f' = O. (B2) -------
Equation (B 1) is obtained by using equations (A2) and (A3). In (B2), terms with --vanish from (A4) and terms with ---- from 
(AI). Remaining terms also vanish due to (All and (A2). 

APPENDIX C: PROOF OF COMMUTABILITY OF PRESENT BT 

We forget every assumption used so far and newly start from the Fig. 2 configuration where solid lines represent known 
or assumed BT's and broken lines represent the relation which we prove here to be a BT. First we prove the upper broken line 
of Fig. 2. The assumption that solid lines are BT's means that 

(D; + U}Dx + aDy + rl)/o'!1 = 0, (CI) 

(D; + UzDx + aDy + 'z)!01z = 0, (C2) 

(D, + D! - 3aDxDy - 6aA,Dy - 3rlDx - 3asd/o'!1 = 0, 

(D, + D; - 3aDxDy - 6aAzDy - 3'zDx - 3asz)/o,J; = 0, 

a 
ri J.1i +aAiy(x+Xi ), Si=Vi +Piy(X+X;)+TA,yy(X+XY, Six =riy · 

Next, we define a new functionllz in terms of/o'!I,J; as 

/ollz=c(y,t )(Dx - AI + Az)fr1z. 

(C3) 

(C4) 

(CS) 

(C6) 

Notice here that II 2 is newly defined here and should not be confused with!12 or!zl in Fig. I (because we are now considering 
the Fig. 2 situation). 

Then we prove that QI defined by 

QI=(D; +AzDx + aDy + r 2)!I·l,2 (C7) 

vanishes. The proof is as follows: Multiplying (CI) by !z, (C2) by ( - !d, and adding the results, we have 

° = - 2fox(Dx -A, +A2l!I·J; + !o{(Dx -AI +A2J!I'J;lx + lo! - (AI +A2JDx - aDy + '1 - r2 J 11·/2 

= - (fo/c)(Dx +A I + A2)fo·112 + for - aDy + '1 -A i - r2 + A i)/1'/2' 
- z 

(Dx + A I + A2)!o'!12 = ely,t)( - aDy + r l - A I - r2 + Ai l!I' 12' 

Then we see that 
z - - 2 

QlfoJ; = /(D x + U 2Dx + aDy + '2l/l·fr2J 1oJ; - IddD x + U 2 + aDy + r2 )/o·J;, 

= D" [{(D" - AI + A2)fI'/2110112 + Id2,{(D .. +A I + A2)Io.Jnl] + aDyllJ;'10112' 

= - acDx !dz,(DY !I'/2) + acDyldz·(Dx!11z) - aCyldz(Dx -A J + AZ)!112' 

Thus for cy = ° or c = c(t), QI vanishes. 
Next, consider the time part BT. We prove that Q20 defined by 

3 -Qz=(D, + D x - 3aDxDy - 6aAzDy - 3r2Dx - 3aszl/l'lw 

vanishes. 

(C8) 

(C9) 

(ClO) 

(CII) 

First, we multiply (C3), and (C4) respectivelybyJ; and ( -!t! differentiate (CI) and (C2) with respect tox and multiply the 
results, respectively, by 31z and - 3/1 and add all results; then we have, after using (CS), 

(3/2c)(D; - 2aDy)/o'};z + [D, - 3a(A\ +A2)Dy - 3(rl + '2)D .. - !D! + 3a(sl -S2) + i.(AI -A2)D~ 
2 

Next, we multiply (CII) by 10/2' (C4) by II};z and subtract the results to obtain 

Qzfolz = {D, - 3aA ZDy - 3r2Dx + ~ D; J Idz·/ollz + 3Dx [UD; - 2aDyl!I'lz)10112 

(CI2) 

+ 2(Dx fr·J;HDx fo·};z) + frJ;·(D; - 2aDyJIo·};z} - (3a/2JDyfrJ;·{(Dx +A 1 + Az)Io·1121 - 3aA ly / lJ;loilz' 
(C13) 
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Meanwhile. from Fioio = 0 and the assumption of a BT relation for 10~/l,f2 assures FII· II = F12' 12 = O. Then we 
have 

0= (FI"fJ)ldz - IJ,(Fh/2) = 2Dx (DJ,'/2)'IJ2 + 2D!(Dx l"/2)IJ2 + 6alDy(Dy/l·/2)·IJ2· 

In (Cl3). we eliminate every /01,2 by (C6). (C9). and (Cl2). Then using (C14). we obtain 

(CI4) 

Qdo/2= \3ac(,u.-,ul)y +6aCA1(A 2-A.)y +C(A,-A1), +C,(A,-A1)l/i/i -(c, +6acAly)IJ1(Dx /.·/2)· (CIS) 

For our present scheme, a set of parameters (A.,u.V) take two 
possible cases; constants given by Eq. (2.6) or certain func
tions ofy. t given by Eq. (2.8). Thus in (CIS). combinations of 
(A,.,u.,V.) and (A 2,,ul.V2 ) have 2X2 = 4 possibilities of the 
cases ofEqs. (2.6) and (2.8). We can check directly that in 
each of these four cases, the right-hand side of (C 15) actually 
vanishes by taking C properly as C = const or C ex: t 112. 

Therefore. we have proved that the upper broken line of 
Fig. 2 is really a BT relation. Similarly, the lower broken line 
is also a BT. Thus we have proved both commutability. 

112 = 12lt and that 112 is connected by a BT to II and 12 and 
can be a new solution. 
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Through the generalized Wronskian technique we derive the whole class of nonlinear differential 
difference equations associated with the discrete analog of the matrix Schrodinger spectral 
problem. For such equations we briefly discuss soliton solutions, continuum limit, and Backlund 
transformations. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Ks 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper, hereafter referred to as I, I the dis
crete analog of the matrix Schrodinger spectral problem 
(DMS) was investigated through the Riemann technique,2 
and the evolution equations for the nonabelian Toda-Iattice 
were derived. The aim of the present paper is to construct the 
whole hierarchy of nonlinear differential difference equa
tions (NDDE's) associated to such spectral problem which 
can be solved by the inverse spectral transform (1ST), whose 
first member is just the nonabelian Toda-lattice. 3 For this 
purpose, it is convenient to look at DMS from a point of view 
closely analogous to that chosen by Calogero and Degasperis 
in order to investigate the continuous case,4 and thus some
what different from the approach followed in I. So, in Sec. 2, 
we briefly recast the direct and inverse spectral problem al
ready treated in I; in Sec. 3 we derive the generalized Wrons
kian relations appropriate to DMS; in Sec. 4 we give the 
associated class of NDDE's elucidating the corresponding 
linear time evolution of the spectral data. Section 5 is devot
ed to the treatment of a special subclass of such NDDE's, 
which has an interesting continuum limit, while in Sec. 6 we 
give a preliminary sketch of Backlund transformations relat
ed to the spectral problem under scrutiny. 

2. DIRECT AND INVERSE PROBLEM 

A. Basic notations 

Throughout this paper we shall use upper case charac
ters for matrices, the only exception being given by the nota
tionak (k = 1, ... ,N 2 

- l)whichdenotestheN 2 - 1 matrices 
that, together with the identity matrix ao = I, constitute a 
basis for the space of N XN matrices. Moreover, in the fol
lowing, greek indices wi1I run over the values 0, .. . ,N 2 - I, 
while latin indices will run over 1 , ... ,N 2 - 1; the summation 
convention for repeated indices is always understood. Upper 
case script characters wi1I be used to indicate 2N XN 
matrices, 

We shall use the conventional notation for commuta
tors (anticommutators) [A,B] = AB - BA (tA,B I 
= AB + BA ), and the Dirac notation for ordinary C N vec-

a)Present address: Department of Physics, Rockefeller University, New 
York. 

tors. We shaH also introduce the operator "1 which, applied 
to a 2N XN rectangular matrix, will transform it into a 
2N X 2N "block diagonal" matrix, according to the formula 

O} 
B' 

Finally, matrix combinations of the type A ,AzAJ + B,B2B3 

will usually be expressed (somewhat loosely) through an in
nerproduct notation (7/,,"1[7/2]7/"3)' where 

r, = [;:] and (r"rj ) =A,Aj +B,Bj . 

B. Direct problem 

The discrete analog of the matrix Schrodinger spectral 
problem corresponds to the eigenvalue equation (see I) 

<P(n - I) +B(n)<P(n) +A (n)<P(n + 1) =A<P(n), (2.1) 

where <P,BA are N XN matrices depending on the discrete 
variable n (running over all the integers) and possibly on a 
continuous variable, say t, and the "potentials" A,B satisfy 
the boundary conditions 

lim A (n) - 1=0, 
1"1-00 

(2.2a) 

lim B(n)=O, 
1"1-00 

(2.2b) 

with respect to some norm in the linear space of N XN 
matrices. 

As remarked in I, under conditions (2.2) our spectral 
problem has a twice degenerate real continuous spectrum, 
which can be parametrized by setting A = z + z- I, z belong
ing to the unit circle of the complex plane. A fundamental 
matrix solution 1/1 (n,z) of (2.1) pertaining to the continuous 
spectrum can thus be characterized by the asymptotic 
behavior 

'/I (n,z) - z -" + R (z)z", (2.3a) 
"-+ 00 

'/I (n,z) - z- "T(z), (2.3b) 
n __ - 00 

where R (z) and T (z) are the "reflection" and "transmission" 
matrix coefficients. 5 

As to the discrete spectrum, it has been shown in I that 
it consists of a finite number ./V of complex eigenvalues, 
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which correspond to the poles Zj U = 1, ... , AI) of T (z), all 
lying inside the unit circle. The corresponding normalizable 
vector eigenfunctions ["'j(n) are characterized by the as
ymptotic behavior 

["'j(n) - Zjn\cj+I), (Z.4a) 
f1.-~ + 00 

["'j(n) - zj-nlej-I), (2.4b) 
fl-- - 00 

where 
T Z~ lie) - I) = O. (ZAc) 

So, once given the "potentials" A (n), B (n) one can determine 
uniquely the matrices R (z), T (z), the eigenvalues Zj and the 
vectors [e) ± I). 

C. Auxiliary problems and transformation properties 

First of all, we associate to the eigenvalue equation (2.1) 
different asymptotic conditions for the solutions, by defining 

A 

a new fundamental matrix solution 1/1 (n,z) according to the 
formulas 

$ (n,z) znT(z), (2.5a) 
n-... + 00 

(2.5b) 

Moreover, we can introduce the adjoint eigenvalue equation 

iii(n + 1) + iii(n)B (n) + iii(n - l)A (n - 1) = ,iiii(n) 
(2.6) 

with the same potentials as Eq. (2.1), and define, as previous
ly, two fundamental matrix solutions corresponding to dif
ferent asymptotic conditions, i.e., 

cfI(n,z) - z-n+znR(z), (2.7a) 
11_+ 00 

Ii (n,z) - z - nT(z), (2.7b) 
n-+ - 00 

Ii(n,z) - znT(z), (2.8a) 
n-- + 00 

(2.8b) 
n_- 00 

Let us now define the n-independent Wronskian matrix W 
through the position 

W [iiil ,(n),<1>2(n)] = iiil(n)A (n)<1>2(n + 1) - iiil(n + 1 )<1>2(n), 
(2.9) 

where iiil is a solution of (2.6) and <1>2 is a solution of (2.1). 
It is easily seen that inserting into Eq. (2.9) the pairs 

(if, 1[1 ),(Ii, $ ),($',1[1),( $', $ lin placeof(cPl ,<1>2),onegetsthefol
lowing relationships between the four "reflection" and 
"transmission" coefficients previously introduced: 

2464 

R(Z-I)R (z) + T(Z-I)T(z) = I, 

R(z) =R(z), 

R(z) = - T(z)R(z-l)T-I(z-l), 

T(z) = T(z) = (I - R (z)R (z-I))T -1(z-I), 
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(Z.lOa) 

(Z.lOb) 

(Z.lla) 

(2.llb) 

A 

if (z) = R (z), 

T(z) = T(z). 

(2.12a) 

(2.1Zb) 

In particular, from (2.8b) it follows that the discrete eigenval
ues of problem (2.6) associated to the asymptotic conditions 
(2.8) are the same as those pertaining to the problem (2.1) 
with the asymptotic conditions (2.3), while the correspond
ing vector eigenfunctions are characterized by the asymptot
ic behavior (, 

(~(n)[ - zj(d)+I[, (Z.13a) 
n_ + 00 

(~(n)[ - Zj- n(dj -II, (Z.13b) 
M-+- 00 

where 

(dj+IIT-I(Zj) I = (dj+IIT-I(zj)=O. (2.13c) 

D. Inverse problem 

It was shown in I that the spectral data 

S= !R(z)([z[ = 1);zj([Zjl < 1),pj[ej+I)(dj+I[U= 1, ... ,.A1l, 
(2.14) 

Pi being related to the singular behavior of T (z) for z'ZZj 
through the formula 

T(z) = -pjzj[ej-I)(dj+l[(z-Zj)-I+O(I) (2.15) 

allows us to recover uniquely the "potentials." 
Actually, from S we can construct the kernel H (n) of the 

discrete analog of the Gel'fand-Levitan-Marchenko 
equation, 

K(n,/) + H(n + I) + f K(n,m)H(m + I) = 0, (2.16a) 
m = n+ 1 

H(n) = jt/jPj [e) + I) (dj + I[ + (21Tij-1 jZI ~ I dz zn - IR (z), 

(Z.16b) 

and once (2.16a) is solved, we can find A (n) and B (n) through 
the formulas 

A (n) - I = K(n,n + 2) - K(n - l,n + 1) 

+ [K (n - l,n) - K (n,n + l)]K (n,n + 1), 
(Z.17a) 

B (n) = K (n,n + 1) - K (n - l,n). (2.17b) 

3. GENERALIZED WRONSKIAN RELATIONS 

A. Basic identities 

In order to establish a one-to-one correspondence be
tween the functional relations connecting two different pairs 
of "potentials" and those connecting the associated spectral 
parameters, it is convenient to define a generalized 
Wronskian. 

To this aim, let us denote by Ii'(n,z), respectively 1[1 (n,z), 
two fundamental matrix solutions of Eq. (2.6) [with "poten
tials" A '(n ),B '(n)], respectively (2.1), with the asymptotic 
conditions (2.7), respectively (2.3), and associate to them the 
matrix bilinear form W', which we shall define as the gener-
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ali zed Wronskian 

W'[W'(n,z),V/(n,z)] = ij/'(n,z)A '(n)V/(n + I,z) 

- ij/'(n,l,zjV/(n,z), 

where 

if/(n,z) =F(n)l/I(n,z) + G(n)l/I(n + 1,z), 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

F(n) and G (n) being so far two arbitrary n-dependent matri
ces. 7 A straightforward computation yields 

W'(n) - W'(n - 1) 

= A ! W'(n)[A '(n)G (n + l)A -lin + 1) - G (n)] 1/1 

X I/I(n + I) + ij/'(n) [F(n - 1) - F(n)] I/I(n)} 

+ W'(n)[A '(n)(F(n + 1) - G(n + l)A -lin + I)B(n + 1)) 

+ B '(n)G (n) - F(n - 1)A (n)] I/I(n + 1) 

+ W'(n)[B'(n)F(n) - F(n - l)Bln) 

+ G(n - 1) -A '(n)G(n + I)A -lin + I)JI/I(n). (3.3) 

Equation (3.3) is the fundamental identity from which, by 
proper choices of the matrices F(n), G In), any relevant rela
tionship can be derived, as it wi11 be clear in the following. 

Let us first choose 

F(n) = F(n-independent), G(n) = O. (3.4) 
Then, by summing up identity (3.4) over all integers and 
taking into account the asymptotic behaviors of the poten
tials and of the wavefunctions, Eqs. (2.2), (2.3), and (2.7), we 
immediately get, having set t-t = Z-I - Z, 

- t-t(FR (z) - jf'(z)F) 
+00 

= I I W'(n)(A '(n)F - FA (n)l/I(n + 1) 
n = - 00 

+ W'(n)[B'(n)F-FB(n)] 1/1 (nj}. (3.5) 

If instead we set 

Fin) = 0, A '(n)G(n + l)A -I(n + 1) - G(n) = 0, 
(3.6a) 

which implies 

G(n) = n'(n)Gn -I(n + 1), 

where8 

n(n) = 11 A (j); n'(n) =ll A '(j), 
j=n J=n 

we get 

t-t [zGR (z) - z-ljf'(Z)G ] 
+00 _ 

= I ! 1/I'(n)[B '(n)n'(n)Gn -I(n + 1) 
n = - 00 

-n'(n)Gn-1(n + l)B(n + l)]I/I(n + 1) 

(3.6b) 

(3.6c) 

+ W'(n)[n'(n -l)Gn-l(n) -n'(n)Gn-l(n + 1)) 

X I/I(n)). (3.7) 

Finally, let us assume that F(n) and G (n) vanish (rapidly 
enough) as In 1-ao ; in this case, we introduce two new matri
ces Pin) and Q(n) through the formulas 

Pin) =A '(n)G(n + l)A -lin + 1) - G(n), (3.8a) 

Q(n) =F(n - 1) -F(n), (3.8b) 

which, once inverted, give 

G(n)= -n'(n{tn n'(j)-lp(j)II(j+ l)]n-l(n+ 1) 

= = (def.) -.I (n); (3.9a) 

F(n) = f Q(j). (3.9b) 
J=n+l 

It is perhaps worthwhile to emphasize here that, due to the 
arbitrarityofF(n) and G (n), alsoP (n) and Q (n) are essentially 
arbitrary matrices, the only constraint concerning their be
havior as 1 n 1_ 00 , where they must vanish as G (n) and F (n) or 
faster. 

If we now define the operator A through the formula 

[

p(n)B (n + 1) + A '(n)[Q(n) + Q(n + 1)] + B '(n)I(n) - .I(n)B(n + 1) + .f [P(j)A (n) -A '(n)p(j)]] 
A [Pin)] = }=n (3.10) 

- Q(n) P(n)+B'(n)Q(n)-.I(n)+I(n-I)+ f [Q(j)B(n)-B'(n)QU)] 
j=n 

we get from formula (3.3) the new identity, which holds for any entire function w(A ), 

+~ - +~ -I ('Y'(n),1J(il(1. H·Y-(n)1 'Y(n)) = (il(A) I ('Y'(n),1J[Y(n)J 'Y(n)), 
n=-QO n=-oo 

where we have set 

Yin) = [~~:il, 
r"(n) = [~'(n)] 

1/1 'in) , 

'Yn -[ I/I(n) J 
( ) - 'P(n + 1) , 

(3.1la) 

(3.l1b) 

(3.llc) 

(3.1Id) 

and nave used the notations introduced in Sec. 2A. We notice now that relation (3.5) as well as relation (3.7) can be written for 
each of the basis matricesqy, and that Eq. (3.l1a) holds for any choice of P(n),Q (n), provided they vanish at infinity: Sowecan, 
in particular, identify Yin) first with 
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[
A '(n)O"" - O",,A (n)] 

B'(n)O"" - O""B(n) 

and secondly with 

[
B '(n)J['(n)O"JI-I(n + I) - II'(n)O"vII-I(n + I)B (n + I)] 

II 'In - I)O"JJ-1(n) - [['(n)O"vII-I(n + I) . 

Hence we can assert that two different pairs of potentials and the corresponding reflection coefficients are related by the 
equation 

{ r ,- - + 00 (_ { [A '(n)O" - 0" A (n)] f..l )v(/l,)(O""R(z)-R '(z)O",,) +gv(;{')(O""zR(z)-z-IR '(z)O",,} = I r'(n), Wv(1.) , " " 
n = - = B (n)O"y - O""B (n) 

(A [B'(n)II'(n)O"JI-1(n + 1)- II'(n)O"JJ-1(n + I)B(n + I)]} ) 
+1]gv _) J['(n-I)O"vII-I(n)-II'(n)O"JJ-1(n+l) r(n). (3.12) 

B. The limit (A '(n),B'(n)}---+(A(n),B(n) 

Let us now assume that the potentials, and consequently the wavefunctions and the spectral data, depend parame
trically on a novel variable, say t (time) by setting 

A (n) =A (n,t), A 'In) = A (n,t +..1t), (3.13a) 

B (n) = B (n,t), B 'In) = B (n,t +..1t), (3.13b) 

and thus 

R (z) = R (z,t ), R '(z) = R (z,t + ..1t). (3.14) 

Then, we insert these positions into the equations derived in the previous subsection, and investigate the limit..1 t-+O. Let 
us begin by considering such limit for the operator A, de fined through formula (3.10): we get a new operator, say L, 

. . (P(n)) - -
whlch acts on elements hke: as follows: 

Q(n) 

[

p(n)B(n + I) +A (n)(Q(n) + Q(n + 1)) +B(n)S(n) -S(n)B(n + 1) + I, [P(j),A (n)]] 
L [ P (n)] = j ~ n 

- Q(n) B(n)Q(n)+P(n)-S(n)+S(n-I)+ I, [QV),B(n)] 
)=11 

where SIn) is the limit of ~ (n) as ..1t-+O, i.e., 

SIn) = II (n{tnJ[ -1(j)P(j)II(j + I)]. 
Performing the same limit in Eq. (3.12), having set there Iv = h (.::1t )-18v,o,gv = 0, and recalling Eq. (2.IOb), we 
obtain 

+ 00 (_ [At(n)]) 
f..lh (;{, )R,(z,t) = n ~~ oc r(n),1]h (1;,) B,(n) r(n) . 

On the other hand, starting again from (3.12) and letting ..1t-+O with no further position, we can write the identity 

Jl((fv(A.) + iAg,,(A. ))O"v,R (z) + YLg,,(;{' j(O"y,R (z)l 

= roo (r(n), {Wv(L )[[A (n),O"vJ] 
n=-oo - [B(n),O"v] 

[
B(n)II(n)O"vII-1(n+ 1)-II(n)O""II-I(n+ l)B(n+ I)]} ) 

+1]gv(L) II(n-I)O"vII-I(n)-II(n)O""II-I(n+l) r(n) • 

4. NONLINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS SOLVABLE BY 1ST 

A. NODE's and evolution of the reflection coeffcient 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

The formulas derived at the end of the previous section allow us to define the class ofNDDE's associated to DMSP 
which can be solved by 1ST. 

Indeed, we can assert that if the potentials (A (n),B (n)) evolve in time according to the NDDE, 
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[
A,(n)] [B (n)A (n) - A (n)B (n + 1)] J, (L )[(A (n)'O"K J] 

h(~)B,(n) +go(~) A(n-l)-A(n) +K_ (B(n)'O"K] 

[

B(n)ll(n)O"Kll-1(n + 1) -n(n)O"Kn-l(n + l)B(n + 1)]_ 
+g" ll(n-l)O"Kll - 1(n)-ll(n)O"Kll - 1(n+l) -0, 

(4.1) 

the corresponding reflection coefficient, associated uniquely with the potentials for any value of t, evolves according to the 
linear evolution equation 

h (A )R,(z) = -,ugo(A)R (z) + (fK(A) + ~K(A ))[O"K,R (z)] - YLgK(A 1I0"K,R (z)), 

where, we stress it again, h,fK,g" are arbitrary entire functions of their argument. 

(4.2) 

So, the solution of the Cauchy problem for any NDDE 
belonging to the class (4.1) can be achieved through three 
different steps, all involving just linear problems: (i) the solu
tion of the direct spectral problem (2.1) at a given time to, in 
order to determine R (z,to); (ii) the integration ofEq. (4.2), to 
get R (z,t ); (iii) the solution of the inverse problem to recon
struct the evoluted potentials (the existence of bound states 
will be taken into account later). We remark that Eq. (4.2) 
can be integrated in closed form, yielding 

R (z,t) = U(z;t - to)R (z,tO)U(Z-I,t - to), (4.3) 

where 

U(z;t) = exp[tZ(z)], 

Z(z) = h -I(A ) [fv(A ) +zg,,(A )]0"". 

B. Evolution of discrete spectrum parameters 

(4.4a) 

(4.4b) 

In this subsection we shall prove that the discrete eigen
values Zj do not evolve in time and that the degenerate 
matrix 

C. =p·lcl+) (dl+)1 
J J J J (4.5) 

has the same time evolution as the reflection coefficient R (z) 
[Eq. (4.3)] with the obvious substitution z-+Zj' To this aim, 
we need the time evolution of the transmission coefficients 
T(z),T(z), since (d) + )I,p; are re~ted to T(z) [Eqs. (2.13c) and 
(2.15)] and Ie) +) is related to T (z) by the formula 

r-l(zj)leJ+) =0, (4.6) 

which follows by noting that I¢j(n) = I¢.j(n) and taking 
into account the asymptotic behaviors (2.4a) and (2.5aJ

A 
The procedure to derive the time evolution of T (z) [T (z)] 

is closely analogous to that followed for the reflection 
coefficient. 

The resulting evolution equations read 

T,(z) = [Z(z-I),T(z)] +z-lil(A )T(z), 
A A. A_ 

T,(Z) = [Z(z),T(z)] - zT(Z)G(A), 

(4.7a) 

(4.7b) 

where the time-dependent matricesil (A ), G (A ) are defined as 

il(A) = DI(A) - D 2(A J + ZD3(A), (4.7c) 

G(A) =DI(A) +D2(A) -z- ID 3(A), (4.7d) 

where 

DI(A) = gk(A) Ill( - 00 )O"kll -1)( - (0) - O"d, 
+00 

D 2(A) = L II ( - oo)ll -I(j)[ g"(~)IISv(j) 
j= - ~ 

+ g"(~)12U,,(j) + j"(~)lIrvU) + j"(~)f2V"U)] 

+00 
D3(A) = L [iv(~bsvU) + gv(~h2U,,(j) 

j= - 00 

+j,,(~brvU) +j(~bv"U)], 
having set 

];(L) =(f,,(~)-f,,(A)) . 
v - Km L -A Km' 

g- (L) = (g,,(~) -g,,(A )) (K,m = 1,2) 
v _ Km L 1 

-/I,. Km 

(where by the subscript indices Km we denote the corre
sponding matrix elements of the considered operator), 

r,,(j) = B (j)ll (jjO""ll -I(j + 1) 

- II UIO""ll -I(j + l)B (j + 1), 

s,,(j) = (A UI,O"v]' 

uvU) = [B U),O",,], 

v" (j) = II (J + 1 )O""ll -lUI - II (j)O'"ll -I(j + 1). 

Now performing the time-derivative of Eqs. (2.4c), (2.13c), 
and (4.6) and taking care of Eqs. (4.7a) and (4. 7b),we get 

lej - ), = [Z(Zj- I) + Zj- lil(Aj))leJ -I) + n-llej), (4.8a) 

(dj + II, = - (dj + )IZ (Zj- I) + OJ (d; + II, (4.8b) 
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(4.8c) 

where n± I,Oj are in principle arbitrary scalar time-depen
dent functions; however, as I¢j(n) is determined up to a 
single arbitrary n-independent scalar function, it follows 
from formulas (2.4) that n -I = n +). On the other hand, 
deriving formula (2.1S) with respect to t, and comparing the 
reSUlting expression with Eq. (4.7a) one easily gets 

(Zj), =0, 

(Pj), = - (n+) + OJ lor 
(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

Of course, Eq. (4.9a) implies the isospectrality of the flow 
defined by the evolution equations (4.1). Finally, from for-
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mulas (4.8b), (4.8c), and (4.9b) one gets 

Cj(t) = U(Zj;t - to)Cj(to)U -1(Zj- I;t - to). (4.10) 

C. Soliton solutions 

As usually, soliton solutions are obtained from the Gel
'fand-Levitan-Marchenko equation when the reflection co
efficient vanishes identically on the unit circle, and therefore 
are expressed in terms of the bound state spectral data 
!Zj,Cj lj= I •..•. I' only the matrices Cj evolving in time ac
cording to Eq. (4.10). It is convenient to set 

Cj (!) =Pj exp[2;jtj (t)]Pj (t), (4.11) 

where 
Zj = exp( - ;j)' Pj = 2 sinh;j, 

Ie) + I) (dj+ II 
p.= . 
) (d)+llej+l> 

(4.12) 

It can be shown that, if we have N simple eigenvalues, the 
corresponding solution ofEq. (4.1) splits asymptotically into 
c if! separated solitions, whose "positions" and "polariza
tions" are given respectively by tj and Pj • These parameters 
evolve in time according to the formulas 

tj(t) = t)(to) + (2;j)-1 

X In{d) + II U -1(Zj- I;t - to)U (Zj;t - to)Jc) + I(to) }, 

(d J + l(to)JcJ + %) 
(4.13) 

I 

Pj{t) = U(Zj;t - to)Pj(to)U -1(Zj- I;t - to)(d) + l(tolleJ + I(to) 

X [(dj+l(to)IU-1(zj-l;t - to)U(Zj;t - to)lej+l(to)]:-1 

(4.14) 

As an example, we report explicitly the one-soliton solution, 
already derived in I: 

A (n,t) = I + sinh2; sech2
\; [n + ~ - tit )]IP(t), 

(4.1Sa) 

B (n,t) = sinh2; sech\; [n -1- t (t)) I 
xsechf; (n + 1- t (t)] IP(t). (4.1Sb) 

A detailed analysis of the time-behavior of such solution for 
a generic NDDE belonging to the class (4.1) will be per
formed in a separate paper. 

5. AN INTERESTING SUBCLASS OF NODE's 

A. Definitions and soliton solutions 

From the definition of the operator L Eq. (3.1S) one can 
easily see that the initial condition B (n,tJ = 0 for any 
NDDEoftheclass(4.1)impliesB (n,t) = Oiffthegv 'sareodd 
functions of their argument, while ho and the I" 's are even 
functions. In this case, the system (4.1) reduces to a single 
equation for the potential A (n,t), which reads 

h (Y)A,(n) + go(Y [A (n - 1)A (n) - A (n)A (n + 1)] 
+ I"Y [A (n)p,,] + g,,(2")~aK' (S.l) 

where we have introduced the new operators 

2" Pin) = A (n)(P(n) + Pin + 1) + Sin - 1)A (n) - A (n)S(n + 1) + .! [P(j),A (n)], (S.2a) 

(S.2b) [fl F= ll(n - l)Fll -I(n + 1) - ll(n)Fll -I(n + 2) - [F,A (n)] 
(Fbeing any constant matrix). 

j= n 

To Eq. (4.4) corresponds the following linear evolution equation for the reflection coefficient: 

h (A 2)R,(z) = - Apgo(A 2)R (z) + I .. (A 2) [a",R (z)] + 0g .. (A 2)(A [aK,R (z)] - p\ a,,,R (z) J). (S.3) 

An analogous equation holds for the degenerate matrices Cj (t ), once replace Z by Zj' 
We notice that the requirementB (n,t ) = 0 implies, through Eqs. (2.15), (2.16), and (2.17), that the reflection and transmis

sion coefficients are even functions of Z for any t. From this property it follows in particular that the discrete eigenvalues Zj 

occur in positive-negative pairs, each pair being associated to the same matrix Cj • The corresponding simplest soliton solution 
reads 

A (n,t) = I + 2 sinh2; cosh; sech\; [n + 1 - t (t)] J sech\; {n - t (t)} JP(t). (5.4) 

B. Continuum limit 

We introduce the parameter 41 to denote the spacing of 
the lattice and make the positions 

x = n.J, (S.Sa) 

z=exp(iK.J) (Zj =exp[(pj.J )lJ, (S.Sb) 

A (n) = exp[ -41 Yin)] exp[ +41 V(n + 1)], (S.Sc) 

where we have set 

YIn) = roo dy Q tv) 
).<1 

so that 
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(S.Sd) 

V(n + 1) = YIn) -.JQ (x) - ~ 2Qx(X) + 0(41 3). (S.Se) 

It is immediate to see that, with the above positions, as.J 
goes to zero, the eigenvalue equation (2. 1) withB (n) = 0 goes 
into the matrix Schrodinger equation \0 

- IJIxx(x) + Q(x)lJI(x) = k 2 1J1(x). (5.6) 

In this subsection we shall show that, in the same limit, the 
whole class (5.1) goes into the class of NEE's associated with 
the spectral problem (5.6), already derived and investigated 
in CD. In particular, the first member of class (5.1) goes into 
the "boomeron" equation.4

•
1 

( To perform the continuum 
limit it is convenient to start from the evolution equation in 
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the spectral space (5.13). From formula (5.5b), expanding the 
r.h.s. in power of il, it follows that 

Ii = 2iKil + o(il 3), (5.7a) 

,1= 2(1 - ~(K2il 2)) + o(il 4). 

If we introduce the new arbitrary functions 

f3v( - 4K2) = gv(A 2), 

(5.7b) 

(5.8a) 

al( - 4K2) = alIA 2) = il -I [yl. 2gl (A 2) + .t;(A 2)], (5.8b) 

lor - 4K2) = h (A 2), (5.8c) 

and define the new time variable 1" as follows: 

(5.9) 

it turns out that the reflection coefficient R (z), which can be 
also considered as a function of the real variable k, evolves 
with respect to the new variable 1" according to the formula 

lo( - 4k 2)R,.(k) = 4ikf30( - 4~)R (k) + 2ikf3l( - 4k 2){0"1,R (k)} + al( - 4k 2){0"1,R (k)} + 0(il2), 

which, in the limit il-o, goes exactly into Eq. (4.2.3) of CD written for r= O. 

(5.10) 

On the other hand, taking care of position (5.8b), the evolution equations (5.1) can be cast in the novel form 

ho(2")A,(n) + go(2")[A (n - I)A (n) - A (n)A (n + I)] 
+ ilak (2"j[A (n),O",,] + ~k(2") [O""A (n - I)A (n) - A (n)A (n + 1)0",,] 

+ (21 -A (n))[A (n),O",,] + [A (n)'jtJ [A !i),0",,]+ ll(n - I)O""ll -I(n + I) -ll(n)O""ll-l(n + 2). (5.11) 

Though, at a first glance, Eq. (5.11) may look more cumber
some that the original Eq. (5.1), it comes out to provide a 
more convenient starting point to evaluate the continuum 
limit. 

First of all, we consider the simplest case, where the 
functiongv and a" do not depend on (2"). After a tedious but 
straightforward calculation, taking care of the positions 
(5.5), one gets 

A (n - I)A (n) - A (n)A (n + I) = 2il 3Qx(X) + 0(il4), (5.12a) 

[A (n),O",..] = il 2 [O"",Q (x)] + o(il 3), (5.12b) 

O""A (n - I)A (n) - A (n)A (n + 1)0"" + (21 - A (n)) 

X [A (n),O",,] + [A (n)'jtn [A (j),0",,] + II (n - 1)0"" 

Xll -I(n + I) - ll(n)O""ll -I(n + 2) 
= 2il 3{j0",..,Qx(x)} + [Q(x),[V(x),O",,]]} (5.12c) 

and thus, dividing by il 3 and then letting il-o, 

Q,. (x;1") = 2/3oQx (x;1") + a K [0" K ,Q (x;1")] 

+ 13" [! 0"" ,Qx (x;1")} + [Q (x;1"), [ V (x;1"),O"" ] ]] 
(5.13) 

which is exactly the "boomeron" equation. To recover the 
higher NEE's associated to the matrix SchrOdinger spectral 
problem, it is necessary to relate the discrete operator 2" 
defined by formula (5.2a) to the continuous operator Lc in
troduced in CD Eqs. (4.1.3) and (4.1.4). The correct co"iinec
tion is suggested by the analogous relation holding for dis
crete and continuous formulas in the spectral space: so we 
can assert that, due to the correspondence between applica
tion of 1:...c (2") and multiplication by - 4K2 (A 2) in the con
tinuous (discrete) case, the continuous operator Lc is the lim-

- I 

I 
it, asil-o, of the discrete operator (2" - 41)il -2. Indeed, if 
we apply this operator to each of the arguments involved in 
Eq. (5.11), which once expanded in powers of il, all exhibit 
the structure 

il -3P(n) = F(x) + o(il ), 

we obtain 

il -2(2" - 41)(il -3P(n)) = LJ(x) + o(il ), 

where 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

1:...c(x)=Fxx (x)-2{Q(x),F(x)} + !Qx(X),Loo dx'F(x')j 

+ [Q(X),[L" dx' Q(X')'L~ dx" F(X"J]], (5.16) 

which is just the continuous operator obtained in CD. 
Hence, taking into account formulas (5.5), (5.12), and (5.5) it 
is a trivial task to realize that the class of NEED's (5.11) has 
the continuum limit 

10(1:...c )Q,.(x;1") = 2/3o(1:...c )Qx (x;1") 

+ a,,(1:...c)[O"K,Q(x;1")] +13k1:...C)GO"K 
(5.17) 

which is the CD class of NEE's, the operator G being defined 
there through formula (4.1.4). 

6. BACKLUND TRANSFORMATIONS 

A. Basic formulas 

First of all, we note that Eq. (3.12) implies that, if two 
pairs of potentials (A '(n),B '(n)),(A (n),B (n)) are related by the 
formula 

A {A '(n)O"y - O"vA (n)) = {j A (B '(n)ll'(n)O"vll -I(n + I) - ll'(n)O"vll -I(n + I)B(n + I)) 
Yv(-)\.B'(n)O"v-O"yB(n) ,,(_I ll'(n-I)O""ll-l(n)-ll'(n)O""ll-l(n+l) , (6.1) 

Yvand {jv being arbitrary entire functions, for the corre
sponding reflection coefficientsR (z),R'(z') the following rela
tionship holds: 
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, 
Yv(A ) [O"yR (z) - R'(z)O"v] = {jv(A ) [zO"vR (z) - z-IR'(z)O"y]. 

(6.2) 
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Denoting by Y (z) the matrix [y v (A ) - z8 v (A )] CT v the trans
formations (6.2) can be cast in the more compact form 

Y(z)R (z) = R'(z)Y(z-I). (6.3) 

Among all the transformations belonging to the class (6.3), it 
is worthwhile to focus on those leading from a solution of a 
given NDDE of the class (4.1) to a new solution of the same 
NDDE, that is on the so-called "auto-Backlund" transfor
mation, defined by the subclass of(6.3) which commute with 
the time-evolution (4.1). It is immediately seen that this sub
class consists of matrices Y (z) such that 

[Z(z),Y(z)] = O. (6.4) 

In the following we will restrict considerations to "auto
Backlund" transformations. Among such auto-Backlund 
transformations, we focus attention on those relating solu
tions with a different number of bound states (corresponding 
to a different number of solitons), which are given by the 
poles of the respective reflection coefficients 
R (z),R'(z) = R '(z) provided they can be analytically contin
ued inside the unit circle. 12 

From Eq. (6.3) it follows that, if Y(Z-I) has some singu
lar point inside the unit circle, R '(z) supports a correspond
ing larger number of poles than R (z). 

Let us consider for simplicity a matrix Y (z) of the form 

Y(z) = [y(A)-z8(A)]CTo. (6.5) 

It implies 

R '(z) = R (Z)(y(A ) - Z8(A ))!(Y(A ) - z- 18(A )) (6.6) 

which shows that, generally speaking, R '(z) has a pole not 
belonging to R (z) whenever the analytic function of z, 
Y(A) - z- 18(A ), has a zero. The simplest case occurs when 
y(A. ) = y,8(A ) = 8, so that only one new pole is generated, 
located at 

z=8ly (6.7) 

and we assume of course 181 yl < 1. 
Formula (6.6) can then be rewritten in the form 

R '(z) = R (z)( 1 - zZ)/( 1 - z- IZ). (6.8) 

The corresponding pairs of potentials are related by the for
mula [see Eq. (6.1)] 

A 'In) - A (n) = z[B '(n)Il'(n)Il -I(n + 1) 

- (Il '(n)Il -I(n + I)B (n + 1)], 

B 'In) - B (n) = z[Il 'In - l)Il -I(n) - Il '(n)Il -I(n + 1)], 

(6.9) 

where the pair (A '(n),B 'In)) supports one more soliton than 
the pair (A (n),B (n)). 

For instance, if we set (A (n),B (n)) = (1,0) then 
(A '(n),B 'In)) is just the one-soliton solution. 

Indeed, expressing A 'In I in terms of the products Il '(n) 
the system (6.9) gives immediately 

fl 'In + 1) - Il 'In) = zB '(n)fl 'In), 

B 'In) = ~[[l 'In - 1) - Il'(n)]. (6.lO) 

The resulting nonlinear functional equation for Il '(n) can be 
solved by setting 

Il 'In) = I + aflj3n + y)P, 
(6.11 ) 
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P being some one-dimensional projector, which implies 

fIx + (3) - fIx) = 'f2[f(x - (3) - fIx)] 

X [1 + af(x)][ 1 + af(x + (3)], 
(6.12) 

where x = (3n + y, and the parameters z,a,(3 are no longer 
independent. 

Expanding (6.12) in powers of (3, having set 
a=(3 +oIj32),'f2= 1-2(3+oIj32),wegetforsmal1(3theso
lutionf(x) = 1 - tanhx, which comes out to fulfill (6.12) 
identically (i.e. for any x and (3 ) iff 

z = exp( - (3), a = Hexp(2(3) - 1] (6.13) 

so that the one-soliton solution reads 

Il 'In) = I + Hexp(2(3) - 1][1 - tanhlj3n + y)]P. (6.14) 

This solution can be identified with that given by Eq. (5.4) 
with the positions: (3 = ;,y = ; (~ - S). 

As a final remark on this topic, we notice that, unlike 
the continuous case, the practical usefulness of Backlund 
transformations in order to find explicitly novel solutions of 
the same NDDE is rather questionable; actually, even in the 
simplest case we treated above, we had to solve a nonlinear 
functional equation, and we succeeded only through some 
ad hoc positions which can be hardly generalized to more 
complex cases. Of course, those computational difficulties 
do not affect at all the theoretical relevance of Backlund 
transformations. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The existence of a discrete counterpart also for the 
NEE's associated to the matrix Schrodinger spectral prob
lem, as it was previously found3

. '3 for the scalar Schrodinger 
and for the Zakharov-Shabat spectral problems, again raises 
the question whether the discretizing procedure based upon 
the underlying linear spectral problem, is the optimal one in 
order to solve completely integrable NEE's numerically. 14 It 
seems certainly worthwhile to compare the results which 
can be obtained this way to those arising from other more 
standard numerical techniques. 

Besides this general problem, there remain to be investi
gated in more detail some other problems specifically related 
to the subject treated in the present paper: for instance, one 
can try to settle for our NDDE's a reduction technique anal
ogous to that derived by Degasperis l5 for the continuous 
case, aiming at identifying subclasses of equations which can 
be relevant for applications. It would be also interesting to 
prove that our dynamical systems display an infinite se
quence of conserved quantities, and to construct them 
explicitly. 

Furthermore, the isospectrality of the flow (4.1) sug
gests the existence of a Lax pair for any equation of this class. 
Work is in progress in all these directions. 

1M. Bruschi, D. Levi, S. V. Manakov, and O. Ragnisco, "The nonabelian 
Toda-Iattice: Discrete analogue of the matrix SchrOdinger spectral prob
lem," J. Math. Phys. 21, 2749 (\980). 
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'See for example: V. A. Zakharov and A. V. Mikhailov, Zh. Eksp. Teor. 
Fiz. 74, 1953 (1978) [Soviet Phys. JETP 47, 1017 (1978)). 

'In the abelian case, the analogous problem was solved by R. K. Dodd, J. 
Phys. A, Math. Gen. 11, 81 (1978); see also M. Bruschi, D. Levi, and O. 
Ragnisco, J. Phys. A, Math. Gen. (1980) (in press). 

4F.Calogero and A. Degasperis, Nuovo Cimento B 39, (1977); hereafter 
often referred to as CS. 

'They are related to the elements of the monodromy matrix defined in I, 
Eqs. (2.5a) and (2.5b), as follows: R (z) = b (z)a-'(z), T(z) = a-I(z). 

"The exact relationship between Id) + ') and Ie) - ') is given in I, Eqs. (2.12) 

and (2.13). 
7To simplify the formulas, we will always use in the following the short
hand notation W'(n) in place of W'(ifi'(n,z),IjI(n,z)) and will also omit the 
argument z in the expression of the wave functions. 

"Throughout this paper we understand the products to be ordered from the 
lower to the upper value of the running index. Note that the infinite pro
ducts introduced in formula (3.6b) are well defined, due to the boundary 
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condition (2.2a). 
"We note that if gk = 0, the evolution of the transmission coefficient is 
given by the similarity transformation 

T(z,t) = U(z- ';t - to)T(z,t)U -I(Z-I;t - to). 

"'The discrete analog of the Schriidinger problem in the scalar case was 
extensively investigated by K. M. Case: K. M. Case and M. Kac, J. Math. 
Phys. 14,594 (1973); K. M. Case, 14,916 (1973); 15,143 (1974). 

"F. Calogero and A. Degasperis, Lett. Nuovo Cimento 16, 425 (1976). 
I "'So far we never supposed this property; we now assume analiticity of R (z) 

just for the sake of simplicity. 
"M. J. Ablowitz and J. F. Ladik, J. Math. Phys. 16, 598 (1975); 17, lOll 

(1976). 
14M. J. Ablowitz and J. F. Ladik, Stud. App!. Math., 55, 213 (1976); 57, I 

(1977). 
"F. Calogero and A. Degasperis, "Reduction technique for matrix nonlin

ear evolution equations," J. Math. Phys. 22, 23 (1981). 
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Classes of Borel sum mabIe functions are defined and studied. Some properties of these functions, 
which are useful for high-order calculations pertaining to certain physical theories, are proved 
and discussed. They include reciprocal Watson-like theorems, sufficient conditions for 
membership in the classes, and asymptotic behaviors of the expansion coefficients after 
composition of functions. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Lt 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the combination of large order estimates with 

Borel summation was revealed as a powerful tool to push the 
use of perturbation expansions outside the weak coupling 
regime, both in quantum mechanics and quantum field the
ory.1 To be mathematically satisfactory, such a treatment 
should include (i) a proof of the Borel summability and (ii) a 
careful justification of the rather intricate calculations need
ed to obtain large order behaviors. It also requires the manip
ulation of various Borel summable functions (especially to 
get an expansion of the asymptotic perturbation coefficients 
in inverse powers of the order). In practice, the steps (i) and 
(ii) are difficult and often (but not always2,3) by-passed (the 
Borel summability being, for instance, simply assumed if 
compatible with the large order estimates). As for the formal 
calculations on Borel sum mabIe functions, they are more 
easily justified (or even performed) when appeal is made to 
some general properties of these functions. The purpose of 
the present paper is to collect such properties, to give their 
proofs when necessary, and to comment on them. Some of 
these properties (at least in weaker versions) belong to the 
"know-how" of high-order practitioners. Others are new. 
They are presented here in the accurate form of theorems, 
some of which are mainly refinements of results imported 
from the mathematical literature. In order to state these 
theorems in a simple form we need to define suitable classes 
of Borel summable functions (Sec. 2). These classes are "opti
mal" in the sense that (i) they make the two Watson-like 
theorems of Sec. 3 fully reciprocal statements and (ii) they 
are invariant under the usual operations of algebra and anal
ysis (Theorems 3 and 4 of Sec. 4). As for Theorem 5, which 
gives sufficient conditions for membership in these classes, it 
is of great use in proofs of Borel summability. 3 Theorems 6 
and 7 have to deal with the composition of Borel summable 
functions, and have direct applications to high-order 
calculations. 4 

2. THE CLASSES A" AND 'lr 
As is well known, the class of Borel summable functions 

include those functionsf(z) which (a) are analytic within 
some sectorlike domain of the complex z plane (assumed to 
be centered at the origin) with sufficiently large opening an
gle; (b) admit an asymptotic power series 

a1physique Mathematique et Theorique, Equipe de Recherche associated 
with C.N.R.S. 

M-I 

f(z) = L fnz" + RM(z), (1) 
n=O 

with remainders RM(z) oflimited and uniform growth when 
M--+ 00. The "natural" analyticity domain which is referred 
to in (a) turns out to depend on two parameters A and R 
(0<:.1. <:!1T, 0 <R< 00). It will be defined as the kidney
shaped region (Fig. 1) 

K (A,R ) = u eioK (O,R ), (2) 
lei..;). 

where K (O,R ) is the circle Re(l/z) > l/R. As for the precise 
statement of condition (b), we shall give it in two different 
forms to which correspond two useful subclasses ("JV" and 
"r') of Borel summable functions (and two variants of the 
forthcoming Watson-like theorem). 

Definition 1: Given R,a> 0 and .1.;;:00, we shall say thatf 
belongs to N - (A,R,a) if: (i)f(z) is analytic in the domain 
K (A,R ) as defined in Eq. (2), (ii) there exists a constant 
A (A,R,a) such thatf(z) admits the asymptotic expansion (1), 
with 

[RM(z)[<:A (A,R,a)M![az[M VzEK.(A,R) and M = 0,1, ... 
(3) 

[Ro(z) is identified withf(z)]. 

We next define the class.AI by 

JII- - (A,R,a) = n N - (A,R ',a'). (4) 
O<R' <R,a'> u 

Definition 2: GivenA,R,a> O,!EW - (A,R,a) if (i)f(z) is 
analytic inK (A,R ) and (ii) 3A (A,R,a)suchthatf(z)admitsthe 
asymptotic expansion (1) with 

IRM{zl/<:A (A,R,o-)M1/az/ M 

{
I if [argz[ <A 

X [cos! largz[ - A ) 1 - M irA. <: largzl < ~1T + A 
(3') 

for all zEK (A,R ) and M = 0,1, .. ·. 
The class 'JY is defined by 

'If/ - (A,R,a) = (\ W - (A ',R ',a') (4') 
0< A ' < A.,D < R . < R.o' > a 

Remarks: (1) Iff EN - or W - (A,R,a), then 

lfn I <:A (a)n!a", n = 0,1,..·. (5) 

Indeed'!n = z - n f R n (z) - R n + 1 (z) 1, and it suffices to make 
z--+O within K (A,R ) on account of Eqs. (3) or (3'). 

(2) For A> 0 it is obvious that 
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N(resp.A1- (A,R,u)C W(resp.1f1- (A,R,u). (6) 

This inclusion relation is a strict one (as it will appear on the 
example following Theorem 2). On the other hand, for any j.l 
such that O<p <A, 

W(resp.Jr) - (A,R,u)CN(resp.JV) - (p.,R,r), 

where r = o/sin(A - j.l) (7) 

(this results from K (p.,R ) cK (A,R ) and from the fact that 
u<rcos(tp - A) for A<tp<~1T + ,u]. 

(3) A functionJ(z) which for some b > 1 enjoys proper
ties (i) and (ii) of Definitions 1 (or2)withr(M + b )inplaceof 
M!, obviously belongs to ~/f/" (or 11/') - (A,R,u). 

(4) One can always choose the constants A in Eqs. (3) 
and (3') such that 

A (A ',R ',u)<A (A,R,u), when A' <A,R ' <R. (8) 

3. BOREL TRANSFORM PROPERTIES 
Let 2.:;,= J"zn be a formal power series. Its Borel trans

Jorm tp(t ) is defined by 

tp (t) = ! In,r. (9) 
n =on. 

If this series converges in some disk, it uniquely defines tp(t ) 
as an analytic function. 

On the other hand, let tp(t) be an analytic function in a 
neighborhood of the positive real axis. Then its inverse Borel 
transJorm is defined by 

J(z) = (1/z) L'" dte - I/Ztp (t). (10) 

If the Borel transform tp (t ) of a formal power series can be 
continued in a neighborhood of the positive real axis, and if 
the integral in Eq. (10) converges for some values of z, then 
J(z) is caIIed the Borel sum of the formal power series for 
those values of z. In favorable circumstances, the inverse 
Borel transformJ(z) turns out to be an analytic function 
whose asymptotic expansion at the origin concides with the 
formal power series. In this sense, the combination offormu
la (9) with analytic continuation and formula (10) realizes the 
reconstruction of the functionJ(z) from its coefficientsJn' 
even in the case where the series 2.:;,= Jnz" diverges for all 
nonzero values of Z.5.6 Such a program clearly can make 
sense for functions inA" or Jr - (A,R,u) since, according to 
Eq. (5), tp (t) is analytic in the disk it I < 1/u. That it actuaIIy 
does is the main content of the following two theorems. 

Theorem 1: (1) If a functionJ(z) belongs to% - (A,R,u), 
then its Borel transform .p(t) [defined through Eqs. (I) and 
(9)] has the following properties 

(a) .p(t) is analytic in the "corolla": 

{
e (A,u) = u eiOe (O,u), 

101<..! 

C(O,u) = {t Idist(t,R+) < 1/u} 
(11) 

(see Fig. 2). 
(b) For all R ' < Rand u' > u, 

Itp(t)/ <B (A,R ',u')eltl/R', 'lttEC(A,u'). (12) 
(2) Conversely, a function tp (t) which fulfiIIs conditions 

(a) and (b) is the Borel transform of a function 
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J(z)EJf/ - (A,R,u) uniquely defined by Eq. (10). 
This improved version of Watson's theorem6

•
7 is noth

ing but a reformulation of a theorem due to NevanlinnaH 

(hence our notation % for the corresponding class) and re
discovered by Soka1.9 We shall not give its proof, which can 
be found in Ref. 9. It was the merit ofSokal to recognize that 
the analyticity domain ofJ(z) is not required to enter the 
region jargzl > 1T12 for a Watson-like theorem to be valid 
(thus allowing the value A = ° in its formulation). 

,The next theorem, which is an extension of Watson's 
theorem in another direction, is presumably new. It is more 
like the original Watson's formulation in the sense that the 
value A = 0 is not allowed (hence our notation Jr for the 
corresponding class), but the restrictions on the behavior of 
the remainders RM(z), as given by Eq. (3'), are substantially 
weakened. We shall give its full proof (partly made of La
place transform arguments in disguise), although the first 
part (Ia') is essentially borrowed from Hardy. 6 

Theorem 2: (1) Ifa functionJ(z) belongs to Jr - (A,R,u), 
then its Borel transform tp (t ) [defined through Eqs.( 1) and (9)] 
has the following properties. 

(a') tp (t) is analytic in the "keyhole": 

H(A,u) = {t I It 1< 1/u}u{t I largt I <A} (11 ') 

(see Fig. 3). 
(b') For all A' <A, R' <R, and u' > u: 

Im(t)I<B(A ',R ',u')elli/R', \.I EH(l' ') T V t /L ,u . (12') 

(2) Conversely, a function tp (t ) which fulfills conditions 
(a') and (b') is the Borel transform of a function 
J(Z)EJr - (A,R,u) uniquely defined by Eq. (10). 

Proof; (la') LetJEJr - (A,R,u). ThenJEW - (A ',R ',u') 
for any A' <A, R '<R, u' > u. From Eq. (5) the Borel trans
form tp (t) ofj(z) is analytic in the disk It 1< 1/u. Consider 
now: 

a(t )==~i dzJ...e'/j(z). (13) 
211ThK (II. ',R ') z 

T~e ~unctionJ(z) being bounded on the boundary JK (A ',R 'I, 
thIS lOtegral is absolutely convergent for largt I <A ' and de
fines a function (independent of A ',R ') analytic in the sector 
largt I <A. We show thata(t) and tp (t) coincide on a segment 
of the positive real axis. Indeed, using Eq. (1) in (13), one has 
for t>O, 

On the boundary of K(A ',R 'I, 

{
/z/ = R I when largzl<A', 

Izl = R 'cos(largzl - A') when A' <iargzi <!1T + A', 

so that Eq. (3') implies 

iRM(z)I<A (A ',R ',u')M!(u'R ')M, 'tIzEJK(A ',R 'I. (15) 

Then, 
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M-I!, 1 Mf d [ ,\' la(t) - L. ~t hi <-A (A ',R ',a')M!(a'R ') 1-'::letRe(I/Z) = _l_A (A ',R ',a')M!(a'R ')M J d1f;e(tIR ')cos.p 

n~on! 21T aK(A',R') z 21T -A' 

+ 21"" dv eftIR')COsA'-lSinA'V]«lI1TjA (A' R' a')M'(a'R ')MetIR '(" +R 'It '-' ') 
o [(lIR ')2+ V2 ]1I2 ". /l. SIJJ/l. . (16) 

For any t,O <t < l/a',andMlargeenough, chooseR' = t 1M. In thelimitM~oo,A (A ',t IM,a')<A (A ',R /2,a') and the right
hand side of inequality (16) vanishes. Therefore, a(t) coincides with the Borel transform rp (t) and is analytic in H (A,a), 

(lb') Given A', R', and a' (A '<A, R ' <R, a' > a), choose A " = (A + A ')/2. According to (la'), we can write 

rp (t ) = -.- dz-et Ij(Z), I argt I < A ". 1 ~ 1 
211T aK(A ",R ') z 

(17) 

Then, Eq. (3') implies (for t = It lei6
) 

,\ " 

Irp (t )1 <_l_A (A ",R ',a')~ IdzleReltlz) = _1_A (A ",R ',a')[f d1f;elltIIR')cos(Il-.p) 
21T JaKW',R') z 21T -A" 

+ (("" dv exp(£.lcos(A" + ()) - It Isin(A. " + 0 IV) + (0-+ - 0 I)] Jo [(lIR ')2 + v2 J 112 R' 

<_I_A (A ",R ',a')ellIIR'[U" + ~( 1 + 1 )J. 
21T It I sin(A" + 0) sin(A" - 0) 

(18) 

Hence, for 10 I <A " 

Irp(t)I<J.-A (A. +A ',R ',a') (A + ,R Jelt/IR'. 
n __ {argz if largzl <..1.0' 
v (24) 

± Ao if Ao< ± argz < ~1T + A. " 
1T 2 I t I Slll~(A. - A. ') 

(19) 

This bound has the form of(12') for It I > €, and is immediate
ly extended to the whole of H (A. ',a'). 

(2i) Let rp (t) be a function verifying conditions (a') and 
(b'). Since rp (t ) is analytic in the disk I t I < 11 a, it can be repre
sented there as 

() f;ln n 
rpt=~-t, 

n ~on! 
(20) 

with 

lfnl<A(iT)n!iT', n=O,l,.·· (21) 

for any jj> a, Defining the function/(z) by Eq, (10), one easi
ly checks, by using the bound (12') and rotating the integra
tion path, that/(z) is an analytic function in K (A.,R ). 

(2ii) Defining now, 

M-Ij, 
.1M(t)=rp(t)- I..!2..t n, M=O,I, .. ·, (22) 

n ~o n! 

we obtain 
M-I 

RM(z) I(z) - Ilnzn 
n=O 

= ! 1'0 drel6exp( - +rel6 ).1M(rei6 ),(IO I <A), (23) 

ForanYA' <A,R' <R,a' >a,andzEK(A ',R '), let us choose 
..1.0 such that A' <..1.0 <A, and 

in Eq. (23). Then 

IRM(Z)I<iri"" dre-rcosa/lzll.1M(rei6)1, (25) 

where 

{
o if [argz/ <A.o, 

a- (~ 
- largzl - A.o if ..1.0< largzl <!1T + A '. 

To bound I.1 M(reiO)1 we choose aD, a., A.., and R] such that 
a<a l <ao<a' ; Ao<A, <A, and R' <R, <R. Then, using 
Eqs. (20), (21), and (12'), we obtain for r<lIao, 

IAM(reiO)I< f lfn, Irh<A (al ) f (a]rt 
n=M n. h ~M 

<A (a.) ao (a'r)M, (27) 
ao-a l 

and for 1'> lIao' 

M-I 
<B(AI,RI,aderlR, +A (ao) L. (aor)" 

n=O 

<B(AI,RI,al)eTlR , +A (ao)M(aoT)M 

,;;;.B (A. R a )edR , + A (aD) (qlr)M. (28) 
'" I> I' t 1 ('I ) e og q qo 

Inserting Eqs, (27) and (28) into Eq, (25) and noticing that 
Izi <R I cosa when zE!( (A I,R 'I, we find 

IRM(z)1 < D (ql) r"" dre -1'cOsa/IZI(a'r)M + E (A' ,R I,a') roo dre -1'Cosa/lzl + 1'IR, 
Izi Jo Izl Jlla" 

D( ')M' la'zlM E(A ',R ',a') (cosa 1) = a. + exp ---+--
(cosa)M+ I cosa - IzI/R , aolzl qoR, 

= D (ql) M! I q'z 1M {I + [E (A. ',R, l,q')ella"R,](q~)M _1_ (~)Me - cosala"lzl} 
cosa cosa 1 - R IR, q M! aolzl 
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< . D(a') M!I a'z IM[1 +F(A ',R ',a') (ao)M MMe-M] 
Stn(Ao - A ') cosa a' M! 

<G(A ',R ',a')M!1 a'z (. 
cosa 

In view of Eqs. (3') and (26), we readily deduce from Eq. (29) 
that/EW - (A ',R ',a') for all A' <A, R ' <R and a' > a, i.e., 
fE'll' - (A,R,a). 

Q.E.D. 

As an example, the function 

1 1 
({l(t)=. +. (O<A<i1T), (30) 

etA / a - t e - lA / a - t 

is analytic in H (A,a), in C (,u,a/sin(A - ,u)) for,u <A, and 
obeys the bounds (12') and (12) with R = 00. It is the Borel 
transform of the function 

Il X 

oc f(z) = - dte -IIZep (t) = as. L 2 cos[n + 10 ]n!a" + Izn 
Z 0 n~O 

(31) 

which can be analytically continued to the whole cut z plane 
K (i1T, 00), but do not belong to 'Jr - (i1T, 00 ,a). In fact, for 
i1T + A < argz < i1T,/(Z) behaves essentially as 
(1/z)exp( - eiA )/az) and diverges for z~O in that sector, so 
that/E71' - (A,oo,a) but/.bl' - (v,oo,a) for v>A. More
over, /(z) does not belong to ,r - (A, 00 ,a), although 
fE V' - Lu, 00 ,a/sin(A - ,u)] for,u <A. 

Theorem 2 makes clear the reason for having restricted 
A to be strictly positive in the definition of the classes 
'll' - (A,R,a): in the limit A~O the piece of the analyticity 
domain H (A,a) of ep (t) that lies outside the disk It I < 1/a 
shrinks to zero, and the analytic continuation of ep (t ) outside 
this disk (which is part of the practical Borel summation 
procedure) becomes meaningless. It is likely, however, that 
by a suitable redefinition of the classes 'lI/" - (A,R,a), a rem
nant of Theorem 2 could hold even in the case A = O. In that 
case, the Borel transform ep (t ), still analytic in the disk 
It I < 1/a, would be required to admit a quasianalytic (and 
thus unique) continuation on the line Imt = 0, Ret> 1/a. We 
shall not explore this interesting possibility here. 

4. OTHER PROPERTIES 

Theorem 3: The classes Nor ff - (A,R,a) and Wor 
71' - (A,R,a) are stable for the algebra structure of analytic 
functions in K (A,R ). 

Proof: Iff, gEN(A,R,a), then clearly aJand 
if + g)EN (A,R,a). Consider now the product h (z) = J(z)g(z) 
and denote by R ~ ,R ~, and R it the respective remainders. 
One has 

M-I 
h (z) = L hnz" + R ~(z), M = 0,1. ... , (32) 

11=0 

with 
n 

hn = 'Lfmgn-m, 
m=O 

M-I 
R ~(z) = 'L fmzmR it _ m (z) + R ~(z)g(z). (33) 

m=O 
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I 

(29) 

Hence, using Eqs. (3) and (5), 
M-I 

IR ~(z)1 = Af(ajA g(A,R,a)lazI M L m!(M - m)! 
m=O 

(34) 

and noticing that m!(M - m)!«M - I)! for l<m<M - 1, 

IR ~(z)I<3AfA g(A,R,a)M!jazI M
, (35) 

which implies hEN - (A,R,a). 

An analogous proof holds for the classes Wor 'Jr. Q.E.D. 

We shall use Borel transformations together with Theo
rems 1 and 2 to establish the 

Theorem 4: Letj'(z) and F (z) be respectively the deriva
tive and a primitive ofJ(z). Then, 

(a)J~Y (resp. 'Jr) - (A,R,a) implies j'EY 

(resp. 'Jr) - (A,R,a). 
(b)/~Y (resp.'Jr,N,W) - (A,R,a) implies FEA/' 

(resp. 'lr,N, W) - (A,R,a). 

Proof: 
(a)Let/EY (resp.'lr) - (A,R,a).ForanyA '<A,R' <R, 

a' > a,chooseA ",R ",a"suchthatA '<A" <A,R' <R " <R, 
a' > a" > a (where the equality signs hold for the JY case 
only). The Borel transform ep (t) of the functionJ(z) obeys the 
bound (12) [resp. (12')). Then, using the Cauchy formula on a 
circle with center t and radius ~ - I, 

~ -I(A ',a') = Inflt, - t21, (36) 

tlEC (resp.H) (A ',a'), t2EJC (resp.JH) (A ",a"), 

one derives the following bound for the derivatives of ep (t): 

1({l(PI(t)I<B(A ',R ',a')p![~(A ',a')]peltI/R" 

'iltEC (resp. H) (A ',a'). (37) 

Now, due to the uniform convergence of the integrals, we are 
allowed tocompute/'(z)fromep '(t )andep "(t )by first integrat
ing Eq. (10) by parts: 

J(z) = fo + f" dte - t IZep '(t) = Jo + z 100 

dxe - Xep '(zx), (38) 

and next differentiating, 

j'(z) = L" dxe-X[({l'(zx) +zxep "(zx)] 

1 Sa'" =- dte-1IZ[ep'(t) + tep "(t)]. 
z 0 

(39) 

This equation shows us thatj'(z) is the inverse Borel trans
form of the function 

</J (t) = ep '(t) + tep "(t), (40) 

which according to Eg. (37), is bounded in C (resp.H) (A ',a') 
by 

I</J (t)I<B(A ',R ',a')~ (A ',a')[ 1 + 21t 1~(A ',a')]eltI/R" 

<E(A ',R ',a')e 1tl / R ·• (41) 

Then Theorem 1 (resp.2) immediately tells us that 
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f'eff (resp.7r) - (A,R,a). 
(b) Let fEN or W - (A,R,a). Then from Eq. (1), 

M-I 
F(z) = I Fn zn + 99 M(Z), 

n=O 

where Fn = fn _ I In (n = 1,2,.·.), and 

99M(z) = f dz'RM_ I (z'). 

(42) 

(43) 

Integrating on the straight line z' = pz (O<p< 1) and using 
the bounds (3) or (3') in Eq. (43), we obtain analogous bounds 
for Yl M(Z) and conclude that FEN or W - (A,R,a) Q.E.D. 

The next theorem gives necessary and sufficient condi
tions for a functionf(z) to be in the class ff - (A,R,a) and 
sufficient conditions forfto be in the class 7r - (A,R,a). It 
will be recognized as a stronger version of a theorem already 
(and more or less implicitly) used in proofs of Borel 
summability.3 

Theorem 5: Letf(z) be a function analytic in K(A,R ). 
(a)f belongs to A/' - (A,R,a) if and only ifits derivatives 

flnl admit in K (A,R '), for any R I < Rand a' > a, the bounds 

lflnl(z)I<D(A,R ',a') (n!f[ a
' 

]n, n=O,I,. .. , 
cosa,dz) - IzllR I 

(44) 
where 

{
o if largzl <A, 

a,,.{z) = . 
I argz I - A If ,1< largzl <!1T + A. 

(b) If for any A I < A, R I < R, and a' > a the derivatives 
admit in K (A I,R ') the bounds 

lflnl(Z) I <D (A I,R ',a') (nW[ a' I ]n, 
cosa,t.(z)(cosa,t,(z) -lzllR ) 

n=O,I,.··, (45) 
I 

thenfErr - (A,R,a). 
Proof 
(a) (i) LetfE./V - (A,R,a) and zEK (A,R '). 

Assume first largzl <A. Then, on account of Theorem 1, 

jlnl(z) = LX> dxe - Xxnq; Inl(zx), (46) 

where, according to Eq. (37), 

Iq; Inl(ZX)I <B(A,R II ,al)n!(a')neizxi/R" (47) 

for some R II (R I <R II <R ) andanya'>a[clearly.I (A ',a'l 
can be taken equal to a' in this case]. Thus, 

lflnl(Z)I <B(A,R II ,a')n!L" dxxne - xiI - izi/R "I 

= B(A,R II ,a'l (nl)2( a' )n 
1 - IzllR II . 1 - IzllR II 

B(A R II a'l ( a' )n <: ' , (nl)2 ___ _ 
"" 1 - R 'IR II . 1 -lz\lR I • 

(48) 

If now ,1< ± argz < ~1T + A, we use Eq. (46) integrated by 
parts, 

jlnl(z) = f/J no 

+ L" dx e - x[nxn - Iq; Inl(zx) + zxnq; In + II(zx)], 

(49) 

and rotate the integration path by putting 

x = pexp[ - i(argz +,1)], p>O. 

Then the bound (47) is still valid on the new path, and for 
some a" (a < a" < a'l, 

lflnl(Z)I < lfol8no + B(A,R II ,a")n!(a")" 1"0 dp [npn - I + (n + l)a"lzlpn]e -peosa, +pizi/R" 

<lfol8no +B(A,R ",a") (n!)2(n + 1)[Cosa,t :"IZ
1IR 

II r + IzlCosa,t :"IZ1IR II r+l] 
<lfol8no + B(A,R II ,all

)(n!)2[(n + 1) (~: y+ \;:, + cosa,t a~~~IIR II) [cosa,t ~'IZIIR II rl (50) 

Hence, since Izl<R 'cosa ,t(z), 

lf1nl(Z)I < lfol8no + B(A,R II ,all)IOg(e;~all) (;11 + 1 _; :IR II) (n!)2[cosa,t(Z)a~ Iz\lR I r (51) 

The bounds (44) follow from Eqs. (48) and (51). 
(ii) Assume now f(z) to be analytic in K (A,R ) with its 

derivatives bounded according to Eq. (44). Let {z; 1 ~ 1.2"" be 
any sequence converging to ° in K (A,R ), and such that 
largz, I <~1T + A-E. Then Eq. (44) implies for any n, 

iJ = 1,2,..·. (52) 

This means that ([Inl(z;)} ~ 1,2, .. , is a Cauchy sequence, which 
ensures the existence of limz~oflnl(z), and allows us to define 
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fn ==J...limjln)(z) (zEK (A,R), largzl <!1T + A - E) (53) 
n! z~ 

and 
M-I 

RM(z) I(z) - I fnZ"' (54) 
"=0 

Making then zo--o in the Taylor formula, 

M- I l 
f(z) - I _/n)(zo) (z - Zo)" 

n ~o n. 

= 1 iZ 

dzl(z-ZI)M-IfIMI(ZI) [z,zoEK(A,R)], 
(M - I)! z" 

(55) 
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we obtain for M> 1, 

RM(z) = (M ~ 1)!1, dzl(z_ZI)M-1IMI(Z'), (56) 

where L z is any path between the origin and z that is con
tained in K (A,R ). Let zEf( (A,R '). If I argzl <A, we take for L z 

the radial segment between 0 and z. Then, we can choose 
someR II (R I <R II <R ) and use Eq. (44) in Eq. (56) to get for 
any 0-' > 0', 

IRM(z)I<D(A,R ",ul)M!Mu'MlzIM 

xL dp(l _p)M-l(1_plzl/R ")-M 

=D(A,R ",ul)M!lu'zIMM du __ U 
__ _ i

l M-l 

o (1 - ulzl/R ") 

< D (A,R ",0") M!lu'zI M. (57) 
(1 - R '/R ") _ 

If A < ± argz < !1T + A, the previous choice of the path L z 
would lead to a crude (and in fact useless) overestimate of 
IRM(z)l· A better choice is obtained by considering the circle 
C through z and tangent to the line argz' = ± A at the origin 
(notice that this corresponds to a straight line in the plane of 
the variable liz, more natural from the Laplace transform 
point of view). We take for L z that arc of C which joins 0 and 
z inside K (A,R '). In the case ..1,< argz <!1T + A, this means 

z'ELzifflm(e i
" /Z') = Im(ei" /z), Re(ei" /z'»Re(ei" /z). 

(58) 

Recasting now Eq. (56) in the form 

ei"~-l 
R (z)-

M - - (M -I)! 

X r d (e
i
:) (e

i
:) - 1M + ll(e

i

: _ ei")M - fW'(ZI), 
JZ'EL, Z Z Z z 

(59) 

and using the following parametrization of L z , 

ei" /Z' = i Im(e i
" /z) + (l/y)Re(ei" /z), O<y<l, (60) 

we deduce from the bound (44), 

IRM(z) I <D (A,R ",u")M !MU"M IzlM [Re(ei" /Z)]M 

X t dyB(~ _ I)M- l[ IZ'1 ]M (61) 
Jo y2 y cosa,,(z')-Iz'l/R" . 

Namely, since Re(ei" /z) = co sa" (z)llzl and 
cosa" (Zl) = Iz'lcosa,,(z)llzly, 

IRM(z)I<D(A,R ",ul)M!Mu"MlzIM-l 

X t dyB(I_y)M-l[l_y II Izl ]-M, (62) 
Jo y R cosa" (z) 

and noticing that Iz'l/y = Izlcosa" (z')lcosa" (z) 

< Izl/cosa" (z), 

IRM(z)1 <D (A,R l,ul)M!(lu"ZIM /cosa,,(z)) 

XM t du ____ UM_-_
l 
__ _ 

Jo (1 - ulzl/R "cosa" (z)) 

D(AR" ") I II 1M < ' ,0' M! 0' z 
(1 - R '/R ") cosa" (z) 
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(63) 

To remove the unwanted factor 1/cosa" (z), it suffices to 
reinsert this bound in the rhs of 

(64) 

together with lfn I <D (A,R ',u')M !U'M, which follows from 
the Definition (53). Then, 

IRM(z)I<{D(A,R ',0") 

+ D(A,R ",0'") UI[(M + 1) (~)M+ ll_lzl_}M!IUIZ IM 
1 - R '/R II 0" cosa" 

<[D(A,R I 0") + D(A,R ",0'") u'e R '1M!IUlz IM. 
, 1 - R '/R II log(u'/u") 

(65) 

Equations (57) and (65) reproduce the bounds (3), and we 
conclude that/E./Y - (A,R,u). 

(b) Minor and obvious changes in the part (ii) of the 
proof above suffice to establish that conditions (45) imply the 
membership of/in rr - (A,R,u). 

Q.E.D. 

We have stated Eqs. (45) only as sufficient conditions 
fOr/Err - (A,R,u), and actually they are not necessary con
ditions. This can be seen as follows. Starting from the func
tion cp (t) defined in Eq. (30) [which is the Borel transform ofa 
function/(z)Err - (..1,,00 ,0')] and using the representation 
(46), it is not difficult to derive the large n behavior of/lnl(Z) 
by applying the saddle-point method. The result shows that 

limlflnl(z)I = 2(n!)Zif+l, (66) 
z-----..o n-oo 

in agreement with Eq. (31), but 

Sup lfln'(z) I = 2(nW , [ 
20' In+l 

ZEKI".ool n~oo 1 + sin (A - Icp I) 
(67) 

argz = 'P 

which violates inequalities (45) indeed. The supremum in Eq. 
(67) is attained for Izl = cos(A - Icp 1)/2(Tn. Moreover, Eqs. 
(66) and (67) tell us that there are no "simple" necessary and 
sufficient conditions of the form (45) fOr/Err - (A,R,O') (i.e., 
conditions expressed solely by means of bounds uniform in 
Izl when R = 00). In fact, using a Cauchy representation for 
cp (t) and Eq. (67), it is possible to determine completely the 
analyticity domain of cp (t) implied by conditions (45), which 
is of course strictly larger than H (..1,,0') but strictly smaller 
that C (..1,,0'). Its shape is quite complicated, but the sets 
(Izl = 1/0', ..1,+ !1T<largt 1<1Tl and (Iargt 1= A, It 1>2/ul 
are still parts of its boundary. 

The following theorem shows that, under rather gener
al conditions, the composition offunctions preserves the 
Borel summability. 

Theorem 6: Let/(z) be a function in 
ff(resp.JPl- (Al,R1,ud with/o = 0 andg(z) a function in 
ff (resp.rr) - (Az,Rz,O'z). If there are ..1,<..1,1 (resp.A <Ad 
and R < R 1 such that 

/(K(A,R ))CK(A 2,R 2)' (68) 

with ..1,2 = ..1,2 (resp.A 2 <..1,2) and R 2 < Rz, then there exists 
a 0' such that h gO/belongs to ff (resp. JPl - (A,R,O'). 
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Proof Consider the JV-case. First of all, 
K (A,R )CK(A 1,R d, so that the function h (z) is defined and 
analytic in K (A,R ) on account of (68). We can write for all 
zEK(A,R ), 

M-l 
h (z) = go + I gp [f(zj]P + R ~(f(z)). (69) 

p~l 

Now, according to Theorem 3,fPEN(A,R,0-;) for any p and 
0-; > 0-1, Hence, 

M-l 
[f(zj]P = I f~zn + R ~(z), (70) 

n=p 

where 

f~ = " /, /, {, L m, m> ••• mp (71) 
m.+···+mp=n 

and where the M th order remainder R ~(z) is bounded by 

[R~(z)[<!(3P - 1) (M - P + I)! 

x [Af(A,R,o-iW[o-;z[M, l<p<M -1, (72) 

as shown in Appendix A. Then, 
M-l 

h (z) = I hnzn + R ~(z), (73) 
n=O 

with 

(74) 

and 
M-l 

R ~(z) = I gpR ~(z) + R ~(f(z)). (75) 
p~1 

To bound R ~(z), we use Eq. (72) together with 

[gp [<A g(A 2 ,R ; ,0-; )p!(0-2 r (76) 

and 

[R ~(f(z))[ <A g(A 2,R ; ,0-; )M!(o-;)M If(Z)[M, (77) 

which are valid for any 0-; > Cl'2 since the pointf(z) is con
tained in K (A2,R ;). Thus, 

M-l 
[R ~(z)[ <A g[o-iZ[M I p!(M - P + 1)!!(3A fCl';r 

p~1 

+AgM![AfCl'iCl';Z[M, (78) 

where we have used If(z) [ = [R {(z)[ <A f[o-; z[. Finally, intro
ducing,u = max(I,3A fa;) and noticing that 
M-l I p!(M - P + 1)!<3M! [see Eq. (AS)], we obtain 
p~1 

(79) 

where 

0-' = max [0-; ,3Af(A,R,Cl'; )0-; Cl';]. (80) 

It follows from Eqs. (79) and (80) that hE./V - (A,R,o-), with 

0- = inf max [0-; ,3A f(A,R,Cl'; )0-; 0-2]. (81) 
al >lJ. 

A similar proof holds in the 7r case, with 
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. [, J "A f(A,R,o-; )0-; 0-2 ] 
Cl' = mf max Cl'1,3A (A,R,O-I )0-1 Cl'2'. , (82) 

(7,>(7, sm(A2 -A 2) 

Q.E.D. 
Remark: In particular, Theorem 6 always applies when 

the function g(z) is analytic in a disk [z[ <p: it suffices to 
choose A <A 1 and R ( < R d so small that A f(A,R,Cl'; )Cl'; R <p 
for some Cl'; > Cl'1' Moreover, Cl'<Cl'1 in that case, since Cl'2 can 
be taken arbitrarily small. 

In our last theorem, we extend the range of validity of a 
formula first obtained by Figerou4 (but previously known 
and used in its "low order" forms). The virtue of this formula 
is to give, under suitable conditions, a simple expression for 
the expansion coefficients h n of the function h (z) in Theorem 
6, approximate up to a given order r in lin. An application 
can be found in Ref. 4. 

Theorem 7: Letfandg be as in Theorem 6. Ifmoreover, 
the sequence Ifn I of the expansion coefficients off(z) is abso
lutely bounded by a positive sequence 1.1" J such that: 

(i) I log(" J is a convex sequence, 
(ii)l" ,>niil" _ 1 for some;;' > 0 (n = 2,3, ... ), 
(iii) for some integer r,>O, the expansion coefficients of 

g(z) satisfy 

[gn[«Glkn){,,_r_l for some 
G>O (n=r+2,r+3, ... ), 

where 

k = 2~ + !zlii (#0), 

(83) 

(84) 

then the expansion coefficients h n of h = go fare given in the 
large n limit by 

(85) 

where the e;s are defined by (in the sense offormal power 
series) 

oc d 
'" e Xl - -g(u) [ 
I~O I - du u = I f"x" 

" , 
(86) 

Proof According to Eqs. (71) and (74), the coefficients 
hn are given in terms of the coefficientsfn and gn by the 
expression 

hn = i gp I fm, fm, ··fmp • 

p=l tn.+ ... +mp=n 

1<m,<;;n-p+l 
We split up this sum into three parts: 

hn = h~) + h~) + h ~), 
r+ 1 

h ~1) =gJn + Igp 
p=2 m l + ···m" = n 

I· .. ,m,<.n-p+ I 

at least one m,> n - r 

I ">..m,,>..,n - r - I 

h (3) = ~ '" /, I' 
n L gp L m, '''J mp' 

p=r+2 m.--\- ... +m,,=n 

l<m,~,n-p+l 

Introducing the sums 
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S (n,p,q) = I 1m. 1m, "1m
p

' 

m.+ ... +ml'=n 

l<.m,<n-q 

(92) 

and using for them the bounds (B2) established in Appendix 
B, we are able to show that h (2) is of order l.. _ r _ 1 • Indeed, 

Likewise, from Eqs. (B2), (B3), and (83), 

= (G Ik )S(n - r,2,1)<Gl.. _ r- I' (94) 

Hence, using again property (ii), we get in the large n limit, 

Ih n - h ~1)1 

<H (rif,. _ r _ I «H (r)l(n - rWll.. _ r = l.. _ rO (lin) (95) 

Considering now h ~I), we see that for n > 2r, only one mj can 
be >n - r in Eq. (89), so that 

r + 1 r 

h~.I)=g/n + Igpp I In-I I Im.··lm
p

, 

p = 2 1= p - I m I + '" + m" t = I 

lo(m,~I-1p - 2) 
r I + I 

= g/,. + Iin -I Ipgp I 1m. ··lm
p 

" (96) 
1=1 p=2 ml+"'+m" 1=1 

I ,,-,m,';') - p + 2 

Finally, we obtain by putting together Eqs. (95) and (96), 

h" ~gJ" + ,tr,,-' [J,lq + lig,+, m ,2:m,~(m, "fm,] 
l~m,,;,.,.1-q+ 1 

+7" rO(~). (97) 

On the other hand, 

I dd g(u) I ~ {- J. ,,= I (q + I)gq+ I [ Ilnxn]q 
u u,,~ 1 "x q = 0 n = I 

~g, + ,t,x' [}:,Iq + lig,+, m, c2:m,Jm, .. fm.] 
I,;"m,<.l-q+ I 

(98) 

Therefore, 

eo=gl 
I 

e, = I (q + l)gq+ I I 1m. ··lm., / = 1,2,···, 
q = t m 1 + ... + mq = I 

Io(m;<;/-q+ I 

and Eq. (97) reduces to the announced formula (85). 

(99) 

Q.E.D. 
Remarks: (I) In actual applications of Theorem 7, some 

work may be required to determine an appropriate majorant 
sequence [.1" J (if it exists at am). First, in order that Eq. (84) 
be a sensible formula, it is necessary that the remainder 
l.. _ r 0 ( lin) become really negligible with respect to In _ r 
when n-oo (at least for a subsequence of the integers n). 
This imposes the asymptotic behaviors of !In J and !l.. J to be 
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"essentially" the same, and fixes an upper bound to ii. Then 
the sequence !l.. J can be extrapolated down to!t. This has to 
be done with the aim of minimizing k = 2ft + !zlii. but un
der the constraintsl.. > lfn I and the conditions (i) and (ii). A 
rescaling ofthel.. 's [which does not spoil (i) and (ii)] may be 
needed in this step. Finally, one is in a position to check 
condition (iii). 

(2) We wish to emphasize the usefulness and nontrivia
lity offormula (85). Assuming for definiteness that 
limn~oo inflfn Ill.. > 0, one obtains for r = 0, the remarkably 
simple result 

hn =g/n [1 + o (lin)], 

and more generally, 

hn = IeJ"_I[1 +O(lInr+I)]. 
1=0 

(100) 

(101) 

It is interesting to compare this formula with the following 
one: 

"-I 

hn = I eJ" _1(1 -/ In), (102) 
1=0 

which is exact (and easy to derive) but useless when n- 00 • 

One sees that, at the order ( 1 In)', acute cancellations occur in 
Eq. (102) between the corrections / In for /<r and all the 
terms for which r + 1 </ <n - 1. 

(3) Condition (iii) is certainly satisfied if the functiong(z) 
is analytic in a disk Izl <po In that case indeed, Ign I <yip", 
and condition (ii) implies 

l.. _ r _ I >ii" - r - 2(n - r - 1 )!fl 

>(k Ip)"yIG>(k "IG )Ign I, 'Vn>r + 2, (103) 

for G large enough. 
To conclude, let us give, as an example, a family of se

quences lin J for which suitable majorant sequences lIn J do 
exist: 

[ 
dl d 2 dr (1)] X 1+-+-+ .. ·+-+0 -- , 
n n2 nr nr+ I 

(104) 

with a > 0, 0< cp< 1T' and ° < a < 1 [a < I in order that/(z) 
belong to some 'lr - (.,.,a)]. Since lfn I <CT(n + b )anen", we 
can try the choice 

(105) 

Then it is readily seen that conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied 
indeed (withii = a), whenn is larger than someN, depending 
only on b and a. Of course, the optimal extrapolation of Il.. J 

below N and the determination of k will depend on the exact 
values of In for n<N. Ifnow the condition (iii) turns out to be 
satisfied, Eqs. (85) and (99) give the asymptotic expression 

hn = g Icr (n + b )anen" 

[ 
Dt(n) D2(n) Dr(n) (1)] X cos(ncp)+--+--+ .. ·+--+O -- , 

n n2 nr nr+ I 

and allow us to compute explicitly DI(n), ... ,Dr(n) from 
dl,.··,d"/t'''·!r' andgl,···,gr+ I' 
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APPENDIX A 

Let/EN - (A,R,u) with/o = O. Denoting by R ~(z) the 
M th-order remainder of [J(z))P, we show that for zEK (A,R ), 

IR~(z)I<;!(3P - I)(M - P + I)![A (A,R,u)]PluzIM, 

I <;p<;M - 1. (AI) 

The proof is based on the formula 
M-p 

R~(z) = I. /mzmR ~-_Im(z) + R ~_p+ dz)[R : (z)]P- I, 
m= 1 

which follows directly from the decomposition. 

[J(z)]P =/(z)[f(zW- I 

= :~~/mzm[=~_-lf~-I~+R~-_lm(Z)) 

(A2) 

+R~-P+I(z)[J(z)lP-l, (A3) 

since/(z) = R : (z). 
We proceed by induction. The bound (AI) is true by 

definition for p = 1. Assuming it to be true for R ~- I(Z), we 
obtain from Eq. (A2), 

IR~(z)! 
M-p 3p- I -1 

<; I. Am!)uz!m AP-I(M-m-p+2)!)uz!M-m 
m=1 2 
+ A (M - P + 1)!luzI M- p+ IA p-IluzlP -I =A PIUZ!M 

X [3P-
I 

- I MfP m!(M - m - p + 2)! + (M - p + I)!]. 
2 m= I 

(A4) 

Then, noticing that m!(P - m)!<;2(P - 2)! for 2<;m<;P - 2, 
we have 

M-p I m!(M - m -p + 2)!<;3(M -p + I)!, (AS) 
m= I 

which inserted into Eq. (A4) completes the proof of (A 1). 

APPENDIX B 

Let {1" t = I 2 ... be a positive sequence enjoying proper
ties (i) and (ii) of Theorem 7. We show that for all integers n, 
p, q such that 2<;p<;n andp - 1 <;q<;n(p - I)/p, the sums 

S(n,p,q)= 
rn l + ... +mp=n 

l<m,<n - q 

admit the bounds 

S (n,p,q)<;k (p,ql1" _ q' 

where 

k (p,p - 1) = k p- I, k = 2ft + I2/a. 

The proof is by induction over p. For p = 2, one has 

(BI) 

(B2) 

(B3) 

S(n,2,q) = "iqIJn-m =21J"-q + n-i-IIJn_m' 
m=q m=q+l 

(B4) 
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The convexity property (i) implies 

1 J" - m ~ + Il" _ q + I for q + 1 <;m <n - q - I, 
(BS) 

so that 

<;(n-2q-I~+Il,,_q_1 (for q<.!!...-l) 
2 

on account of property (ii). 

Thus, 

S (n,2,q)<;(21: +1:+ I la)!" _ q' 

which is of the form (B2)-(B3) indeed, since 

(B6) 

(B7) 

k (2,1) = 2!t + h,la = k. Let us now assume Eqs. (B2) and 
(B3) to hold for somep - 1;;;>2, and all q 
[p - 2<;q<n(p - 2)1(P - I)]. In the expression (BI) for 
S (n,p,q), we can single out the sum over mp. This allows us to 
express S (n,p,q) in terms of S ( ... ,p - I,.··): 

q-.f,+ 1_ 

S(n,p,q) = 2.. j,S(n - s,p - I,q - s) 
s= 1 

n-q 
+ I !sS(n-s,p-l,p-2) 

s=q-p+2 

(the first term in the rhs is absent if q = p - I). 

Hence, 

S (n,p,q)< q - t+ 17k (p - I,q - sll" _ q 

s = 1 
n - I 

+ L !sk(p-I,p-2l1,,-S-P+2 
s=q-p+2 

[

q - .f, + I - lr 
= ;~I f,k(p-I,q-s)yn_ q 

+ k P- 2S(n -p + 2,2,q -p + 2) 

(B8) 

<r~t~ l!sk (p - l,q - s) + k P
- 2(2,q - P + 2)V' q 

= k (p,qll" _ q' (B9) 

with 

k(P,p - I) = k P -
2k(2,1) = k P - \ 

and the proof is complete. 
Notice that the constants k (p,q) still depend on some of 

thelm 's. The important point is that the number ofthoselm 's 
is bounded independently ofn. In fact, it is easily drawn from 
Eqs. (B3) and (B9), that k (p,q) depends only onft, ... ~_ P + 3' 
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We obtain from the off-shell Coulomb unitarity relation a closed expression for "1,1"~ 0 (21 + I)PI (x) 
X QI ;1'( y) QI - ;1'(z), and we consider some related series of products of Legendre functions. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Lt, 02.30.Gp, 03.65.Nk 

In this paper we shall consider the Coulomb unitarity 
relation 1-4 and derive from this relation a closed expression 
for an infinite series of products of three Legendre functions, 
PI' Q/1', and QI -;1' [see Eq. (12)]. By taking the limit y-O 
we obtain agreement with an expression5 for the correspond
ing series, which exists in the literature. However, our ex
pression has a much simpler form, which means that we have 
obtained a substantial reduction of the expression given in. s 

After the derivation of our main result, Eq. (12), we shall 
briefly consider some related series of products of Legendre 
functions [see Eqs. (14)-(25)]. 

The unitarity relation, or generalized optical theorem, 
or Low equation, in quantum-mechanical scattering theory 
establishes a simple relation between the imaginary part of 
the off-shell T matrix and its half-off-shell elements. 1.2 Sup
pressing the energy, E = k 2 + 17], 7]iO, we have 

(pi T - Ttlp') = - i1Tk f (pI T Ik) (kl Ttlp') dk,(I) 

where the integration is over the unit sphere. Equation (1) is 
valid when the potential associated with Thas a short range. 
However, for the Coulomb potential Ve Eq. (1) has to be 
modified because the half-shell limit of the off-shell Cou
lomb T matrix Tc does not exist. Instead we have4 

(p I Te - Tc tip') = - i1Tk f (p I Te \ k 00) (k 00 I Te tip') dk 

= - i1Tk f (p IVe \k +)e e (k + IVe \p') dk, (2) 

where Ikoo) is the so-called Coulomb ian asymptotic state 
and I k + ) c is the Coulomb scattering state with energy 
(k + iEf, E iO. The left-hand side ofEq. (2) is known in closed 
form (Ref. 4). We rewrite the right-hand side by inserting 

(p \ Vc \k + )c = I (41T)-1(21 + I)PI(p·k)(P \ Vel \ kl + )c' 
I~O 

(3) 

and using the orthogonality relation 

f PI(p·k)PI·(p'·k) dk = 41T(21 + 1)- IPI(p·p')Oll" (4) 

In Eq. (3), Ikl + ) c is the partial-wave Coulomb scattering 
state. Denoting (p2 + k 2)/(2pk ) by y and assumingp > k, we 
have4 

where yis Sommerfeld's parameter, which is real (k > 0). It is 
important to note that QI ;1'( y) is not real-analytic: For the 
complex conjugate of both members ofEq. (5) we obtain 

(pIVc \kl+): =2Y(1Tp)-le -(3I2(1T1'QI -;1'(y). (6) 

In the above indicated way we obtain from Eqs. (2)-(6), 
00 I (21 + I)PI(x)Q/1'(y)QI- ;1'(z) 
I~O 

- [T(1 + iy)T(1 - iy)/2iy(a+a_)1/2] 

X(y;1' _ Y - ;1') 

= - 1T sin (ylnY)/(a+a_) 1/2sinh1TY. 

Here x = p.p', z = (p'2 + k 2)/(2p'k ),p' > k, 

a~ =yz_X±(y2_1)1/2(Z2_1)I12, 

Y = (a+ 1/2 _ a_ 1/2)/(a+ 1/2 + a _ 112). 

For convenience we introduce the quantity W, 

W = W(x,y,z) = x 2 + y2 + Z2 - 2xyz - 1. 

Then we have a +a _ = W;;;,O, 

y2 = (yz _ x - W I/2 )/(yz - x + W I12 ), 

so that Eq. (7) can be rewritten as 

I (21 + 1 )PI (X)QI ;1'( y)QI - ;1'(z) 
I~O 

= - 1T sin (~y In Y 2)/ W 1/2 sinh1TY. 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11 ) 

( 12) 

By analytic continuation it follows that Eq. (12) is valid for 
complex x, y, z, and y. The series in Eq. (12) is convergent if 
Rex > 0, Rey > 0, Rez> 0, and 

IX+(X2_1)1/21 < ly+(y2_1)1/21·lz+(Z2_1)1/21. 
( 13) 

When Re x < 0, one should replace x by - x in Eq. ( 13), and 
similarly for y and z. It may be noted that 

P
I

( _ y) = ( _ 1)lp,(y), 

Q/1'( - z) = ( - 1)' + IQ/1'(Z). 

Now we are going to consider the more general 
expression 

= I (21 + 1)P,(x l )···p,(xm )Q,(ZI )"'Q,(z,,) 
,~O 

(14) 
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(cf. Ref. 5) for n, m = 0,1,2,3, Xi E C, Yi E C\ [ - 1,1]. When 
Re Xi> 0, Re Zj > 0, this series is convergent if 

IT IXi + (x/ - 1)1/21 < fI IZj + (z/ - 1)112 1. (15) 
i=1 j=1 

Let us first consider F 12. By taking the limit for y-+O in Eq. 
(12) we obtain 

F 12(x;y,z) = f (2/ + 1 )PI (X)QI (Y)QI (z) 
{=o 

W l/2 
_ I W - 1/21 yz - X + 
- 2 n 

yz-x - W I/2 

It is interesting to note that 

F ( ) 1 J(y A A)_I( AI A)-l d A 
12 x;y,z = - - p.q z - p .q q, 

411" 

(16) 

where p.p' = X and the integration is over the unit sphere. In 
Ref. 5 an expression has been given for Fdx;z,z). Our result 
given by Eq. (16) means a considerable reduction of that ex
pression. Indeed, in the notation of Ref. 5 we have 
d=z2-1 +t 2, 2t 2 = l-y,andEq.(16)gives 

1 (t + d 112)2 
Fd y;Z,z) = 4td 1/2 In t _ d 1/2 ' 

whereas in Ref. 5 the following result is given, 

1 
F 12(y;z,z) = 4td 1/2 

(17) 

X In [1 + t [z + 2 + 2t 2/(Z - I)]d - 1/2 + 2t 2/(Z - 1)]. 
1 + t [z - 2 + 2t 2/(z + I)]d -112 - 2/2/(z + 1) 

To demonstrate the equivalence of this result and that in Eq. 
( 17) is not completely trivial. It can be done by dividing out 
the common factor (1 + tzd - 1/2)(Z2 - I) -I from the numer
ator and the denominator of the fraction which forms the 
argument of the logarithm. By this procedure Eq. (17) is 
retrieved. 

We shall briefly consider some other interesting par
ticular cases of the general function F mn . By taking x = 1 in 
Eq. (16) we obtain the well-known result 

_I (Y-IZ+l) F02(Y,z) = ~(y - z) In ---- . 
y+l z-1 

Other well-known formulas are6 

Fzdx,y;z) = W- I
(2, 

Flb;z) = (z _ y)-I, 

FoI(z) = (z - I)-I. 

Eq. (20) is called Heine's formula. 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

When n = 0 we shall restrict x, y, and z in F m 0 to the 
interval [ - 1,1]. According to Ref. 6, p. 307 we have 

F {O if W>O} 
3O(X,y,z) = 211"-1( _ W)-112 if W <0 . 

Furthermore, we have [cf. Eq. (4)] 

F20(x,y) = 28(y - x), 

FiO(X) = 28( 1 - x), 

where 8 is Dirac's delta distribution. 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

Finally we shall briefly consider F03 ' In virtue of Eq. 
(16) we have 
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F03(P,y,z) = ! (2/ + I)QI(P)QI(Y)QI(z) 
/=0 

1 fl dx QO ="2 _ IP _ X I~O (2/ + 1 JP/(p)Q/(Y)QI(Z) 

1 JI W -1/2 yz - X + W II2 

=- In dx. 
4 _ I P - X yz - X - W 112 

Putting a = (y2 - 1) 112(zZ - 1) 1/2, V = arcosh((yz - x)la), 
v ± = arcosh((yz ± I)/a) we get W ll2 = a sinhv and 

1v+ vdv 
F03(P'y,z) = (1I2)a . 

v_ cosh v - (yz - p)/a 
(25) 

According to formula 2.478.7 of Ref. 7 we have 

J xdx 

cosh2x - cos2t 

=_.1_ [L (u + t) -L (u - t) - 2L(t)], (26) 
2 sm2t 

where u = arctan(tanhx cott) and Lis Lobachevski's func
tion, defined by 

L (x) = - f In(cost) dt. (27) 

This implies that F03 cannot be expressed in terms of elemen
tary functions. 

By using the series representation 

L (x) = - x In2 + (112) f (- Wn- 2 sin2nx, (28) 
n=l 

the right member ofEq. (26) can be rewritten as 

I QO --.- I. (-I)nn- 2 sin2ntcos2nu. (29) 
4 sm2t n=O 

We point out that on p. 377 of Ref. 6, Eq. (56.8.1), a 
closed formula is given for the series 

! (2/ + IJP/(x)PI m(yJP/ - m(z), (30) 
1=0 

where mEN and x,y,z E [ - 1,1). 
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We derive an expansion of the moments of the vth power ofa Fermi distribution for any real value 
of v in powers of the ratio of the surface thickness to the radius of the distribution. For v = 1 we 
recover the Sommerfeld lemma. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Mv 

In nuclear physics, the nuclear density is often de
scribed by a Fermi distribution 

1 
p(r)- , 

1 + exp[(r - R )/al 
( 1) 

where R is the half-density radius and a the surface thickness 
of the nucleus. The various moments of the density can be 
expanded in powers of x = a/ R, using the Sommerfeld 
lemma, I and volume, surface, curvature, and higher-order 
terms can then be extracted. However, in some recent devel
opments of the energy density formalism, 2 one has to deal 
with the moments of non integer powers of the density, i.e., 
with the following integrals: 

(00 I'- dr 

IV'IL = Jo [1 +exp[(r-R)/a]Jv 

_ R I' + I ("" rl'dr 

Jo 11 + exp[(r - I)/xl r (2) 

for any positive value of v and any positive integer value of /1. 
We present here a generalization of the Sommerfeld expan
sion, which stands as follows: 

(3) 

where (i) PV,I' is a polynomial of order /1 and (ii) the function 
W"IL (x) goes to zero faster than any power of x. 

We split the last integral ofEq. (2) in the following two 
contributions: 

I _ t rl'dr 
1- Jo [1 + exp[(r - l)/xll" 

(4a) 

and 

(4b) 

Extracting the zeroth order term ofEq. (4a) 

1 il 

(rI' ) 12 = --+ - rI' dr (5) 
fl+1 0 [l+exp[(r-l)/xll Y 

and introducing the change of variable 

r = 1 - ux, 

we obtain 

(6) 

1 iliX 

[I ] II = --+ x (I - ux)IL - 1 du (7) 
fl + 1 0 (1 + e - u)" 

or, equivalently, 

a)Laboratoire associe au C. N. R. S. 

II=_I_+X(OO(I-UXt [ t -1]du 
fl + 1 Jo (I + e - ur 
-x(""(I-UX)I'[ 1 -IJdU. (8) 

J1/x (1 +e-ur 

We can thus write 

1 I'~I.)II k 
II =--+ L nX -xJ,,1' 

fl+ 1 k=1 

(9) 

with 

r,11 = ( - )k - I( fl ) (00 Uk - I [ 1 _ 1] du 
k k - 1 Jo (1 + e - u)" 

and 

J = (""(ux - 1Y'[ 1 - 11 duo 
VI' J1/X (1 + e - u)" 

In Eq. (lOa), (Z) stands for the binomial coefficient. 
An equivalent calculation for 12, Eq. (4b) with the 

change of variable 

t=l+flx 

leads to 

1 - ioo (l+uxY'd _1'~1.)2) k 
2-X u- Lfkx 

o (1 + eU
)" k = I 

with 

,,(2) _ ( fl ) (00 Uk - I duo 
r k - k - 1 Jo (1 + eU

( 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

(11 ) 

( 12) 

(13) 

We thus have proven the first part of the theorem, with 
Py ,!, (x) given by 

p".!' (x) = (/1 + l)kto(~)1]~)x\ (14a) 

where 

(k I = ( _ )k i 00 Uk [I + ( - te - uv _ 1] du 
1], 0 (I+e-T 

(14b) 

is fl-independent. 
Let us note that in the special case when k = 0 and v 

rational the integral in (14b) can be performed analytically. 
It is now straightforward to obtain an upper bound for the 
integral J"I' which is related to w,,!, by 

w"l' = (p, + 1 )xJ"!,, (14c) 
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Starting from the inequality 

[I - 1 [<VE 
(1 +Er 

which holds when E;>O, we get 

IJv" I <VX" roo u"e - U duo 
Jl/x 

Defining 

KIL = roo u"e - U du, 
JIIX 

which satisfies the recursion relation, 

K" = (l/xY'e - Ilx + flK" _ I 

we obtain 

( 15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

K" = ellx 
[( l/xY' + fl( l/xY' - I + fli.J.t - 1)( l/xY' - 2 

+ ... +fl!(l/x) +fl!J. (19) 

So the inequality (16) reads 

IJ
y

" I <ve - Ilx 1 - (flXY' + I. (20) 
1 -flx 

If one assumes now flx < 1, Eq. (14c) leads to 

xe - IIx 
IWY/LI«fl + l)v--, (21) 

1 -flx 
which proves the second part of the theorem. 

Table I gives some numerical values of the coefficients 
defined by Eq. (14b) for v = t, 1, and i. Other values may be 
fixed by using the following recursion relations: 

I y
." = a(fl

V

+ 1) (lv." + I -Iv+'./L+')' 

dIv .1' -~I -I 
dR - a ( V,I' v+ ,.,,), 

dIy .1' 111 =--
r- v, I' - I dR' 

(22a) 

(22b) 

(22c) 

Equation (22a) is obtained by integrating by parts Eq. (2), Eq. 
(22b) by differentiating Eq. (2) with respect to R. Equation 
(22c) is a combination of Eqs. (22a) and (22b). 
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TABLE I. Valuesofl1\~1 [see Eq. (14b)) for k = 0, ... , 4and for v = i, t, andi· 

k 

o 
I 
2 
3 
4 

v 

and 

5.75491 
36.0412 

431.493 
7776.45 

186620. 

2.55482 
9.13381 

53.1261 
487.333 

5822.22 

0.741019 
2.62896 
5.28519 

33.7307 
165.466 

If v = 1, it is clear from Eq. (I4b) that 

11 Ilk I = 0 if k is even 

1"" e - U 

1111kl=20 uk-'du ifkisodd. 
1 + e- u 

(23a) 

(23b) 

By expanding e - U I( I + e - U) in powers of e - U and using the 
properties of the Riemann function ~, one obtains 

11,12P - II = 2(2p _ I)!(1 _ 21- 2p)~ (2p), (24) 

recovering the result of the Sommerfeld lemma. 
Finally, let us stress that, even in the domain where 

WVI' (x) is small, the various contributions of order 1,2, ... , fl 
in pv .1' (x) are not necessarily decreasing. Particularly for 
small values of v, it could be misleading to truncate the poly
nomial to its lowest order terms. 
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The expression for matrix elements corresponding to finite complex rotations have been derived 
in terms of the complex Euler angles of the complex rotations. Using this expression the values of 
matrix elements for special cases of eigenvalues of complex angular momentum operators have 
been computed. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Qs 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In our earlier papers l
-

3 we developed a compact opera
tor formulation to reformulate the Gel'fand-Naimark4 the
ory of representations of SL(2,C) group by combining the 
generators of homogeneous Lorentz group. Diagonal ele
ments of the operators thus obtained, have been interpreted 
as the components ii, i 2 , and i3 of complex angular mo
mentum operator i in a complex space. Representations of 

"'-
complex angular momentum operator Z have been derived 
in the basis of eigenvectors of third component of ordinary 
angular momentum operator and it has been shown that the 
space R in which the generators of homogeneous Lorentz 
group operate may be analyzed into a linear sum of invariant 
subspacesR{ in each of which an irreducible representation 
of weight' I' of the group of rotations is obtained. It has also 
been shown that the eigenvectors of the generators of com
plex angular momentum operator form the complete set in 
the subspace in which only the weight 'i' participates in the 
representations while in the subspaces in which weights 
'i - l' and 'I + I' participates separately. they do not form 
the complete set. 

Using Moses5 parameterization of rotation group in 
terms of well-known Euler's theorem. we have obtained the 
parameterization of the group of complex angular momen
tum operators3 (group of complex rotations) in terms of 
Euler angles in complex planes as the natural generalization 
of the method developed by Bars and Gursey6 and Huszar.7 

The matrix elements corresponding to finite complex rota
tions are given in terms of the complex Euler angles of the 
complex rotation. We have obtained the complex rotations 
by means of a complex vector ct-, where the direction of ct- is 
the direction of the axis of complex rotation and I ct-I is the 
angle of complex rotation. 

Our representation is useful in showing how wave func
tions transform in a rotated frame of reference when the axis 
of complex rotation is prescribed. One could also obtain the 
transformation properties of the wave function in terms of 
the Euler angle parameterization but the expressions are ex
tremely cumbersome for a general axis of complex rotation. 
In the present representation. on the other hand. the expres
sions are quite simple. The matrix elements for finite com
plex rotation for the cases of complex angular momentum 

eigenvalues 1.2, and 3 in complex space corresponding to 
the values of the spin!, 1, 1 in real space. have been 
computed. 

2. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS Of THE 
COMPLEX ROTATION GROUP 

In our previous papers. 1.2 we combined the generators 
of proper, orthochronous. homogeneous Lorentz group to 
define the components of complex angular momentum oper
ators in (J,K) space in the following form 

~ = !( ~ + i~). !1) 
"'- A 

where ~ and Kj are respectively the generators of rotations 
about. and boosts along thejth axis and satisfy the commuta
tion rules 

(2) 

(tjk! is the Levi-Civita three index symbol). It has already 
beenthownl.2 that the complex angular momentum opera
tors Z exhibits the properties similar to those obtained by 
many authorsS

-
1O for ordinary angular momentum opera

tors. It has also been shown that the space 'R • in which the 
generators of homogeneous Lorentz group operate. may be 
analyzed into a linear sum of invariant subspacesR,. in each 
of which an irreducible representation of weight 'I' of the 
group of ordinary rotations is obtained in the canonical basis 
I/.m). In cases when only the weight 'i' participates in the 
representation, the complex angular momentum operators 
act On the canonical basis II.m) in the following way 

Z311.m( =A1mll,m). 

(~- iZj)ll,m) =AIH/- m)(1 + m + 1)]1I211,m + 1). (3) 

(~+ iidl/,m) =AI[(I + m)(/ - m + IW I2 1/,m -0, 

where 

m = - I. -I + 1 •... ,/ - 1,/; (4) 

1= 10'/0 + 1 ... ·; 

and II is some arbitrary complex number. Let us change the 
canonical basis II,m) to IL.M). such that 
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M=AJrn (Sa) 

L = - I + [I + 4A i I (I + I) + 4A JM - 4M r IZ 

2 
(Sb) 

for 

rn= -I, L=A)/, (6a) 

and for a given value of L, variable M takes on the values 

M= -L, -L +A), -L + 2A1>· •. ,L -A),L. (6b) 

The set of the kets IL,M) then satisfy the following orthon
ormality and completeness relations 

L IL,M) (L,MI =1, 
M 

(7) 
(L,M'IL,M) = DM.M'· 

In the basis IL,M), the operators ZI> Zi' and Z3 act in the 
following way 

Z3IL,M) =MIL,M), 

(Z2 - iZ))IL,M) 

= [(L - M)(L + M + Atl] J/2 IL,M + I), (8) 

(Z2 + iZtlIL,M) = [(L + M )(L - M + A tlr12 IL,M - 1). 
~ 

As such, the matrix elements ofthe operators Zj are given by 

(L,M'IZ3IL,M) =MDM.M·, 

(L,M'IZ2 - iZ)IL,M) 

= [(L -M)(L + M +A J)]1/2DM ·.M+ I' 

(L,M'IZ2 + iZIIL,M) 

= [(L +M)(L -M +A I )j1/2DM '.M_I' 

(9) 

The kets in the basis of Refs. 9 and 10 may be denoted by 
IL,M) and satisfy the completeness and orthonormality con
ditions (7). In the basis IL,M) the operators act in the follow-
ing way 

~IL,M) =MIL,M), 
~ ~ 

(ZI + iZz)IL,M) 

= [(L - M)(L + M + A)WIZIL,M + 1), (10) 
~ ~ 1/2 

(ZI - iZ2)IL,M) = [(L + M)(L - M +Atl] IL,M - 1). 

Comparison of Eqs. (8) and (10) gives the following relation 
between the kets in two bases: 

IL,M) = iL+MIL,M}, 
~ 

and the matrix elements of an operator A in the two bases are 
related by 

" A 
(L,M'IA IL,M) = iM-M'(L,M'IA IL,M). 

Let us introduce a third basis in which c!>.Z is diagonal 
for any complex vector c!>. Let the eigenvalues of (c!>·Z)/1/> be 
denoted by A, where A can take on the following 
(2L + AI)/A I values 

-L, -L +AI,· .. ,L -AI'L. 

It may easily be verified that the eigenkets IL,A ) of (c!>·Z)/1/> 
satisfy the same orthogonality and completeness relations as 
those for kets iL,M). 
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We may also write 

c!>.ZIL,A) = ¢A IL,A }. (11) 

Kets IL,A ) and IL,M ) are related by transformation matrix 
(L,A IL,M) given by 

(L,A IL,M) 

= (~)M ( _ ¢2 ~ i¢I)M - A (1 + i r 
(

(L-M)!(L+M)!)1/2 S(L,M,A,¢/¢), (12) 
X (L _ A )!(L + A )! 3 

where function S (L,M,M ',x) is defined as follows I I; 

S(L,M,M',x) 

= (L -M)!(L +M)!2M'-L 
L-M' (x + I)Q(x - w-M'-q 

X q~O q!(L -M +q)!(L -M'-q)!(L +M+M')!' 
(13) 

Matrix elements of exp[i(c!>·Z)] may then be defined in 
the following form 

(L,M'I exp(ic!>.Z) IL,M ) 

and 

( 
(L - M)!(L + M)! )1/2 (. ¢ )M-M' 

= Sto-
(L -M')!(L +M')! 2 

X(¢I ~i¢2r-M' (cos ~ +i~l sin ~)M+M' 

XS(L,M,M',x), forM>IM'I, 

=(_1)2L+M'+M( (L-M)!(L+M)! )1/2 
(L -M')!(L +M')! 

Xsto - . I -
. (I/»M'-M(dJ _il/>o)M'-M 

2 dJ 

( 
I/> .dJ,. ¢)-IM'+MI 

X cos 2 - I --;;; sm 2 
XS(L, - M, - M',x), for M<, - IM'I, 

(L,M'lexp(ic!>·Z)IL,M) 

= ((L - M')!(L + M')! )1/2 (Sin 1.-).'.1- .'.1' 
(L -M)!(L +M)! 2 

X (I/> I + i1/>2)M - .'.1' (cos 1.- _ i 1/>1 sin 1.-) - (.'.1 -4- .'.1 'I 
I/> 2 dJ 2 

XS(L,-M',-M,x), forM'<,-IMI. (14) 

where M is given by (5), L = A II for m = - /, and 

x=(I-¢U¢2)cos¢+¢~/¢2. (15) 

Using the expressions (14) and (15) the matrix dements 
of exp[i(c!>·Z)] may be calculated for different finite values of 
spin, For instance, let us compute the matrix elements 

(L,M'lexp[i(c!>.Z)]IL,M) = (M',M) 

for the three cases of complex angular momentum eigenval
ues 1,2, and 3 in complex space corresponding to the values 
of the spin!, 1, and ~ in real space (see Appendix), in terms of 
U, v, and w given by 

. I/> 
U=SIn-

2 ' 
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v = .;...rP!....1 +-'---!.irP--=-2 

rP 

w = cos i... + i rP3 sin i... . 
2 rP 2 

The matrix elements of exp[i( cj),Z)] are calculated for the fin
ite rotation for the cases spin !, 1, and~. For the finite repre
sentation II is integral or half-integral with 10 , the lowest 
weight participating in the representation and II1I > 10 so that 
II = 1+ 1 and I = 10 , 

APPENDIX 

Matrix elements of exp[i(cj)·Z)]. 
Case I: For spin! we have I = 10 = 1, II = l' Al = 2, 

L = 1, and hence we obtain: 

( - 1, - 1) = W*2, 

( - 1,0) = 21/2uvw*, 

(_ 1,1) = U
2

V
2

, 

(0, - 1) = - 21/2uv*w*, 

(0,0) = - u2vv* + ww*, 

(0,1) = 21/2uvw, 

(I, - 1) = U
2W*2, 

(1,0) = - 21/1uv*w, 

(1,1) = w2
• 

Case II: For spin 1 we have I = 10 = 1, II = 2, Al = 2, 
L = 2, and the following values of matrix elements are 

obtained: 

( - 2, - 2) = W*4, 

( _ 2,0) = (6)1/2U2V2W*2, 

(- 2, - 2) = U
4
V

4
, 

(0, - 2) = (6)1/2U2V*2W*2, 

(0,0) = u2vv* + 2u2vv*ww* + ww*, 

(0,2) = (6)1/2U2V2W2, 

(2,0) = (6)1/2U2V*2W2, 

(2, - 2) = U
4

V*4, 

(2,2) = w4
, 

(2,1) = - !uv*(W*)-3, 

(1,2) = 2uvw3, 

2488 

( - 2,1) = U3V3W*, 

(2, - 1) = - !(UV*)3(W*)-I, 

(1, - 2) = - 2v3v*3W\ 

( _ 1,2) = ~U3V3(W*)-I, 

( - 1, - 2) = - 2UV*W*3, 

( - 2, - 1) = 2UVW*3. 

Case III: For spin 1 we have 1 = 10 = 1, 11 = l' Al = 2, 
L = 3, and the following values of matrix elements are 
obtained: 

( - 3, - 3) = (W*)6, 

(3, - 3) = (UV*)6, 

( - 3,3) = U
6

V
6

, 

(3,3) = w6
, 

(3,1) = (-Is) 1/2uVW4, 

(- 1,3) = (IS)1/2U4V4W4, 

(3, - 1) = h's)1/2U4V*4{W*)-2, 

(- 3,1) = (IS)1/1(UV)4W*2, 

(1, - 3) = {IS)II2{UV*)4{W*)2, 

( - 1, - 3) = {lS)1/2U2V*2W*4, 

(- 3, - 1) = (IS)1/2UVW*4, 

(1,3) = (-Is)1/2U2V2W4. 
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Using the method of quadratic interpolation between Hilbert spaces, we show that a nested 
Hilbert space with countable index set admits arbitrarily many proper refinements by nested 
Hilbert spaces. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Sa, 02.30.Tb 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Let us begin with an example, namely, the familiar 
weighted L 2-spaces Ha=L 2(JR,(1 + x2)Udx)=L 2a , aElR. 
For every pair a >p, one has Ha CH(3' and, for each a, 
Hi'i=H ~ a is the (anti)dual of Hu with respect to the inner 
product (f, g) = S~ "J(x)g(x) dx. Accordingly these spaces 
constitute a continuous scale of Hilbert spaces 
H - = f H I ~ in the sense of Palais, I Krein and Petunin,2 

I t a aEIn 

or Berezanskii. 3 The continuous scale Hi contains the dis-
crete scale HI = [Ha J aEZ and one or the other is used in 
applications, depending on the problem at hand. 

In fact, given the discrete scale HI' the continuous scale 
Hi can be reconstructed uniquely ("functorially") by the 
method of quadratic interpolation, discussed by Palais I and 
Lions and Magenes. 4 Our aim in this paper is to extend this 
construction to the more general case of an involutive lattice 
of Hilbert spaces. 

The proper framework for this problem is that of partial 
inner product (PIP) spaces, developed by Grossmann and 
one of us in a series of four papers,5 to be quoted below as 1-
IV. Indeed both scales HI' Hi are PIP-spaces on the vector 
space H _ 00 = uaEI{ H a' with compatibility f #gq3 aE1.. 
(resp. JR) such thatfEHa , gEHi'i and partial inner product 

(f, g) = f: '" /(x)g(x) dx for f#g· 

The interesting point is that Hi is a (proper) refinement 
of HI (see III), in the sense that the complete involutive lat
tice generated by HI is an involutive sublattice of the one 
generated by Hi' Thus quadratic interpolation may be 
viewed as a particular method for refining the PIP-space HI' 
lt is well known (see III, IV) that the problem of refining an 
arbitrary PIP-space has in general no solution. But we will 
show here that such a solution (and in fact infinitely many 
solutions) always exists for the case of a countable lattice of 
Hilbert spaces [PIP-space of type (H)). The method of the 
proof is a straightforward combination of quadratic interpo
lation and the spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators. 

As said above, our framework will consist, as in our 
previous work,6 of a vector space V together with a count
able, covering, involutive lattice of Hilbert subspaces of V, 
f = \Fn • nEll, that is: 

alPermanent address: Institute of Theoretical Physics, University ofWro
craw, Poland. 

(a) f covers V: V = ~nEI Fn· 
(b) f is a lattice with respect to intersection and vector 

sum; given n mEl, Fn A m ==.Fn!iF m and Fn v m =Fn + F m also 
belong to f. _ . . 

(c) f carries an involution n~n which mterchanges 
the lattice operations: F »Am = FiiVm ' 

(d) For each nEl, Fn is a Hilbert space (that is, with a 
fixed inner product, not only a Hilbertian topology) and Fii 

= (Fn)' the antidual of Fn . 
As an immediate consequence, we have: 
(i) For each nEl, the norm topology onFn coincides with 

the Mackey topology r(Fn,Fii )· . 

(ii) Whenever Fn k F m , the injection E mn : Fn --F m IS 

continuous and has dense range. 
(iii) V # =nnEl Fn is dense in every Fn· 
As in Ref. 6, we will assume that each Emn has norm at 

most one, i.e., F" C;fm implies Ilfllm .;;; II flln for allfEFn· 
It is clear (see III, IV, and Ref. 6) that the family f 

defines on Va structure of PIP-space, with compatibility 

f#gq3 nEl such thatfEFn, gEFii (Ll) 

and partial inner product 

<fl g) = fIg), for f#g, (1.2) 

wheref( g) is the value of the anti linear functional f evaluat
ed on the elementg. More precisely, we obtain in this way a 
nondegenerate PIP-space of type (H) with countable index 
set I. 

We assume further the form <+) to be positive, i.e., 
(fl f) > 0 for every nonzero, self-compatible/EV. We can 
then assume, without loss of generality,6 the existence of a 
central, self-dual Hilbert space Ho=Fo = Fo, which is the 
completion of V# in the norm II/II = <flf) 1/2, and con
sists exactly of all self-compatible vectors. Then our PIP
space is simply a nested Hilbert space (NHS), in the sense of 
Grossmann.7 

We will review first some results from the theory of 
interpolation between Hilbert spaces, following Refs. 1-4. 
Then we proceed to the proof of our main result, namely that 
any countable NHS admits arbitrarily many proper refine
ments, which are themselves NHS. We treat successively a 
scale of Hilbert spaces (that is, a chain built on the powers of 
a single positive self-adjoint operator), then a general chain 
(in both cases, we denote assaying subspaces by H n ), and 
finally a general lattice, as described above. From the con
cluding remarks, we would like to point out here a different 
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method of construction of an NHS, starting from a suitable 
family of positive self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space, 
or, equivalently, a family of closed quadratic forms. 

Our method has many applications for chains or even 
lattices of Hilbert spaces which are quite common in many 
fields of mathematical physics. To mention a few examples: 

(i) In scattering theory, chains of Hilbert spaces built on 
the powers of (1 + IxI2)or(1 + Ipl 2)areanessentialtool. We 
will discuss such spaces in Sec. V below. 

(ii) Nelson's formulation of Euclidean field theoryH uses 
the scale built from the Hamiltonian, or alternatively from 
the Casimir operator of the translation group. In fact, the 
Euclidean field is defined precisely as an operator (in the 
sense of II) in the PIP-space corresponding to the scale in 
question. Examples of such fields are the free Euclidean 
field9 and elements of the Borchers class of the latter. 10 

(iii) The second scale mentioned in (ii) is in fact a par
ticular case of a standard construction in group representa
tion theory, II namely the COO-vectors of a continuous uni
tary representation of a Lie group in a Hilbert space. Again 
the proper framework is the scale corresponding to the so
called Nelson operator, i.e., the closure of the second order 
Casimir operator of the Lie algebra in the given 
representation. 

(iv) A beautiful application of the concept of (finite) 
scale may be found in the recent papers of Grossmann, et 
al. 12 on quantum mechanical systems with local, many-cen
ter Hamiltonians. Here the defining operator isjust (Ko -It ), 
where Ko is the free Hamiltonian and It is a real point in the 
resolvent set of Ko. This type of analysis applies to many 
situations of condensed matter physics (crystals, polymers, 
monomolecular layers, ... ). 

In each of those examples the scale is used either for 
defining very singular operators, or for getting precise esti
mates on some operators of interest. In either case, refining 
the scale can only increase the effectiveness of the procedure. 
However, we will see below that chains are not quite enough, 
one is led very quickly to consider genuine lattices of Hilbert 
spaces as well. 

Presumably, most of our results can be extended (with 
even more non uniqueness) to the case of a countable PIP
space of type (B). Every Fn is then assumed to be a reflexive 
Banach space, and the general theory of interpolation has to 
be used (see, for instance, Ref. 13). However, we will restrict 
ourselves here to the simpler case of Hilbert spaces, which 
seems quite sufficient for most applications in mathematical 
physics (see, however, the comments after Lemma 3.2.). 

II. RESULTS FROM INTERPOLATION THEORY 

For future reference, we will collect here some well
known results about interpolation between Hilbert spaces. 
Further details may be found in Refs. I, 2, and 4. 

Let X\, Xo be two Hilbert spaces, with inner products 
(...) \ and (...), respectively, such that XI CXo, the injection 
XI~XO is continuous with norm not greater than 1 and has 
dense range. Then there exists a unique self-adjoint operator 
A inXo, with A > I, such thatX I = Q (A ), the form domain of 
A, and 
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(J,/)I = (J, A/) 
= (A I/Y, A 1/2f), fEX I = Q(A) = D(A 1/2). 

Then, for 0';;;1< I, one defines the space X, =Q,(XI,xo) 
as the form domain of the self-adjoint operator A " equipped 
with the inner product 

(f,f), = (J, A 'I) = (A '/Y, A ' 12f), 

/EQ(A ')=D(A '12). 

The spaces X, (O<t< 1) have the following properties: 
(i) X, is a Hilbert space, and for O<t<s< I, one has 

XI ~Xs ~X, ~Xo, where all injections are continuous and 
have dense range. 

(ii) The definition of X, is intrinsic in the following 
sense: Replacing the inner products on XI and Xo by equiv
alent ones results in a different operator A, but the same 
vector space with an equivalent topology. 

(iii) Interpolation property: Let XI ~Xo, YI ~ Yo two 
such pairs, I X, 1, t Y, 1 being the corresponding interpolat
ing scales. Let Tbe a linear bounded operator from Xo into 
Yo and also from XI into YI. Then T is linear and bounded 
from X, into Y, for every t. 

(iv) Duality property: Let X ~,x 6- be the (anti)duals of 
XI' XO' Then [Q, (XI,xo)] x = QI _ ,(X 6-,x ~). 

As an example we take again XI = L 2(JR,(1 + x 2
) dx) 

and Xo = L 2(JR,dx). Then X, = L 2(JR,( I + x 2) , dx). More 
generally, with X. = L 2(JR,(1 + x2r dx), nEN, we have 
Q,(X.,x _.) = X. 12, _ I)' In particular, QI/2(Xn,x _ n) = Xo 
for every nEN. 

This method of constructing the continuous scale 
t X, 10",,,1 from the pair tXI,xol is called quadratic interpo
lation in Palais. I 

III. REFINEMENT OF A SCALE OF HILBERT SPACES 

Let us begin with the simplest situation, namely the 
familiar triplet of Hilbert spaces (we write I = - I). 

HICHoCHI , (3.1) 

where HI = H ~ is the antidual of HI' This scale defines a 
PIP-space HI on HI' with index set I = [I,O,I}, complete 
lattice .7 identical with (3.1) and the natural partial inner 
product defined by Eq. (1.2). By quadratic interpolation we 
get a continuous scale of Hilbert spaces between HI and HI : 

HIC ... CHa C .. ·CHoC ... CHaC .. ·CHI , (3.2) 

whereHa = Qa(HI,HO) (O<a<l) andHa = QI_a(HO,Hd 
= (Ha)x. The new scale (3.2) defines another PIP-space H j 

on HI, with index set i = [1, - I] and the same partial inner 
product as HI' Obviously, H j is a proper refinement of the 
original PIP-space HI' The corresponding complete lattice, 
.!7 is indexed by the "nonstandard" interval obtained by 
adding to each point a infinitesimally close points a _ (for 
l:>a> - I) and a+ (for 1 > a:> - I). This construction was 
described in detail in 111.5 Two facts must be emphasized: 

(i) The complete lattice .7 is still totally ordered, it is a 
chain; 

(ii) None of the additional spaces Ha + ' Ha _ is a Hil
bert space; they are, respectively, (nontrivial) inductive and 
projective limits of infinitely many Hilbert spaces. 
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Remarks 3.1: (a) The same construction works if H" H t 
are reflexive Banach spaces, dual of each other,2 but not for 
more general spaces. For instance, Girardeau 14 has shown 
that no normed space exists between Schwartz spaces Yand 
Y " such that the interpolation property (iii) of Sec. II holds 
for every operator T. 

(b) On the example discussed so far the intrinsic charac
ter of the spaces Ha stated in Sec. I1.(ii) can be seen very 
explicitly. For instance, the multiplication operators by 
(I + x 2

) and (1 + Ixl + x 2
) have the same form domain HI 

and their form graph norms (f, AI) are different, but equiv
alent. Thus they both define the same intermediate spaces 
Ha, with different but equivalent norms. 

Now we can go further. 
Lemma 3.2: The PIP-space Hi admits infinitely many 

proper refinements of type (H). 
Proof The statement follows from a straightforward 

application of the spectral theorem to the self-adjoint opera
tor A which interpolates between H, and Ho. One has indeed, 
for each O';;a';; 1, 

Ha ==Q (A U) = {/Elio I i oo 

sad (f,E (5)1) < 00 } 

with inner product 

Now let ip be any continuous, positive function on [1,00) 
such that ip(t) is unbounded for t-oo, but increases more 
slowly than any power t a (0 < a.;; 1). An example is 
ip(t) = logt (t;;;. 1). Then ip(A ) is a well-defined self-adjoint op· 
erator, with form domain 

Q (ip (A )) = {/Elio If" (1 + ip (s))d (f,E (5)1) < 00 }. 

With the corresponding inner product 

( f, g) 'P = (f, g) + (f,ip (A )g) 

Q (ip (A )) becomes a Hilbert spaceH'P' For every a, 0 <a';; I, 
one has, with proper inclusions and continuous embeddings, 

(3.3) 

Taking duals, one gets thus a new chain indexed by 
i = iu (ip,;P j, where H if' is the antidual of H",. One has, in 
fact, with proper inclusions 

Indeed, H'P' Hi- being Hilbert spaces, they cannot coincide 
with Ho ± ' which are not. Hence Hj is a proper refinement 
of Hi' One can go further by interpolating between H'P and 
Ho and then iterating the construction. In the same fashion, 
additional spaces can be inserted between any fixed Hand 
all the H fJ , 13 > a o· Clearly this process can be repeated· 
indefinitely with different functions ip, which proves the 
assertion.D 

It is interesting to observe that, in questions related to 
the limiting absorption principle of scattering theory, Ag
mon and Homander l5 have also used (general) interpolation 
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theory for refining the scale of weighted L 2-spaces [L~(Rn) J. 
More precisely they consider a space :?1J such that 

U L;-L~/2+ C:?1JCL~I2' 
s> '12 

:?1J is the inverse Fourier transform of the so-called Besov 
space B ~:;2, which is a nonreflexive Banach space. 13 The ele
mentary Hilbert space method just described, of course, can
not yield such a space (although it does yield B ~:22==L ~/2)' 
but it allows one to construct many Hilbert spaces sitting 
between L ~/2 + and L ~/2' which could possibly be used for 
the same purposes as g; . 

Let us turn now to an infinite discrete chain HI 1-3 

(3.4) 

As before, there exists for each} = 1,2, ... a self-adjoint opera
tor Aj > I on Ho such that Hj = Q (A)) and (f,/») 
= (J, A) f). Then the chain (3.4) is called a scale if 

Aj = (A d), } = 1,2,.·· . A , (3.5) 
Remark: If we write A, = I + A " with A , > 0, then 

standard estimates show that (A ,) j = (1 + A,) ) and 1 + (A,) j 

define equivalent norms on ~, i.e., (J,/)j = (J, Aj I) is 
equivalent to the form graph norm < J,! > + (J,(A I) 1 > of 
(A,V 

We assume now HI to be a discrete scale (I~l). Then 
quadratic interpolation yields a unique continuous scale of 
Hilbert spaces Hj, with i = R, which is obviously a ~roper 
refinement of HI' Again the corresponding index set F is the 
"nonstandard" real line described in III,5 it is still totally 
ordered, and none of the additional spaces is a Hilbert space. 
Then we proceed exactly as before. For a suitable function ip, 
we consider the self-adjoint operator ip(A d and the scale 

H'P,k=Q([ip(AIW), kEJ+ (J=R or l) 

with norms 

(J,!)<{J,k = f [1 +ip(sWd(J,E(s)!l. 

Here k is positive and may take either integer values (J = l) 
or arbitrary positive values (.IT = R). This yields a new chain, 
indexed by I =IuJ+, with proper inclusions, valid for every 
o < a < 1 and every k > 0: 

.. ·CH, CHa CH<{J,k CHoCH ~Ha CHt C,.· . 

The same procedure may be repeated for each interval 
[n,n - 1] or, more generally, [a, 13] witha>/3, It can also be 
iterated or applied with a different function ip. Thus we have 
proved the following general result: 

Proposition 3.3: Every scale of Hilbert spaces possesses 
infinitely many proper refinements which are themselves 
chains of Hilbert spaces.D 

The standard example is, of course, again obtained with 
A I = multiplication by (1 + x 2

) on Ho = L 2(R), and 
ip (5) = logs (s;;;. 1). 

It follows from this result that no chain of Hilbert 
spaces can be maximal; it can always be refined into another 
such chain. Yet maximal compatibility relations do exist, as 
a consequence of Zorn's lemma (see III), What Proposition 
3.3 tells us, then, is that the corresponding PIP-spaces have 
of necessity a more complicated structure than a chain of 
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Hilbert spaces. This result falls in line with the general phi
losophy behind PIP-spaces: The choice of a given (indexed) 
PIP-space is dictated by the problem at hand, but never 
uniquely; there always remains the freedom of refining a giv
en structure in order to answer more precise questions. 

IV. REFINEMENT OF GENERAL CHAINS OF HILBERT 
SPACES 

We start again with a finite chain: 

H 2 CHICHoCHT CHi' (4.1) 

Forj = 1,2 there exists a unique self-adjoint operator Aj > 1 
in Ho such that Hj = Q (A j ), but we assume A2#(A tl2, i.e., 
the chain (4.1) is not a scale. First we can easily characterize 
such chains. 

Lemma 4.1: 
H2 CHI iff A i12A 2- 1/2 is bounded. 
Proof (a) Let A \/2A 2- 112 be bounded, Since A2 > 1, 

A 2- 1/2is bounded and H2 = D (A i/2) = A 2- lI2HO' Since 
A \/2 A 2- Il2f is well defined for every fEllo, it follows that 

D (A ~/2)CD (A \12) = HI' 
(b) As for the converse, notice that A ]12 and A 2- 1/2 are 

closed operators, A 1- lI2 is bounded, and hence A i/2A 2- 1/2 is 
closed. Now, if H 2 CHI, A \12A 2- 112 is defined on all of Ho 
and therefore it is a bounded operator.o 

Notice that the embedding Hz---+H, is continuous, un
der the same conditions, if Hi' j = 1,2, is equipped, as usual, 
with the norm (/,/)j = (/, Aj/)· 

Let now B be the interpolating operator between H 2 and 
HI' B has the form domain Hz, is self-adjoint in HI (but not 
necessarily in Ho), and is larger than 1. It verifies the 
relations 

(/,/)2 = (/,Bf) 1= (B l/YoB 1/2!) I (/tUl t )· 

By the uniqueness of the interpolation operator, one has 
Az = B t/2* A tB 1/2, where B t/2* is the adjoint of B 1/2 in Ho. 
Thus we can interpolate between H2 and HI with B, between 
H I and Ho with A I' and also directly between H 2 and Ho with 
A z. Schematically 

H~I H~o 

/ 'x 
H 2---- H~o----· Ho 

where 

H~o = Q(A~) 

H~o = Q(A~) 

H~I = Q(BO) 

in Ho} 
in Ho (O.;;a.;; 1). 

in HI 

So the question arises, how do the two chains IH~I ,H~o I 
and! H ~o 1, both between H 2 and Ho' compare to each other? 

We have to distinguish two cases: 
(1) HI = HIo=Q (A i) for some y (O<y< 1). Equality 

here means equality as vector spaces with equivalent norms 
(comparable norms would be sufficient, of course). By prop
erty (ii) of Sec. II, we can replace the norm of HI by that of 
Q (A r) without changing any of the interpolation spaces 
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H~I' H~o. This amounts to writing A I = A i,B = A ~ - 'Y. In 
that case, there is only one continuous interpolating scale 
between H 2 and H 0 as follows from the interpolation proper
ty (iii) of Sec. II applied to the identity operator. 

(2) There is no y such that HI = Q (A n. In that case, the 
three scales I H~I I, {H~o J, I H io 1 generate, by intersection 
and vector sum, a genuine lattice, i.e., not a chain. First there 
are some inclusion relations. 

Lemma 4.2: With the notations as above, the following 
inclusions hold, where all the injections are continuous and 
have dense range: 

(i) For any pair a, (3, H~I r:;;,H~o. 
(ii) For every fixed a, O.;;a.;; 1: H ~I C;;;H ~o C;;;H fo· 
Proof Part (i) is obvious. The inclusions (ii) follow from 

repeated application of the interpolation property to the 
identity operator. Indeed let (XI,xo) and (YI, Yo) be two pairs 
of Hilbert spaces as defined in Sec. II, with Xo and Yo sub
spaces of the same vector space. Then one has, for every 
O.;;t.;; 1, and with continuous injection: 

Q, (Xln yl,xon Yo) r:;;,X,nY" (4.2) 

here, as usual, EnE is the intersection of E and F, equipped 
with the projective topology. The two inclusions in (ii) follow 
by taking, respectively, the pairs (H2,Ht ),(H2,Ho) and 
(H2,Ho),(HI ,Ho).o 

Let us now build the lattice, taking Lemma 4.2 into 
account. The first "generation" consists of all the spaces 
H ~o' H ~I , H fo. At the second generation, new spaces ap
pear:H~onH~1 andH~o +H~l (a>(3},H~onHio and 
H ~o + H io (a < y). The same happens at the third genera
tion, e.g., for a > (3 > y: H ~onH fonH il and 
H~o + H~o + Hil or (H~o + H~o)nHil = H~o 
ntH ~o + Hi I ). The last two spaces coincide because the lat
tice 2'(Ho) of all vector subspaces of Ho is modular. In the 
same way, new spaces will appear at each successive genera
tion. For instance, let \ an l, \ (3n 1 be two infinite sequences 
such that 

0< ... <a3 <a2 <a l <(31 <(32 <(33 < .. , < 1, 

and let x(n) be the following element of the lattice: 

X1n) = (H~6 + H~o)n(H~o + H~o)n ... n(H~Q + H~o). 
Then the sequence X (I), Xm, Xm, ... is an infinite, strictly de
creasing sequence of subspaces. As a consequence, we have 
the following result. 

Proposition 4.3: Let HI be the following discrete finite 
chain of Hilbert spaces: 

H 2 CHICHoCH1 CH'i. 

Let A· (j = 1,2) be the interpolating operator between H j 
J • 

and Ho. Let Hi be the lattice generated from HI by quadratIc 
interpolation. Then: 

(i) If for some y, 0 < y < 1, Q (A n = HI' with equivalent 
norms, then Hi is a continuous scale of Hilbert spaces. 

(ii) If no such y exists, Hi is a continuous involutive 
lattice, but not a chain. 

In both cases Hi is a proper refinement of HI· 
Proof: For the part H 2 CHI C Ho, the alternative results 

from the discussion above. The same result holds for 
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HoC H T C H 7. by the d uali ty property of quadratic interpola
tion' Sec. II(iv), and the fact that, as in any PIP-space of type 
(H), Hanlin and Ha + Hi] are dual of each other. The last 
statement is obvious.o 

This construction shows clearly that quadratic forms 
are more natural than operators in a PIP-space context. For 
instance, one has: 

H~onll~o==Q(A ~)nQ(A~) 
. fJ 

= Q(A ~ +A tl, 
i.e., the form domain ofthe/orm sum of the two operators. 

Remark: This is true only for the interpolating opera
tors Aj , which are considered here as unbounded operators 
in H o' and not as operators in the PIP-space sense. For these, 
the PIP-space sum A + B may be a proper extension of the 
form sum A -+- B; this will happen, for instance, if 
A + B = el, which is defined on the whole PIP-space. 

We conclude this discussion with an example. Let 
Ho = L 2(JR,dx), Al = 1 + x 2

, A z = 2 + x 2 + pZ. Then 
B = 1 + (1 + x 2)-I(1 + p2), which is indeed self-adjoint in 
HI = L 2(JR,(1 + x 2

) dx). Thus the two chains generated by 
(B,A I) and A z• respectively, have no element in common, and 
so generate a genuine lattice, with typical elements of the 
form 

H~onll~o = Q(A ~ -+-A~) 
=Q((2+xz +pz)a-+-(1 +x2 f)· 

The same argument applies a/ortiori to an infinite 
chain; so we may state in general: 

Proposition 4.4: Let HI be a discrete chain of Hilbert 
spaces! Hn ,nElb l}. Then quadratic interpolation between 
Hj (j> 0) and Ho generates a PIP-space Hi of type (H) with 
the following structure: 

V#= n HnC!Ha]CHoC!Ha}CV= u H n , 
nEi nEi 

where both! Hal and! Ha l are infinite continuous lattices. 
These two lattices are chains iff, for every j = 1,2,3,··" there 

exist Yj (0 < Yj < I) such that Q (A P) = HI' with equivalent 
norms, where Aj is the interpolating operator between H j 

and Ho In any case, Hi is a proper refinement of H[.O 
Combining this result with the construction of Sec. III 

we see that every chain of Hilbert spaces actually possesses 
arbitrarily many proper refinements by nested Hilbert 
spaces, which are in general no longer chains. One could go 
further by interpolating between arbitrary pairs (Hk , HI ), 
k,lEl, but this will only complicate the situation further 
without changing the result. 

v. REFINEMENT OF A LATTICE OF HILBERT SPACES 

As a prelude to a general lattice, we consider first two 
noncom parable subspaces FI,Fz of Ho. We denote by Aj , Bj 

(j = 1,2) the interpolating operators in the triplet 
FlnFz CEj CHo: 

(5.1) 
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Then the analysis of Sec. IV gives immediately the following 
results: 

(i)B :12*A IB :/2 = B i/2*A2B~!2 =At -+- Az. This opera
tor is self-adjoint, with form domain F l nF2, and defines an 
interpolating scale I Q ((A I -+- Azl U) l between FlnF2 and 
Ho(O<,a<'l). 

(ii) Let I Q (A j) J be the scale interpolating between Fj 
and Ho. Then these two scales generate again, by intersection 
and vector sum, a genuine lattice, and one has 

Q(A flnQ(A~l = Q(A f +A~). 

(iii) The spaces defined in (i) and (ii) are related by the 
following inclusion relations, which follow from the interpo
lation property4: 

Equality holds if A I and A 2 commute. 
The classical example of this type of structure is given 

by Ho =L 2(JR3 ,dx),A I = (1 + IxI 2),Az = (1 + IpI2), which 
gives BI = 1 + (1 + (xI 2)-I(I + Ip(2) and 
B2 = 1 + (1 + IpI2)-I(1 + IxI2). Notice that A :/2A ;- 1/2 and 
A ~/2A 1- 1/2 are both unbounded, so that, by Lemma 4.1, FI 
and F2 are indeed noncom parable. This example, or variants 
thereof, constitutes an essential tool for scattering theory. It 
contains the Sobolev spaces (the scale built on A 2), the 
weighted spaces L ; (the scale built on A I)' and spaces of 
mixed type. We refer to Reed and Simon's treatise 16 for fur
ther details and specific applications, such as the derivation 
of trace ideal properties of operators of the form!(x)g(p), or 
the proof of absence of singular continuous spectrum by the 
limiting absorption principle. 

A situation reminiscent of the one just described may be 
found in a paper by Hunziker. 17 In the discussion above, the 
operator A2 is essentially the non relativistic free Hamilton
ian; for a general scattering system, Hunziker uses the lattice 
built instead on the powers ofx and H, the full Hamiltonian. 
Since x, A2, H in general do not commute, this scattering 
theory indeed takes place in an infinite lattice as described in 
Sec. IV. 

The standard examples of commuting operators are 
those that depend on different variables. Take again 
Ho = L 2(RJ ,dx) withAj = (1 + xJ), j = 1,2,3. Each of these 
generates a scale Q (A n and those generate the lattice. Then 
Eq. (5.2) gives, for each O<,a<, 1, 

3 

Q((AI -+-A 2 -+-A J )U) = n Q(Aj'), 
j~ I 

i.e., 
3 

L 2(R J ,(1 + Ixl2)u dx) = II L 2(R\(1 + xJ}" dx). 
j= I 

From here on the generalization is obvious. Let HI be a 
countable NHS, as in Sec. I. Then an arbitrary pair F I ,F2 of 
assaying subspaces generates by quadratic interpolation a 
lattice as described above, and similarly for the duals FT ,Fi , 

according to the scheme 
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We may repeat the same operation for arbitrarily many pairs 
of assaying subspaces. Therefore we may conclude: 

Theorem 5.1: Every countable nested Hilbert space ad
mits infinitely many proper refinements of the same type.D 

This result underlines once again the versatility of the 
PIP-space approach. The choice of a given structure is to a 
large extent a matter of taste and commodity, even for a 
given problem. For instance, the example discussed above 
leads to a whole class of NHS built around the Schwartz 
triplet .Y C L 2 C.Y '; among them one finds scales, discrete 
or continuous, such as ! Q (( 1 + p2 + x 2) "), aEZ or JR, as well 
as various lattices built on powers of (1 + x") and of (1 + p2). 
It should be noticed, however, that for a given Frechet space 
V # = (/>, as discussed in our previous work/' there does not 
always exist a scale interpolating between V # and V = <p A. 

It may be necessary to use the powers of several self-adjoint 
operators for reproducing the topology of <P. Lassner and 
Timmermann lH have exhibited counterexamples. Thus the 
general case discussed in this section is necessary, even for 
countably Hilbert spaces.6 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A. Enlargement of a PIP-space 

The discussion above suggests several ways of enlarging 
a PIP-space V, that is, to build on a larger space VI ::J Va 
PIP-space structure which is a refinement of the original 
one. For instance: 

(i) Starting from a triplet HI CHoCHT (or a finite scale), 
the self-adjoint operator A interpolated between HI and Ho 
defines the full scale! H = Q (A If) H _ = (H ) x 

1/ 'n 1/' 
n = 1,2,3, ... ] thus getting V# = n Y, H =Q 'lO(A) 
V =uw1 H", with the natural PIP:~~ac~I(NHS) str~cture. 

(ii) The same construction can be performed in the case 
of two noncomparable subspaces F I , F2 • The resulting NHS 
HI is not a chain. Notice that Q '"'(A l)nQ "'(A 2) is dense in Ho 
since it contains V# = nrE! H,. 

(iii) There is no need to restrict oneself to powers of A, 
larger classes of functions can be used, such as exponentials 
exp(tA )orexp(tA '), more generally powers U(A )] ',provided 
f(A ) is a self-adjoint operator larger than 1. An example is 
given by the Hilbert spaces of type S introduced by Gross
mann,19 which are generated by entire functions of 
(p2 + x 2). One could go further and study spaces generated 
by *-algebras of unbounded operators.2{) 

B. Construction of nested Hilbert spaces 

The lesson of this paper is that NHS's are intimately 
connected with positive self-adjoint operators and positive 
quadratic forms. This suggests another way of building an 
NHS. In any NHS HI we consider an assaying subspace H" 
not comparable to Ho: 
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H _H~u __ Hr 
,1\0= ,"HO___. 

Ho 
Let A = 1 + R be the interpolating operator between 
Hrl\U = HrnHuand Hn: 

(J,/)'1\0 = (/,f) + (J,f), = (/,(1 +R If)· (6.1) 

B~' construction, R is a nonnegative self-adjoint operator, 
Wlt~ form domain Q (R ) = H,nHo. The space H, is the com
pletion of HrnHo in the norm 

(/,/), = (J, Rf), IEll,nHo (6.2) 

Thus R 1/2 is isometric from H, nHo into H o' so its closure 

R 1/2 is unitary from Hr onto Ho. Since < .,.) is a norm, the 
operator R is invertible, i.e., 0 does not belong to its point 
spectrum. Indeed, the dual space HI' = (Hr)X corresponds 

precisely to the operator R - I, and again R - 1/2 is unitary 
from HI' onto Ho. Two cases may happen: 

(i) Rand R - r are both unbounded (in Hol; then H, and 
Ho, HI' and Ho are mutually noncomparable. Take for ex-
ample, Ho = L 2(JR,dx), A = I + x 2

, then R = x 2 , ' 

H, = L l(JR,x2 dx),H,nHo = L 2(JR,(1 + x 2) dx) R -I = x-- 2 

H ') .") " I' = L -(lR,x - - dx). 
(ii)One of them, say R -I, is bounded. Then one has a 

triplet H, CHoCHr, as discussed in Sec. III. 
Of course, if both Rand R - I are bounded, the norms 

C·), and (.,.) areequivaJent, i.e.,H, = Ho = Hr. We notice 
also that the norms ("')r and (.,.) are automatically consis
~ent on H, nHo. Finally, all that has been said can be repeated 
In terms of the closed, positive, non degenerate quadratic 
form rtf, g)==(J,Rg), with Q (r) = Q (R ). 

These remarks suggest another method for construct
ing an NHS, starting from a given Hilbert space and a family 
of self-adjoint operators (or quadratic forms)Y Let R I ,R2 be 
two nonnegative invertible self-adjoint operators on Ho, with 
formdomainsQ(Rd,Q(R 2)· LetHR , (j = 1,2)bethecomple
tion of Q (R j ) with respect to the norm III IIj = < J,Rj f). We 
say that R I and R2 are consistent if: 

(i) Q(RdnQ(R 2 ) is dense in both H R , and H R " 

(ii) the norms 11·\11 and \\·112 are consistent on 
Q(RdnQ(R2)' 

Let Ibe a family of nonnegative, invertible, self-adjoint 
operators on Ho. We say that I is admissible if one has: 

(1) Any two operators of I are consistent; 
(2) The inverse of any element of I belongs to I; 
(3) The sum of any two elements of I belongs to I. 
Given an admissible family I, denote by .f = {Hr l R~I 

the corresponding family of Hilbert spaces. We may, of 
course, always assume that HoE.f, that is lEI. Let 
V = }; Rei H R be the algebraic inductive limit of .f. 7 It is 
clear that ._f is an involutive covering of V(see III), and this 
defines a linear compatibility on it, by the relation 1 #g<=> 
3REf such that fER R , gEll R =H R "with the partial inner 
product 

(f \ g) = ( R 1/21 \ R- 112 g>. 

We therefore obtain a PIP-space oftype (H) on V, and in fact 
an NHS. It follows that V # = nR€I H R is dense in every H R 

and is a core for each REf. We thus state 
Proposition 6.1: Any admissible family I of nonnegative, 
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invertible, self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space Ho de
fines an NHS on V = L REI H R' with central Hilbert space 
Ho.o 

An entirely similar construction is obtained by starting 
from an admissible family of closed, nonnegative, non degen
erate, quadratic forms, the connection between the two ap
proaches being, of course, 

r(j,g) = (j,Rg), j,gEQ (r)=Q (R ). 

As a standard example of this construction we may take 
the NHS oflocally integrable functions described in III and 
IV.s Let Ho = L 2(R ",dx) and define R to be the operator of 
multiplication by the measurable, a.e. positive function r. 
This gives 

Hr = {fRn-->-C, measurable, flfl2rdx< oo}. 

Ifr and r-' are both locally integrable, Q (R ± ') contains the 
space L c'7,mp of essentially bounded functions of compact 
support, which is dense in Hr and Hr ,. Thus if we take all 
such functions r, with r ± 'd ,'oc' we get an admissible fam
ily, which yields the usual PIP-space on V = L ioc. Similarly, 
if one takes instead functions r such that r ± 'd ,~c, one gets a 
PIP-space on V = L ~)C' with V # = L ~omr' 

C. Algebras of operators 

We consider again a discrete scale of Hilbert spaces 
! Hn , nEZ J or any symmetric portion H, (/ ~ Z) of that scale, 
in particular, the pair ! H n , H Ii J . A useful object for the 
study of operators in H, is the *-algebra .if(H, ), introduced 
by Debacker-Mathoe2

; it consists of alJ the operators that 
map every H n , nEl, continuously into itself. Let Hi be the 
continuous scale obtained from H, by quadratic interpola
tion. Then the interpolation property [Sec. II(iii)] implies 
that every operator TE.rf(H[) maps every H a , ad also con
tinuously into itself. In other words, the algebras .rf(H, ) and 
.rf(Hi) are isomorphic. In particular, they have the same 
idempotent elements, i.e., orthogonal projections: Proj(H, ) 
=Proj(Hi ). This in turn implies23 that H[ and Hi have the 
same orthocomplemented subspaces (this was known so far 
only for the finite dimensional subspaces23

). 

Remark: Let P be a projection in H" This means, in 
particular, that PH, CHi or A '/2PA -1/2 is bounded in Ho. 
This is certainly true if P commutes with A (then Pis abso
lute23

), but that condition is not necessary. Take, for in
stance, a rank-l projection on H" P = 11,b) (I,bl with I,bEN" 
i.e., I,b = A - '/2cp for a unique cpEHo. Then 
A 1/2PA - '/2 = Icp) (cp IA -', which is obviously bounded in 
Ho· On the other hand, P does not necessarily commute with 
A. Indeed,AP= IAI,b) (t/JI,PA = 11,b) (AI,bI. So if X is such 
that (I,blx) = 0, but (Al,blx) #0 (this is always possible un
less I,b is an eigenvector of A, in which case AP = PA ), then 
AP = 0, but PA #0. In other words, H, contains nondia
gonal nonabsolute projections. 

D. Connection with rosette spaces 

There is an interesting connection between the spaces 
described in this paper and the rosette spaces introduced by 
Rzewuski. 24 Let V# CHC Vbe a PIP-space with central 
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Hilbert space, and G be a family (in particular, a group) of 
linear transformations on H which do not leave V# invar
iant; for each gEG, let Vi g(V#) determine another PIP
space! Vg, # g' (.,.) g ] with V: C H C Vg such that the self
compatible elements and their norm are independent of gEG, 
i.e., the central Hilbert space H is the same for alJ gEG. The 
collection of these spaces, for all gEG, is called a rosette 
space. An interesting example is that of sequence spaces. 
Start with cp C (2 C w corresponding to a given orthonormal 
basis! en] in H (cp is the space of finite sequences, w the space 
of arbitrary sequences). Let G be the group of all unitary 
transformations of H, with indexes the collection of all orth
onormal bases in H. For any gEG, CPg C (2CWg is a similar 
PIP-space, corresponding to the basis !gen ]. It is interesting 
to notice that a very similar construction was used by Frie
drichs and Shapiro2s as a means of extending the Gaussian 
measures on H to a totalIy additive measure on a larger space 
W;:) H, called a corona. W is a vector space consisting of 
equivalence classes of elements ofu i wg ,' for a countable fam
ily ! g,e" ] of bases in H 

Let us now come back to our standard example 
H = L 2(R,dx), A, = I + x 2, A2 = I + p". We build the two 
corresponding scales H, = ! Q (A j'), nEll. Then we notice 

" that Fourier transform ,7 is unitary from Q (A ~') onto 
Q (A ~) for every nEZ. Hence the union H" uH

" 
is a rosette 

space with central space H = L 2(R,dx) and group 
G = ! ]. ,.7 ]. We may conclude that our procedure of "filling 
in" the lattice generated by the two scales H,,') = 1,2, could 
be applied to any rosette space, at least in the case of a count
able G. 
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A new family of completely integrable infinite-dimensional Hamiltonian systems is found. Two 
canonical maps are deduced which transform this family into the families of Hamiltonian systems 
associated with the generalized Zakharov-Shabat and energy-dependent Schrodinger operators. 
Through these maps several relevant Hamiltonian structures are connected. In particular, a 
simple explanation of the second Hamiltonian structure for AKNS equations is given. 

PACS numbers: 02.30. + g 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Some recent results confirm the relevance of Hamilton
ian formalism in the context of the inverse-scattering trans
form method. Gel'fand and Dikii I have found a procedure 
for calculating Hamiltonian systems with an infinite set of 
constants of motion which applies to a wide class of spectral 
problems. It has been proved by Adler2 that the correspond
ing Hamiltonian structures can be described in terms of the 
Kirillov's symplectic form associated with Lie algebras. 
Moreover, in the case of scalar spectral problems, the second 
operator arising in the Lenard relations for Gel'fand-Dikii 
evolution equations is also a Hamiltonian operator. 3 On the 
other hand, the method used by Gel'fand and Dikii can also 
be applied to Schrodinger spectral problems with energy
dependent potentials leading us to new families of Hamilton
ian systems having two Hamiltonian structures.4 One of 
both Hamiltonian structures turns out to be also a KirilIov's 
symplectic form. 5 In this way, we are suddenly faced with a 
lot of important infinite-dimensional Hamiltonian struc
tures whose analysis is undoubtedly fundamental in order to 
clarify our understanding about the integrability properties 
of nonlinear evolution equations. Especially interesting is 
the search of transformations relating different families of 
these Hamiltonian systems since it could help us to isolate a 
set of simple Hamiltonian structures from which all other 
can be obtained by means of canonical transformations. In 
fact, the second Hamiltonian structure for Gel'fand-Dikii 
equations, which nobody has been able to write down explic
itly in the general case, is the image of a simple Hamiltonian 
structure under a generalization of the Miura map.3 

This paper is concerned with the relationship between 
the families of Hamiltonian systems associated with the gen
eralized Zakharov-Shabat spectral problem6

•
7 (Z) and the 

Schrodinger spectral problem (S) with a potential which de
pends linearly on the spectral parameter. 4

•
8 An implicit 

transformation relating both families of evolution equations 
was derived by Iaulent and Miodek9 by using the inverse
scattering transforms of (Z) and (S). Nevertheless, the alge-

"Partially supported by the Junta de Energia Nuclear. Madrid. 

braic aspects of such a transformation remained to be con
sidered. We adopt here the Hamiltonian point of view to 
describe the algebraic content of the Jaulent-Miodek map in 
terms of canonical transformations. In this way, we find that 
the origin of the Jaulent-Miodek map is the existence of a 
new family of Hamiltonian systems which transforms into 
the families associated with (S) and (Z) under the action of 
two canonical transformations M and N, respectively. The 
main properties we deduce are: 

(1) The new family of Hamiltonian systems contains as 
particular cases the modified equations for higher 
Korteweg-de Vries equations and the family of Burgers 
equations. 

(2) The map M is a Miura transformation. 

(3) The map N, when acting over Burgers equations, 
reduces to the Hopf-Cole transformation. 

(4) The composition MN -\ is the Jaulent-Miodek 
transformation. 

Incidentally, our analysis provides the foHowing result: 
The second operator arising in the Lenard relation for the 
generalized Zakharov-Shabat spectal problem is a Hamil
tonian operator. In fact, it is the image under N of the opera
tor ax acting on two-component functions. This implies that 
the evolution equations associated with (Z) are bi-Hamilton
ian systems, and, as a consequence of it, we prove also that 
the laulent-Miodek map is a bicanonical transformation. 

The paper is organized as follows. Sec. II deals with the 
description of the Hamiltonian systems associated with (S) 
and (Z). It contains also the derivation of the family of modi
fied Hamiltonian systems and the definition of the map M. 
In Sec. III the spectral problems (S) and (Z) are related, the 
map N is defined, and their properties are analyzed. Finally, 
Sec. IV is devoted to describing the laulent-Miodek trans
formation in terms of M and N. 

II. HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES. MODIFIED 
EQUATIONS 
A. The energy-dependent SchrOdinger spectral 
problem 

We shall consider here the following Schrodinger spec-
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tral problem with an energy-dependent potential 

(S): (- axx + vdx) + kv2(x) - k 2)f = O. (2.1) 

It was found by Iaulent and MiodekH that an inverse-scatter
ing transform for (S) exists which allows one to solve the 
family of nonlinear evolution equations 

(a, + n (L *)ax)v = 0, v=c) , (2.2) 

where n = n ( k ) is a polynomial function and L * is the 
operator 

L*=G - .i axx + v, + ! v,J +) 
V 2 + 1 v2x I + ' 

(I +g)(x)= f:g(X') dx'. 
(2.3) 

These equations can be written as Hamiltonian systems4• 10 in 
a way we are going to describe in brief. Letf+(k,x) be the 
solution of (S) verifying 

x .. + 00 

(2.4) 

Consider the function a = a( k) (Imk;:;,O) such that 

f+(k,x) - a( k )eikx + b ( k)e - ikx, kER (2.5) 
x .. - oc 

The logarithm of a( k ) admits an asymptotic expansion 

i f'" i '" 1 Ina(k)=- v2(x)dx+- L -H"lv], 
2 ~OO 2k,,=ok n 

(2.6) 

such that the coefficients Hn [v] are functionals depending on 
v which satisfy the Lenard relation 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

The operators 1, and 12 are Hamiltonian operators. This 
means that two Lie algebra structures can be defined on the 
set offunctionals depending on v given by (see Appendix A) 

{F,G}i [v]=(VF(v),Ji·VG (v), i = 1,2 , (2.9) 

where ( , > denotes the bilinear form 

(w,w')= ['" oc dx (w,(x)w; (x) + W2(X)W;(x)). (2.10) 

The operations (2.9) are called the Poisson brackets associat
ed with J, and J2 • As a consequence of (2.7), the family of 
functionals {H" :n;:;,O} turns outto be involutive with respect 
to both Poisson bracket operations. 

The Hamiltonian formulation of Eqs. (2.2) is as fol
lows. II) The evolution equation 

."' I Cn k n (2.11) 
n=O 
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can be written as 

(2.12) 

or equivalently in the form 

N 

I c"H" + ,. (2.13) 
n _0:: 0 

In our subsequent analysis we will use the Hamiltonian for
mulation (2.12) due to the transformation properties of J, 
under the Miura map. -

B. Modified equations 

Let us consider the transformation 

v=M(u), (2.14) 

It is basically a Miura map from u I to VI' Its Gateaux deriva
tive M' is 

M' = e (ax 0+ u l
) ~). (2.15) 

One finds easily that the Hamiltonian operator 

~) (2.16) 

verifies 

M'DM' =J2, (2.17) 

where M' denotes the transposed operator of M'. This im
plies (see Appendix A) that M is a canonical map relating 
Hamiltonian systems with respect to D and J2 : 

M 

a,u = D·V(HoM)(u)-----,> a,v = Jz·VH(v). (2.18) 

In this way, from Eqs. (2.12) and (2.18) we obtain a new 
family of completely integrable Hamiltonian systems 

N 

a,u =D·V(HoM)(u), H= I c"H". (2.19) 
,,-=0 

They will be refered to as the "modified equations" associat
ed with (S). The first few ofthem, corresponding to H = 2Ho' 

4H I , 8Hz, are 

a,u = ux ' 

d,u, = - U 2xx + (U IU 2)x, 

a,u2 = U 1xx + 1 (ui + 3u~)x' 

(2.20a) 

(2.20b) 

J,u l = -U 1xxx -~(u~)xx + Uu~)x + ~(UIU~)x' 
(2.21) 

at u2 = - u2xxx + ~ (U~U2)X + ~ (ui)" + 3(U lx U 2)x. 

The functionals {H" oM:n;;'O} are in involution with respect 
to the Poisson bracket induced by D, and hence they are 
constan ts of motion for each of the modified equations. Note 
also that, under the constraint U z = 0, Eq. (2.21) reduces to 
the modified KdV equation and therefore its image under M 
reduces to the KdV equation for VI' Furthermore, one can 
prove that the modified equations (2.19) are compatible with 
the constraint U2 = 0 when H is a linear combination of the 
functionalsH2n (n;;.O) only. In this case, their corresponding 
reductions over U z = 0 transform under M into the higher 
KdV flows for v I' It justifies the term "modified equations" 
we are using here. 
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C. The generalized Zakharov-Shabat spectral problem 

Since the work of Ablowitz, Kaup, Newell, and Segur,6 
we know that the inverse-scattering transform associated 
with the generalized Zakharov-Shabat spectral problem 

(Z): (ax - C~x) qZ~X)) + ik(73)rp = 0, 

rp ==(:J (2.22) 

provides an integration method for the family of nonlinear 
evolution equations 

(C7A + 21 (i *))q = 0, q=(:J. (2.23) 

whereA =A (k)isapolynomialfunctionandi*istheoper
ator defined by 

(2.24) 

These equations will be refered to as the AKNS equations. 
They can also be expressed in Hamiltonian form.7 The pro
cess which leads towards such Hamiltonian formulation is 
very similar to that followed in part A of this section for the 
Jaulent-Miodek equations. Its starting point is the solution 
rp + (k,x) of (Z) satisfying 

(0) 'k 
rp+(k,x)x_.: 00 1 e' x . (2.25) 

Then, one takes the function a = a( k) (Imk;;>O) such that 

rp+(k,x)x.~--= 00 a( k {~)eikX + b (k {~)e -ikx, kER. 

(2.26) 

The function lnu( k) has an asymptotic expansion 

1 '" 1 -
Inu( k) = - I -Hn [q], 

2k n=O k n 
(2.27) 

where the coefficients fin [qJ are functionals depending on q. 
In this case one finds 7 the Lenard relation 

_ _ _ _ _ (OHn /8q .) 
J •. VHn+. = Jz,VHn, VHn== 8H /8 ' 

n q2 

i. and i2 being the operators 

(2.28) 

- (0 J. = i_I 
~ ax - q.'! +,q2). 

q2'!+'Q2 
(2.29) 

While i. is clearly a Hamiltonian operator, it is not evident 
that the same property is shared by the operator i 2 • Never
theless, the Hamiltonian character of i2 will be proved in 
Sec. III. 

One may verify7 that the evolution equation 
N 

(C7A +2A(i*))q=0, A(k)=~ L cnkn+· (2.30) 
n=O 

can be put in the form 
N 

a,q=i2·VH(q), H= I cnHn (2.31) 
n=O 
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as well as 

H'= (2.32) 

This completes the information about Hamiltonian formal
ism aspects necessary to undertake the main task of this pa
per, which is to provide a link between the family of modified 
equations (2.19) and the AKNS equations. 

III. A MAP TRANSFORMING MODIFIED EQUATIONS 
INTO AKNS EQUATIONS 
A. GOing to (Z) coming from (S) 

The Miura map is strongly related to factorizing the 
Schrodinger operator.3 , •• Indeed, if the modified variables 
(u.,u 2 ) are used, then (S) becomes 

[(ax + ~ u.)(ax - ~ u.) + k (k - uz ) ]1= O. (3.1) 

This expression suggests us to write (S) as a first-order spec
tral problem 

{
(ax-!u.)e.+ikez=O 

(M)· (e. f) . 
. (ax +!u.)e2+ i(k-u 2 )e.=0 

(3.2) 

We name it the "modified spectral problem" (M). Incidental
ly, it is interesting to note that, unlike the case (S), the poten
tials in (M) are free of k-dependent factors. The system (M) 
may be rewritten more concisely as 

(ax + U(k)e=O, 

Similarly, we can put (Z) as 

( 
'k 

(ax +Q(k)rp=O, Q(k)- I 
-q, 

- q2) 
- i k ' rp ==(:J 

(3.4) 

Now we look for an invertible matrix R relating (M) and (Z). 
That is, given a solution rp of (3.4), we demand that 

e = R rp (3.5) 

be a solution of(3.3). One deduces easily what is required for 
it: The matrix R must verify the condition 

Rx + UR -RQ=O. (3.6) 

Ifwe restrict ourselves to k-independent solutions, R, then 
(3.6) is equivalent to 

au R _ R a Q = 0 (3.7a) 
ak ak' 

(3.7b) 

Uo and Qo being the values of U and Q for k = 0, respective
ly. The solution of (3. 7a) is 

On the other hand, Eq. (3.7b) reads 

Qo = R -, UaR + R -, R x . 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

By using (3.8) and since the diagonal elements of Qo vanish, 
(3.9) implies 

(3.10) 
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Hence, we can take rand s as 

r= exp( ~iI+ul), s= exp( -~iJ+U2)' (3.11) 

and we find at once that (3.9) is satisfied ifand only if q and u 
are related in the following form 

q=N(u), {
q, = ~(u, -iu2) expUI+u1), 

qz= ~(u, +iu2) exp( -iJ+u2). 
(3.12) 

Then we conclude that if q = N (u), the spectral prob
lems (M) and (Z) are linked by means of the matrix R deter
mined in (3.8) and (3.11). This implies the following impor
tant consequence: Under the hypothesis v = M (u) and 
q = N (u), every solution rp = rp(k,x) of(Z) determines a solu
tion/ = /(k,x) of (S) given by 

/=(Rrp),= exp(~iJ+U2)rp,+ exp(- ~iJ+U2)rpl' 
(3.13) 

B. The Hamiltonian character of J2 

We are now going to prove that the operator J1 appear
ing in the Lenard relation (2.28) is the image under N of the 
Hamiltonian operator D defined in (2.16). That is, 

N' D N' = Jz. (3.14) 

It implies (see Appendix A) that J1 is also a Hamiltonian 
operator. 

The Gateaux derivative of N is easily calculated from 
(3.12), and it takes the form 

N,=(ii12 
1/2ii 

Thus, we have 

_ ((ii12)ax 
N'DN'= 

(l/2ii)ax 

By direct calculation, we obtain at once 

(3.15) 

(N'DN')" = q,·I +'q" (N'DN'b = ql,I +'q2, (3.17) 

and from (3.16) and (3.12) we get 

(N'DN'),z = - (N'DN')!; 

= ! wax ·l/ii - q ,Iii - qzii) - q ,.1+ 'ql 

=!ax -q"I+'q2' (3.18) 

By comparing (3.17) and (3.18) with the explicit form of J2 

given in (2.29), we conclude that (3.14) is satisfied. 
According to this result, the transformation q = N (u) 

defines a canonical map between the sets of Hamiltonian 
systems with respect to D and J2 

N 

a,u = D,V(HON)(u)--+a,q = J1,VH(q). (3.19) 

This raises an important question: Which of the Hamilton
ian systems with respect to D transform under N into the 
AKNS equations? The answer is that they are indeed the 
modified equations (2.19), Let us prove it. 
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C. From modified equations to AKNS equations 

Consider a modified equation 
N 

a,u =D,V(HoM)(u), H= L cnHn. 
n=O 

(3.20) 

The functionals Hn = Hn [v] are the coefficients of the as
ymptotic expansion (2.6) of In[a( k )] and v = M (u) is the 
Miura map defined in (2.14). We want to prove that the im
age of(3.20) under the map q = N (u) defined in (3.12) is pre
cisely the AKNS equation 

,.." .A. tV" 
a,q = J1,VH(q), H = - i L cnHn, (3.21) 

n=--=O 

where the functionals H n = H n [q 1 are the coefficients of the 
asymptotic expansion (2.27) ofln [at k)]. In view of(3.14) all 
we have to prove is 

i Hn oM = Hn oN, 'if n;;"O. (3.22) 

To do it, let us return to the results of part A of this section. 
By assuming v = M(u) and q = N(u) we have that the solu
tions/and q; of(S) and (Z), respectively, are related in the 
form given in (3.13). Let us takeq; = q;+(k,x); then by (2.25), 
(3.13), and the definition of 1+ [see (2.3)], we get 

(3.23) 
x-++oo 

That is to say.! = /+( k,x). Consider now the limit of (3.13) 
when X--+ - 00. By using (2.26) it follows that 

/+( k,x) ~ exp(~f'" V1 dx)a( k )eikx 

x- - oc 2 - oc 

+ exp( - ~ f~ oc v2 dx )b ( k )e - ikx, 

(3.24) 

which by comparison with (2.5) gives 

lna( k) = ~foc v2(x) dx + lna( k). 
2 - 00 

(3.25) 

If we substitute the asymptotic expansions (2.6) and (2.27) 
into (3.25), we deduce thati-Hn [v] = fin [q] for all n;;"O pro
vided that v = M (u) and q = N (u). This proves (3.22) and 
therefore modified equations transform under N into AKNS 
equations. 

D. A link between Nand Hopf-Cole transformation 

One of the elementary properties of AKNS equations is 
their compatibility with the constraint q, = O. In fact, it is 
easily deduced from (2.23) and (2.24) that the generic equa
tion (2.23) reduces when q, = 0 to the linear equation 

a,Ql = 2A [(i/2)ax ]Q2' (3.26) 

But because of the definition of N we have that q, = 0 if and 
only if u, = i u2• Hence, two consequences are immediately 
derived: modified equations preserve the constraint 
u, = i U2 and their corresponding reductions transform un
der N into linear evolution equations. These facts remind us 
of the properties of the Hopf-Cole transformation. Indeed, 
by making u, = i u2 the map Q = N(u) becomes 

(3.27) 

which is nothing but the composition of ax with the Hopf-
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Cole transformation. From (3.26) and (3.27) it is easy to find 
the form of the modified equations when U I = i U 2• It turns 
out that (2.19) reduces to 

N 1 (l)n ar U 2 = L - -:- cnax (ax + i u2ru2' 
n =0 2 21 

(3.28) 

These equations are, as expected, Burgers equations. In this 
way, the map N is, when restricted to the manifold u I = i U 2' 

essentially the celebrated Hopf-Cole transformation. 
It is also interesting to look at the constraint U I = i U2 

from the point of view of Jaulent-Miodek equations (2.11). 
By virtue of(2.14) it takes the form 

(3.29) 

and the resulting reduced equations coincide with (3.28) by 
replacing U 2 with V2' Thus, we have that the Jaulent-Miodek 
equations reduce to Burgers equations provided VI and V2 are 
related by (3.29). 

IV. FROM AKNS EQUATIONS TO JAULENT-MIODEK 
EQUATIONS 

In the previous sections two maps have been defined, 

u /,v{v=M(U), (4.1) 
N"..q q = N (u), 

which enable us to establish the following correspondences 
between evolution equations: 

M/, (a, + n (L *)ax)v = 0, 
aru = D·V(HoM)(u) N".. (uA + 2A (i *))q = 0, (4.2) 

where 

N 

n(k)= - ~ LCnkn, A(k)=ikn(k). (4.3) 
n=O 

A question remains to be investigated: Is it possible to relate 
V with q by eliminating u into (4.1)1 We are going to see here 
that it is, in fact, possible. Nevertheless, the correspondence 
between v and q turns out to be more complicated than M 
and N and it requires a careful analysis. The point is that 
until now, because of the simple explicit forms of M and N, 
we were allowed to study M and N without mentioning their 
domains of definition. Implicitly, we are assuming that u, v 
and q are rapidly decaying smooth functions, and clearly this 
assumption is consistent with the actions of M and N. The 
situation is different when we try to relate v and q since it 
compels us to consider the inverse transformations M - I and 
N- '. 

Denote by U, V, and Q the phase spaces of u, v, and q, 
respectively. They will be assumed to be spaces of smooth 
two-component functions which vanish rapidly as Ixl-ao 
and such that M and N define maps from U to Vand Q, 
respectively. 12 Let us now analyze whether NM -I and 
MN - I are or are not admissible maps. In what concerns to 
NM - I, it turns out that its domain of definition is a quite 
restricted subset of V. The reason is the following: 13 Given 
VE V, if we look for a two-component function u verifying 
M(u) = v, then we must take U 2 = V2 and U I has to be a solu
tion of the Riccati equation 
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~ u lx + ! ui = VI' (4.4) 

Since VI vanishes at infinity then U lx -ui 12 as Ixl-ao. 
Hence the asymptotic behavior of a solution of(4.1) will be of 
the form 

(4.5) 

Only when a + = a _ = 0, the function u I vanishes rapidly at 
infinity. We can impose either a + = ° of a _ = 0 as an as
ymptotic boundary condition in order to fix univocally the 
solution u l • But, except for very special VI' there will not be 
any solution u I verifying both conditions simultaneously. 
This means that almost every VE V does not belong to the 
domain of M - I, and consequently NM - 1 cannot be consid
ered as an admissible map. Consider now qEQ, by virtue of 
(3.12) a function u satisfies N (u) = q if and only if 

u l = q,/ii + q2ii, 

U2 = i(q,/ii - Q2ii), 

where 

(4.6a) 

(4.6b) 

ii= exp(iI +u2 ). (4.7) 

From (4.6b) and (4.7) we find at once that ii satisfies the 
Riccati equation 

iix - q2 ii2 + ql = O. (4.8) 

Since q vanishes asymptotically, then iix -0 as Ixl-ao, 
which implies ii(x)-a ± as x_ ± ao. By (4.7) we must im
pose ii(x) - 1 as x- + ao, and then it fixes univocally ii. 
Once having obtained ii, it is clear that the function u calcu
lated by means of(4.6) is a rapidly decaying function. Never
theless, the smooth character of u requires the absence of 
zeros and poles for ii, and it therefore sets a restriction over 
the domain of N - I. But it is not so bad as the restriction we 
have found for M - I. To see this, let us consider the following 
k = 0 solution of (Z): 

fPlx = Q2fPZ} (fPl(X)) (1) (4.9) 
fPlx = qlfPl' fP2(X) x~ -: 00 - 1 . 

One proves easily that ii== - rpll rp 1 is our solution of (4. 8) 
satisfying ii-I as x_ + ao. Thus, in order that ii have nei
ther zeros or poles, the functions rp 1 and rp2 must be zero-free. 
This condition may be conveniently studied by considering 
the Green's transform equation 14 of (4.9) which is given by 

fPl(X)*fP2(X) = - I + f (ql irp,12 + Q; IfP212 ) dx'. 

(4.10) 

From this equation we deduce at once that rpl and rp2 are 
zero-free if either of the following conditions if verified: 

(i) Req, ,0, Req2'0 

or 

(ii) Imq, > ° (,0), Imq2'0 (> 0). 

These inequality restrictions determine subsets of Q having 
the same "dimensionality" as Q. In this way, we may con
clude that MN -I determines a transformation q-v defined 
on an appreciable domain of rapidly decaying smooth 
functions. 
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The mapping MN - 1 transforming evolution equations 
associated with (Z) into those associated with (S) coincides 
with the one found by Jaulent and Miodek9 by using a differ
ent approach based on the inverse-scattering transforms for 
(S) and (Z). These authors observed that the set of scattering 
data necessary in order to construct u and q by the inverse
scattering transform for (S) and (Z), respectively, are formal
ly identical (see Appendix B): 

s(u) = {R -L ( k), k ,~, ct}, kEIR, n = 1, ... , Nt-, 

s(q) = {R -L ( k), k n± '~n±}' kEIR, n = 1, ... ,N ±. (4.11) 

On the other hand, written in terms of scattering data, J au
lent-Miodek equations and AKNS equations take the forms 

and 

at InR + = + 2i kn (± k), at k n± = 0, 
at Inc,f = + 2i k ,~ n (± k.n 

at InR :+c = + 2A (+ k), a k ± = ° 
a ln~ ± = + 2A ( +-k -L) tn' 

1 n _ n' 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

respectively. Clearly, the identity map s = § transforms 
(4.13) into (4.12) provided A ( k) = ikn (k). 

The main result of J aulent and Miodek can be described 
as follows (see Appendix B): Given UEU, then u = M (u) and 
q = N(u) satisfy s(u) = .f(q). In virtue of this fact, if we denote 
by Sthe common space of scattering data for (S) and (Z), then 
the following diagram is commutative: 

M V 
U./'r --.. S 

,\'---.. Q ---", (4.14) 

Therefore, we have that MN -I = s- 1 § over some suitable 

domain ofQ. 
We note that according with the results of Sec. III the 

Hamiltonian operator i2 transforms intoJ2 under MN - I. In 
a previous work 15 we proved that the image of J 1 under the 
J aulent-Miodek map is J I' It shows that the Jaulent-Miodek 
map is canonical with respect to both pairs of Hamiltonian 
structures (i" Jtl and (i2, J 2) defined on (V,Q ). 

APPENDIX A 

Let Vbe a functional space whose elements are N-com
ponent functions v(x) = (vi(x)) (i = I, ... ,N) depending 
smoothly on a real variable x and which vanish rapidly at 
infinity. On Vwe can define the bilinear form 

f
x v 

(u,w) = .. 'l' i~1 Ui(X)Wi(x) dx. (AI) 

Given a functional F = F [uJ, we denote by V F (v) its gradient, 
that is, the N-component function (or distribution) verifying 

!!-.\ F [u + fW] = (VF(u),w). 
df <~. 0 

(A2) 

By a Hamiltonian operator on V we shall mean a linear oper
ator J depending on v such that 

{F,G}[u] = (VF(u),J.VG(u) (A3) 

defines a Lie algebra structure on the set of functionals. The 
operation { , } is called the Poisson bracket associated with 
J. In this way, Hamiltonian systems on Vare identified with 
those evolution equations which can be put in the form 
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a, u = J·V H (v). (A4) 
Suppose we have a transformation T: V-+Vfrom Vinto 

a similar functional space V with elements V(x) = (iij (x)) 
(i = 1, ... ,N). LetJ and Jbe Hamiltonian operators on Vand 
V, respectively, then we say that Tis a canonical transforma-

tion if given arbitrary functionals F and G on V the following 
condition is verified 

(AS) 

where { , } and { , } - are the Poisson brackets operations 
of V and V, respectively. By making use of the chain rule 

V(FoT)(v) = T'.VF(V), V= T(u), (A6) 

where T' denotes the transposed operator of the Gateaux 
derivative 

T'·w =!!-.I T(u + E"w), 
dE" <~O 

(A7) 

one finds easily that (AS) is equivalent to the condition 

J= T'.J.T'. (AS) 

It is important to observe that, given a Hamiltonian operator 
J on V, then the operator J defined on Vby means of(A8) is a 
Hamiltonian operator on V. Indeed, from (A8) it follows that 
the operation { , }- associated with J satisfies (AS) and 
therefore 

{{F,G}-,H}-[ v] = ({{F,G}-,H}-oT)(v) 

= {{F,G}-oT,HoT}[v1 = {{FoT,GoT},HOT}[u], 
(A9) 

which permits us to prove easily Jacobi identity for { , }
from the Jacobi identity for { , }. The rest of conditions 
necessary in order to conclude the Lie algebra character of 
{ , } - are trivial. 

Given a canonical transformation T: V -+ V and a Ha
miltonian system on V, 

a,v = ].VH(V), (AlO) 

then from (A6), (A 7), and (A8) it follows that 

a,v - ].VH(V) = T'(a,v - J.V(HoT)(v)). (All) 

This means that the map v = T(v) establishes a correspon
dence between the solutions of the Hamiltonian systems 

(AI2) 

APPENDIXB 

The set of scattering data for the spectral problem (S) 
can be defined by considering the solutions (S) verifying 

(BI) 

Then we define the functions R .~ ( k ) and T k ( k ) through 
the asymptotic behavior 

1-( k,x) ~ I (R +( k )eikx + e ikx), 

x '+x T+(k) 

1-( k,x) ~ I (R -( - k)e - jkx + eikx ). (B2) 
= T-( - k) 

The reJevant set of scattering data is provided byX 
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s(v) = {R ± ( k ),k n± ,cn±} (kER, n = 1, .. ,N ±), where k n± 

are the zeros of liT ± ( k) and C;!' are given by 

C ± = i(R ± ( k ) (~ 1 ) - I) I 
n T ± ( k) a k T ± ( k ) k = k.+ . (B3) 

Similarly, the scattering data for (Z) are defined from 
the solutions of (Z) verifying 

IP_(k,x) _ (l)e-ikx, 
x-·- '" ° cf5 _ (k,x) - (O)eikX. (B4) 

x~- '" 1 

Then, the functions ii ± ( k ) and f ± ( k ) are defined by 
means of the asymptotic form of these solutions at 
x = + 00, 

IP_(k,x) - xl (ii+(k)(O)eikx+(l)e-ikx), (B5a) 
x~ + '" T + ( k ) 1 ° 

cf5_(k,x) _ • 1 (ii-(_k)(l)e-ikx+(O)eikx). 
x~ - '" T - ( - k ) ° 1 

(B5b) 

Here the relevant set of scattering data is 
§(q) = {R ± (k),k n± ,cn±} (kER, n = 1, ... ,N ±), where k n± 

and cn± obtain in the same way as their analogs for (S). 
Weare now going to prove the following statement 

mentioned in Sec. IV: 

v = M (u), q = N (u)=>s(v) = §(q). (B6) 

By virtue of (3.13) and (B4) we have 

l(k,x)=(RIP_(k,x))1 - exp(-~J'" u2 dx')e- ikX. 
x_ - 00 2 - 00 

(B7) 

Hence 

I( k,x) = exp( - ~ f: '" U 2 dx')/_( k,x). (BS) 
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If we consider now the limit of(3.13) when x- + 00 and we 
use (B2), (B5), and (BS), it is straightforward to see that 

T+( k) = exp( - ~ f: '" U2 dx')f+( k), 

R +( k) =R +( k). (B9) 

It implies at once (k;!' ,cn± ) = (k n± ,cn± ). The rest of the 
proof of (B6) follows by repeating the same procedure with 
ip _ instead of IP _. 
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~ e desc~ibe a c1a~sificatio~ scheme ~or certain p~irs of coupled, nonlinear second-order ordinary 
dl~e~ent~al equations, havmg a fi~st I~tegral which can be obtained by an Ermakov-type 
ehmmatlO.n pro~edure. The c1a~sl~catlon produces a hierarchy of systems having different levels 
of ge~erahty. Dlffere~t c~ses wlthm the same level are distinguished by the integrability of a 
certam one-form, which IS related to a nonlinear superposition law between the two equations. 
The st~dy of these one-forms and the classification are made systematic by using the general 
reduction th~orem of Pfa~an ~orms. The paper contains illustrations of the way previous 
e~ampl~s fit mto the classificatIOn scheme, and a discussion of its generalization to higher 
dImensIOns. 

PACS numbers: 03.20. + i,02.30.Hg 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past five years, there has been a rapidly grow
ing flow of new contributions to the problem of constructing 
first integrals for explicitly time-dependent, nonlinear, dyn
amical systems. The motivation for these studies goes back 
to Lewis' derivation of an invariant for the time-dependent 
harmonic oscillator, 1 and its successful use in solving exactly 
the quantum problem for this system. 2 Attempts to general
ize Lewis' results within the same methodology (an applica
tion of Kruskal's perturbation method3 in closed form), have 
so far failed to produce significantly broader examples.4 

Since then, a whole array of new methods have been used to 
rederive Lewis' result in a simpler way, or to construct differ
ent kinds of generalizations. 

For a brief review of these different methods, we men
tion first the use of canonical transformations. In these ap
proaches, some supplementary restriction has to be imposed 
from the outset. So far the following types of restrictions 
have been considered: the linearity of the transformationS

-
7

; 

its time-independence8
; or its dependence on time through 

some auxiliary functionp(t) and its derivative. 9 A second 
category of methods are the group-theoretical ones, which in 
this context mainly consist of Noether's theorem, 10-13 and 
the Lie method of extended groups. 14,15 In practically all 
cases so far discussed in the literature, the resulting invar
iants are quadratic in the velocities (or momenta). If a par
ticular structure for the invariant can be surmised a priori, 
this structure can be used to search for the invariant by more 
ad hoc procedures. 16--18 In most of the above cited work, the 
starting point is a single second-order differential equation, 
and the search for a first integral introduces an auxiliary 
variable which itself must solve another second-order differ
ential equation. Ray and Reid, in a series of papers, 11.19,20 
have further broadened the picture by treating these equa
tions as special cases of the situation where two fully coupled 
equations have a first integral of the same type, Their analy
sis traces back to an old paper by Ermakov. 21 After Lutzky22 

discussed the crucial role played by a Wronskian variable in 
some of these Ermakov-type systems, Sarlet showed23 how 
in more general terms, the integrability of a differential one
form is an important feature of the theory, and may contain 
the clue for a better understanding of the cohesion between 
all examples, scattered over various papers, and derived by 
various methods. It is the purpose of the present paper to 
explore this idea in greater depth. We will arrive at a classifi
cation scheme for all Ermakov-type systems, in terms of a 
number of distinct levels of generality. The term classifica
tion is justified by the fact that we appeal to a well-known 
theorem about the reduction ofPfaffian forms, by which we 
can limit ourselves to a complete discussion of certain stan
dard forms. The last level of generality will contain the pre
vious ones. This will, however, not imply that these previous 
ones should not be mentioned separately, because a general
ization sometimes only works at the expense of eliminating 
interesting properties. The main property we have in mind 
here is the existence of what has been called a "nonlinear 
superposition law" between the pair of equations (see, e.g., 
Ref. 19). This law is interesting, if only because it provides 
the link with those cases in which one of the equations plays 
a privileged role, and the other one is considered as auxiliary. 
The classification we make in this paper is restricted to the 
case of two dimensions (two dependent variables), plus possi
bly and extra dimension for the independent time-variable. 
We plan analogous studies for systems with several depen
dent variables in subsequent papers and comment briefly on 
such systems in the conclusions. In the next section, we first 
discuss an example, which will enable us to show the appear
ance of an integrable one-form, and the way we can trans
form the problem to a "standard representation." 

2. PRELIMINARY EXAMPLE 

Let us start with an example from previous contribu
tions, and show how it can be cast into an appropriate form 
for our present investigations. Consider the system of equa-
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tions (k is an arbitary constant), 

ij - ~kq-lq2 + (2 - k )ll?(t)q = I(q,p,t), 

p + !(k - 2)2(i)2(t lo = g(q,p,t), 

(Ia) 

(Ib) 

which would contain examples discussed by Sarlet,8 if/andg 
were uncoupled (partially). Multiplying (Ia) by 
!(k - 2loq - kl2, (Ib) by ql - k12, and adding the results, the 
left-hand side can be written in the form dwldt, with 

w = !(k - 2loq - k12q + ql - kl2p. (2) 

So if I and g were zero, w would be a first integral of the 
system (1). Assuming that we want a first integral for the 
"perturbed case," which is quadratic in the velocities, it is 
therefore natural to ask under what conditions for/andg (I) 
will have a first integral of the form 

J = !w2 + F(q, p,t). (3) 

Expressing j = 0 yields 

w[!(k - 2loq - kl21 + ql - kl2g ] 

aF. aF. aF_
O + aq q + a pP + at - , (4) 

which can only be identically satisfied if aF lat = 0, while 
aF laq andaF lap are proportional to theq andp part of the 
first term. The latter relations then imply 

ql_kl2 aF _ ~(k_2loq-kI2aF =0; 
aq 2 ap 

hence, 

F=F(u) withu=p-lql-kl2. (5) 

Substituting the structure (5) of Finto condition (4) finally 
produces the following condition on the right-hand sides of 
(1 ), 

!(k - 2loq - kl21 + ql - k/2g = p-2P'(U). 

As an example we could take 

1= bq2k - 3, g = op - 3, 

(6) 

in which case (1) now exactly reduces to an example derived 
in Ref. 8 by a canonical transformation method. F(u) then 
has the form 

F(u) = - !(k - 2)bu- 2 + ~OU2. 
The manipulations which enabled us to pass from sys

tem (1) to the identification of the quantity win (2) may seem 
rather artificial at first sight, but our later analysis eventually 
will produce precise rules for detecting the appropriate mul
tipliers, of course, only for those systems that possess invar
iants of the type being discussed. At the present stage, we 
want to emphasize the fact that the required form (5) for F 
should not be a surprise, because there is a well-defined rela
tionship between the quantities wand u. Indeed we have 

2 du 
W= -p 7t; (7) 

in other words, the one-form in q andp, which can be associ
ated to w, becomes exact (= - du) upon multiplication by 
p -2. It is this feature, together with the form of the invariant 
J, which lies at the heart of what was called a "nonlinear 
superposition principle" in previous papers. To be precise, 
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we can introduce a new, independent time-variable by 

r= J~-2(t')dt" (8) 

by which the invariant J can be written in the form, 

J= ~(~~y +F(u). (9) 

Hence, a simple quadrature yields 

r + C = J dul[2(J - F(u))] 112, 

which after inverting and taking account of the definition of 
rand u finally gives 

ql- k12 =PU(J,fP- 2dt + c) (10) 

for some function U. Since the right-hand side of (10) de
pends on two arbitrary constants, knowing a particular solu
tion for pIt ) will produce the general solution forq(t ), which is 
what is meant by the terminology "nonlinear superposition" 
in this context. Examples are known where this procedure 
can be carried through to obtain the solution. 

Now that we have seen how an integrable one-form 
emerges in our considerations, there remains the problem of 
the reduction to some kind of standard form. To that end, 
consider the coordinate transformation 

x=p, y=ql-kI2 (11) 

by which we obtain the following transformation of the one
form in question, 

!(k - 2loq- kl2dq + ql- k/2dp = x dy - y dx. (12) 

The differential equations (1) accordingly transform to 

x + ~(k - 2)2(i)2(t )x = f. (x, y,t ), 
(13) 

y + !(k - 2)2(i)2(t)y = J;(x, y,t), 

in which we recognize for appropriate choices of II and/2 

(and hence of I and g) the usual form of an Ermakov-type 
system (see, e.g., Ref. 17). It is this possibility which we will 
exploit for limiting most of our discussions to standard 
forms only. All permissible systems then belong to one of our 
categories up to an arbitrary transformation of the indepen
dent and dependent variables. Since we are primarily inter
ested in the structure of permissible systems, we disregard 
problems of isolated singularities in the transformations in
volved. The fundamental reason why we can feel confident 
about looking at a number of standard forms only, is the fact 
that we can rely on the general theorem concerning the re
duction ofPfaffian forms, which will even gain more impor
tance, when we pass to higher dimensions. For our present 
needs, we will at most be dealing with two spatial dimensions 
and time. So let us recall the theorem for three dimensions. 

Theorem (Reduction ofPfaffian forms): Consider a one
form 

a = 0) dx) + 02 dX2 + 03 dx3, 

where the Q i are smooth functions of (X I ,x2'X3 ) in the neigh-
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borhood of some point P. Let A denote the 4 X 3 matrix 

A = (:... :;2 
U)2. U)22 

U)31 U)32 

. aa j 
wlthU) .. =--

y .3 uXj 

a

J

) (i) 13 , 

U)23 

(i)33 

aaj 

ax
j

' 

and let r denote the rank of A in the neighborhood of P. Then, 
there exists a new coordinate system (u l'U2,U3) such that near 
P, 

(i) a = u\du2 + du 3, 

(ii) a = u IdU2, 

(iii) a = du l , 

if r = 3, 
ifr = 2, 
if r = 1. 

Before embarking on our main section, it remains to 
explain what the relationship is between the statements in 
this reduction theorem, and the form x dy - y dx which we 
termed the standard form in the above example. In that ex
ample, we are dealing with a two-dimensional one-form, for 
which the rank of the corresponding matrix A is 2. Hence, 
the reduction brings us to the form u I du 2, which is in fact 
exactly what we did in (7). Of course, the one-form 
xdy - ydx can equally be reduced to the same u I du2, so that 
an appropriate composition of coordinate transformations 
allows the transition expressed in (12). Now remember that 
the subject under investigation here is the study of certain 
types of (coupled) nonlinear second-order differential equa
tions, and it turns out that xdy - ydx in fact corresponds to 
the type of systems [like (13)], which were historically first 
considered as being of Ermakov-type. So it is mainly for his
torical reasons that we pick out xdy - ydx as standard form 
in two dimensions. The fact that this form can be reduced to 
u I dU2 = x 2d (y/x) is the key to the property of nonlinear 
superposition, as explained before. We will always try to 
choose the standard forms in a way such that they exhibit 
explicitly the same dimension (i.e., the same number of dif
ferentials) as the original forms, while the ultimate reduction 
provided by the theorem above will determine whether or 
not we have nonlinear superposition. 

3. CLASSIFICATION OF DIFFERENT LEVELS OF 
GENERALITY 

In the first two subsections, we will focus on classes of 
problems to which most of the examples, treated in the pre
viously cited literature, belong. This essentially amounts to 
two assumptions: (i) First we have in mind systems like (I), 
where the right-hand sides (forces) do not depend on the 
velocities, so that all terms containing derivatives eventually 
determine w. (ii) Secondly, we are thinking of invariants 
which are quadratic in the velocities, or more precisely, 
which are of the "energy-type" 1= !w2 + F. 

We will later on consider dropping these assumptions. 

A. Systems reducible to the standard form by time
Independent coordinate transformations 

In this category, we don't have to bother about time as 
adding a supplementary dimension to the problem. By a 
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time-independent coordinate transformation we of course 
mean x' = x'(x,y), y' = y'(x,y), (t' = t). The standard one
form, assuming r = 2, is xdy - ydx and we have 

x-2(xdy - ydx) = du, u = y/x. (14) 

The invariants under consideration therefore have the 
structure 

1= !(xy - YX)2 + FlY/x), (15) 

and all systems of equations having I as a first integral are 
obtained by expressing i = O. Denoting such systems by 

x =f.(x,y,t), 
(16) 

y = f2(X, y,t ), 

we find the condition 

Xf2 - yfl + x- 2F'lY/x) = o. (17) 

This covers the results discussed by Lutzky?2 It is of some 
interest to repeat23 the corresponding formulae for all other 
systems which belong to this same class, namely, those sys
tems which are obtained by an arbitrary time-independent 
coordinate transformation from the system just discussed. 
We then have a general one-form, for which an appropriate 
multiplier/(x,y) exists, such thatf(adx + bdy) = du, for 
some function u(x,y). 

The invariant is of the form, 

I = ~(ax + by)2 + F(u). (18) 

In agreement with assumption (i), the permissible differen
tial equations in x and y must be such that 

ax + by + axx 2 + (ay + bx)Xy + by y2 

(19) 

(subscripts denote partial derivatives here), where FI and F2 
are functions of x,y,t, satisfying 

aFI + bF2 + jF'(u) = 0 (20) 

which is the analog of Eq. (17). 
Some remarks are in order now. First of all, it should be 

stressed that the above category already contains an infinite 
number of systems (even disregarding the possibility for 
transformations), because (17) or (19) and (20) only impose a 
condition on the combination of the two equations, and not 
on each equation separately. Of course, a more or less natu
ral splitting of Eq. (19) (which explains the particular form 
we wrote down in its right-hand side) is given by 

~(ax) = aFI, ~(bYl = bF2, 
dt dt 

with F\ and F2 satisfying (20). Secondly. for the sake of com
pleteness, we should say something about the case r = 1 in 
this context. This case means that the one-form in question is 
already exact as given. One could also choose some standard 
representation for this case (like xdx + ydy), but this is not 
really relevant. Instead, it suffices to say that the case r = 1 
can be obtained from the situation (19), (20), forf = 1, which 
in discussing nonlinear superposition simply means that the 
time variable T then coincides with t. 
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B. The essentially time-dependent case 

When we look, e.g., at (19) and (20), it is clear that we 
also should deal with the case that a and b depend explicitly 
on time, so that a possible coordinate transformation to stan
dard form will also be time-dependent. For an appropriate 
generalization of the previous considerations, we therefore 
have to discuss one-forms in three dimensions (two space 
and one time dimension). With regard to the reduction theo
rem of Sec. 2, we have to distinguish between three possibili
ties. 

Let us start with the most interesting one, namely the 
case r = 2. Then, a coordinate transformation can again 
bring us to a one-form like u I du 2, or equivalently to 
x dy - y dx. However, if we want to keep track of the fact 
that our coordinate transformations depend explicitly on 
time now, it is better to choose a standard representation 
which exhibits this time involvement. To that end, it suffices 
to let the transformation, which turns u I dU 2 into 
x dy - y dx, depend parametrically on t, and the simplest 
way to do so is by taking 

UI =X2, u2=ylx+a(t). (21) 

Hence, the most appropriate choice for a standard one-form 
here seems to be 

x dy - y dx + x 2a dt. (22) 

Indeed, everyone-form like 

a(x',y',t) dx' + b (x',y',t) dy' + e(x',y',t) dt, (23) 

for which a mUltiplier exists, yielding an exact form (r = 2), 
can be reduced to (22) by a time-dependent coordinate trans
formation. Moreover, (22) allows us to recover the results of 
the time-independent case by putting simply a = O. 

With (22) as a standard form, and in the spirit of as
sumptions (i) and (ii), we now consider invariants of the form 

1= !(xy - yx + x 2af + F(x,y,t). 

But looking at the result (15), and keeping in mind the 
minor modification expressed in (21), it is clear that we will 
end up with 

1= !(xy - yx + x 2a)2 + F(ylx + a(t)), (24) 

where the x and y equations must be such that 

xji - yx + 2xxa + x 2ii = Xf2(X,y,t) - yfl(x,y,t), (25) 

withfl andf2 satisfying 

Xf2 - yfl + x-2F'(ylx + a) = O. (26) 

As before, we list also here the formulae which must be 
taken into account, in case one deals with a general represen
tation(23), omitting primes on the variables. Letf(x, y,t) be 
the multiplier for which 

f(a dx + b dy + e dt ) = du (27) 

for some u(x, y,t). Then, 

1= !(ax + by + ef +F(u), 

with 

ax + bji + axx 2 + (ay + bx)Xy + byy2 
+ (at + ex)x + (bt + eylY + et 

=aFI +bF2, 
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(28) 

(29) 

and 

aFI + bF2 + jF'(U) = O. (30) 

We leave it to the reader to verify that we still have, in this 
generalization, the kind of nonlinear superposition discussed 
before. 

Concerning the situations where r = 1, we again limit 
ourselves to the remark that they are incorporated in the 
results (28), (29), and (30) forf = 1. So, there remains one new 
aspect to discuss here, namely the case r = 3. As in the r = 1 
case, there is no real advantage in introducing a standard 
form, since the rather restrictive structure of a quadratic in w 
invariant can here easily be derived in all generality. Indeed, 
assuming the invariant has the form 

1= !(ax + by + e)2 + F(x,y,t), 

where the differential equations would again be such that 
(29) holds true, the requirement j = 0 produces the relation. 

(ax + by + e)(aFI + bF2 ) + F= 0, (31) 

or 

adx + bdy + edt = u2du l, 

with 

UI =Fand U2 = - (aFI + bF2)-I. 

But since we insist that the rank of the related matrix A be 3 
here, a relation like (31) is not permitted, hence we are led to 
the conclusion that F must be zero. So for r = 3, our invar
iants can only be of the form 

1= !(ax + by + ef (32) 
Clearly, there does not exist any kind of nonlinear su

perposition in this case and we conclude that systems with 
r = 3 are not Ermakovian. 

C. Nonquadratic in w invariants 

For the last case discussed above, any function of w is of 
course an invariant. We can equally drop the requirement 
that I be of the quadratic type !w2 + F in the other cases. 
This will in general entail additional derivative terms in what 
we called the functions/; or F; before (i = 1,2). In this sub
section, we shall consider invariants which give rise to non
linear superposition. That means we are looking for first in
tegrals of the form 

I=F(u,w), 

u and w still being related by the formula 

u=fw. 

(33) 

(34) 

Let us take the standard representation in the time-depen
dent case (r = 2), for which 

w = xy - yx + x 2a, u = ylx + a(t). (35) 

As in (25), we again put 

W =Xf2 -yfl' (36) 

butfl andf2 can depend on x andy now. Requiring j = 0 
then yields 

Xf2 -yfl = _ fwaF.(aF) -I. 
au aw 

W. Sarlet and J. R. Ray 
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All examples with "velocity-dependent potentials," 
discussed by Ray and Reid20 belong to this class of problems 
(see later). It is a straightforward matter to write down the 
similar extension of the general representation (28), (29), and 
(30). 

Remark: One may wonder how reasonable the assump
tion at the beginning of this section was, that our quadratic 
invariants be of the form !w2 + F, and for instance not con
tain a term linear in w. The relevance of this assumption (ii) 
lies in its connection with assumption (i). Indeed, suppose we 
want!1 and!2 in (36) to depend on coordinates only. Then 
obviously, the right-hand side of(37) must be independent of 
w, i.e., a function g(u) must exist, such that 

wFu - g(u)Fw = 0. 

This condition precisely requires thatFbe an arbitrary func
tion of the quantity 

!w2 + fg(U) du, 

which shows that quadratic invariants are indeed of the "en
ergy-type" previously considered. 

D. Further generalization 

As a final stage in the classification of more general 
cases, let us now disregard the possibility of nonlinear super
position. We should, of course, keep some link with the pre
vious cases, and we therefore consider invariants of the form 
(see also Ref. 241 

1= G (w,x, y,t), (38) 

where w is related to some one-form in (x, y,t) space, 

w = a(x, y,t)x + b (x, y,t lY + e(x, y,t). (39) 

Since, from the point of view of nonlinear superposition, this 
generalization is actually going too far (except for certain 
rather artificial looking circumstances), it is irrelevant to 
make a distinction between existence or nonexistence of an 
integrating factor for w here. For the same reason then, it is 
not very meaningful to reduce the underlying one-form to 
some standard form here. So, if G is going to be an invariant 
for some second-order system in x andy, and iffor compari
son with previous situations we again introduce functions 
Fj(x, y,x,y,t), (i = 1,2), determined by the differential equa
tions in such a way that 

tV = aFI + bF2, (40) 

we must have 

aFt + bF2 = - (Gxx + GyY + G,)(Gw)-t. (41) 

As in all previous cases, the only thing that really mat
ters is a condition on a certain combination of the two differ
ential equations. Hence, an infinite number of examples 
could be constructed, for instance by choosing FI completely 
arbitrary, and then defining F2, by (41) for some function G. 
Yet, the type of combined conditions like (29) and (30), or (40) 
and (41) can really be used constructively in practical appli
cations, especially when the structure of one of the equations 
is given, and the problem then consists in selecting an appro
priate auxiliary equation such that the combined system 
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gives rise to an invariant. The next two sections illustrate 
this. In those examples, where we distinguish between a pri
mary variable (Y), and an auxiliary one (x), we will go back to 
the notations of Sec. 2 and put y=q, x p. 

4. EXAMPLES 

4.1. Let us first go back to the example treated in Sec. 2, 
and show how it actually can be recognized as belonging to 
the class of systems discussed in Sec. 3 A. The essential point 
is that we have a system of differential equations of the form 

ij - !kq-t(l = F I , 

(42) 

P=F2' 

where FI and F2 are free of derivative terms. Looking at (19), 
we can see that (42) is indeed a candidate for fitting into the 
class 3 A because of the i/ term and the fact that no linear 
terms in q,p appear [if there were such terms, we would have 
to look at the class 3.2, Eq. (29)]. We identify y with q and x 
withp. Then (42) can be combined to a form like (19) if and 
only if 

ax = 0, 

ay + bx = 0, 

b -tb
y 

= -!ky-I. 

(43a) 

(43b) 

(43c) 

Eq. (43c) yields b = ¢ (xiv - k /2 for some function ¢. Next, 
(43b) has the solution a = - ¢ '(x)(1 - k 12)-1y' - k12. Final
ly, Eq. (43a) requires ¢ I to be constant, and if we choose 
¢ 1= k 12 - 1, we have precisely obtained, in a constructive 
way, the mUltipliers which were mentioned in Sec. 2. The 
functions a and b having been determined, condition (20) of 
course coincides with the requirement (6). Thus (42) fur
nishes an example of an r = 2 system without explicit time 
dependence in w. 

4.2. Consider the Hamiltonian for a particle moving in a 
time-dependent potential 

H = !p2 + V(q,t). (44) 

The equation of motion is 

.. JV() q= - -q,t, 
Jq 

(45) 

and assume we want to find invariants, quadratic in q, which 
may depend on some auxiliary function p(t). Since no first
order derivatives occur in (45), and we do not mind havingp 
dependence in possible auxiliary equations, we can look at 
the standard representation (25), (26) of Sec. 3 B (withy=q, 
x pl. Let us allow complete freedom for the auxiliary equa
tion, i.e., we set 

p = P (t,p,p), (46) 

with P arbitrary. Then, from (25) and (26), we see that per
missible q equations fitting into that particular class, must be 
of the form 

ij = p-tPq _ 2ap _ ap2 _ p-3F'Ip-Iq + a(t)), (47) 

while a quadratic invariant then follows from (24), 

1= !lpq - pq + ap2f + FIp-lq + a). (48) 

Eqs. (47) and (48) exactly coincide with the results recently 
derived by Lewis and Leach, 18 concerning the form of all 
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permissible potentials for which an equation like (45) has a 
quadratic in q invariant. We therefore conclude that all these 
cases with a quadratic invariant belong to the class of prob
lems discussed in Sec. 3 B, for the case r = 2; that is, they are 
examples of r = 2 systems with explicit time dependence in 
w. 

Remark: The auxiliary equation (46) is arbitrary, as 
long as we merely look at the structure of permissible q equa
tions. Once we are given a particular q equation of that struc
ture, and construct the invariant (48), the auxiliary equation 
will be completely determined by the given (time-dependent) 
coefficient of q in (47). 

4.3. In their recent paper on Ermakov systems with "ve
locity-dependent potentials,,,2{) Ray and Reid concluded 
with the following type of coupled equations [their Eqs. (3.1) 
and (3.4) with a slight change in notations], 

•• J W a 2F 1 aF w a2F 
y+ary+--- = -- - ---, (49a) 

x aw2 x 3 au x 3 au aw 

x + a/x _ w a2
G = J.. aG _ ~~, (49b) 

y aw2 y3 aii y3 aii aw 

where w = xy - yx, u = y/x, ii = u- I
, F = F(u,w), 

G= G(ii,w). 
Equation (49) is not a very transparent way of writing 

differential equations, since the second-order derivatives are 
not isolated in the first terms (additional ones occur in wI. 
Rather than computing here the explicit form of these equa
tions, we can just look at their combination, which is the only 
thing that matters for our discussions. Computing X· (49a) 
- y. (49b) and putting G(u,w) = G (ii,w) we get 

( .. ")(1 a2
F a2G) xy-yx + -- +--

aw2 aw2 

1 [aF aG (a
2 
F aZG ) J 

= x 2 a;; + a;; - w au aw + au aw . 
(50) 

This can be written in the form 

xy - yx = - ~ w aI (~) - I, 

x· au aw 
(51) 

with 

1 2 - a -
I=-w -(F+ G) + w-(F +G). 

2 aw 
(52) 

Comparing (51) with (37), we see that these examples belong 
to the category of problems discussed in Sec. 3 C. The ex
pression (52) for I of course coincides with the result of Ray 
and Reid. 20 

5. APPLICATION 

For an illustration of the constructive use of the formu
lae we obtained in Sec. 3 D, we go back to particle motions of 
the type (45), and try to find possibly nonquadratic in w in
variants. For the sake of brevity, we do not attack this prob
lem in all its generality. Since no y terms occur in the equa
tion of motion (45) (y=q), it seems natural not to start with a 
general w as in (39), but rather to take one of the standard 
forms. Moreover, we limit ourselves here to invariants (38), 
which do not have an extra time-dependence. So we look for 
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invariants of the form 

1= G (w,x,y), w = xy - yx. (53) 

The equations for x and y then have to satisfy the condition 

xy - yx = - (Gxx + GyY) (Gw)-I. 

Choosing x to satisfy some arbitrary auxiliary equation 
x = II(x,x,t ), the y equation acquires the structure 

y = x-IllY - x-I(Gxx + GyY)(Gw)-I. (54) 

Eq. (54) is compatible with the form (45) ifand only if the last 
term is independent of y. This produces the following 
requirement, 

.7(w,x,y,x,y) = xA + yB + C = 0, (55) 

with 

A - .!.... (Gx
) B _ .!....(Gy

) C= J..~. 
- aw G w' - aw G w ' x G w 

Computing the derivatives of (55) with respect to x andy we 
get 

::::?xA + yB = O. 
B+xYw=O 

Hence, there must exist a function/(w,x,y) such that 

.!.... (Gy
) = -xl, 

aw Gw 

and condition (55) then finally reads 

(l/x)Gy/Gw = wi 

(56a) 

(56b) 

(56c) 

Conditions (56) are necessary and sufficient for (54) to be 
compatible with Eq. (45) for some appropriate potential V. 
Setting 

F(w,x,y) = JldW, 

(56a) and (56b) integrate to 

Gx = (gl(x,y) + yF)Gw' 

Gy = (gz(x,y) - xF)Gw' 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

whereg l andgz are arbitrary functions of x andy. Matching 
(59) with (56c) yields 

Fw + (l/w)F=gz/xw, 

which provides us with the following structure of F: 

F = g2/X + h (x,y)/w, h arbitrary. 

Substituting this Finto (59), we obtain 

Gy + (xh /w)Gw = O. 

Case I: h = O. Then G = G (x,w) and (58) becomes 

Gx - (gl + (y/x)gz)Gw = O. 

(60) 

(61) 

Since Gw #0, this implies that gl + (y/x)gz must be a func
tion of x and w, and therefore can only depend on x. Ifwe set 

gl + (y/x)gz = ¢ (x), (/> = J ¢ dx, 
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the general solution of(61) is given by 

G = G(w + <P (x)), (62) 

while the structure of allowable y equations follows from (54) 
as 

(63) 

We see that they equation is linear, and that all invariants 
provided by (62) are just trivially functions of the linear in W 

first integral W + <P (x). 
Case II: h #0. Setting h = gy' the general solution of 

(60) now is 

G = G(x,v), v = ~W2 - xg(x,y). (64) 

Equation (58) then becomes 

Gx - Gv [g + xgx + ygy + (g I + (y/X)g2)W] = 0. (65) 

The terms between square brackets must be expressible as a 
function of x and v, which for gy #0 necessarily implies 
gl + (y/X)g2 = 0, andg + xgx + ygy = ifJ (x). This last equa
tion has as general solution 

g = X-I [t/t(y/x) + <P(x)], 

with <P / = ifJ and t/t arbitrary. 
Equation (65) finally becomes 

Gx - ifJ (x)Gv = 0, 

(66) 

which implies G = G (v + <P), or taking account of (64) and 
(66), 

G = G (!W2 - t/t(y/x)). (67) 

We see that also in this case, the nonquadratic in W invariants 
we find are trivial ones, i.e., are functions of a quadratic first 
integral. This seems to confirm similar negative conclusions 
following from other methods. 25 

6. SOME HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLES AND 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 

For the case of two spatial dimensions we have intro
duced a classification scheme for Ermakov-type systems 
based on the reduction theorem for the one-form a dx 
+ b dy + edt. The case r = 2 corresponds to Ermakov-type 

systems and we have defined the classification scheme by 
relating to the original Ermakov structure as much as possi
ble. Within the r = 2 case there are two important and useful 
standard forms; one being independent of t, the other one 
having explicit t dependence. Associated with each of them 
is a certain class of invariants. Of course, we obtain interest
ing generalizations of the standard Ermakov systems by 
transforming them to a more general structure via coordi
nate transformations. 

After introducing the classification scheme we have dis
cussed several examples and applications to illustrate their 
utility. Next we present a brief discussion of the extension to 
multiple dimensions. 

Consider a one-form in 2n dimensions, l:~n= I adz) dzk , 

and suppose that as before this one-form somehow plays a 
distinctive role in the construction of a first integral for an 
associated system of second-order ordinary differential 
equations in z. Again, we could discuss the case of existence 
of an integrating factor, i.e., the case where the rank of the 
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associated matrix A (see Sec. 2) would be two. It is clear, 
however, that for an originally 2n-dimensional situation, the 
case r = 2 cannot be the most important one. In other words, 
pursuing some nonlinear superposition cannot be the prima
ry objective here. Instead, there is a much richer potentiality 
for having quadratic invariants, in which so to speak the 
known two-dimensional standard forms are used as building 
blocks. Assume for instance that r = 2n, then the given one
form can be reduced to something like 

or equivalently, 
n 

I (Xj dyj - Yj dx j ). 
i= 1 

We thus can introduce the quantities 

(68) 

and it will be natural to study systems having quadratic in
variants of the form 

n 

I = ~ I w,aijwj + F(u k )· (69) 
j,j= I 

There is even a possibility for matrices of quadratic invar
iants such as 

I jj = !WjWj + Fij(u j, uj ). (70) 

Let us show that the invariants for higher-dimensional 
systems, mentioned by Ray and Reid,26 indeed belong to 
these classes of problems (see also Lutzky22 for similar re
marks). The coupled system 

iiI + w2(t )q, = qlG (qlq2/p2)/p4, 

ii2 + wZ(t )q2 = qzG (q Iq2/PZ)lp4, 

has the invariant 

(71) 

1= H(Pq, - pqt\(pqz - pq2) + qlqZ/p2 + t/t(q,q2/pZ)], 
(72) 

with t/t(). ) = - 2f'< G (). ) d)', and p satisfying the equation 

p+w2(t)p=p-3, (73) 

Clearly, this example is covered by (69), where YI=ql' 
Y2=q2,X I ==X2 p, 

a = ~(~ ~), andF(ud = ~UIU2 + !t/t(u,u2) 

Similarly, taking in (69) the unit matrix for a, and 

F(u k ) = !jtlu~ +!ifJ CtIU~). 
we get the invariane6 for the system 

iij + w2(t )qj = qjF(,z/p2)/p4, 

with,z = l:7 = I q~, P still satisfying (73), and ifJ (). ) = 
- f F()' ) d)'. Finally, let us recall that the n-dimensional 

time-dependent oscillator 

ijj + w2(t )qj = 0 

has a matrix ofinvariants5 of type (70), namely, 

Iij = !(wjwj + UjUj ), 
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where we again have identifiedy; and q;, and all X; withp, 
satisfying (73). 

In conclusion, if we consider a generalization of the 
two-dimensional classification scheme to more space dimen
sions, it seems plausible that the reduction theorem of one
forms will lead us to adding and coupling a number oflower
dimensional standard forms. In the sketch above, the rank 
was taken to be even (2n). If we want to catalog systematical
ly all cases, however, including those of odd rank, the two
dimensional possibilities will not provide us with enough 
"building blocks," since we will need to use the first odd
dimensional case, namely, the case of three space dimen
sions. This will be the subject of a forthcoming paper. 
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~e show, wi.thin the.framework of classical conservative system mechanics, that there exist local 
dlffeo~orphlsms whlch connect Hamiltonians of different potentials. Thus, solutions for a given 
potentlal may be transformed into solutions for a different potential. Most ofthese results can be 
extended to quantum mechanics. 

PACS numbers: 03.20. + i, 03.65.Sq, 95.1O.Eg 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In 1941 Schrodinger' transformed the radial part of the 
Schrodinger equation for s identical one-dimensional oscilla
tors into the radial equation for the Kepler problem. Subse
quently, this equivalence was rediscovered by Dulock and 
McIntosh2 and Rockmore. 3 It is, of course, well known that 
the harmonic oscillator and the Kepler problem are the only 
central fields in which all bound orbits are closed and that, 
furthermore, these orbits are ellipses.4 In this light the above 
equivalence is not too surprising. It is much more interest
ing, however, to realize that this type of equivalence is not 
restricted to these two potentials. 

We examined the situation within the framework of 
classical mechanics (conservative systems) and found, in the 
one-dimensional case, two types of transformations, while, 
in the two-dimensional case, we found only one type. These 
transformations are, in general, local diffeomorphisms gen
erated by the potential function itself. They transform a giv
en Hamiltonian into a new Hamiltonian with a new potential 
function, and consequently they can be used to transform 
solutions of one problem into solutions of another problem 
(e. g., orbits of one potential into orbits of another). Unfortu
nately, one cannot transform a given potential into any oth
er; in fact there are severe constraints restricting the 
equivalences. 

Apart from the rather obvious applications in classical 
and quantum mechanics our results may be of interest to 
mathematicians in the area of "differentiable dynamics'" in 
connection with the so-called "equivalence problem." 
Loosely speaking, the problem deals with effective ways of 
analyzing dynamical systems so as to decide whether two 
such systems are in a certain sense equivalent.° Specifically, 
one is concerned with one-to-one mappings of a phase flow 
into another. These mappings may be linearautomorphisms, 
difJeomorphisms, and homeomorphisms, connecting systems 
(phase flows) which are respectively linearly equivalent, dif
ferentiably equivalent, and topologically equivalent.',7 The 
mappings considered here are a very special kind of diffeo
morphism, say g, such that if H = K + V, then g*K = K, 
and g*UJ = UJ, where H is the Hamiltonian, K the kinetic and 
V the potential energy terms, while UJ is a certain differential 
I-form. Leaving the kinetic energy term(s) form-invariant 
makes the physical identification of the new (transformed) 
system simple. The invariance of UJ is necessary in order for 

solutions to transform correctly. Because our systems are 
much more than simply differentiably equivalent, we would 
like to propose the term difJerentiably *-equivalent for such 
systems. In Sec. II we deal with the one-dimensional case 
and work out briefly three examples (one involving the WKB 
approximation). In Sec. III we deal with the two-dimension
al (planar) case. 

II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 

We adopt the following terminology and notation4
.,: 

Configuration space is a smooth n-dimensional manifold M 
(in this section n = I). Phase space is the cotangent bundle 
T*M. T*M has a natural symplectic structure, viz., the 2-
form dUJ' = I-;dy, I\dx;, where they; are the canonical mo
menta and thex; the canonical coordinates. Together, the 2n 
numbers y;, x; form a collection oflocal coordinates for 
points in T*M. The Hamiltonian H is a function on T*M. 
Since for all our cases H is equal to the total energy E, we use 
the letter H for both throughout. 

Consider the Hamiltonian 

H = y2 + au(x), (1 ) 

where we let the mass m = !; a is the coupling constant, and 
u(x) the potential. We assume, for simplicity, that u(x) is a 
nonnegative function of x; the theory can be modified to take 
into account changes of sign of u(x). 

We rewrite (1) as 

y2 H 
-a=-----

u(x) u(x) 

If we now define the transformation g by 

y= ±yl[u(x))'!2, 

H= -a, 

x=x(x), 

we obtain a new Hamiltonian Ii given by 

Ii = y2 + au(X'), 

where 

au(x) = - H lu(x). 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

We can complete the definition of g in two different ways, 
which we shall refer to as type A and type B transformations. 

Type A: We require that the form 

UJ A ydx=Ydx. (7) 
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Form CU A is called Poincare's relative integral invariant. 
Equations (2) and (7) imply 

dx = ± [u(x)] 112 dx, (8) 

or 

(9) 

As a consequence of (7) we have for the abbreviated action 

s= fYdx= fjdX=S, 

where 

as 
aH = t - to' 

Also if we introduce the action variable I, we have 

(10) 

(11) 

Equation (11) is particularly useful for the calculation of ei
genvalues of a quantum mechanical system in the WKB 
approximation. 

It follows from Eq. (7) that 

dcuA = dy I\dx = dj I\dx, (12) 

and so type A transformations are local symplectic diffeo
morphisms (canonical transformations). 

Type B: In this case we require that the form 

dx dx 
CUB==- = -. (13) 

Y j 
Form CUB = Uf. Equations (2) and (13) imply 

or 

d - dx 
X= ± 

[u(x)] 112 ' 

x = ± f __ d_x __ 
[u(x)] 1/2 

As a consequence of (13) we have 

f :x = f ~, 
and hence x(t )<E--+x(i} It also follows from Eq. (13) that 

(14) 

( 15) 

(16) 

dcuB = - (l/y2)dy1\ dx = - (l/r)djl\dx. (17) 

Clearly, type B transformations are local diffeomorphisms 
but not canonical transformations. 

We remark that had we allowed x = x(y,x) instead of 
(4), requirements (7) and (13) would have forced us back to 
(4). Thus it is clear that we always map phase portraits which 
are symmetric about thex axis into phase portraits which are 
symmetric about the x axis. The complexity of the mapping 
depends on the behavior of the potential u(x). If the potential 
generating the transformation is a simple power, u(x) = x a

, 

then the new potential 

u(X)o::x-2a/la+2), a=/:- - 2, for type A, (18) 

while 

u(X) 0:: X - 2a/12 - a), a=/:- 2, for type B. (19) 
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We wish to emphasize, however, that the potentials 
need not be restricted to single terms or algebraic functions. 
In fact let us consider a generalization of Hamiltonian (1) 

Proceeding as before, we have for either type of 
transformation 

y2 
-a·= --

J uj(x) 

and hence 

- ;-:2 - - u, [x(X)] 
H = y + ajuj(i) + 2: a i ---

'¥-j uj [x(X)] 

(20) 

(21) 

Any term in the potential energy of Hamiltonian (20) may be 
used to generate two transformations (type A or B); but now 
this process may be continued using a different potential 
term from the resulting H to generate another transforma
tion (of the same type), and so on. However it is easy to show, 
for the case where the U i are powers, that these sequences of 
transformations ultimately lead us back to the original H. 

As an example, consider the case where the potential 
energy in (20) is v = alul(x) + a2u2(x) = alx" + a2xb, 
a l =/:-a2' a,b =/:- - 2. Using a shorthand notation for v and 

the resulting potential energies, along with arrows to indi
cate the terms generating the transformations, we have, for a 
type A sequence, 

u:x - 2a/la + 2), x21b - a)/Ia + 2) 

-- _ 2b /Ib + 2) X- - 21b - a)llb + 2) 
llX , 

It is obvious from the sequence above that *-equivalence 
relations are actually equivalence relations, i. e., that 

We give now three examples in order to illustrate these 
ideas. 

Example 1: This is the "one-dimensional Kepler 
problem"g 

H = y2 + a/lxl. (22) 

Under a type A transformation we have from (2) and (9) 

(23) 

where we set the integration constant to zero. Equations (3), 
(5), and (6) give us 

H= -a, a= -H/4. 

Evaluating § for H> 0, a> 0, we obtain 

PeterColias 
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and from (11) we have the action variable 

I = Ii /2(a)112. 

(26) 

(27) 

We can transform now S-+S and 1-+1, for the case H < 0, 
a < 0, by direct substitution of(23) and (25) into (26) and (27). 
We obtain 

S= <Ialx -IHlx2)1/2 + _la_l_sin-l[( xlHI )112] 
IHlll2 lal 

(28) 

and 

(29) 

Equations (28) and (29) are what one would obtain by per
forming the integrations 

S = fY dx and 1= (1I21T)fy dx. 

The equations of motion may be obtained from (26) and (28) 
using 

as 
ali 

- -= t - to, 
as 
- = t- to, aH (30) 

respectively. 
Under a type B transformation we have from (2) and 

(15) 

y2 = Ixly2, Ixl = 1x2l3, (31) 

and so this time Hamiltonian of (22) is *-equivalent to 

Ii = r + ax213
, (32) 

where 

H= -a, a= -~H. (33) 

Using (28) and (30), we can obtain t = t (x) for u(x) = 1I1xl, 
H < 0, a < 0; then by substitution of (31) and (33) we can 

FIG. I. Phase space of Hamiltonian (22). Shown are representative curves 
from the three families (a) H> 0, a> 0, (b) H> 0, a < 0, and (c) H < 0, a < O. 
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FIG. 2. Phase space of Hamiltonian (24), i. e., image of T*M (Fig. 1) under 
the mapping (23). 

obtain t = t (i) for u(i) = x2/3, and Ii> 0, a > 0. Because in 
this example we cannot solve explicitly for x = x(t ), we shall 
not carry these calculations further (see, however, Example 
2). 

Before leaving this example, it is interesting to see how 
the various families of phase curves transform under type A 
and B mappings. In Fig. 1 we show the phase space T '" M of 
(22). We have included phase curves for the cases (a) H> 0, 
a >0, (b)H>O, a <0, and (c)H <0, a <0. In Fig. 2 we show 
how T'" M maps under the type A transformation (23), while 
in Fig. 3 we show how T * M maps under the type B transfor
mation (31). 

Example 2: Consider the Hamiltonian 

H = y2 + a/x2. (34) 

We define a local type A diffeomorphism as follows: 

r = x 2y2, (35) 

- IX dx - ° x = -, X~E, x~ , 
< x 

( .< dx 
X= - L ~' 

T*M 
y 

x<; - E, x<;O, 

(36) 

(37) 

FIG. 3. Phase space of Hamiltonian 132), i. e., image of T* M (Fig. I) under 
the mapping (31). 
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where, in both (36) and (37), E> O. Equations (36) and (37) 
give us 

Ixl = 10g(lxl/E), Ixl~E, 

or, equivalently, 

Ixl = Ee1xl • 

Therefore the Hamiltonian of (34) is .-equivalent to 

H = T + ae21xl , 

where 

H= -a, a= _E2H. 

For the case H < 0, a < 0 we have, using (40), 

S = LXy dx = (lale2X _ IH I) 112 - (Ial _ IH I> 1/2 

-IHI1I2tan-l( I~II e2x _Iy!2 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

+ IH II12tan -l( I~I - 1)112. (42) 
IHI 

Now let E = (a/H)1/2; then using (39) and (41) to transform 
(42) back to the unbarred variables, we obtain 

S = (HX2 - a)1I2 - a 1l2tan- I (Hx 2/a - 1)112. (43) 

Equation (43) is, of course, what we would have obtained by 
carrying out the integration 

i
x 

S= ydx, 
(a/H)'!> 

using Hamiltonian (34) with H> 0, a> O. 
For later use we shall obtain the equation of motion 

from (43). We find 

(44) 

Let us now perform the type B diffeomorphism generated by 
the potential u = l/x2 ofEq. (34). With appropriate choice 
of signs and constants we have 

T = x 2y2, Ixl = x 2/2. (45) 

Under this transformation the Hamiltonian of (34) is 
.-equivalent to 

H=T+alxl, (46) 

where 

H = - a, a = - 2H. (47) 

We choose H < 0, a < ° and obtain the equation of motion of 
(46) by direct integration of 

2t= -' - f dx 
y' 

we find, 

x = IH I/Ial + lali'2, (48) 

for x> O. Using (45), and (47) to transform (48) back to the 
unbarred variables, we obtain (with i' = t) the equation of 
motion (44). 

Example 3: As a final example we shall deduce the ener
gy eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian9,l0 

H = y2 + a/cosh2x, (49) 
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from those of its .-equivalent Hamiltonian 

H =T + atan2x, -1T/2 <x <1T/2, (50) 

using the WKB (quasiclassical) approximation of the Schro
dinger equation. 

For a type A diffeomorphism we have 

y 2 = y2cosh2x, 

X = ± f ~ = ± tan-I(sinhx), 
coshx 

or, equivalently, 

sinhx = ± tanX, - 1T /2 < x < 1T /2. 

Thus we write 

cosh2x = 1 + tan2x. 

(51) 

(52) 

We note that (51) and (52) map the entire phase portrait of 
(49) onto the strip - 1T/2 <x < 1T/2 of the (x,Yl plane. 

The identifications 

H=H-a, a= -H, (53) 

along with (51) and (52) transform (49) into (50). Now we 
evaluate 

- 1 f- - 2 i tan 
'Iii /12)'/2 

1= - y dx = - (H - atan2X)1I2 dx, 
21T 1T 0 

and obtain 

1= (H + a)I/2 ± (a)1I2. (54) 

The ( ± ) ambiguity arises because we had to continue 
around a logarithmic branch point in performing the inte
gration. At any rate, using the quantization rule 1= Ii(n + .!l 
and solving for H in (54), we obtain the energy eigenvalues in 
the WKB approximation for (50), 

En = H = 1i2(n + 1f ± 2(a)1I21i(n + 1)' (55) 

At this point the sign ambiguity is resolved; we have to 
choose the ( + ) sign since otherwise large a would give nega
tive En! 

Going back to (54) and substituting (53), we immediate
lyobtain 

1= lal Il2 ± IHI II2
, 

H<O, a<O, lal>IHI 

which gives us 

IH I = (I -lal l12f 
Finally the quantization rule I = Ii(n + 1) gives us 

En = - H = _1i2[ lalIl2/1i - (n + 1)]2, (56) 

which is the result obtained in Ref. 10 for this problem. 

III. TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE 

This is, of course, the central force problem. Because of 
angular momentum conservation, particle trajectories are 
planar and the configuration space M two-dimensional. We 
consider the Hamiltonian 

(57) 
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which takes a more familiar appearance with the identifica
tionsYI = p"Y2 = P", (the angular momentum), XI = r, 
Xl = tP, (m = !, and u(x tl>O again for simplicity). 

We rewrite (57) as 

Y; y~ 1l 
-a= -- + ---

u(x I) x~u(xtl u(x I) 

We define our diffeomorphism by 

YI = ±y/[u(xIllll2, Y21xI = ±Y2lx l [u(x l )] 112, 

H= -a, 

__ (_) H 
aux i = --

u(x[) 

furthermore, we require that the form [cf. Eq. (7)], 

OJ = YI dX I + Y2 dX2 = YI dXI + Y2 dX2' 

Equations (58) and (59) imply 

dXI = ± [U(X I )] 112 dx l , 

and 

Yz = dX2 = + XI [U(X I)] 1/2 = ± /3, 
Y2 dX2 - XI 

where f3 #0, a real constant. 

(58) 

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

This is a type A transformation. Type B is not possible 
because the conserved angular momentum term spoils 
things. 

In order to check the self-consistency of Eqs. (60) and 
(61), we eliminate [u(x I)J 1/2 between them, obtaining the dif
ferential equation 

dXI = + Xl f3. 
dX I - XI 

The solution of this equation is Xl = const X I ± (J. Substitut
ing this result back in (60), we find that 

u(x 1) o:xt 2(J - 2, 

therefore, things are consistent only for power potentials. 
We shall write the resulting *-equivalent Hamiltonian 

as 
-2 

H-"z + ~ + --(-I -YI -2 aux l , 

XI 

where, ifu(x l ) =x~, then 

u(XdO:X
I
- 2a/{Q+2J, a=/= - 2. 

(62) 

(63) 

We note that the potential u(xtl = x I- z cannot generate a 
transformation, since the diffeomorphism of Example 2 is 
inconsistent now. 

The generalization corresponding to Eqs. (20) and (21), 
with the subsequent comments, holds for the present case 
also. 

It follows from (59) that 

dOJ = dYIl\dx I + dyzl\dx2 = dYIl\dx l + dY2l\dxz, 

so again our mapping is a local canonical transformation. 
It is easy to show that the orbits x I = X I (x2) of system 

(57), do transform into the orbits XI = XdX2) of system (62). 
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From 

1 dX 1 YI=--
2 dt 

we obtain 

Y2 dX 1 4) YI=--' (6 xi dX2 

Substituting (64) into (57), we obtain a differential equation 
for the orbit, involving the potential u(x l ), 

y~ [ 1 (dX)Z ] H= -z -2 _I + I +au(xI!. 
XI XI dX2 

Now 

XI = XI(XI ) = XI [XI(X2)] = XI [XI !XZ(x2) J]; 

therefore, 

dX I dX I dXI dX2 
dX2 = dXI dxz dx2 ' 

and, using (60) and (61), we have 

dX I XI dXI -=--
dxz XI dX2 

(65) 

(66) 

Substituting (66) in (65) and using (58), we obtain the differ
ential equation for the orbit of the *-equivalent system, viz., 

H = ~ [-+ ( d~1 )2 + 1] + au(xI!. 
XI XI dX2 

Thus, for example, the Kepler conics 

-2yUa 
X l = , 

1 - (1 + 4y;H /a2)1/2cosx2 

under the transformation 

X I = xi 14, x2 = li2, 12 = Yz12, 

a = - ii, H = - 45, 

become the harmonic oscillator orbits II 

2~/ii 
x~ = --------,::-----

1 - (1 - 4a~/ii2)1/2cos2X2 

These orbits are also conics whose center is at the origin 
(XI =0).12 

. These ideas can easily be extended into quantum me
chanics. However, only the type A ditfeomorphisms can be 
done on the Schrodinger equation, since coordinate transfor
mations automatically induce canonical transformations in 
that framework. 
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We study singular spectral problems on Riemann surfaces and isospectral deformation equations 
connected with them. We show that for a given class of reductions all spectral problems on a given 
Riemann surface give rise to the same class of isospectral deformation equations. These 
isospectral deformation equations can be solved using the Riemann boundary value problem. All 
possess local conservation laws and Backlund transformations. 

PACS numbers: 03.40.Kf 

INTRODUCTION 

In this article we are trying to put together two different 
approaches to the so-called two-dimensional isospectral de
formation equations. 1-6 These are equations that are con
nected with a spectral, possibly singular, problem on a Rie
mann surface r for a linear differential operator with matrix 
function coefficients. This linear spectral problem can be 
written in its general form as 

d 
- (/> (x,A ) = U (x,A )(/> (x,A ), 
dx 

(0.1) 

where U (X,A ) is n X n matrix whose coefficients are rational 
functions of A with singularities at fixed points A ~ , ... ,A ~ of 
fixed multiplicities 'w .. ,' m' Sometimes the spectral problem 
(0.1) is considered in the so-called reduced form,5 when one 
imposes algebraic restrictions on (0.1). They may be of two 
types: (a) conditions are imposed on U (X,A ) for it to belong to 
a certain Lie algebra B of n X n matrices and (b) symmetry 
properties of eigenfunctions (/> (X,A ) of the form 
(/> (A )-G.(/> (r(A )) for nonsingular G connected with 
the transformation r(A ) of r, are generated, say, by a confor
mal transformation of C. 

In both reduced and nonreduced cases the spectral 
problem (0.1) gives rise to a large class of two-dimensional 
isospectral deformation equations according to the follow
ing two existing procedures. One of them generates a class of 
commuting Hamiltonians using the monodromy or scatter
ing matrix of (0.1). The most efficient approach in this direc
tion is connected with the factorized S-matrix method7

•
8 and 

Baxter technique9 and takes as a generating function for the 
isospectral deformation equations associated with (0.1) the 
quantities 

(0.2) 

for a fundamental solution (/> (x,xo,A ) of (0.1) with norming 
condition (/> (xo,xo,A ) = [. Along these lines one expands the 
quantities like (a /aA )log tr(/> (x,xo,A ) at some point A = ..1,0 
(usually, ..1,0 = 0 or 00 ) and gets an infinite family of Hamilto
nians generating two dimensional completely integrable sys-

"Present address: Department of Mathematics, Columbia University, New 
York. N.Y. 10027. 

tems. 10 In the usual case of the regular spectral problem (D. 1 ), 
when U(x,A )hasasimplepoleon 00, U(x,A ) = A.r{' + U, this 
infinite family of two-dimensional systems possesses a so 
called "Lax representation". 3.6 In other words, there are two 
linear spectral problems, the consistency condition of which 
defines a two-dimensional nonlinear equation. This is the 
second method for introduction of two-dimensional isospec
tral deformation equations, extensively discussed in.2.3.5.6.11 
In its most general setting this approach to two-dimensional 
equations means that one adds a new variable t and considers 
simultaneously two linear spectral problems for (/> (A ) on r: 
one, the main, is (0.1) and the second, called auxiliary, is of 
the form 

d - (/> (x,t,A ) = V(x,t,A ) (/> (x,t,A ) 
dt 

(0.3) 

for V(x,t,A ) being a rational function of A or r with poles at 
A ~', ... ,A ~, of multiplicities ,; , ... ,r;" •. The potential U (A ) is 
now a function of x and t and the consistency condition of 
(0.1) and (0.3) takes the form of a two-dimensional system of 
equations: 

!!.- U(x,t,A) - ~ V(x,t,A) + [U(x,t,A ),v(x,t,A)] 
dt dx 

= O. (0.4) 

The equation (0.4) should be understood as a system of 
A-independent equations on residues of U (x,t,A ) at A = A ? 
and on residues of V(x,t,A ) at A = A ?'. Naturally, systems 
(0.4) are characterized by (i) positions and multiplicities of 
singularities of both V (A ) and U (A ); (ii) their reductions, i.e., 
the algebraic restrictions on U (A ), V (A ), and symmetries of 
(/> (x,t,A ). 

These two approaches, one based solely on the spectral 
problem (0.1) and another one requiring two spectral prob
lems (0.1) and (0.3) are indeed connected. Moreover, what we 
are trying to show, is the equivalence of both of them. N ame
ly, there is no single spectral problem (0.1), and all of the 
equations (0.4) are, in fact, commuting Hamiltonians (within 
the same class of reductions and the same definition of Pois
son brackets, naturally). We claim that for a fixed Riemann 
surface r and for a fixed class of reductions, one can consider 
all two-dimensional isospectral deformation equations ei-
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ther arising from (0.2), or written in the form (0.4) as com
muting dynamical flows. This point of view has been in a 
different form emphasized in our earlier paper. 12 

I. COMMUTATIVITY OF DIFFERENT SPECTRAL 
PROBLEMS 

The fact that different spectral problems (0.1) give rise 
to the same class of two-dimensional isospectral deforma
tion equations can be illustrated on several known examples. 
For this we need some convention on the notations. From 
our point of view the variable x in (0.1) or the variable t in 
(0.3) is attached to the singularity data 

(
A ~ , ... ,A~) 

rl,···,rm 

If m = 1 this variable is denoted at ta,r corresponding to a 
pole A = a of multiplicity r. The classical inverse scattering 
problem (0.1) takes the form 

a 
--~A = (A.at + U)~A' (1.1) 
at",,1 
The function ~). has only one essential singularity on 

pet at A = OCJ, where the leading irregular part of ~A is 
exp (A.at('",I)' Moreover, following l3 one considers instead 
of (1.1) a more general family of commuting spectral prob
lems, where the variable t",,1 depends on a diagonal matrix 

.at:t", ,1 = t"""y,l: 

a 
---~). = (keY + U)~A' 
atoe,,,y,1 

(1.2) 

For example, one can consider two-dimensional equa
tions of the form (0.4) that are consistency conditions of two 
linear problems (1.2) with different .at and .r/'. Another 
spectral problem that can be considered as commuting with 
(1.1) or (1.2) arises when one allows an irregular singularity 
of higher rank at A = 00 of ~ A : 

~A -exp(A.eYt"",y,1 + A 2/!lJ t ooJJ ,2 

+"'+AkCt""C,k)[H+O(A -I)] 

aU = 00. One gets~). in (1.1), (1.2) from this general ~A' if 
one fixes t co.A ,j for i>2. The linear problem corresponding to 
this general structure of ~ A at A = OCJ is of the form 

a k-I 
-- ~A = (A kC + L UocJAj)~A' (1.3) 
at""c,k j~O 

For example, one can write consistency conditions for 
linear problems (1.2) and (1.3) as two-dimensional linear 
equations on coefficients of U and U 00, j :j = 0, ... ,k - 1. 
These two-dimensional equations are naturally associated 
with the expansion of the monodromy matrix (0.2) of the 
linear problem (1.2) at A = OCJ. The consistency conditions 
for (1.2) and (1.3) generate the famous two-dimensional 
equations solvable via the inverse scattering technique 
(IST).2,6 The most known example is the case of n = 2 and 
.at = 0'3' Then from (1.2) and (1.3) one gets the nonlinear 
Schrodinger equation, modified KdV equation, and their 
higher analogs. However, since all spectral problems (1.2), 
(1.3) are consistent, we can compose two of the linear prob
lems (1.3) with different C 'sand k 's. For example, for k>2, C 
may be taken as H. In this case we obtain the so called Gel: 
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fand-Dikij equations3 having Lax pair representation and 
canonical Hamiltonian structure. These equations, howev
er, should be considered as commuting with ordinary iso
spectral deformation equations arising from (1.2). Indeed, 
since we don't have a distinguished variable t or x and all our 
variables commute, 14 all two-dimensional nonlinear equa
tions arising as consistency conditions of (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3) 
are commuting. From this point of view a single linear prob
lem (1.1) itself generates all the higher Gel'fand-Dikij equa
tions in the sense that these equations arise as conservation 
laws for Hamiltonians generated by an expansion of the scat
tering matrix (1.1). 

Example 1.4: This example deals with the higher KdV 
equations from. 1-3 The nth KdV equation can be written in a 
canonical way as,3 

a [) 
U, = --Rn [u], 

.. ax [)U 
(1.5) 

so to = x and Rn [u] is a polynomial in u. u'. u" ..... U I2n 
- I) 

and in (1.5) one puts U1ml = am/axmu. However, from our 
point of view, when all variables are equal, u lml is not neces
sarily am /axmu. In other words we can introduce the KdV 
equation of the type (n l .n2 ) in the following way. If 

a 0 R [] R ' ( , 12n - II) - - n U = n U,U , ... ,u 
ax ou 

and 

ak
, , , 12n _ k _ II 

-R n = R nk(U,U , ... ,U ). 
aXk ' 

then (n l,n2)th KdV in (y,t) variables can be written as 
- R' ( , 12n, - II) - R' (u 12n, Cc II) U t - n

l 
U,U ,o •. ,U , uy - "2 , ••• ,u , 

(U'), = Rn,.1 (U,U', ... ), (U')y = Rn,.1 (U,U' ... ·), .. · . 

This is the system of2n' - 1 = 2 min (n "n 2 1 - 1 equa
tions on u,u', ... ,u 12n' - II variables. 

So far we considered only analytic properties of CPA at 
A = 00. However one can consider ~A as multivalued func
tion on the whole rwith the structure of regular and irregu
lar singularities governed by monodromy matrices exponen
tial matrices and Stokes multipliers. 12

•
15 For example, one 

can consider an expansion of the scattering matrix for (1.1) at 
A = 0 or at any other point A = a =I 00. This way we obtain a 
new spectral problem 

d U 
-CPA = 0.1 cP 
dt --;- A 

() /l, 

(1.6) 

or 

( 1.7) 

Equation (1.7) corresponds to the case, when ~ A has an 
essential singularity atA = a. If one considers the consisten
cy conditions (0.4) for two linear problems (1.1) and (1.5) one 
gets an interesting class of two-dimensional isospectral de
formation equations, generalizing sine-Gordon equation, 

Example 1.8: The two-dimensional Toda lattice (which 
includes sine-Gordon equation) arises as the consistency 
condition ofEq. (1.5) and (1.1), if one imposes certain reduc-
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tions on </>". These reductions are the following: 

C 
,.1,0 

~}, a 0 U 2A 
-</>,,= 
ax ;. 

00 Un 

(1.9) 

~o 
0 0 

D~' a 1 VI 0 0 
-</>" = at A '" 

V" 0 0 Vn _ 1 

The equation of consistency (1.9) is equivalent to the 
two-dimensional Toda lattice. 

Along the same lines one can consider consistency con
ditions of the form (0.4) for (1.1) and (1.7). The corresponding 
equation has the form 

a
J 

Uoo.1 + [d,Ua ] = 0, 
ta 

a 
-- Ua I + [a.of + V".I>Ua.1 ] = 0, (1.10) at 00 •. '/ • 

where .01 is ta - independent. 
The system (1.10) contains, in particular, different ver

sions ofthe two-dimensional Toda lattice. Naturally, instead 
of combining (1.7) with (1.1) one can combine two of the 
equations (1.7) with different a's: 

(1.11) 

for ai' a2 EC, a l ¥=a 2 • The eigenfunctions </>" satisfying (1.10) 
have in general two irregular singularities of the rank one at 
A=a

"
A=a2 • 

The consistency condition (0.4) for (1.11) has the 
formS-If> of principal chiral field equations 

~ U = [U U ] (1.12) 
d a, a,' a, ' 

ta , a l -a2 

~U =---[U U ] 
d 

a, a,' a, . 
ta , a l - a2 

In particular, different reductions of (1.12) contain dif
ferent principal chiral field models and different nonlinear 
a-models for different matrix Lie algebras. In order to write 
them in a more familiar form, 4.16 usually the following repre
sentation for the potentials Ua, is used 

U a -I = -g.g 
a, J ta , 

(1.13) 

From our point of view, when variables corresponding 
to different singularity data are treated in the same way, the 
system of nonlinear equations (1.10) is considered as the dyn
amical flow commuting with (1.12). Namely, (1.10) defines a 
conservation law for (1.12), if ta = ta" the Hamiltonian de
pends on derivatives with respect to to and time variables are 
(",._1.1 and ta,' 

The list of examples can be continued, e.g., our discus
sion shows how a-model or principal chiral field equations 
(1.12) are connected through the linear problem (1.1) with 
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equations of sine-Gordon type and, simultaneously, with 
higher-order KdV -type equations. The reason for this con
nection, as we see it, is the observation that two-dimensional 
isospectral deformation equations arising from a given linear 
spectral problem [say (1.7)] are connected with another lin
ear spectral problem [say (1.11)] and, as the result, can be 
derived from entirely different spectral problems as, e.g., 
nonsingular spectral problem (1.1). 

II. BACKLUND TRANSFORMATIONS VIA GAUGE 
TRANSFORMATIONS 

The examples examined in Sec. 1 show that relations 
between different two-dimensional isospectral deformation 
equations are given by relations between different linear 
problems, when there exist common eigenfunctions </>" of 
different spectral problems with different structure of singu
larities. To certain extent it is wrong to say that linear spec
tral problem (0.1) determines the structure of singularities of 
</> (A ). Namely, eigenfunctions </> (A )of(O.I)shouldbeconsid
ered up to a generalized gauge transformations 
</> (A )~G (A )'</> (A )·C (A ). This gauge transformation may 
change the structure of singularities of </> (A ) and the struc
ture of potential U (A ) in (0.1). For example, in the case of 
linear problem (1.1), (1.2), or (1.3) one has essential singulari
ties of </>" at A = 00 of different ranks: for (1.1) and (1.2) of 
rank 1; for (1.3) of rank k. Nevertheless </>" in (1.2) and </>" in 
(1.3) are essentially the same, since in order to get from ca
nonical<P,( in (1.2): 

</>" = D(A )exp(Adt",._/., L (2.1) 

[whereD(A )isanalyticatA = oo]thecanonical<P~ for (1.3), 
one should multiply </>" in (2.1) by t oc ._,/.1 -independent quan
tity exp (A kCt oo,C.k + ... \ and to take into account t oc .C •• de
pendence of D (A ). In other words, in order to pass from one 
spectral problem (0.1) to another, one performs a gauge 
transformation of eigenfunctions. This way we are able to 
establish relations between different isospectral deformation 
equations and to show that, basically, within a given class of 
reductions all two-dimensional isospectral deformation 
equations arise from a single spectral problem. These gauge 
transformations of solutions of (0.1) can be at the same time 
used for construction of Backlund transformations for iso
spectral deformation equations. For this we apply those 
gauge transformations of solutions of (0.1) that do not 
change the structure of singularities of U (x,A ). We can call 
this gauge transformation self-Backlund transformation. In 
particular, these self-Backlund transformations generate lo
cal conservation laws for isospectral deformation equations. 
If one considers a system with reduction, then there again 
are self-Backlund transformations that are compatible with 
reduction. They furnish Backlund transformations for re
duced isospectral deformation equations. 

We are going to describe the effect of gauge transforma
tion on eigenfunctions. The gauge transformations we con
sider are usually A-dependent. By a gauge transformation we 
understand a transformation of eigenfunctions </> (A ) of (0.1) 
of the form 

(2.2) 

where G (A ) is x dependent nonsingular 11 X 11 matrix and 
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C (A. ) is x-independent n X n matrix. 
Multiplication by G (A. ) does change the form of(O.l) and 

new eigenfunction <P,(A. ) satisfies the following differential 
equation: 

(2.3) 

where 

U,(x,A.) = G (A. )U(x,A.)G (A. )-' + Gx(A.)G (A. )-1. (2.4) 

For A. independent transformation G (A. ) (2.2) is an ordi
nary gauge transformation.4

.'6 Naturally, for A.-dependent 
G (A. ) the transformation (2.2) changes the singularities of 
(0.1). The most important class of A.-dependent gauge trans
formation (2.2) is the class of transformations that single out 
irregular singularities of <P (A. ). For this we use a very simple 
boundary value problem in the following fashion. 

Lemma 2.5: Let <P (A. ) be a matrix valued function being 
an analytic function of A. on a Riemann surface reverywhere 
but at points A. = A. ~ , ... ,A. ~, where <P (A. ) have essential or 
apparent singularities. Then for any A. 7 there exists a nonsin
gular matrix Gi (A. ) regular in the neighborhood of A. = A. 7 
such that the function 

(2.6) 

is analytic everywhere on r but at A. = A. 7. 
Proof: We consider the Riemann boundary value prob

lem on r taking for a closed curve.d a small circle around 
A. 7. Then we formulate the Riemann boundary value prob
lem in the following form: 

(2.7) 

where rP + (A. ) is regular outside of.d and rP _ (A. ) is regular 
inside .d. If problem (2.7) is a regular Riemann boundary 
value problem without zeroes, 17 then the solution 
rP_(A.) = Gi(A.) of(2.7) is unique up to a norming 

<PI(A.O) = ][ (2.8) 

for an arbitrary A.o different from! A. 7 I. 
Remark 2.9: One can consider the Riemann boundary 

value problem (2.7) with zeroes. 17 This corresponds to the 
case when only essential singularities of <P (A. ) different from 
A. 7 are cancelled, while poles are preserved. In physical lan
guage this corresponds to solutions with a soliton part, since 
poles of<P (A. ) that provide no contribution to the poles of U (A. ) 
are usually associated with the soliton part. 

Lemma 2.5 shows that, starting from a singular spectral 
problem with several singularities, one can always reduce it 
to a spectral problem with eigenfunction having only one 
singularity. Namely, let us assume that <P (A. ) satisfies equa
tion (0.1), where<P (A. ) has singularities at A. = A. 7: i = l, ... ,m, 
that are the singularities of UtA. ). We perform the gauge 
transformation (2.6) satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2.5. 
Then the eigenfunctions <Pi (A ) satisfy a linear differential 
equation 

d<P(A. ) -j;- = Ui(x,A. )<Pi(A. ) (2.10) 

with Ui(x,A.) = Gi(A. )U(x,A. )Gi(A. )-1 + Gix(A. )Gi(A. )-1. 
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Since <Pi (A. ) is regular everywhere but at A. = A. 7 the 
function Ui (X,A. ) is regular everywhere but at A. = A. 7. More
over, since Gi (A. ) is analytic (i.e., invertible) at A. = A. 7, the 
structure and mUltiplicity of singularity of Ui(x,A. ) at A. = A. 7 
is the same as that of U (x,A. ) at A. = A. 7. 

Consequently, using Lemma 2.5, one reduces an arbi
trary spectral problem (0.1) with m singularities on a Rie
mann surface r to m separate spectral problems on r, each 
having only one singularity. Relations between these spec
tral problems are given by gauge transformations deter
mined by the Riemann boundary value problem. 

Moreover, we can proceed further and obtain gauge 
transformations that relate spectral problems (2.10) having 
one fixed singularity but of different rmks. For this one 
writes U;(A. ) in the form 

Ui(A.) = ± UiJ(A. - A. 7) -j, (2.11) 
j=O 

for A.--A. 7. First one performs a gauge transformation that 
reduces Ui,r; to its normal form. This way the leading part of 
irregular singularity is obtained. Let Ci be a normal form of 
Ui •r" which we assume to be a diagonal matrix with distinct 
entries (this is the so called nonreduced case). Let Ui •r, 

= MiCiM i- I. We apply to <Pi (A. ) a gauge transformation 

<Pi(A. ) __ <P ; (A. ) = Mi <Pi (A. ), 

which is a A.-independent gauge transformation. In this case 
there is a canonical eigenfunction <Pi(A. ) whose form as 
A. __ A. 7 is the following: 

<P ;(A. ) = Di(A.) exp I , [
ex ] 

(A. - A. 7(' 
(2.12) 

where Di(A. ) has essential singularity at A. = A. 7 of rank less 
than r i • Naturally, we change a variable x corresponding to 
Ci by a system of variables xc;,! arising from Ci 

= diag(Ci,l:! = 1, ... ,n). The function Di (A. ), which is a gauge 
transformation of <P ;(A. ) [and so of <Pi (A. )], satisfies now Eq. 
(2.10) with U ; (A. ) instead of Ui (A. ) and having in its expansion 
(2.11) at A. = A. 7 a pole of order at most ri - 1 now. This way 
we reduce spectral problem (2.10) to a problem with a simple 
pole only. In the process of this reduction one sees that the 
role of external variable x can be played by an arbitrary sys
tem of spectral data built from: (a) positions of points A. = A. 7 
on r; (b) diagonal matrices Ci characterizing normal forms 
of exponential matrices of regular singularities at A. = A. 7. 
These data are usually referred to in isomonodromy defor
mation theory I3.15.18,19 as varying monodromy data ofa Rie
mann module. 

III. "DRESSING OF THE VACUUM" 

Let us show now how one can combine eigenfunctions 
corresponding to different varying monodromy data into a 
single eigenfunction. We explained above how a spectral 
problem with several singularities can be decoupled into sev
eral singular spectral problems each having only one singu
larity. Here we perform the opposite operation and show 
how a single gauge transformation can be simultaneously 
applied to several spectral problems. 
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Lemma 3.1: Let tPi (A. ) be solutions of m spectral 
problems 

..!!:....- tPi(A.) = UM )tPM), (3.2) 
dt i 

where Ui(A. ) have singularity on r only at A. = A. ~ and ti 
correspond to A. ?, i = 1, ... ,m. LetA. ~ , ... ".\. ~ be all distinct on 
r. Then there is an eigenfunction tP (A. ) regular everywhere 
but at A. = A. ? and having in the neighborhood of A. = A. ? the 
form 

(3.3) 

where G;(A. ) is analytic at A. = A. ?, i = 1, ... ,m. In other words 
tP (A. )isasimultaneousgaugetransformationofall tPi(A. ). The 
function tP (A. ) satisfies linear differential equations 

dtPd(A.) = ~(A.)tP (A.), i = 1, ... ,m. 
ti 

(3.4) 

Proof One considers (3.2) as a Riemann boundary value 
problem on r for a system of m closed curves.:1 i being small 
circles around distinct points A. ~, i = 1, ... ,m. Each of the 
equations (3.3) is considered on.:1; only, where tP (A. ) is taken 
to be a regular function outside of all.:1 i' while each ~ (A. ) is 
analytic inside .:1 j' 

Corollary 3.5: Let us assume in the conditions of 
Lemma 3.1 that all functions U; (A. ) are arbitrary t; dependent 
functions, that are tj independent for allj#i. Then the func
tion tP (A. ) satisfies Eq. (3.3) with Vi (A. ) having a singularity 
only at A. = A. ? and of the same structure and multiplicity as 
Vi (A. ). 

In particular, from Corollary 3.4 it follows that simple 
solutions of arbitrary isospectral deformation Eq. (0.4) can 
be constructed starting with arbitrary t independent U (x".\. ) 
and arbitrary x independent V(t".\. ). Similar construction was 
proposed in Refs. 5 and 16. It was called the "dressing of the 
vacuum." We see, however, that not only vacuum can be 
"dressed" but the Riemann boundary value problem allows 
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us to write down a general solution for an arbitrary isospec
tral deformation equation that depends on a proper number 
of initial data. This work was supported in part by the Office 
of Naval Research. 
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Inverse problem for the reduced wave equation with fixed incident wave. II 
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The reduced wave equation Au + k 2n2(x)u = 0 for x in R 3 is considered where [n2 - 1] is a real 
function of compact support given by the domain D. Sources outside D produce an incident field 
u i (satisfying the equation with n=1 for all x). This generates a scattered field u S(x,n) satisfying 
the reduced wave equation and the radiation condition. The scattered field is measured at a set of 
points! Xj Jf~ 1 outside D. If n. is a known quantity for which uS(x,n. ) can be computed, the 
inverse problem considered here, consists of solving the nonlinear system offunctional equations 
uS(xj,n) - uS(xj,n.) = bj,j = 1,2, ... ,Nfor an n(x) such that f D(n2 - n~ )2W dx is minimized. With 
restrictions on the data set [bj Jf~ 1 , a unique solution can be generated in a certain ball by 
iterating a system of nonlinear integral equations. It is shown that nIx), with less stringent 
conditions than that of continuity, may be treated. 

PACS numbers: 03.40.Kf 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The inverse problem for the reduced wave equation 

Au + k 2n2(x)u = 0, xER 3 (I) 

associated with time dependence exp( - iwt ) was examined 1 

for the case where the measurements of the scattered field US 

(produced by an incident field u i generated by a fixed source) 
were obtained at a finite number of points [xj Jf~ l' The in
dex of refraction n(x) was taken to be a real continuous func
tion equal to unity outside some bounded region Do con
tained in a compact domain D (representing the scattering 
object). With n. (x) representing in a priori estimate of nIx) 
and with 

v(x) = n2(x) - I (2) 

the set of scattered field measurements at the points [xj J f~ 1 

outside D was represented by the system of N nonlinear 
equations with unknown v{x), 

u(xj)-u.(xj)=bj, j=I,2, ... ,N. (3) 

The complex numbers bj correspond to the difference of the 
measured values of the total field u(xj ) = u(Xj'v) [associated 
with the unknown value of nIx) or v(x)] and the calculated 
values ofthe total field u. (Xj) = u(xj,v.) [associated with the 
index of refraction n. (x)]. 

Here the results of the previous work,l henceforth 
known as Part I will be extended as follows. 

We shall seek the solution nIx) ofEqs. (I) and (3) that is 
closest to the a priori estimated value n. (x) and that lies in a 
certain domain of function space (to be specified later). Ex
plicitly we shall impose the condition 

(4) 

where W is some continuous positive weight function 
bounded from zero. A very simple approximate version of 
this was employed in Part I (with Wtaken to be lu.1 4

). The 
condition will give us the desired uniqueness result. 

We will also enlarge the class offunctions to which nIx) 
belongs by removing the continuity restriction given by as
sumption (i) of Part I and replace it by 

(i') n(x) is real, bounded and is continuous everywhere 
except for a finite number of piecewise continuous surfaces 
across which nIx) is discontinuous. 

With this extension, condition (ii) of Part I may be sim
plified by taking Do = D. [In Part I, Do was taken to be inside 
D so that a factor l1(X) could be added to expressions (24) and 
(25) of Part I so as to yield a solution v(x) which vanishes on 
the boundary of D and thus is continuous across the 
boundary.] 

It should be noted that with the introduction of the 
discontinuities on nIx) the solution ofEq. (I) will still be 
required to be C 1 function everywhere except possibly at the 
source points of the incident field. 

The a priori value n. (x) will now satisfy condition (i'). 
The additional assumption (iii) that was imposed on it in Part 
I will be modified. In place of it we take 

(iii) n. is such that the Green'sfunction G (x,y,v'Ll exists 
and the total field u. is bounded from zero for x in D. 

The nonsingular portion G arising from the decomposi
tion of the Green's function 

G (x,y,v.) = Go(x,y) + G (x,y,v. j, 
where 

Go(x,y) = eiklx-yl/41Tlx - yl, 
still satisfies the following integral equation given in Part I: 

G(x,y,v.) = k 21 Go(x,y'lG(y',y,v. )v.(y') dy'. 

From this one can deduce that G (x,y,v.) still has the proper
ty that the integral operator with kernal G (x,y,u.), maps 
squared integrable functions over jj into continuous functions 
over D. This fact will be used later in the proofs. 

2. REDUCTION OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM 

The procedure for reducing the inverse problem to a 
more tractable mathematical from is initially similar to that 
given in Part I. These initial steps are briefly described as 
follows. 

With the application of the Green's function the set of 
nonlinear functional equations involving the data has the 
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explicit form 

pi G(xj,y,v. )[v(y) - v. (y)]u(y,v) dy = bj , (5) 

withj = 1,2, ... ,N, and where the total field u(x,v) satisfies the 
integral equation 

u(x,v) = u(x,v.) + k 2 L G (x,y,v.) 

X [v( y) - v. (y) ]u( y,v) dy. (6) 

With the introduction of the real functions lP(x) and tP(x) 
through the relation 

[v(x) - v. (x)]u(x,v) = [lP (x) + i¢,(x)]lii. (x), (7) 

the complex nonlinear functional equations (5) reduce to the 
following system of 2N real linear function equations in lP 
and tP 

L H;(Y)lP(y)dy = j~leij L Hj(Y)tP(y) dy +B;. (8) 

withi = 1,2, ... ,2N. HereB; correspond totherealandimagi
nary parts of the data b; by the relation 

bj =Bj +iBj+N' j= 1,2, ... ,N, (9) 

and Hj corresponds in a similar manner to the real and 
imaginary parts of hj' where 

hj(Y) = k 2G(Xj ,y,v. )/ii(Y,v.), (10) 

with Xj corresponding to the points where the measurements 
were made. The numbers eij are related to the Kronecker 
delta 

e .. = {t>(i + NIi' i = 1,2, ... ,N, (11) 
I) _ 6«j + N\, i = N + 1, ... ,2N. 

By noting that nIx) and hence v(x) is a real quantity, 
integral equation (6) is decomposed to yield two real expres
sions. One expression relates lP and tP through a quadratic 
integral equation which is given by 

tP = S(tP,lP), 
(12) 

S(tP,lP) = ¢'(LltP - LRlP) + lP (LR t/J + L[lP), 

where L Rand L I are the real and imaginary parts of the 
integral operator with kernel 

k 2G (x,y,v. ) [u. (x)ii. (y)] -I, x,yeD. 

The second expression 

v(x) - v. (x) = lP (x)/Iux 12 [1 + LRlP - L[t/J], (13) 

relates v(x) to lP and tP and allows one to recoup the value of 
nIx) from knowledge of lP and t/J. 

The inverse problem thus is reduced to solving Eqs. (8) 
and (12) for lP and t/J subject to the constraint that the integral 
f D(V - v. )2W dx be minimized, and then recovering nIx) 
from Eq. (13). 

It should be noted that in Part I an approximate version 
of condition (4) was used. There Wwas taken to be lu.1 4 and 
the zeroth approximation (from a perturbation standpoint of 
view) was used for v-v. namely v-v. -lP /lu.1 2

, hence 
the condition that was employed was that f DlP 2 dx be 
minimized. 
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The first step in the solution of system (8), (12), and (4), is 
to solve Eq. (8) for lP in terms of t/J. The procedure that is used 
here is similar to that of Part I, but because of the employ
ment of a general weight function W some of the resulting 
expressions will be slightly different from that given in Part 
I. 

Assumption (iv) of Part I, namely: {H.J JJ~ I from a lin
early independent set, will be imposed. Hence define the ma
trix H = {H ij I whose coefficients are given by 

Hij = LH;(y}Hj(Y)WI-I(y)dY, (14) 

where 

WI = W /lu.l\ 
and let H = {Hij I be the inverse matrix 

HH = HH= 1. 

Then set 
2N _ 

t;(x) = I.. HijHj(x)/WI(x), 
j=1 

for i = 1,2, ... ,2N. 
The solution of system (8) is then given by 

lP(x) = C/> (x) + Kt/J + lP l(X), 

where 
2N 

C/>(x) = I..Bjtj(x), 
j= I 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

and lP 1 is an unknown function which is perpendicular to the 
space spanned by {Hj lJ~ I i.e., f DlP IHj dx = O. 

It should be noted that tj , C/>, and.1( differ from the 
corresponding terms t j , C/>M' and KM of Part I only in a 
factor WI' 

The advantage of the new form for these expressions is 
that we have the results 

LC/>lP lWI dy = 0, 

(21) 

L(Kt/J)lP 1 WI dy = 0, 

which will simplify some of the later analysis. From Eqs. (14) 
and (17) it can be seen that 

fl;(X}Hj(X) dx = 6ij' 

From this it can be shown that the second iterate ][(2 has the 
explicit form 

- K 2 t/J = Pt/J = j~/j(x)LHj(y)¢'(y) dy, 

were P is the projection operator on the subspace spanned by 
{tj J. It has the property that 

IIPllw = sup[ L(PU)2W1 dx/Lu
2
WI dx r12 

= 1, 

where the norm is that associated with the operator mapping 
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the space of squared integral functions with measure WI dx 
over jj into itself. When WI = 1, the norm is just the usual 
squared integral norm 11·112' 

It is thus seen that with WI = 1, II.K2112 = 1. However 
IIKIIz is not necessarily unity as was erroneously stated in the 
lemmas in Part I. The correct statement is that the spectral 
radius IIKIIsp = 1. The estimates given the Theorem 1 and 2 
of Part I are valid when IIKII2' 1. For the case IIKII2 > 1, the 
estimates have to be modified. However it should be pointed 
out that since the estimates on conditions for convergence 
are quite crude, the important fact is the demonstration of 
unique solution of the systems, and that nonlinear correction 
terms can be obtained to the linearized inverse problem. 

With expression (18) inserted fortp into Eq. (12) it is seen 
that the inverse problem now reduces to finding ¢ and tp 1 

satisfying the nonlinear integral equation (12) such that the 
integral given by expression (4) is minimized. 

More precisely, the resulting problem can be stated as 
follows, 

Problem P: Find the real valued functions ¢ and tp 1 that 
lie in the ball II¢11z + IItp 1112 < r (where the number r is to be 
determined so as to yield a unique solution) such that tp 1 is 
perpendicular to the space spanned by {Hj JJ~ I' and which 
satisfies the equation 

¢ = S(¢,(J> + K¢ + tp 1) (22) 

and minimizes the integral F, where 

F= ((v-v.fWdx= ((_tp_)2 Wldx, (23) 
JD JD 1 +p 

where WI is given by Eq. (15), and tp = cP + K¢ + tp \ and 

pIx) = LRep - L[¢. (24) 

Once tp 1 and I/! are known, v(x) is determined from Eqs. (13) 
and (18). 

The formal solution of this problem will be obtained in 
the next section. A rigorous treatment including the deter
mination of the value of r will be given in a later section for a 
simpler version of the problem (where the integral F is sim
plified by replacing the factor I + p by 1). 

3. SOLUTION OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM P 

The method of solving P is outlined as follows. It is seen 
that the solution of Eq. (22) yields I/! as a function of tp 1 and 
with the substitution of this solution in expression (23), the 
resulting form for Fbecomes a function of tp 1 only. Thus as a 
necessary condition for a minimum, stationary points or so
lutions of F(those points for which the first variation of of F 
with respect to otp 1 is zero) are sought. This in turn will yield 
an additional nonlinear equation involving I/! and tp 1 and 
combined with Eq. (22) will yield a coupled system of non lin
ear integral equations. The solution of these coupled equa
tions by the method of successive approximation is investi
gated. As a check to see if the stationary solution so obtained 
yields a minimum for F, the sign of the second variation of F 
with respect to titp 1 is examined at the stationary point. 

It may be deduced from Eq. (22) that as a function of tp 1 

the variation of I/! with respect to tp1 is given by 

til/! = I/!'tiep 1 = (I - Sif,)-IS<p ,titp \ (25) 
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where S'" and S<p 1 are the Frechet derivatives of 
S (I/!,CP + K¢ + tp 1) with respect to ¢ and tp \ respectively 
(treated as independent variables). These linear operators 
have the explicit form 

S<p,h = h{LRI/! +L['P) + (epL[ -I/!LR)h, (26) 

S",h = h (L[I/! - LR'P) + I/!(L[ - LRK)h 
+ (LR ¢ + L['P)Kh + tp (LR + L[K)h, (27) 

where tp is given by Eq. (18). 
It then follows from Eq. (13) and Eq. (18) that as a func

tion of tp 1 the variation of v with respect to tp 1 is given by 
ov = v'otp 1, where the linear operator v' is given by 

v' = 1 (I + K¢' - -tp- A) , (28) 
(1 +pJlu.1 2 1 +p 

with 

A =LR(I + KI/!') -L[I/!'. 

Finally, the first variation of F(ep 1) with respect to tp 1 is 
given by 

of = 21 W(v - v. )v'tiep 1 dx 

= 2 Ltitp lV*' [W(v - v.)] dx, (29) 

where the superscript star denotes the adjoint operator in the 
real Hilbert space with inner product (u,v) = fDu(x)v(x) dx. 

Since we consider only variations titp 1 which are per
pendicular to the subspace spanned by {~ lJ~ , , expression 
(29) can be written in the form 

of = 2 ititp l[ep 1 - R (I/!,tp 1)] WI dx, (30) 

with 

WIR (I/!,tpl) 

=tpWI[I-(l +p)-2] -¢"K*[tpW,(1 +p)-2] 

+ A*[tp 2WI (1 + p)-3]. 

The stationary solutions of F thus are given by 
_ 2N 

tp 1 _ R = 2:>jSj(X) 
j~' 

The constants cj are determined by using the condition 

(31) 

f Dtp lHj dx = 0, i = 1,2, ... ,2N. It follows that with P being 
the projection operator introduced earlier, 

Pu = j~/j(X)i~(Y)U(Y)dY, 
the stationary solutions of F are given by 

ep 1 = (I _ P)R (¢,ep 1), 

(32) 

(33) 

and the inverse problem P has been reduced to finding the 
solutions of the coupled equations (22) and (33). However 
since such solutions yield only stationary solutions of F, we 
need to impose an extra condition to select the stationary 
solution which yields a minimum of F. This is obtained by 
requiring the second variation of F with respect to titp \ 
namely ti 2F, to be positive at the stationary point. From Eq. 
(30) the second variation of Fis given by 
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a
2F= 2 Latp l[atp 1 - (RqolDtp 1 + RIb""Dtp 1) ]WI dx, 

where Rqo' and Rib are the Frechet derivatives of R with 
respect to tp 1 and", respectively (treated as independent var
iables). It follows that a sufficient condition for a 2F> 0 is 

(34) 
where the norms denote the norms of the operators mapping 
the space of square integral function, with measure WI dx 
over jj into itself. 

In order to examine the solution of the nonlinear system 
(22) and (33) consider the special case where the data {bi J 

(the difference between the measured calculated values) van
ishes identically, giving Bi = 0 for i = 1,2, ... ,N. From Eq. 
(19) this yields (/) (x)==O. It can be shown that if tp 1 and", are 
set zero, then the right-hand sides ofEqs. (22) and (33) van
ish. Thus a solution of the system is given by tp 1=="'==0. 
From Eq. (13) it follows that v-v. = 0, hence the solution 
is given by nIx) = n. (x). 

Of the many possible solutions of the nonlinear system 
we will be interested here only in the solution v(x) close to 
v. (x) such that the number 11"'112 + Iltp lib (or other suitable 
norms) is small. Hence we will be particularly interested in 
the solution of the nonlinear system (22) and (33) given by the 
method of successive approximations 

"'HI =S("'n,(/) + K"'n +tp~), 

tp * + I = (I - P)R ('" n ,tp * ) 
starting with the initial approximation 

"'0 = tp6 = O. 

However on physical grounds one would expect that in order 
for the method of successive approximations to converge the 
measured data corresponding to v must be close to the calcu
lated data corresponding to v.' i.e., the set (b i I is small in 
some sense. It was shown in Part I that the method of succes
sive approximations applied to the single equation 
'" = S (",,(/) + K",) with <p 1 = 0 converges if 

2 2N - 2 III(/) 112) = L BiHijBj<,p , 
iJ= I 

where the number P depends upon the norms of the opera
tors lK., L R' and L [. Hence for the case considered here we 
would expect a similar result, that II (/) 112 be sufficiently small. 
The rigorous verification of the method of succesive approxi
mations for Eq. (22) and (33) will not be pursued here. How
ever, in a later section a rigorous verification of the method 
of successive approximation applied to Eq. (22) and a simpler 
form ofEq. (33) is carried out with an estimate for the maxi
mum value of II(/) Ib being given. In the remaining work we 
will concentrate on the case WI = 1. 

4. FIRST-ORDER CORRECTION TO THE LINEARIZED 
SOLUTION OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM (for WI = 1) 

Because of the complicated nature of expression (31) the 
analytical version of any iterative scheme employed for solv
ing system (22) and (33) is in general not too useful. But under 
suitable approximations such schemes can lead to useful re
sults. In this connection it is useful to look at the method of 
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successive approximations of the systems starting from 
'" = tp 1 = 0 for the case where W = lu.1 4 or WI = 1. In 
Part I it was pointed out that this could be interpreted as 
seeking the nonlinear correction to the linearized approxi
mation of the inverse problem, which is given by '" = tp 1 

= 0, tp = (/). The linearized approximation to v is v-v. 
-(/) Ilu.1 2

• 

The first iterate in the successive approximation 
scheme has the form (for WI = 1), 

"', = (/)L r (/), (35) 

<P i = (I - P)R (0,0). (36) 

In the expression tp t we will keep only quadratic and lower
order terms in (/). From (26) and (18) it is seen that with tp 1 

= '" = 0, 
S: ,h = h (Lr(/») + L 1((/)h), 

hence the operator S:' with tp 1 = '" = 0 is the order of (/). 
From Eq. (27) it may be deduced that a similar result holds 
for S:. Hence we can then make the approximation 
(I - S:) - I - I and keeping only the leading terms in (/), we 
have as the following approximation to R (0,0): 

R (0,0) = - (Lr(/) )(K*(/») - L 1((/)K*(/») 

(37) 

With tpl = (/) + K"'I + <P t the first iterate of v is given by 
VI - v. -tpl(1 +LRtpl -Lr"'I)-llu.I-2. 

Keeping only quadratic and lower-order terms in (/) this re
duces to 

VI - v. - [(/) + K"'I - (/)L R (/) + (I - P)R (O,O)]lu. 1- 2
• 

(38) 

Here "'I andR (0,0) are given by Eqs. (35) and (37) and (/) 
and K by Eqs. (19) and (20) with the auxilliary function 5i (x) 
given by Eq. (17) with WI =1. 

5. SIMPLE VERSION OF INVERSE PROBLEM 

An alternative for choosing a unique solution ofEq. (22) 
is to select the solution which minimizes the integral 

(39) 

instead of the integral F given by Eq. (23). The difference 
between FI and F is in the factor (1 + p) in the integral of F. 
In FI this has been replaced by unity. For solutions (tp\"') 

confined to a region with small norm (i.e., II<p 1112 + ""'"2 
small) and with the norm II(/) 112 of the data term itself small, 
the maximum value of 1 p(x)1 in jj will be much less than 
unity. Hence under these conditions, the integrands of the 
integrals F and FI will not be significantly different. Howev
er there is a great simplification in the use of Fl' Expression 
(39) is quadratic in the variables tp 1 and "'. This makes it 
easier to use numerical or analytical methods in the minimi
zation problem. 

Thus we will consider in detail this simpler version of 
problem Pfof the case where the weight factor W = lu. 14 or 
WI==I, namely, to find the small norm solution for tp 1 and '" 
of Eq. (22) which minimizes 
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(40) 

Note expressions (21) are used to obtain Eq. (40) from Eq. 
(39). 

As before it can be shown that the stationary solutions 
of expression (40) are given by the equation 

q; 1 = (I _ J?)R (t/J.q; 1). (41) 

where 

(42a) 

with 

(42b) 

and J? is the projection operator given by Eq. (32). 
A sufficient condition for stationary solution to give a 

minimum of expression (40) is that 

(43) 

where the linear operator t/J' is given by Eq. (25). 
The simplified version of problem P is reduced to find

ing the small norm solutions ofEq. (22) and (41), subject to 
inequality (43). To rigorously investigate the solution of 
equations define the following vector functions 

x = [:1]' (44) 

T( )= [S(t/J,tt>+Kt/J+q;l)]. 
X (I _ J?)R (t/J,q; 1) 

(45) 

Then the system of Eqs. (22) and (41) can be rewritten in the 
concise form, 

X=T(X)' (46) 

For rigorous investigation of the solution ofEq. (46) we need 
to define an appropriate norm for X, hence set 

(47) 

with IlL III and ilL R II representing the norms of the operators 
LI andLR mapping Y2(D )intoC(D) (thesamenotationas 
in Part I), define 

k = Max(1,IIKII2)' (48) 

1= 4k (lILIIi + IILR Ill, (49) 

a = V 11tt> 112' (50) 

We shall examine the solution of Eq. (46) in the ball 

IIxll <rlk, Ir=0.2. (51) 

With much of the details left to the Appendix the following 
result will be shown. 

Theorem: If Ir = 0.2 and 

k/lltt> Ib = kl C% ,BJ/ijBJ )'/2 .;;;0.24, (52) 

the Eq. (46) has a solution in the domain II X II < rlk which is 
unique for II X II ..;;0. 95rlk 2 and satisfies inequality (43). The 
sequence !x" J generated by the method of successive 
approximations 

X 0 = 0, X n +, = T( X" ) 

converges to a unique solution in Ilx 1I';;;0.95rlk 2 and yields a 
minimum of the integral F, given by Eq. (40). 
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Proof It is shown in Appendix A that if Xo = 0 and 
IIx - Xoll = T, and kT = t then 

II Xo - T(Xo)II.;;;C, 

IIT'(xlIl..;;kAt + kB, for 0..;; t..;; r, 

where T'( X ) is the Frechet derivative of T ( X ) and 

2A = 1[1 + (3 + a)(l + a)(1 - a)-1(0.8 - a)-I], 

B = a(3 + a)(1 - a)-I, 

IC=aZ(3 -a)(I-a)-I. 

It follows from VainbergZthatin the domain II X II..;;rlk, 
the equation X = T ( X ) is majorized by the equation 

!Akzr +BkT + C= T, 

which reduces to 

!At z +(B-lIk)t+C=O, O..;;t<r. (53) 

Ifinequality (52) is satisfied then a..;;O.I2/k. Since B (a) 
is an increasing function of a and since k;;.l, it follows 

B (a)..;;B (0.I2Ik )';;;(1lk)B (0.12) 

giving 

(11k - B );;'(lIk )(0.5745) > O. 

In addition it is seen that 

2A (a)C (a)";;(lIk Z)2A (0.I2)C(0.I2) 

..;;(0. 322)1k 2, 

hence 

2AC < (lIk - B )2. 

Thus both roots t rand t f of Eq. (53) are real and positive. 
As a consequence, the solution to Eq. (46) exists in the do
main II X lI';;;rlk, and is unique for II X lI.;;;t! If( (the largest 
root), and the method of successive approximations starting 
from Xo = 0 converges to a unique solution in the ball 
II X lI.;;;t f I k. For the range of values of 1Itt> 112 given by in
equality (50), it can be shown that kit f > 0.19. Thus we have 
a unique solution for II X 1I';;;0.95rlk 2. 

From Eqs. (A3), (A6), and (A7) of the Appendix it fol
lows that for O.;;;lt.;;;lr = 0.2, and 0..;;a";;0.I2Ik that 

IIRq>l 112 + IIR",lIzlit/J'112';;;0.26I, 

hence inequality (43) is satisfied. Thus the stationary solu
tion given by the solution of Eq' (46) yield a minimum for 
expression (40). 

From Eq. (24) it can be shown for Ir = 0.2 and 
a.;;;O.I2/k that 

I pi.;;; IILR II (II tt> liz + 1Iq; ll1z) + llilt/Jllz 
.;;;(~a + !lr).;;;O.Il. 

Thus for values of rand 1Itt> /I 2 as stated in the Theorem, unity 
is a fair approximation to (1 + pl. 

Note, it should be emphasized that the values on the 
size of the domains (as indicated by the number r) and the 
size of the data (as indicated by the number /Itt> liz) that are 
given in the Theorem for the results to hold, are crude esti
mates. A much sharper and precise analysis would yield 
much larger estimates for these numbers. 

Finally the first iterate of v corresponding to the meth-
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od of successive approximations applied to Eq. (46) is given 
by 

v - v. ~(<1> - <1>LR <1> + K(<1>L/<1» + ep ~ )/lu. 12
, 

with 

ep~ = -(I-P)[L1(<1>K*<1»+(L1<1>)(K*<1>)] 

and terms of higher order than the second in 11<1> 112 are 
neglected. 

COMMENTS 

For the inverse problem associated with a finite set of 
measurements of the scattered field generated by a single 
incident wave at a single frequency, three strategies have 
been given so as to determine a unique solution nIx) which is 
close to an a priori assigned value n*(x). The simplest proce
dure is given in Part I for it leads to the solution of a single 
quadratic integral equation. Here the most meaningful ap
proach from the physical point of view given by employing 
the condition S D(n2 - n~)2 W dx is presented. This however 
leads to a much more difficult system of nonlinear equations 
to solve. Apart from the first iterate obtained by the method 
of successive approximations, practical solutions may not be 
too easily obtained. A simpler version of this is presented, 
namely, by the condition MinF., where the integral F. is 
given by Eq. (39). This still leads to a system of nonlinear 
equations, but these are simpler. However, since F. is a qua
dratic form in the unknown variables, other techniques (nu
merical or otherwise) may be employed. 

For the strategy given by the condition (ep 1 = 0) in Part 
I, and the strategy given here by condition MinF., crude 
estimates are given that insure a unique solution. The repre
sentative conditions, Eq. (50) of Part I and Eq. (52) of this 
paper, place a restraint on the size of the data. 

Again we want to emphasize that condition (50) of Part 
I is valid only for IIK112< 1. For the case IIKII2> 1, P on the 
right-hand side of Eq. (50) is replaced by 

lip = 2k [1 + (2k)1I2](IILIII + IILR Ill. 
There still remains a considerable amount to be investi

gated from the theoretical standpoint (as indicated in Part I) 
as well as the practical implementation of the present analy
sis. Of particular interest would be the extension of these 
results to the case where only the amplitude of the scattered 
field is measured. 

APPENDIX: ESTIMATE FOR SUCCESSIVE 
APPROXIMATIONS 

Here we want to get estimates for the following quanti
ties: II XO - T( Xo)ll, where Xo = ° and IIT'( X lIl, for 
II X II <rlk. 

From Part I, it was pointed out that as an operator 
mapping 5t' 2eD) into the space C(D), IILR ¢lIe <IILR 111I¢112' 
with a similar result for L /. With 

II xii = 1I¢11z + Ilep lib = 1', k1' = t, 
it follows from Eqs. (18), (26), and (27) that 

Ilep Ib<ll<1> 112 + t, 

k liS"" 112<Vt + a, (AI) 
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where I is given by Eq. (49) and a by Eq. (50). Since 

11(/ -St/r I I12«I-IIS t/,112)-· 

(A2) 

it follows from Eq. (25) that as an operator mapping !L'lD) 
into itself, ¢' has norm 

k 11¢'112<(!lt + a)/(1 -It - a). (A3) 

Since IW'11z = 11¢'IIz, it follows from Eqs. (A3) and (42) that 
for ep 1 = ¢ = 0, and hence t = 0, 

IIIR (0,0)112<2a2(l - a)- 1, 

and from Eq. (12) 

IllS (0,<1> )11 </IIL 1 1I(lI<1> Ilz)2<az. 

Thus with Xo = 0, we have 

II XO - T( Xo)11 = liS (0,<1> )112 + iI(I - JP')R (0,0)112 
<a2(3 - a)/1 (1 - a), (A4) 

where we have made use of the fact that P is a projection 
operator, hence 111- Plll< 1. 

To get the appropriate expression for T'(x) we will need 
the Frechet derivatives of the linear operators S: and S; , 
with respect to ep 1 and ¢ treated as independent variables. 
Since 

S; ,h = h (LR¢ + L1ep) + L 1(eph) - L ~(¢h), (AS) 

the b~inear op~rators S :,'" and S; ''I'' mapping 
!L' 2(D ) ® !L' 2(D ) are given by 

S! ''I'' [h,J] = hLlf + L 1(hf), 

S!,¢[h,j] = -L~(hf)+h(LR +L1K)f 

+L1(hKf)· 

And since it can be shown that 

IlL ~hf112 = IlhLRfI12<IILR 1IIIfl1211h liz, 

it follows 

liS! ''I'' 112<211Llll <I 12k, 

liS: 't/,112<1 12. 

Similar expressions can be derived for the bilinear oper
ators S ~<p' and S :.' and it can be deduced that 

IIS:q',1I2<112, IIS $I/,112<lk. 

Weare now in a position to get an estimate for II T'( X )11· 

Since 

II T '(x)oxll = IIS",o¢+Sq',oeplI12 

+ 11(/ - P)(R",o¢ + R<p ,oep 11112' 

where 118x II = 118¢112 + IIoep 1112, it follows that 

IIT'(x111<Max[IIS",1I2 + IIR",lbIlS<p' liz + IIR<p' 1121-

From Eqs. (42a) and (42b) itis seen that the operatorsR", and 
Rq" are given by 

- RI/,h = S; '", [g,h ] + ¢"K*lKh + ¢"S:", [g,h ], 

- R<p,h = S;'<p' [g,h ] + f'S~, [g,h ], 

where 
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K*(cP + Kt/I) = g, 

(I - S:)~lg =g, 
and thus 

IIR", liz..;" (It + 2a)( 1 + ;It + a)/(l - It - a), (A6) 

IIR<p111z«lIk)IIR",Ib- (A7) 

Since I/S<p1112<IIS",1I2' it is seen that 

"T'(x)"<IIS~,112 + IIR.,,1I2 
<k (It + 2a)(1 + Vt + a)/(l -It - a) 

+ kIt + ak. (A8) 

To simplify analysis we want to replace the above esti-
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mate by an estimate whch is linear in t holding for O,t<r. 
Such an upper bound estimate is obtained by taking a 
straight line approximation to the right-hand side ofEq. (A8) 
through the points with abcissa t = 0 and t = r, giving 

IIT'(x)II<kAt + kB, (A9) 

2A = I[I + (3 + a)(l + a)(l - a)-Ill -Ir - a)-I], 

B = a(3 + aj(l - a)-I. 

IV. H. Weston, "Inverse Problem for the Reduced Wave Equation with 
Fixed Incident Wave," J. Math. Phys. 21, 758-64 (1980). 

2M. V. Vain berg, Variational Methods for the Study of Non-Linear Opera
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We give a formal definition of the helicity operator for integral spin fields, which does not involve 
their momentum-space decomposition. We base our discussion upon a representation of the 
Pauli-Lubanski operator in terms of the action on tensor fields by the Killing vectors associated 
with the generators of the Poincare group. This leads to an identification of the helicity operator 
with the duality operator defined by the space-time alternating tensor. Helicity eigenstates then 
correspond to self-dual or anti-self-dual fields, in agreement with usage implicit in the literature. 
In addition, we discuss the relationship between helicity eigenstates, which are intrinsically 
nonclassical, and states of right or left circular polarization in classical electrodynamics 

P ACS numbers: 03.50.De, 02.20. + b 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Helicity, which is defined as the projection of the total 
angular momentum on the direction of motion of the parti
cle, is usually discussed in the context of particle theory and 
almost always with the use of momentum eigenstates. l

-4 In 
this note we shall extend the notion of helicity to classical 
fields, such as the Maxwell field or the linearized gravita
tional field, and shall furthermore show that the helicity op
erator can be represented as a single algebraic (local) opera
tor on these fields, which is completely independent on the 
decomposition into momentum states. In the case of classi
cal non-abelian gauge theory or general relativity, where the 
generators of the Poincare group seem to be poorly defined, 
one can still define the helicity operator5 as a natural general
ization from the Maxwell case. 

In Sec. II of this note we discuss, from the point of view 
of Lie derivatives, the action of the Pauli-Lubanski3

.
o vector 

on Maxwell and linearized gravitational fields and we dis
cover that the helicity operator is essentially the (Hodge) 
duality operator. In Sec. III we discuss the relationship be
tween helicity states and polarization states. 

II. THE PAULI-LUBANSKI VECTOR, HELlCITV AND 
DUALlTV 

We begin with listing the ten (Hermitian) generators of 
the Poincare group Pa and Mab = - Mba and their commu
tation relations. These generators can be represented as ten 
Killing vector fields on Minkowski space-time: 

P . a a 
a =ZPa-' - - ax" 

M . ab c a 
ab = zmab TJac X -, -- -- axb 

"This work has been supported by a grant from the National Science 
Foundation. 

(2.1) 

hlOn leave from the Institute of Theoretical Physics. Warsaw, Poland. 

with 

(2.2) 

ab "a "b "b "a mgQ == uguQ. - U g U!J.. , 

and TJab = diag (1, - I, - 1, - 1) = TJab' Note that under
lined letters label vectors while the nonunderlined letters la
bel components. 

The commutators are defined as the Lie brackets be
tween the Killing vectors 

(lIi)[Pa,Pb 1 = 0, 
(lIi) [M!!!!.,P, 1 = Pi!. 771]s; - PI!. TJg£, (2.3) 

(lIi}[M.f!Q.,M£\i.l = Mgc!.TJ Q£ -M!Z\i.77g<;. +M9,<;.77!!<i -Mgc;.77Izc!.: 

The action of a Poincare generator on a tensor field is defined 
as the Lie derivative of the tensor field by the associated 
Killing vector. As an example, the Lie derivative ofthe Max
well field by S a is 

X!fab=ScVJab + FacVbS c+ FcbVaS'· (2.4) 

For classical zero real-mass particles the Pauli-Lu
banski vector, defined as 

sa = !c"bcdPbMcd , (2.5) 

where t"bcd is the alternating tensor (tom = - 1) and Ph and 
Mcd are, respectively, the particle four-momentum and an
gular momentum, can be shown° to be proportional to the 
particle momentum pa. The particle helicity S is defined as 
the proportionality coefficient: 

sa = spa. (2.6) 

With the motivation to find the analog of S for fields, we 
define the Pauli-Lubanski operator for tensor fields: 

sa = It!!Qs4.P
b
M cd 2 __ _ 

= ~t99,c;.<LXp X M • 
-'- !!. s:<!. 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 
Note that S g is independent of the order in which the two Lie 
derivatives appear, as well as the choice of origin for M .. 4.' 

We shall now apply this general definition to the Max
well field. We have 
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(2.9) 

!/' M.<4..!/' PiFab = - m~~1JcfXfV d V kFab 

+ m~~1Jdb V bFac + m~~1Jda V bFcb' 
-- - -- - (2.10) 

It follows from the definition of m~t that the first term in 
(2.10) is a sum of two terms which are symmetric either in i!.( 
or i!.4 and thus vanishes when contracted with €"bccl. Hence, 

S I.IFab = ~~I!~<tm~~(1]db V"Fac + 1]da V,Jcb) 

= e'M(1]ab VIl.Fa£ + "ltJ.D VIzFcb )' (2.11) 

UsingF"ob = ~~IJ.'<l.pcd.jb = VaFabandjt = VoF"ab, we 
obtain 

SgFab = 1]gw! -1]'1011: - €gabJ + V gF:b. (2.12) 

If the free Maxwell equations are satisfied, i.e.,ia = 0 =i:, 
then 

SqFab = - iPf!F:b = - iDPgFab , 

where D is the duality operator 

/2.13) 

(DF)ab =~€abcdPCd. (2.14) 

Comparing (2.14) with (2.6) we see that we can take the heli
city operator S as 

(2.15) 

If we had done this calculation with the Weyt tensor satisfy
ing the linearized Einstein equations, the result would have 
been 

Sf! Cobcd = - 2iDPf! Cabcd 

with DCobcd ==~€abefC;{ 
In general, one would have 

S= -lsliD, 
with lsi an integer, the spin of the field. 

(2.16) 

Note that in order to obtain the operator equation 

Sf! =SPg , 

we needed to impose the field equations on the vector space 
of spin Is I fields. However, the helicity operator S is a purely 
algebraic operation and, therefore, we can define it on the 
Weyl tensor for the fulI Einstein theory or for nonabelian 
gauge fields. 

III. MEANING OF HELICITV EINGENSTATES 

Returning to Maxwell fields we now examine helicity 
eigenstates. They are respectively the self-dual and anti-self
dual fields: 

F *+. ob = iF + ab , (3.1) 

F *- ab = - iF _ ab . 

Unfortunately, aside from the zero field, they are never 
real and hence do not correspond to a classical Maxwell 
field. Nevertheless a classical "meaning" can still be as
signed to (3.1). If we are given a real Maxwell field, it can be 
uniquely decomposed into the self- and anti-self-dual parts: 

Fab=F+ab+F_ab' (3.2) 
F +ab = !(Fab - iF:b ), F -ab = ~(Fab + iF:b). 

Each part, one being the complex conjugate of the other, 
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carries the fun information about the original field. If how
ever we ask for the positive frequency parts of the self- and 
anti-self-dual fields, they are independent and carry the full 
information of, respectively, the left and right circularly po
larized parts of the original field. 

To see this note that dualing and extracting the positive 
frequency parts are commuting linear operations and we can 
hence look at a single frequency plane wave. For a plane 
elliptically polarized wave traveling along the x axis we 
have7•8 

E= Rebeitl
, 

B=ixE, 

with i, j, k unit vectors in the x, y, z directions and 

b = bd + ib2k, () = w(x - t). 

(3.3) 

This can be decomposed into right and left circularly polar
ized parts by 

E = Ref [bLU + ik) + bRU - ik)]e i8 j 

with b I = bL + bR , b2 = bL - bR . It is now straightforward 
to show that 

E - iB = bdj - ik]e - if) + bR [j - ik]eif), 
(3.4) 

E + IB =bL (j + ikJei8 + bR (j + ikJe -iI). 

We thus have that the positive frequency part of E - iB and 
E + iB are 

(E - iB)(+) = bR [j - ik]e itl, 

(3.5) 
(E + lB)(+i = bL [j + ikJei8, 

representing the left and right circularly polarized fields. 
Since E + IB and E - lB are equivalent,9 respectively, to 
the self- and anti-self-dual parts of Fob we have proved our 
contention. 

In addition to this classical "meaning". the positive
frequency self- and anti-self-dual fields are, from a quantum 
mechanical viewpoint, the one-particle wavefunctions for 
positive and negative helicity eigenstates. In contrast to the 
real-valued classical fields, these wavefunctions are neces
sarilycomplex, withF ±ab having the form (3.2), where Fob is 
real. This complex nature ofF ± ab combines with the axial
tensor property of €abcd to yield the well-known mapping of 
positive helicity wavefunctions into negative ones by a parity 
transformation. For instance, 

PF +ab = HPFob + i(PFaS), 

where PFab is the image of Fob under a parity transforma
tion. Thus PF + ab has negative helicity, in accordance with 
(3.2). 

IV. DISCUSSION 

In this note we have formalized the generally accepted 
(but no place to our knowledge explicitly stated) idea that 
helicity states of the Maxwell field are eigenstates of the 
duality operator. In the process of doing this we saw that the 
helicity operator could easily be extended to nonlinear gauge 
fields and general relativity. II A problem arises here in the 
interpretation of the classical helicity eingenstates-they 
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cannot be combined with their complex conjugates [as in Eq. 
(3.5)] to produce real solutions of the field equations. Only in 
the asymptotic domain (where the fields become weak) can 
this be done. It seems reasonable to try to interpret9

•
10 these 

solutions as the one-particle quantum mechanical wavefunc
tions or, asymptotically, as classical circular-polarization 
states. 

We conclude with a brief summary of the conventions 
used here. They have been adopted to coincide with those 
used by many workers in general relativity and in particular 
the Penrose group at Oxford University. 

(1) The Lorentz metric is diag( + - - -). 
(2) The alternating tensor €abcd has 

€0123 = 1, €0123 = - 1. 
(3) The duality operation is 

F:b = !€abcdFcd 

and the decomposition of F into respectively self- and 
anti-self-dual parts is 

F + ab = !(Fab - iF:b), 

F _ ab = ~(Fab + iF:b), 

from which 

F *+- "b = iF + ab , 

F *-- ab = - iF - ab . 

E + is is equivalent to the self-dual part and E - is to the 
anti-self-dual part. 

(4) For spin lsi fields the eigenvalues of the helicity 
operatorS = - iD lsi are lsi for self-dual fields and - lsi for 
the anti-self-dual fields. 
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(5) The electric vector of a right circularly polarized 
wave approaching an observer will be seen to rotate 
clockwise. 

(6) Note that the traditional8 definition of right (left) 
circular polarization coincides with negative (positive) 
helicity. 

(7) Anti-self-dual fields correspond to unprimed spinor 
fields and self-dual fields correspond to primed spin or fields. 
Furthermore, one frequently encounters the terminology of 
self-dual fields being called left-flat and anti-self-dual fields 
being called right-flat. Note also that "right-handed" is left
circularly polarized, etc. 
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Bound states of a classical charged nonlinear Dirac field in a Coulomb 
potential 
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The electromagnetic self-interaction of a bound classical nonlinear Dirac field in a Coulomb 
potential is studied. It is shown that by a finite renormalization procedure the radiative 
corrections can be eliminated at order a 2

, after which the energy levels coincide with those of the 
hydrogen atom. 

PACS numbers: 03.50.Kk, 03.65.Ge 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The study of the nonlinear wave equations has been 
during the seventies a center of growing attention in theoreti
cal physics. It seems that its interest will be even greater 
during during the eighties. One of the main reasons is the 
surprising behavior of the soliton and its applicability to 
many branches of physics. The extraordinary and unsu
spected richness of the world of nonlinear partial differential 
equations advises physicists to reconsider many problems, 
focusing on aspects more directly related to the structure of 
the differential equations which are involved. 1 As a conse
quence the classical field theory appears today as a much 
more interesting problem than what it was thought to be ten 
years ago. More phenomena are being discovered in classical 
physics while the classical study of the wave equations is 
considered a useful tool in the understanding of quantum 
physics. In fact, had more effort been dedicated to the classi
cal fields in the fifties, the soliton would had been discovered 
some years before. 

One of the problems in which the solitons may be useful 
is study of the elementary particles. Unfortunately, its defi
nition in more than one space dimension is not even clear.2 
But, in spite of that, several models of elementary particles 
have been proposed in which they appear represented as soli
tary waves of scalar or spin or fields. The first approach of 
this type is due to Rosen3 and deals with the interaction of 
scalar and electromagnetic fields. Several authors consid
ered classical Dirac Fields, self-coupled 4.5 or in interaction 
with its own electromagnetic field. 6 In 1970 Soler7 consid
ered a model of elementary fermion by means of a nonlinear 
Dirac field. Later on this model was developed to represent 
the nucleonsM

-
13 even allowing for the inclusion of the corre

sponding mesonic cloud. The main characteristics of the nu
cleons as the charge, magnetic moment, spin, energy, mean 
square charge radii, etc. appear fairly well represented. 

These results seem to suggest that the use of nonlinear 
wave equations may be useful in the study of the elementary 
particles with structure. Although the present knowledge of 
the behavior of these particles cannot be compared to that of 
the electrons, they are supposed to be quantum objects and 

a'Present address: Physics Department. Joseph Henry Laboratories, Prin
ceton University, P. O. Box 708, Princeton, N. J. 08540. 

to obey some kind of quantum theory. It seems therefore that 
there must be some relation between nonlinear classical 
waves and quantum waves. 15

•
16 This relation is difficult to 

study in the case of the nucleons and other extended particles 
because the quantum laws that they follow are not complete
ly known. The electron, on the other hand, offers a good 
opportunity to study the nonlinear terms in the partial dif
ferential equations in a system whose quantum properties 
are completely known. The purpose of this paper is therefore 
to ameliorate the knowledge of the nonlinear partial differ
ential equations which appear in quantum physics. Al
though a nonlinear term of the form (¢ I/If is considered at 
first, it is later neglected and we concentrate in the same 
equation which appears in the usual quantum theory but 
without a second quantization. In order to avoid any misun
derstanding it must be stressed that we are not proposing a 
new theory of the hydrogen atom or a nonlinear quantum 
mechanics but only to improve the knowledge of the relation 
between a classical nonlinear theory and a quantum one. 

The first question which naturally arises is the follow
ing. Is it possible to build a classical nonlinear theory which 
admits quantum mechanics as a certain kind of limit? Or, 
stated otherwise, can a classical nonlinear theory of the sca
lar or spinor fields be compatible with quantum mechanics? 
As this one is an essentially linear theory it is necessary that 
in some situations, for instance in atoms and molecules, the 
nonlinearities could be eliminated either because they are 
very small or by a renormalization procedure. This is the 
case in an interesting nonrelativistic proposal of Bialinicky
Birula and Mycielski. 14 It was found 15-17 that this is also the 
case in the relativistic hydrogen atom, when the radiative 
corrections are not considered. But the case in which the 
electron field interacts with its own electromagnetic field is 
more complicated. It is the object of this work. 

II. THE CLASSICAL MODEL OF THE HYDROGEN ATOM 

Let us consider the Lagrangian density 

L = LD + LNL + LEM + L" 
where 

LD = ~ {¢Y'al" 1/1 - (al" ¢)Y'I/I} - m¢ 1/1, 

LNL = A. (if I/If, 
LEM = -lFllyFI"V, Fl"v = a",A y - aVA,L' 
-4 = - e¢Y'I/IA", - eiirr'l/IA ~,extl. 

(1 ) 

(2) 
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It corresponds to a nonlinear Dirac field in minimal interac
tion with an external Coulomb potential A ~~xtl and with its 
own electromagnetic field All' Although we could consider a 
more general form of LNL , this is not necessary when the 
field is very extended with respect to its Compton wave
length,15 as it will be in our case. 

We will study in this work the solutions of the field 
equations corresponding to (1). To reduce the complexity of 
the problem we can neglect, as a first approximation, the 
electromagnetic field produced by the Dirac spinor. This 
was done in Refs. 1 Sand 17 and it was found that for each 
state of the hydrogen atom there is a family of solutions 
which depends continuously on the frequency w. These fam
ilies bifurcate from the zero solutions at the linear values of 
w. In spite of that, a physical value of the frequency can be 
obtained by using the conservation of the norm. A classical 
model of the hydrogen atom can thus be constructed which, 
for a large interval of values of A (iA 1m2 < 10-4

) gives the 
same results as the usual one and in which there appears to 
exist a close relation and analogy between quantization and 
linearization. 

Up to this level the theory could be considered as the 
classical counterpart of the standard relativistic quantum 
mechanics ofthe hydrogen atom. There is, however, a sec
ond level at which the radiative corrections must be consid
ered. The standard quantum treatment gives infinite correc
tions which, fortunately, can be eliminated by the 
renormalization techniques, 18 after which an excellent 
agreement with the experimental results is obtained. In this 
paper we will undertake the study of this second level from 
the classical point of view. The corrections turn out to be 
finite. But its calculation as explicit analytic functions of a 
seems impossible. For this reason we have used numerical 
methods. Because the procedure is very long and time con
suming we have only considered the a 2 corrections which 
are produced by electrostatic effects, the leading magnetic 
ones being of a 4 order. 

III. THE RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS: SOLUTION OF THE 
FIELD EQUATIONS 

As we will only consider electrostatic effects we can 
write the electromagnetic field of tf as 

AI' = (A en , 0), 

the field equations being 

ir'a
fS 

tf - mtJ; - e(Aeo + A ;~xtl)yntJ; + U I¢ tJ;)tJ; = 0,(3a) 

o A e" - etf+tf = 0. (3b) 

It is easy to show that ifj = 1/2 the solutions can be factor
ized in spherical coordinates as20 

tJ; = e - ![}m! m3/2 If"' _ V C
G In) '!II}' ) 

FIp)'!II1;' ' 

m 
Aen = - Ve(P), P = mr, 

e 

(4a) 

(4b) 

where G, F, and Ve are dimensionless radial functions. If 
j # lI2, the solution cannot be factorized and we will not 
consider this case. The field equations take the form: 
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F' + [(1 - K/ p)] F - (1 - n + Ve + Vp)G 
+ (Am2121T) (G 2 - F2)G = 0, 

G' + [(1 + K/p)]G - (1 + n - Ve - Vp)F 
+ (Am2121T) (G 2 

- F2)F= 0, 

V; + (2/p)V~ + a(F2 + G 2
) = 0, 

(Sa) 

(5b) 

(5c) 

where prime means d /dp, Vp = - alp, and K is the eigen
value of - /3 (~ L + 1).19 

The energy of the system can be calculated from the 
symmetric energy-momentum tensor 

T"f3 = Ai [¢ rCPtJ; + ¢ yl3aa 1/J - (aa¢)yI31/J - (F1/J)r 1/J] 

+ gQf3A (¢ tJ;)2 + FA"Ff3A + Ag"f3P,vF
1
", 

- 4 e(¢ y' tJ;A f3 + ¢yI31/JA (X), (6) 

from which follows the expression for the energy, 

E 

= m(n (00 (F2 + G2)p2 dp + Am
2 

(00 (F2 _ G2f p2 dp 
Jo 41T Jo 

+ -l-f~' (V~)2p2dp_ foo Ve(F2 + G 2)P2 dP)' (7) 
2a 0 0 

while the norm and charge are 

N = r 1/J+ tJ;d 3r = roo (F2 + G 2)p2 dp, (8) 
JR' Jo 

Q= eN. (9) 

The angular momentum J can be calculated by using 
the tensor 

from which it follows that 

J = (O,O,/N). 

The magnetic moment is 

f - 3 
M = ~ rXetJ; y tJ;d r = (O,O,c4'), 

which can be written as 

.4' = - (2e/3m) (- 1)1 L'" FGp 3 dp. 

(10) 

(II) 

(12) 

(13) 

The finite energy solutions of (5) were obtained by using the 
following procedure. 

Ifa solution is to be regular at the origin, V~ and Fin the 
case ofS waves and V~ and G in the case ofP waves must 
vanish atp = O. Let us take an S wave. We first give values to 
Am2

, n, and Ve (0) and obtain a family of solutions which 
depend on G (0) and which in general diverge when p-- 00. 

However, it turns out that there is a special value Go of G (0) 
which separates different types of divergence (G-- + 00 

from G-- - 00 and so on). When G (0) = Go the behavior of 
the solution when p~ 00 is 

G, F_e-ap/p, 

Ve - Ve ( 00 ) = const, (14) 

where a is a certain constant. Once this solution is obtained, 
we make the subtraction 
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Ve-V; = Ve - Ve(OO), 

f}-f} T = f} - Vet 00) = f}1 + Af}, (15) 

where f}1 is the linear frequency corresponding to the same 
number of nodes. The functions G, F, V; are the finite en
ergy solutions, corresponding to the frequency n T. This is a 
consequence of the gauge invariance of the theory which 
implies that f} and Ve appear in (5) only through their differ
ence. From now on we will only refer to the transformed 
quantities V;, f} T but we will omit the superindex T for 
simplicity. 

The numerical procedure must be considered very care
fully because the interval of integration must be very long as 
the field is very extended in relation to its Compton wave

I 

length. Moreover, the energy must be known with great ac
curacy. To reduce the singularity atp = 0 the change of in
dependent variable p* = lop was made. Most of the 
calculations were made with a Runge-Kutta sixth order 
method but the results were checked with a Runge-Kutta 
fourth order and the Hamming predictor-corrector methods 
and by using different stepsizes. As a test, the following inte
gral relations were verified. 

First of all we have 

d 
du L ! ¢ (or, f), Ae,.(ar)la~ I = 0, (16) 

which is a generalization of the Rosen20 pseudovirial theo
rem due to Vazquez. 21 In our case it implies 

f" (n (F2 + G 2) - (G 2 - F2)) p2 dp - LX> (G 2 + F2)(Ve + Vp)p2 dp 

+ _1_ r"" V; p2 dp _ Am2 r"" (G 2 + F2)2 p2 dp = O. 
2a Jo 417' Jo 

(17) 

From (5c) it can be easily shown that 

VetO) = a .C (F2 + G 2)p dp. 

Multiplying (5a) by F, (5b) by G, and adding them leads to 

(18) 

1"" FG p3 dp = ~(1 - K) 1"" F2p2 dp + ~(I + K) 1"" G 2p2 dp - ~ 1"" (F2 + G2102 dp + (Am 2
/217') 1"" (G 2 

- P2) FGp3 dp. 

(19) 

Finally by integration of the equation divE = e¢+ ¢ it 
can be shown that 

Sa"" Ve(F2 + G 2102 dp = (lIa) Sa"" V~2 p2 dp. (20) 

The integral conditions (17), (18), (19), and (20) were checked 
in all the calculations and they were found to be verified with 
six to eigth significant figures. This is an strong indication 
that the accuracy obtained is enough to support our 
conclusions. 

Let us consider first the case Am2 = O. It is possible to 
define the principal quantum number n by the number of 
nodes as usual. The results are typical of a bifurcation prob
lem,zz.17 The solutions bifurcate from the zero solution 
¢ = 0 at n = n I, the linear eigenvalues. We have thus a fam
ily of solutions which depend continuously on n, for each 
value of n and such that their norm N goes to zero when 
n-n I' Curiously enough we find linear results in this very 
nonlinear problem. We have found that the quantities 
Af} IN, J1E IN 2 and.1 IN are linear functions ofthe norm N 
in all the waves that we have considered, IS,2S,3S,2P,3P. 
Let us take the ground state IS. We have 

J1f} IN = a + bN, (21) 

with 
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a = 0.625 635 a 2
, 

b= -O.I72513a2
. (22) 

Formula (21) interpolates eight solutions corresponding to 
different values of N and its correlation coefficient is 
r = 0.9999, which suggests that we have indeed a straight 
line. 

The physical solution corresponds to unit norm and has 
a frequency 

n (N = I) = n ls + J1f} (N = 1), (23) 

with An (N = 1) = 0.453121a2
• This shift in the frequency is 

a consequence of the self-screening of the electron field. As 
In I < I, in order to have a finite energy solution, it turns out 
that there is a maximum value of N which corresponds to 
n = 1. This value is N = 1.189. In other words the self-re
pulsion of the Dirac field makes it impossible to bound more 
than 1.189 times the electron charge. This does not contra
dict the possiblity of an ion H - , because in this case the two 
electrons are in different states. It should be noted that simi
lar bounds can also be found in quantum mechanics. 23 

We have found for the energy 

J1E ImN 2 = c + dN, (24) 

where 
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,jE= E -Nm [lIS' 

e = 0.313 886 a 2
, 

d = - 0.058 0012 a 2
• (25) 

This approximation has a correlation coefficient r = 0.998. 
The solution with N = 1 has an energy 

E = m( 1 - 0.243 894 a 2
), (26) 

which is greater than the experimental value, the difference 
being about a 2/4. It is due to the Coulomb self-repulsion of 

tP· 
We have also calculated the magnetic field. From (20) 

and (14) we have 

,~ = _ (1-_ ~ So F2p
2

dp 

N 2 3 N 
4 Am2 So (G 2 - F2f FGp 3 dp ) 

+ "3 21T N /-lB' (27) 

where g is the Lande factor and /-l B is the Bohr magneton. As 
Fand G are small and large respectively as in the usual linear 
theory the ratio J/ / N is correct at order zero in a. The 
magnetic moment depends on the norm N as 

J//N=e+fN, 

where 

e = - 0.999 982 307/-lB, 

/= - 0.939 5X 10-5 /-lB' 

(28) 

(29) 

the correlation coefficient being r = 0.99999 and the value 
forN=I, 

J/ = - (1 - 0.155827 a 2
).uB' (30) 

The mean square charge radius is also an interesting quanti
ty. Near the bifurcation value it takes the Dirac linear value 

(,z)1/2 = (y3)/am = 237.35/m. (31) 

When the norm increases the growing Coulomb repulsion 
tends to make bigger this radius. For N = 1 it has the value 
(,z) 1/2 = 419/m. All these results are represented in the Fig. 
1. 

In the waves 2S,3S,2PI!2,3P1l2 we found completely 
analogous results, with similar values of the correlation coef
ficients of the straight lines always very close to one. It seems 
therefore that the pattern is general. 

The next thing to do is to study the effect of the value of 
A, that is of the self-coupling of tP. It is clear that if the fields 
are not submitted to an exterior field this effect is very impor
tant. However, in our case it turns out to be negligible be
cause it is dominated by the self-screening. In fact if 
IAm2

1 < 105 the value of,j[l /Nkeeps five significant figures 
unchanged. The smallness of this effect is due to the great 
extension of the Dirac field. 

IV. THE RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS: CLASSICAL 
RENORMALIZATION 

As we have seen the Coulomb self-repulsion of the elec
tron field gives rise to an extra energy which in the ground 
state has a value close to maZ / 4. In the other waves it is close 
to maZ /4n 2

• This seems to imply that the predicted energies 
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are different from the experimental results, making mean
ingless this classical approach. 

The same effect however gives an infinite energy when 
calculated by means of quantum field theory. Only after the 
theory is renormalized the correct result is obtained. This 
suggests that our extra energy could be eliminated by means 
of a classical renormalization scheme. 

Let us take for the coupling constant e the value 

(32) 

where eo is the experimental value and X an undetermined 
constant. We will see that it is possible to find a value of X 
such that the charge and energy have the right values, at least 
at order a 2

• 

As the charge Q has the value Q = eN the condition 
Q = eN the condition Q = eo implies NX = 1. In the case 
X = 1 it follows from (25) that the energy depends on the 
norm as 

E = mN (1 - a Z/2n2 + eN + dN 2), (33) 

but, what happens if X =1= I? In order to answer this question 
we will use the Ritz-Galerkin method24 and expand the so
lutions in the basis of the usual Dirac eigenfunctions of the 
linear problem, with coupling constant Xeo, which we call 
I tPk (X,r) j. Being only interested in a 2 corrections we can 
write 

(34) 

where tPd 1,r) is the k th eigenfunction of the electron in the 
hydrogen atom in the Dirac theory. In fact (34) is only cor
rect for the large components but it gives an approximation 
good enough because we will only consider a 2 corrections. 

We tb.us express our solution as 

tPx = e - iwx t L akX tPk (X,r), (35) 
k 

and after substitution in the field equations and projection 
on tPi(X,r), we find 

(Ulx - UliX)a iX 

= +-f tPi+ (X,r)XeoAeO(X,r)akXtPdX,r) d 3r , (36) 

whereUlix = [1-X za 2/(2n;)]m, n i being the principal 
quantum number ofthe ith state. We have 
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A = xeoJ l:l.na;XanxtP/(X,r')tPn(X,r') d 3r, 
e" 41T Ir - r'l 

(37) 

which can be written as 

A (Xr) = X 2eo J l:l.na;XanxtPI+(I,xr')tPn(l,xr') d 3(Xr') 
e,,' 41T IXr' - Xrl 

= X 2 Fo(a;x, anX' Xc), (38) 

where Fo is a homogeneous quadratic function of akX' We 
now define Ajda;x, anX ) as 

Ajda;x, anX ) = eo J tP/ (l,xr) Fo(a*,a,xr)tPd1,xr) d 3{Xr), 

(39) 

after which we can write (36) as 

(Ul j -Uljx)AjX =X 3 I Ajda;x, anX)akX ' 
k 

(40) 

If we write Ulx = (1 - va2X2)m and akX = bk/vX, we 
have 

(1/2n7 - v)a2bj = IAjk(b*,b)bk, (41) 
k 

which does not depend on X. In other words the dependence 
of the solution on X can be written explicitly as 

(42) 

This allows the extrapolation of all our results from 
X = I to any other value. In particular, it can be shown that 
the function E (N,x) is 

E = mN [I - (a2/2n2)X2 + cNX 3 + dN2X4], (43) 

which if X = 1 reduces to (33). In the case of a neutral atom 
NX = 1, from which 

E = mN(1 - X 2Cnl a 2
). (44) 

Ifwe take m = Xmo, mo being the experimental value of the 
electron mass, we have 

(45) 

The numbers Cnl were calculated numerically in five waves. 
The results were 

C IO = 0.243 894, C21 = 0.053 25, 

C20 = 0.060 545, C31 = 0.025 32. 

C30 = 0.026 698, (46) 

If X 2 = 2.0453 the energy difference between the 2S and 
IS states takes the experimental value. The energy differ
ences 3S - IS and 3S - 2S differ by - 4.0998 a 4 from the 
experimental value. In other words the three S waves have 
the correct energies at a 2 order. The results concerning the p 
waves are worse. The difference between the renormalized 
and the experimental energies are 280 a 4 (2P - IS) and 49 a 4 

(3P - IS). However, in these cases the computational prob
lem seems to be more difficult. In the case of the P waves the 
distinction between the two modes of divergence of the solu
tion, which is necessary to find the finite energy solutions, is 
more difficult than in S waves. For instance, if 1= 0 it is 
enough to integrate from p = 0 to P = 4,500 (r~20 A). For 
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some unknown reason this is not enough if I = 1. In this case 
we have gone until p~9000 (r~40 A). As one must take a 
steplength h = 10- 3 or even smaller a considerable amount 
of computer time is necessary. We have been able to obtain 
13 figures of G (0) in the S waves but only 8 of F (0) in the P 
waves. This suggests that the worse behavior of the P waves 
has a computational origin and that the renormalization 
scheme may be correct in all the states. The renormalization 
also affects the value of (r) 1/2 which was too high. The 
renormalized value is 204. 86/mo very close to the standard 
value 237.35/mo' 

In this method not only the energy differences but also 
the energies have right values at order a 2

. It is perhaps worth 
while to mention that there is a much simpler procedure 
which gives good differences but bad energies. It consists in 
using the experimental value of the coupling constant, 
e = eo, but a renormalized value for the mass, m = X 2mo. 

Togo beyond a 2 order turns out to be very difficult. 
First of all the magnetic effects must be included and this 
implies an increase in the number of radial differential equa
tions. As the accuracy has to be much better, an improved 
numerical scheme must be used as well as more computer 
time. Moreover as the solution is no longer separable in 
spherical coordinates, not even ifj = 1/2, a mUltipole expan
sion must be used. It seems very difficult to obtain any result 
without the use of analytical techniques. 

V.SUMMARY 

We have studied the effect of the interaction of the 
Dirac spinor with its own electromagnetic field in the partial 
differential equation which appears in the hydrogen atom. 
The self-screening gives raise to an extra energy which can be 
eliminated by means of a c1assical renormalization 
procedure. 

As the treatment is c1assical, this suggest that the c1assi
cal study of the partial differential equations which appear in 
quantum mechanics may be a useful tool to understand the 
relation between classical and quantum physics. 
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On a model of a harmonic oscillator coupled to a quantized, massless, scalar 
field. I 
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As a first step towards giving a rigorous mathematical interpretation to the Lamb shift, a system 
of a harmonic oscillator coupled to a quantized, massless, scalar field is studied rigorously with 
special attention to the spectral property of the total Hamiltonian. It is proved that the point 
spectra of the harmonic oscillator disappear completely into the continuous spectrum due to the 
interaction with the quantized field. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Db, 03.65 - w, 03.70. + k 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The theory of the Lamb shift has been one of the bril
liant achievements in quantum electrodynamics and has giv
en a support for its validity. However, it has so far been 
formulated only in terms of the formal perturbation theory 
as a shift of point spectra and the rigorous mathematical 
foundation has not been given. Rigorous mathematical anal
ysis is indeed necessary, because, in view of the finite lifetime 
of the excited states of the atom due to the spontaneous emis
sion of light, one cannot expect that the Lamb shift can be 
described simply in terms of the shift of the point spectra. 
However, we do not as yet have a rigorous mathematical 
framework for quantum electrodynamics. 

In this paper we consider the problem rigorously by 
using a simplified, exactly soluble model, first considered by 
Schwabl and Thirring, I which describes a system of a one
dimensional, nonrelativistic harmonic oscillator interacting 
with a quantized, massless, neutral scalar field in three space 
dimensions, where the harmonic oscillator may be com
pared to an atom and the quantized scalar field to a radiation 
field. All the point spectra of the unperturbed Hamiltonian 
are embedded in its continuous spectrum. Therefore, from 
the perturbation theoretical point of view, the analysis of the 
spectrum of the total Hamiltonian gives a problem ofpertur
bat ion of point spectra embedded in a continuous spectrum, 
which is hard to analyze in general. We shall show that, 
under the perturbation, all the point spectra but the lowest 
one of the unperturbed Hamiltonian disappear into the con
tinuous spectrum. Namely, for the total Hamiltonian, we 
prove the absence of point spectra for excited states and the 
existence and the uniqueness of ground state. We also prove 
that the continuous spectrum of the total Hamiltonian is 
[Eo, (0), where Eo is the ground state energy. 

The disappearance of the point spectra of the unper
turbed Hamiltonian is natural in view of the spontaneous 
emission of the boson and gives a support for the expectation 
mentioned above in regard to the Lamb shift. Then we have a 
problem of how we should give a rigorous mathematical in
terpretation to the Lamb shift that the formal perturbation 
calculation gives. We conjecture, in the analogy to the other 
examples of perturbation of point spectra embedded in a 
continuous spectrum, such as the Auger effect of the helium 
atom (see Ref. 2, Sec. XII. 6), that the problem, together with 

that of light emission, should be formulated in terms of "re
sonances." The problem of resonances in our model will be 
discussed in a subsequent paper. 

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we 
define the model. In order to make the total Hamiltonian 
well defined, we introduce an ultraviolet cutoff in the inter
action. In Sec. III we prove the self-adjointness of the total 
Hamiltonian. In Sec. IV we construct the exact solution of 
the Heisenberg equations for the dynamical variables, where 
some technical lemmas are needed. In Sec. V we find the 
explicit form of the asymptotic annihilation and creation op
erators by making use of the exact solution obtained in Sec. 
IV. In Sec. VI we analyze the spectrum of the total Hamil
tonian, establi~hing the absence of point spectra for excited 
states and the existence and the uniqueness of ground state, 
where the explicit form of the asymptotic annihilation and 
creation operators is essentially used. In the last section we 
briefly remark on the other properties of the model: the scat
tering theory and the point limit of the interaction (the re
moval of the ultraviolet cutoff). 

II. DEFINITION OF THE MODEL 

The Hilbert space JV for the model is defined as the 
tensor product of L 2(R), the space of wavefunctions for the 
harmonic oscillator, and Y, the boson Fock space over 
L 2(R3 ): 

(2.1) 

The Hamiltonian HOh for the harmonic oscillator is giv
en by 

(2.2) 

where we take the mass and the spring constant of the har
monic oscillator both to be equal to 1. HOh is self-adjoint with 
the domain D (HOh) = D (p2)nD ( q2). 

Let a(/) and a*(f), IEL 2(R3
), be the boson annihilation 

and creation operators, respectively, which are densely de
fined on Y F' the set offinite particle vectors in.'7, and leave 
it invariant, satisfying 

(a(f)I/I,<P) = (I/I,a*(/)<P), 

[a(f),a*(g)] 1/1 = (J,gb 1/1, 

[a(f),a(g)] 1/1 = [a*(f),a*(g)] 1/1 = 0, 

(2.3) 
(2.4) 

(2.5) 
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for all t{f,<P in Y F and allf,g in L 2(R3
). The time zero field is 

given by 

¢o(f) = (lIv 2)[a*(jlvw) 
'l< ~ 

+ a(f Iv wll, I Iv wEI. 2(R3
), (2.6) 

wherejdenotes the Fourier transform of/andg is defined by 

g(k) = g( - k), (2.7) 

and 

w(k) = Ikl. (2.8) 
We denote the free Hamiltonian for massless bosons by HOb' 
which is a nonnegative self-adjoint operator in :7 and is 
symbolically expressed as 

HOb = J d 3klkla*(k)a(k). (2.9) 

All the operators in L 2(R) or in :7 have natural exten
sions to ,W" [e.g., p [resp. a(f)] is extended as p ® I 
[resp. I ® a(f)] J. They will be denoted by the same notation. 

The interaction Hamiltonian HI of the harmonic oscil
lator with the quantized scalar field is defined by 

HI =).q¢o(p), (2.10) 

where ).ER" [ 0 J denotes the coupling constant and p a func
tion of which Fourier transform is an ultraviolet cutofffac
tor. Throughout the paper we assume that p is a rotation 
invariant function satisfying 

p> 0, pEe 2(R3
), plv wEI. 2(R3

). (2.11) 
The total Hamiltonian H for the model is given formally 

by 

H=Ho+HI +R, 

where 

Ho = HOh + HOb' 

R = ~c5K q2, c5K =). 21Iplwll~. 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 
The operator H o' which is nonnegative and self-adjoint, is 
the unperturbed Hamiltonian of the system, and the opera
tor R corresponds to the spring constant renormalization of 
the harmonic oscillator. 

Remark: All the eigenvalues of Ho are embedded in the 
continuous spectrum. Namely, we have 

a(Ho) = a c (Ho) = [!, (0), 

op(Ho) = In + !l:~o' (2.15) 
where atHol [resp. ac (Ho), a p (Ho)] denotes the spectrum 
[resp. the continuous spectrum, the point spectrum] of Ho· 
Therefore, the analysis of the spectrum of H gives a problem 
of perturbation of point spectra embedded in a continuous 
spectrum. 

III. SELF-ADJOINTNESS OF THE TOTAL HAMILTONIAN 

In this section we prove the self-adjointness of the total 
Hamiltonian H given by (2.12). 

By using the well-known estimates 

II a(f)t{f II <; II I Iv (u 112 IIH b'2t{f II, 
(3.1) 

Ila*(f)t{f II <; II I Iv wl1211H b'2t{f ! I + II I 11211 t{f II, 
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we can show that 

IIBI t{f II 
<; I). 1{(v211 plwl12 + Ell p/vwl 12)1 IHot{f II 
+ (1I2E) I I plvwl1211 t{f II}, (3.2) 

IIRt{f II <;c5K IIHot{f II, (3.3) 

for all t{f in D (Ho), where 
- 2 Ho=HOb +iq, (3.4) 

and E > 0 is arbitrary. Therefore, in particular, it follows that 
HI is a well-defined symmetric operator on D (Ho). 

Lemma 3.1: Let 

H=Ho+HI +R. (3.5) 

Then, H is self-adjoint with D (H) = D (Ho) and 

H>! q2. (3.6) 

The proof of this lemma is quite similar to that of 
Lemma 3.3 in Ref. 3 and is omitted. 

In terms of Ho and H we can write 
- 2 Ho=Ho+ip, (3.7) 

H = H + !p2. (3.8) 

Lemma 3.2: His a closed symmetric operatoronD (Ho). 
Proof It is clear that H is symmetric on D (Ho). Since H 

is nonnegative by (3.6), we have 

Re(Ht{f, p2t{f »Re([p,H] t{f, pt{f) (3.9) 

for all t{f in D (H ~ ). Furthermore, by using commutation 
relations, we have 

[p,H]t{f = - i[ (1 + c5K) q + ).¢o(p) I t{f, 
which, together with (3.9), yields 

Re(Ht{f, p2t{f» - !(l + c5K) II t{f 112. 

It is easy to see that HI and p2 are Ho-bounded [cf. (3.2) and 
(3.7)]. Therefore, the above inequality extends to all t{f in 
D (Ho). Thus, we obtain 

II H I 12 + II! p2 t{f 112 <; II Ht{f 112 + !( 1 + c5K ) II t{f 112 
(3.10) 

for all t{f in D (Ho). Since H is a closed operator on D (Ho) by 
Lemma 3.1, (3.10) shows that H is a closed operator on 
D (Ho)rJ) (p2) = D (Ho). 

Theorem 3.1: H is self-adjoint with D (H) = D (Ho) and 

H>~. _ (3.11) 
Proof LetL = Ho + l. Since HI andR are Ho-bounded 

by (3.2) and (3.3) and hence are Ho-bounded, we have 

\ I Ht{f I \ <;c \ ILt{f \ \' t{fEl) (Ho), 

for some constant c > O. Suppose for the moment that 
(w) 1/ 2pEI. 2(R3 ). Then we have 

[H,L ] t{f = [(A /v2) q[a(wI/2p) - a*(w I /2,0)] 

+ i). p¢o( p) + (i/2)c5K (p q + q p) J t{f 

for all t{f in D(H 6). Therefore, we get 

I (H<P,Lt{f) - (L<P,Ht{f) I <;d \ IL 1/2<p III \L I12t{f II, 
<PEl) (Ho), t{fED (H ~), 

for some constant d > O. This inequality extends to all t{f in 
D (Ho). Thus, it follows from Nelson's commutator theorem 
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(see, e.g., Ref. 4, Sec.X.S) thatH is essentially self-adjoint on 
D (Ho), which, together with Lemma 3.2, implies that H is 
self-adjoint with D (H) = D (Ho)' Furthermore, by a limiting 
argument using strong resolvent convergence, we can extend 
the result to all p satisfying/ily' wEL 2(R3). Inequality (3.11) 
follows from (3.6) and the fact that HOh >!. 

Remarks: (1) As is seen from the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
the continuity and positivity ofp are not needed for the proof 
of the self-adjoint ness of H. In fact, we can prove the theo
rem for every real-valued, rotation invariant functionp satis
fying/ilv' w, pi wEL 2(R3

). The additional assumptions for p 
will be needed in the construction of the exact solution of the 
Heisenberg equations for the dynamical variables (see 
Sec.lV). 

(2) By Lemma 3.2 and the closed graph theorem, there 
exists a constant c> 0 such that 

I I Ho If/ I I <>;c( I I Hif/ I I + I IIf/ I I) 

for all If/ in D (Ho) (see Ref.5, p.79). Since Ho and H are self
adjoint, it follows (see, e.g., RefA,Sec.X.2) that Ho is form
bounded with respect to H, i.e., 

If/ElJ (H 1/2), 
(3.12) 

for some constant d> O. On the other hand, it is easy to see 
that H is form-bounded with respect to Ho. Therefore, we 
have D (H 1/2) = D(H~!2). 

IV. CONSTRUCTION OF EXACT SOLUTION OF THE 
HEISENBERG EQUATIONS 

In this section we shaH give the explicit form of the 
dynamical variables defined by 

¢(J,t)=eilH¢o(f)e-itH, jly'w,jlwEL 2(R3), (4.1) 

q(t) = eilllqe - /tH, (4.2) 

which are well-defined on D (H 1/2) [see Remark (2) in Sec. 
III). FormaHy the Heisenberg equations for ¢ (J,t) and q(t) 
give the following equations of motion: 

(!: + 1) q(t) = - A. f d 3X p(x)¢ (x,t ) - 15K q(t ), 

(4.3) 

(:r: -,j )¢ (x,t) = - A. pix) q(t ), 

where ¢ (x,t) is the symbolic notation given by 

¢ (f,t ) = J d 3X ¢ (x,t )f(x). (4.4) 

Equations (4.3) can be solved exactly by using the the
ory of Fourier transform or Laplace transform. However, we 
do not write down the formal exact solution here (cf. Ref. 1 ). 
In order to construct the exact solution in a rigorous man
ner, we need some technical lemmas. 

A. Preliminaries 

Lemma 4.1: Let 

(G/)(k) -fd 3k' I(k') 
€ - (lkllk'I)1/2(k1 _ k'2 + ie) , 

eER\!O}. 
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(4.5) 

Then, G< is a bounded operator on L 2(R3
) such that 

IIG.II<>;c (4.6) 

for some constant c> 0 independent of e. 
Before starting the proof, we define the function F Ion 

Rby 

(F I)(s) = 151 1/4[11(lsl II2)X[O.oo) (s), (4.7) 

for each/in L 2(R 3), where the function [I] on [0,00) is de
fined by 

[I](k) = i,dfl/(kfl) (4.8) 

and XlO,ool(S) is the characteristic function for the half-line 
[0,00). It is easy to see that F is a bounded operator from 
L 2(R3

) to L 2(R) with 

II Fill L'\RI <>;(81T) I 12 I I I II L'\R'I' (4.9) 

Let 

(A ~ll/)(s) = (Q. * F 1)(5), 

(A ~) I)(s) = (P. * F I)(s), sER,fEL 2(R3
), 

where 

s 
Q.(s) = (2 2)' 

1TS + e 
We have from Young's inequality 

IIP.*gIIL'IRI<>;11 gllL'lRI' gEL2(R), 

and by the theory of Hilbert transform,6 

IIQ.*gl/L'lRj<>;/lg//L'lRj, gEL2(R). 

Therefore, by using (4.9), we get 

IIA.V1/11L'(RI<>;~81TII/IIL'(R'l' j= 1,2, 

for allfin L 2(R3
). 

ProololLemma 4.1: We can write 

G. = G.(I) - iG.(2)· 

where 

(G. 1J1/)(k) = (1T12)l k l- 1/2 (A. U)/)(lkI 2), 
j= 1,2. 

By using (4.12), we get 

IIG.Ujl IIL'(R'I = (~/2)1/21IAE(Y IIL'(R+i 

<>;2~11/11L'(R')' j= 1,2, 

for alliin L 2(R3
). Thus the lemma follows. 

Let 

(A(II I)(s) = ~pf ds' (F I)(~'), 
1T s-s 

(A(2J)(S) = ( F 1)(5), 

(4.10} 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

Then, it follows from (4.10) and the theory of Hilbert trans
form6 that 

s-limA. IJ1 I = A IJ1 J, 
<-+0 

j= 1,2 (4.16) 

in L 2(R), which, together with (4.12), implies that the 
AU1 ,j = 1,2, are bounded operators from L 2(R3) to L 2(R). 
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Define 

Gf= Gilif - iG 121J, 

where 
(4.17) 

(4.18) 

Lemma 4.2: G is a bounded operator on L 2(R3 ) and 

s-lim G. = G. 
E" .. +0 

Furthermore, G is skew-symmetric. 
Proof (4.19) follows from the identity 

(4.19) 

IIG.lllf - Gill! IIL'IR'I = (1T3/2)1/21IA.lllf -A Illf IIL'IR,) 

and (4.16). (4.19) and (4.6) imply that Gis a bounded operator 
on L 2(RJ). The skew-symmetry of G follows from that of G 
and (4.19), € 

For each aER we define a Hibert space Ma (R3
) by 

Ma(R3) = !II II flla==llwa fIIL'IR'1 < 00 J. (4.20) 

Henceforth we denote the L 2-norm by II 110' 

Lemma 4.3: G is a bounded operator on M _ !l2(R3 ). 

Proof We have from the definition of Gill 

II G Illf 112_ 1/2 = rr3 100 

dk IA (j)f(k 2W, 

j = 1,2,fEM _1i2(R3
). 

By direct computations we have 

(A (I) !)(k 2) = B (I)(k) + B (2)(k), k > 0, 

where 

BIII(S) = ~ P ("" dt (F !)(t 2), 
rr Jo \s - t) 

B 121(s) = _ ~ P I dt ( F !)(t 2), 
rr )-00 s-t 

SER. 

Therefore, we get 
2 

\ \G OI!\ \2_ 1f2 <:;;2tr I. IIBllll \i'IR)' 
j = I 

By the isometry of Hilbert transform we have 

ftlllBllllli'IRI = J~oo ds I(F!)(s2)12 

= 2 f'" ds sl £f)(sW 

<:;; 8rr II ! 112_ 1/2 . 
Thus, we get 

I IGilifl1_l/2<:;;4rr21I fll-1/2' 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that G (21 is a bounded 
operator on M _1/2(R3

). Thus the lemma follows. 
We define 

D(z) = -Z+1+<5K+A 2Jd 3k p(k)2
2

, (4.21) 
z-k 

which is analytic on C'\(O,oo). 
Lemma 4.4: For each SE[O, 00 ) 

D ± (s)=:= lim D (s ± iE) 
£-+0 

(4.22) 
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exist and are continuous. Furthermore, we have 

inf ID + (s)1 > 0. 
SE(O.=I -

(4.23) 

Proof Since p is rotation invariant, we write 
p(k) = p(lkl). It follows from the assumptions for p that 
Sl /2p(V S)2 is Lipshitz continuous on [0,00) with index 1/2. 
Therefore, 

lim d 3k P = 2rr lim dt _-,-p...;.v_.:... f ~(k)2 S"" tI/2~(_/t)2 

,-. + 0 S ± iE - k 2 ,~+ 0 0 s ± iE - t 

exist for each SE[O, 00) and are continuous,6 so that the first 
half of the lemma follows. (4.23) can be proved easily by 
using the assumption p > ° and the continuity of D ± (s). 

Lemma 4.5: There exist constantsc 1 > Oandcz > Osuch 
that 

ID(z) +zl <C I' 

for all ZEC,\ [0, 00 ). 

ID(z)1 >Cz 

The proof is easy and is omitted. 
Lemma 4.6: Let 

Then, 

IIQllo=l. 

Proof We have 

i'" !/2~('1)2 
II Q 110 = 2rrA 2 ds s P V S2 • 

o ID +(sJl 

On the other hand, we have 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

D_(s) - D+(s) = i4rA 2SI/2 p(vsf. (4.27) 

Since D + is the complex conjugate of D _, we get 

I (oo {I I} 
IIQ II~ = 2rri Jo ds D+(s) - D_(s) . 

The right-hand side can be evaluated by using a contour 
integral for liD (z) in the cut planeC'\[O, 00) and applying the 
Cauchy integral theorem, where Lemma 4.5 is used, and we 
get (4.26). 

Lemma 4.7: Let Tbe an operator given by 

T!=!+AW I
/
2QGw Ii2 pJ (4.28) 

Then, T is a bounded operator on L 2(R3
). 

Proof: The lemma follows from the boundedness of G 
and the fact that W I

/
2Q and W I

/
2p are in L "'{R3

). 

Remark: The operator Tis symbolically given by a dis
tribution kernel: 

(T f)(k) = J d 3k' T(k,k')f(k'), (4.29) 

where 

T(k k') = <5 3(k _ k') _ A 2 p(k')p(k') (4.30) 
, (k2 _ k,2 + iO)D+(k2) 

Since G is skew-symmetric (Lemma 4.2), the adjoint op
erator T* of Tin L 2(R3

) is given by 

T*f=! - Awlf2pGwl/2Q[, fEL 2(R3). (4.31) 

Lemma 4.8: Tand T* are bounded operators on 
Mu(RJ) fora = ±~, -1. 
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Proof The lemma follows from Lemma 4.2, Lemma 
4.3, and the fact that Q, wQ, p, and wp are in L "'(R3

). 

Lemma 4.9: The operator T as a bounded operator on 
L 2(R3

) has the following properties: 

(1) T*T=I, 
(2) TT* + (Q")oQ = I, 
(3) T*Q = 0, 
(4) TI= rTI + (1 - r)(1 - [f]/41T), 

where the operator Tis defined by 

TI= TJ 
and 

(4.32) 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 

(4.36) 

r(k) = D+(k2)ID_(k2
). (4.37) 

(5) TT* I + (Q,/)oQ =1 - (1 - ri[f]/41T, 
lEI. 2(R3

). (4.38) 
(6) If h is a rotation invariant function on R3

, then we 
have 

T*hT= T*hT (4.39) 

as an operator identity and 

a.e. (4.40) 

for h with hQEL 2(R3). 
Lemma 4.9 is proved in the Appendix. 
Remark: By Lemma 4.8, (4.32) and (4.33) can be ex

tended as operator identities on M a (R3
) for a = ±~, - 1. 

B. Exact solution 
Let 

¢o(l) = (l/v211 a*(1 hi w) + a(l Iv w) J, IEM _1/2(R3), 

(4.41) 

fro(l) = (ilv2)1 a*(w I/21) - a(w1/2 I) I, IEMI/2(R3
), (4.42) 

and define 

b (I) = (l/v2)1 ¢0(T*w I/2 I) + i;"o(T* I Iv w) 
+ (w 1 12Q,J)ofJ + i(Q Iv w,J)op J, (4.43) 

b *(1) = (l/v2){ ¢0(T*W Il2 I) - i;"o(T* I Iv w) 

+ (w I/2Q,/)oq - i(Qlvw,J)opj lEI. 2(R3).(4.44) 

Let D be the linear subspace in L 2(R) spanned by all the 
Hermite functions: 

D = ttoajhj !ajEC, nEN,hj: thejth Hermite function} 

and put 
(4.45) 

DF =D®,'TF' (4.46) 

Then, b (I) and b *(1) are well-defined on DF and leave it 
invariant, satisfying 

(b (I)I/I,f/» = (I/I,b *(lif/», 
[b (/),b *( g)] 1/1 = (J,g)o 1/1, 
[b (I),b (g)] 1/1 = [b *(/),b *( g)] 1/1 = 0, 

(4.47) 
(4.48) 
(4.49) 

for all 1/1, f/> in DF and allf,g in Mo(R3). (4.48) and (4.49) can 
be proved by using Lemma 4.9. 

Lemma 4.10: Let b #(1) be either b (I) or b *(/). Then, 

lib #(/)1/111 <c( II 111-112 + II Illo)II(H + 1)1121/111 
(4.50) 
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for all 1/1 in D (H 1/
2

), allfin M _1/2(R3)nMo(R3) and some 
constant c > O. 

Proof By using (3.1), Lemma 4.7, and Lemma 4.8, we 
can show that 

lib #(1)1/111 <c( III 11-112 + II I II 0) II (Ho + 1)1/21/111, 

I/IED (H 6/2
), 

which, combined with (3.12), yields (4.50). 
Lemma 4.11: Let/be in M _1/2(R3)nMl(R

3
). Then, 

b #(1) maps D (H 3/2) into D (H) and we have 

[H,b#(I)]CJI= ±b#(wl)CJI, CJlED(H3/2), (4.51) 

where + (resp. -) goes with b *H (resp. b (.)]. 
Proof We first prove (4.51) for CJlin DFnD (H 3/2) by us

ing commutation relations for HOb ,a#('),p,and q, and then 
use a limiting argument to extend the result to all CJI in 
D(H 3 /2). 

Now, we state the main result in this section: 
Theorem 4.1: The dynamical variables ¢ (f,t ) and q(t ) 

defined by (4.1) and (4.2) have the following explicit form: 

¢(f,t)= ;2 {b*(~: Tl)+b(e~:tTJ)}, 
IEM _1(R3)nM _1/2(R3

) (4.52) 

and 

1 { ( e
iOJt

) ( e - iOJt )} 
q(t) = V2 b· v w Q + b V w Q . (4.53) 

Furthermore, 
(I) For each tER and all CJI,f/> in D F , (CJI,¢ (f,t)f/» is a 

tempered distribution as a functional of lin Y(R3). If/is 
real, then ¢ (f,t) is essentially self-adjoint on DF • 

(2) q(t ) is essentially self-adj?int on D F • 

Proof Let CJlED (H 3/2) and/EM _1(R3)nM _I dR3) 
nMI/2(R3). We denote the right-hand side of(4.52) by I/J(f,t). 
It is easy to see that I/J( f,t ) CJI is strongly differentiable with 
respect to t. By using Lemma 4.11, we get 

!!"'1/J(f,t)1/I = i[H,I/J(f,t)] 1/1, 
dt 

i.e.,I/J(f,t) satifies the Heisenberg equation. Furthermore, we 
have from Lemma 4.9 as applied to (4.43) and (4.44) 

1/J(f,0) = ¢o(l)· 

Thus, by the uniqueness of solution to the Heisenberg equa
tion, we get 

1/J(f,t)1/I = ¢ (f,t )CJI. (4.54) 

By a limiting argument employing Lemma 4.10, we can ex
tend (4.54) to all CJlin D (H 1/2) and to alljin 
M _1(R3)nM _ldR3

), so that (4.52) holds. Theproofforq(t) is 
quite similar. By using standard estimates for a#(.) and the 
boson number operator (see, e.g., Ref.4, Sec.x.7), we can 
show that 

(4.55) 

for all CJI in DF and alliin M 0(R3), where c'l' > 0 is a constant 
depending on 1/1. It follows from (4.52), (4.55) and Lemma 4.8 
that (CJI,¢ (f,t)f/> )with CJI,f/>EDF is a tempered distribution asa 
functional of lin Y(R3

). It is easy to see that if/is real, then 
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¢ (f,t I is symmetric onDp (cf. (4.47)]. Furthermore, by using 
the estimates (4.55) repeatedly (cf. Ref.4, Sec.X. 6-7), we can 
show that Dp is a set of analytic vectors for ¢ (f,t). Thus, it 
follows from Nelson's analytic vector theorem (see, e.g., Ref. 
4, Sec. X. 6) that if fis real, then ¢ (f,t) is essentially self
adjoint on Dp . The proof for essential self-adjointnss of q(t ) is 
quite similar. 

Finally we give the expressions of a#( '),p, and q in terms 
of b #(-) which are obtained by using Lemma 4.9 and Theo
rem 4.1. Namely, we have 

a(f) = ~{b *(_1_ Tw 1/2j_ w1/ZT L) 
2 VW VW 

+ b (_1_ Tw l/2 f + wl/2T L)}, (4.56) 
V w VW 

a*(f) = ~{b *(_I_TwI/2 f + WI/2 T L) 
2 VW VW 
+ b (_I_TwI/Y _ W l/2T L)}, 

V-.fU V W 
(4.57) 

q= :2 {b*(;w)+b(;w)}' (4.58) 

p= ;2 {b*(WI/2Q)-b(WI/2Q)}. (4.59) 

V. ASYMPTOTIC OPERATORS 

In this section we consider the asymptotic limits, as 
t-+ ± 00, of the operators a'f(f) given by 

a'f(f) = eitHe-itHoa#(f)eitHoe-itH, (5.1) 

for tER andfEM _I/Z(R3)nMo(R3). Since D (H 112) = D (H 6/2
) 

[see Remark (2) in Sec. III1, a'f(f) is well defined on D (H 1/2). 

Theorem 5.1: Let IJIbe in D (H 1/
2

). Then, the strong 
limits 

t--+ ± 00 in 

exist and are given explicitly by 

a!(f) = b #(f), 

aou, (f) = b(f - i).1T"wpQ [f]), 

a~u, (f) = b *(f + 1).1T"W pQ [ f] ). 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

Proof The existence ofthe strong limits of a'f(f) as 
t- ± 00 can be proved in the same way as in Ref.7. We 
prove (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5). LetfEY(R3

) and IJIED (H 1/2). By 
differentiating first and then integrating the right-hand side 
of(S.I) with respect to t, we get 

at (f)1JI = a(f)1JI - i). (' ds ( fie - :':: J) q(s)lJI, (5.6) Jo (Zw) 0 

where the integral is the strong integral. Put 

_ i). (pe -i(U" f) Q _ iws a -- ~-- --e 
s 2 vw' 0 VW ' 

f3 
- I). (pe -i",s f) Q h"s .. -- ---, --e. 

, 2 VW 0 vw 
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Since as and f3. are strongly continuous on s in 
M -I ;z(R3)nMo(R3

), we get from (4.53) and (5.6) 

at(f)1JI = a(f)IJI- b (u t )IJI- b *(v, )IJI, 

where 

U t = L dsa" v, = L dsf3s ' 

It is easy to see that the strong limits 

s-Jim ut =u ± ' 
t_± 00 

s-lim Vt=V + 
1 __ ± 00 -

exist in M _ 1I2(R3)nMo(R3
). Thus, we get 

aou,(f)IJI=a(f)IJI-b Cu± )IJI-b*(v± )IJI. 

By direct computations we can show that 

u_ = ~(_1_ Tw 1l2 f + W1I2TL) - f, 
2 w l12 VW 

u+ =u_ +/).1T"WPQ[f], 

v + = ~(_1_ Tw l/2 j _ w l/2 T L). 
- 2 W l/2 VW 

Thus, by using (4.56), we get 

aout (f)1JI = b (f - Uvrrw pQ [j])IJI, 

a in (f) IJI = b (f) IJI. 

By a limiting argument, the result can be extended to allfin 
M _ I dR3)nMo(R3

). The expressions for a~ (f) and a~Ul (f) 
are obtained from the fact that 

(a~Ul(f)IJI,tP) = (lJI,aou,(I)tP) 
in 

for all lJI,tP in D (H 112). 

VI. SPECTRUM OF THE TOTAL HAMILTONIAN 
A. Absence of point spectra for excited states 

The proof of the absence of point spectra for excited 
states will be based upon the following lemma: 

Lemma 6.1: If IJI is an eigen vector of H, then b (f) IJI = 0 
for allfin M _1/2(R3)nMo(R3

). 

Proof If IJI is an eigenvector of H, then we have 
a in (f)1JI = 0 for allfinM _1!2(R3)nMo(R

3
) (see Ref.7), and the 

lemma follows from (5.3). 
Lemma 6.2 (absence of point spectra for excited states): 

Let 

Eo = infa(H). (6.1) 

Then, we have either ap{H) = 00r ap{H) = lEo!. 
Proof Suppose that there exists a nonzero vector fl 

such that Hfl = afl with somea>Eo. We need only to show 
that a = Eo. Let:1(" be the linear subspace in ,W" spanned by 

! b *(fd···b *(fn)fl I J;EM _I dR3)nMo{R3), nEN \. 

By Lemma 6.1 and the commutation relation (4.48), 
b #(f) leaves :1f"invariant. Therefore, it follows from (4.56)
(4.59) that a#{f),p, and q also leave:1(" invariant. On the 
other hand, it is well known that the operator algebra 
{a*(f), a(f) I fEM _I d R3)nMo(R3)} (resp. I p, q I) is irredu
cible in .'"7 (resp. in L 2{R)) (see, e.g., Ref.8). Therefore, the 
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operator algebra {a*(f),a(f),p,ql leM _1/2(R3)nMo(R3
)} is 

irreducible in jY'. Thus, we get 71'" = jY'. For 
.lje[na>oMa (R3)]nM _1/2(R3

), we define 

1/1(/1 , ... '/n) = b *(iI) ... b *(fn )f1. 

By using Lemma 4.11, we can show that 1/1 (/11· .. .f .. ) is in 
D (H) for all neN. We compute 

(1/1 (/1'" ·.fn ), HI/I (fl,. .. .fn )) 

= I (b*(/Il ... b*(fn)f1,b*(/d .. ·b *(O).Ij) ... b*(f .. )f1) 
j= I 

+al I I/I(fl'''·'/ .. ) I 12. 
It is not difficult to see that the first term in the right-hand 
side is nonnegative. Therefore, we get 

(1/1 (f" ... '/ .. ), HI/I (fl'·"'/ .. ) ) >a 111/1 (fft .. ·,/ .. ) 112. 

Since the linear subspace spanned by {I/I (fl .... ,/ .. ) IneN} is 
also dense by 71'" = jY' and is invariant under the action of 
the unitary group {eitH II tER} (cf. Lemma 4.11). it is a core 
for H. Furthermore, we can show that 

(1/1 (gl, ... ,gn ),HI/I (fw .. '/m» = 0, 

(I/I( gl, ... ,g .. ).I/1(/I'''''/m)) = 0 

for m =In. Thus, we conclude that 

(I/I,HI/I »a 111/1112 

for all l/IinD (H), which means that Eo>a. Therefore, we get 
a=Eo' 

B. Existence and uniqueness of ground state 

Lemma 6.3 (uniqueness of ground state): The ground 
state. if it exists, is unique up to scalar multiples. 

Proof Suppose that there exist two linear independent 
nonzero vectors f1it i = 1.2, such that Hf1i = Eafli' With
out loss of generality we assume that (11 1,112 ) = O. Let jY'i' 

i = 1.2. be the linear subspace spanned by 

! b *(/I)· .. b *(f .. )I1I.1jeM_IdR3)nMo(R3). neNJ. 

Then. by the proof of Lemma 6.2 we have 7?; = jY'. i = 1.2. 
However. by Lemma 6.1 we have 1f1111jY'2' which is a 
contradiction. 

Lemma 6.4: If b (/)1/1 = 0 (1/1 =10) for allfin 
M _ldR3)nMo(R3). then HI/I = Eo 1/1 and hence 1/1 is the 
ground state. 

Proof If the assumption of the lemma is satisfied, then 
we have 

(b (0)1) + Hb (/)}if' = 0 

for allfin M _1/2(R3)nMo(R3)nMdR3). Therefore. it follows 
that I/IED (H 312) and b (/)HI/I = 0 (cf. Lemma 4.11). On the 
other hand. we can show in the same way as in the proof of 
Lemma 6.2 that the vector cP satisfying b (f)cP = 0 for allfin 
M _ I n/R3)nMo(R

3
) is unique up to scalar multiples. There

fore. Hif' = aif'with somea>Eo. By Lemma 6.3. a must be 
equal to Eo. 

Since we have Lemma 6.4. we prove the existence of the 
ground state by constructing a vector f1 such that b (f)11 = 0 
for allfin M _1/2(R3)nMo(R3). 
Let 
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W+I= ~{_1_ T*0)1/2 +0)1/2T* _l_}f, 
2 VO) VO) 

(6.2) 

W -I = ~{_I_T*0)1/2 _ 0)1/2T* _1_}], 
2 VO) VO) 

(6.3) 

A=_l_(q+ip), 
V2 

(6.4) 

Q _~( 1/2 _1)Q 
± - 2 0) ± VO) . (6.5) 

Since T* is a bounded operator on Ma (R3
) for a = ± 1. o. 

- 1 (see Lemma 4.8), W ± are bounded operators on 
Ma(R3) fora = - 1. o. In terms of W ± .A. and A * we can 
write (see (4.43), (4.44). (4.56) and (4.57)] 

b (f) = a*(W -f) + (W +f) + (Q-'/)aA * + (Q+'/)aA. 

(6.6) 

b *(/) = a*(W +f) + a(W -f) + (O'+'/)aA * + (O'-'/)aA. 

(6.7) 

a(/) = - b *( W*- f) + b (W~ f). (6.8) 

a*(f) = b *(W~ f) - b (W*- f)· (6.9) 

The commutation relations for b #, a#. and A # give the fol
lowing relations for W ± and Q ± : 

W~ W+ - W*- W_ +P+ -P_ =1. 

W~ W_ - W*- W+ +P+_ -P_+ =0. 

W+W~ - W_W*- =1. 

W W* - W W* =0 - + + - , 

where 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

(6.13) 

P ± 1= (Q ± '/)oQ ± • (6.14) 

P +-f= (Q-'/)oO'+. P -+f= (Q+'/)oO'-. (6.15) 

In order to construct the ground state, we must know 
some properties of the operators W + . 

Lemma 6.5: W _ is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on 
Mo(R3). 

Proof It follows from the definition of T that 

(W_fHk) = f d 3k' W_(k,k')f(k'). 

where 

W (k k') = A p(k) Q (k') 
-. 2(/kllk'I)1/2(l k l + Ik'I)' 

It is easy to see that W _h·)eL 2(Rf'). Therefore. the lemma 
follows. 

Lemma 6.6: dim Ker W + = 1. 
Proof Let 

Lf=_I- TO)T*L. 
VO) VO) 

Then. it follows from Lemma 4.8 that L is a bounded. non
negative. self-adjoint operator on Mo(R3). Put 

g=(1 +L)-I~. 
VO) 

By using the identity 

W J = (lI2V 0)) T*O)II2(1 + L if, 
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we have 

W +g = (lI2v cu) r·Q = 0, 

so thatg is in KerW +, i.e., KerW +¥0. LetfEKerW +. 

Then, by using (4.33), we get 

(1 +L)f=(cuI12QJ)0(Qlvcu), (6.16) 

l.e., 

f = (CU Il2QJ)0 g, 

which implies that dim Ker W + = 1. 

Lemma 6.7: IffEKerW +, then (i) W _ f i'0 and (ii) 
(Q+./)oi'O (f #0). 

Proof: LetfEKerW + U#O) and suppose that 
W _ f = O. Then, it follows from (6.10) and (6.11) that 

(P+ -P-)f=f, (P+_ -P_+)f=O, 

which imply thatf = O. This is a contradiction. Thus, 
W J i'0. By (6.16) and the positivity of L, we have 

(cu I12Q'/)0(f,Q Iv culo> 1. 

Therefore, we get 

(Q +'/)o(/,Q Iv cu)o = H (cu I12QJ)0(J,Q Iv culo 
+ 1(f,Qlvcu)0/2l > 1, 

which implies that (Q+./)o#O. 
Henceforth we fix a vector f + in Ker W +. 

We define an operator Yon Mo(R3) by 

Yf= W_f- (Q+,J)o W_f+, fEMo(R3 ), (6.17) 
(Q+./+)o 

which is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator by Lemma 6.5. 
It follows from (6.12) that (W + W"'r ) - I exists and 

therefore that W + t (Ker W +)1 is a one-one map from 
(Ker W +)1 onto Mo{R3

). Thus, 

Z={W+ i!KerW+)1)-1 (6.18) 

is a bounded operator on Mo(R3) with RanZ = (Ker W + )1. 
Put 

C=YZ. (6.19) 

Then, C is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on Mo{R3
). 

Lemma 6.8: Let C (k,k') denote the Hilbert-Schmidt 
kernel of the operator C. Then, 

C{k,k') = C(k',k). (6.20) 
Proof: We need only to show that C* = C,i.e., 

Z*Y· = Y Z. (6.21) 

By using (6.1 I), we can show that 

W"'+ y= y*W+, 

which, combined with W •. Z = I, yields (6.21). 
We now construct the ground state. Let 

flo = ho 'f!dlF , (6.22) 

where ho is the zeroth Hermite function and flF is the Fock 
vacuum in :7: 

ho(q) = 1T- 114e- Q'12, 

flF = [1,0,0, ... j. 

Then, it foHows that 
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(6.23) 

(6.24) 

Aflo=O, aU)flo=O 

for allfin Mo(R3). Put 

u = Q _ _ U+,Q-)oQ+ 
(f+,Q+ )0 

and define 

(6.25) 

(6.26) 

V = -! f d Jkd 3k'C(k,k')a*(k)a*(k') - a·( Z *u )A * 

_~ (Q-,J+)OA*2. 

2 (Q+,J+)o 
(6.27) 

The operator Vis well defined on DF and leaves it invariant. 
Furthermore, we can show that DF is a set of analytic vectors 
for V. Thus we can define 

= V"ilo 
fl=c " --

~ " "~o n. 
(6.28) 

where c > 0 is the normalization constant. We want to prove 
that 

bU)fl =0 (6.29) 

for all/in Mo(R3). Then, it follows from Lemma 6.4 that fl is 
the ground state. 

Equation (6.29) is equivalent to the following equations: 

[a*( W _ I) + a( W + f) + (Q _,fJo.4 • + (Q+,JJo,4 ]fl = ° 
forfE(KerW+)l, (6.30) 

[a*(W_f+) + (Q-,J+1oA * + (Q+,J+Jo,4 ]fl = O. 
(6.31) 

It is easy to see that 

[V,a(W+f)]l/'= [a*(Yf) + (u,f)(0 *11/' 

for allf in (Ker W + 11 and all I/' in D F • Therefore, we have 

a(W+f)V"no = - n{a*(Yf) + (uj)oA *}V" -Ino 

for all n>l. Thus, we get 

[a*(Y f) + a(W+f) + (u,f)oA *lfl = 0 (6.32) 

for allfin (KerW +t Similarly, we can prove 

[a*((Q+J+)o Z*u) + (Q-J+)oA· + (QJ+){0 ]n = 
By using (6.11) and W +Z = 1, we can show that 

(Q+J+)o Z *u = W -1+. (6.33) 

Therefore, we get (6.31). (6.31) and (6.32) imply (6.30), so that 
(6.29) holds. Thus, we have proved the following: 

Lemma 6.9 (existence of ground state): The ground 
state exists and is given by (6.28) up to scalar multiples. 

C. Spectrum of the total Hamiltonian 

Theorem 6.1: We have 

a(H) = O"c(H) = [E{). 00), 

The eigenvalue E() is simple. 
Proof: From Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.9 we get 

O"p (H) = rEo 1, where Eo is simple. Since Eo = infa(H) is an 
eigenvalue of H and the boson is massless, it follows that 
O"c (H) = [Eo, 00) (see Ref.3,Proposition 4.1). 

Remarks: (1) By using (6.28) and (6.331, we can evaluate 
the ground state energy: 
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Eo = (fJo,HfJ) 
(fJo,fJ ) 

=! + !8K(QIVw,g+)0 - yt (pIVw,W_ g+)o' 

where 

g+ =/+/(Q+.J+)o· 

(2) The theorem shows that, under the perturbation, all 
the point spectra but the lowest one of the unperturbed Ha
miltonian Ho completely disappear into the continuous spec
trum. However, we can prove that if we introduce an in
frared cutoff in the interaction, then the total Hamiltonian 
has a countable set of eigenvalues embedded in the continu
ous spectrum. Thus apparently it is essential for the disap
pearance of the point spectra of the unperturbed Hamilton
ian that the boson is massless. 

VII. OTHER PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL 

We briefly remark on the other properties of the model. 

A. Scattering theory 

Since we have established the existence of the ground 
state (Lemma 6.9) and the asymptotic field (Theorem 5.1), we 
can construct the S matrix in the usual way and show that it 
is nontrivial and that the n-bosonS-matrix element is written 
as a combinatorial sum of products of the one-boson S-ma
trix element S (k' ,k) given by 

S(k',k) = 83(k' _ k) + i1T8(lk'l -Ikl) A 2 p(kf . 
Ik ID+(k2

) 

B. Point limit 

We can consider the point limitp(x)-+<5 3(X) of the inter
action, which corresponds to removing the ultraviolet cutoff 
in momentum space, in terms of the Wightman func
tions{W~m.n)} given by 

withJ;EY(R3), tjER, i = 1, ... ,m,j = 1, ... ,m + n;;;.O. By us
ing (4.48),(4.52), and (4.53), we can explicitly evaluate w~m.n). 
Let 

K2 e - "Ixl 

p,,(x) = 41T -I-x 1-' K> 0, 

which tends t08 3(X) in the distribution senseaSK-oo. Then, 
we can prove that 

lim w~:·n)== w(m.n) 
"-00 

exists and that the limit theory defined in terms of the Wight
man functions {w(m.n)} is identified with a definite theory, 
which is easily constructed. The details are omitted. 
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF LEMMA 4.9 

Throughout the proof we set 

TJ = wl/2 p, A = w1/2Q, 
and denote the inner product of L 2(R3) by ( , ). 

(1) From the definition of T, Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 
4.2, we have 
(Tf,Tg) = (/,g)+A {(/,AGTJg) + (AGTJ/,g)J + lim 1£(1) 

£_+0 

for all/,g in L 2(R3), where 

1/) =A 2(AG£TJ/,AG£TJg). 
Putting 

K~I)(k',k") 

=fd3k IQ(kW , 
(k2 _ k,2 _ iE)(k2 - k H2 + iE) 

we can write 

(AI) 

I~I)=A2 fd3k'd 3k" p(k'lO(k") /(k')g(k")K~I)(k',k"), 

By using (4.27), we have 

K (I)(k' k") = _1_ (00 ds 1 
£ , 21Ti Jo (s - k'2 - iE)(S - k,,2 + iE) 

X {D~(S) - D~(sJ 
The right-hand side can be evaluated by using a contour 
integral for l/[(z - k,2 - iE)(Z - k"2 + iE)D (z)] in the cut 
plane C'\ [0, ($J ) and we get 

K (I)(k' k") = 1 
€' (k,2 _ k,,2 + 2iE)D (k'2 + iE) 

1 + . 
(k,,2 _ k,2 - 2iE)D (k"2 - iE) 

Therefore, we obtain 

I~I)=A{(~: f,G2£TJg)+(G2£TJf,~: g)}, 

where 

D€(s) = D (s - iE). 

Since the operator norm of G£ is bounded uniformly with 
s 

respect to E and G£ -G, Arz! ID£- - A/in L 2(R 3) as 

E- +0, we get 

limI£(I) = -A {(I,AGTJg) + (AGTJ/,g)j, 
£_+0 

which, together with (A 1), yields 

(Tf,Tg) = (I,g), 

implying T· T = I. 
(2) By Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.2, and (4.31), we have 

(T· f,T· g) = (I,g) -A I!TJGAf,g) + (f,TJGA g)J + lim 1£(2) 
£_+0 

(A2) 

for allf,g in L 2(R3), where 

(2) _ 2 - -
I€ - A (TJG£A f,G£Ag). 

Putting 
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we can write 

1£ (21 = J d 3k'd 3k" Q (k') Q(k") flk') g(k")K£ (21(k',k"). 

By direct algebraic computations, we have 

K£ (21(k' ,k") = D (k"Z - iE) - D (k'z + iE) _ l. 
k'2 - k"2 + 2iE 

Therefore, we get 

1£ 121 = A {(T/G2.AJ,F£ g} + (F, J,T/GuAg) - (J,Q )(Q,g), 

where 
F, (k) = D (k2 

- iE)/ D _ (k2). 

Thus, we obtain 

lim 1,121 = A ! (T/GA J,g) + (J,T/GAg) J - (J,Q )(Q,g), 
E ... +0 

which, together with (A2), yields 

(T·J, T*g) (J,(Q,g)Q) = (J,g). 

Thus, (4.33) follows. 
(3) We can write 

(TJ,Q) = (J,q) + lim 1,(31, 
E_+O 

for allfin L 2(R3
), where 

I, (3) = A f d 3k p(k) f(k)K, (3)(k), 

2 A 2 

K (31(k) = J d 3k' A p(k') . 
, \D+(k'2)\(k'2 _ kl - iE) 

By using (4.27), we have 

(A3) 

K (31(k) = _1_ ('" ds 1 {_1 ___ 1_} 
, 2m' Jo (s - k 2 - iE) D+(s) D_(s) 

1 
= D(k2 + iE)' 
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where the last equality follows from an evaluation using a 
contour integral. Therefore, we get 

limI, (31 = - (J,Q), 
,---0 

which, together with (A3), implies (T J,Q ) = O. Thus, we ob
tain T*Q = O. 

(4) This is proved by direct algebraic computations. 
(5) This follows from direct computations using (4.33) 

and (4.35). 
(6) This follows from the property (4.35). 
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On a model of a harmonic oscillator coupled to a quantized, massless, scalar 
field. II 
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In terms of the resonance pole oftheSmatrix, which is also a complex pole associated with the 2-
point function for the harmonic oscillator, a rigorous mathematical interpretation is given to the 
formal perturbation calculation for the "level shifts" (the Lamb shifts in QED) of the harmonic 
oscillator atom and for the "decay probabilities" of the excited states due to the spontaneous 
emission of bosons. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Db,03.70. + k 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is a continuation of the author's previous 
paper, ' which is henceforth referred as [I]; we shall use the 
same notations as in [I]. 

In [I], we studied a quantum system of a harmonic oscil
lator coupled to a quantized, massless, scalar field whose 
total Hamiltonian is formally given by 

H = ~ ( - :q: + q2) + f d 3
k Ikla*(k)a(k) 

+ Ilq f d 3k p(k) [ a*(k) + a(k) J 
(21k1l1!2 

+ !8Kq2. 

We proved 

aiH) = [Eo, 00), up(H) = [EoJ, 

which shows that, under the perturbation, all point spectra 
but the lowest one of the unperturbed Hamiltonian com
pletely disappear into the continuous1spectrum. Then, a prob
lem arises: What are the "level shifts" (the Lamb shifts in 
QED) of the harmonic oscillator atom that the formal per
turbation calculation gives? Or, in other words, what does 
the formal perturbation calculation approximate? It is the 
purpose of the present paper to give a solution to the problem 
together with that of the spontaneous emission ofbosons. 

In Sec. II, we consider analytic properties of the n-point 
functions for the harmonic oscillator. After showing that the 
study can be reduced to that of 2-point function, we shall 
prove (i) that the complex Fourier transform with respect to 
positive time of the 2-point function, which is originally de
fined as an analytic function in the upper half-plane, has a 
meromorphic continuation into the second Riemann sheet 
and (ii) that the continuation has a unique pole for sufficient
ly small values of the coupling constant III I, and further (iii) 
that the real and the imaginary part of the pole give a rigor
ous mathematical interpretation to the "level shifts" and the 
"decay probabilities" from the formal perturbation calcula
tions, at least up to the second order in the coupling con
stant; the decay is of course due to the spontaneous emission 
ofbosons. We also give the time decay law for the 2-point 
function, which is not exactly exponential for large times. In 
Sec. III, we consider the analyticity of the S matrix with 
respect to the energy variables, showing, after a reduction to 

the analyticity of the one-boson S matrix, (i) that the one
boson S-matrix element is meromorphically continued into 
the second Riemann sheet and (ii) that the continuation has a 
unique pole for sufficiently small values of the coupling con
stant; the pole is located at exactly the same position as that 
found in Sec. II. We obtain an asymptotic form of the one
boson S-matrix element as the coupling constant tends to 
zero, which shows that the pole is the resonance pole in bo
son scattering. 

II. ANALYTIC PROPERTIES OF THE N-POINT 
FUNCTIONS FOR THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR 

The n-point function for the harmonic oscillator is de
fined by 

Wn (t ..... ,tn) = (f},q(tt!· .. q(tn)f}), (2.1) 

where f} is the ground state of the total Hamiltonian con
structed explicitly in [I]. By using the explicit form of q(t ) (see 
[I], Theorem 4.1), we can prove 

W2n +' (t" ... ,t2n +,) = 0, 

(2.2) 

W2n (t" ... ,t2n ) = L W2(t;,.tj,) ... W2(t;.,tjJ 
comb 

for all n ;;'0, where l:comb indicates the sum over all (2n )!/2nn! 
ways of writing 1, ... ,2n as n distinct unordered pairs 
(i"jt!, ... ,(in ,jn)' Thus, the problem of the analytic properties 
of W2n (t " ...• t2n ) is reduced to that of the 2-point function 
W2(t,.t2 ). which is explicitly given by 

WIt t)= ~fd3k IQ(kW e-;lk11t,-t,I=W(t -t). 
2 "2 2 Ikl 2' 2 

(2.3) 

Throughout the paper, we shall assume, in addition to 
the assumptions in [I], thatp(k ) has an analytic continuation 
p(z) onto the set [ZECj Re(z) > 0, Im(z) < 0 J and 

p(z) = O(l/Izll H)(lzl_oo) for some €>O. (2.4) 

A. Complex pole associated with the 2-point function 

We shall first consider the analytic properties of 

W2(zl = 100 

dt W 2(t leitz, (2.5) 
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which is originally defined and is analytic in the upper half
plane. 

Let IJI~I be the eigenvector of the unperturbed Hamil
tonian Ho with the eigenvalue 

E~ol = n +~, n = 0,1,... . (2.6) 

and! PIOI(E) J be the spectral family associated with Ho. For 
each Borel set B in R I, we define the projection operator 

P~O)(B) = PIO)(B \ !E~)J). (2.7) 

Let 

An(z) = - (IJI~O),HI(Ho _z)-IP~O)(R I)HIIJI~)), (2.8) 

which is analytic in the cut plane C \ [~, 00). Then, we have 
Lemma 2.1: The function An (z) has an analytic continu

ation from the upper half-plane into a neighborhood of E ~I 
in the complex plane. In particular, 

An= lim An(z), Im(z»O 
z_E~) 

exists for each n>O and is explicitly given by 

A = ~ {npfd3k p(k)2 
n 2 1 _ k2 

- ..!.. f d 3k p(k)2 } - inA 2r A(I)2. 
2 Ikl(l + Ikl) p 

Proof Since 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

P~)(R I) = I - PIOI(E~)) and PIOI(E~I)HIIJI~I = 0, we have 

An(z) = -(IJI~I,H[(Ho-z)-IH[IJI~I). (2.8/) 

By direct computations, we have 

(1JI~I,HIeitHoH[IJI~I) = iA 2!(n + l)/IE~'+ II' 

+ i'IE~nl-I)'J';;/ 1/2/;;/ 1/2) iw,) ne 'I' 6J ''I' 6J e L 'IR 'I' 

so that 

An(z) = -iA2!(n+ l)JI+)(z)+nJI-I(z)J, (2.11) 

where 

JI ± I(z) = 41T i oo 

dk kp(k f . 
o k +E~) ± 1-z 

(2.12) 

From assumption (2.4), we can easily see that JI - I(z) has an 
analytic continuation from the upper half-plane into a neigh
borhood of E ~O) in the complex plane, while J ( + I(z) is analyt
ic in the cut plane C\[1 + E ~), 00). Thus, the first half of the 
lemma follows. The limit (2.10) follows from direct compu
tations using (2.11) and (2.12). 

Let 

En (A ) = E~I + Re(An) + (1JI~1,!8Kq21J1~1), n = 0,1, ... , 
(2.13) 

which are the formal perturbation expansions (see, e.g., Ref. 
2, Chap. I1)-up to the second order in the coupling constant 
A-for the "perturbed levels" of the harmonic oscillator un
der the perturbation HI + !8Kq2. The following theorem, 
which is one of our main results, gives a rigorous mathemat
ical interpretation to the formal perturbation expansions. 

Theorem 1: Let 

fl ± = !zEC!Re(z) >0, Im(z)~OJ. (2.14) 
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The function W2(z) originally defined as an analytic function 
in the upper half-plane has a meromorphic continuation 
from fl + onto fl _ across the positive real axis. Further
more, for each e, 0 < e < 1, there exists a constant r(e) > 0 
such that if IA I < r{€), then the merom orphic continuation 
has a unique pole; (A ) in the region 

n;, = (ZEC! Re(z) > e,lm(z) < 0 J, 

which is simple, analytic in A, and satisfies; (A )_1 as A-o. 
Let 

; (A ) = 1 + alA + a2A 2 + ... , IA I < r(e). 

Then: 
(1) a l = 0,lm(a2) < 0; 
(2) (Fermi golden rule) the function 

In(E) = (IJI~I,H[P~I(E~I - 8,E )H[IJI~)) 

with 0 < 8 < 1 is C 00 near E = E ~I and 

2 din I - nA Im(a2) = 1T -- ; 
dE E~E':l) 

(2.15) 

(3) 1 + A 2 Re(a2 ) = En (A ) - En _ I (A), n = 1,2, .. ·. 
(2.16) 

Remarks: (1) This theorem shows that the formal per
turbation expansions for the "level shifts" of the harmonic 
oscillator and for the "decay probabilities" of the excited 
states are characterized by the complex pole associated with 
the 2-point function for the perturbed harmonic oscillator, 
at least up to the second order in the coupling constant. 

(2) As is easily seen, we have 

W2(z) = - i(qf1,(fi - Z)-lqf1), (2.17) 

where 

(2.18) 

Therefore, the analytic properties 0fW2(Z) are translated to 
that of the resolvent function (qf1,(H - Z)-lqf1). 

(3) For the mathematical formulation of the Fermi 
golden rule, see Ref. 3. 

To prove Theorem I, we need 
Lemma 2.2: The function D (Z2) (see [I]) originally de

fined as an analytic function in the cut plane C\R I has an 
analytic continuation from fl + onto fl _ across the positive 
real axis. Furthermore, for each e, 0 < e < I, there exists a 
constant r(e) > 0 such that if IA I < r(e), then the analytic con
tinuation has a unique zero 17(A ) in the region fl" which is 
simple, analytic in A, and satisfies 17(A )-1 as A-o. Let 

17(A) = 1 + blA + b2A 2 + "', IA 1< r(e). 

Then, 

b l =0, (2.19) 

b2=~{8KA -2+p f d3kP(kf/(I-k2)} -irp(lf 

(2.20) 

Proof It is easy to see that the function 

D[[(z) = D (Z2) - i4rA 2Zp(Z)Z, zEfl_, (2.21) 

defines an analytic continuation of D (Z2) from II + onto II_ 
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across the positive real axis. Let 

{

D (Z2), zEll +, 

F(z,A) = D+(Z2), ZE(O,oo), 

DIl(z), zEll_. 

Then, F (z,A ) is analytic as a function of two complex varia
bles in the region! Re(z) > ° I X C and F (z,O) has a simple zero 
at z = 1. Therefore, by the Weierstrass preparation theorem 
(see, e.g., Ref. 3, p. 188), there exists a neighborhood N of 
(1,0) and a function G (z,A ) which is analytic and non vanish
ing in N such that in N,F(z,A ) can be written in the form 

F(z,A) = (z -1/(J. ))G(z,A), 

where 1/(J.) is analytic in a neighborhoo<!..U of J. = 0. Since 
D (Z2) with nonzero real 4 has no zero in fl + (see Lemma 4.4 
in [I]), we get 

DII (1/(J.)) = ° (2.22) 

for nonzero real4EU. 
We next prove the uniqueness of 1/(4 ) satisfying (2.22) in 

the region flE • We can write 

F(z,A) = _Z2 + 1 +J. 2(B(z) +J. -28K), 

whereB (z) is analytic in! Re(z) > ° I and satisfies IB (z)I-Oas 
[z [- 00. Therefore, for each t:, ° < t: < 1, we have 

sup[F(z,A) + Z2 - 1 [<A 2C., 
ZElI<e 

from which it follows easily thatz(A ) satisfyingF (z(J. ),A ) = ° 
must be equalto 1/(A ) for 14 I < r(t:), wherer(t:) > Oisaconstant 
depending on t:. Thus, the uniqueness follows. Equations 
(2.19) and (2.20) can be easily proved by using (2.22). 

ProofofTheorem 1: From (2.3), (2.5), and the identity 

D_(k 2) _ D+(k 2) = i41T2J. 2kp(k f, 
we have 

D+(k 2) ], 

Im(z»O, 

with which we continue W2(z) analytically over the cut plane 
C \ [0, 00 ). It is easy to see that the function 

W2(z)I/ = W2 (z) + i! 1/ D (Z2) - 1/ Dldzl! ' zElL, 

defines a meromorphic continuation of W2(z) from fl ~ onto 
fl_ across the positive real axis. The singularities of W2(z)I/ 
come only from that of 1/ Dn (z), so that the first half of the 
theorem follows from Lemma 2.2, and in fact ~ (J. ) = 1/(A ). 
By direct computations, we have 

(I{/ ~J ,~8Kq21{/ ~J) = ~8KE ~J, 
Re(An -An_I)=U 2PJd 3k p(k)2 

Y' 1 - k 2 ' 

from basic commutation relations and (2.10), respectively. 
Thus, comparing (2.13) and (2.20), we get (2.16). Finally, we 
prove (2). The idea for the proof is similar to that in Ref. 4. By 
Stone's formula as applied to (2.8') and Lemma 2. I,/" (E) is 
written as an integral of the imaginary part of an analytic 
function in a neighborhood of E ~J, so that 
In (E) is C 00 near E = E ~OJ and we get 
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1T dfn I = - Im(A n), 
dE E=E':!' 

which proves (2.15) by (2.10) and (2.20). 

B. Time decay property of the 2-point function 

Theorem 2: For sufficiently smalllA I, the 2-point func
tion for the harmonic oscillator is expressed in the form 

W2(t) = - [D ;r!~(A ))]-Ie - i,;(AJ, + r(t), t> 0,(2.23) 

where 

r(t) = (1/t )rdt) + r2(t), 

,~oo 

with some constants cj(A ) depending on J.. 
Proof From (2.3), we have 

1 3 
W2(t) = -. L ~(t), 

2m j= I 

where 

i< e-ikl 

II(t) = dk 2 ' 
o D+(k) 

1
00 e-ik, 

Il(t) = - dk 2,O<t:<1. 
. 0 D_(k ) 

Since 1/D+(k 2) is uniformly bounded, we have 

IIdt)1 «const)t:. 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

Noting that DII (z) is an analytic continuation of D +(k 2) onto 
fl_, we can evaluate the integral I2(t) by using the contour 
integral of 1/ Dll (z) along the curve [t: - ik 10<k<L ! 
u! E + LeiOI - ~1T<e<olu! k lc<k<L j(L-oo). Using 
Lemma 2.2 and ~ (4 ) = 1/(4 ), we get 
we get 

I
2
(t) = - 21Ti{D;, (~(A ))}- Ie - ,,(A), 

_ i (X dk _e_-_iE_' -_k_'I_ 

Jo D([ (E - ik ) 
(2.26) 

for IA I < riEl, where we take E such that D" (E - ik) has no 
zero. By changing the integral variable, we have 

i 'YO dk e - i<l - kl _ J..- e - i<l Iei' dk e - " 
o D" (E - ik) - t 0 DB (t: - ik It) . 

(2.27) 

The integral I 3(t) can be evaluated by using the contour 
integral of 1/ D (Z2) along the curve 
!k IO<k<L luILeiOlo<e<~1Tlulik 10<k<L 1 (L~oo), and 
we get 

-- . 1 100 e- k 
I3(t) = I - dk ?? , 

t 0 D ( - k -It-) 
(2.28) 

where we have used the fact that D (Z2) has no zero in ff +. 

Equations (2.25)-(2.28) imply the theorem. 
Remark: Since W2(t) = (qfl,e - itfiqfl ), the theorem 

gives the time decay law for the state qfl, which is not exactly 
exponential for large times. The time decay laws for other 
states, e.g., q nn, can be obtained through the formula (2.2) or 
in a similar way. 
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III. RESONANCE POLE OF THE S MATRIX 

We shall give another characterization for the formal 
perturbation expansions by considering the analytic proper
ties of the S matrix. 

It can be proved that the n-boson S-matrix element 
S ~I(k~ , ... ,k~,k \> ... ,kn ) in our model is given by 

s~nl(k; , ... ,k~ ,kl, ... ,kn) 

(3.1) 

where k;(resp.kj ),j = 1, ... ,n, denote the momenta of outgo
ing (resp. incoming) bosons and the sum is taken over all 
permutations of n suffices ofk's. Therefore, the problem of 
the analyticity of s~nl is reduced to that of S~I. 

It is easy to see that 

S~I(k',k) = 83(k' - k) - 21Ti8(lk'l -lkl).7,dlkl) (3.2) 

where .7", (I k I) is the transition matrix element for one boson 
scattering: 

.7",(k) = _A2p(k)2/2kD+(k2), k>O. (3.3) 

Theorem 3: ( 1) The function .7", (k ) originally defined in 
(0,00) has a meromorphic continuation onto II _, which, for 
IA. I < r(E), has the unique pole; (A ) in the region "E' 

(2) Let ; (A. ) = E (A) - ir(A.), so that r(A.) > 0, and let 
(f", IA. > ° J be an arbitrary family of open intervals contain
ing E (A) and such that the Lebesgue measure of f", is 
O(r(A )1/2) aSA-? + 0. Then, for kEf)., 

1
.7 (k 112 _ A 2p(k )2 { r(A )r(A) 

'" - 8rk 3 [{(k-E(A))2+F(A)Z] 

X(l + 0(1)) + OIl)} (3.4) 

as A-+ + 0, where 

rIA. ) = - Re [D II (; (A. ))] - 1 • 

Remark: The theorem shows that; (A ) is the resonance 
pole of the S matrix. 

Proof (1) By the proof of Lemma 2.2, the function 
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.7", (z)n = - A Zp(z)z /2zDn (z) 

defines a meromorphic continuation of.7", (k) onto II _ and 
hence the assertion follows. 

(2) The method of the proof is quite similar to that of 
Ref. S, Theorem 4. With the notations in the proof of Lemma 
2.2, we can write 

[F(z';")]- 1= (z - 7](A ))-la(A) + 0 (1) 

as A-o, uniformly on N, where a(A ) is the residue of 1/ Dn (z) 
at z = 7}(A): 

a(A ) = [D II (7}(A ))] -I. 

Let 

a(A ) = - r(A ) + ifi (A ). 

Then, for kEf", , we have, using 7](A. ) = ; (A. ), 

2rAZkp(k)2 -!m[Fz';")]-I- r(A)r(A.) 
ID+(kZW - ( - (k-E(A.)f+r(A.)Z 

+ 
(k - E(A )).8 (A ) 0(1) (3) 

(k _ E(A))2 + r(A)z + .S 

as A-o. By considering the cases k = E (A ) ± r (A ) liZ, we 
canprovethatfi(A.) = o (r(A )I/Z)asA-o, so thatthe second 
term in the right-hand sideof(3.S) is 0 (1) uniformly onkEl", 
as A_ + 0. Thus, (3.4) follows. 
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Generalized monotone convergence and Radon-Nikodym theorems 
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A measure and integration theory is presented in the quantum logic framework. A generalization 
of the monotone convergence theorem is proved. Counterexamples are used to show that the 
dominated convergence theorem, Fatou's lemma, Egorotrs theorem, and the additivity of the 
integral do not hold in this framework. Finally, a generalization of the Radon-Nikodym theorem 
is proved. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Bz, 02.50. + s 

/. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we consider a generalized measure and 
integration theory. We use the so called "quantum logic" 
framework which generalizes the traditional Hilbert space 
approach to quantum mechanics. 

There are other reasons, besides applications to quan
tum mechanics, for developing a generalized measure and 
integration theory. As pointed out in Ref. 1, if there is an 
"elementary length" or an accuracy limitation for a mea
surement, then a generalized measure space (n, I, fl) is nec
essary for a proper description. In such a space, I is only 
closed under countable disjoint unions instead of the arbi
trary countable unions for a (7 algebra of a measure space. 
There are also possible applications of such a theory to com
puter science where roundoff error is important and to pat
tern recognition where coarse measurements are necessary. 

Even in classical probability theory, a generalization 
may be useful. 2 Suppose a statistician is interested in two 
eventsA and D, and collects data to determine their probabil
ities P (A ), P (D ). The (7 algebra construct then demands that 
an assignment of the probability be made to AnE. However, 
in general P (AnE ) is not uniquely determined by P (A ) and 
P (D ), and our statistician may have no interest in the event 
AnE anyway. Also, there may not exist an extension of P 
from the events of interest to their intersections which satis
fies the usual properties of a probability. Such an extension is 
not necessary in the generalized theory. 

In Sec. II we give the notation and basic definitions that 
are needed in the sequel. We also present three important 
examples to which the theory is applicable. In Sec. III we 
prove a generalization of the monotone convergence theo
rem. Section IV uses counterexamples to show that general
izations of the dominated convergence theorem, Fatou's 
lemma, and Egorotrs theorem do not hold. Moreover, we 
show that the generalized integral need not be additive. In 
Sec. V, we prove a generalization of the Radon-Nikodym 
theorem. 

II. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 

Let (P,";;) be a partially ordered set (poset) with least and 
greatest elements 0 and 1, respectively. Denote the greatest 
lower and least upper bound of a, bEl' (if they exist) by a 1\ b 
and a V b, respectively. A map' :P-..P is called an orthocom
plementation if 

( 1) a" = a for all aEl'; 

(2) a..;;b implies b '..;;a'; 

(3) a V a' = 1 for all aEl'. 

If (P, ..;;) possesses an orthocomplementation, we say that Pis 
orthocomplemented. We say that a, bEl' are orthogonal and 
write alb if a..;;b '. An orthocomplemented poset P is (7ortho
complete if for any sequence of mutually orthogonal ele
ments aiEl', we have VajEl'. An orthocomplemented poset 
Pisorthomodularifa..;;b implies that b = a V (b I\a'). We call 
a (7 orthocomplete orthomodular poset a logic. 3

-
5 In the se

quel, P = (P, ";;,') will always denote a logic. 
A measure on P is a map fl from P to the nonnegative 

extended real numbers [0, 00] such that fl(O) = 0 and 
fl( V aj ) = 'J.fl(a j ) for any sequence of mutually orthogonal 
elements a; El'. We call the pair (P,fl) a measure logic. We say 
that f.l isfinite if f.l( 1) < 00. 

An observable is a homomorphism x:D (R)-..P where 
B (R) is the Borel (7 algebra on R. That is, 

(l)x(R) = 1; 

(2) x(E )lx(F) if EnE' = I/J; 

(3) x(uE;) = V x(E;) if EJIEj = I/J, i=I=J = 1,2, .. ·. 

An observable preserves all the Boolean algebra operations 
on D (R) and the range of an observable is a Boolean (7 alge
bra. If x is an observable and f.l is a measure on P, define the 
measure flx on D (R) by flx (E) = fl[x(E I], EEB (R). If f RA.f.lx 
(dA.) exists (i.e., either f[o.oolA.f.lxldA.) < 00 or fl _ ao.O]A.f.lx 
(dA. ) > - (0), we call this the integral of x and denote it by 
f.l(x) or Sx df.l. 

We say that a, bEl' are compatible and write a+-+b if 
there exist mutually orthogonal elements a I' b I' cEl'such 
that a = a I V c, b = b l V C. Two observables x, yon Pare 
compatible (written x+-+y) if x(E )+-+y(F) for all E, FEB (R). 

If x is an observable andfR-R a real Borel function, 
we define the observablef(x) by f(x)(E) = xif- I(E)] for all 
EEB (R). It is easy to check that u(x)+-+v(x) for any real Borel 
functionsu, vand thatf.lif(x)] = ff(A. )flx (dA. ). IfKER, thenK 
can be thought of as an observable. In fact, we define K to be 
the unique observable satisfying K ( I K ) ) = 1. Clearly 
K = u(x), where utA. )=K, for any observablex. Ifu, v are real 
Borel functions and g:R2_R is a Borel function, we define 

g[u(x),v(x)](E) = XIA.ER:(u(A. ),v(A. ))Eg- I(E) l. 
If follows that 

/l[g(u(x), v(x))] = fg(U(A.), viA. ))f.lx (dA.). 
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In particular, 

Il[U(x) + v(x)] = J[U(A)+V(A)]llx (dA) 

= JU(Al/lx(dA) + fV(Al/lx(dA) 

= Il [u(x)] + Il [v(x)]. 

In the sequel we shall need the following two theorems 
due to V. Varadarajan. 

Theorem 2.1: (Refs. 3 and 5) Let (P J.l) be a measure 
logic. (a) Ifa l <;a2<;"'EP, then !\a j exists, Va. 
= a l V(a 2 !\a;) V (a3!\a~) V"" andll( Vaj) = limll(aJ (b) 
If a+->-£lj' Vaj> and V (a j !\a) exist, then a~ Va; and 
a!\(Va j) = V(a j !\a). 

Theorem 2.2: If x~y, then there exists an observable z 
and two real Borel functions u, v such that x = u(z) and 
y = viz). 

There are three important examples of logics. 
Example 1: Let (.0, .I ) be a measurable space. Denoting 

set-theoretic complementation by C ,it is easy to check that 
(.I, k;, C) is a logic. In this case, any pair A, Be.I is compatible. 
Also, the notion of measure reduces to the usual concept so a 
measure space (.0, .I, Il) is a measure logic. Iffn-R is mea
surable, thenj-t : B(R)_I is an observable. Conversely, any 
observable on.Ihas the formx(E ) =f-t(E),EEB (R), where 
fn-R is measurable.5 If x is an observable, and Il a measure 
on .I, then the integral reduces to the usual definition 

Il(X) = ffdll, wheref-I(E) = x(E), EEB(R). 

Example 2: Let C be a collection of subsets of a set .0 
satisfying 

(1) <pEC; 
(2) AEC implies A cEC; 
(3) if AjEC, AjnAj = <p, i=!=j = 1,2, .. ·, then u AjEC. 

We call C a a class in .0 and we call (.0, C) a generalized 
measurable space. 1.3.6 Again, (C,k;, C) is a logic. 1.3.6 We say 
that a functionfn-R is measurable iff-I(E )EC for every 
EEB (R). As before, there is a one-to-one correspondence be
tween measurable functions and observables on C. Letll be a 
measure on C,fn-R a measurable function, and I (f) k; C, 
the a algebra generated by f Then (.0, .I (f), Il) is a measure 
space, so Sf dll may be defined in the usual way on this space. 
If x is the corresponding observable, we have Il(x) = sf dll· 
In the sequel we shall frequently not distinguish between a 
measurable functionfand its corresponding observablef- I. 
For example, when we writef~g, we meanf- 1 ~g- I. In the 
present example, A, BEC are compatible if and only if AnBEC 
(Ref. 1,3,6) 

Example 3: Let H be a Hilbert space, let P (H ) be the set 
of closed subs paces of H, and let M 1 denote the orthogonal 
complementofMEP(H).Then(P(H), k;, 1) is alogicwhichwe 
call a Hilbertian logic. It follows from Gleason's theorem5

•
7 

that any finite measure Il on P (H) has the form 
Il(M) = tr( WPM ), where PM is the orthogonal projection 
onto M and W is a unique positive trace class operator. By 
the spectral theorem,s observables correspond to self-adjoint 
operators on H. If Il is a finite measure with corresponding 
trace class operator Wand x is an observable with corre-
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sponding self-adjoint operator T, thenll(x) = tr(WT). Two 
closed subspaces are compatible if and only if their corre
sponding projections commute and two observables are 
compatible if and only if their corresponding self-adjoint op
erators commute.3,5 

It can be shown that Examples 2 and 3 are generaliza
tions of Example 1 but that neither is a generalization of the 
other. 1.3 

In this work, most of our examples and counterexam
ples will be from generalized measure spaces. Some exam
ples and counterexamples from Hilbertian logics may be 
found in Ref. 9. 

III. MONOTONE CONVERGENCE THEOREM 

Iff, g are real-valued functions on a set .0, then it is 
straightforward to show thatf(w)<;g(w) for all wEn if and 
only iff-I(a, 00 )k;g-I(a, 00) for allaER. Motivated by this, 
if x, yare observables on P, we write x<y whenever x(a, 
00 )<y(a, 00) for all aER. It is not hard to show that, is a 
partial order relation. In general, x <y need not imply that 
x~y. For example, let (.0, C) be the generalized measurable 
space with .0 = ( I, 2, 3,4l and C the a class of subsets of .0 
with an even number of elements. Definef(l) =f(4) = 0, 
f(2) = f(3) = 1, and g(l) = g(2) = 1, g(3) = g(4) = 2. Then 
f,g butf..,4.g· 

If x I ,x2'''' are observables, then V Xj (a, 00) exists for 
every aER. If there exists an observable x such that x(a, 
00) = V xj(a, 00) for every aER, we write x = lim Xj. For 
measurable functions on a generalized measurable space, 
this definition reduces to the usual pointwise limit when the 
limit exists. For an example in which the limit does not exist, 
let/; be the measurable function on R defined by/; (A ) = i for 
all AER, i = 1,2, .. ·. Then V fj- I(a, 00) = R, but there is no 
observable x such that x(a, 00) = R for all aER, so limfj- I 

does not exist. 
Theorem 3.1. If x I <;x2 '" <;y are observables on P, then 

there exists a unique observable x such that x(a, 
00) = V Xn (a, 00) for all aER. 

Proof The latter part of this proof is patterned after 
(Ref. 5; Theorem 1.4, p. 15). Let ao = V xn (a, 00), aER. If 
a,/3, then xn (a, 00 »xn 1/3, 00) so that 

ao = Vxn(a, oo»Vxnl/3, oo)=afJ' (1) 

Denoting a _ 00 = 1 and a"" = 0, (1) still holds for a, 
/3 = ± 00. Let B be the set of all finite orthogonal suprema of 
elements of the form ao !\a~, - 00 ,a </3, 00. It is 
straightforward to show that B is a Boolean subalgebra of P. 
By Zorn's lemma, there is a maximal Boolean subalgebra Bo 
of P containing B. Let aj be an orthogonal sequence in Bo and 
leta = Vaj. IfbEBo, thenaj~b, i = 1,2, .. " and by Theorem 
2.1, b~a. Let B I be the Boolean sub algebra (0, 1, a, a' j. 
Since Bo~B I' there exists a Boolean subalgebra Bz such that 
B, B 1 k;Bl (Refs. 3 and 5). Since Bo is maximal, Bo = B2 and 
hence aEBo. Therefore, Bo is a Boolean sub a algebra con
taining B. 

By Loomis's theorem5
•
10 there exists a measurable 

space (.0, I ) and a surjective a homomorphism h:I-Bo· Let 
r" r2,'" be an enumeration of the rationals in R and let D j 
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= (rj> 00), ai = ar,' As in (1), if r i <;rj , then ai ~aj' We shall 
now construct sets A I' Az""~ such that (a) h (Ai) = a j , 

i = 1,2,. .. ; (b) Ai ;;d A j whenever r i <;rj • Let A I be any set in ~ 
such that h (A ,) = a l • Suppose, A "Az, .. ·An ~ have been con
structed satisfying (a) and (b). We now construct An +, as 
follows. Let I ii' i 2,· .. in } be the permutation of 11,2, "',n I 
such that r i, < r i, < ... < rio' Then there exists a unique k such 
that r i, < r n + I < r i" \ (we define rio = - 00 and 

r in " = + oo,A i" =n,A in " =4».Nowaik~an+,~ai"" 
Since h is surjective there is an S~ such that h (S) = an + ! . 
Let An + I = (SnAi.luA ik " Then Ai, ;;dAn + I ;dAi

k
" and 

h (An+ d = [h (S) A h (Ai.)] V h (Ai., ,) 

= (an + I A ai .) V ai, , I = an + I . 

Then A I,A 2,. .. An+ I ~ satisfies (a) and (b). The construction 
now follows by induction. As 

h (nAj ) = Aaj <; Ay(Dj) =y(nDj ) = y(4)) = 0, 

we may, by replacingA k by Ak - nAj if necessary, assume 
that nAj = <p. Moreover, 

h (uAj) = Vaj = V j V nXn{Dj) 

=Vnxn(VjDj ) 

= Vxn{R) = 1. 

Hence, if N = n - uAj , then h (N) = O. We now define a 
functionfn ........ (R) as follows 

/(w) = {
o if wEN 

supl rj : wEAj I if wEUAj' 

Then/is finite everywhere. Also, for all k 

/-I(DdnN c = u(Aj:rj > rk }, 

so/is I measurable. Further, 

h 1f-I(Dk)] = h [u(Aj:rj >rk)] 

= V (aj:rj >rk 1= Vj V n Ixn(Dj ): rj >rk I 
= V nXn(Dd = ak. 

Now define the observable x:B (R) ........ Pby x(E) = h [f- I(E)], 
EEB (R). If aER, approximating a by rationals from above 
and using a similar limiting procedure gives x(a, 00) = aa' 
For uniqueness, suppose z is an observable satisfying 
z{a, 00) = x(a, 00) for every aE(R). Since ((a, 00 ):aE(R) I gen
erates B (R) it follows that z = x. 0 

Corollary 3.2: Let/! </2<;'" be measurable functions on 
a generalized measurable space (n, ~), and let/(w) 
= IimJ.(w) for all wEil. Iff(w) < 00 for all WEn, then/is 

measurable. 
In Sec. IV, we shall give an example in which the 

pointwise limit of a sequence of measurable functions is not 
measurable. 

A logic P satisfies condition C if for any three mutually 
compatible elements a, b, cEP we have a-.b V c. We now give 
an example of a generalized measurable space that does not 
satisfy condition C (Ref. 11). Let n = ( 1, 2, "', 8) and let C 
be the a class of subsets of n with an even number of ele
ments. LetA = 11,2,3, 4J,B = (1,2,5, 6J, andD = [1,3,6, 
8). Then A, B, and D are mutually compatible but 
(AuB )nD = (1, 3, 6 J fie. Thus, A VB = AuB_D. There are, 
however, many logics that do satisfy condition e. For exam
ple, Hilbertian logics satisfy condition e. In fact, it follows 
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from theorem 2.1 that if P is a lattice, then P satisfies condi
tion C. 

Theorem 3.3: Suppose that P satisfies condition C, that 
XI<X2<''', and x = lirnx". Ify~xn' n = 1,2, "', theny-.x. 

Proof Since y~x", we have y(E )~xn (a, (0) for all 
EEB (R), aE(R), n = I, 2, .... Now V x" (a, (0) = x(a, 00) and 
V [x" (a, 00) Ay(E)] exists for all ae(R). Applying theorem 
2.1, we have y(E )~x(a, 00) for every ae(R). Hence, 
A = ly(E), x(a, 00 ):ae(R) 1 is a set of mutually compatible 
elements. It follows3

•
5 that there exists a Boolean sub a alge

bra B of P with A c;;;, B. Then B must contain the range of x 
since the range is generated by I x(a, 00 ):aE(R) 1. Hence, 
y(E)-.x(F) for all E, FEB (R) and x~y. 0 

As we have seen, a generalized measurable space need 
not satisfy condition e. However, theorem 3.3 still holds. 

Theorem 3.4: Let fl </2 < ... </be measurable functions 
on a generalized measurable space (n, C) and suppose 
limf" = f If g is measurable and g-fn for all n, then g~f 

Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.3. In
stead of using condition C we use (Ref. 1; Theorem 2.3, p. 
127).0 

In Sec. IV, we give an example which shows that the 
monotonicity in Theorem 3.4 is necessary. 

Let (P, J.L) be a measure logic and let x be an observable 
on P. Define the nonincreasing function F(x, .j by 
F(x, a) = J.L[x(a, 00)], aeRo For two observables x andy we 
define x <yLul if F(x, a)<FIy, a) for all aER. This relation is 
reflexive and transitive, but need not be anti-symmetric. No
tice that x<y implies that x,.;;y(f.t]. However, the converse 
need not hold as the following example shows. 

Let (fl, C) be the generalized measurable space with 
n = (1,2,3,4) and C the a class of subsets of fl with an even 
number of elements. Define the measure J.L by /-lll, 4l = 113, 
/-l12, 3} = 2/3 and /-l(A ) = 112, where A is any other double
ton set. Define the measurable functions / and g by 
f(l) =f(2) = 1,/(3) =f(4) = 0, g(l) = g(4) = 0, 
g(2) = g(3) = 1. Thenf<gfJ.L) butf/"g. 

Lemma 3.5: Ifx,.;;y[J.L] and/-l(x),/-lly) exist, then 
/-l(x) </-lly). 

Proof First assume that O<x<y(f.t]. Then 

J.L(x) = I[o. ",,/t/-lx(dA )and/-lly) = Iio. CXO)A/-lx(dA ).Choosean 

increasing sequence of nonnegative simple functions on R of 
the form <Pn = LiC\n)Xla,. "') such that <Pn (A )TA, A~O. Then by 
the classical monotone convergence theorem we have 

/-l(x) = I A/-lx (dA) = limn • x I <Pn(A )J.Lx(dA) 
[0. ",) \0,00) 

= lim ~C(n)1I (a ln ) (0) n pOO ~ f rx I' 

i 

For general x9(u], letf+(A) = A for A~O,/+(A) = 0 for 
Ii. <Oand/~(Ii. ) = - AforallA<;O,J-(A ) = Oforli. > O. Then 
x = /+(x) -/-(x),y =f+ly) - f-Iy),/+(x)</+Iy) [J.L],and 
/~Iy)</~(x) [J.L]. By the above we have 

/-l(x) = /-l[f+(x)] -/-l[f-(x)J<;/-l[f+Iy)J -/-l[f-Iyll = /-l(y).o 
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Bya slight modification of the above proof we have: 
Corollary 3.6: IfO<x<Yr.u], then 

JIM. oo/I./-Lx (dA. )<ftM. oc//-Ly (dA. ) 

for all MER. 
We write limxi = xLu] iflim,u[xi (a, (0)J = /-L[x(a, (0)J 

for all aER. Notice that if XI <xz<'" and limxi = x, then 
limxi = xLuJ. 

ThecenterofPisthesetZ(P) = {a:a~bforaIlbEP I.A 
measure /-L is CT finite if there exists an orthogonal sequence 
ai EZ (P) such that Vai = I and /-L(a i ) < 00, i = I, 2, .... 

Even for the classical case, the next theorem is a gener
alization of the monotone convergence theorem. 

Theorem 3.7: Let (P, /-L) be a measure logic with /-L CT

finite. Ify<x l <x2 <oo.[.uJ, where/-L(Y)> - 00 and 
lim Xi = xLu], then lim /-L(xi ) = /-L(x). 

Proof Step 1. Assume f..L is finite. Since 
lim F(xn' a) = lim/-L[xn (a, (0)] = /-L[x(a, (0)] = F(x, a) 

for all aER, the measures/-Lx converge weakly to the measure 
/-Lx .12 ' 

Step 2. Assume /-L is finite and X I' X2' .. , are uniformly 
bounded. That is, there exist M, KER such that M<Xi <K, 
i = 1,2, .... Thenxi[M, K]C = oso the measuresf..Lx,,/-Lx are 
concentrated on [M, K], i = 1,2, .... LetfR~R be the 
function 

{

A. if M <A <K 

I(A. ) = M if A. < M . 

K if A. >K 
Since /-Lx converges weakly to /-L x and I is bounded and con
tinuous,' we have9 

lim/-L(x i ) = lim jA./-Lx, (dA.) = lim If(A )/-Lx, (dA) 

= f/(A. )/-Lx (dA.) = f A./-Lx (dA.) = /-L(X). 

Step 3. Assume /-L is finite and X I> Xz,·· are uniformly 
bounded below. Then there exists an MER such that 
xii - 00, M) = 0, i = 1,2, .... For K>M, let Ix (A. ) = A. if 
A.<K andfx(A.) = K irA. >K. Thenfi I(a, (0) = c/dfa>K 

I 

andf i I(a, (0) = (a, (0) if a<K. It is clear that 
Ix(Xtl~X(X2)<'''Lu], M~x(x;)<K and lim Ix (Xi) 
= Ix (x)Lu]· By Step 2, lim/-L[fx(x i )] = /-L[fx(x)] By the classi

cal monotone convergence theorem 

limK~oo/-L[fX(x)] = limK_ oo jlx(A. )/-Lx (dA.) 

= IA/-Lx (dA. ) = /-L(X). 

If /-L(x) = + 00, then 

lim,u((x;);;. lim/-L[fx(xi)J = + 00. 

If /-L(x) < 00, then given an e> ° there exists a KER such that 
O</-L(x) - ,u [(K (x)] < €f2. Also, there exists an integer N 
such thati;;.N implies O<,u f/x(x)] - f..L [(x (Xi)] <El2. Hence, 
t~Nimplies 

O</-L(x) -/-L[fK(Xi)] = {/-L(x) -/-Lf/K(X)]) 

+ l/-L[{x(x)] -/-L f/x(x;)] I <e. 

Since /-L [{x (x;) ] <,u(X;) </-L(x) we have lim /-L(xi ) = /-L(x). 
Step 4. Assume /-L is finite and y<xi <0Lu]. Since 

/-L(Y) > - 00 we have S( ~ "'. M ]A.,uy (dA. )~O as M~ - 00. 

Choose M sufficiently small so that IS( _ 00, M ]A.,uy (dA. )1 < e. 
Since y<xi <x<0Lul it follows from taking the negative of 
Corollary 3.6 that 

- E< 1 _ oo.M/,uy (dA.) 

<1- oo.MJA./-Lx. (dA.) 

<1 ~ 00. M JA.f..Lx (dA. )<0, 

which implies that for all i 

! i _ 00. M ]A./-Lx. (dA. ) - i _ 00. M ]A./-Lx (dA. ) I < e. (2) 

Define gM(A. ) = A. if A.;;.M and gM (A. ) = M if A. < M. Then 
M<gM(Xtl<gM(X2)<"·[.u] and lim gM(X i ) = gM(x)Lu]. By 
Step 3, 

limi~oo/-L[gm(Xi)] =/-L[gM(X)], (3) 

Moreover, 

/-L [gM(X)] = fgM(A. )/-Lx(dA. ) = f gM(A.l/-Lx(dA. ) + r gM(A. )/-Lx(dA.) = M,ux( - 00, M) + J. A/-Lx(dA.). 
(-oo.M] J(M.ool (M.ool 

Similarly, 

,u[gM(xi )1 = M/-Lx, ( - oo,M] + r A/-Lx,(dA.). 
JIM. 001 

Since lim X j = x[,u] we have 

/-Lx,( - 00, M P/-Lx( - 00, M]. (4) 

Now \ 
1f..L(x j ) - f..L(X) I = Ii _ 00. M ]/-LXi (dA. ) + 1M. oolA./-Lx, (dA. ) - 1- 00. M ]A./-Lx (dA. ) - 1M. oo:/-Lx (dA. ) 

= It '.M,AP,. (d.! I +P[gM(X,)] ~Mp,,( ~ 00, M 1 ~ L .. M,Ai', (d.! I ~p[gM(xll +Mp.( ~ 00, M 11 

< 11- "'. MIA,ux, (dA.) -1- 00, MJA./-Lx (dA.) + 1/-L[gM(X i )] - /-L[gM(X)] I + 1M II/-Lx,( - 00, M] -/-Lxi - 00, M J \. 
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Using (2), (3), and (4) we have lim l,u(x;) - ,u(x) I < E, and since 
E> 0 was arbitrary, lim ,u(x;) = ,u(x). 

Step 5. Assume that,u is finite. The observablesj+(x;) 
andj+(x) are bounded below byO and lim/+(x;) =I+(x)f,u]. 
Hence, by Step 3,lim,u[(+(x;)] =,u[(+(x)].Also, - 00 <,u(Y) 
implies that - 00 <,u[ - j-(y)]. Then 
- j-(y)< - j-(x;)<Of,u] and lim [ - I-(x;)] = - j-(x)f,u] 

together with Step 4 give lim,u[ - I-(x;)] =,u[ - I-(x)]. 
Therefore, 

lim,u(xJ = lim,u[(+(x;)] -lim,u[(-(x;)] 
=,ulf+(x)] -,ulf-(x)] =,u(x). 

Step 6. Now assume that,u is (T finite. Then there exists 
an orthogonal sequencea;EZ(P) such that Va; = 1 and 
,uta;) < 00, i = 1,2, .... Define,u;(a) =,u(a I\a;) for all aeP. 
Then,u; is a finite measure and 

,uta) =,u[V(al\a;)] = I,u(al\aJ = I,u;(a) 

for all aeP. Let z be an observable for which ,u(z) exists. De

fine the Borel measures Vn by vn(E) = f.,u;z(E), EEB (R). 
i= I 

Then v n is an increasing sequence of Borel measures and 

limn_. oo vn(E) = IliiZ[(E)] = Iii; [z(E)j 
i= I i= I 

=,u[z(E)] =liz(E) 

for every EEB (R). It follows from Ref. 8; Theorem IV. 9.5 
that 

;tllii(Z) = limn."" itJA.Ii;z (dA.) = limn~oo F1Vn (dA.) 

= f A.,uz (dA. ) = ,u(z). 

Now by Step 5, limi.",,uj(x;) =,uj(x) for every). Since 

Iij(Y)<,uj(xtl.;;,uj(x2)<"" and I,uj(Y» - 00, by the classi-
j= I 

cal monotone convergence theorem we have 

lim ,u(x.) = lim ~,u.(x.) = ~ lim ,u.(x.) 
l .. cc I 1 ---"00 L j I ~ 1-"00 J I 

j= I j= I 

= Ilij(x) = ,u(x). 
j=1 

In the classical theory one can go immediately from 
Step 3 to Step 5 as follows. Assumey<x l .;;x2<···f,u], 

o 

,u(y) > - 00, and lim X; = xf,u]. If ,u(y) = + 00, the result is 
immediate. Now assume that ,u(y) < 00 and subtract y to get 
O,;;x l - y';;X2 - y.;; ... f,u], and lim (x; - y) = x - yf,u]. Ap
plying Step 3 we obtain lim ,u(x j - y) = ,u(x - y). By the ad
ditivity of the integral lim ,u(x;) - ,u(y) = ,u(x) - ,u(y) and 
Step 5 is accomplished. However, we cannot use this simple 
method in our prooffor two reasons. First, Xi - Y does not 
make sense in general. In the case of a generalized measure 
space, if X; andy are measurable functions and Xj - Y hap
pens to be measurable, then Xi - Y does have a meaning. But 
now (this is the second reason), the integral need not be addi
tive. In Sec. IV we shall give a counterexample to show this. 
We also shall give counterexamples to show that generaliza
tions of the dominated convergence theorem, Fatou's 
lemma, and Egoroff's theorem do not hold. 
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IV. COUNTEREXAMPLES 

In Corollary 3.2 we showed that the limit of an increas
ing sequence of measurable functions in a generalized mea
surable space is measurable. In our first counterexample we 
show that this is not true for an arbitrary pointwise limit. 

Example4.1: Letn = [- 1,1]. We define a sequence of 
subsets Bn , n = 0, 1,2, ... , inductively. 

Let Cj(O) = I/j,j = 1,2, ... and Bo = (cl(O), C2(0), ... ). 

{

cj(n - 1) + I/ti + I), j = 1,2, ... , n 
Let cj(n) = 2 

cj(n - I),j = n + 1, n + 2, ... 

and Bn = (cl(n), c2(n), ... ). For n¥m, the sequences Bn and 
Bm agree eventually, but differ on some initial finite set of 
points. Let Cn = [ - 1, OjuBn, andAn = C~, n = 0,1,2, ... 
By construction AnnCm =/tP for n ¥m, and it follows that 
C = in, tP, Cn,An, n = 0,1, ... J is a (J'class. 

Define the functions 

tPn =XAn = IonAn 

OonCn,n=O, 1,2, .... 

We will show that tP n -tP = X(o. I I' 

(1) Let CUE[ - 1,0]. Then CUECn for every n, and 
tPn (cu) = 0 for every n. Hence tPn (cu)--D = tP (cu). 

(2) Let cuE(O,I]. Then cuE(I/(k + 1), I/k] for some k. 
Since cdnHn I/(k + I), cdn) <cu eventually. Further, 
CU< I/k < Ck _ I (n) for every n. Therefore, cdn) <cu <Ck _ I (n) 
for n sufficiently large. Thus cuEA eventually, and tPn (cu) = I 
eventually. Hence limn~oo tPn (cu) = I = tP (cu). tP = X(o. I I is 
not measurable since (0, 1 ]~c. 0 

Theorem 3.4 showed that if g is compatible with an 
increasing sequence of measurable functions, then g is com
patible with the limit. The next counterexample shows that 
the monotonicity of the sequence cannot be removed. 

Example 4.2: Let n = [ - 1,2]. Let Bn and An be de
fined as in Example 4.1. Bn, An are subsets of(O, 1]. Let 
B ~,A ~ be the analogous subsets of (I, 2], i.e., 
B ~ = Bn + I, A ~ = An + I. Furtherletll = [- I, - 1/2), 
12 = [ - 1/2, OJ, and U = [ - 1, 0]. Let C (E) be the (J' class 
generated by the following collection of subsets of n: 
E = [U, An' A~, 12uBn' lluB~, BnuB ;n' for every n, m J. 
We will show that C, the collection of finite disjoint unions of 
sets of E (including the empty set), is a (J' class, and hence 
C(E) = C. Except for BnuB;" the Lebesgue measure of each 
set of C is greater than 1/2 and Bn uB ;" is not disjoint from 
any other BiuB;. Therefore no countably infinite disjoint 
union of sets from E is possible. Also 
n = UuAnuA ~u(BnuBn)EC. Therefore it suffices to show C 
is closed under complementation, i.e., the complement of 
every finite disjoint union of sets from E is a finite disjoint 
union of sets from E. Table I verifies this by listing all the 
possibilities. 

Then let tPn = Xuu(BnuB ~), h = X[- 112. II' ([ - 1/2, 
I] = (lpBn)u An), and tP = Xu' By an analogous argument 
to that used in Example 4. I, tPn-XU = tP. AlsotPn~h for 
every n since [Uu(BnuB ~)]n[ - 1/2, 1] = IpBnEC. But 
tP~h, since Un[ - 112, 1] = liC. 0 

The next counterexample shows that generalizations of 
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TABLE I. Ea~h possible finite disjoint ~nion is listed alongside its comple
ment. We remmd the reader that An (A n) and B.(B~) are not disjoint from 
Bm(B~)m#n. 

U 
UUAn 

UuAnuA ;" 

UuA.uA ;"u(B.uB;") = 

A.uA ;"u(f2uB.)u(f juB:n) 

UuA;"u(BnuB;") 

= A ;"u(f2uBn u(f juB;") 

Uu(B.uB;") = (f2uBn)u(f juB;") 

A.uA ;"u(/pBn) 

A.uA ;"u(/juB;") 
A.u(f2uBn M,fjuB;") = 
UuA.u(BnuB;" ) 

A.u(fjuB;") 

Anu(BnuB:n) 

A;"u(/juB;") 

A.uA ;"u(B.uB;") 

A ;"u(B.uBm) 

BnuB;" 

<P 

An uA ;" 
(fjuB;") 

(f,uBn) 

A;" 

A ;"u(f2uBn) 

Uu(A;") 

A.u(f2uB. ) 

the dominated convergence theorem and Fatou's lemma fail. 
Example 4.3: Let An' Bn be as in Example 4.1. Recall 

that An uBn = (0, 1]. Define the 0' algebras 
~n = (¢, An' Bn, n ).It is easy to see that C = u;; = l~n is aO' 
class. The assignment fl(A n) = fl(B n) = 1/2 gives a measure 
on C, since the only requirement on the measure is 
fl(An) + fi(B,,) = f..((n) for every n. Letf" = ¥A . SinceillEA 
eventually,/=1 is the pointwise limit off,,~ Then Sf" df..( fI 

= fi(A,,) = 1/2, Sf dfl = fl(n ) = 1. Now lin I is dominated 
by the integrable function 1, but Sf" dfi # sf dfl. Hence, the 
dominated convergence theorem fails. Also.!" is dominated 
below by the integrable function 0, but 

lim inf f fn dfl = 1/2:1> f f dfl = I. 

Hence, Fatou's lemma fails. 0 
Our next counterexample gives two measurable func

tionsJ, g on a generalized measure space (n, C, fl) for which 
f + g is measurable and yet S(f + g) dfl # Sf dfl + Sg dfl· 

Example 4.4: Let I denote the integers and let n = [(i, 
j),i,jElI.LetR m = l(i,j):i=mj,Cn = [(i,j)j=n\,andD, 
= [(i,j):i + j = t \. Let~ R' ~c, ~ D be the O'-algebras gener

ated by I Rm :mEI \, [Cn :nEI \, [D, :tEI \, respectively. Since 
RmnCn #¢, RmnD, #¢, CnnD, =I=¢ for all m, m, t it follows 
that C = ~RU~CU~D is a O'class. Define the measurefl on~ 
by fl(Ro) = fl(Co) = fl(Dd = 1, fl(Rm) = fl(Cn ) = fl(D,) = 0 
for m, nolO, toll. Define the measurablefunctionsJ,gbyf(i, 
j) = i, g(i,j) = j. Then (f + g)(i,j) = i + j is measurable. Now 
Sf dfl = 0 = Sg dfl butS(( + g) dfl = I. 0 

Let (n, C, fl) be a generalized measure space. A se
quence of measurable functionsf" converges to a measurable 
functionf almost everywhere if A (;;; (ill:limf" (ill) #f(ill)) and 
AEC implies that fl(A ) = O. We say thatfn converges tof 
almost uniformly if for every € > 0 there exists an A EC such 
that fl(A£) < € and!" -.+f uniformly on A ~. It is str;ightfor
ward to show that convergence almost uniformly implies 
convergence almost everywhere. The next counterexample 
shows that the converse (Egoroff's Theorem) need not hold 
on a finite generalized measure space. 

Example 4.5: Let n = (0, 1] and let An' Bn be as in Ex-
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ample 4.1. ThenC= [¢,n,An,Bn,n = 1,2, ... ) isaO'class. 
Ifwe define fl(An) = fl(</J) = 0, f..((Bn) = f..((n) = 1, n = 1,2, 
..., thenfi is a measure and (n, C, fl) is a generalized measure 
space. Letfn = XB

n
' Thenf" (ill)-<) for every illEi1. For ° < € < 1, (illf(ill) > E) = ! illf(ill) = 1) = Bn , which implies 

thatfl! illf(ill) > E) = 1. Hence.!n-+O almost uniformly. 

v. A RADON-NIKODYM THEOREM 

An elementaEpiscentralifaEZ (P). AlogicPisirreduci
ble if Z (P) = ! 0, 1). In a Hilbertian logic P (H) the only cen
tral elements are! 0) and H so P (H) is irreducible. There are 
many examples of sublogics of P (H) which are reducible; for 
example, the projections in a von Neumann algebra which is 
not a factor. In a generalized measurable space (n, C) every 
singleton set in C is central. 

Lemma 5.1: Z (P) is a Boolean sub 0' algebra of P. 
Proof IfaEZ(P), thena'EZ (P) and 0, lEZ(P). We now 

show that Z (P) is a lattice. Suppose a, bEZ (P) and cEP. Since 
b+-+e, b 1\ c exists, and since a-b 1\ c, a 1\ b 1\ c exists. Similar
ly, a 1\ c 1\ b ' and b 1\ c 1\ a' exist. Now 

a 1\ b I\c<,h<,a' V c' V b = (a I\c I\b 'j'. 

In this way one shows that a 1\ b 1\ c,a 1\ c 1\ b " and b 1\ c 1\ a' 
are mutually orthogonal. Let 

d = (a I\b 1\ c) V (a I\c I\b ') V (b I\c I\a'). 

Clearly, d<,a V b,d<,c. Hence, a V b = dV [(a Vb) I\d '] and 
c = dV (c I\d '). Now di(a Vb) I\d' and dic I\d '. We now 
show that c 1\ d ' i(a Vb) 1\ d '. If eEP, it follows from Theorem 
2.1 that 

(eV b ') 1\ (eV b) = [leV b ') I\e) V [leV b ') I\b] 

= e V [(e 1\ b) V (b' 1\ b)] 

= e V (e 1\ b) = e. 
Hence, 

(a' V c' Vb') 1\ (a' V c' Vb) = a' V c' 

and 

(b ' V c' Va') 1\ (b ' V c' Va) = b 'V c'. 

Therefore, applying Theorem 2.1 again, gives 

c 1\ d' = c 1\ (a' Vb' V c') 1\ (a' V c' Vb) 1\ (b' V c' V a) 

= c 1\ (a' V c') 1\ (b ' V c') = (c 1\ a') 1\ (c 1\ b ') 

= c I\a' I\b '<,(a' I\b ') V d = [laY b) I\d T· 

It follows that c+-+a V b and a V bEZ (P). In a similar way 
c~' Vb' and hence, c+-+(a' Vb')' = a 1\ b. Thus,Z (P)isalat
tice. Applying Theorem 2.1 shows that Z (P ) is distributive 
and 0' orthocomplete. We conclude that Z (P ) is a Boolean 
sub O'-algebra of P.D 

A signed measure von P is a map from P to R u I - 00, 

+ 00 ) which does not assume both the values ± 00, and 
which satisfies vIOl = 0, v( V a;) = .lv(a;), where a j is any 
orthogonal sequence. An element aEp is positive (negative) 
with respect to a signed measure v if b<,a implies that 
v(b »0(<,0). A signed measure v has a central Hahn decom
position if there exists an aEZ (P) such that a is positive and a' 
is negative. 

As an example, let n = [1,2,3,4) and 

C = [¢, \1,2\, \3,4\, (1,3], \2, 4j, n l· 
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Then (n, C) is an irreducible generalized measurable space. 
Let v[l, 2} = v[l, 3} = 1, vI 2, 4} = vI 3, 4} = - 1. Then 
C contains both positive and negative sets but a central Hahn 
decomposition for v is impossible. 

An observable x is central if the elements of the range of 
x are central. If x is a central observable, aEP, and Il is a 
measure on P, then E~Il[X(E) 1\ a], EEB (R), is a Borel mea
sure on R. We use the notation faxdW==fAp[x(dA ) 1\ a]. 

Lemma 5.2: Let Il be a measure on P and let x be a 
central observable such thatll(X) exists. Then vIa) = faxdll 
is a signed measure on P. 

Proof Clearly, vIOl = 0, and since Il(x) exists, v cannot 
have both ± 00 as values. LetaiEP, i = 1,2, ... , bean orthog
onal sequence. Now there exist mutually disjoint sets 
BiEB (R) and an observablezsuch thatz(Bi) = ai' i = 1,2, ... , 
(Refs. 3 and 5) and since x is central, x+-+z. Applying Theo
rem 2.2, there exist Borel functions u, v and an observable y 
such that x = u(y), z = v(y). Let Ai = v-I(Bi ), i = 1,2, .... 
Then the Ai's are mutually disjoint and 

y(Ai) = y[v-I(Bi)] = V(y)(Bi) = z(B j ) = a j • 

Hence, 

fa,xdll = fAil [X(dA )I\ai ] = fAil [U(y)(dA )I\ai ] 

= f utA )Il [y(dA ) 1\ ai ] 

= f utA )Il [y(dA ) l\y(Ai)] 

= f utA )1l[y(dAnA j )) = fA,U(A )1l[y(dA)] 

= f Allx(dA). 
u '(Ail 

In a similar way 

f vu,xdll = r '(UA/Ilx (dA) 

Hence, 

v( Vail = f Allx (dA) 
uu '(A,I 

= 2., r '(A/Ilx (dA) 

= 2.,v(a j ). o 

Corollary 5.3: Let Il be a measure on P, aEP, and x a 
central observable such that Il(X) exists. Then there exists an 
observable y whose range contains a and a Borel function U 

such that x = u(y) and 

f x dll = f U(A),uy (dA ) = f Allx (dA) 
a A u '(AI 

for all AEB (R) withy(A) = a. 
The main concern of this section is to characterize mea

sures of the from a~ fax dll where x is a central observable. 
Let v and Il be two measures on P. If there exists a central 
observable x such that vIa) = faxdJ.l for all aEP, then we say 
that x is a central Radon-Nikodym derivative for v with re
spect to Il. We say that v is absolutely continuous relative to Il 
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(v<,u) if p(a) = ° implies that vIa) = 0. We use the notation 
at1b = (a 1\ b ') V (a' 1\ b) if the right-hand side exists for a, 
bEP. The next lemma shows that a central Radon-Nikodym 
derivative is unique in a certain sense. 

Lemma 5.4: Letx andy be central observables such that 
S axdll = S aydll for all aEP. Then x = y almost everywhere 
Lu]; that is, ll[x(E )t1y(E)] = ° for all EEB (R). 

Proof Suppose x is a central observable and S axdll = ° 
for all aEP. Then 

0= f xdll = fAil [x(dA )nx(O, 00)] 
x(O, 001 

= fAil [x(dAn(O, 00))] =f AIl[X(dA)] 
(0,001 

= f Allx(dA). 
(0, 00 I 

Hence, Ilx (0,00) = ° and similarly Ilx ( - 00 ,0) = 0. There
fore, Ilx ([ OJ C) = 0. Now let x and y satisfy the hypothesis of 
the theorem. By theorem 2.2 there exists a central observable 
z and Borel functions u, v such that x = u(z), y = vIz). Then r (u - v)(z)dll = f [U(A) - VIA )]Il[z(dA )I\a] 

= fU(A )1l[z(dA )I\a]- fV(A )1l[z(dA )I\a] 

= fAU[x(dA)l\a] - fAIl[y(dA)l\a] 

= r xdll - rYdll = 0. 

By the above, 1l((U - v)(z) [0 J C] = 0. 

Therefore, 

Il [x(E) l\y(E)'] = Il [x(E) l\y(E C)] 

= Il [u(z)(E ) 1\ v(z)(E C)] 

= Il [z(u -I(E)) I\z(v-I(EC))] 

= Il [z(u-I(E)) 1\ v-I(EC)] 

<1l[Z((U - v)([OJC))] = 0. 

Hence, Il [x(E) l\y(E)'] = ° and similarly 
ll[x(E)'ny(E)] = 0. 0 

Until now we have only considered observables based 
on B (R). For generality in the next theorem we shall allow 
observables based on B (R+), R+==Ru[ 00 J. 

Theorem 5.5: Let Il be a finite measure on P and let v be 
a measure on P. A central Radon-Nikodym derivative for v 
with respect to Il exists if and only if Il<,u and the signed 
measures v - all admit a central Hahn decomposition for 
every rational number a. 

Proof Assume that a central Radon-Nikodym deriva
tive x for v with respect to Il exists. Hence, vIa) = faxdll. 
That v<,u is clear. For aeR, let aa = x(a, 00). Since x is 
central, aa eZ (P). Let a<aa' Then by Corollary 5.3 there ex
ists an observable y whose range includes a, and a Borel 
function U such that x = u(y) and 
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foreveryAEB (R)withy(A) = a. Now suppose thaty(B ) = a, 
and letA = Bnu-'(a, (0). Then 

y(A) = y(B )Au(y)(a, (0) = a Aau = a. 

Since A ~ u - I(a, (0) we have 

(v - a,u)(a) = via) - a,u(a) = { utA ),uy(dA) - a JA,uy(dA) 

= fA [U(A) - a],uy(dA );:;'0. 

Hence, au is positive with respect to v - a,u. A similar argu
ment shows that a~ is negative with respect to v - a,u . 

. Now assume that v<,u and the signed measures v - a,u 
admIt a central Hahn decomposition au for every aEQ, 
where Qdenotes the rationals. By Lemma 5.1, Z (P) is a Bool
ean sub a algebra of P. Hence, by Loomis' theorem 10.14 there 
is a measurable space (fl, ~) and a surjective a-homomor
phism h:~-Z (P). Since ao = 1, letting Ao = fl, we have 
h (Ao) = 1. For O#aEQ, let Au ,Bu ~ satisfy h (A,,) = a", 
h (Ba) = a~. Define the measures V, ji on ~ by 
viA ) = v[h (A )],ji(A ) = ,u[h (A )]forallA~.Sincev<ii,bythe 
classical Radon-Nikodym theorem, there exists a nonnega
tive ~-measurable functionffl_R such that viA ) = S Afdji 
for all A~. Let A ~A". Since h (A )<;h (A,,) = a" we have 

fA (f - a)dji = f/dV - a fA dji = v(A) - aji(A) 

= v[h (A)] - a,u[h (A )];:;.0. 

Hence,J>a a.e.[jiJ on Aa' In a similar way,j<;a a.e.[jiJ on 
Ba' By adjustingfto be zero on a set of ji measure zero we 
may assume thatJ> a onA" andf < a on B". ThenAa = B ~ 
and h (Au) = au' h (B,,) = a~ (except for an element of,u 
measure zero). Now define the central observable 
x:B (R)-Z (P) by x(E ) = h (f - I (E n, EEB (R). 

Notice that a <f3implies that Ba ~B{3' Let Nbe a fixed 
integer and let Ek = Bk + )/NnB ~/N' k = 0, 1,2, 

00 00 

... ,Eoo = n AkIN' Then fl = Eoo u( u Ed is a disjoint 
k~O k=O 

00 

union. Defining bk = a" + lIN A ak IN,b 00 = A ak IN it fol
k=O 

lows that there exists an element b _ 00 EZ (P ) with 
,u(b _ 00 ) = 0 such that [ b _ 00 ,b 00 ' bo, b), '" J are mutually 

00 

orthogonal and 1 = b _ 00 V boo V V bk • Let aEP, and let 
k=O 

Ik =aAbk,k= - 00, 00,0, 1, .... Notethatlk<;a,,+I/N 
implies that (v - (k + l)1N ,u)(/d<;O, k = 0, 1,2, .... Hence, 

v(h)<;[(k + 1)/N],u(l.). (5) 

Also, Ik <;aklNimplies that (v - (k IN),u)(lk );:;.0, k = 0, 1,2, 

Hence, 

v(lk );:;.(k IN),u(lk)' 
00 

Since a = 1_ 00 V 100 V V Ik and v<,u we have 
k=O 

,uta) = v(/oo) + ! v(ld· 
k=O 

(6) 

(7) 

Now x[a, 00 J = h [I-I[a, 00]J = h (Au) = a" a.e.[,uJ. Hence, 
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,u[X(~,k;l) Alk] 

=,u[x(-oo, k;l) AX[~'OO)Alk) 
=,u(a;k+ l)lN AaklN Alk) =,u(ld =,u[x(R+)Alk ]· 

Hence, the Borel measureE-,u[x(E) Aid, EEB (R+) is con
centrated on [k IN, (k + liN). Therefore, 

(k IN),u(/k )<;f A,u [X(dA ) A Id<; [(k + I)1N J,u(lk)' (8) 

From (5) we have that V(lk) - (lIN)U(ik)<;(k IN),u(lk)' This 
together with (8) gives 

v(/k)-(lIN),u(lk)<;fA,u[X(dA)Alk ] = J"Xd,u. (9) 

Similarly, from (6), [(k + 1)INlu(/k )<;v(t.) + (liN ),u(lk)' 
This together with (8) and (9) gives 

v(/k)-(lIN),u(/k)<;f Xd,u<;V(/k) + (lIN),u(/k)' (10) 
I, 

If,u(/oo ) = 0, then v(i 00 ) = 0 so SiI.) xd,u = 0 = v(loo ). Now 
suppose that ,u((", ) > O. Since 100 = a A b oc <; A k ~ Oak IN we 
have v(/oo );:;.(k IN ),u(l 00 ), k = 0, 1, .... Hence, v((" ) = 00. 
Now 

xl 00 J = x(n[k IN, 00 J) = Ax[k IN, 00] = AakIN;:;./"" 

which gives 

,u[x[ 00 J AI",,] =,u(l"ol =,u[x(R+)A(,,]. 

Thus, the Borel measure ,u[x(.) A 1
00

] is concentrated at 00. 
Hence, 

J," x d,u = f A,u [X(dA ) A 100 ] = floc) A,u [X(dA ) J A (" 

= oo,u(loo ) = v((", ). 

Thus, in either case 

f 
xd,u=v((,,). (11) 

I, 

Summing (10) over k and using (7), (11), and Lemma 5.2 gives 

via) - (lIN),u(a)<;Ja x d,u<;v(a) + (lIN),u(a). 

Since,u is finite and N arbitrary, via) = SaX d,u.o 

Theorem 5.5 can be easily generalized to the case in 
which,u is a finite and v is a signed measure. Also Q can be 
replaced by any countable dense subset of R. 

For an example in which the central Radon-Nikodym 
derivative does not exist, let (fl, C) be as in the example pre
ceding Lemma 5.2. Define,u to be 1 on the doubleton sets of 
Candvp,2J =vp,3J = l,vp,4j =vl2,4j = 2. Clearly 
v<,u. Since C is irreducible, the only central observables 
(functions) are constants. Hence, the central Radon-Niko
dym derivative of v with respect to,u cannot exist because v is 
not a constant multiple of ,u. 

As another example, let (fl, C,,u) be a generalized mea
sure space, where C contains a singleton set [w I and 
,u [w j = 8> O. Let v be the point measure concentrated at 
[w j. Then v<,u and the functionf = 8- 1 XI",) is central. 
Further, v(E) = S Jd,u = 1 if wEE, 0 if w~. Hence,f - I is the 
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central Radon-Nikodym derivative of v with respect to p. 
The central Hahn decompostion of v - ap is aa = ! w} for 
a<,8 -I and aa = ¢ for a > 8 -1. 

We say that P has the Radon-Nikodym property if v<p 
V-t q finite) implies that the central Randon-Nikodym de
rivative of v with respect to p exists. We have seen an exam
ple of a logic which does not have the Radon-Nikodym 
property. Another example is a Hilbertian logic P(H), dim 
H~2. 

Lemma 5.6: If P is a Boolean q- algebra, then P has the 
Radon-Nikodym property. 

Proof Suppose v<p on P. By Loomis' theorem lO,14 
there exists a measurable space (12, I.) and a q homomor
phism h from I onto P. Define the measures vIA ) = v[h (A I], 
fi(A ) = p[h (A I], Ad. Then v<fi and by the Radon-Niko
dym theorem, there exists a measurable function/such that 
vIA ) = f Jdji for all Ad. Let x be the observable 
x(E) = h [(-I(E )],EeE (R). ThenforanyaEP, thereisanAd 
with h (A ) = a, and 

I xdp = f Ap [X(dA ) 1\ a] = f Ap [h (f-I(dA ) 1\ h (A )] 

= jAP[hU-I(dA)nA)] = jA/i[!-I(dA)nA J 

= j/ji[f-I(dA)] = fA /(A )ji(dA) = viA ) 

= v[h (A)1 = via). 0 

There are non-Boolean logics which have the Radon
Nikodym property. Indeed, there are non-Boolean logics 
which have no nontrivial measures. 13 Such logics would 
have the Radon-Nikodym property vacuously. Less trivial 
examples would be a non-Boolean logic P which has essen
tially only one nontrivial measure p.14 That is, every mea
sure is a constant multiple of p. This shows that the Radon
Nikodym property on P does not imply that P is Boolean. 
However, we conjecture that if Cis a qclass of subsets of 12, 
then ifChas the Radon-Nikodym property, Cmust be Bool
ean. We have been able to prove this conjecture only in the 
case in which Z (C) is generated by a countable partition. This 
result will follow from a series of lemmas. 

Lemma 5.7: Let (12, C) be a generalized measurable 
space with C irreducible. If C has the Radon-Nikodym 
property, then C = Z (C). 

Proof Assume C ¥Z (C) = ! ¢, 12 }. Then there exist A , 
BEC with A+t4B. It follows that AnD and A enD are two dis
joint, nonempty sets, and we can choose two distinct points 
WI and W2' one from each set, respectively. Let Vi denote the 
point measure atwi' i = 1,2. Lettingp = VI + V2 we see that 
VI <p. If a central Radon-Nikodym derivative! exists it 
must be a constant. But 

vM )lp(A ) = 1 ¥ 1/2 = vl(B )/p(B) 

so v I is not a constant multiple of p. Hence,! does not exist 
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and C = Z(C).o 
For AEC, we use the notation 

C(A) = {BEC:B~A}. 

It is straightforward to show that C (A ) is a q-class A. 
Lemma 5.8: IfAEZ(C) then Z[C(A)] = Z(C)nA. The 

central functions of C (A ) are exactly the central functions of 
C restricted to A. 

ProofSupposethatDEZ [C (A I]. LetEEC. SinceA EZ (C ), 
EnAEC and hence, EnAEC (A ). Since DEZ [C (A I], Dn(EnA ) 
EC (A ) ~ C. But Dn(EnA ) = DnE so DnEEC. Hence, 
DEZ(C)nA, and Z[C(A )]~Z(C)nA. Now suppose that 
DEZ (C InA. SinceZ (C) is a Boolean algebraandAEZ (C), we 
have Z (C)nA ~Z (C). Hence, DEZ (C). If EEC (A ), then 
DnEeC(A ).Therefore,DEZ[C(A )]andZ(C)nA~Z[C(A)]. 
The second statement of the lemma follows directly from the 
first.o 

Lemma 5.9: IfAEZ(C) and the Radon-Nikodymprop
erty holds on (12, C), it also holds on (A, C (A )). 

Proof Let p A ,v A be two measures on C (A ) such that 
v A <VA' Define the measures, V,P on C by 
v(D ) = v A (DnA ), p(D ) = p A (DnA ) for all DEC. It is clear 
that v<f.l. By the Radon-Nikodym property for (12, C) there 
exists a central function / such that v(D ) = s vi dp for all 
DEC. By Lemma 5.8,fIA is central in C(A). Hence, for 
BEC (A ), B~A and VA (B) = v(B) = S JIA dll.o 

Theorem 5.10: If Z (C) is generated by a countable parti
tion off} (f) = uA I ), and C has the Radon-Nikodym proper
ty, then C = Z(C). 

Proof Applying Lemma 5.9, (Ai' C (Ai)) has the Radon
Nikodym property. By Lemma 5.8,Z [C(Ai)] 
= Z(C)nAi = f¢.A i )· By Lemma 5.7, CrAil = !¢.A i ). 

Since the Ai'S are central every BEC has the form 
B = u(BnAi ), where BnAieC (Ai)' Hence, BnAi = ¢ or Au 
and it follows that every BEC is a disjoint union of the A i sets. 
Hence, C=Z(C). 0 
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Projections onto minimum uncertainty states for Weyl systems are interpreted as being associated 
with elementary particles. This identification yields physically motivated definitions of 
measurements, instruments, and observables, which, in turn, lead to a quantum mechanical 
treatment of instruments, a divergence from the von Neumann collapse scheme of measurement, 
a framework for simultaneous measurement of position and momentum, and a derivation of 
action-at-a-distance-all consequences of the uncertainty relations. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Bz, l2.20.Hn 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In what follows, we approach measurement theory 
from the point of view that instruments are composed of 
fundamental particles. A particle, in turn, is associated with 
an irreducible representation of some appropriate group of 
transformations. We shall deal here exclusively with irredu
cible representations of a Weyl system. The corresponding 
particles will be shown to be indexed by points in fuzzy phase 
space, the fuzziness being a natural consequence of the non
commuting property of position and momentum (i.e., of the 
uncertainty principle). (A similar fuzzy phase space treat
ment of the Galilei group and the Poincare group has been 
developed. I) This fuzziness is passed on to the instruments 
and to all physically meaningful functions of position and 
momentum in an inherent fashion. The precise form of this 
fuzziness is explicitly computed in all that follows, providing 
a precise description of uncertainty! Some physical conse
quences of this formulation are (i) a framework for the simul
taneous measurement of position and momentum,2 (ii) a 
quantum mechanical treatment of instruments, (iii) an ex
plicit computation based on uncertainty showing conflict 
with the von Neumann collapse scheme of measurement, (iv) 
the result that action-at-a-distance is an inherent conse
quence of the uncertainty principle. Some mathematical re
sults include an example of a joint spectral family for non
commuting operators and an example of a probability 
measure on a noncommuting algebra satisfying all marginal
ity conditions. 

In Sec. II we introduce the basic operators projecting 
out irreducible representations of a Weyl system, which we 
parametrize with the coordinates of fuzzy phase space. In 
Sec. III we discuss the corresponding instruments and con
ditioning of states. In Sec. IV the uncertainty principle is 
reinvestigated. Section V deals with the physically meaning
ful observable functions of position and momentum, which 
correspond with the instruments in the canonical fashion. 
Here we also display the joint spectral family for position 
and momentum. In Sec. VI we discuss sequential condition
ing and discuss the conflict with the von Neumann collapse 
scheme. In contrast, in Sec. VII, we discuss simultaneous 
conditioning from both of the standpoints of coherent and 
incoherent addition of states, and then compare with the 

results of Sec. VI for an infinite alternating sequence of con
ditionings. The classical limit, Il~O, of our results is studied 
in Sec. VIII. In Sec. IX free dynamics as well as dynamics in 
the presence of N harmonic oscillator potentials is comput
ed. Finally in Sec. X comparisons with the C *-algebraic ap
proach to physics and comparisons with quantum logic are 
discussed. 

II. PROJECTIONS ON IRREDUCIBLE 
REPRESENTATIONS OF THE WEYL ALGEBRA 

Let ,J{ be a Hilbert space, and let! W (x, y) lx, YEJR I 
= 7r be a set of unitary operators on JY' satisfying the Weyl 
relations 

W(x,y)W(a,b) = exp( - ill(ay - xb )!2J 

XW(x+a,y+b). ( * ) 
If W (x, y) is strongly continuous from JR2 into the set oflinear 
operators on ,J{, then, by Stone's theorem, there exist self
adjoint operators P,Q such that [P,Q] = - illl and 
W (x, y) = exp(ixP + iyQ ); i.e., P and Q satisfy the canonical 
commutation relations for position and momentum. 

Since 7r is isomorphic with JR2, we may think of com
plex-valued functions g over 7r as functions over JR2 and 
may therefore consider integrals over 7r in the form 

(1) 

the integral being meaningful in the strong operator topol
ogy for any Lebesgue measurable function g. 

If Tg not only exists, but in fact is self-adjoint, then 
g(x, y) = g( - x, - y), the bar denoting complex conjuga
tion. If gEX l(JR\ then Tg exists as a uniform integral and 
II Tgil < Ilglll' In this case the necessary condition for self-ad
jointness is also sufficient. Tg is positive iff for every 
JEy2([JR), 

o<f dz dz' dy f(z)g((z' - z)/Il,y) 

Xexp[i(z' + z)y/2JJ(z'). 

If one prefers to work with position and momentum in n 
dimensions, then the x, yin W (x, y) should be elements ofJRn

, 

P and Q should be n component operators, and most of the 
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products above should be dot products. This just leads to 
more cumbersome notation and may be introduced in any of 
the foIIowing sections in an obvious manner. For simplicity 
of notation, we shaIl continue the discussion in the one-di
mensionallanguage, a decision which the reader will soon 
applaud. 

Ifwe let a,b,cEIR, c > 0, and take for g(x, y) the particular 
function 

g(x, y;a,b,c) 

= (1i/21T)exp[ - !1ic(x2 + y2/C2
) - ibx - iay/c] , (2) 

then IIglll = 2, and Tg exists as a uniform integral, is positive 
and, furthermore, satisfies Tg = Tg 2 (a projection) (hence 
II Tg II = I); also 

(P-icQ+(ia-b)I]Tg =0. (3) 

Tg may therefore be interpreted as a projection onto the sub
space spanned by a coherent state in the case of an irreduci
ble representation. Now, for any positive trace class operator 
p (not necessarily of trace 1), if we define 
(P) = Tr(PTg pTg), (Q) = Tr(QTg pTg), 
(1) = Tr(Tg pTg) = Tr(pTg), then we have, from (3), 

(P) - ic(Q) + (ia - b)(l) = O. (3') 

Since P,Q, I are self-adjoint, (Q ),(P ),(1) are real, so 
b = (P )/(1) and a = e(Q )/(1), assuming (1) ;60. If 
(1) =O,thenTgpTg = O,andso (P) = (Q) =Oand(3')is 
trivial. To realize Tg pTg = 0, suppose that the wavefunc
tion tP is orthogonal to the ground state tPo of a harmonic 
oscillator potential relative to the canonical pair P + bI, 
Q - al. Then tP is a linear combination of wave functions of 
excited states, i.e., offunctions of the form 
[(P + bI) + i(Q - a IWtPo,n;;;' 1. Thus we may write 
tP = [(P + bI) + i(Q - al}]tP' for some (unnormalized) 
wavefunction tP'. Now from (3) for e = 1, taking adjoints, we 
have 

Tg [(P + bI) + i(Q - al)] = O. 

Hence TgtP = Tg [P+ bl + i(Q - al)]tP' = 0; so Tg is a 
projection onto the ground state of the harmonic oscillator. 
Later we shall see that excited states of the harmonic oscilla
tor, and in fact arbitrary states, may be expanded as linear 
combinations of ground states of harmonic oscillator sys
tems parametrized by a,b above. The condition e = I may be 
relaxed to e> 0 by considering the canonical pair P', Q I: 

P'=e- I/2 [P+bl], Q'=c l
/

2Q-c- I/2al. (3") 

For the remainder ofthis paper we shall lose no general
ity in assuming (1);60 wherever it appears. Now, to make 
Tg pTg a state, we need to normalize it; that is, 
[Tr(Tg pTg)]-ITg pTg =jl)-ITg pTg is a state. In this 
state, the expected value P of Pis 
P=Tr(J})-ITgpTgP) = (P)/(1) =b and the expected 
ofQ is Q = Tr(l) -ITg pTgQ) = (Q )/(1) = a/c. 

Premultiplying (3) by Q, postmultiplying by p Tg , tak
ing the trace, and solving for e yields 

c = Il/2VarQ, 

where VarQ is the expected value of (Q - 0'1)2 in the state 
(I) - I Tg p Tg • In this way g is parametrized by 
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a = co. b = P, and c = 1i(2VarQ)-I. Furthermore, having 
chosen and fixed these parameters, then the expectations of 
Q, P, and (Q - 0'1)-2 in the state (1) -ITg pTg are indepen
dent of p, so that the map 

p_(I) -I Tg pTg 

projects out the part of p having 0. Pas the respective aver
ages of 0. P with fixed dispersion of Q. 

Ifwe postmultiply (3) by Pand take traces, we recover a 
second expression for e, namely 

e = [Ii ± (112 - 4Var PVarQ )1/2]12VarQ, 

which agrees with the previous result iff 

VarPVarQ = 1i2/4 

that is, the state Tg pTg satisfies the minimum uncertainty 
relation. We shall henceforth refer to Tg as a projection onto 
a minimum uncertainty state, and to g as a minimum uncer
tainty function. One may reverse this logic: it is proven in 
Ref. 3 that any projection T onto a minimum uncertainty 
state satisfies (3), from which one may show that Tis of the 
form Tg as in (1) with g as given in (2). 

Subsequently, we shall treat e (i.e., VarQ and VarP) as a 
non varying parameter, and shall abbreviate 

Tif, ... ,a.b.c) by T Q.P' 

From ( * ) one may directly calculate the following: 

TQ.pTQ .. p. = exp[ - i(O"P - O'P')/Ii] (4) 
Xexp{ - (c/41i)[(Q _ 0")2 + (P _ p')2/e2]) 

X W(Il- I(Q' - Q),Il- I(P - P'))TQ .. p,; 

T Q,pW(a,b)T Q,P 

= exp[i(aP+ bQ) -1ic4- I(a 2 + b 2/e2 )]TQ,p; (5) 

T Q.p T Q'.p' T Qp 

= exp{ - (e/21i)[(Q - Q'f + (P - Ji'fle2
]} TOol'; (6) 

(7) 

We now proceed in the spirit of Ref, 4 to show the sense 
in which T Q,P projects out irreducible representations of the 
Weyl algebra, LetJYQ,p=:TQ,pJY. Let! ea ) bean orthonor
mal basis for ~ 0.1', and let JY a be the closed linear subspace 
spanned by ! W(a,b lea la,bElRl. Then with the change (3") we 
may use Ref. 4 to obtain ~ = Ell '" JY a' Since no nontrivial 
subspace of JYa is »""-invariant, each JY", hosts an irreduci
ble representation of »"". Ifwe let Ea denote the projection 
onto JY a' then the irreducible representation is just 
! W(a,b )Ea l· In Ref. 4 it is shown that any two representa
tions of 'IF in an ~a are unitarily equivalent, giving the 
celebrated von Neumann theorem on representations of a 
Weyl system. As in particle physics, we will identify a vector 
in JY'a (any fixed a) as an elementary Weyl particle. Then, in 
viewof(4), W(Ii-I(Q' - Q), Ii-I(P - P'))convertsaparticle 
at fuzzy point (Q/,P/) to one at point (Q,P). Operating in 
~ = Ell a ~a, T Q',p projects o~t ~ mixture of ele~enta~ 
Weyl particles at fuzzy point (Q/,P') and W(Ii-I(Q' - Q), 
Ii-I(P - P')) moves the mixture to fuzzy point (Q,P). Hence
forth, we will omit the terms "mixture of ... (s)" as if we were 
working in an irreducible representation space for »"", 
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Another consequence of (4) is that we may now quan
tize phase space: Suppose that the (Q,P) values are restricted 
to a lattice, Y. Then the subalgebra 
Jr / = I W(Ii- 1(Q,P))I(Q,P)E2-' J will shift elementary 
Weyl particles from one lattice point to another. 

We conclude this section with two remarks concerning 
the physical interpretation of this formalism. We caution the 
reader that we have singled out the position and momentum 
as the observables of prime importance. The "particles" we 
so obtain are not endowed with any other features. If instead 
we were to focus on the electromagnetic properties, we 
would obtain analogs of the minimum uncertainty states dis
cussed by Marburger and Power. 5 If we insist on considering 
only momentum and position and (semiclassically) exclude 
regions of available phase space by means of barriers, etc. 
(thereby changing the spectra of P,Q), we again have to de
rive our new set of minimum uncertainty states. In this 
sense, we are considering here the "free" minimum uncer
tainty states. For the method for treating the general case, 
see Ref. 3. 

The question arises as to the treatment of (linear combi
nations of) excited states of the harmonic oscillator. From 
the discussion following (3'), they are not considered as "ele
mentary particles" here. In view of(7), the wavefunction for 
such a state (or any state, for that matter) may be written as 
an integral over fuzzy phase space of "elementary particles" 
centered at other points in fuzzy phase space. Thus excited 
states, temperature states, etc. are easy to handle in this for
malism, but are not endowed with the label "elementary." 

III. CONDITIONING OF STATES; INSTRUMENTS, 
EXPECTATIONS, AND MEASUREMENTS 

Let B be a bounded operator on ,W', E a Borel subset of 
]R2 and define 

'f?(E,B)== LT Q,pBT Q,P dQ iF. (8) 

It is shown in Ref. 3 that 'f? then satisfies the conditions 
(i) B>O=:;>W(E,B »0 for all E, 
(ii) B-+r5(E,B) is linear for all E, 
(iii) E-+r5(E,B) is O"-additive for all B, 
(iv) W is normal, 
(v) 'f?(JR2 ,1) = 27rlll. (9) 

Thus If is an "instrument" and an "expectation" in the nota
tion of Refs. 6 and 7 and a "measurement" in the notation of 
Ref. 8. We obtain similar results if /-l is any measure on JR2 
and we define 

(10) 

Notice also that if p is any density operator and B is bounded, 

Tr[ W( /-l, p)B ] = Tr[ p'f?( /-l,B)); (11) 

so that we need not distinguish between "instruments" and 
"expectations. " 

In view of the interpretation of T Q,P as a projectio~ ~nto 
the state of an elementary particle with coordinates (Q,P) in 
fuzzy phase sp~~ Tr( T Q,P P T Q,p) is the probability that p is 
in fuzzy state (Q,P) and Tr'f/( /-l, p) the probability that p 
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consists of elementary particles distributed according to the 
classical distribution/-l on fuzzy phase space; W( /-l,'p) repre
sents the conditioning of p onto the (unnormalized) state 
consisting of a classical distribution /-l of elementary 
particles. 

To say thatp is a known state is equivalent to saying 
that Tr[pW(a,b)] is known for all (a,b )EJR1. Thus, one may 
compute, using (11) and (5), 

Tr[ 'f?( /-l, p) W (a,b )] 

= Tr[ p f TQ,pW(a,b )TQ,pd /-l(Q,Pl] 

= f exp[i(aP + bQl - -lic4-'(a 2 + b 2/C2)] 

xTr( pTQ,pl d /-l(Q,Pl 

= f exp[i(aP + bQ) - -lic4 -1(a 2 + b 2/C2)]g(x,y;cQ,P,c) 

X Tr[ pW(x,y)] dxdydf..t(Q,P) 

= f exp[i{a - x)P + i(b - y)Ql d /-l(Q,P) g(x,y;O,O,c) 

XTr[ pW(x,y)] dxdyexp[ - -lic4 -1(a2 + b 2/cl)]. 

In particular, if the measure is linear in 0. the Fourier trans
formation of f..t yields a delta function in b - y, and similarly 
for P. Consequently, one of the x and y integrals becomes 
trivial and a simpler Gaussian integral remains. The condi
tioning operators for Weyl systems found in Refs. 7, 8 are of 
this special category. 

A state p is called a "coherent state" if there is (Q,P) 
such that T Q,P pTQ,p = p. In this case,p = If( f..t, p), where/-l 
is a probability measure concentrated on (Q,P). 

IV. THE UNCERTAINTY RELATIONS ON CONDITIONED 
STATES 

For f..t a probability measure, we have 

Tr[W(/-l,p)P] =Tr[W(/-l,p)(-i1! W(X,Yl]L=y=o 

-i! Tr[W(/-l,p)W(x,y)]!x=y=o 

so 

and 

-i! Tr[pW(/-l,W(x,y))]lx=y=o 

- i~fd/-l(Q,p)eXp[i(XP + yQ)l ax 
Xexp[ - -lic4-1(X2 + y2/clllTr(pTQ,pllx=y=o; 

a1 

Tr[r5(f..t,p)P21 = --2T r[plf(/-l,W(x,yl)]!x=y=o ax 
= f d /-l(Q,P) (P2 + -lic/2)Tr( pT Q,p). 

( 13) 

Normalizing the state r5( f..t, p) by division by 
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Tr[f&'(,u,p)l] = Id,u(Q,1')Tr(pTQ.p) (14) 

and using (12) and (13) allows one to calculate the expected 
value and variance of P (and similarly for Q) in any condi
tioned state. In particular, if,u is a point measure concentrat
ed on (Qo'Po), then the expected value of Pis 

PoTr(pTQo.p')+ Tr(pTQo.p') = Po· 
the variance of Pis flc12, the expected value of Q is Qo, and 
the variance of Q is 1i/(2c), in agreement with the previous 
discussion of c in Sec. II and reconfirming the fact that 
T Qo.P' pT Qo.p. is an (unnormalized) state of minimum uncer
tainty. In other terminology, an elementary Weyl particle is 
a state of minimum uncertainty. In the language of measure
ment theory, even the measurement of an elementary Weyl 
particle at a precise point in (fuzzy) phase space statistically 
obeys the uncertainty principle. 

We now show that if,u is concentrated at more than a 
single point, the uncertainty principle is satisfied with a strict 
inequality. For this we shall generalize a result of Ref. 9 from 
the case where,u has only jump discontinuities. 

Letz = (Q,1'),p = S p(z) d ,u(z),p(z) = Tz poTz,Xaself-
adjoint linear operator on K, ! E t l its spectral family, 

m~ = [It d (Tr p(z)Et ) );Tr p(z), 

VarX = I(t - mx fd (Tr pEt )lTr p, 

Va~ = I(t - m~ )2d (Tr p(z)Et )lTr p(z). 

Then mx = Sd ,u(z)m~ Tr p(z)/Tr p, and letting 
d ,u'(z) = d ,u(z) Tr p(z)/Tr p, 

VarX= It 2d(Tr(PEt )/Tr p)-m/ 

= I d ,u(z) t 2d (Tr [p(z)Et l/Tr p) 

- I d ,u'(z) d ,u'(z')m~m~ 

= I d ,u(z) (t 2 - m~)d (Tr[ p(z)E, l/Tr p) 

+ ~I d ,u'(z) d ,u'(z') (m~ - m~)2 

= I d fl(Z) Tr p(z)Va~/Tr p 

+ ~I d ,u'(z) d ,u'(z') (m~ - m~ y (14') 

Thus if,u is concentrated at more than a single point, 
VarX> Sdfl(Z) Trp(z)Va~/Trp = Sdfl'(Z) Va~. 
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In particular, 

VarPVarQ > f d ,u'(z)Vaf1,d ,u'(z')Va~ 

> 1 f d ,u'(z) [Vaf1, VarQ ]1/212 

= If d fl'(Z)Ii12 1

2 

= (/i12)2. 
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V. THE OBSERVABLES CORRESPONDING TO THE 
INSTRUMENTS; A JOINT SPECTRAL FAMILY FOR P 
ANDQ 

The observable A (,u) corresponding to the instrument 
f&'( ,u,.) is defined in Ref. 6 by 

Tr[ f&'(,u,p)l] = Tr[ pA (,u)]. 

Hence we have 

(15) 

A (fl) may therefore be interpreted as a classical distribution 
offree elementary Weyl particles in fuzzy phase space with 
(probability) measure,u. These are the physically meaningful 
observables in our simple model. 

Now Tr[f&' ( ,u, p) A (0')) + Tr[f&'(,u, p)) represents the 
probability of finding elementary particles distributed ac
cording to probability measure 0' in a state p which has been 
conditioned with an instrument composed of elementary 
particles distributed according to probability measure fl. We 
analyze this quantity: 

Tr[f&'(,u,p)A (0')] 

= Tr[pf&'(,u,A (0'))] 

= I d,u(Q,P)du(Q',P') Tr(pTQ.pTQ"p, TQ.p) 

= I d fl(Q,P)dO'(Q',P') 

Xexp{ - (cI21i) [(Q - Q')2 + (1'- 1"flc2]}Tr(pTQ.p), 

Thus, even if fl and 0' have disjoint supports in fuzzy phase 
space, Tr[f&'( fl, pIA (0')] is nonvanishing, although the ex
pression decreases exponentially in the square of the Euclid
ean distance between the supports. 

Introducing the function E by 

E(x,y)=exp[ -cI21i(X2 +y2Ic2
)], (16) 

we then have 

Tr[f&'(fl,p)A (0')] = Tr[ pA (fl·O'.E)), 

where • denotes convolution. More generally we have 

f&'( fl,A (0')) = A (fl·O'. E I. (17) 

The restrictions of "the physically meaningful observa
bles" to operators of the form A (fl) is in fact not much of a 
restriction. We shall show that .{Jf =! A (flll includes most 
functions of P and Q and in fact provides what we shall label 
"the joint spectral family for P and Q." 

In Ref. 3 it is shown that 

(i) ST Q.P dQ depends only on P, 
(ii) STQ.pdP depends only on Q, 
(iii)STQ.pdQd1'= 21T1i1. (7) 

Integrating (3) yields, in fact, 

(iv) S 1'T Q.P dQdP = 21T1iP, (18) 

(v) SQT Q.P dQd1' = 21T1iQ. (19) 

More generally, if we take, for il a Borel set in R 
d ,uRX.J. (Q,P) = XRX.J. (Q,1')dQdP, XRX.J. the characte:istic 
function ofRXil, we obtain, by direct computation, 
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A ( I/O ( -
flIlXA) = 2(1rli/c) • )/P 

xLdE;exp [ -(Ilc)-I(t+pfl (20) 

and, similarly, 

A(flAXld=2(1rlic)'I2( dQ( dE~exp[ -cfl- I(Q+x)2], 
)4 JI~ 

(21) 

where! E ;], ! E ~ 1 are the spectral families for P, Q, respec
tively. Since Sz nexp[ - y(z + W)2] dz is a polynomial in wof 
order n, from measures 

d fl(Q,P) = Q"dQ dP or P" dQdP 

all polynomials in Q or P may be constructed from the A ( fl), 
and more generally, all measurable functions. The particular 
expressions (19) and (20) are identical with the corresponding 
expressions found in Ref. 8 so that our [A ( fl) 1 generalizes 
the results in Refs. 8 and 15. 

In view of (7), (18), (19), (20), (21), and the above discus
sion, we may consider the set [ T Q.P 1 as the joint spectral 
family for P and Q; however, we recognize from (4) that 
(Q,P)#(Q',p) does not imply TQ.pTo.p, = O. 

VI. SEQUENTIAL CONDITIONING; THE COLLAPSE 
SCHEME 

Letp be a state and letfl be a positive measure such that 
Tr[l5'( fl, pI] < 00· Then [Tr[l5'( fl, pI] ]-1 If( fl, p) defines a 
new state. For a another measure such that W(a, lr( fl, pI) is 
trace-class, we then have from (4) 

If(a,lr( fl, pI) 

= f da(Q',P')d fl(Q,P) To',p' TOol' pTQ.pTo'.p' 

= f da(Q',P')d fl(Q,P) 

Xexp! - (e!2fi)[(Q - Q')2 + (P - p)2/e2
] I 

X W(fl-I(Q - Q'),fi-'(P - P))TQ.ppTo.p 

X W(h -I(Q - Q'),h -lIP - p)r 
By using (16) and ( 17), the corresponding normalized state is 
therefore 

[Tr[ pA (wa*E)lj-1 

X fda(Q'P')dfl(Q,P)E(Q- Q',P-P') 

X W(fi-'(Q - Q'),fl-'(P - Pll TOol' p TO.Ji 

X W(fi-I(Q - Q'),fi-I(p - p'll-I. (22) 

In the case fl = a this does not reduce to the normalized 
W( fl, p) unlessfl is concentrated at a single point. That may 
be interpreted physically by saying that the only measure
ment that gives the same result "immediately after" the first 
attempt at the same measurement is the physically unattain
able measurement of locating precisely a single elementary 
Weyl particle, the optimally precise experiment. For any 
realizeable experiment this repeatability axiom fails; i.e., in 
this sense, the von Neumann collapse scheme of measure-
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ment is violated. For further discussion of this point, see 
Refs. 6 and 8. The philosophical difficulty of the noncontin
uous nature of the change in the state due to measurement 
and whether it occurs at the "moment the result of the mea
surement enters the consciousness ofthe observer" is partial
ly rectified by the present measurement scheme. If the mea
surement is introduced when the state is centered "far" from 
the apparatus, the exponential tails of the interaction dis
cussed in Sec. V will produce a continuous change as the 
state approaches the apparatus with time. Even the assembly 
of the apparatus, if done in a continuous manner, will yield a 
continuous change in state. If, however, we simply "turn on" 
the measurement by an instantaneous application of 15'( fl,'), 
the philosophical difficulties will remain. We shall soon see 
that the limit of a sequence of such sudden measurements 
also leads to mathematical difficulties, in particular a change 
of representation space. 

It is suggested in Ref. 10 that if one works with the von 
Neumann collapse scheme, so that measurements corre
spond to projectors, and if R I' R 2 are two such projectors, 
then R I 1\ R 2=limn _oo (R IR 2l" represents the joint measure
ment (simultaneous measurement). R 1 1\ R z, where it exists, 
then has the properties (i) R 1 (R , 1\ R 2) = R 2(R, 1\ R 2) 
= R,I\R z, (ii) R,I\R, = R" and (iii) R II\R2 = RzI\R,. 

The first result implies (i') (R,I\R z) (R,I\R 2 ) = R , I\R 2• 

We, by analogy, consider the infinite sequence 
15'( fl,') 1\ l5'(a,) of alternating applications of 15'( fl,') and 
W(a,·) to some statep. (i') is then the repeatability of measure
ments which we expect to fail unless W( fl,') 1\ W(a,·) repre
sents an optimally precise measurement, or if 
IS'( fl,) 1\ If (a,·) cannot be written in the form W(cIJ,), where 
w is some measure determined by fl, a. In view of (22), even 
the analogy of (i) seems hopeless. (ii) is integrally tied to the 
collapse scheme. In terms of a realistic interpretation of si
multaneous measurement, only the commutativity principle 
(iii) [W(,u,)1\ Ina,) = W(a,) 1\ (15'(,u,)] seems justified. 
Since properties (i), (i'), and (ii) are the ones in doubt, we will 
simplify the computation to the consideration of only 
W( ,u,.) 1\ W( ,u,')' We shall see that, in at least one case, the 
result, applied to state p, is independent of p and cannot be 
written in the form W(w, pI, This indicates that, viewed as a 
Markov process, there is a single ergodic class. The general 
computation of W( ,u,-) 1\ 7i(a,) remains unsolved. 

Define [15' ( ,u .. ) ) n by 

[I','(fl,-)]'=W(,u,-) and 

[W( fl,.))"(B) = W( fl, [W( fl,'))" - '(B)), n> 1, 
B bounded. 

We must compute [15'(,u,.)j" [W(a,b)1, and since 

[15'( ,u,))" [W(a,b)] 

(23) 

= f d ,u(Q,P) exp[i(aP + bQ) -1lc4 -'(a 2 + b 2 fe
2

)) 

X [W( ,u,)]" - I(TQ.p), 

it suffices to compute [15'( ,u,.)]" - I(T 0.1'). If~ change varia
bles of integration, x = Qe1/2(2fi)-tf2, y = P (21lc)-1/2, and 
set T Q.P = SX,y' ,u(Q,P) = ,u'(x,y), we then obtain 
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WI fi,TQ•p ) = f d fi'(x',y')exp[ - (x - X')2 _ tv - y')2] 

XSx'.y" (24) 

and more generally 

[WI fi,)] "IT Q,p) = f d fi'lx" , y") 1,6" lx, y;x" , y" )Sxn. Yn' 

(25) 

where 

1,6" (x, y;x" , y") 

= f d fi'(X" - I' Y" - I )1,6" - I (x,y;x" - I' y" - I ) 

xexp[ -(x" -x"_lf-(y" _y"_1)2]. (26') 

As an example, if we set d fi'(X,y) = exp[ - /3 (x2 + y2)] 
dxdy, /3> 0, then we obtain by induction 

1,6" (x, y;x" y") = a" 
Xexp[ - b"(x

2 + y2) + c"(xx" + y Yo) - d"(x~ + y~)] 
where 

an =a"_I1T/(d"_1 +/3+ 1), 

b" =b"_1 -(c"_tl
2
/4(d"_1 +/3+ 1), 

C" =c"_I/(d"_1 +/3+ 1), 

d" = 1 +(d"_1 +/3+ 1)-1. 

As n-+ 00 , a" -+0, and c" -+0, b" converges, and 
1 .;.d".;. 1 + (1 + /3 )-1. From this we obtain 

Tr{[ W( fi,)]" + I( p) W(a,b )} ITr{ [W( fi,)]" + I( pi} 

= exp{ -1ic4 -I [1 + 2c( /3 + bn)-I ](a2 + b 2/c2)} 

XfdxndY" exp{- (/3+d" -C~4-1(/3+b")-I] 
X (x~ + y~)} 
xexp{ - i[c" (1ic12)1/2/(/3 + b")](ay" + bx"lc)} 

XTr(pSxn.y.l 

X(fdXdyexp{- [/3+d" -e~4-1(/3+bn)-I] 
X(x2 + y2)}Tr(psx.y)) -I. 

Since! d" 1 is a bounded sequence, it has a converging subse
quence; along any such subsequence the above has the limit 

exp[ -1ic4- I(l + 2c /3 + boo )-I(a2 + b 2/e2)], 

where boo = lim"_oo b". Since these subsequential limits all 
coincide, the limit exists. It is manifestly independent of p. 

Now suppose there were a measure w depending only 
on fi such that 

Tr[ W(w, p) W(a,b )] 

= exp{ - 1ic4 - I [1 + 2c( /3 + boo) - I ] (a2 + b 21 e2)}. 

(27) 
Taking the Fourier transformation of the right-hand side 
then gives 
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f dw(Q,P) Tr(pTQ,p) exp[i(aP + bQ)] 

= f dQdP/3 + boo exp [( /3 + boo) (Q2 + P 2/C2)] 
2m 2fi 

xexp[i(aP + bQ)]. 

Since this is to hold for all (a,b )EIR2, we may identify 

dw(Q,P) Tr(pTQ,p) 

= /3 + boo ex [(/3 + boo) «(Q2 + P 2/C2)] dQdP 
2m p 2fi 

so that there is no measure w which is independent of p and 
which satisfies (27) for all p. 

This result, of course, depends on the choice 
d fi'(X,y) = exp[ - /3 (x2 + y2)] dxdy. If instead we take a 
polynomial times a Gaussian and use the generating func
tion for Hermite polynomials on the exponential terms in 
(26), similar results for the class of measures absolutely con
tinuous with respect to Lebesgue measure could be obtained. 

VII. SIMULTANEOUS CONDITIONING 

In combining two pure quantum mechanical states, one 
distinguishes between coherent superpositions (addition of 
amplitudes) and incoherent superpositions (addition ofprob
ability densities). For two mixtures with density matricesPI 
andp2 we could form the convex combination, which in the 
case wherepi andp2 are pure states would correspond to an 
incoherent superposition. Ifwe takepi = W( fii' pi, then the 
convex combination is A. PI + (1 - A. ) P2 
= W (A. fi I + (1 - A. ) fi2' p) so that we may define "the inco
herent simultaneous composition of instruments," W ( fi I') 
and W( fi2')' by ff?( fi I + fi2') which corresponds to choos
ing A. = ! and ignoring the fact that the Pi need not be nor
malized in general. If PI and P2 were normalized, the factor 
A. = ! would be recovered upon normalizing ff? ( fi I + fi2' pl. 
In other notation, ff? ( fi I + fi2' p) represents "either 
ff?(fil'P) or ff?(fi2'P)'" 

We now search for a composition of instruments which 
describes conditioning with "both ff?( fi I') and ff?( fi2')" and 
in some sense is a "coherent composition of the instru
ments." A further consideration in terms of elementary 
W ey I particles is useful in determining axioms for a coherent 
composition of instruments. Recall that Tr[ff? ( fi, p)] 
= Tr[ pA (fi)] gives the probability of observing Weyl parti

cles in probability distribution fi on state p. Thus 
Tr[! ff? ( fi I + fi2' p)] gives the probability of measuring parti
cles distributed in either probability distribution fi I or fi2 
(incoherent superposition). By comparison, if p describes a 
single particle, fi I a detector in region ..::1 I of phase space and 
fi2 a detector in region .:12 of phase space, then we search for 
an instrument which describes the simultaneous measure
ment of the particle in both regions.:1 1 and..::1 2 (coherent 
superposition). Because of the inherent fuzziness of the ele
mentary Weyl particles, the probability of such simulta
neous detection should (a) be nonzero even if fi I and fi2 are 
carried on disjoint sets.:1 1 and..::1 2' (b) tend to zero as the 
distance between..::1 I and..::1 2 tends to infinity, and (c) be inde-
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pendent of the order in which f-L I and f-L2 are listed. If such a 
method of composition of instruments could be found, then 
it perhaps should augment the concept of "addition of am
plitudes." We also remark here that in (a) and (b) above we 
are only concerned with the detection of some influence of 
the particle. If "it" were absorbed simultaneously at both 
detectors, then we might have to interpret "it" as "they" in 
order to avoid contradicting some conservation laws. How
ever, contiguous cloud chambers might detect the "same" 
particle coincidentally, for example. 

Let 1f(f-Ll 0 f-L2'·) represent the simultaneous coherent 
superposition (composition) of instruments If (f-L I') and 
If( f-L2')' Then we require of ° that 

(a) f-L1°f-L2 = f-L20f-Ll; (28) 
(b) f-L I °f-L2 #0 (even if support f-Ll n support f-L2 = ifJ ); (29) 
(c) If ! f-Lt I is a family of probability measures such that 

the distance of the supportf-Lt from the origin goes to 
infinity as t-+oo, then f-Lt 0f-Lo-+O as t-+oo. (30) 

If f-L 1,f-L2 are absolutely continuous with respect to 
Lebesque measure with Radon-Nikodym derivatives (densi
ties) f-L; , f-Li, then for f-L I °f-L2 one could consider the measure 
with density f-L; f-L2' or min!,u; ,f-Li), or maxI f-L; ,f-L2)' or the 
convolution of f-L;, andf-L2' All satisfy (28); maxI f-L; ,f-L2) satis
fies (29), and f-L; f-L2 and min!,u;, f-L2) satisfy (30). Thus, none 
will satisfy all the requirements ofo. We present a less obvi
ous candidate and show that it is "natural" in some sense. So 
define 

d (f-L1 0f-L2) (Q,P) 

= dQdPf dxdy f-L; (Q + x,P + y) (31) 

X exp [ - (2c/li) (x2 + y2/ c2) ]f-L2 (Q - x,P - y). 

Then (31) satisfies (28)-(30). 
Recalling the notation (1), suppose Tf and Th are posi

tive operators. We search for a commutative bilinear oper
ation _ such that T ~Th = Tf® h is positive, where ® is an
other commutative bilinear operation which is distinct from 
the noncandidates for ° above. From the linearity of Tf inf 
and the bilinearity of _ we expect 

T ~Th = f dxdx' f(x,y)h (x',y')K (x,x';y,y')W(x,y)W(x',y'), 

where K is some complex-valued kernel. For _ to preserve 
self-adjointness, K must satisfy 

K(x,x';y,y') = K( - x, - x', - y, - y') 

X exp! ili(x'y - x y') J. 
Thus for 

and 

L (x,x' y,y') = K (x,x', y,y')exp[ - (ili/2) (x'y - x y')]' 

L (x,x, t,y') = L (- x, -x'; - y, - y') 

T ~Th = f dxd ydx' dy' fIx, y)h (x', y')L (x,x', y, y') 

X W(x +x',y + y'). 

In other words, preservation of self-adjointness requires the 
dropping of the phase in (*); we are dealing with ray repre
sentations of 'Jr. 
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Commutativity of _ then requires 
L (x,x', y, y') = L (x' ,x, y', y). The choice 
L (x,x', y, y') = I (x + x', y + y') yields 

T ~Th = fdXdydX'dy'f(x,y)h (x',y')l(x + x',y + y') 

= Tf®h' 

where 

(f® h) (s,t) = I (s,t )f*h (s,t), * the usual 
convolution. 

Preservation of positivity is more complicated; howev
er, we shall be able to preserve positivity of the physically 
meaningful positive operators. To start with, letfand h be 
minimum uncertainty functions (2) at fuzzy phase space 
points (Q,P) and (Q',P'), respectively. Then 

(f*h) (u,v) 

= (M21T)exp! - (1ic/8)[u2 + V2
/C

2] J 

Xexp! - i[~(P + P')u + 1(Q + Q')v]j 

X exp! - (c/21i)[ (Q - Q ')2 + (P - P')2/ c211. 
Ifwechoosel(u,v) = exp! - (1ic/4)[au2 + y V

2
/C

2] J, where 
(a +~) (y + ~) = 1, we then obtain, using (16), 

(f®h) (s,t) 

= g(s,t,(a + !)c[(Q + Q')/2], 

X [(P + P')I2] ,(a + !)c) 

XE(Q-Q',P-P') 

and TQ,peTQ"p' = E(Q - Q',P - P')T'(Q+ Q')/2,(P+ P')!2' 

where the superscript a denotes that instead of c we use 
(a + !)c in the minimum uncertainty function, Positivity is 
clearly preserved. Since we are taking c as a fixed, fundamen
tal constant inherent to an elementary Weyl particle, we 
choose a = ! in I (u,v) to obtain 

TQ,peTQ',p,=E(Q - Q',P- P')~Q+Q')!2,(p+p'I!2.(32) 
Then 

A (f-L l)eA (f-L2)-A (f-L I ° f-L2) 

= f d f-LI(Q,P)df-L2(Q',P')E(Q- Q',P-P') 

(33) 

= f d f-LI(X + s,y + t)d f-L2(X - s,y - t) E (2s,2t ) Tx,y , 

(33') 

of which (31) is a special case. 
Since Tr[lf( f-L 1,)0 If( f-L2' )](.0) = Tr[ pA ( ,u 1°,u2)] 

for all p, we then have 

If ( f-L I ,.)0 If (f-L2' )= If ( f-L I 0f-L2')' (34) 

where 

d (f-L 1°f-L2) (x, y) = Ld f-L I(X + s, Y + t)d f-L2(X - s, y - t) 

X E (2s,2t) (35) 

as in the above sense. 
There is, unfortunately, a second candidate for 0, call it 
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0/, given by 

[I&'( ,u.,)o/I&'( ,u2')](P) 

- f d ,u.(Q,P)d ,u2(Q',P') TQ',p,.TQ,ppTQ,peTQ"p 

= f d ,u.(Q,P)d ,u2(Q',P') E2(Q - Q/,P - P') 

(36) 

= f d ,u.(x + S,Y + t)d ,u2(X - s,t - y) E2(2s,2t ) Tx,y pTx,y· 

(36/) 

(33/) and (35) are similarly altered by using E Z instead of E, to 
give definition to A (,u d.'A (,u2) = A (,u. 0',u2)' 

Both ° and 0/ satisfy (28)-(30). Another reasonable 
property is also satisfied: If,u. =,u2 is carried at a single 
point in phase space, then I&' ( ,u.,)o I&' ( ,u.,) = I&' ( ,u.,) and 
similarly for 0/, so that there is one case in which one expects 
no interference: when there is only one particle under con
sideration. A single particle should not interfere with itself. 

In Sec, VI we computed one case of [1&'( ,u,·W( p) as 
n--oo and found that it could not be written as I&'(UI,p) for 
some measure UI independent of p. Thus 

lim [1&'(,u,W(p) ¥-I&'(,u0,u,p), 
n~oo Tr[ 1&'( ,u,)] n( p) 

and the limit is distinctly different from the ° composition of 
instruments. 

As an example, take,u. of the form 

d ,u.(Q,P) = dv.(Q)dP = v; (0) dQdP 

and ,u2 of the form 

d ,u2(Q,P) = dQ dv2(P) = v2 (P) dQdP. 

Then (36) [and similarly (34)] becomes 

[ I&' ( ,u., )0/ I&' ( ,u2')]( p) 

= f dxdyds dt v; (x + s!2)v2(y - t /2) 

X exp [ - (c!~) (sz + t 2 !e2)] Tx,y P Tx.y. 

In the extreme case where dv.(Q) is a 0 function at Qo 
and dv2(P) at Po, then we get 

[I&'(,u.,)o/I&'(,uz,·)](p) = f dx·dy exp[ - 4c(xz + y2!e2)!~] 

X T Q" + x/2.P" + y/2 P T Q" + x/2.P" + y/2 . 

We may then use (12 and (13) to compute the residual vari
ance in Q and P. More importantly, we see than an optimally 
precise measurement of Q and one of P, if simultaneously 
composed in the 0/ (or 0) manner, yield an instrument (which 
is not optimal). A corresponding analysis of (22) yields a 
similar result for an optimally precise measurement of Q 
followed by one of P, and conversely. 

We have introduced ° so as to augment the concept of 
"addition of amplitudes" as a form of coherent interference. 
° will not replace the "addition of amplitude" concept, how
ever, as it does not lead to an adequate description of inter
ference effects such as appear in the double slit experiment, 
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as a lengthy computation, which we do not reproduce here, 
will verify. 

VIII. THE CLASSICAL LIMIT 

In the limit ~-O, the Weyl algebra becomes commuta
tive, so that measurement theory should then resemble clas
sical measurement theory, By (16), lim~. E(x,y) = 1. By 
(2), limli~' g(x, y;cQ,p,C) = exp( - iPx - iQ y) (ignoring 
normalization), Then, by (I), Tg becomes 

~ f dxd y exp( - iPx - iQ y)exp(ixP )exp(iyQ) <J 

= f dxd y exp[ - ix(P - A. )]exp[ - i y(Q - ,u)] 

XdEfdE~ 

~E~E~, 

these spectral families now commuting. 1&'( ,u,) thus be
comes a classical conditioning and obeys von Neumann's 
collapse scheme, Also, in the classical limit, 

d ,u.0,u2(X, y) and d ,u.o/,u2(X, y) are both given by 

1/ ,u.(x + s,y + t)d,u2(X - S,Y - t), 

which is a symmetrized convolution. Finally, Eq. (22) for 
sequential measurements reduces to a result compatible with 
the repeatability axiom for "measurement immediately 
after." 

IX. DYNAMICS 

Ifwe work in the Heisenberg representation, we wish to 
be able to compute 

a , [A (,u)]=exp(iHt !~)A (,u)exp( - iHt !~), (37) 

where H is the Hamiltonian for the system, If we work in
stead in the Schrodinger representation, we would want 

P,(p)=exp( - iHt !~)p exp(iHt !~) (38) 

for any state p. Since the two representations are related in 
the canonical fashion 

(39) 

it suffices to compute only (37), Now a,iA (p)) will be some 
function of the Weyl operators of the form A ( P, ) in view of 
the joint spectral family nature of theA ( ,u), as detailed in Sec. 
V. In general the tdependence ofpt will be complicated, but 
we shall shortly present two simple examples in detail. P, is 
always linear in p since 

a,(A (,u)) = fd,u(Q,p)a,(TQ,p), 

This may also be written in the form 

a,iA (,u)) 

= f d p(Q,P) dxdy g(x,y;cQ,P,c)a,(WX,y) 

= fdXdy,u(y,X)g(X,y;O,O,C) a,(W(x,y)) 

where,u( y,X)=f d p(Q,P)exp( - iPx - iQ y). 
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Then (39) becomes 

Tr[pa,(A (Il))] = Jdxdy,u(y,x)g(X,y;O,O,C) 

XTr[pa,(W(x,y))], (42) 

the reversal of the roles of y,x in Il occurring since the Four
ier transform of the momentum variable is the position vari
able, and conversely. Again we note thata,(W(x,y)) is some 
function of Q and P so that it may also be written in the form 

a,(W(x,y)) 

= Jda,(Q',F';X,y) TQ,'p' 

= f da,(Q',P';x,y) dx' dy' g(x',y';cQ',P',c) W(x',y') 

= J dx' dy'da,(Q',F';x,y) 

xexp[ - iF'x' - iQ' y'Jg(x',y';O,O,c) W(x',y') 

= fdX' dy'a,(y',x',x, y) g(x',y';O,O,c) W(x',y') (43) 

for some x, y,t-dependent measure a, (.,.;x, y). If we define 

g#( y,x) = g(x, y;O,O,c), 

we have 

(44) 

Tr[pa,{A (Il))] 

= J dx dy dx' dy' (,ug#) (y,x)a,(y',x';x,y) 

Xg#(y',x')Tr[pW(x',y')], (45) 

which may be viewed as a classical correlation of the trans
formed, regularized densities,u g# and p g#, where 

p( - y', - x') = Tr[ pW(x',y')], (46) 

all dynamics being contained in the term a, (y' ,x' ,;x, y). For 
t = ° we obtain 

Tr[ pA (Ill] = f dx dy (.Ug#)( y,x) p( - y, - x). (47) 

As examples, take the Hamiltonian to describe a system 
in the presence of N harmonic oscillators: 
H = (2m)-lp2 + l:~= 1 c;(Q - a;lf; i.e., 

H = (2m)-lp2 + 8Ql + f3Q + yll (48) 

for m,o, {J,r real scalars. The case ° = f3 = r = ° is the free 
dynamics case. In the Appendix, by applying a slight exten
sion of a result in Ref. 11, we calculate 

a,(W(x,y)) 

= exp(i( f3l2oH [c(t) - 1] y - (2om)1/2s(t).x j) (49) 

X W(s(t) (2om)-1/2 y + c(t).x, c(t)y - s(t) (20m)1/2x), 

where 

c(t) = cos[(28m -I) I 12t ], (50) 

sit) = sin[28m- 1)l/lt ), (51) 

and 

(52) 
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a simple displacement in position. Consequently, 

Tr[pa,(A (Il))] = J dx dy (,ug#) (y,x) 

X exp(i[ [c(t) - l)y - (28m)! /2s(t)x I (3128) 

Xp( - c(t)y + sit) (28m)J/2x, -s(t)(28m)-1/2 y - c(t).x), 

and in the free case 
(53) 

Tr[pa~ree(A (Il))] 

= !dXdY (,ug#)(y,x)p(-y,-x-tym- I
). (54) 

Ifp = W(£1,p'), then 

p( - y, _ x) = Tr[ pW(x,y)] = 2; [oip')] Ag#J( - y, - x), 

(55) 

where [dO'( p')](Q,P) = dO'(Q,P)Tr(p'TQ.p).Inserting(55)into 
(53) and (54) gives a more symmetric appearing result. 

For general translations in the position and momentum 
domains, as opposed to the time domain, see Ref. 3, p. 324, in 
which it is shown that the [A (Il)\ under the action of 
exp( - iaP )exp( - iQb ) form a generalized system of impri
mitivity in the sense of Ref. 8. 

X.IMPLICATIONS 

In Ref. 12 in order to view the set of physical observa
bies of a system as a Jordan *-algebra, and later as a C *
algebra, it is necessary to have a (large) number of dispersion
free states for each observable (so that powers of the observ
able are defined). As we have seen, in this model the physical
ly relevant observables in a Weyl system are theA (Il) and the 
experimentally preparable states are the ~(£1,p). Ifwe 
choose Il as in (18) or (19), we have A ( Il) = P or Q, which in 
Sec. IV were shown to have no dispersion-free states of the 
form W(o', pl. If we take Il to be concentrated at a single 
point, then A (Il) is dispersion-free on the optimal experi
ments 1ft Il, pl· Ifwe could generate all the A (Il) from those 
with Il a point mass by taking (limits of) linear combinations, 
then this would be sufficient. However, in any of the usual 
topologies (uniform, !f P, etc.) one does not so generate mea
sures absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesegue mea
sure on any interval. So we search for a larger class of obser
vablesA (Il) with dispersion-free states. From (14'),A (Il) will 
have zero variance on ~(o', p) only if 0' is a point mass. Thus 
it suffices to consider the variance of A (Il) in state 
p = TQ".Ji" P TQ",p". We compute 

Var p(A (Il)) 

= f d 1l(Q,F)d Il(Q',P') exp! - C(21i)-' 

X [(Q - Q")2 + (Q' - Q"f] I 
X exp[ - (21ic)-1 [(P - pllf + (F' - F")2]J 

X(exp( - (c/41i)[(Q _ Q')2 _ (Q' _ Q")2 _ (Q _ Q")2] 

_ (41ic)-1[(P_ F')2 _ (F' _ F")2 - (F- F")2] I 
X cos[(21i)-1 [Q"(P' - F) + F"(Q - Q') 

+PQ'-F'Q]J -1). (56) 

We conjecture that this is zero iff Il is concentrated on 
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(Q" .P"). in which case one of the basic axioms of the algebra
ic approach to physics is not realized in this model. 

Turning to the quantum logic approach. we recall the 
following: The elements of a quantum logic are the so-called 
"yes-no" or "elementary" physical propositions and form 
an orthocomplemented lattice. In a Hilbert space represen
tation. the elementary propositions become spectral projec
tors for self-adjoint operators. By comparison. in our setting 
the observables are the self-adjoint A (,u); however. it is not 
the spectral projectors of the A (,u) which are of physical in
terest-instead it is the decomposition of the A (,u) into the 
T Q,p. If we are to make a lattice of the fA ( j1) I. we must 
identify the 1\ lattice operation (both/and) as well as the V 
lattice operation (either/or/both) and find the correspond
ing partial order on (A (,u) J. 

In quantum logic a<,b. which is equivalent to ac;;.b c. 
may be interpreted "whenever proposition b is not observed 
(has probability zero). then a is not observed (has probability 
zero)." Hence we. by analogy. take A (,u)<,A (v) to mean,u is 
absolutely continuous with respect to v: 

(57) 

This suggests that all of the putative lattice structure would 
then be expressible solely on the set of measures. This is 
further supported by the correspondence (15) between the 
observables A (,u) and the conditionings 15' ( ,u .. ). and the dis
cussion in Sec. VI and VII. In fact. we have seen that there 
are three relevant binary operations on the instruments: se
quential composition. simultaneous incoherent composi
tion. and simultaneous coherent composition. The first has 
no present analog in quantum logic. The other two lead to 
the following natural definitions: 

W( ,u .. ) V W(y .. ) = W(,u + y •. ), (58) 

or 

A (,u) V A (v) = A (,u + v); (58') 

and 

15'( ,u .. ) 1\ W(v,.) = W( ,uov •. ), (59) 

or 

A (,u)I\A (v) =A (,uov) (59') 

with 0 given either by (35) or by (35) with E 2 replacing E. 
However, although 0 is (i) commutative. it is (ii) nonassocia
tive, (iii) non idempotent (,uo,u # ,u). and (iv) 0 has no identi
ty. Consequently. (v) no complementation is defined either. 
Hence this attempt to mimic quantum logic does not yield a 
lattice at all. And. in retrospect. since no piece of experimen
tal apparatus has sharp boundaries due to the uncertainty 
principle and other phenomena. not to mention what is being 
measured, the actual existence of the "yes-no" propositions 
seems dubious; and even if they existed in some sense, they 
wouldn't have complements because of the nonsharp bound
aries. From considerations of complementarity and com
patibility, the existence of a greatest lower bound in quan
tum logic has also been called into question. 13 For a 
discussion of a restricted form offuzzy logic, see Ref. 14, 
although it does not quite apply: Our fuzzy sets are mini
mum uncertainty functions so the support of each gin (2) is 
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all of R, and the complement in Ref, 14 degenerates. 
Irrespective of any interpretation of the 0 operation or 

of the existence of the greatest lower bound, in quantum 
logic one assumes that for every physical yes/no proposition 
there is a physical state in which the probability of obtaining 
a "yes" for the yes/no proposition is one, Such a state is 
necessarily dispersion-free for that proposition; yet we have 
seen that dispersion-free physical states for the general A ( ,u) 
may not exist, 

Concerning causality. locality. and determinism. we re
call that in Sec, V we showed that Tr[W(,u, pjA (0-)] is non
vanishing even if,u and 0- have disjoint supports. Thus one 
consequence of working in fuzzy phase space is that we ob
tain this form of action-at-a-distance (nonlocality). Because 
the conditionings and observables are described in fuzzy 
phase space, we have a nondeterministic theory, although 
the dynamics of Sec. IX does give a definite result for the 
(nonlocal) interaction and the time evolution of expected val
ues of observables: the theory is both nondeterministic and 
nonrandom, Hence, if one identifies the concepts "nonran
dom theory" and "causal theory." then one must conclude 
that causality and determinism are not identical. This sug
gests the need for a definition of causality independent of the 
concept of determinism. 
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APPENDIX 

Since at is an automorphism, we have 

a,(W(x,y)) = a,(exp(ixP+ iyQ)) 

= exp[ixa,(P) + i ya,(Q)]. 

Thus we need onfy 'compute a, (P) and at (Q), From Lemma 
40fRef. 11, if the multiple commutators (adH) K(p). 
(adH) K(Q) vanish for sufficiently large K, then 

ar(p) = ! (it HlnadH)K(P)lK!. 
x=o 

This termination condition is satisfied in the case of free dyn
amics and yields a r (P) = P, arlQ) = Q + IP /m. For the 
general case, we work initially on a common dense domain of 
analytic vectors for P and Q and eventually extend 
a, (W(x, y)) to a unitary operator on all oL3Y, Now, we prove 
by induction, from [P.Q] = - ih I that 

(adH )2n - I(Q) = ( _ ifz/m) (2ofz2/m)n - Ip. n = 1,2, ... , 
(AI) 

(adH)2n(Q) = (28fz2/mt[Q+ (/3/28)1], n = 1.2,. ... 
(A2) 

[H.P 1 = i20fzQ + ifz/3l. (A3) 

(adH rtP) = (2iofz) (adH)" - i(Q), n = 2,3,.... (A4) 

From (59)-(61) One obtains 
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at(Q) = (/3 /28)[ cos[(28/m)1/2t 1 - 1 J 1 
+ cos[(28/mlI/2t lQ + (28ml-1/2sin[(28mlIl2t lP, 

(AS) 

and from (61) and (62) 

at(P) = cos[(28/m)I/2t lP - (28m)1/2 sin[(28Im)1/2t 1 
x[Q+(/3/28l1]. (A61 

Checking the limit as /3, 8-+0, one reobtains the free 
dynamics. 

Ifwe now let 
cIt) = cos[(28Im)1/2t ], (A7) 

sIt) = sin[(28/m) 1/2t], (AS) 

we then have 

a,(W(x,y)) 

= exp(i( f3 /28) \ [c(t 1 - l]y - (28m) I 12s(t )x 1 ) 
X W(s(t 1 y/(28ml1/2 + cIt )x,c(t ly - s(t) (28m)1/2xl, 

(A9) 

which has a unique unitary extension off the dense analytic 

domain. 
In the limit /3-+0, 8-+0 we then obtain the correspond-

ing free dynamics 
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The regular and irregular solutions of the radial wave equation for r a potentials are given in terms 
of simultaneous power series in r and ~ + 2. These results are shown to generalize to a potential 
with an arbitrary number of power-law terms. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Ca 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I t has been noted before 1-4 that the solutions to the radi
al wave equations for power-law potentials ~ and ,P, 
f3 = - 2al(a + 2), are related by a change of variable. This 
is quite interesting since knowledge of the exact functional 
form of these wavefunctions is fairly limited except for spe
cial values of the exponents. The possibility is raised that the 
case of general exponent a (> - 2) may be more tractable 
than usually supposed. 

Now, in principle, one first wants to have at hand the 
two standard solutions to the second-order differential equa
tion, from which both scattering and bound state wavefunc
tions may be obtained by imposition of the proper boundary 
conditions. As an initial step toward this end, the present 
paper addresses the construction of these solutions in the 
small r limit, with primary focus on the regular one. 

This seems a difficult task since the nonanalyticity of 
the potential ~ for general a immediately precludes an ana
lytic power series. It will turn out, however, that it is possible 
to express the solutions as double power series, one in rand 
one in ~ + 2, reducing the nonanalyticity to a relatively mild 
form. (These results have been anticipated in part by Muller
Kirsten, Hite, and Bose.5

) 

The coefficients in this expansion obey a three-term re
cursion relation that can be solved rather explicitly. In the 
process, a natural generalization occurs of the connection 
with partitioning theory that Phares and co-workers6 used to 
expand the wavefunctions for the linear potential. This con
nection also pervades the problem of a potential containing 
several distinct powers of r, which is discussed near the end. 
Such a potential merely requires one more simultaneous 
power series for each additional power of r, although the 
algebra grows more complicated. 

The program is the following. In Sec. 2, the expansion 
of the regular solution for a single-term potential is set down, 
and the simple recursion relation [Eq. (2.10)] which the coef
ficients must obey is derived. This relation is solved iterative
ly in Sec. 3, where the structure of the coefficients is dis
cussed. The distinction between rational and irrational 
exponents is pursued. In Sec. 4, some examples are given. 
Section 5 gives the expansion and resulting recursion rela
tion for the irregular solution. The generalization to a poten
tial with an arbitrary number of powers of r is indicated in 
Sec. 6, followed by a discussion in Sec. 7. 

2. EXPANSION OF THE REGULAR SOLUTION AT THE 
ORIGIN 

The radial Schrodinger equation for a particle moving 
in a central potential (in an arbitrary number of dimensions) 
may be cast into the form4 

[
d 2 L2_1 ] 
- - ~ - U(r) + if x(r) =0. 
dr r 

(2.1) 

Our intent is to determine the expansion about r = 0 for the 
regular solution when the potential is a single power of r, 

U (r) = a~, (a> 0). (2.2) 
From earlier results, this range is sufficient to also obtain 
solutions for - 2 < a < O. 1-4 

The function X (r) behaves as r + 1/2 near r = 0,1 so this 
is factored off immediately, 

x(r) = r + 1/2<p (r), (2.3) 

and <p obeys 

[£ + 2L + I!!.... _ a,a + if] <p (r) = O. 
dr r dr 

(2.4) 

A power series expansion of <P is clearly inappropriate 
in the normal sense since the various terms are of (in general) 
incommensurate powers of the variable. The appropriate 
form of the expansion is suggested by temporarily changing 
the scale of r, r-cr, which takes Eq. (2.4) into 

- + --- - ea + 2a,a + e2if <P (er) = 0.(2.5) [
d

2 
2L+1d ] 

dr r dr 

To explicitly account for these scaling properties, it is neces
sary to have both powers of r and ~ + 2 in <P. Thus, after 
defining for notational convenience 

A. = (a + 2)12, 

<P is taken to be of the form 

<P(r) = f fdijri+2jA. 
i=Oj=O 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

At this point, A. is assumed to be irrational. This is un
necessary, as will be discussed in Sec. 3, but allows of the 
following simplification. If A. is irrational, Eq. (2.7) may be 
substituted into Eq. (2.4) and each power ofri + 2jA is linearly 
independent (i.e., the coefficient of ri + 2jA must vanish for 
each i and eachj). The dij must then obey the three-term 
recursion relation 
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4(i + jA)(L + i + jA )d,/ = ad',i_ I - 'l?d,_ I,i' (2.8) 

This is reduced further by eliminating a and 'l?: 

dij = ( - 'l? /4)'(a/4)icij' (2,9) 

where the cij are related by 

(i + jA)(L + i + jA )cij = C, _ I,i + c',i- I' (2,10) 

with the conventions adopted that Coo = 1 and cij = ° for 
i<Oorj<O. 

Equation (2.10) is a remarkably simple recursion rela
tion, constituting a generalization of the two-term one satis
fied by the coefficients of Bessel functions. In this connec
tion, the function X (r) may be regarded as a double-series 
Bessel function, as will be made a bit more precise in Sec. 3, 
where the explicit form of cij is obtained. 

3. SOLUTION OF THE RECURSION EQUATION 
A. A irrational 

The coefficients cij may be determined iteratively from 
Eq. (2.10). The first thing to notice is that a two-term recur
occurs if either i or j is set equal to zero: 

jA (L + jA )co,j = CO,j _ I , 

ilL + i)c"o = C'_I,O' 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are trivially iterated to give 

COJ = [A 2jl(L /A + I)j ]-1, 

C"O = [zl(L + I), ]-1. 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

These coefficients are the ones entering into the well-known 
solutions ofEq, (2.4) when a = ° or 'l? = 0, respectively. 
These are the Bessel functions Jv and Iv 8: 

(3.5) 

(3,6) 

The next sept in solving Eq. (2.10) is to iterate in either i 
or j. If we assume that i> 0, then 

Cij = [(i + jA - l)(L + i + jA)] -1(C"j_ I + c,_ I,j) 

= [(i + jA )(L + i + jA )l- I C" j _ I 

+ [(i + jA - l)(i + jA )(L + i + jA - l)(L + i + jA )] - t 

X(C'-I.J-l + C'_2,j) 

= i [(k+jA);+t_dL+k+jA),+l_k]-ICk,j_I' 
k~O 

(3.7) 

This may be iterated in the k index, giving at the end a rather 
complicated form for clj in terms ofj summations and the 
coefficients in Eq. (3.4), 
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Clj = i [(k l + jA ),+ 1_ k, (L + kl + jA ),+ 1_ k, ]-ICk"j_t 
k, ~O 

, k 

= I ! [(k l +jA),+I_k.(L+k1 +jA),+1_k, 
k, ~ Ok, ~O 

X (k2 + (j - 1)A k + I - k, (L + k2 + (j - l)A k + I - k, ] - I 

XCk"j_ 2 

, k k kj - 1 

= I ! I .. · I [(k l +jA)'+l_k, 
k, ~ Ok, ~ Ok, ~ 0 k j ~ 0 

X (L+kl+jA),+I_k, (k2+(j-l)Ak+t-k, 

X (L + k2 + (j - 1)A h. + I - k, 

X (kj + A )kj _ I + 1 - k)L + kj + A )kj .+ I - kJ - ICkp ' 
(3.8) 

A similar form is obtained if i andj are iterated in the oppo
site order. Equation (3.8) is a little cumbersome and obscures 
some of the order in the coefficients. To condense the nota
tion, we introduce the quantity 

(rIJL~'JL~""JL:m) = (r + JLtI(r + 2JLtI'''(r + ntJLtI 

X(r + ntJLl + JL2)"'(r + ~>IJLI)' (3.9) 
I~ I 

which is a generalization of the usual shifted factorial in 
which successive factors are incremented by different 
amounts (n, is the number of factors increased by lengthJL,). 
The case of only one JL reduces to 

(rIJL") =JL"(r/JL + l)n' (3.10) 

Thus, using Eq. (3.4) for CkP' Eq. (3.8) is 
i k k _ \ 

clj = I ! ... f [(Oll kjA 11k) ,-kJ ... AII'-k,) 
k, ~ 0 k, ~ 0 kj = 0 

X(L 11kjAl1kj ,-kj .. ·A 11'-k,)]-t. (3.11) 

An alternative form, produced by the other order of iter
ation, is 

Clj = t ± ... II.' [(OIA l'llAI. ,-I' ... l IAj-I,) 
I, ~ 0 I, ~ 0 I, ~ 0 

X(LIA I'l IA I• '-I· ... 11Aj-I')l-t. (3.12) 

The coefficients cij can be described fairly easily, despite 
the complicated appearance ofEqs. (3,11) and(3.12). Each cij 
is a sum over 

C~J) 
terms, with each term represented by the inverse of a pair of 
generalized shifted factorials, defined in Eq. (3.9). Each 
member of this pair consists of(i + j) total factors with differ
ent starting points [r = 0 and L in Eq. (3.9)] but identical 
geneaologies. The increments between succeeding factors 
consist of i oflength unity andj oflength A, with the ordering 
of these increments determined by the geneaology of the 
term, which can be represented by the set of k 's in the par
ticular term in Eq. (3.11), or by the set of I 's in Eq. (3.12). 

It is clear from either of these equations that each of the 
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terms corresponds to one of the possible ways that an inter
val of total length i + jA. can be partitioned into i intervals of 
length unity andj oflength A., considering intervals of these 
same length as indistinguishable. The order in which the 
interval is partitioned translates into the order in which in-, 

crements are made in the succession offactors, and the mul
tiple summations then produce each possible order once and 
only once. To illustrate, the first few cij for which i #0 and 
j#O are, explicitly, 

C 1.1 = [(A. ))( 1 + A. )(L + A. )(L + 1 + A. )] - I + [(1)( 1 + A. )(L + l)(L + 1 + A. )] - I, 

CI.2 = [(A. )(2A. )(1 + 2A. )(L + A. )(L + 2A. )(L + 1 + 2A. )]-1 

(3.13) 

+ [(A. )( 1 + A. )( 1 + 2A. )(L + A. )(L + 1 + A. )(L + 1 + 2A. )] - 1 

+ [( 1 )( 1 + A. )( 1 + 2A. )(L + 1 )(L + 1 + A. )(L + 1 + U )] - I, 

c2.1 = [(A. )( 1 + A. )(2 + A. )(L + A. )(L + 1 + A. )(L + 2 + A. )] - 1 

(3.14) 

+ [( 1)( 1 + A. )(2 + A. )(L + l)(L + 1 + A. )(L + 2 + A. )] - 1 

+ [(1)(2)(2+A.)(L+ 1)(L+2)(L+2+A.)]-I, (3.15) 

C2.2 = [(A.)(2A.)(1 + U)(2 + U)(L +A.)(L + 2A.)(L + 1 + U)(L + 2 + 2A.)]-1 
+ [(A. )( 1 + A. )( 1 + U )(2 + U )(L + A. )(L + 1 + A. )(L + 1 + U )(L + 2 + U )] - 1 

+ [( 1)( 1 + A. )( 1 + U )(2 + U )(L + l)(L + 1 + A. )(L + 1 + U )(L + 2 + U )] - 1 

+ [(A. )( 1 + A. )(2 + A. )(2 + U )(L + A. )(L + I + A. )(L + 2 + A. )(L + 2 + U )] -I 
+ [(1)( 1 + A. )(2 + A. )(2 + U )(L + I)(L + 1 + A. )(L + 2 + A. )(L + 2 + U )] - 1 

+ [( 1 )(2)(2 + A. )(2 + U )(L + I)(L + 2)(L + 2 + A. )(L + 2 + 2A. )] -I. (3.16) 

Although the general form of the coefficients C ij was not 
clarified, Miiller-Kirsten, Hite and Boses have previously 
derived the leading terms in the double expansion of Eq. 
(2.7). 

As an aside, it may be verified that C ij obeys the symme
try relation 

cij(A.,L)=A. -2i+2jCij (1IA.,LIA.). (3.17) 

Reference 4 shows that x(r) in Eq. (2.3) can be transformed 
by a change of variable into a radial solution for a different 
power-law potential (a--. - alA.) with L--.L I A., and Eq. 
(3.17) arises as a necessary consequence of this fact. 

Since Eq. (2.7) is a double power series, discussions of 
absolute convergence are a little removed from the normal 
realm of single series. However, we can still find upper and 
lower bounds for each cij by noting that the smallest of the 

C;J) 
terms in Eqs. (3.8) or (3.11) corresponds to 
k 1 = k2 = ... = kj = 0, while the largest has 
k 1 = k2 = ... = kj = i. Thus we obtain the crude, but rigor-
ous, bounds 

Cij <"cij <.,c;J , 

where 

(3.18) 

cij = A. - 2f; J)Ul(l + jA. UL /A. + l)j(L + I + jA.)i]' 

(3.19) 

cif = A. - 2{; J)U!(ilA. + l)j(L + l);((L + i)/A. + l)j]. 

(3.20) 

With Eq. (3.20), we find that Ci~ l./ci! --.;-2 as i--.IX) 
for fixedj, and ctj+ I /cij+ --.(Aj)-2 asj--.IX) for fixed i, show-
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ling Bessel-function-like decrease of the envelope of upper 
bounds in each index. 

B. A. rational 

The case of rational A. is really just a slight modification 
of the irrational case. Although the latter allowed us to asso
ciate a unique power of r with each (i, j) pair [leading to Eqs. 
(2.8) or (2.10)], the resulting power series is still valid for A. 
rational. If we take A. = qlp, where q > p and q and pare 
relatively prime integers, then 

i + jA. = (i - kq) + (j + kq)qlp, k = 0, ± 1, .. · (3.21) 

and there is a many-to-one correspondence between indices 
and powers of r. 

To eliminate this nonuniqueness, i is still allowed to 
range from zero to infinity, whilej is restricted to 
j = 0, 1, ... ,p - 1. One may plug this as an ansatz into Eq. 
(2.7). 

00 p - 1 

<P = '" '" d ~.r2i + 2jJ.. 
~ ~ IJ ' 

(3.22) 
i=Oj=O 

and then solve the resulting (more complicated) recursion 
relations for the d ij. This is unnecessary, however, since we 
already have at hand the complete solution. 

A review of the treatment of the irrational case shows 
that the rationality of A. was really not a consideration after 
getting to Eq. (2.8). The form of <P in Eq. (2.7) with coeffi
cients extended to general A. is perfectly valid. To make the 
connection with Eq. (3.22), we replace the double sum over 
o <.,i,j < IX) by a triple one where O<j<.,p - 1 and k accounts 
for equivalent powers of r according to Eq. (3.21), 
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cP = !, !,dijri +
2jA 

i=Oj=O 
00 p-l 00 

= 2: 2: 2: di_kq,j+kpr(i-kq)+2U+kP)A 
i=Oj=O k= - 00 

OQ p-l 00 

- ~ ~ ri + 2jA ~ d 
- £., £., £., i - kq,j + kp . 

i=Oj=O k= - 00 

(3.23) 

Remembering the convention that dmn = 0 for m < 0 or 
n < 0, comparison with Eq. (3.22) yields 

Iii I 
dij = f di-kq,j+kp' 

k=O 
where [i/q] is the integral part of i/q, 

(3.24) 

It is readily seen from Eqs. (2.9) and (3,24) that d;. con-. . ~ 
tams mIxed powers of the parameters a and g': 

, - If'l I( g')i-kq(aY+kP 
d· - - - - C 

I) 4 4 i-kq,j+kp' 
k=O 

(3.25) 

Although this holds for the case of general g', an eigenvalue 
g' N of Eq. (2.1) scales as4 

(3.26) 

where .'7 n is independent of a. Equation (3.25) reduces to 
[il I 

d ij = ai/A +j f Wi- kq+j+ kP( _ .'7
n

)i- kq 
k=O 

XCi_kq.j+kp, (3.27) 

B.a=O 

and all of the a dependence is isolated as a multiplicative 
factor, a scale factor for r. 

4. SPECIAL CASES 

In this section, the preceding results are examined brief
ly in few a particular cases of the parameters. 

A.L=j 

When L = ~, Eq. (2.1) reduces to an equation with no 
singular centrifugal term. This corresponds to S states in 
three dimensions, or else to a one-dimensional problem with 
a potentiallxla. In the latter case, the solutions we have been 
considering constitute only one-half of the normal solutions 
[after suitable matching ofX (x) andx ( - x) and their deriva
tions at x = 0]; the solutions which do not vanish at the ori
gin must be sought in the other (leading behavior r - L + 1/2) 

functions satisfying the second-order equation. 
In the context of the coefficients cij given in Eq. (3.8), 

the case L = ! is interesting because each factor involving L 
can be combined with the similar factor not involving L by 
means of the r-function duplication formula. 8 Then 

(4.1) 

The limiting case a = 0 has as its solution Eq. (3.5) with g' replaced by g' - a. From Eqs. (3.11) or (3.12), one sees that 
each of the terms in cij is identical: 

i k k.,. (i+}) I. 
Cij=k~ok~o"'kj~o[(i+Jl!(L+1);+j]-1 = j /[(i+})!(L+I)i+ j ]. (4.2) 

Thus, from Eqs. (2.7) and (2.9), 

cP(r) = .f .f ( - g' )i(~ Y(i ~ J)ri+2j ~i + })!(L + l),.+j] =f f( - g' )k-j(~)jt.)rk 1k !(L + l)k] 
,=0)=0 4 4) J 1[1 )=Ok=) 4 4 ! l' 

00 (a-g')k rk =2:-
k=0 4 kIlL + l)k ' 

(4.3) 

where we have used the binomial formula. 

C.a=2 

This is the exactly solvable radial harmonic oscillator problem. According to Sec. 3 B, we find for cP only a single series, 

cP(r) = fd ;ri, (4.4) 
i=O 

,_ li/21( _ g' )i-2k( a)k 
d - 2: -- - C'- 2kk ' 

, k=O 4 4" 
(4.5) 

where 
i k k·_ I 

cij = L "! ... ! [(01Ikj2IIkj-,-kJ ... 2IIi-k')(L I Ikj211 kJ ,-kJ ... 2IIi-k,)]-1 
k, = 0 k, = 0 kj = 0 

= [(i + 2})!r (L + i + 2) + 1)] -I i (k 1 + 2) - I)(L + k 1 + 2j - 1) 
k, =0 

X t (k2+2j-3)(L +k2 +2}-3) ... kI '(kj + I)(L+kj + 1). (4.6) 
k, =0 kj=O 
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This is to be contrasted with the solution traditionally 
given in terms of Whittaker functions,9 which leads to 

d~=(_lal/2)i~. (_~)-k (L+1 _~) ~L+I). 
• 2 kL::o k !(i _ k)! 2 4a 1/ 2 k/ (. k 

(4.7) 

Making the explicit connection between Eqs. (4.5) and 
appears to be difficult: this is a combinatorics problem that 
the author has not pursued for long. However, it may be 
faintly possible that this connection would suggest a general
ization to other special values of a, as for instance integral 
values or even-integral values. The special feature of a = 2 is 
of course the ability to factor out a single overall exponential 
dependence of t/J, leading to a two-term recursion relation. 

D.a= 1 

The linear rising potential U (r) = ar has, for L = i, so
lutions which are just the familiar Airy functions. It is only 
recently that Phares and co-workers6 have solved exactly the 
recursion relations for general L resulting from a single pow
er series in r. There use was made of the combinatoricsfunc
tion technique, which allowed them to show explicitly a con
nection to partitioning an interval into lengths 2 and 3 (A = ~ 

for a = 1; our partitions are correspondingly 1 and ~). From 
Sec. 3 B, tP is 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

This may also be written in terms of ratios of F functions, 
whereby one makes the connection with, say, Eq. (16a) of the 
third of Refs. 6. This places the results for the linear potential 
into the broader context of general power-law potentials. 

The partitioning approach was not used in the present 
derivation, but the two methods are quite equivalent. The 
real need for couching the formalism in terms of partitioning 
theory is likely to arise in considering potentials containing 
several powers of r (Sec. 6). 

E.a=4 

The quartic oscillator is hardly in need of preamble. In 
this case, as for all even-integral a, there is only one infinite 
series: 

tP- ~d' ri - ~ lU , (4.11) 
i=O 

[i/3J 

d:O = I dj - 3k.k 
k~O 

= [i/3J (~)i -3k (!:.)k
C

. I 4 4 .-3k.k, 
k~O 

(4.12) 
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j k- __ I . 

e.
j 

= L ... ! [(011kj31IkJ ,-kj ... 311'~k) 
k, ~O kj~O 

><1.L Il kj3 11kj -, ~kj ... 311i~k)1-1. (4.13) 

For the one-dimensional case, with L = !, we obtain the 
odd functions by replacing A with 3 in Eq. (4.1), 

22i + 2j 
c··=------

IJ F(2i+6j+2) 

X r .. , kf , {F(2kj + 6) F(2kj~ I + 12) .. , 

k, =0 kj~O F(2kj + 2) F(2kj _ I + 8) 

F(2kl + 6j) } X . 
r(2kl + 6(j - I) + 2) 

(4.14) 

It does not seem at all unlikely that Eq. (4.13) [or (4.14), 
which is of even simpler form] could be reduced. It is similar 
in nature to Eq. (4.6), which gives cij for a = 2. In fact, for all 
even-power potentials,tP reduces to a single series with coef
ficients which are in principle calculable in the sense that the 
multiple sums in cij for fixed i andj could be done. 10 Failing 
analytical results (which should be possible to obtain for 
a = 2), a numerological approach might prove fruitful. 

5. THE IRREGULAR SOLUTION 

For general values of L, a second linearly independent 
solution of Eq. (2.1) can be constructed which behaves as 
r ~ L + 112 near r~O. This is designated ¢(r) and is written as II 

¢(r) = .5Y~ + Il2tP (r)lnr + r ~ L + l12e (r), (5.1) 

with .5Y a constant and e (0) = I. A constant multiple of 
r + Il2tP (r) may be added to the definition without changing 
the essentials of the treatment to follow. The function ¢(r) 
with L = ! and.5Y = 0 is, as previously noted, important for 
one-dimensional problems in the guise of the "even" solu
tions, meaning here that they do not vanish at the origin. 

Inserting Eq. (5.1) into Eq. (2.1), and using the fact that 
X = ~ + 112tP also satisfies the latter, 

[
d

2 
1-2Ld .. 2A-2 w]e -+-----ar +0 

dr r dr 

+ 2.5YIdij(2i + 2jA + L )ri + 2jJ. + 2L - 2 = O. (5.2) 
i,j 

Expanding e in a double power series ifo.o = 1), 

e(r) = ! !/;/i+2jJ., 
j=Oj~O 

leads to 

! !y2i+2jJ.~2{4(i + jA)(i + p. -L )/;j 
i~Oj=O 

- a/;.j~ I + go/;- I.) 

+ 2.5Y! ! y2i+2jJ. + 2L-2(2i + 2j4 + L )dij = O. 
i=Oj=O 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

Here 4 will be assumed irrational as a convenience. If it 
is not, then modifications must be made as was done for the 
regular solution. We now focus upon L to see which powers 
of r are independent. If L is such that there exists no pair i' 
and/ for which i' + /4 = L, then .5Y must be set equal to 
zero in Eq. (5.4), giving 
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4(i + j),,)(i + jA - L)fij = af,j~ I - 'f!f~ I,j' (5.5) 

This recursion relation has already been solved in Sees. 2 and 
3 since it differs from Eq. (2.8) only by reversing the sign of L. 
Thus, 

fj = dij(L~ - L) = ( ~'f! y(: yCij(L~ - L). (5.6) 

In the event that there does exist a pair i' andj' for which 
L = i' + j'A, then the indices are shifted in the last term of 
Eq. (5.4): 

f f ri+ 2jA~2{4(i + jA)(i + jA - L )fj - af.j~ I 
i=Oj=O 

+ 'f! f~ \,j} + 2% f fr i+ 2jA~ 2(2i + 2jA - L )d,~;,.j~j' 
i=i'j=j' 

=0. - (5.7) 

There results the recursion 

4(i + jA)(i + jA - L )fj - af.j~ I + 'f!f~ I,j 
+ 2%(2i + 2jA - L )di~;',j~j' = 0. (5.8) 

The constants a and 'f! are eliminated from Eq. (5.8) by 
using Eq, (2.9) and the definitions 

( 
- 'f! )i( a y 

fj = -4- -;:)eij' 

%=( -4'f!Y(:Y>-· 

Thus, 

(i + jA Hi + jA - L )eij - ei,j~ I - ei~ I.j 
+ 2/(2i + 2jA - L )Ci~ ;'J~j' = 0. 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

Since cij and eij are zero for i < ° orj < 0, Eq. (5,11) fori < i' or 
j <j' reduces to 

(i + jA )(i + jA - L )eij = ei,j ~ I + ei ~ I.j (5,12) 

so that, once again, for these limits on i, andj, 

eij=cij(L~-L). (5,13) 

For (i,j) = (i' ,j') in Eq, (5,11), using Coo = 1, an equation 
is obtained wherein e;,j' has vanished: 

2L r£=e,. I +e, I' c/ l.j- l-.j 

= c;',j' ~ I (L~ - L ) + C;, ~ I.j' (L~ - L ). 
(5,14) 

This yields an exact specification of / [or % through Eq, 
(5.10)] in terms of known quantities. In turn, ei'j' is indetermi
nate; this just corresponds to the previously noted fact that 
¢(r) may contain an arbitrary multiple of the regular solution 
X (r). Onceei,j' has been fixed, Eq. (5.11) provides the means of 
obtaining explicitly all of the remaining eij' although we do 
not pursue this further here. 

The analogy to ordinary Bessel functions is quite strong 
here, and of course ¢(r) and X (r) reduce to these in special 
cases. For instance, when we demanded that L and A were 
such that the equation L = i' + j 'A could be satisfied for no i' 
and j', then ¢ was obtained from X by just reversing the sign 
of L everywhere. If the scalar a is set equal to zero, we see 
from Eq. (3.5) that X reduces to the standard Bessel function 
J L' and the corresponding condition is that L is not an inte
ger. The irregular solution can be taken asJ ~ L (which is our 
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X), but this is inconvenient because of the unique behavior 
when L assumes integral values. Then, due to the presence of 
therfunction in Eq. (3.5),JL andJ ~ L are no longer linearly 
independent. Instead, one may take as the second standard 
solution an L-dependent linear combination of JL and J ~ L 

which behaves continuously as L approaches integral values. 
The next step for the case where a is nonzero appears to be to 
find such a (second) standard solution. In particular, it is 
clear that a generalization of the factor r (L + 1) in Eq. (3.5) 
must be constructed to make ¢(r) and X (r) entire in L. Per
haps the necessary generalization of the r function to two 
dimensions may be constructed in terms of double integrals, 
but we have not yet been able to find such. 

If L = ~ and A is such that the logarithmic terms do not 
appear, a formula for eij may be obtained that is similar to 
Eq. (4.1). 

6. GENERALIZATION TO ARBITRARY NUMBER OF 
POWERS 

One of the most fascinating aspects of the mUltiple se
ries representation is the immediate generalization that oc
curs when the potential of Eq. (2.1) contains a sum of n pow
er-law terms. Making the definitions ao = - 'f! and Ao = 1 
for notational expendiency, the equation to be solved is 

[ 
d 2 L 2 - 1 • 2A ~ 2] 

- - 4 - I,a;r' x(r) = 0, 
dr r i=O 

(6.1) 

where Ai > ° and Ai #Aj for i #j. The solution is then of the 
form 

X (r) = ~ + 1/2([> (r). 

m ( ) = ~ ~ ... ~ d (.. .) 2(i,,).,, + i,A, + ". + i.,)."1 
'I' r £... £... £... 10,1 1, ... ,1. r . 

j = 0 ;1 = 0 in = a 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

The scale parameters are factored from d by defining 

.. . (ao)i"(a I )i' (a. )i" .. . d(lo,I\f ... ,I.) = -;: -;: ... 4 C{lo,II,· .. ,I.). (6.4) 

This leads, from Eq. (6.1), to the simple relation 

( i ijAj )( i ijAj + L )C(io,i I,· .. ,i.) 
1=0 1=0 

= c(io - l,i l ,· .. ,i.) + c(io,il - 1, ... ,i.) + ... + C(io,il, ... ,in - 1). 
(6.5) 

For n = 1, Eq. (6.5) has already been solved. For higher n, it 
may be solved iteratively precisely as before. To see this, we 
set i2 = i3 = .. ·i. = 0. Since c(io,i l, ... , in) = ° for any of the 
indices less than zero, Eq. (6.5) reduces to 

( ± ijAj )( ± ijAj + L )C(io,il,O, ... ,o) 
1=0 1=0 

= c(io - 1,il,0, ... ,0) + C(iO,i1 - 1,0, ... 0). (6.6) 

This is Eq. (2.10), and, consequently, c(io,il,O, ... ,O) is given by 
C i i in Eq. (3.11). 

0' I Now let i2 also be nonzero. Then 

(± ijAj)( ± IjAj + L )C(io,i1,i2,0, ... ,0) 
,;=0 ,;=0 

= c(io - 1,il,i2,0, ... ,0) = c(io,il - 1,i2'0, ... 0) 
+ c(io,i 1,i2 - 1,0, ... ,0). (6.7) 
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By setting io = il = O. we have a two-term recursion which 
can be immediately solved to yield c(0.0.i2.0 ..... 0). By setting 
io = 1 and i I = O. we have a three-term recursion involving 
c(I.0.i2.0 •...• 0). c(0.0.i2.0 •...• 0). and c(1.0.i2 - 1.0 •...• 0). which 
allows us to find the form of c( 1.0.i2'0 •. ..• 0). By bootstrapping 
in this fashion. all ofthe c(io,i l.i2.O •. ..• 0) can be obtained. 
Then one continues on in like manner to find all of the 
c(io,ii' ...• in). As is evident. the final form will be too unwield
ly to write to write down explicitly. The important point is 
that all of the coefficients can be determined exactly from 
Eq. (6.5). 

Here is where the value of a partitioning-theoretic anal
ogy becomes important in describing the structure of 
c(io,iH ... ,in). It is not too difficult to see (or verify) that each 
coefficient will be a sum of many terms. and that each term 
will involve a product of two generalized shifted factorials as 
defined in Eq. (3.9); these will have factors incremented by 
Ao( = 1), AI ... An in various orders, but the total number of 
increments by Ao will be io. that by Al will be ii, etc. For 
example, ifn = 2, thenc(I,I,I) is 

c(l, 1,1) = [(0IAoIAIIA21)(L IAoIA/A21)]-1 

+ [(OIAoIA/AII)(L IAoIA/AII)]-1 

+ [(OIAIIAoIA/)(L IAIIAoIA/)]-1 

+ [(OIAIIA/Aol)(L IAIIA2 IAol)]-1 

+ [(0IA2 IAOIAII)(L IA2 IAOIAII)]-1 

+ [(0IA2IAIIAOI)(L IA2IAIIAOI)]-I. (6.8) 

Each term corresponds to exactly one of the distinct 
orders of incrementing once each by "to. AI' andA2. In gener
al. each term inc(io,il, ...• in) corresponds to one of the distinct 
ways in which io increments of Ao, il of AI'" and in of An may 
be ordered, and thus has a one-to-one correspondence with 
the partitions of an interval of total length ~j=oijAj into io 
intervals of length Ao, etc. 

Now the role of the ratios A/ Ak has to be considered. 
With n = 1, A \/ Ao = A \ was first considered to be irrational; 
then this restriction was relaxed, and when A \ was rational. 
the coefficient d 4';, of each unique power of r was composed 
of a sum of d101, 'so This sum extended over all (/o,ltl for which 

io + i\AI = 10 + I\A I. (6.9) 

In interval parlance, d ;0;' had one term for each of the possi
ble ordered partitionings of an interval oflength io + i \A \ 
into subintervals of lengths unity and A I' with no other re
strictions on the numbers of each type. 

Again, the general case may be regarded similarly. The 
various powers of r that arise may be such that there are high 
degrees of degeneracy among the exponents 
2{i0,A.o + ... inAn) in Eq. (6.3). The coefficient of each unique 
power of r then involves a sum over the coefficients 
d (/0 "", In) for all I 's such that 

(6.10) 

(Here we assume that the ranges of the i's, but not the 1 's, 
have been chosen to provide a unique indexing of powers of r, 
as in Sec. 3 B.) Thus, the coefficient of each unique power is a 
sum over many terms, each of which corresponds to one of 
the possible ordered partitionings of an interval of length 
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~~ = oikAk into subintervals of lengths Ao,A.\, ... ,A.n' regard
less of the relative numbers of each length. 

At the very least, this clarifies the counting procedure 
associated with each coefficient. At best, consequences of the 
partitioning analogy might exist which could shed some 
more light on the structure of the standard solutions. 

The existence of these solutions yields some insight into 
the form of perturbed wavefunctions as well. Taking n = 2, 
the eigenvalue problem is (suppressing the L dependence of 
'C m andXm) 

[
d 2 L-l _2A 2 _2-<-2 <P ] - -~ -ai' ,- -a2,-2 + (!J m(a\,a2 ) dr r 

XXm(r) =0. (6.11) 

The complete solution is, withN m a normalization constant, 

Xm(r) = Nmr+ \/2~C(io'il'i2)( _ 'C m )iO(~)i'(a2)i2 
<01,', 4 4 4 

xr(io+i,A,+i2A,). (6.12) 

If the problem with a2 = 0 is exactly solvable. the usual pro
cedure is to expand the wavefunction and energy in powers 
of a2 (or some multiple). We can see imediately that the pri
mary functional distinction between. say. the zeroth- and 
first-order wavefunctions, will be that the former contains 
only terms with i2 = 0, while the latter will have ones with 
both i2 = 0 and i2 = 1. We must, however, beg the questions 
here of whether or not the perturbation series is convergent 
and whether or not the total energies and normalization con
stants can be expanded analytically in some multiple of a2• 

7. DISCUSSION 

It has been demonstrated that expansions around the 
origin can be constructed for formal solutions of the radial 
Schrodinger equation with power-law potentials. These 
multiple-series generalizations of the standard Bessel func
tions are, properly speaking, expansions in the linear coeffi
cients of the differential equation. They are not generally 
analytic in the radial variable, but the nature of the nonana
lyticity is very visible. 

It is also quite clear that a great deal has been left un
broached. In particular, it remains to be seen whether or not 
asymptotic expansions may be explicitly developed and 
matched to the power series expansions. 

There is the possibility that the series form may be re
presented more compactly. As is apparent from the discus
sion of the structure of the coefficients and the connection 
with partitioning an interval into subintervals of different 
lengths, this would require a generalization of the r function 
defined such that its inverse vanished only on points of a 
two-dimensional (or higher) lattice. Ifsuch is available, then 
cij [or c(io,i., ... ,in )] might be expressed as a Mellin-Barnes 
type integral, the kernel having one pole for each of the terms 
in cij' Each pole would correspond to one of the different 
routes from (0,0) to (iJ) along a lattice. Presumably, the sim
plicity of the recursion relation [Eq. (2.10)] implies some cor
respondingly simple functional dependence of each kernel 
upon i and). 12 

It should be mentioned that solutions can also be writ-
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ten in terms of a two-dimensional generalized Laplace trans
form. 13 The form of the expansion suggests that X can be 
expressed as 

x(r) =,-L+ lI2il.dSdt v(s,t)esr+tr<, (7.1) 

where v(s,t) is to be determined by inserting Eq. (7.1) into Eq. 
(2.1), converting powers of r into derivatives in sand t, then 
integrating by parts to determine the equation satisfied by v. 
The contours Cs and c, in the complex sand t planes are 
chosen so that all semi-integrated terms vanish. In the pre
sent circumstances, we already know the expanded version 
of v. From Eq. (2.7) and the integral14 

~I" = rlJt ~ I) {z~I"-le;Z dz, (7.2) 
2m 1 

it follows that 

( ) = (2 ')~2 ~ ~ d. (2i)! (2j)! 
VS,t 1rl i~O/~O YS2i+l t 2j + 1 ' 

(7.3) 

This allows i andj to be associated with two different varia
bles, with easy generalization to multiple potentials. 

There are also a couple points of interest about quanti
zation of the energy. The first is that the "collapsing" of the 
double series for rational.A. is mirrored by a similar collaps
ing of the WKB equation for the energy eigenvalues. This 
was shown by Feldman, Fulton, and Devoto l5 for the low
est-order equation in Ii, but the same is true if higher-order 
corrections are included. 

The other point pertains to the fact that certain artificial 
multiple potentials admit of exact square-integrable eigenso
lutions. This was discussed for a generalized anharmonic 
potential U (x) = ~~": --;lbnx2n by Magyari. 16 The essential 
point is that, with certain restrictions on the bn , xIx) can be 
put into the form of a polynomial in x times an exponential 
exp[ - ~~~ = 1 anx2n]. This is not restricted to integral or 
even-integral polynomials, at least when the radial problem 
is concerned. To see this, we take a wavefunction of the form 

x(r) = ,-L + \/2/(r)e - Sir!, (7.4) 

where lJti > 0, ai > 0) 

SIr) = Ia/ i
• (7.5) 

i= 1 

The function/must then satisfy 

f" + [ - 2S' + 2L; Ilt 
+[(S'l2_S"- 2L;I S '-u(rl +I5'Y=o, (7.6) 
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with/tO) = 1. U (r) is then much restricted by the requirement 
that/be a finite sum of various powers of r. For instance, if 
I1-n is the largest exponent in Eq. (7.5) andl1-n > 2, then it is 
seen that the potential must have a term an 2 I1-n 2 r21"" - 2. One 
of the simplest examples is 

x(r) = ,-L + 112exp( - ar - brll) (7.7) 

leading to 

U(r) - 15' = 2L + I 2 
- a -- - bl1-lJt + 2L )1"" ~ 

r 
+ 2abrll ~ 1 + b 211-2,-21' ~ 2 _ a2• (7.8) 

This aspect is not considered further, but may be inter
esting because it gives specific cases for which the multiple 
expansions in Sec. 6 can in principle be rearranged into an 
exponentially decreasing factor times a finite sum of (inequi
valent) powers of r. 
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Monodromy preserving deformation is discussed for solutions of (A - m2)u = 0, which are 
axially symmetric and with a given monodromy around a circle in R3. A holonomic system of 
linear differential equations is derived for appropriately normalized solutions. Their integral 
representations are also given, through which the deformation equations reduce to the fifth 
Painleve equation. This problem can be related to the scattering of a spherical wave by a circular 
plate. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Ge, 02.30.Hq 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recent progress in monodromy preserving deforma
tions has found fruitful applications to various problems of 
mathematical physics. 1-4 As they suggest, further researches 
would bring a still enlarged list of problems solvable in terms 
of the Painleve transcendents and their generalizations. This 
paper aims to present another such example related to the 
solutions of the Euclidean Klein-Gordon equation 

(A - m2)u = 0. (Ll) 

Let Cbe a circle on thexy plane in R3
, with its center at 

the origin. Suppose one wants to find muItivalued solutions 
oft 1.1) on R3 - C, which change their sign when analytically 
continued around C. Under appropriate growth conditions 
at C and at 00, along with the symmetry requirement around 
thez axis 

(1.2) 

there are only two such linearly independent solutions. If 
m = 0, these are simply 

u(x,y, z)} 1 
u(x,y,z) = [x2 + y2 + (z+iafJ I/2 ' (1.3) 

where a > ° is the radius of C. If m > 0, the solutions are no 
longer elementary. The problem is to find a holonomic sys
tem of linear differential equations that characterizes the 
suitably normalized solutions, and to describe its deforma
tion with respect to a. 

This type of problem has been treated by Sato et af. 5 in a 
two-dimensional situation, where the circle C is replaced by 
a finite number of points on the plane. Originally the case of 
two points goes further back to the work of Myers6 on the 
wave scattering in H2 by a finite strip. As early as in 1965 he 
showed that the effect of deforming the length of the strip is 
described by a Painleve equation of the third kind. In a simi
lar way the present problem in three dimensions also admits 
of a physical interpretation by putting m = ikElR. Consider 
the scattering by a circular plateP = {x2 + y2<,a2

, z = 0] of 
the spherical wave in H3, emitted from a point source (XO, yO, 
ZO). Let u D (x, Y, z), u N(X, y, z) denote the unique solutions, 
satisfying the Dirichlet or the Neumann condition on P, 

aUN I uD!P=O, -- =0, 
az P 

respectively, and the Sommerfeld radiation condition 

If the source is on the z axis XO = 0, yO = 0, then au DI aa, 
au N I aa provide solutions (without having the source) of (1.1) 
with the correct monodromy property around C = ap and 
the axial symmetry (1.2). 

In the problem of Myers, the deformation theory is re
duced to that of an ordinary differential equation (whence 
appears the Painleve equation). This is also the case in three 
dimensions. By introducing the integral transformation 

f 
-m(x~+y2+(z_tf]1/2 

u(x,y,z)= [e2 2 2112 V(t)dt, (1.4) 
x +y +(z-t) 1 

the holonomic system for the normalized solutions is trans
formed into a 2 X 2 system of ordinary differential equations 

~V(t)=(~+~+B)v(t). 
dt t -La t + La 

(1.5) 

Accordingly the deformation equations reduce to a Painleve 
equation of the fifth kind. In this sense both Myers' and the 
present problems are no more than deformation theories in 
one dimension. To find an "essentially higher dimensional" 
example is a problem of great interest yet to be solved. 

The plan of this paper is as follows. 
In Sec. 2 the problem is formulated in a slightly general

ized way. Namely the circle in H3 and the monodromy - 1 
are replaced here by an (n - 2)-dimensional sphere in Wand 
by a phase factor - e2Tril

, respectively. 
In Sec. 3 the holonomic system for the normalized solu

tions is derived, and its reduction to (1.5) is discussed. For 
n = 3 these results are shown to be also valid if one replaces 
(1.2) by 

(xay - yax)u = ivu 

with van integer. In Sec. 4 the monodromy group for (1.5) 
and the choice of the integration contour in (1.4) are deter
mined in the three-dimensional case. Remarkably, when the 
monodromy of u(x) is - 1, the relevant Painleve transcen
dent coincides with the one related to the random matrices. 2 

It is worth mentioning that in this case the associated 7 func
tion decays exponentially like7

•
8 

7(a)/7(0) = ce - S/21!'a- I /4[ 1 + 0 (a-I)J (a~oo), 
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where c = 21/ 12eWI - I) and S = 1ra2 is the area of the disk P. 
Finally in Sec. 5 the massless case is discussed briefly and 
explicit formulas for the normalized solutions are given. 

2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Let Cbean (n - 2)-dimensional sphere of radius a in the 
Euclidean space Rn; 

C: x~ + ... + x~ _I = a2
, Xn = O. 

It is the intersection of two light coness(x) = 0 and SIx) = 0, 
where 

six) = x~ + ... + x~ _ I + (Xn - ia)2, 

SIx) = xi + ... + x~ _ I + (X n + ia)2. 

The aim of the present article is to study solutions of Euclid
ean Klein-Gordon equation 

[WI] (Ll - m2)u(x) = 0 (Ll = a~ + '" + a~, m>O), 

that have a certain monodromy property around C. 
Let I be a real number such that III <~. We consider 

multivalued solutions to [WI] on IRn 
- C satisfying the fol

lowing conditions. 
[W2] In a neighborhood of C, u(x) behaves like 

u(x) = s(x)'- I/:!(X) + SIx) - ,- 1/2g(X) 

with real analytic functionsf(x) and g(x). 
[W3] As 14-00 , 

{
o(e- mlxl) 

lu(x)1 = O(l/lxl n - 2) 

(m>O), 

(m=O). 

Let yu(x) denote the analytic continuation of u(x) along a 
closed path shown in Fig. 1. 

Then [W2] implies the monodromy property of u(x): 

yu(x) = - e21Tilu(x). (2.1) 

A solution u(x) to [Wl] satisfying [W2] and [W3] is uniquely 
determined if we specify f(x)lc and g(x)lc' In the sequel we 
shall consider the simplest case, wheref(x) and g(x) are con
stant on C. This amounts to imposing on u(x) the axial 
symmetry 

[W4J (xA - xja;)u(x) = 0 (I.;;i,j.;;n - I). 

The space W of solutions to [W 1] satisfying 
[W2] ~ [W4] is two-dimensional. In fact, one can show the 

x 
n 

3. 

/ ' 

FIG. 1. The path r in (2.1). 

y 
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existence of the following normalized basis u,(x) and ii _,(x): 

u,(x) = s(x)'- 112 .t;(x) + SIx) -, + Il2g,(X) 

ii _,(x) = s(x)' + 1/2g _ dx) + S{x) -,- I12l_,(x) 

with the normalization.t;(x)lc = I andl_,(x)lc = 1. 
Our goal is to derive a holonomic system oflinear differ

ential equations for the above basis and to discuss its defor
mation with respect to the radius a. 

3. HOLONOMIC SYSTEM FOR THE NORMALIZED BASIS 

Our strategy in deriving the holonomic system for u,(x) 
and ii _,(x) is as follows. Suppose we find apth order differ
ential operator Pix, a) that has the following property: 

[A] If u(x) solves [WI] and [W4], then so does Pix, a)u(x). 

Then Pix, a)u,(x) and Pix, alii _ dx) are linear combinations 
of (]in u/(x) (O<j.;;p) and a~ ii _ ,(x) (O.;;k.;;p), 

In fact, if we denote by w(x) either Pix, a)u((x) or 
Pix, alii _,(x), then w(x) has the development 

w(x) = s(x)'- 112 I jjkS(XY SlX)k 
j> - p,k>O 

+ SIx) -1- 112 L gjkS(XY Slxt 
j>O.k> - p 

(3.1 ) 

Ifwe subtract a suitable linear combination of a~ u,(x) 
(O<j';;p) and a~ii _,(x) (O.;;;;;k.;;;;;p) from u(x), the resulting solu
tion w(x) has an expression like (3.1) withf_(YJ 
= ... = fo() = 0 and go _ p = ... = go/) = O. Since w(x) solves 

[WI], we havejjk = 0 ( - p<J';;;;;O, all k ) and gjk = 0 (allj, 
- p.;;k.;;;;;O) for w(x). Along with [W3] this implies that w(x) is 

identically zero. 
One can verify that the operators Land M 

enjoy the property [A]. 

L={}an -m2x n • 

M = {} 2 + (n - 2j{) - m 2(xi + '" + x~), 
where {} = xlal + ... + xnan. 

Applying the above argument with P = L, M and aa 
= alaa, we have 

Theorem 3.1: The normalized basis u,(x) and ii _I(X) 
satisfies the following system of linear partial differential 
equations with unknown 2 X 2 matrix coefficients F, G, J, K, 
and E, which are independent of x. 

L (~'_) = (ea 
_ iJa~ + Fan + G 1(~'_ J (3.2) 

M (~l ) = ( _ a2a~ + Jan + K )(~( ), (3.3) 
u _, U_I 

These equations along with [WI] and [W4] constitute a 
holonomic system for the normalized basis. In order to com
pute the compatibility condition for this system we reduce it 
to a system of ordinary differential equations. 

Let K,,(z) be the modified Bessel function of the second 
kind. We set 
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K (x) = (xf + ... + x~) -In - 2)
/4K(n _ 2)12 (m(x~ + ... + X~ )1/2), 

and consider an integral transformation 

u(x) = J K(xl,···,Xn_l,Xn -t)v(t)dt. 

Since the kernel K (x" ... , xn _ I' Xn - t) satisfies [WI] and 
[W4], an operator Pix, a) of the property [A] is transformed 
into an ordinary differential operator Q (t, at) acting on v(t). 
In fact, we have the following table of correspondence: 

PIx, a) Q(t, at) 

an a, 
L t(a; - m 2

) - (n - 3)at 

M [t(a; - m2
) - (n - 3}at]t 

Thus, by setting 

u(x) = J K(x\, ... ,xn_l,xn -t)v(t)dt, 

(
UdX) ) (Vl(t) ) 

u(x) = u _dx) , vitI = v_dt) , (3.5) 

we can transform (3.2)-(3.4) as follows. 

[e - ia t + iJa; -(F + n - 3)a, - G - m 2t ]v = O. (3.6) 

{It 2 + a 2)a; - [J + (n - 5)t la, - K - m 2t - (n - 3)} 

Xv = O. (3.7) 

(3.8) 

Let us rewrite (3.6) and (3.7) in a simpler form. We set 

u,(x) = I !t,jkS(X)'- II2+jS{X)k 
j,k;;.O 

+ I g"jkS(XYS{X) - ,+ 112 + k (!t,oo = I), 
j,k;;.O 

U _/(X) = I g _1,jkS(X)/+ \/2 +JS{X)k 
j,k"O 
+ I 1_',jks(xYS{x) -I + lI2 + k 

J,k;;.O 
(1-/00 = 1), 

(3.9) 

E = (' + (n - 3)12 
-F21 

-F'2 ) 
- 1+ (n - 3)12 . 

(3.19) 

Proof Substituting (3.9) into (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) we 
obtain the identities (3.17), (3.19), and 

F=( l;(n+ 1)/2 
4a (/ + 1)g - 1,00 

4a
2

( - 1 + !)g,.oo). 
-1- (n + 1)/2 

Then 

(3.7)_C+
ia 

reads 

. )X(3.6) 
t -la 
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Proposition 3.2: Suppose that [Wl], [W4}, (3.2), and (3.3) 
admit a solution of the form (3.9) such that 

_/2 + (n - 3)2/4 + 16a4
(l2 -l)g -I,oogl,OO #0, (3,10) 

Then (3,6) and (3,7) are equivalent to the following: 

(
A A_ ) a,v= -+-. +--, +B v. 

t-ta t+ta 

The 2 X 2 matrices A ± and B are of the form 

A+ = (' + (n
o
- 5)/2 5) (0 

0' A_ = '1/ 

with the algebraic constraints 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

B2=m2
, [B,A+ +A_l+ +(5 -n)B=O, (3.13) 

or equivalently 

K2 + AJ.l = m2
, 21K + sJ.l + 1],1. = O. (3.14) 

In terms of 5,1], K, A, andJ.l, the coefficients F, G, J, K, and E 
are determined by the following formulas: 

(-~ §-UaJ. ) 
F=~" F12) = 2 

_I_n+l ' 21 Fn 1] + 2iap 
2 

(3.1 S) 

G=(G1I 

G21 

G12) = ( - iam
2 

G22 
. 2) - (F+ 2)B, 
lam 

(3.16) 

J=eia(l- I) 
2ia(1 + 1)-

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(F + 2)(t - ia )a [(t + ia ) 
t + ia ' v + t - ia 

X(G + m 2t) - K - m 2t 2 
- (n - 3)]V = O. 

The assumption (3.10) means thatF + 2 is invertible. Hence 
we have a system of the form (3.11). Comparing (3.11) with 
(3.6) and (3.7), we obtain (3.12), (3.13), (3.15), (3.16), and 
(3.18). 

Remark 1: The coefficients!tJk' glJu g -IJk' andl_ IJk 

in (3.7) and (3.8) are uniquely determined from [WI], [W4], 
and (3.2). Conversely E, F, G, J, and K are determined in 
terms of these coefficien ts. 
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Remark 2: The constraint (3.13) means that at t = 00. 

we have formal solutions to (3.11) of the form 

v ± (t) = (vo± + VI ± t- I + ... )t(n-5)12e ±mt. 

It is known2
,9 that the deformation equations for the 

system of the form (3.11) reduce to the fifth Painleve equa
tion. This fact is equally valid although the present normal
ization (3.12) differs from Refs. 2 and 9. 

The compatibility condition between (3.4) and (3.11) 
gives us the following first order system of nonlinear differ
ential equations. 

d5 (2' 4/)1:" 2'(1 n - 5'\; da = IK+;-!:> - I +-2-1" 

drJ (2' 41) " .. ( I n - 5\ .. da = IK - ;- rJ + U - + -2-r' 
dK _ 2' 1 + - 51l + rJA 
-- 1/I,Il • 
da a 

dA = 2/ A _ 2K(a _ i.), 
da a a 

dll = _ 21 Il _ 2K(ill + !l.). 
da a a 

(3.20) 

Following Ref. 10, let us introduce the '1' function by 

d log r(a) = 5rJ + i(51l _ rJA ) + i(n - 5)K. 
da a 

We set 

a(a) = a d log rIa) . 
da 

The system (3.20) reduces to the following single equation 
for U, which is equivalent to a Painleve equation of the fifth 
kind. 2

•
9 

(!!.. d2U)2 = 
m da2 

_ [4(U _ a dU) _ ~(~ dU)2 + 2/2_ 
da 2 m da 

In ~ Sfr 
+ ~ [(~ ~:r + {21 + n - 5)2] 

X[(~ ~:r +{2/-n+ 5f l· 
Note that the system (3.20) is invariant by the scale 

transformation (5, rJ. K, A, Il) \--+(c5, c-IrJ, K, cA, c-'Il)· 
Scale invariant quantities such as K, 5rJ, 51l' andllA can be 
recovered from U by using (3.14) and the following identities. 

du. . du 
- = 1(51l - rJA ) + I(n - 5)K, U - a - = 5rJ, 
da da 

d 2U ( n - 5) (n - 5) a -- = - 4iK5rJ + 2i /- -2- 5f-L + 2i 1+-
2

- rJA. 
da2 

K = (2iaG '1 + F12F21 - mlal + (/ + v - 1)(/- v) 
-F21 
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Now assume that n = 3 and consider the equation 

(X la2 - x 2a})u(x) = ivu(x) (v: integer), (3.21) 

instead of [W4]. The above arguments can be traced in this 
case, as we shall see below. Without loss of generality we can 
assume that v> O. Theorem 3.1 is equally valid for the nor
malized basis ulv(x) and ii -Iv (x), 

ulv(x) = (x} + iX2t( L hVjkS(X)I- li2 + is{X)k 
J,k;;.O 

+ .r KlvjkS(XYS{X)-I+ 112+k) (hv,oo = 1), 
j,k,O 

ii _lv(X) = (x} + IX2)"( L g _lvjkS(X)I+ 112 +-'SlX)k 
j,k,O 

+ L l_lvjk s(xYS{x) -1+ 1/2 + k) (1-lv,oo = 1), 
j,k,O 

(3.22) 

with appropriate matrices F, G, J, K, and E. The kernel of the 
integral transformation (3.5) is modified to 

K (x) = (XI + iX2)"[ (xi + x~ + X~)1/2)] - v- 112 

XKv+ 1I2 (m(xi +x~ +X~)1121. 

The correspondence of operators is as follows: 

an at 

L t(a; - m2
) - Vat 

M f(a; - m2 )t - 2vta, - v(l- v). 

The transformed equations read 

[(
t - ia) ] . a; - W + v)a, - G - m2t v = 0, 

t + lQ 

(3.23) 

{ttl + alia; - [J - 2(1 - v)t lat 

- K - m 2t 2 - v(l - v)}v = O. (3.24) 
Proposition 3.3: Suppose that [WI], (3.21), (3.2), and 

(3.3) admit a solution of the form (3,22) such that 

- /2 + V + 1604(/2 - i)g _ Iv,ooK/v,oo =/:. O. 

Then (3.23) and (3.24) are equivalent to the system of the 
form (3.11), where 

(
I + v-I 

A+ = o ~), 

~J, 
with different 5, rJ, K, A, andf-L. The algebraic constraints now 
read 

B2=m2
, [B,A++A_l++2(1-v)B=O. 

The coefficients E, F, G, J, and K are given by 

F= (
/- 2 

'fJ + 2iaf.l 
5 - 2iaA) 
-1- 2 ' 
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G= (- iam
2 

J= Cia(l- 1) 

(
I + v E-

- -F21 

. 2) - (F + 2 - v)B, 
lam 

2ia(l + IJ 
-FIZ ). 
-l+v 

4. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF THE 
NORMALIZED SOLUTIONS IN THREE DIMENSIONS 

In order to give a precise meaning to the integral trans
formation (3.5), one must specify the integration contour and 
also the vector v(t ). In the sequel we restrict our discussion to 
the case n = 3, v = 0. 

As a function of t, the integrand of (3.5) contains 4 regu
lar singularities t = ± ia, X3 ± i(xi + x~ )112 and an irregu
lar singularity of rank one at t = 00. The contour r and the 
vector v(t ) should be so chosen as to satisfy the two require
ments, namely, (i) the monodromy property (2.1) for ill(X), 
and (ii) that ill(X) should be regular on the X3 axis x I = Xz = 0. 
The latter is obviously fulfilled if we choose r as in Fig. 2. 
For this to be possible we require (3.11) to admit a solution 
v(t ) which has singularities at t = ± ia but is singlevalued on 
r. 

First consider the easel #0. Let V(t) = (vl(t), V2(t ))bea 
matrix with the following monodromy data: 

V(t) = V ± (t)·(t +ia)diagl±I-I.O) at t = ± ia, (4.1) 

V(t)CZ1TiI ~)=Voo(t).t-I(emt e- mt ) (4.2) 
/-. "'-

in the full neighborhood of t = 00. Here V ± (t), V 00 (t) are 
invertible and holomorphic at t = ± ia or t = 00, respec
tively. That is, the monodromy group for V(t) is abelian, the 
Stokes multipliers are trivial, and the only nontrivial mono
dromy datum in the sense of Ref. 10 is the connection matrix 

CZ~il ~). 
Let us verify that the choice v(t ) = V I (t )leads to the cor

rect monodromy property (2.1) for u(x). Regarding u(x) as a 
single-valued function on R3 - ! xi + x~ <,aZ

• X3 = ° I. we 
consider its restrictions llli ± )(0,0, x 3 ) on the X3 axis for X3~0. 
Explicitly they are given by 

r 

\ -b. J ~' 

FIG. 2. The integration contour in (3.5). 
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r 

(!.j. 3) 

FIG. 3. The mutual positions of ~3 and r. 

where r is the contour obtained by letting X3 inside r. The 
mutual positions ofx3 andrin (4.3), (4.4) are shown in Fig. 3. 
The monodromy property (2.1) implies u<+I(O. 0, x

3
) 

= - e - 21TiIU( - )(0. 0, X3)' The converse is also true, for one 
can show without difficulty 

Lemma: Ifu(x) satisfies [WI], [W4], and ufO, 0, x 3) = 0, 
then u(x)=O. 

The equation ul+J(O, 0, x
3

) = - e - 217'iIU <-)(0, 0. x
3

) re
duces to the following (4.5). 

Proposition 4.1: 

(1 - e21ril)vI(t) 

(4.5) 

-If emU-t') - e- m1t - t') 
=--. vdt') dt'. 

2m r t - t' 
(4.6) 

Proof Denote by (1 - e21TiI )vr(t) (i = 1,2) the right
hand sides of (4. 5)-(4.6), and set V*(t) = (vf(t), vr(t)). We 
shall show V*(t) - V(t) = 0. From the definition. (1 _ eZ1TiI ) 
[vf(t) - vr/t)] is given by (4.5) with rin place of r, so that 
V*(t) - V(t) is entire holomorphic. On the other hand, one 
has for t~oo 

= O(I)Xt- 1 
(

emt 
(4.7) 

From (4.2) and (4.7) one sees that 
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'" _ (I [V (I) V(t)] e2n-il 
1) (e~mt ) 
1 e"" 

IS an entire function which behaves like 0 (t ~ I) ast_oo. This 
implies V*(t) - V(t) = 0 and the proof is over. 

Making use of the freedom v;(t )-Gvi(t), one can nor
malize VI(t) at t = ± ia, 

VI\t) = t (2ia) ~ 'cJ,(a) X (~) + 0 (It - ian) x{t - iai' ~ I 

= l ( -2ia) ~ IC3 . ~ ,(a)x(~) + O(\t + ia\l j 
X(t+ia)~/~\ 

so that the normalization It Ie = IJ~ / Ie = I is achieved. 
The constants c3/(a), c3• ~ ,(a) will be given in (5.3). From (4.5) 
and (4.6), u( + )(0, 0, x 3) is equal to 21Ti{v.(X3) + vz(x3)). Hence 
we have also the inversion formula to (3.5) 

- lie ~ m(t' ~ t I - e2ffilem (t' ~ t I 

v(t) = ~1--2n--iI t' t 
-e r -

Xu<+)(O, 0, t 'Ide " (4.8) 
where u( + )(0, 0, t ') signifies the branch for t ' > O. 

Next consider the case I = O. The relevant monodromy 
problem coincides with the one previously studied in con
nection with the impenetrable bose gas.2 We set 

(
eml/~iQI) 

. 2(t - ia) 
1TlV (t) = . 

I em(/+lal 

2(t + ia) 

f emll~t,) 1 t - fa 
+ 1TiA dt l -.log _1_.-V2(t l ), (4.9) 

r 2(t-td2m ll+ta 

(

sinh m(t.- fa)) 
t -la 

1Tiv2(t) = 
sinh mIt + fa) 

t + ia (4.10) 

'1 i d sinh mit - t l ) I I t\ - ia () + 171/1. tl - og---V2tl' 
r t - t I 217i t, + fa 

The latter is a Fredholm integral equation of the second 
kind, and can be solved by iteration at least if a.( 1. {In the 
notation of Ref. 2, v I(t) = (m/1Ti) t (R / I - imt, ma; - iA. ), 
R / ( - imt, - ma; - fA )), v2(t) = (m/1Ti)' (R I( - imt, rna; 
- fA), R j ( - imt, ma; - iA.)) with I = (- rna, ma].l Bya 

similar calculation as above, the condition u(+)(O, 0, x3 ) 

- u(~)(O, 0, x 3 ) is reduced to 

( e--"'{t~t,) v\(t\)dt
i 
+ 21Tiv,{t) 

JF t-tl 

1 
emir-I,) 

= --- vl(tt\dt j 

F t - tl 

+ 21Ti[v J(t) + 21Ti'(A /2)V2(t)]. (4.11) 

Here we have used 

A. t - ia 
v 1(t)-V\(t)=-10g--. v2(t), (4.12) 

2 t+w 
v I(t) being (4.9) with rreplaced by r. Substituting (4.12) into 
(4.11) and using (4.9), (4.10) we see that (4.11) is further re-
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duced to 

(I + 1TlA jv2(t) = O. 

Hence the parameter A is determined to be - 1/ 1T1. This 
choice is exactly the same as the case of Eu (t) in the theory of 
random matrices [see (7.117)2J. 

5. MASSLESS CASE 

When m = 0, one can work out all the procedures in 
Sees. 2 and 3 to find explicit representations of the solutions. 
Naturally the deformation theory is trivial in this case, for it 
reduces to the scaling of variables u/(ax; a) = a21 ~ IUI(X; 1). 

As the kernel of the integral transformation (3.5), we 
now choose 

{
lOg(Xi + x;) (n = 2), 

K (x} = (x~ + ... + x~) ~ In ~ 2)/2 (n>3). (5,1) 

Assume firstthat n#2, and that 1#0 for odd n>5. Un
der the same choice of the contour r as in Sec. 3, the trans
form v(r) is explicttly given by 

(

Cn/la)o(t _ ial + (n ~ 5)/2(t + ia) ~ 1 + In- W2 ) 

v(t) = Cn. ~ l(a)o(t _ ia)1 + (If ~ 31/2(t + ia) ~ 1+ (n ~ W2 . 

(5.2) 

The normalization constants cnlla), cn. _ I(a) are so deter
mined to satisfy It Ie = 1 J _ ,I e = 1, as follows. 

(2a)21 r((n - 2)12)r( -1- (n - 5)/2) 
CIt/fa) = - 2;"1T T( - I + ~) . 
_ (2a) ~ 21 r ((n - 2)12)r (I - (n - 5)12) 
Cn.~I(a)= - 2(-i)"1l' r(l+!) . 

(5.3) 

In particular, for n = 3 and / = 0, a residue calculus will 
recover (1.3). 

If 1= 0 and n>5 is odd, (5.2), (5.3) are modified as 

(

C, (a}'lt _ la)l" ~ 5)/2(t + ia)\" -- WI log t - ia) 
~ t+~ 

vIti = t + ia ' 
c~o(aHt - iat ~ 3)12(1 + fa)!n ~ 5)12 log t _ ia 

(5.4) 

where c~Q(a} = limI_.olcnl(a), c~(a) = Iiml-o( -1 ICn. _[(a) 
are given by 

c' (a) - r ((n - 2)12) = _ C' (a) (5.5) 
nO - 2i~l2r((n _ 3)/2) nO' 

If n = 2, the normalized solutions themselves can be 
written out explicitly. 

u1(x) = (2a)u - I 

x[(XI - a - ~X2)}-ln + (XI +a + ~X2)/- 112]. 
x\+a-lX2 x l -a-IX2 

ii ~ I(X) = (2a)- 2/~ \ 

X [(XI - a -1~2)1+ \/2 + (Xl + a + IXl )1+ \/2J. 
X I + a - IXl x \ - a + IX l 

(5.6) 
Finally in the case n = 3 with nonzero v (which we take 

to be positive), the solutions are as follows. For 1#0 
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(
c"(V)(a).(t _ ia)1 + v - I(t + ia) - / + V) 

v(t) = c~~(aHt _ ia)l+ V(t + ia) -/+ v- I ' (5.7) 

• (2a)21- Vr(V + ~) c (v)(a) = -, 
I 2iF(l + v)r( -I + ~)sin 7r1 

-"(v) _ (2a) - 21- T (V + !) 
c da)- , 

- 2ir( -I + v)r(1 + !lSin 7r1 

and for I = 0, v#O 

(2a) - Vr(v + !) ((t - iat- I(t + ia)V) 1 t - ia 
vItI = 21Ti1TI/2F(V) (t _ ian! + ia)V-1 og t + ia' 

(5.8) 
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Stochastic field equations for electromagnetism are presented. The covariance in the ground state 
is calculated. The question of Lorentz covariance is examined. The connection with ordinary 
quantum field theory is made. The theory is compared with stochastic electrodynamics. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Stochastic quantization provides a realistic model of 
quantum systems while reproducing the measurable asser
tions of the usual quantum theory. The germinal work was a 
paper by Fenyes, I but Nelson's elegant analysis2

•
3 has been 

the primary inspiration in the field. Extensive contributions 
have also been made by de la Pena and Cetto.4-61t is now 
established that the procedure of stochastic quantization is 
not unique, and that the diffusion parameter can be chosen 
to any positive value.7

-
9 

Guerra and his coworkers have analyzed the relativistic 
scalar field and the free electromagnetic field 10,11 using the 
quantization prescription of Nelson. Moore12 has also con
sidered the Maxwell field as part of a general program of 
stochastic field theory. In these studies, only the fixed value 
of the diffusion parameter of the original Fenyes-Nelson 
theory was considered. In this paper, the more general the
ory is presented. As for the scalar field 13 the moments of the 
electromagnetic field in the ground state are equal to the 
Schwinger functions of the theory, but with the times scaled 
by a common factor which depends upon the diffusion pa
rameter. Agreement is obtained with Refs. 11 and 12 when 
the diffusion parameter is restricted to Nelson's value, even 
though in the present work quantization is carried out in 
terms of vector potentials rather than directly in terms of 
electric and magnetic fields as in Ref. 11. 

As is well known, it is impossible to quantize the elec
tromagnetic field is such a way that the vector potentials are 
manifestly Lorentz covariant while at the same time the 
quantization procedure is strictly canonical. Since stochastic 
quantization, in its present form, must parallel a canonical 
quantization procedure, the noncovariant Coulomb or radi
ation gauge has been selected in the present work. Ultimate
ly, Lorentz covariance of the theory is established by means 
of an analytic continuation in the diffusion parameter. In 
fact, it is found that the measurable predictions of the theory 
are the same as the usual quantum electromagnetism. This is 
in spite of the fact that the moments of the stochastic theory 
are generally different from those of the quantum theory and 
are not manifestly Lorentz covariant. 

In the Coulomb gauge it turns out that the magnetic 
field is a well-defined stochastic process but that the electric 
field is not because it is expressed in terms of a time deriva
tive of the vector potential. This difference between electric 
and magnetic fields is not fundamental because of the sym
metry between these fields in electromagnetism. Other 
methods of stochastic quantization are illustrated, which di-

rectly exploit this symmetry, and which yield different 
conclusions. 

Finally, some of the properties of stochastic quantiza
tion are compared with a different stochastic model for 
electromagnetism. 

II. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD AS A STOCHASTIC 
PROCESS 

In an appropriate system of units the Maxwell equa
tions take the form 

V·E =p, V·B = 0, 
(1) 

VXE= _ aB, VXB=J+ aE, 
at at 

where c has been set to unity. In the Coulomb gauge one has 

V·A=O, 

aA 
E= -VifJ- -, B=vxA, at 
~ifJ= -po 

The Maxwell equations become 

[ ~ - ~ ]A = J - V aifJ . at 2 at 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The energy density of the the field in these units is given by 

K = UE2 + B2J. (6) 

Quantization shall be carried out in a cubic volume of 
edge length L with periodic boundary conditions in L. Con
sistency requires that J and p have this same periodicity, but 
little generality is lost by this since ultimately the volume will 
tend to infinity. Because of the periodicity requirement, the 
following decompOSitions are allowed 

A = 1/ (~2L 3/2) L,e(A,k)eik'XQ",k (t), 
2,k 

(7) 

ifJ = L e'k-xp(k,t )/k2
, (8) 

k 

p = L,e,k'Xp(k,t), (9) 
k 

J = ~/k'XJ{k,t), (10) 
k 

where the components ofk are restricted to be integral mul
tiples of 21T'/L and 

e(A, - k) = e(A,k), E·k = 0, A = 1,2, (11) 
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QA.. _ k = Q lk' p( - k,t ) = p·(k,t ), J( - k,t ) = J·(k,t ), 
(12) 

aplat = - ik·J. 

It is customary to define the transverse current by 

J T = J - va¢ lat 
and it is easy to show that its divergence vanishes 

V·JT = 0, 

so that one may write 

J T = (l/.J2L3/2)Ie(A.,k)e,kxZA..k(t). 
A..k 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Since the scalar potential's time derivatives do not enter into 
Eqs. (3) and (4), it can be immediately solved for as in Eq. (8) 
and it need not be considered as a dynamic variable. The only 
canonical coordinates, then, are the real and imaginary parts 
of the Q's. Equation (5) leads to the following equations for 
the Q's 

(17) 

A suitable Hamiltonian from which these equations may be 
derived is 

H = IU!I QA..k 12 + k 2 IQA..k 12) - !Re(ZlkQu)J, (18) 
A..k 

which may also be written as 

H= L[y42+!itI(VAif-JT.A]d3x, (19) 

where n denotes the cubic volume of edge L. 
When there are no charges or currents, the Hamilton

ian of Eq. (18) or (19) is equal to the total energy of the field 
obtained from the energy density in Eq. (6). Otherwise, it is 
not. The canonical coordinates in Eq. (18) are the real and 
imaginary parts of the Q's, and the canonical momenta are 
their time derivatives. Since the gauge constraint has been 
taken into account in the Fourier decomposition of A, the 
Q's and their conjugate momenta may be varied freely. 

Since the equations for the Q 's are those for forced har
monic oscillators, in principle the quantization of the field 
can be achieved by solving a Schrodinger equation for un
coupled but forced harmonic oscillators. Thus, there is some 
wave function in Q space which satisfies 

HI/! = ifz al/! 
at (20) 

and where the Hamiltonian operator has the general form 

H=" [- -If L -ZQ. + ~k2Q2), (21) + 2 aQ; I I • I I 

where the Q;'s and Z;'s are real and represent the real and 
imaginary parts of the Q 'sandZ 'sinEq. (18). The sum in Eq. 
(21) is only over independent Q's [in the sense ofEq. (12)] 
which explains the factor-of-two difference between Eqs. 
(18) and (21). 

The basis of the stochastic formulation of quantum me
chanics rests on the following theorem. Let 
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a2 

I/! = eR + is and define A Q= I --2 ' 

i aQi 
(22) 

where Rand S are real functions. Then, 
Theorem: Let Rand S be bounded, continuous, real 

functions of Q and t with first and second Q-derivatives and 
first time-derivative in a region U in (Q,t) space. Let z#O 
below. Then for (Q,t) in U, the following two equations are 
equivalent: 

[ _ -If A + V(Q )]eR + is = ifz ~ eR + is, (23) 
2 Q at 

[ 
_ (zfz)2 A + (V(Q) + -If (r _ 1) AQeR )]eR + iSlz 

2 Q 2 ~ 

= i(zfz) ~ eR + iSlz, (24) 
at 

where V is a real function which can also depend explicitly 
on the time without affecting the result. The parameter z 
must be a constant, but it may be complex. The proof of the 
theorem is elementary and follows simply by expanding (24) 
into real and imaginary parts. The proof is essentially the 
same as that given in Ref. 8 for the three-dimensional case. 

The theorem shows that the Schrodinger equation has 
an interesting nonlinear symmetry. If we scale fz by the factor 
z and simultaneously add an extra (nonlinear) term to the 
potential and also divide S by z, then the equation remains 
invariant. If z is chosen to be imaginary, then Schrodinger's 
equation is transformed into the form of the heat equation 
with an extra term in the potential. This fact is essentially 
why a stochastic model of quantum mechanics is possible at 
all, for a diffusion equation with a suitable nonlinear term in 
the potential is the same as Schrodinger's equation. Actual
ly, Nelson's dynamics2

•
3 or the more general dynamics of 

Refs. 7-9 have the effect of adding an extra term to the po
tential in the diffusion equation of exactly the form needed in 
the theorem. It would be nice to have a deeper understanding 
of this theorem and the symmetry it reveals, especially since 
it plays such a crucial role in the stochastic formulation. 
Unfortunately, at the present state of knowledge, the theo
rem seems to reveal a nonapparent symmetry of Schro
dinger's equation with no deeper mathematical meaning, ex
cept that it happens to allow a view of nature entirely 
different from the more tranditional interpretations of quan
tum mechanics. 

The stochastic interpretation rests on the assertion that 
all of the experimentally verifiable predictions of quantum 
mechanics are contained in the Schrodinger equation to
gether with the statistical interpretation of ¢ and the phe
nomenon of reduction of the wave packet upon measure
ment. A justification for this claim shall not be attempted 
here, but it is a reasonable if not compelling premise. 

The basic techniques for developing a stochastic model 
for a quantum system have been set forth by Nelson,2.3 and 
have been applied to the free Maxwell field by Guerra and 
Loffredo. 11 Here, the techniques of the generalized Fenyes
Nelson model will be followed as introduced in Refs. 7 and 8. 
Each of the canonical coordinates is described by a stochas
tic process and satisfies a stochastic differential equation of 
the form 
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dQi =bi(Q,tjdt+dWi· (25) 

The W's are Wiener processes which satisfy 

(26) 

The solutions to Eq. (25) are called Ito processes or gener
lized Brownian motion. Background information may be 
found in Refs. 14-21. 

If the b's satisfy a global Lipschitz condition (Ref. 1, p. 
43) then a unique solution to (25) is ensured in the finite
dimensional case. The Q 's are then found to be continuous 
Markov processes on configuration space whose sample tra
jectories are so jagged as to be nowhere differentiable almost 
surely. The restriction to finite-dimensionality is not of ma
jor concern since any field theory can be made finite-dimen
sional by imposing a momentum cutoff and working in a 
finite volume. The global Lipschitz condition, however, pre
sents some more fundamental difficulties since it is not satis
fied when the quantum wave function has zeros as it always 
does in excited stationary states. The results of Albeverio 
and Hoegh-Krohn for the stationary case show that the glo
bal Lipschitz condition can be relaxed considerably if exis
tence is all that is required,22 but a similar treatment of the 
nonstationary case has not yet been given. These complica
tions can be avoided by working only with wave functions 
which do not have exact zeros. 

Following Nelson,2,3 forward and backward time de
rivatives may be defined 

Df(Q,t) = lim J.. E [f(Q (t + h ),t + h ) 
h-+D, h 
- f(Q(t ),t )IQ(t) = Q], (27) 

D *f(Q,t ) = lim J.. E [f(Q (t ),t ) 
h·.D, h 
-f(Q(t - h ),t - h )\Q(t) = Q]. (28) 

Some important relations which may be derived are 

DQj=bj, 

D*Qj = hi-, 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

In these formulae, v is termed the diffusion parameter or the 
diffusion constant. 

In order to complete the specification of a stochastic 
model, some dynamical assumption must be made. Nelson2

•
3 

showed that the assumption 

a 
l[DD + D D]Q = - - V 
'2 * * ' aQ, 

(34) 

leads to a system of equations which can be transformed into 
Schrooinger's equation where 
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(35) 

v = fl12. 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

It is now established7
-

9 that Nelson's dynamical assumption 
is not the only possibility. The following equation also leads 
to Schrodinger's equation 

HDD* +D*D]Qj +!/3(D-D .. YQj 

= - ~V (39) 
aQj , 

where /3 is a constant and where 

,,/, R + ;zS" 
'f/ =e , 

z=1!~l-/3/2, 

v = Ii/ (2~1 - /3 12), 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

and where b i and h j • are still given by Eqs. (36) and (37) but 
with the value of v in Eq. (42). If v in Eq. (42) is to be real, 
which is necessary for a physical interpretation, then/3 must 
be real and satisfy the condition 

(43) 

By choosing /3 appropriately, any value of the diffusion 
parameter can be used in a stochastic model of quantum 
mechanics. It is possible to choose v to be arbitrarily small by 
letting /3 be large in magnitude but negative. In the limit of 
zero v the model becomes deterministic and in fact becomes 
the familiar hidden variable model of Bohm,23 a point first 
made by Shucker.9 

With these tools, the stochastic quantization of the elec
tromagnetic field is straightforward. It is convenient to 
define 

8(x,t) = 1/ (~2L 3/2 ) I E(A.,k)e'k'X 
".k 

x +1 . ( a. a ) 
aReQu almQ".k 

The forward and backward time derivatives can be ex
pressed in terms of 8 as 

D = ~ - ( d 'x (E+ + VI/> ).8 + v r d 3X 82
, 

at Jf! In 
D* = !!.... - ( d 3x (E_ + VI/> )·8 - v ( d 1x 82

, 

at In Jfl 

where 

E+ = - D A - Vrp, 

E_=-D*A-VI/>. 

The Maxwell equations become 

V.E+ = V·E_ = p, 

V·B=O, 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

VXE+ = -DB, VXE_ = -D*B, (51) 

HDE_ + D.E+] + (/3/8)(D - D*)(E+ - E_l 

=VXB-J. (52) 
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With the aid of the following stochastic field, 

W(x,t) = l!(~2L 3/2)IE(A.,k)eik'XWA,dt), (53) 
A,k 

the stochastic differential equations can be written in the 
compact and suggestive form 

dA= -(E+ +Vt/»dt+dW, (54) 

dA = - (E_ + Vt/>)dt +dW ... , (55) 

where Eq. (55) is the "backwards" version of the stochastic 
differential equations and W ... is another field of the form 
(53), but with different Wiener processes. 

When the present theory is restricted to the special case 
v = "'/2, and when there are no charges or currents present, 
then Eqs. (49)-(52) become precisely those derived by Guerra 
and Loffredo. 11 Therefore, quantization in the Coulomb 
gauge is equivalent to quantization directly in terms of the 
fields as in Ref. 11. It is interesting to note, as is pointed out 
in Ref. 11, that the electric field does not exist as a wel1-
defined stochastic process since the time derivatives of A do 
not exist. Despite this fact, the two functions E + and E_ 
may be thought of as a stochastic replacement for the electric 
field. The set of stochastic Maxwell equations are a richer 
theory than the classical theory. Besides being equivalent to 
the quantized field, they open the interesting possibilty of 
studying the theory of classical point particles from a new 
perspective. 

The equations take a particularly simple form when 
there are no charges or currents present. 

III. THE GROUND STATE OF THE FREE FIELD 

For the free field, the salar potential vanishes in the 
Coulomb gauge. When the Schrodinger equation is solved in 
the ground state and the Markov process for the field exam
ined, it is found that the vector potential is a Gaussian Mar
kov field with the following covariance: 

E (A i(x)A i( y)) 

="'f d 4k (8y - kik/k
2

) 

(21T)4 k ~ + k2 

(56) 

where the infinite volume limit has been taken. The covar
iance for the magnetic field is 

E (B i(x)B i( y)) 

="'f d
4
k (8yk

2 
- kikj ) 

(217l k~ + k 2 

X e'k-Ix - y) + lik.2v/Ii)II, - 1 .. 1. (57) 

As has been stated before, the electric field does not, strictly 
speaking, exist. However, because the following expressions 
are equal, 

a a . . 
--E(A l(x)A l(y)) 
atx aty 

=E(Ei±(x)Ej±(y)), tx=/=ty, (58) 

it is natural to study the properties of the left-hand side of 
(58) and identify these with an electric field. One finds 
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~~E(A i(x)A j(y)) 
Jtx aty 

= 2v8(tx - tyJ81r(x - y) 

+ (2vl",)2E(Bi(x)B J(y)), (59) 

where 8 (t) is the Dirac delta function and where 8Yr (x) is the 
transverse delta function defined by 

f;:ij( ) _ f d'k (f;: k k Ik2) ik·x 
U lr X - :1 Vi) - i j e . 

(21T)' 
(60) 

Finally, terms with both electric and magnetic fields may be 
evaluated, The result is 

- ~ E (A i(x)B i( y)) = E (E i+ (x)B i( y)) 
Jt

x 
-

= i"'(2vl"')Eij, (1 - 20(ty - l,,)) 

X f (~:~ k, elK
'lx -- YI + lik,,21'/

li
lll x -',I, (61) 

where E' in (61) is the totally antisymmetric tensor, and 0 
equals 1 when its argument is positive and zero otherwise. 
When both fields are at the same point in space, one obtains 
the results 

E(Bi(tx)BJ(ty)) 

="'(Oi/~)("'/2V)4Itx _tyl-4, 

E(E i
± (lx)Ej± (ty)) 

= "'(o,/1T2
)("'/2vf/ tx - ty /- 4

, 

E(E'± (tx)Bi± (ty)) =0. 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

Higher-order correlations may be calculated from 
those above by means of the well-known combinatoric rule 
for Gaussian processes. For example, 

E (A i1(x tl X··· XA i2N (x2N )) 

= LE(A il(xdA i2(X2)) 

1T 

X··· XE(A ,2N - I(X2N _ I )A i2N (X2N i), (65) 

where the sum is over all distinct permutations and where all 

odd correlations vanish. 

IV. THE CONNECTION WITH QUANTUM FIELD THEORY 
AND RELATIVISTIC COVARIANCE 

The Green's functions of the usual quantum field the
ory are obtained by analytically continuing the diffusion pa
rameter to imaginary values, as was done in Ref. 13. The 
physical interpretation of the stochastic theory is of course 
lost when the diffusion parameter becomes imaginary. How
ever, since Schrooinger's equation is satisfied at every point 
along the analytic continuation, and since it is reasonable to 
assume that this is enough to ensure that all of the measur
able predictions of quantum theory are reproduced, then it 
follows that the diffusion parameter cannot be deduced by 
any measurement except perhaps one which proved quan
tum mechanics to be wrong or incomplete. Therefore, the 
numerical and physical predictions of the theory (cross sec
tions, line spectrum, etc.) must be independent of the diffu
sion parameter so that by continuing it to imaginary values, 
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these experimental predictions won't be affected. The ana
lytically-continued expectations are denoted by a subscript. 
The following results are found when the usual quantization 
is carried out in the Coulomb gauge: 

E,,_ "i1iI2(A i(x)A j(y)) = (OITA i(x)A j(y)IO), (66) 

E,,~ _ i1i/2(A i(x)A j(y)) = (OIT*A i(x)A j(y)IO), (67) 

where T( T *) denotes time ordering (anti time ordering) with 
later times to the left (right). The two-point function for the 
quantum field is given by 

(OlA i(x)A j(y)IO) 

= iliJ d 4

k4 (Dij - k i kj /k
2

) 
(21T) 

Xe--ik"IX"-Y")/[kl'kl' +i€], 

tx > ty ' (68) 

where the metric convention lJO = + 1 is used and where € 

is positive and is taken to zero after the ko integration is 
performed. The other time ordering is obtained by taking the 
complex conjugate of Eq. (68). Owing to the Gaussian com
binatorics of both the quantum theory and the stochastic 
theory, we may write in general 

E"~i1i/2(A i(XI)···A iN(XN)) 

= (OITA i'(XI)···A iN(XN)/O}, (69) 

E,,= _ i1idA i'(xl).·-A iN(XN)) 

= (O/T*A i'(xd···A iN(xNI/O}. (70) 

The conclusion to be drawn is that the stochastic theory 
is physically equivalent to the Lorentz covariant quantum 
field theory, even though the stochastic theory is not itself 
manifestly Lorentz covariant because the expectations in 
Eqs. (56)-(65) do not transform in a covariant way. It seems 
that one of the tenets which must be given up in exchange for 
a realistic picture of nature is manifest Lorentz covariance. 
One way to interpret this noncovariance is to imagine that 
the properties of the vacuum are not Lorentz invariant, in 
reality, but nevertheless the differences are so subtle between 
different Lorentz frames as to prevent a real observer from 
noticing any difference between the frames no matter how 
hard he looks. This question of covariance needs further 
clarification before most physicists will embrace a stochastic 
viewpoint. It seems as if two very basic principles are at odds: 
manifest and microscopic Lorentz covariance and the exis
tence of an underlying reality to quantum phenomena. 

As a final point, it should be recognized that the various 
expectations for a real diffusion parameter are just the 
Schwinger functions of the usual quantum field (time-or
dered analytic continuations to imaginary time) with the 
times scaled by a factor of2vlli. 

V. ON THE NONUNIQUENESS OF THE STOCHASTIC 
QUANTIZATION PROCEDURE AS APPLIED TO 
ELECTROMAGNETISM 

It was found in Sec. III that there was an essential dif
ference between the electric and magnetic fields after the 
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procedure of stochastic quantization was carried out. The 
magnetic field became a Markov field whereas the electric 
field became ill-defined. This was because the electric field 
was expressed as a time derivative of a vector potential plus a 
scalar potential term. The time derivative in the electric field 
was the source of the difference. 

The apparent difference between the electric and mag
netic fields is rather spurious for the following reason. Con
sider first the free Maxwell field. It is well known that Max
well's equations possess a symmetry which mixes the electric 
and magnetic fields, and this symmetry is the primary justifi
cation for the possible existence of magnetic monopoles. The 
Maxwell equations are invariant under the change of field 
variables 

E' = aE + f3 B, B' = aB - f3 E, 

E = aE' - f3B', B = aB' + f3E', 

a 2 +f3 2 = 1. 

(71 ) 

(72) 

(73) 

One could choose to work with the primed fields rather than 
the original ones and write 

E'= -aAlat, B'=VXA, V·A=O. (74) 

The result would be that now the field B' would be a Markov 
field, but the field E' would be ill-defined. Using Eq. (72) to 
solve for the actual electric and magnetic fields, it would turn 
out that these were mixtures of a well-defined Markov field 
and an ill-defined quantity. In particular, if one chooses 

a = 0, fJ = 1, (75) 

then 

B = E', E = - B', (76) 

and one obtains the exactly opposite conclusion. The electric 
field is now well-defined, but the magnetic field is not. 

In general, ifEq. (74) is used, then the covariances of the 
primed fields are given by Eqs. (56)-(64) and the covariances 
of the actual fields ma y be found by using these together with 
Eq. (72). 

If there are charges present, the stochastic quantization 
prescription will still be non unique because, due to the lin
earity of electromagnetism, the fields can always be written 
as a particular, nonrandom solution plus a free-field solu
tion. The equations for the free-field part are invariant under 
Eqs. (71)-(73), and so again it is found that the difference 
between electric and magnetic fields is spurious. 

VI. SOME COMMENTS ON STOCHASTIC 
ELECTRODYNAMICS 

Despite the similar name, stochastic electrodynamics 
(SED) is a completely different theory from the one consid
ered here. Good sources for SED are Boyer,24 de la Pena and 
Cetto,25 and Claverie.26 In the SED world view, the vacuum 
contains a random radiation field with a spectral density 
equal to that of Planck radiation (including the zero point 
term) at zero temperature 

p(w) = 1iiIJ3/(2~). (77) 

The SED field can be thought of as a superposition of free
field plane waves whose phases are random. The stochastic 
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theory presented here is not a superposition of plane waves, 
but rather, the time dependence of each normal mode of the 
field is a complicated stochastic process. The covariances in 
SED are manifestly Lorentz covariant as was shown by 
Boyer.24 Despite the differences between the two theories, 
there is one interesting similarity. If one evaluates the covar
iance is SED with the fields at the same space point, one finds 

ESED(Ei(tx)E i(ty)) 

= ESED (B i(txlB i(ty)) 

= ~ oij ('" dw cos(w(tx - ty ))w3e - ~w 
61T Jo 

= (1i/~)Oij It x - ty 1-4 (78) 

(79) 

where the limit €-<l has been taken in the last expression in 
(78). These formulas should be compared with similar ones 
for the present theory, Eqs. (62H64). When the Nelson con
dition is satified, so that v = 1i/2, then the SED expectations 
agree with those obtained from stochastic quantization. This 
result must be qualified, however, because Eq. (63) does not 
include the singular term in Eq. (59). If this term is included 
in the present theory, one finds 

~~E(A i(txJA j(ty)) 
Btx Bty 

= 2vo(tx - ty)81r(0) 

+ (1i/~)(1i/2v)28ij It x - ty 1-4
• (80) 

The transverse delta function in this equation could be made 
finite by putting a cutoff in k space in the theory. Comparing 
Eq. (80) with Eq. (78), one sees that even for Nelson's value of 
the diffusion coefficient, there is an extra term in (80). In the 
method ofSecs. II and III, the expression (80) would repre
sent the covariance of the electric field. However, using the 
arguments of Sec. V, the extra term could be shifted into the 
covariance for the magnetic field. Thus, when comparing 
SED with stochastic quantization, one can choose the covar
iance for either the electric fields or the magnetic fields to be 
the same, but not both. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Stochastic quantization applied to the electromagnetic 
field yields a rich and interesting theory. It provides a realis
tic alternative to the usual quantization procedure, although 
it does not seem to offer any calculational advantages, except 
perhaps in numerical investigations or in stationary state 
problems. 27 

Working in the Coulomb gauge yields the same results 
as the method of Guerra and Loffredo I I when the diffusion 
parameter has Nelson's value. The magnetic field is well de-
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fined as a stochastic process, but the electric field is not. This 
difference is not fundamental, however, because owing to 
the symmetry between electric and magnetic fields, it is pos
sible to alter this conclusion by a different quantization 
method, and in particular one can quantize the field so that 
the electric field is well defined but the magnetic field isn't. 

Although not manifestly Lorentz covariant, the sto
chastic field theory is experimentally equivalent to quantum 
field theory. The moments of the stochastic theory are equal 
to Schwinger functions, but with the times scaled by a com
mon factor 2vlli. 

When Nelson's value for the diffusion parameter is cho
sen, the covariance in the stochastic theory, with the fields at 
the same point, is the same as the covariance in stochastic 
electrodynamics except for an extra rather spurious term. 
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Trajectories of the S-matrix poles in the complex wavenumber plane a) 
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The singularities of the S matrix for a square potential, and their trajectories in the complex 
wavenumber plane as the angular momentum varies through continuous real values are 
pres~nted. Some enlightenment about the physical interpretation of Regge trajectori~s is 
obtamed. 

PACS numbers: 03.80. + r, 11.60. + c, 11.20. - e 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The study of singularities of the S matrix in the complex 
angular momentum plane (Regge poles) is established as a 
useful tool in the analysis of certain aspects of potential scat
tering. In what concerns nuclear physics, Regge poles can 
contribute to explaining many features of heavy-ion 
reaction. I 

Instead of looking for poles of the S matrix for complex 
values ofthe angular momentum and their (Regge) trajector
ies as the (physical) energy varies, it is equally possible to 
analyze these singularities in the complex wavenumber 
plane and their trajectories as the angular momentum takes 
continuously varying real values (k trajectories). To our 
knowledge, this possibility, pointed out by Newton2 many 
years ago, has not been sufficiently exploited, in spite of the 
fact that Regge trajectories and k trajectories are two differ
ent mathematical aspects of the same physical phenomena 
and would in principle be equivalent. Regge poles have de
served considerably more attention, probably due to their 
success in elementary particle physics and relevance in ap
plying the Sommerfeld-Watson transform. However, it is 
our feeling that k trajectories can contribute to supplement 
and clarify some applications of Regge poles. 

As a first step toward considering more realistic ion-ion 
optical potentials, we discuss in this paper the k trajectories 
for a real square (well or barrier) potential. For the lowest 
physical values of the angular momentum, the poles of the S 
matrix in the complex k plane were explicitly obtained by 
Nussenzveig 3 a long time ago. Here we discuss how the pole 
pattern found by Nussenzveig evolves when the angular mo
mentum takes continuous real values. 

In Sec. 2 we recall the S matrix for the square potential 
and its symmetry properties in the complex k plane. The 
trajectories ofthe k poles for continuously varying real angu
lar momentum are presented in Sec. 3. Their large angular 
momentum behavior is considered in Sec. 4. Finally, some 
aspects of Regge and k trajectories are discussed in Sec. 5. 

II. THE S MATRIX 

Weare considering a particle of mass m and energy E in 
a square potential of intensity V and range b. Let us denote 
by k and k ' the wavenumbers outside and inside the 
potential; 

k 2 = 2mE If?, k ,2 = 2m(E - V)/If. (2.1) 

"Work supported by Instituto de Estudios Nucleares. 

Using dimensionless wavenumbers 

a = kb, /3 = k ' b, 

the I-wave part of the S matrix reads} 

Silk) = _ aH\}I'(a) - H\21(a)/3J~(fJ)/JA(fJ) 
aH~I'(a) - H~I(a)/3J).(fJ)/JA(fJ)' 

where we have denoted, as usual, 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

A = 1+ !. (2.4) 

Of course, Hand J in Eq. (2.3) refer to the Hankel and Bessel 
functions4 and the prime indicates derivative with respect to 
the argument. Obviously, the poles of S,(k) are given by the 
solutions of 

(2.5) 

a relation which merely expresses the matching, at the edge 
of the potential, of the regular internal solution of the Schro
dinger equation with the external solution properly behaved 
at infinity. 

The complex values of A satisfing Eq. (2.5) for physical 
(real or pure imaginary) a, i.e., the Regge poles, have been 
discussed by several authors_ 5 

-7 Here we are interested in 
the solutions of Eq. (2.5) in the complex k plane for real A. 

Before entering in the detailed analysis of k trajectories, 
let us recall some general facts about the location, in the 
complex k plane, of singularities of the S matrix for a real 
potential. It is well known2 that, for real positive A, all poles 
in the upper half-plane must lie on the imaginary axis. In the 
lower half-plane, nonreal poles, besides the pure imaginary 
ones, can appear. Usually it is mentioned that these poles 
occur in pairs symmetric with respect to the imaginary axis. 
It should be emphasized, however, that this is so for physical 
(half-integer) values of A, but not for arbitrary realA. Actual
ly, the property8 

S*(A *, - k *) = S(A,k), (2.6) 

which contains the symmetry of the poles with respect to the 
imaginary axis, is valid for physicalA' but ceases to be true as 
A assumes unphysical values. 

III. THE k TRAJECTORIES 

Using numerical procedures we have looked for solu
tions ofEq. (2.5) for given real A. The reduced logarithmic 
derivative of the Hankel function was calculated as a quo
tient of series. Double precision was used in the summation 
of these series. The reduced logarithmic derivative of the 
Bessel function was evaluated using a continued fraction ex-
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pansion. The potential was characterized by the dimension
less parameter 

U= 2mVb 2/fz2. (3.1) 

The results for a barrier and a well, both of parameter 
I U I = 25, are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. 

Two infinite families of k poles are found, correspond
ing to the two classes of Regge poles for the square potential 
reported by Nussenzveig.9 Class I poles are determined by 
the interior of the potential, whereas Class II poles corre
spond to surface waves. 

The Class I k poles lie in the fourth quadrant near the 
positive real semiaxis. Obviously, their positions at physical 
values of A correspond to resonances. The trajectories fol
lowed by these poles as A increases become nearly coinci
dent. As A decreases, the k poles reach the origin and go up 
along the positive imaginary semiaxis. The values of A at 
which a k pole enters the origin are given5 by the solutions of 

J). _ 1 [( - U)1/2] = 0 for A > 0, (3.2a) 

J).+I[(-U)1/2]=0 forA <0. (3.2b) 

In the case of a barrier (U > 0) the k poles enter the origin at 
negative values of A. For a sufficiently deep well a finite num
ber of solutions, ,1.0." >~, of Eq. (3.2a) exist. The poles reach
ing the origin at these values of A = ,1.0." appear as bound 
states for smaller physical values of A. The motion of the k 
poles in the vicinity of the origin can be deduced from the 
threshold behavior of the Regge poles and has been de
scribed by Newton. 2 

The Class II k poles are almost regularly distributed on 
the third and fourth quadrants. As A increases they follow 
trajectories going from the third quadrant to the fourth one. 
These trajectories intersect the negative imaginary semiaxis 
at odd (even) values of the angular momentum I in the case of 

Im kb It It It " \' I' I' 1° 

I I I I 

\ \ I I 
I 

\ I I I 
\ \ \ I 
\ \ \ 

\ I 

\ I, 

" 
-5 10 Re kb 

FIG. I. Trajectories oftheS matrix poles in the complex wavenumber plane 
for a square barrier of parameter U = 25. The positions of the poles corre
sponding to ph)'sical values of the angular momentum are denoted by small 
triangles, invened triangles, and squares for the first three Class I trajector
ies and by dots for the first five Class II ones. The numbers along the trajec
tories correspond to values of the angular momentum. 
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FIG. 2. Trajectories oftheSmatrix poles in the complex wavenumber plane 
fora square well of parameter U = - 25. The notation is the same as in Fig. 
I. 

barrier (well). As A decreases, the k poles approach the cut 
existing on the negative real semiaxis due to the multivalued
ness of the reduced logarithmic derivative of the Hankel 
function for unphysical values of A. If the intensity I U I ofthe 
potential is sufficient, the Class II k poles cross the cut, ap
pear in the second quadrant of a different Riemann sheet, 
and go up to infinity as A tends to a physical value. A similar 
behavior is found for scattering by a hard sphere, the k poles 
in this case being given by the zeros 10 of the Hankel function 
H~)(kb), b denoting the radius of the sphere. ASA decreases 
further, the k poles at infinity make a discontinuous jump of 
- 11'/2 and go down, crossing the cut and coming back to the 

principal Riemann sheet, where they occupy, at physical val
ues of A, positions in the third quadrant symmetrical to those 
of the Class I k poles in the fourth quadrant. These parts of 
the k trajectories are not shown in Figs. I and 2 as they seem 
to be ofless interest from the physical point of view. 

The values of A at which the Class II k poles may cross 
the cut are such that the reduced logarithmic derivative of 
the Hankel function (of order A and variable of argument 
- 11') becomes real, in order to satisfy Eq. (2.5). This happens 

for A = n ± !, n integer. 
It is interesting to observe how the symmetry of the 

positions of the poles with respect to the imaginary axis is 
lost for unphysical A and recovered again when A takes phys
ical values. 

IV. POLES AT LARGE ANGULAR MOMENTUM 

Now we are going to consider the behavior of the k 
trajectories discussed in the preceding section as the angular 
momentum takes large positive values. A simple inspection 
of Figs. I and 2 suggests that all k poles go to infinity as A 
increases without limit. So, we look for solutions ofEq. (2.5) 
corresponding to ,1.-00, lal-oo. Moreover, Regge pole 
studies have revealed9

•
11 the existence oftwo families of poles 
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of the S matrix located. respectively. near the zeros of H ~ I(a) 
and JA (f3). 

The first family of solutions is more easily obtained by 
writing the equations of the poles in the form 

H~I'(a) + FH~I(a) = O. (4.1) 

where 

(4.2) 

is obviously a function of A and a. Equation (4.1) belongs to a 
type already discussed by other authors. 12

•
13 1t can be solved 

by using the asymptotic expansions of the Hankel function 
and its derivative. to obtain 

an =,1 - 2- 1/3 exp( - 21Tl/3)Cn A 113 

+ (rlJ)r 213 exp( - 41Ti/3)c~A -1/3 + .... (4.3) 

where Cn denotes the nth solution of the equation 

Ai'(c) + 2- 1/3 exp(1Ti/3)A 1/3£ Ai(c) = O. (4.4) 

Here Ai denotes the Airy function and the product A 1/3£ 

remains nearly constant as A tends to infinity. The other 
family of solutions arises analogously from the equation of 
the poles written in the form 

J,\ (f3 ) + GJA (f3 ) = o. (4.5) 
with 

(4.6) 

Following a procedure entirely similar to that used to solve 
Eq. (4.1). one can easily obtain 

(a~ - U)1!2 =/3n 

=,1 - 2- 1/3d ,1113 + .1-2-2/3d2A -1/3 + ... 
n 10 n , 

where dn is the nth solution of the equation 

Ai'(d) + 2-1/3,1 1/3G Ai(d) = O. 

1m I 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

FIG. 3. Class II Regge trajectories for a square barrier of parameter U = 25. 
The unshadowed and simply shadowed sections of the trajectories corre
spond to k poles in the fourth quadrant located respectively above and 
below the bisector, the doubly shadowed ones to k poles in the third quad
rant, and the dashed sections to k poles in a different Riemann sheet. Only 
the first five of the infinite set of Regge trajectories are shown. 
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FIG. 4. Class II Regge trajectories for a square well of parameter 
U = - 25. The notation is the same as in Fig. 3. 

Equations (4.3) and (4.7) give the asymptotic positions of the 
Class II and Class I k poles. respectively. 

V. DISCUSSION 

We have found two families of k poles corresponding 
precisely to the two classes of Regge poles reported earlier9 

for a square potential. In fact. a one-to-one correspondence 
can be established between Regge trajectories and k 
trajectories. 

Both Class I and Class II k trajectories are related to 
resonant states at high values of the angular momentum. For 
each angular momentum an infinity of Class I resonances 
exists. They are narrow and their energies lie above the dis
continuity in the effective (well or barrier plus centrifugal) 
potential. i.e., they are produced inside the square potential. 
Class II resonant states are much broader and have energies 
below such discontinuity: they are formed at the potential 
surface and are due to the presence of the centrifugal barrier. 
just as in a similar way to what happens for scattering on a 
hard sphere. 14 

In what concerns bound states and narrow resonances. 
i.e .• Class I poles. k trajectories contain the same kind of 
information as Regge trajectories do and they do not seem to 
add new significant knowledge. In the case of Class II poles. 
instead. k trajectories suggest some comments. 

The physical meaning of complex k poles was thor
oughly discussed by Beck and Nussenzveig. 14 It appears that 
a distinction must be made between poles located above and 
below the bisector of the fourth quadrant. Actually. only 
poles above the bisector can be interpreted as decaying 
states. In view of this. a given Class II k pole related to broad 
resonances at very large values of the angular momentum 
loses its meaning as its k trajectory crosses the bisector. As a 
matter offact. the associated resonances have increasing rel
ative width (quotient of the imaginary to the real parts of the 
energy) as the angular momentum decreases. The relative 
width becomes infinite as the k pole crosses the bisector. 

In view of the one-to-one correspondence between 
Regge and k trajectories it is possible to distinguish. on a 
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Class II Regge trajectory, between points corresponding to k 
poles above and below the bisector, respectively. The corre
spondence procedure suggested by Newton2 has allowed us 
to obtain the results shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for barrier and 
well potential, respectively. Regge poles corresponding to k 
poles above the bisector can be interpreted as surface creep 
waves,l whereas the meaning of Regge poles corresponding 
to k poles below the bisector is obscure. 
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An elementary procedure for obtaining the prolongations of arbitrary G structures is described 
and applied to the affine, projective, Lorentz, conformal, and Weyl structures. Also, the condition 
that a projective and conformal structure be compatible and thereby define a unique Weyl 
structure is discussed from the G-structure viewpoint. Throughout, an invariant notation for jets 
is employed. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Cv, 02.40. + m 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The geometric structures required for the formulation 
of the constructive axioms of general relativity theory pro
posed by Ehlers, et al. I are the affine, projective, Lorentz, 
conformal, and Weyl structures. 2,3 In this paper, these geo
metric4 structures are all discussed in a uniform manner as 
group or G structures of first and higher order. This ap
proach has a number of advantages. First, G structures are 
naturally described by gauge fields in a way that is described 
below in Sec. 2. Second, the theory of prolongations of G 
structures reveals how a G structure of a given order deter
mines an infinite sequence of G structures of progressively 
higher order and leads to the notion of normal coordinates 
for each type of G structure. Also, the interrelationships of 
the geometric structures are more apparent because the 
groups which characterize the geometric structures playa 
more prominent role in the G-structure approach, a fact 
which also emphasizes the role of symmetry which is of cen
tral importance for spacetime theories. 

The standard approach to the theory of G structures 5-7 

and their prolongations evolved from the analysis of auto
morphism groups of G structures. KobayashiR has given a 
quite readable account of this approach. A very elegant and 
quite thorough presentation of the standard theory of G 
structures has been given by P. Molino.~ 

The theory of G structures may also be subsumed under 
the broader theory of systems of partial differential equa
tions and Lie pseudogroups developed in the work ofSpen
cer, 10 Guillemin and Sternberg, II Important new contribu
tions to this theory have been presented by J. F. Pommaret l2 

in a recent book. Some of the G structures mentioned above 
are discussed therein from this more advanced and general 
but less intuitive perspective. 13 

The presentation given below focuses solely on the de
scription of the above mentioned G structures and the pro
cess of prolongation of these G structures to higher order. 
Although the results obtained are the same as those obtained 
by the standard approach mentioned above, the conceptual 
basis for the prolongation procedure is quite different. More
over, the prolongation procedure used below rests on entire-

'''SUPP()rtl'J in part hy the NCltural Science, anJ Engineering Rc,earch 

Coutlcil of Co\,IlL .. 

Iy elementary considerations which have a vividly intuitive 
interpretation, and it is simple to apply. The procedure may 
be described using either frames or coframes, but it is more 
simply stated using coframes. 

Briefly, if h:U---+R" is a local diffeomorphism of an open 
neighborhood U of a manifold Minto R ", then an n k co
frame at a pointpEMis ak -jetj~ [h - h (p)] for someh, where 
h (p) is the constant function on U with image h (p). Roughly, 
the chart (U,h ) provides an image of the neighborhood U of 
M and the n k coframe atp is the k th order Taylor polynomi
alapproximation to [h - h (p)] at p. It is clear that the Taylor 
polynomial approximation of order k at a pointp determines 
at an infinitesimally near point q the Taylor polynomial ap
proximation of order k - 1 at q to first order in the coordi
nate difference x i(q) - X i( p); that is, an n k coframe at p de
termines an n k I coframe at q. Since a G structure of order 
k - 1 specifies at each pEM an equivalence class of n k I 

coframes, it is clear that a G structure of order k must satisfy 
the constraint that it induce the same equivalence classes as 
the lower order G structure in order to be a prolongation. In 
fact, this simple constraint generates not only the prolonged 
G structure but also the prolonged gauge group which char
acterizes it. This prolongation procedure which rests on the 
notion of approximation to the manifold is discussed more 
fully in Sec. 2, 

In Secs. 3-7, the affine, projective, Lorentz, conformal, 
and Weyl structures are treated. The sequence of present a
tion reflects the increase in algebraic complexity, The affine, 
projective, and conformal structures are prolonged to 3rd 
order, beyond which order no novel features appear for these 
G structures. For the Lorentz and Weyl structures, one may 
stop at 2nd order because these structures define a unique 
affine structure and further prolongations may be made by 
appeal to the results for the affine case. 

In Sec. 8, the condition that a conformal and a projec
tive structure be compatible and hence define a unique Weyl 
structure, a condition originally derived by Ehlers et al. I is 
discussed from the G structure viewpoint. 

Although the prolongation procedure is applied to only 
five G structures in this paper, it may be applied with equal 
facility to any G structure such as symplectic, complex, Her
mitian, and Kaehler structures. Also, one of the authors (Co
leman) and R. Mann 14 have applied the procedure to sub
space G structures of which the Galilean structure is a 
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special case. 
Indeed, the procedure is applicable in more general cir

cumstances; for example, Rogers tS has presented a view of 
supermanifolds in which k jets of mappings are well defined 
and the k jet of a composition is the composition of the k jets. 
Since the constructions needed rest on these properties, the 
theory of super coframe bundles, super G structures and 
their prolongations could be carried through in a manner 
directly analogous to that used for the theory of such struc
tures on ordinary manifolds. 

Throughout the paper, an invariant notation for jets is 
used which is explained in Appendix A. The germ ofthe idea 
behind the notation may be found in the work of Ehres
mann. 16 The notation used for the jet bundles that are em
ployed is described in Appendix B and the notation used for 
the various groups that appear is described in Appendix C. 

2. G STRUCTURES AND PROLONGATIONS 

Let 9 (M ) be a principal fiber bundle with total space 
P (M), base space M, projection 1T P : P (M )-M and structure 
group G; that is, 9 (M ) is the structure 

9(M) = (P(M),1Tp,M, G). (2.1) 
Let H be a closed subgroup of G. An H structure on M is a 
reduction to the subgroup H of the structure group G of 
9 (M). Such structures are in bijective correspondence with 
cross sections of the associated fiber bundle 

9(M)/H = (P(M)/H, 1Tp/H' M, G /H, 9(M) (2.2) 

of orbits under the action of H on elements of P (M). In the 
original context, 9 (M) was the principal bundle oflinear 
frames and the closed subgroup of the structure group 
G ~ (=GL(n)) was denoted by G rather than H. 

An H structure on M given by a cross section of the 
bundle (2.2) specifies an equivalence class of H related ele
ments of P (Mp ) for every pEM. Since equivalence classes are 
difficult to work with, the cross section a:M -P (M )I His 
represented by a family of local cross sections au: U-P (U) 
such that 

't/ PEU, au(p)Ea(p). (2.3) 

Moreover, if au, and au, are any two such local cross sec
tions such that UlnUz =ft/>, then there must exist a cross sec
tionpt2:UtnU2-(UtnU2)xH such that 

't/pEU1nU2, au,(p) = au, (p)opdp)· (2.4) 

The transformation (2.4) is a local gauge transformation. 
Note that it is an active transformation and not a passive 
coordinate transformation. For a given computation, it is 
often convenient to work with a particular local cross section 
au· Such a representative is usually selected by imposing a 
gauge-fixing condition which amounts to choosing a par
ticular set of coordinates for the coset space G / H. Such con
ditions are coordinate dependent because the local trivializ
ing maps depend on the chart (U,x). Suitable examples of 
such conditions will appear below in the analysis of the var
ious G structures. 

The relevant principal bundles for the analysis of space
time G structures and their prolongations are the bundles of 
frames or coframes of order k. While the prolongation pro
cedure used in this paper can be stated either in terms of 
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frames or coframes, it is more natural to use coframes. The 
bundle of n k coframes is denoted by 

7('k*(M) = (Hk*(M), 1T
H

k.' M, G~). (2.5) 

Let pE U eM and let h: U-.Rn be a local diffeomorphism, and 
let h (p), the image of p in R", also denote the constant map 
h (p):U-.R" such that 't/qEU[h (p)( q) = h (p)]. A pair(U,h ), 
called a chart, provides an image of a local neighborhood U 
in the standard space R". If only one such image were al
lowed, the local region would have all the rigidity of Rn; 
however, for a manifold with only a differentiable structure, 
all such images are allowed provided that they are smoothly 
related and compatible. An element of H k *(Mp ),called an nk 

coframe atp, is a kjetj~(h - h (p)) which is the equivalence 
class of local diffeomorphisms which agree with h - h (p) at 
p and have the same Taylor expansion of order k at p with 
respect to some arbitrarily chosen chart (U,x) for a neighbor
hood of p. Thus an n k coframe is essentially the k th order 
polynomial approximation to a chart at a given point p. 

A local n k coframe field is given by a local cross section 
h k: U-H k *( U) which is represented with respect to a given 
chart ( U,x) by 

h kip) = a~I"( h ;d~xi + (1/2!) h ;,),d;xi'd;xi, + 00. 

+ (I/k l)hi dk i'd k ), d k )') 
00. • ),), ••• ), pX pX 00' pX , (2.6) 

where the coefficients (h i,h ;,j, ,oo.,h i,j,.), ) are functions of 
p and are symmetric with respect to their lower indices. 

A field of n i coframes is a rather restrictive geometric 
structure because at each point p only a single linear image of 
the neighborhood of p is regarded as giving an appropriate 
representation. More flexible geometric structures may be 
defined by specifying at each p a class of distinguished n 1 

coframes rather than a unique one; for example, for any 
closed Lie subgroup SG! of G!, a cross section of the associ
ated fiber bundle SG ! \7('I*(M) defines a field of equiv
alence classes of SG ! related n 1 coframes, an SG ! structure. 
If SG! = G !, then all linear images of the neighborhood of 
any point p are regarded as equivalent and the manifold M 
acquires none of the structural features of R". At the other 
extreme, SG! consists of the identity element alone and the 
manifold M acquires a great deal of the structure ofR". For 
other choices of SG!, such as 0 ;,qand C ;.q' the infinites
imal neighborhoods of points pE M acquire structural at
tributes from Rn that have the microsymmetry 17 of the corre
sponding group. 

Structures of higher order are defined in a similar way. 
If SG ~ is a closed Lie subgroup of G ~, then an SG ~ struc
ture on a manifold M is given by a cross section of the associ
ated fiber bundle SG ~ \7('k *(M). Such a cross section speci
fies at each pEM an equivalence class of SG ~ related n k 

coframes. As in the first-order case, structure is pulled back 
from R" by virtue of the fact that not every k th order ap
proximate image of the infinitesimal neighborhood of a giv
en point p is considered faithful. However, for k > 1, there is 
an additional self-consistency condition which the SG ~ 
structure must satisfy, a condition which underlies the pro
longation procedure used throughout the paper. 
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The self-consistency condition follows from the ele
mentary observation that the k th order Taylor expansion of 
a function at some given point determines the (k - 1 jth order 
Taylor expansion of that function at an infinitesimally near 
point accurately to first order in the infinitesimal vector 
which describes the separation of the two points. Let 
Wi = Xi(q) - x i( pI, where p and q are infinitesimally near 
points in M. Then 

(2.7) 

An n k coframe at p given by (2.6) determines an n k - I co
frame at q by means of the replacement 

d;xi--+d~- IXi + Wi. (2.8) 

Note that the constant term is discarded because a coframe 
by definition has zero constant term. The result is 
ak - 1/ ((h i + h i wl)dk-IX j, o n J JI q 

+ (l/2!)(h i . + hi. wl)d k - Ixj'd k - Ixj, + ... 
1112 Jlh/ q q 

+ (l/(k - l)!)(h i. + hi. IWI) 
J.h .. ·h 1 Jlh···h I 

Xd~-Ixj'd~-I~' ... d~-I~' '. (2.9) 

An n k-coframe field determines an n k - I-coframe field sim
ply by the discarding of the k th order term. The n k coframe 
at q determines an n k - 1 coframe at q; namely, 
ak - I/ (hi +hi wldk-IX) o n J J.f q 

+ (1!2!)h ~ . + hi. wl)d k - lxj'd k - IX)' 
J.h )Ih,( q q 

+ ... 
+ (l/(k -/)!)(h i.. + hi.. IWI) 

Jil~ .. Jk' Jd1··.jk. j. 

X d ~ - Ixj'd ~ - IX)' ... d ~ - lx" 'I, (2.10) 

where the coefficients describing the n k - I coframe at q have 
been reexpressed in terms of the field coefficients and their 
derivatives atp means ofa 1st order Taylor expansion. If the 
n k coframe field is coherent, then each of the n k coframes 
should be the k th order Taylor approximation at the appro
priate point in M of one and the same chart. Thus self-consis
tency requires that the n k - I coframes (2.9) and (2.10) be 
identical. However, there are two additional complications 
to consider. 

First, one is usually not concerned with a simple n k. 

coframe field, but rather with an SG ~ structure which speci
fies at each pEM not a unique n k coframe but an equivalence 
class of SG: related coframes. Thus the self-consistency 
condition is weakened to the requirement that the n k - I. 

coframes (2.9) and (2.10) are the same up to an SG ~ - I trans
formation where SG ~ - I is the group obtained by discarding 
the k th order terms of the elements of SG ~ . This complica
tion may be efficiently handled by transforming (2.9) and 
(2.10) to standard representatives before making the identifi
cation. 

Second, it is clear that the coefficients of w( in (2.9) are 
necessarily symmetric with respect to all of their lower indi
ces since they arise as the coordinates of a k jet. However, the 
corresponding coefficients of w' in (2.10) need not be totally 
symmetric in their lower indices since they arise by differen
tiatron of the coefficient functions describing a (k - 1 I-jet 
field. In general, (2.9) and (2.10) differ by a term of the form 
B ~,j,.J/WI for each rE\1,2 ... ,k - 1], where B ;,}, .. y has the 
symmetry with respect to the lower indices obtained by first 
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antisymmetrizing with respect toj, and rand then symme
trizing with respect tOjl,j2, .. j,. 

The prolongation procedure may now be described as 
follows: assume that a self-consistent SG ~ - I structure is 
given; for any given point pEM, assume for an arbitrary 
n k - l-coframe at p an extension to an n k coframe; compute 
the n k - l-coframes at q corresponding to (2.9) and (2.10) and 
reduce these to standard form using SG ~ - I transforma
tions; equate the results allowing for the terms of the form 
B l.J, .. -j/wl

. This procedure results in a system oflinear equa
tions for the k th order coefficient of the n k coframe. These 
equations determine both the typical element of the pro
longed group SG ~ and the standard representative of the 
equivalence class of n k coframes belonging to the SG ~ struc
ture at p with respect to the chosen coordinate system. It 
may happen that the system of equations is underdetermined 
in which case the group SG ~ has new parameters in addition 
to those of SG ~ - I. Such new parameters arise in the prolon
gation of the conformal or C !.q structure to a C ;.q structure. 

For every case, the process must begin at some lowest 
order. Not every case begins in the first order. The affine and 
projective structures begin at second order, and although the 
conformal and Weyl structures are indistinguishable in first 
order, they are distinguished at second order by the imposi
tion of additional structure in the Weyl case. In all of the 
cases discussed below, no new group parameters arise be
yond second order; however, in the case of subspace struc
tures which will be discussed elsewhere, 14 new group param
eters arise at each successive order. 

We conclude this section with a formal characteriza
tion of the notion of prolongation. For any bundle t,' (M), 
denote by J ''#j' (M ) the bundle of r jets of local cross sections 
of '6' (M). An SG ~ structure is determined by a cross section 
a k:M --..SG ~ '\H k *(M ), which in turn may be described by a 
family oflocal cross sections h k:U--..Hk*(U) which satisfy 
h k( plEa k( p) for pEU. Such a local cross section is given ex
plicitly by (2.6). The natural projection maps 
G ~ --..G ~ - I and H k *(M )-.H k - I *(M) defined by the dis
carding of the k th order term induce projection maps 
SG ~ --..SG ~- I and SG ~ '\H k *(M )-+SG ~ - I '\H k - I *(M). 
Thus the compositions of the maps a k and h k with the ap
propriate projection maps yield maps 
a A - I:M-+SG~ - I'\Hk - I*(M) and h k - I:U~Hk .. I*(U). 

In this way, every SG ~ structure uniquely determines an 
SG ~ - I structure by truncation. 

In an infinitesimal neighborhood of pE U eM, h k - I is 
determined to first order by j~ h k - IE.! I H k - I *(Mp). 
Explicitly, 

j!h k _1 = a~~ I/n((h; + h i,fd ~X()j!dk- IX} + ... 
1 (h i. + hi. d I Xf) + (k _ I)! J, ... J" J,··h·,,, P 

Xj~dk-IX}, ... j~dk-I~' 'I. (2.11) 

The expression (2.10) is obtained by composing the I-jet as
pect of(2.11) with the I-jet a ~x(wid 6/). 

Define a mapping e:H k*(M )---;.J I H k - I *(M) by means 
of the substitution 
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d ;x-+J!d k - IX + d !x (2.12) 

with the understanding that the constant term of the (k - I) 
jet is discarded. One obtains 

e[h kIp)] = a~- 'In((h) + h )fd !xfJj!d k
- IXj + .. , 

+ (II(k - I)!)(h J,.), , 
+ hi. d I Xi)}'1 d k - IXj' .. J·1 d k - I:r!' - '). 

JI··.]k If P P p 

(2.13) 

The expression (2.9) is related to (2.13) in the same way that 
(2.10) is related to (2.11). 

BothJ!h k - land e(h k (P)) may be regarded as general
ized elements of H k - I *(M) with I-jet coefficients. The in
verse e(h k( p))-I is a generalized element of Hk - '(M). The 
compostionJ!h k - 'oe(h k(p))-I [regarded as generalized 
(k - 1) jets] has the form 

ak-'I [(Di+Eid'xf)dk-'Ij + On] ]( p 0 n ... 

+ 1 E i , d'x(dk-'Ij' ... dk-'Ij, ,] (214) (k _ I)! ],,,.],, (p 0 nOn . . 

This is an infinitesimal element of G ~ - I, where the sense of 
infinitesimal is made precise by the use of the 1 jet d ~x. 

The concept of a self-consistent SG ~ structure may 
now be formulated as follows. 

Definition: An SG ~ structure is self-consistent iff 
J!h k - 'Oe(h k(p))-I is the composition of an infinitesimal 
element of SG ~ - I and an infinitesimal element of G k - I of 
t~e form (2.14) with E replaced by fj such that the n 

B J,), q h -!q have the same type of symmetry with respect to 
the lower indices as B },.)/ discussed above. 

Finally, the definition of "prolongation" may be stated 
as follows. 

Definition: An SG ~ structure is the prolongation of an 
SG ~ - I structure iff the SG ~ - I structure is determined by 
the SG ~ structure by truncation and the SG ~ structure is 
self-consistent. 

Note that the self-consistency of the SG ~ structure en
tails the self-consistency of the induced SG ~ - I structure. 

3. THE AFFINE STRUCTURE 

It is customary to describe the affine structure of space
time as a connection on the principal bundle oflinear frames 
or n I frames dY'(M). In this section, however, the affine 
structure will be presented as a G structure defined by a 
reduction to the affine subgroup r ~ of the structure group 
G ~ of the principal bundle of n 2 coframes 

JY2*(M) = (H 2*(M), 'TTH ,., M, G~). (3.1) 

This approach has the advantages that other related struc
tures can be described in a similar way, that the structure is 
described explicitly by local r ~ gauge fields, and that the 
concept of approximating the manifold by second-order 
polynomials is emphasized. Moreover, the relationship of 
the affine structure to affine curves and parallel transport 
and to the higher-order prolongations of these structures is 
quite direct and intuitive from the viewpoint of higher-order 
approximation of the manifold. 

The group r ~ is the subgroup of G ~ of elements of the 
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form 

a~In(aJd~I~). (3.2) 

The restriction of the left, free action ofG ~ on H 2*(M) to the 
subgroup r ~ may be used to construct the associated bundle 
of equivalence classes of r~ related n 2 coframes 

r~\JY2*(M) 
= (r~ \H 2*(M), 'TTr;'..H'" M, r~ \G~, JY2*(M), 

(3.3) 

where the typical fiber r ~ \ G ~ is the set of left cosets. The 
affine structure r is a cross section T:M-+r ~ \H 2*(M). 
Since for each pEM, r (p) is an equivalence class of n2 co
frames, the affine structure may be represented locally by 
cross sections h:U-+H 2*(U), 

h (p) = a~In (h Jd;xi + (II2!)hJkd ;xid ;Xk), (3.4) 

which are determined up to a r ~ left-acting gauge 
transformation 

L:U-+UXr~, 

L (p) = a~In(ajd~I~). (3.5) 

Thus under a gauge transformation, 
Ii (p) = L (p)oh (p) 

2 i(2 l i (2'2k XaoIn(a(h jd px' + -Q(h jkd px'd pX ). 
2! 

(3.6) 
Whenever desired, the gauge may be chosen by the coordi
nate dependent gauge fixing condition 

ih ( i a( j = Dj • (3.7) 

Then, the only nontrivial coefficient in (3.6) is 

r i - h -lih r jk - r jk' (3.8) 

The bundle of second order curve elements is 

Jl'i(M) = (L i(M), 'TTL;' M, L i.n' JY2(M). (3.9) 

Ify:lR-+M and y(O) = p, then an elementJ6yEL i(Mp) is giv
en by 

J6 y = a;x(Y; d 61 + (II2!) Yz (d ~I )2). (3.10) 

The n2 coframe (3.4) may be used to give an image of this 
curve element in lRn. 

h (p)oJ~y = a~ In [h jy~d6I 

+ (II2!) (h ~y; + h ~,Y; y; )(d~I)2].(3.11) 
Thus the image line element is linear to 2nd order iff 

Yz + rJk Y; 11 = 0, (3.12) 
where (3.8) has been used. 

The idea that n k coframes are k th order Taylor ap
proximations to local diffeomorphisms can be used to expli
cate the relationship of the affine structure to the affine con
nection and the prolongation of these structures to higher 
order. LetfU-+VClRn be a local diffeomorphism such that 
f( p) = O. L~t q be infinitesimally near p and set} = f - f( q). 
ThenJ~ - I fis determined by J':J to first order in the coordi
nate difference u.:. = ~( q) - x( p), where (U,x) is a chart. Set 
F = fox- ' and F = fOX-I. Then to third order 

. " I I 
F'(x) = Fjx'p + 2! FJk:{X; + 3! Fjkf:{X;X;, (3.13) 
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where x~ = Xi - xiI pl. Since 

x~ = x~ + Wi and fir q) = Fjul, 

Fi(X) = Fi(X) - FJuI 

Fi xi 1 Fi 'k 1 F' 'k f " 
= j q + 2T jk~Xq + 3! lkfx'qXqXq + F;sx'qw

S 

1 ' 'k 
+ 2TFlk,x'qXqW', 

(3.14) 
where only terms up to first order in Wi have been kept. An 
affine structure defines an equivalence class of second-order 
coframes; namely, 

(3.15) 

for (aJ )EG !. Each such second-order coframe at p deter
mines a first-order coframe at p 

a~In(ajd!xi) (3.16) 

by projection and a first-order coframe at an infinitesimally 
near point q 

a~In((aJ +a~r;'w')d!xi) (3.17) 

by the substitution (3.14). The parallel transport of coframes 
is defined by mapping (3.16) into (3.17). 

Now consider the problem of prolonging the affine 
structure to the next order. An extension of an arbitrary n2 

coframe (3. 15) to a n 3 coframe has the form 

3 ("3,1 is 3'3k aoIn ajd px' + - asrjkd px'd pX 
2! 

+ ~ hid 3 x'd 3 xkd 3 Xf) (3.18) 3! ;kf p p P , 

which by the substitution (3.14) defines a n2-coframe equiv
alence class at q near p which contains 

a~In((aJ + a~rj,w')d~xi 
+ ~(ai r~ + hi, w')d 2xjd 2Xk). (3.19) 2! s;k ;k, q q 

However, the affine structure also defines another equiv
alence class of n2 coframes at q, namely, the equivalence class 
containing 

a~In(aJd!xi + !a;(rjk + rjk"w')d~xid!xk). 
(3.20) 

It is natural to require that the two equivalence classes de
fined by (3.19) and (3.20) be the same and to impose this 
condition by reducing each of the n2 coframes to standard 
form and equating the results; however, it is necessary to 
allow for a term of the form B jk, w', where B Jk, has the sym
metry in the lower indices obtained by first antisymmetriz
ing in the indices k and r and then symmetrizing in the indi
ces) and k. Such a term arises because the coefficients 
describing the 1 jet of the local 2-jet field need not be sym
metric in the lower indices. Similar terms arise in higher 
orders. One obtains 

rjk + rJk"W' + B Jk,W' 
r i + -lih s , r i r' , = jk a s jk, W - sr jk W . (3,21) 

Set r lU = a-';h Jkf' Then, the relation (3,21) gives, after 
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appropriate symmetrization, the result 

rJkf = !(rJk,l + r~t.j + r~,k 
+r;jr~f +r;kr1 +r;frjk)' (3.22) 

which upon substitution into (3.18) gives the affine frame of 
third order corresponding to the affine frame of second order 
(3.15). Clearly, this procedure could be iterated order-by
order to define a reduction of the structure group G ~ of 
JY k·(M) to the affine subgroup r ~ . Moreover, such a reduc
tion defines a connection on the principal bundle 
JY k - '.(M); for example, suppose affine n3 coframes have 
been defined by (3.18) with h Jk! = a:rju, where rJkf is giv
en by (3.22). Then by projection one obtains the frames (3.15) 
and by substitution the frames (3.19). Taking the composi
tion of(3.19) with the inverse of(3.15) [applied on the left of 
(3.19)], one obtains an invertible map from H 2·(Mp ) to 
H 2·(Mq ); namely, 

a2x[(t/ + r i w')d 2xj + ~(ri W' 
p J Jr q 2! Jkr 

_rirs w'-r i r'w')d 2xid 2x k ]. (3.23) SJ kr sk;r q q 

To parallel transport the second-order curve element)~ Y giv
en by (3.10) fromp to q, the inverse of(3.23) is applied on the 
left of)~ y. Also, note that the image of the third order curve 
element 

)6 Y = a;x[y, d 61 + ~ r'2 (d 61 f + ~ Yl (d 61 )3) (3.24) 
2! 3! . 

under an affine n3 coframe is 

a 3] ( i 'd 3 1+ 1 ( i ,,s + irs ,) k )(d 3])2 
On a,YI 0 2! asf2 as jkflYI 0 

1 (i,,s 3 ir' ,) k + irs ,) _)< f)(d 3])3) + - asfJ + a, jknYI as jkff I II Yl 0 . 
3! 

(3.25) 

This image curve is linear to third order provided that (3.12) 
holds and 

t3 +3rJkY2r7 +rJkfYlr7Y~ =0 (3.26) 

holds. The result agrees with the usual result obtained by 
differentiating the equation for affine curves. In addition, the 
prolongation to order k gives the k jet of the coordinate 
transformation that relates the given coordinate system to 
the normal coordinate system for a given point p. In the 
normal coordinate system all of the functions r Jk ,r Jkfo'" 
vanish atp. 

4. THE PROJECTIVE STRUCTURE 

The projective structure of space-time is a second-order 
G structure defined by a reduction of the group 
G ~ of JY2·(M ) to the subgroup P ~ consisting of elements of 
the form 

a2 I ( i d 2Ij + 1 (i + i )d 2Ij d 2] k ) o n aj 0 - ajak akaj 0 nOn' 
2! 

(4.1) 

As in the affine case, the restriction of the action of G ~ on 
H 2·(M) to the subgroup P ~ may be used to construct the 
associated bundle of equivalence classes of P ~ related n 2 

coframes 

P~ "JY2·(M) 
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= (p;. "H 2*(M), 1rp ',H'.' M, P~ "G~, r*(M). 
" (4.2) 

A projective structure on space time is a cross section 
fI:M-->;oP ~ \H 2*(M). Such a cross section may be represent
ed locally by a family of cross sections h:U~H 2*( U) [see 
(3.4)], which are determined up to a P ~ gauge transforma
tion L:U---+U XP~, where L (p) is given by (4.1) and where 
the aj and ak depend smoothly on pEU. The cross sections h 
satisfy 

'tf PEU, h (p)ElI(p) (4.3) 

and any two such are related by a gauge transformation of 
the form 

h (p) = L (p)·h (p) 

= az I [(ai h (d 2 x' o n (J p 

+ 1 ( i h I + ' h I h m + i h I h m)d 2 j 21 al jk al jam k a( kam j pX 

X d ~Xk ]. (4.4) 
The gauge fixing condition (3.7) may also be used in this 

case. Then the coefficient for the second-degree term in (4.4) 
becomes 

h - Ii hi + f':ia h m + r;:, a h m (4.5) 
I jk Uj m k Uk mi· 

Since am is still undetermined, the additional gauge-fixing 
condition 

(4.6) 

may be imposed. The coefficient of the second-degree term is 
then 

n'. = h -" h I __ 1 _(8' h - 1 m h ( + 8' h - 1 mh I .) 
JA I Jk 1 J I rnA k I mJ· n+ 

(4.7) 

The II jk which satisfy II ij = 0 are called the projective coef
ficients and relative to a given coordinate system uniquely 
determine and are uniquely determined by the projective 
structure. Clearly, the process of choosing a particular gauge 
is just the selection of standard representatives for the cosets 
P~ \G~. For a n2 coframe h (p)Ell(p), 

h() a2I(id2~ l(illl i . 2·2 k P = 0 n aj p + V a( jk + ajak + aj,aj)d px'd pX ), 

(4.8) 

.. 1 
where a' = h ~ and a = -- h -'mh I 

J J k n + I (mk· 

The n2 coframe (4.8) may be composed with the second
order curve element (3.10) to give an image of the curve ele
ment in )R". 

h (p)O)~ Y = a~In (aJt; d ~I 

+ ;!(a~y; +a~ll;kY;11 +2ajy;akl1)(d6I)2). 

(4.9) 

The condition that this image curve element is linear to sec
ond order is just 

Y2 + IlJkY; 11 + 2ak y7]1; = O. (4.10) 

Since ak is arbitrary at every p, the factor a k 11 may be cho
sen freely in a smooth way along any integral curve. It is 
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readily shown that this freedom allows an arbitrary choice of 
parameter for the integral curves; consequently, (4.10) de
scribes a path element rather than a curve element. 

The projective structure determines only a family of 
connections on the manifold. By projection and substitution, 
the coframe (4.8) determines the two coframes 

a~In (ajd ~xj) 

and 

al I ((a i + ai Il~ w' + ai w'a· + aia w')d 1 xj) (4.11) o n J r JS S J J sq· 

The map from H 1*(Mp ) to H '*(Mq ) is then 

al x((8i + Il i W' + wia + !jia wS)d \~) (4.12) 
p J J' J J' q 

which depends on the parameters ai • Consider a 11 frame 
)6 yEB : (Mp), 

(4.13) 

Under parallel transport by (4.12) for any ai' the 11 frame 
becomes 

a!x((]I; -Iljkwky{ -wiajyf -ajwjy'\)d6Ij. (4.14) 

For autoparallel transport, Wi = A Y; and (4.14) becomes 

a~x((]I; -..1.nJkyil1-Uajr(~)d6I)· (4.15) 

It is clear that the autoparallel transport of projective 11 
frames (directions) is uniquely defined by the projective 
structure because the term (4.15) which depends on ai is 
proportional to]l; and consequently may be removed by a 
parameter, G : , transformation. 

The above discussion may be readily extended to 21 
frames and projective 21 frames (a set of all 21 frames for a 
given two-dimensional subspace of the tangent space). Let 
)&fEB ~(Mp), wherefR2_M such thatf(O) =p. Then 

)'of= a~x(f~d ~I~). (4.16) 

A projective 2' frame is an equivalence class of 2 I-frames 
under the action of the group G ~ of parameter transforma
tions. Now, choose any vector which belongs to the subspace 
of L : (Mp) corresponding to a given projective 2' frame, say 
Wi = AI f; + ..1.2 f~. Next, parallel transport (4.16) along Wi 

using (4.12). The result is 

a!x[{f~ -ll;kf~(..1.,f~ +..1.d~) 
- (..1.J; +..1.d~)ajf~ +aj(..1.J~ +..1.d~)f'}d~In· 

(4.17) 

Again, the terms which depend on the a j may be removed by 
a G i parameter transformation; consequently, a projective 
structure determines the parallel transport of projective 21 
frames. Also, the autoparallel transport of the initial direc
tion lies in the subspace determined by the new projective 21 
frame; therefore, the procedure may be iterated to define a 
parallel field of tangential projective 21 frames along a geode
sic. This procedure corresponds to the strip-forming con
struction discussed by Ehlers and Schild. IR It would prob
ably be useful to reformulate the rest of their results in the 
language of jets. 

The problem of determining the prolongations of the 
projective structure can be solved by the same procedure 
used in the affine case; however, the algebra is slightly more 
complicated. Consider an extension of the projective n2 co-
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frame (4.8), 

;P I [aid J xi + J..(ai lls + aia + ai a.)d J xjd J Xk o n J p 2! s Jk } k k J P P 

+~ir'~' d3~d3Xkd3X(]. (4.18) 3! s Jk( p p P 

Such a frame defines an equivalence class of n2 coframes at q 
near p containing 

a21 [(ai +aill'~ wr+aia.wr+aia wr)d 2xj 
On) S Jr r J j r q 

+ J..(ainS +aia +aia. +air s W()d2~d2Xk] (4.19) 2! s}k J k k} s}kf qq' 

This n2 coframe should define the same P ~ equivalence class 
at q as the n2 coframe 

aZI [ id 2 j+J..( ills + illS r o " aj qX 2! as jk a, jk.r W 

+a;ak +a~aj)d~xjd~xkJ. (4.20) 

The standard representative corresponding to the n2 co
frames given by (4.20) is 

2 2i 1 i i (2j2k aoln(dqx +7i(lljk +ITjk,rw)dqxdqx). (4.21) 

The reduction of (4.19) to standard form is somewhat more 
complicated. If the first-order coefficient is reduced to 8;, the 
second-order coefficient becomes 
II i + r i ( ITi Ilr ( i II r jk jkfW - r( jk W - war jk 

In i II i ( II i ( 2 ia a (4 22) - a(w jk - ak jfw - aj k(W - W j k' . 

The next step is to remove the trace from the expression 
(4.22). The resulting expression is equated with the coeffi
cient of the second-order part of (4.21) allowing for a term 
B ;k( with the same symmetries as in the affine case and also 
traceless, B;kf = 0. The compatibility condition so obtained 
is 

r i 1 (Oi r r + 8i r r ) jkl - -- j rki k rj! 
n+l 

= B ;k( + /l;k,i + IT ~(ll lk 
1. . 

- --(8; II ~k 1l~1 + 8~ n ;JI ~I ) 
n+l 

+ 8~aJIlk - -2-(8jarn~f + 8~arIT1() 
n+I 

+ aJI~f + akn~j + aill;k 

+ 28~aak - _2_(8;a fak + 8~a(aJ (4.23) 
J n + 1 

Take the totally symmetric part of this equation. The term 
B Jkf drops out and one obtains 

r i 2 (lO:irr lO:i rr + Birr jkl - uj rkf + Uk rfi f rjk) 
3(n + 1) 

I(ni n i +ni +ninr 
= ""3 jkJ + kf.j fi,k rj k( 

+ n~kI/~j + n~(n;d 
2 (Snr n s + 8i n r n s + 8inr ns ) 3(n + 1) j sk rf k sf rj (sj rk 

n - 3 (lO:i II r 8i TI r 8i n r ) + Ujar kl + kar~' (i + lar jk 
2(n + 1) 

+ aj/I~( + aJI» + afnjk 
2 (n - 1) . . . 

+ (8;akaf + okafa) + o~ajad. (4.24) 
3 (n + 1) 
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The trace of this equation gives 

1 (n - 1) rr _ ..lIT' _ 2 1 n r ITs 
3 (n + 1) rk( - 3 kf,r 3 (n + 1) sk rf 

(n - l)(n + 3) IT r + a k 
3(n + 1) r f 

+ 2 (n - l)(n + 2)a
k
a

f
. (4.25) 

3 (n + 1) 

Then (4.24) gives the final result 

r JU = f(n Jk.f + II ~i,j + n ~j,k) 

+ 2 (oJin kr'f r + o~ II ~J' r + O~n}rk r) 
3(n - 1) , . , 

+ J..(n~/I~f + Il~JI~j + n~(n;k) 
3 

2 ("illr lIS lO:i n r n s + "i n r n s ) u) sk rf + Uk .II rj U ( sj rk 
3(n - 1) 

+ ajn~( + akll~j + aJ1ik 

+ 0Jarn~( + o~aJI~) + 8~aJI;k 
+ 2(8 ;aka f + O~aiaj + o~aiak)' (4,26) 

Define II Jkf> to be the expression given by (4,26) for aj = 0, 
Then, the general n3-coframe belonging to the P~ structure 
may be expressed as the composition of 

a }I [aid}IJ +J..(aia +ai a.)d 3 [Jd J [k 
0" } 0 n 2!} k k} 0 nOn 

2 ( iii )d 3Ij d 3 [ k d 3 If] + - ajaka f + akafaj + a(ajak 0 nO" 0 n 
3! 

(4,27) 

and 

a3 [ (d 3 Xi + ..l/l i d 3 ~d 3 Xk 
o n P 2! ~ P p 

+ ..In id 3 ~d 3 xkd 3 Xi), (4.28) 
3! }kl P P P 

The 3 jet (4,27) is the typical element of the prolonged group 

P~, 

5. RIEMANN AND LORENTZ STRUCTURES 

The local Lorentz gauge invariant vierbein formulation 
of Einstein's general relativity theory is well known, It was 
first developed by Weyl 19 in 1929, Much later in 1950, he 
discussed the coupling of the vierbein fields to the spin densi
ty of matter fields and showed that an equivalent metric the
ory could be formulated,20 Thereafter, the theory was ana
lyzed further by Utiyama,zl Sciama22 and Kibble,23 The 
natural setting for this formulation of general relativity is the 
theory of an 0 \ ,n _ 1 structure on spacetime, In the following 
presentation, the bundles and formulas needed will be given 
for the case of a Lorentz structure; however, the correspond
ing bundles and formulas for the case of a Riemann structure 
may be obtained simply by substituting the group 0 ~ for the 
group 0 \," _ 1 ' Both the first-order 0 \,n . 1 structure and its 
prolongation to the second-order 0 ~.n . I structure are 
discussed. 

The restriction of the action of G ~ on H l*(M) to the 
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subgroup 0 :'n _ 1 may be used to construct the bundle of 
equivalence classes of 0 :,n _ I related n l coframes 

o :,n-l '\JP'*(M) 

= (OL-I '\H'*(M),1To L._,\H,·,M, 

o :,n _I '\Gn, JPI*(M). (5.1) 

An 0 :.n _ 1 structure on M is a (global) cross section of 
o :'0 _ I ,\JPl*(M). Such a cross section may be locally repre
sented by a family oflocal cross sections of JPI*(M). Any 
two such local cross sections h:U----+H 1*(U) and 
Ii: U----+H 1*( U) are related by a local 0 :'n _ I gauge transfor
mation defined by a cross section A :U----+U X 0 Ln _ 1 

h (p) = a~In [h j(pld ~xi], 
Ii (p) = A (p)oh (p) 

= a~In [A ~(p)h j(p)d ~xi], (5.2) 

where 

11ijA ~(p)A im(p) = 111m' (5.3) 

For both the Lorentz and Riemann cases, a suitable gauge
fixing condition is 

h j(p) = 0; i>i (5.4) 

For such a choice of gauge, the matrix [h j (p)] is upper 
triangular. 

The local cross sections h are usually called n-bein 
fields. The Lorentz metric tensor defined by the 0 Ln _ 1 

structure is locally given by 

g = 11iih ~h j(dXk ® dXf. (5.5) 

Since these local metric tensor fields are 0 Ln _ , gauge inde
pendent, they can be patched together to define a global met
ric tensor field. 

Now, consider the problem of prolonging an 0 :.n _, 
structure to an 0 i.n- 1 structure. At pEM, a general element 
of the equivalent class of frames defined by the 0 L _ t struc
ture is 

(5.6) 

A general n1 coframe having the same first-order part and 
belonging to some 0 ~.n _ I structure is 

a2I (A ihTd2x'- 1 .. ihTrs d1x'-d2 k) o n /1 r j p + -/1 r s jk p pX. 
21 

(5.7) 

Note that factoring out h ; in the second-order part is a mere 
convenience. If qEM is near pEM and Wi = xii q) _ xii pi, 
then (5.7) defines at q an equivalence class of n I coframes 
containing the element 

(5.8) 

However, the 0 :.n _ I structure or Lorentz structure already 
determines at q an equivalence class of n t coframes which 
contains the standard element [some gauge fixing condition 
such as (5.4) is assumed] 

a~In ((h; + h j,rwl)d !xi). (5.9) 

The condition that the 0 i.n _ I structure is compatible with 
the 0 :.n _ I structure is that the two equivalence classes of 
o :.n _ I related n I coframes determined by (5.8) and (5.9) are 
the same. In order to make the desired comparison, it is 
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necessary to transform the n1coframe to standard form. 
Now, the matrix 

hi + h ir~ wf (5.10) J T Jf 

differs only infinitesimally from standard form. Hence, for 
some infinitesimal Lorentz transformation, say 

11ir)" if = )"ijf = -)"jif 

the matrix 

(5.11) 

Ai(hs+hsrrwf\=hi+hir~wf+hr)"i Wi (5.12) 
S J ,. J{' } r)( ) r( 

is in standard form. If the particular gauge-fixing condition 
(5.4) is used, then 

h ~rj( + h i)" ~I = 0; i>j. (5.13) 

Since h j = 0 unlessj>r, Eqs. (5.13) contain)" ~f for i> rand 
may be solved successively for)" fAi >}) in terms of h f and 
r j,. The values for i <} follow from the skew symmetry of 
)"ijf in i and}. Although Eq. (5.13) are easy to solve, it is 
somewhat tedious to write the solution out explicitly. Fortu
nately, in this case, it is not necessary to do so; nevertheless, 
the expression (5.12) should be regarded as a function of 
h f' r jo and Wf. If this expression is equated with the matrix 
of the standard form (5.9), one obtains the condition 

h f.r = h ~rif + h j)" ~(' (5.14) 

Since r 5f = r ~, the skew part of (5.14) gives 

hf,f-h~,j=hj),,~f-h~),,~j' (5,15) 

Define 
f , s h - Ir 

AUk = 11is/l. jr k' (5.16) 

The (5,15) may be rewritten as 

11if(h~,s -h~T)h -lih -I); =,i,jk -Aikj . (5.17) 

Cyclic permutation of the indices and use of the skew sym
metry (5.11) yields the solution given by De Wite4

; namely, 

.,i' (hf hf)h-1rh- I' 
LA.ijk = 11i( r,S - S,T j k 

+ 11jf(h ;'S - h ~T)h - Irk h - I';. 

-11kf(h;', -h;r)h -Irih -I'j. (5.18) 

This result may then be used in (5.14) to give the usual result 
for r 5k which may be written as 

r i - h - Ii h r TSh - Ii f h ah b (5.19) jk - r j.k - 11 r/l..,ab j k' 

Although the standard gauge defined by (5.4) was assumed 
in order to make the discussion more concrete, the result 
(5.18) is gauge-independent provided that the quantities A 5f 
transfrom in the manner appropriate to an O( 1,3) gauge con
nection under a local gauge transformation. 

It is useful to discuss an alternate approach to the Lo
rentz structure of spacetime. Consider the bundle of 11 
cospeeds 

Yi ·(M) = (L ~ *(M), 1TLi" M, L ~,I' JPl*(M).(5.20) 

If fM-R such that f(p) = 0, thenj; fEI. i *(Mp) and 

'2,-a2I(/,d 2 i l/,d1 id1 ) JpJ - 0 I pX + - ij pX px'. 
2! 

(5.21) 
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If only those functions f are considered which are singular 
but Morse with signature 2 - n at p, then a subbundle 
,Y~ *(M) of -Z"'~ *(M) is obtained consisting of elements of 
the form 

(5.22) 

where the matrix (gij ) assumes in some coordinate system the 
standard Minkowski form. Clearly, a Lorentz structure may 
also be defined on Mby a global cross section of the ,Y2*(M) 
as is evident from a comparison of(5.5) and (5.22). 

The principal bundle associated with ,Y2*(M) is 
JYI*(M) rather than jy2*(M); consequently, if(5.22) is par
allel transported using (3.23), only the first-order part will 
have any effect. The element (5.22) is mapped into 

a~f [ ~! (gij + grjr ;IW
f + girr i>wf)d !xid ~xl (5.23) 

If the Lorentz structure defined by the cross section of 
,Y~ *(M) is horizontal under the connection induced by the 
second-order structure, the element (5.23) must equal the 
element 

a2 [1 f 2 i 2 j] 
of 2! (gij + gij,f W )d qX d qX . (5.24) 

Hence 

(5.25) 

This relation may also be derived using (5.5) and (5.14). The 
well-known solution is 

r i_I ir( g + _ ) jk - 2 g rj,k grk,j gjk,r' (5.26) 

where g ij is the inverse of gij' 
The compatibility conditions (5.14) and (5.25) are not 

the most general possible. Just as in the affine and projective 
cases, allowance should be made for a possible term B Jk with 
B}k = - B ~j' Thus (5.14) becomes 

h J,r + h ~B if = h ~r jf + h iA ~f> 

and (5.25) becomes 

(5.27) 

gij,k +girBik +grjB;k =girrjk +grjr;k' (5.28) 

This equation leads to the formula given by Schrodinger. 25 

r}k = Wr(grJ,k + grk.j - gjk,r) 

+ gjsg'rB ~k + gksgirB ~j' (5.29) 

Finally, since the affine connection induced by the 
o ~,n _ I structure is completely defined, further prolonga
tions are determined by the formulas that apply in the affine 
case. Also under infinitesimal parallel transport, the connec
tion induces infinitesimal 0 Ln _ I transformations. 

6. THE CONFORMAL STRUCTURE 

The analysis of a first-order conformal or C Ln _ I struc
ture on M and of its prolongation to a second-order confor
mal or C ~.n _ I structure on M is similar to the corresponding 
analysis of the Lorentz structure. The further prolongation 
of the C ~.n _ I structure to a C tn _ I structure may be de
rived by an analysis entirely analogous to that given for the 
corresponding prolongation in the affine and projective 
cases; however, the algebra required is rather tedious al-
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though in principle straight forward. Thus, the explicit solu
tion for the C i,n _ I structure will not be given although the 
problem will be set up and a solution shown to exist. 

A first-order conformal or C Ln _ I structure on M is a 
reduction of the structure group G ~ of the bundle of n I co
frames JYI*(M) to the subgroup C Ln _ I; that is, a C :,n _ I 
structure is defined by a cross section of the bundle of equiv
alence classes of C Ln _ I related n I coframes 

CLn_1 \JYI*(M) 

= (C:' n _ I \H
1
*(M),1Tc :'" "H,.,M, 

CLn_I\G!,JY1*(M). (6.1) 

Such a cross section is locally represented by a family oflocal 
cross sections of JYI*(M). Any two local cross sections 
h:U_H 1*(U)andll:U_H 1*(U)arerelatedbyalocaIC Ln _ I 
gauge transformation defined by a cross section 
c:U_U xC:'n _ l . Thus 

h (p) = a~fn (h J(P)d ~xJ), 
II (p) = c( p)oh (p) = a~fn (c~( p)h i( p)d ~xi), (6.2) 

where 

cJ(p) = eAiPiA J(p), 
(6.3) 

As for the Riemann and Lorentz cases, many gauge-fixing 
conditions are possible. One possible choice is 

h; = 0; i>j 
(6.4) 

h g = 1. 

The metric tensor fields g and g defined by h and II by 
(5.5) are related by 

g(p) = e2A I Pig(p). (6.5) 

To prolong the C Ln _ I structure to a C ~.n _ I structure 
consider a general n2 coframe belonging to a C :,n _ I equiv
alence class of n 2 coframes and having a first-order part be
longing to the C :.n _ I structure; namely 

a2 f ( i h rd 2 _i + 1 i h rr s d 2 -id 2 k) o n C r j pX ~r s jk P'''; pX • (6.6) 

This n2-coframe atp defines a n l coframe at a neighboring 
point q; namely, 

(6.7) 

where Wi = X i( q) - X i( pl. However, the C :.n _ I structure 
already determines at q an equivalence class of n I coframes 
at q determined by the standard n I-coframe 

a~fn ((h ; + h J.rwl)d !xi). (6.8) 

For compatibility, the equivalence classes of n I coframes de
fined by (6.7) and (6.8) must be the same. To reduce the n l 

coframe to standard form, one must determine the infinites
imal conformal transformation 

(6.9) 
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such that the matrix 

Ci (h ~ + h 'r s Wi) = h i + h i r' Wi + h 'A i WI + A wl8i 
'J s Jr J 'JI J ,r I J 

satisfies the conditions (6.4); that is, 

h i r ~ + h 'A i = O· i >J' r)f J r( ) 

h ~r~1 + ,1.1'= o. 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

Note that h ~A ~r = 0 since h ~ = 0 unless r = 0 and A,"jf is 
skew in i andj. The discussion given for the Lorentz case 
applies equally to Eqs. (6.11). The solutions for A Jr and AI 
are substituted into (6.10) which is then in standard form. 
Equating the matrix of (6.8) with the matrix (6.10) gives the 
compatibility condition 

h;,1 = h ~ril + h iA ~I + Arh;. (6.12) 

As for the Lorentz case, the possibility of a torsion term is for 
simplicity not considered. 

The algebraic difficulties are considerably reduced if 
the problem is reformulated in terms of metric tensor fields. 
For this purpose, it is necessary to introduce the bundles 
G i \ 2'i *(M) and G i \ -Yi *(M) of equivalence classes of 
elements of 2'i*(M) and -Yi *(M) under the action of the 
parameter group G i. If ,u:R-+R is a diffeomorphism with 
,u(0) = 0, thenj~,uEG i and 

(6.13) 

where,u I and,u2 are the first and second derivatives of,u at 
OeR. Also, ifj;feL i *(Mp) is given by (5.21) andj=,u0J, the 
action of G i is given by 

j;j=j6,u0/J, (6.14) 

In component form, this action is given by 

j; =,ul/;' 
jij =,ul/;j +,u2/;1;· (6.15) 

For elements of the subbundle -Yi *(M) given by (5.22), this 
action simplifies to 

gij=,ulgij' (6.16) 

A C : n _ I structure on M may also be defined by a (glo
bal) cross ~ection of G i \ -Yi *(M) which may be represent
ed by local cross sections of Yi *(M), any two of which are 
related by a gauge transformation (6.16). Numerous gauge
fixing conditions are possible. A simple choice [which is not 
consistent with (6.4)] is 

goo = 1. (6.17) 

Again, under the parallel transport induced by the pro
longed structure, the standard representative (5.22) is trans
formed into (5.23). For some infinitesimal gauge transforma
tion (.iLl = lAIWI) the element (5.23) is transformed into 
standard form 

gij +g'jr;rWI +g,rrirwl + 2gijArwr. (6.18) 

If the gauge-fixing condition (6.17) is used, then 

AI = - gOrr~/' (6.19) 

Define the conformal connection coefficients K;k by 
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r i K i + 1 (r;:ir + r;:i r i'r ) jk = jk - Vj k Vk j - gjkg r' 
n 

K;k = 0, r k = r:k • 

(6.20) 

Substitute (6.20) into (6.18). The terms involving r k cancel. 
Thus the matrix of the standard metric representative at q is 

gij +grjK;rwr +girKirwl - 2gijgo,K~rwr, (6.21) 

which must equal the matrix of the standard element (5.24); 
consequently, 

gij,k =g,jK;k +girKik - 2gijgo,K~k' 

Then 

gijgij,k = - 2ngorK ~k 

and 

g Kr + K' 1 rs 
i, jk g'j ik = gij,k - -gijg grs.k· 

n 

This equation may be solved to give 

K;k = !i'(g'j,k + g,k.j - gjk,,) 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

(6.24) 

I (8i 's + 8i rs i' 's ) -"2,; j g g,s,k k g g,s,j - gjk g g g,s,,' 

(6.25) 

Although a particular gauge was used for the computation, 
the result (6.25) is in fact gauge independent. Note that the 
trace r k of r;k is completely undetermined. If these results 
are now substituted into (6.6), it is readily shown that the 
typical n2 coframe belonging to the prolonged structure may 
be expressed as the composition of 

(6.26) 

and 

(6.27) 

where 

r k = c,h;;. (6.28) 

The 2 jet (6.26) is a general element ofthe prolonged group 
C i.n _ I' The general n2 coframe belonging to the C i.n _ I 
structure is 

a~In[ajd;xi+~~(Kik +8iak +8;;aj 

- gjkgrsa,)d ;xid ;Xk ], 
where 

a; = c~h i 

(6.29) 

(6.30) 

The prolongation of the C i.n _ 1 structure to a C ~.n _ I 
structure follows the same pattern. Consider the most gener
al n3 coframe which projects to the n 2 coframe (6.29). 

(6.31) 
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The n2-coframe atq determined by (6.31) by the substitution 
process is 

{foIn [a~(b; + Kisws + 6;asw 
, ,." )d 2 ' + w aj - is atgj,w qxl 

+ -1z~(Kjk + bjak + b'k aj 
2. 

- gjkg'tat + r jks w)d ~xid ~Xk ]. (6.32) 

The next task is to bring the first-order part of (6.32) to a 
form satisfying the standard gauge conditions (6.4). The 
problem is essentially the same as that discussed above fol
lowing (6.9) in connection with the prolongation from a 
C :.n _ 1 structure to a C i,n _ 1 structure; that is, the form of 
the linear equations for the parameters of the infinitessimal 
C Ln _ I transformation is the same. However, the number of 
terms involved is even greater than it was before. Moreover, 
it does not seem possible to artfully dodge the problem as 
before because it is necessary to know the additional terms 
that will appear in the second-order part of (6.32) when the 
first-order part is brought to standard form. Once the first
order part is in standard form, it is easy to bring the second
order part to standard form by applying (6.26) with 
cj = bjand cj chosen so that the coefficient of h ~ in the sec
ond-order term will have zero trace. 

The standard n2 coframe at q obtained by the above 
procedure must agree with the appropriate n2 coframe at q 
determined by the C ~.n _ 1 structure. The n2 coframe corre
sponding to (6,27) evaluated at q is 

aUn [(h j + h J.sw)d;xi 

+ ;!h ~(Kjk + Kjk.sWs 

+ h - I, h a Kb wS )d 2xid 2x k 1 a b.s Jk qq' (6.33) 

However, the coefficient of h ~ = h ~(P) in (6.33) does not 
have zero trace, This trace must be removed before the com
parison with the standard form of (6.32) described above is 
made. 

The first-order terms must necessarily agree because 
the K}k were defined by that condition at the previous stage, 
The demand that the second-order terms agree up to a term 
of the form h ~B jk,W" where B jks is traceless and has the 
same symmetries as in the affine and projective cases, gives 
an equation for the r Jkl which may be solved in a manner 
similar to that used in the projective case. The solution gives 
r JU in terms of h j, K jk' and aj • The general n3 coframe be
longing to the C i.n _ 1 structure may be obtained by substi
tuting this solution into (6.31) which may in turn be factored 
into a C L. _ I gauge group element and the standard n3 co
frame for the C ~.n _ J structure. 

7. THE WEYL STRUCTURE 

A W ey I structure on M is a reduction of the structure 
group G ~ of ~*(M) to the Weyl subgroup Wi,n _ I (see 
Appendix C). Since W~.n _ 1 is a Lie subgroup of C ~,n _ 1 the 
reduction may be accomplished by first defining a C: n _ I 

structure and prolonging this structure to a C tn _ I struc
ture and then reducing this structure to a Wi,n _ 1 structure. 
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The general element of an equivalence class belonging to a 
C i,n _ I structure is given by (6,6) together with (6.20) and 
(6.25). The result is 

CPoIn [C~h jd ~xl + ~~h ;(K Jk 

+ ~b;rk + bkIj - gjkg'trt)d ;xid ;Xk ]. (7,1) 

whererk = c,h 'k. Clearly, the reduction to wi n -1 isdeter
mined locally by specifying the rk (or ck ) as f~nctions of 
pEUCM, The connection determined by the rjk given by 
(6.20) is then fully specified; consequently, the formulas for 
the higher-order prolongations of an affine structure may be 
used to determine the higher-order prolongations of a Weyl 
structure. The Weyl connection induces infinitesimal con
formal transformations under infinitesimal parallel 
transport. 

8. THE CONFORMAL-PROJECTIVE COMPATIBILITY 
CONDITION 

In this section, the algebraic condition that expresses 
the compatibility between a conformal or C Ln _ 1 structure 
and a projective or P ~ structure is derived using the analysis 
of Sees. 4 and 6, The result was originally derived by Ehlers, 
et al. I, from constructive axioms for general relativity the
ory. The derivation given here is not a replacement for their 
argument, but is rather a supplement which clarifies the geo
metric interpretation of the condition as the necessary and 
sufficient condition that a C i,n _ 1 structure and a P ~ struc
ture are compatible and uniquely define a Weyl or W~.n _ I 

structure. 26 

A general element belonging to an equivalence class of 
P ~ related n 2 coframes defined by a projective structure is 
given by (4.8) 

a2I [ id2 j + 1 i(Jlr + f::i ) + f::i ]d 2x"d 2 
k (8,1) o n aj pX ~r jk ujak Ukaj p pX. 

A general element belonging to an equivalence class of 
C L _ 1 related n2 coframes is given by (7.1) 

a2I [ihrd2 J+ 1 ihr(K5 o n C r j pX ~r s )k 

+ ~(b;Tk + Dtrj - gjkg<G ra ))d ;xjd ;Xk l (8.2) 

The two structures are compatible iff the equivalent classes 
defined by (8.1) and (8.2) have a non empty intersection, Con
sideration of the first-order parts shows that a projective co
frame is a conformal coframe only if 

aj = c~h;. 

Comparison of the second-order parts then yields the 
relation 

JlJk + Dja k +b"aj 

=Kjk +~(Djrk +likTj -gjktTr)' 
n 

Define 
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Then take the trace of (8.4) to obtain 

(n + l)a k = r k • 

Then 

Ail (r;:ir r;:i r ) 1 irr 
.u jk = Uj k + Uk j - - gjk g r 

n(n + 1) n 

and 

grSA i = (n - l)(n + 2) iT 
.u rs - g r 

n(n + 1) 

or 

n(n + 1) rsLl t 

(n _ l)(n + 2) gktg rs' 

(8.6) 

(8.7) 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 

Substitution of(8.9) into (8.7) yields a system oflinear equa
tions for Ll lk which are satisfied iff the projective and confor
mal structures are compatible; moreover, if they are com
patible, r k given by (8.9) and hencer1k are well defined and 
the conformal and projective structures define a unique 
Weyl structure. 

APPENDIX A: OF GERMS AND JETS 

Let M and Nbe C 00 differentiable manifolds. Denote by 
C 00 (M,N ) the set of C 00 differentiable mapsfM---..N. Any 
two mapsfl'/2EC OO(M,N) are said to be germ equivalent at 
pEM iff there exists an open neighborhood U ofp on whichfl 
andf2 agree. Thegermipfofa mapfEC OO(M,N) is the equiv
alence class to whichfbelongs. The set of such equivalence 
classes will be denoted by J (Mp ,N). In certain applications, 
maps defined only on some open submanifold U of Mare 
considered. The set of germs of such maps is then denoted by 
J (Up ,N). The map i p :C "'(M,N )---..J (Mp ,N) is the canonical 
projection. 

Any two mapsfl '/2EC 00 (M,N) are said to be k-jet equiv
alent iff they agree at p 

(AI) 

and for any charts (U,x)p and (V,Y)q wherepEUand qEV, the 
mapsyO fl oX- 1 andyo f20X-1 have the same partial deriva
tives of all types at x(P) up to and including order k. That this 
equivalence relation is independent of the choice of coordi
nate charts follows by applying the chain rule to the relation 

yofox- I = (yoy-I)O(yofox-l)O(xoX-I). (A2) 

The k jeti~ f of a mapfEC 00 (M,N) is the equivalence class to 
whichfbelongs. The set of k jets with source pEM and target 
qEN is denoted by Jk(Mp,Nq ), and the corresponding sets 
with unrestricted source, target, or both are denoted by 
J k (M,Nq), J k (Mp ,N), and J k (M,N), respectively. Again, 
for some applications it may be convenient to consider the 
set of maps Coo (U, V) where U and Vare open submanifolds 
of M and N. Then the corresponding sets of k jets are denoted 
by J k ( Up' Vq ) and so forth. The map 
i~:C 00 (M,N )---..J k (Mp ,N) is the canonical projection. Since 
i P /;J one may also use i; to denote the projection 
i; : J (Mp ,N )---.. J k (Mp ,N ) and write 

'k(' f) 'kf Jp Jp =Jp ' (A3) 

If M, Land N are C'" manifolds, then the composition 
map o:COO(L,N)X COO(M,L )-C "'(M,N) defined by 
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go f(p) = g(l(p)) induces a number of compositions be
tween germs and jets; namely, 

i p ( gof) = ill p) gOip f 

i;(gof) =ij,P) g%f 

= ill p)goi; f 

= i;(p,goi~f (A4) 

An algebraic structure on the manifold N will in general 
induce an algebraic structure on J (Mp ,N) and J k(Mp ,N); for 
example, these sets inherit algebra structures if N is IR. De
fine 'fIi~J,i~fl,i~J;EJk(Mp,H) and 'fIA I ,A2EH 

Ali;fl +A2i;J; =i~(AJI +A2i2)' 
i; fl i; f2 = i; (II f2)' (AS) 

where the functions A I fl + A2f2 andfl f2 are defined by 
pointwise scalar multiplication, addition, and multiplica
tion. The definitions of the algebra operations for J (Mp ,H) 
are similar. Also, if N is a vector space, then so are J (Mp ,N) 
and J k(Mp N), and if N is finite dimensional, then so is 
Jk(Mp,N). 

Any elementi; fEJ k (Mp ,Nq ) may be invariantly repre
sented with respect to any coordinate charts (U,x)p and 
(V,Y)q' Denote by x(P) the constant map on U which maps 
every point of U into x(P), and set xp = x - x( pl. Similarly, 
define the map Yq = Y - y(q). Then 

i~ f = i~( Yq- 10 Yq 0 fOxp- 10Xp) 

=i~y;IOi~(Foxp), (A6) 

whereF=yqOfoxp- I. NotethatF(O) = O. Since FOxp maybe 
expanded in powers of the functions x~ on U and since i; 
projects products of the functions x~ with more than k fac
tors onto the zero equivalence class, the k jet (A6) may be 
expanded in the form 

J; f = J~ Yq- I( F i , i;x~ 

IF ·k i ·k i,) + ... + k! i, ... i,JpXp' .. .Jpxp, (A7) 

where the coefficients Fi, .. i, are the partial derivatives of the 
function Fat O. The transformation law for these coefficients 
may readily be determined with the aid of the formulas 

i;xp = i;(xp O!p- loj.p) = i~Xp 0 J;_xP' _ 
·k -I 'k( -I -I).k -I ·k Y JoYq =Jo Yq oyqoYq =JoYq °Jo q' (A8) 

whereXp =xp,xp- I and Yq =Yqoyq- I. 

Both simplicity and flexibility are greatly enhanced by 
the following notational convention. Define 

d k ·k 
pX=JpxP' 

ak ·k - I pX =Joxp . 

Then 

d k ak 'k1 pXo pX =Jo n' 

ak dk .k1 pXo pX =Jp M' 

The expansion (A 7) may be written 

J'k f = aky(F d k Xi, 
P P II P 

(A9) 

(AlO) 

(All) 

For a change of variables (A8), the following formulas are 
useful. 
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dkxoakx =J'kX p pOp' 
d kXOakX =J'k X p pOp' (AI2) 

For mappings from or into lR ", the standard chart 
(lR n,In) is used. Thus for a curve y:lR-+M such that y(O) = p, 

·k ak ( d k1 I (d k )2 Jo Y = pX YI 0 + -Yz 0 1 
2! 

where 

+ ... + J..-ydd;I)k), 
k! 

. d"· I y" = d~(x~ or) 
t t ~ 0 

a = 1,2, ... ,k. 

(A13) 

(AI4) 

Note that the argument of a~x in (A 13) is an element oflRn; so 
that each Ya is an n-tuple. A similar remark applies to the 
argument of a~y in (All). 

Finally, note that a~x and d ~x denote k jets at a given 
point, and that a kX and d kX denote k jet fields. 

APPENDIX B: NOTATION FOR JET BUNDLES 

It is useful to have special notations for particular sets of 
jets and for particular jet bundle structures. A principal bun
dle structure will be denoted by 

9(M) = (P(M),1T p ,M,G), (BI) 

where P (M) is the total space, 1T p is the projection map, Mis 
the base space, and G is the structure group of the bundle. A 
bundle structure associated with a given principal bundle 
structure will be denoted by 

/f(M) = (E(M), 1TE ,M,F,::l'(M) , (B2) 

where E (M) is the total space and F is the typical fiber. 
Set 

L ~." = J k (lR:;',lR~), 
A ~.n = J k (lR:;' ,lRn) 

= lR" EIlL ~,n' 

(B3) 

Note that A ~,,, may be regarded as the nth power of the 
algebra A ~.I . Denote by G ~,,, the subset of L ~,,, consisting 
of jets of maximal rank. For the case m = n, set G ~ = G ~,,, . 
The elements of G ~ are jets of local diffeomorphisms and 
form a Lie group under jet composition. The group G ~ is 
customarily denoted by GL(n). 

Set 
Let M be an n-dimensional C oc manifold and let pEAl. 

L ~n(Mp) = Jk(lR:;"Mp), 
L ~ *(Mp) = Jk(Mp,lR;;'), 
A ~(Mp) = Jk(Mp,lRW). 

(B4) 

The submanifolds of L ~ (Mp ), the m k speeds, and L ~ *(Mp ), 
the m k cospeeds, which consist of jets of maximal rank are 
the m k frames, H: (Mp), and the m k coframes, H: *(Mp). 
Normally, m <n, and for m = n, one writes simplyH k(Mp) 
and H k*(Mp ) for the sets of n k frames and n k coframes, 
respectively. 

The sets obtained by taking the union of the above sets 
for all pEAl are denoted by L : (M), A ~ (M), H ~ (M ), and so 
forth. For an open subset U eM, the sets obtained by taking 
the union only for PEU, the portions over U, are denoted by 
L : (U), A ~ (U), H ~ (U), and so forth. For a given coordi-
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nate chart (U ,x)p for M, the locally trivializing maps may be 
used to give the sets L : (M), A ~ (M ), H ~ (M), and so forth 
their usual topological and differentiable structures; for ex
ample, for L 7(M), the map tPu:L 7 (U)-+L 7,,, is defined by 

.1. ('k) d k ·k 
'i'U JoY = pXOJoY, (BS) 

wherej~y is given by (AI3) and 

d k O'k ak 1 ( d kI I (d k k pX JoY = 0 "YI 0 + ... + -Yk oJ))· 
k! 

(B6) 

Then 1TL~ XtPu:L 7(u)-+U XL ~,,, is bijective and may be 
used together with all other such maps corresponding to the 
charts of an altas for M to pull back the topological and 
differentiable structures of the spaces U X L ~ " . 

The principal bundle structure for n k fra~es is denoted 
by 

(B7) 

with a similar notation for the principal bundle of n k co
frames ,;Y k*(M). There are many associated bundle struc
tures that could be written down; for example, 

,Y~(M) = (L ~(M),1TL~,'M,L ~,n"rk(M). (B8) 

There is a natural isomorphism between Y: (M) and 
the tangent bundle ,(T(M) and between .W'I (M ) and the prin
cipal bundle of linear frames Y (M). 

APPENDIX C: NOTATION FOR GROUPS 

Let a:lR"-+lR" be a diffeomorphism such that a (0) = O. 
The group G ~ is the set of k jetsj~a together with the group 
product defined by k-jet composition 

j~c = j~aoj~b. (CI) 

For the case k = 3, an element of G ~ may be written 

J'3 a = a3 I (aid 3 I j + ~i d 3 I j d 3 I k 
o 0 " J 0" 2! Jk 0 " 0 n 

lid 3Ij d 3 I k d 3 I ( ) + -Ojk( 0 nO" 0 n 
3! 

and the product (CI) is given explicitly by the formulas 

i ib r cj = ar j' 

t i b rb S + ib r cjk = a rs j k a r jk' 
Clk ! =a~stb}b~b~ +a~s(b}kb> 

(C2) 

+ b ~(b; + b ~jb~) + a~b }k(' (C3) 

The subgroup of G ~ which consists of elements of the 
form 

(C4) 

will be called the affine group (of order k ) and will be denoted 
by r ~. Let 1]'j be the flat metric tensor with signature 
s = p - q, where n = p + q. Then 0 ;,q is the subgroup of 
r ~ consisiting of those elements (C4) of r ~ for which 

1],ja~ai( = 1]k(' (CS) 

The orthogonal subgroup e'~ of r~ is the group ff;,q for 
p = nand q = O. The Lorentz subgroup is 0 ~,,, _ I . The Weyl 
subgroup W~.q of r~ consists of those elements (C4) of r~ 
which have the form 
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aj = elJb j, (C6) 

where bER and b j satisfies (CS). 
Let (s a)ER" + 1 and consider the invertible linear 

transformations 

Set 

i = 1,2, ... n. 

The transformations (C7) induce the projective 
transforma tions 

where 

(C7) 

(CS) 

(C9) 

A 7+ 1 

ai=-~' 
"+1 

. Aj 
a' =--.(ClO) 

J A"+I 
"+1 

The projective transformations which preserve the origin 
(Xi = 0) have the form 

-i aJx
j 

x = ----'---
1- akxk (CII) 

The subgroup P ~ of G ~ consists of the group of k jets of 
transformations of the form (CII). In particular, an element 
of P ~ has the form 

J 2J ( id 2Jj + I ( i i )d2Jjd2Jk) o "aj 0" - ajak + akaj 0 " 0 ". 2! 
(CI2) 

In a slightly more complicated but similar manner, the 
conformal group in R" may be obtained by projecting inver
tible linear transformations from a higher dimensional 
space. This group consists of transformations of the form 

(C13) 

where the aj are given by (C6). The subgroup C k of G k 
P.q " 

consists of k jets of transformations of the form (CU). In 
particular, an element of C 2 has the form 

P.q 

(CI4) 

The following isomorphisms obtain among the groups 
introduced above: 

2611 

G~=p!=r~~r~, 

O~.q ~O;.q, 

C;.q ~C;.q' k>2 

k>2. 
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(CI5) 

In spite of these isomorphisms, it is useful to preserve the 
distinctions because they permit precise and ready reference 
to a G structure of a given order in the theory of prolonga
tions of G structures. 
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~ general. notion of dual-mass, the gravitational analog of the magnetic monopole, is formulated 
In s~ace-times that are asymptotically empty and flat at null infinity and in which the Bondi news 
vamshe~. Dual-mass. is spe~ified by a real valued linear function on the asymptotic infinitesimal 
translatio~ symmetnes which, furthermore, depends on the asymptotic dual Weyl curvature 
tenso.r. It ~s show~ that space-times with nonzero dual-mass are characterized by a null boundary 
(null Infimty) havIng the structure of a principal S! fiber bundle over S 2 such that the dual-mass is 
proportional to the number of twists, n, in the bundle. Thus the topology of null infinity is that of a 
lens space L (n, 1) .. A c?nsequence of the existence of dual-mass is that the space-time is acausal. 
The. NUT space-time IS shown to be an example exhibiting these features, with a null infinity 
haVIng the three-sphere topology. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Cv, 02.40. + m 

I. INTRODUCTION 

General relativity shares with gauge theories some for
mal similarities which one might hope to exploit in quantum 
gravity. A feature of certain gauge theories is that they admit 
classical solutions which are interpreted as representing 
magnetic monopoles and whose existence has interesting im
plications at the quantum level.! One might ask if Einstein's 
equations similiarly admit solutions that can be said to pos
sess "magnetic" or "dual" mass in analogy with magnetic 
monopoles. 

Several authors2 have suggested that the NUT space
time,3 a stationary solution of the vacuum Einstein equa
tions, may be regarded as a gravitational "dyon" on account 
of the fact that the NUT metric is characterized by two pa
rameters: one which can be interpreted as the mass and an
other (called the NUT parameter) which displays properties 
reminiscent of the magnetic monopole moment. However, 
the precise sense in which the NUT parameter is to be re
garded as dual mass has remained obscure. 

We shall here introduce a general characterization of 
dual mass in general relativity in a framework that closely 
parallels the description of mass of isolated gravitating sys
tems. Recall that isolated systems in general relativity are 
represented by space-times which possess an asymptotic re
gion similar to that of Minkowski space-time at (suitably 
defined) large spacelike or null separations from the sources. 
In each of these asymptotic regimes (called spatial infinity 
and null infinity) physical attributes such as mass and angu
lar momentum associated with the gravitational field can be 
recovered from its asymptotic properties. 

An elegant and useful technique is available for the 
treatment of the asymptotic structure of space-times.4 Con
sider the description of null infinity for example. Briefly, null 
infinity is represented by a three-dimensional null manifold, 
.f!, with a degenerate metric and having topology S 2 X R 
(with R being the null generators). Fields on space-time hav-

alFellow of Center for Theoretical Physics, University of Maryland. 

ing the "correct" asymptotic properties are registered as ten
sor fields on f. Further, there exists an asymptotic symme
try group, called the BMS6 group, acting on f. The 
asymptotic symmetries give rise to integrals similar to the 
conserved integrals arising from symmetries of flat space
time. For example, a real valued linear function on the as
ymptotic translations, expressed as an integral over a cross 
section of f and involving the asymptotic Weyl tensor, 
yields the (Bondi) mass evaluated at the instant of "time" 
represented by the cross section. 

In this framework, an expression similar to that for the 
Bondi mass but involving the asymptotic dual Weyl tensor 
presents itself as a natural candidate for dual mass. This 
quantity, which we shall henceforth call dual-mass, differs 
from the Bondi mass in two important respects. First, the 
expression for dual-mass is well defined if and only if the 
Bondi news (which measures the gravitational radiation 
flux) vanishes. Second, for f with topology S 2 X R, e.g., in 
asymptotically Minkowskian space-times, the dual-mass 
vanishes identically. This suggests that the usual definition 
of asymptotic flatness at null infinity (which requires f to 
have S 2 X R topology) must be suitably generalized to incor
porate the notion of dual-mass. 

We investigate the possibility of obtaining a nonzero 
value for the dual-mass, No, by considering alternative topo
logies for f, requiring only that f be a line bundle over S 2. 

We find that this is possible if and only if f is an S I bundle 
over S2. Furthermore, No is proportional to the number of 
twists, n, in the bundle. The topology of f is that of a lens 
space L (n, 1) which is obtained by making certain identifica
tions on the S I (Hopi) fibers on S 3.7 Since the null generators 
of f in this case are closed, a simple consequence of the 
existence of dual-mass (No#O) is that the space-time (with 
zero news) is not stably causal. H Moreover, this acausality 
cannot be removed by going to a covering space since the 
covering of L (n, 1) is S 3. 

Throughout this paper the expression for dual-mass has 
been restricted to the asymptotic translations and we shall 
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often refer to it as dual-Bondi-mass to emphasize this fact. It 
will be useful to generalize the definition of dual-mass as a 
real valued linear function on the infinitesimal asymptotic 
symmetries known as supertranslations, which form an infi
nite dimensional abelian subalgebra of the BMS Lie algebra 
and which contains the translations as a four-dimensional 
ideal. One can trivially extend the expression for duaI
Bondi-mass to the infinitesimal supertranslations to obtain 
such a generalization. Unfortunately, this extension seems to 
be unreasonable because it can give an infinite number of 
conserved quantities, the supertranslation-dual-masses, 
when the news vanishes and .f has topology S 2 X R, i.e., 
even when dual-Bondi-mass vanishes. It turns out that a rea
sonable generalization is available which, furthermore, de
scribes dual-mass even in the presence of Bondi news. But it 
leads to a somewhat different structure on .f than the one 
considered here and will be discussed in a later paper. 

While the existence of the quantity we call dual-mass is 
unquestionably an immanent feature of general relativity, 
one would like to have some evidence in favor of its interpre
tation as dual-mass and develop a physical intuition for it. 
There are essentially two pieces of evidence. First, when the 
Bondi news vanishes, the expressions for mass and dual
mass differ only in that one involves the asymptotic Weyl 
tensor and the other its dual. Thus the "duality" here is the 
usual (Hodge) *-duality as in electromagnetism. Second, as 
we shall show, the NUT space-time has an asymptotic re
gime which can be described by a.f with S 3 topology9 and 
the dual-mass turns out to be precisely the NUT parameter. 
Now the NUT parameter can be regarded as "dual" to the 
maS& . ...for the following reason, quite different from the one 
described above. Consider a stationary, vacuum solution of 
Einstein's equations such that the manifold.I of orbits of the 
stationary Killing vector field is asymptotically flat in the 
sense of Hansen. 10 Then there exists two functions f/J M and 
ifJ J on .I, called mass and angular momentum potentials, 
respectively, whose muItipole moments evaluated at "infin
ity" uniquely 1 1 characterize the local structure of the space
time. The NUT space-time (with.I having topology S 2 X R ) 
is an example 12 and the monopole moments corresponding to 
ifJM and ifJJ are precisely the mass and the NUT parameter, 
respectively. 13 Thus, the dual-mass in this case is to be re
garded as a monopole source of angular momentum and this 
is the only available clue to its physical interpretation. The 
duality transformation in this case is a rotation in the (ifJ M ,ifJ J ) 

plane and is induced by the Geroch transformation 10.14 

which maps one stationary vacuum solution to another. 

We begin in Sec. II with a brief review of the asymptotic 
techniques (at null infinity) mainly to fix our notation and to 
assemble the results we shall need. In Sec. III, dual-mass is 
introduced and its general characteristics are established. A 
summary of the essential ideas of this section in the N ew
man-Penrose formalism is also given. An example of these 
considerations, the NUT space-time, is presented in Sec. IV. 
We conclude in the final section with a brief discussion. Fi
nally, an appendix summarizes a description of dual-mass 
for stationary, vacuum space-times. 
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II. PRELIMINARIES 

We briefly outline here the technique for analyzing the 
asymptotic structure of space-times at null infinity IS in the 
formalism developed by Geroch. For details of the results in 
this section see Ref. 4. 

Definition 1: A space-time (M, gab )16 will be said to be 
asymptotically flat at null infinity if there exists a manifold 
with boundary M = MuI consisting of M with boundary I 
(the ideal points at "null infinity") together with a smooth 
Lorentz metric gab and a smooth scalar field n on M such 
that (i) on M, gab = n 2gab ; (ii) at I,n = 0, 
na: = Vail ¥O,g"bVa Vbil = 0 [here Va is the derivative op
erator on (M, gab )]; (iii) There exists a neighborhood N of I in 
M such that in NrM, gab satisfies the vacuum Einstein equa
tions; (iv) The vector field na: = ~bVbn is complete and the 
space B of orbits of na is diffeomorphic to S 2. The first two 
conditions are meant to capture the "correct" local behavior 
of the gravitational field as one recedes from the isolated 
source in null directions. The third condition ensures that 
the neighborhood of infinity is a vacuum solution while the 
fourth specifies the global structure of null infinity. 

In the last condition we permit the possibility that the 
integral curves of the vector field na on I can be closed, thus 
allowing the topology of I to be different from S 2 X R. In this 
sense Definition I differs from the usual ones. 17Thus, for 
example, I may have topology S 3 with the integral curves of 
na being the S 1 (Hopt) fibers of the three-sphere. Indeed, it is 
crucial that the restrictions on the topology of I be relaxed 
because, as we shall show, any reasonably defined expression 
for dual-mass vanishes identically if the topology is S2 XR. 
The motivation for Definition I is then to suitably generalize 
the criteria of asymptotic flatness so as to admit a notion of 
dual-mass. 

The fundamental field equations are the Einstein equa
tions, which in the matter free region NnM take the form 

ilSab + 2Vanb - n -1(nCnC)gab = 0, 

and the Bianchi identity 

(1 ) 

V[aRbc]d e = 0, (2) 

where Va is the derivative operator on (M, gab ),Rabc d its Rie
mann tensor, 18 and Sab = Rab - iRgab' where Rab and R 
are, respectively, the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature. 
One may use the decomposition 

(3) 

where C"bcd is the Weyl tensor, together with (1) and (2) to 
obtain some useful equations. One such equation is, in N, 

V[aSb]c +n-1Cabcdnd=0. (4) 

Fields at infinity are conveniently studied by introduc
ing a three-manifold of and a diffeomorphism ¢:of ~M 
such that of is a diffeomorphic copy of I. There is a unique 
"pullback" operator ¢* which maps covariant tensor fields 
Ta ... b to a tensor of the same rank on of, denoted by 
¢* (Tab): = Ta ... b such that (i) for a scalar field ifJ:M--+R, 
¢*(ifJ) = ifJ o¢, (ii) pullback of the gradient of a scalar field is 
the gradient of its pullback, and (iii) ¢* is distributive and 
commutative with respect to taking sums and outer pro
ducts, respectively, of covariant tensor fields. The action of 
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t/J* can be extended to contravariant tensor field T a 
... b if and 

only if the contravariant indices are tangent to I. For exam
ple. since nana = ° at I, na is tangent to I and so na = t/J*(na) 
exists on f. 

The geometry inherited by f is described by the vector 
field na: = t/J*(na) and a (degenerate) metric gab: = t/J*(gab) 
satisfying 

(i).£' n gab = 0, (ii)gab nb = ° (5) 

and with signature (0, + . + ). Alternating tensors on f, 
€"bc, and Eabc' are fixed (up to sign) by 

E"bc€"q,o 0 = 2ncn' eapebq , 

€"bcEabc = 6. (6) 

There are essentially four objects on oF that capture the 
asymptotic properties of the gravitational field at null infin
ity. They are (i) a derivative operator Da on f satisfying 

(7) 

(ii) Sa b: = t/J*(Sacgbc). (iii) the asymptotic Weyl tensor 
K ab: = €"pqEblmt/J*([J -ICpq1m ). (iv) the asymptotic dual Weyl 
tensor * K ab: = E"pqEblmt/J*([J -I !Ep/dCcdlm ). Their existence 
is ensured by Definition 1 and the field equations (1) and (2). 
In particular. the existence of (iii) and (iv) is guaranteed if the 
manifold of orbits, B. of the vector field nQ on oF is simply 
connected which is the case here (B is a two-sphere). Note 
that oF itself is not required to be simply connected (e.g .• .f 
can have topology S I X S 2). The properties of these fields that 
we shall use are listed below. 

(8a) 

(8b) 

Da "'K ab = 0. DaKab = 0. (8c) 

K ab and "'K ab are symmetric and trace-free and satisfy 

o K mb = _ E nP'" K mb g '" K mb = E nP K mb 
earn amp' am amp . 

(8d) 

The global structure of f is that of a fiber bundle over 
S 2 (the base space) with the integral curves ofna as the fibers. 
Let rr:oF _S 2 denote the projection that maps each fiber of 
oF onto a point of S 2. Then one can pullback tensor fields on 
S 2 via rr'" defined in the same manner as t/J"'. The following 
result is useful. If lia ... b is a covariant tensor field on oF such 
that (i) nalia ... b = O ..... nbliab = ° and (ii) .£' nlia ... b = 0, then 
there is a unique covariant tensor field fia .. b on S 2 such that 
lia .. b = rr"'(j1a ... b)· Thus, for example, (5) shows that gab is the 
pullback of a metric on the two-sphere. 

There is a freedom. which we shall call gauge, to pass 
from (M. gab' [J ) to an equivalent asymptotic description (M. 
g~b' [J ') by the transformations 

(9) 

where liJ is a positive scalar field on M. To preserve Va na = 0 
at I in Definition 1, liJ must satisfy naVa liJ = 0 at I. The gauge 
transformations change tensor fields on oF (but leave invar
iant the field equations). For example. 
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K'ab = ro-SK ab, *K,ab = ro-S"'K ab, 
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(lOa) 

S ~ b = ro- 2Sa b _ 2ro- 3Darob + 4ro- 4robDa(J) 

- ro-48a bromDmro, 

where ro = t/J"'(liJ) and roa = t/J"'(ValiJ). 

(lOb) 

Physical quantities on .f must be gauge invariant. One 
important gauge invariant tensor field is the Bondi news 
function which is essentially the gauge invariant part of Sa b. 

This is obtained by introducing an auxilliary symmetric ten
sor fieldpab which is uniquely defined by the requirements 

(11) 

where:?Jl is the scalar curvature of the two-sphere base space 
of oF and gab is an "inverse" metric defined by 
gabgabgbn = gmn' Pab has the same gauge behavior as Sab and 
so the Bondi news Nab' defined by 

Nab = Sab -Pab' (12) 

is gauge invariant. From (8b) and (11) 

(13) 

Finally, there exists a group of diffeomorphisms of.f that 
preserves its geometry. 19 In the casef has topology S2 XR, 
this group, known as the Bondi-Metzner-Sachs (BMSt 
group. turns out to be a semidirect product of an infinite 
dimensional abelian group (called supertranslations) and the 
Lorentz group. If oF has different topology but remains a 
bundle over S 2. then the group has a covering space isomor
phic to that of BMS. The infinitesimal supertranslations are 
of the form 5 a = ana, where a is a scalar function on.f such 
that Jl'na = 0. Note. under gauge transformation 

a'=roa. (14) 

in order to have a'n,a = ana. If, in addition. a satisfies 
DaD b a + ~ap ab = ligab for some function Ii on oF. ana is 
known as an infinitesimal translation. They form a four-di
mensional abelian ideal of the BMS Lie algebra. 

III. DUAL MASS 

We recall first the description of mass at null infinity in 
an asymptotically flat space-time. Let la be a covector on f 
such that na1a = - 1 and fix an infinitesimal supertransla
tion ana. Define a vector 

pa = !aK am l m + (aDm In + 1mDna)gnPNpq~[mnal. 

Then the number M defined by 

M = _1_ {E pCdS ab 
8rr Jc abc 

(·15) 

(16) 

is gauge invariant, independent of the choice of la and can be 
interpreted4 as the total energy-momentum of the system 
associated with the supertranslation ana at the instant repre
sented by the cross section20 Cof f. IfC' is across section to 
the future of C and M' the number associated with it, then 

(17) 

gives the (a-weighted) flux of energy-momentum over the 
intervening region A. For an infinitesimal translation ana 

( 18) 
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From (17) and (18) we see that the news is an amplitude for 
the gravitational radiation flux. Finally, we note that the 
second term in (15) involving the news Nab' together with Eq. 
(13), are crucial in giving pa the "right" properties that we 
just described. 

To obtain a quantity representing "dual" mass, we seek 
a vector21 *pa, analogous to (15) but involving *Kab, such 
that the number N defined by 

N - 1 i ° cdS ab - -s Eabc P 
11' c 

is gauge invariant and independent of the choice of 1 a • 

(19) 

An exact counterpart of (15) is impossible to obtain be
cause of the asymmetry between the Einstein's equation and 
Bianchi identity. Specifically, there is no counterpart ofEq. 
(13) involving K ab instead of °Kab. So there is no ("dual 
news") function akin to the news that can be used in obtain
ing an expression for 0pa analogous to pa. However, we may 
consider the following natural candidate for 0pa; 

(20) 

Since under gauge transformation 
g;b = rogab,E~bc = ro3Eabc ,a' = roa:K,ab = ro-SoKab, and 
l~ = rol a (since na'I'a = na1a = - 1) [see (10) and (14)], the 
quantity 

N= -1-iaE °K crn l dS ab 
3211' c abc rn (21) 

obtained by substituting (20) in (19) is gauge invariant. How
ever, it is not independent of the choice ofla in general. 

Theorem 1: N defined by (21) is independent of la ifand 
only if the news vanishes, i.e., Nab = O. 

Proof Let 10 and t be two covectors such that 
na1a = - 1 and nai a = - 1. Then na(ta - ia) = 0 whence 
1 a - t = gam vrn for some vector field vm on f. If N (1 a) is 
independent of la, then N(la) - N(i a ) = 0 gives 

LaEabe OK cmgmn vndsab = 0 't/vn,a,C. 

So Eabc °Kcrngmn = O. Then from (13) 

D{aNblc = O. (22) 

Since Nab satisfies gabNab = 0, naNab = 0,4 (22) shows 
that if Pab is a solution of (11) thenpab + Nab is also a solu
tion. But the solution of (11) is unique. So Nab = O. The con
verse is trivial. 

We shall henceforth restrict ourselves to the case when 
Nab = 0 and explore the consequences of dual-mass defined 
by 

N = -1-i aE OK crn 1 dS ab. 
3211' C abc rn (21) 

The mass in this case is given by 

M = _1_ (aE K ern l dS ab 
3211' Jc abc rn (23) 

from which the duality is manifest. 
Theorem 2: If Nab = 0, then there exists smooth func

tions!.l and A on f such that 

K ab = !.lnanb, OK ab = Ananb, 5C' n!.l = 0, 5C' nA = O. 
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Proof In Nab = 0, then there is a choice of gauge for 
which Sab = g.b. 4 Then Sa b = 80 b - vanbfor some covector 
field Va on f. From (S.2) 

!Eabm OK me = D{aSb t = - D la Vb Inc, (24) 

whence °Kmc = _ 2Ernab(Da Vb)nC = xmnc. Since °K ab is 
symmetric, xm = Anm for some function A on f. The equa
tion Da °K ab = 0 (8c) implies naDaA = 0, i.e., 5C' nil, = O. 
Next, the form OK ab = Ananb and (8d) lead to gam K mb = 0 
and €amp uP K rnb = 0, which in turn implies Kab = !.lnanb for 
some function!.l on f. Again, 5C' n!.l = 0 follows from 
(8c). 

Corollary; If Nab = 0, pa = !.lna and °pa = Ana, satisfy
ing Dapa = 0 and Da °pa = O. Hence (21) and (23) are inde
pendent of the choice of cross setion C. Further, since 
5C' n!.l = 0 and 5C' nA = 0, there exists functions!1 and 1 on 
the base space (S 2) of f such that 11'

0V1) =!.l and 11'°(1) = A. 
M and N can then be expressed by 

M IL" dS
ab = - -- a!.l€ab , 

3211' s' 
(25a) 

(25b) 

as integrals over the base space, where a is defined by 
1TO(a) = a (since for supertranslation ana,5C'na = 0) and 
Eab(==EabenC) is the alternating tensor on the base space. 

We now consider the properties of dual-mass associated 
with the infinitesimal translations. In this case, it is appropri
ate to refer to (20) and (21) as dual-Bondi-momentum and 
dual-Bondi-mass (henceforth denoted by No), respectively. 
We shall later argue that in fact the expression (21) is reason
able only when restricted to the infinitesimal translations. 

Lemma 1: If ana is an infinitesimal translation such that 
a vanishes nowhere on f, i.e., ana is an infinitesimal "time" 
translation, then there is a choice of gauge such that 
a = const and the scalar curvature of the base space (S 2) 
9i= const. 

Proof For an infinitesimal translation ana,a satisfies 
the gauge invariant equation 

gmnDmaDna - gmnDmDna - !9ia2 = const (26) 

[Eq. (37) in Ref. 4]. If a is everywhere positive (say) then one 
can choose a gauge such that a = const because under gauge 
transformation a--+a' = roa. Then by (26) 9i = const. 

Theorem 3: If Nab = 0 and f admits a two-sphere cross 
section, then dual-Bondi-mass No = O. 

Proof Fix a "time" translation ana and a gauge such 
that a = const. Then from Lemma 1, :% = const and if 
Nab =O,Sab =Pab [from (12)] withPab = (.9P/2)gab· With
out loss of generality, set 9i = 2. Then Sab = gab and, from 
(24), OK me = - 2Ernab(Da Vb)nc. Therefore 

N (a) = -l-iaE 'K ern 1 dS ab 
o 321T C abc rn 

= -I-iaDlaVb JdS ab. 
81T c 

(27) 

But since in this choice of gauge a = const, No is an integral 
of a curl of a smooth convector Va over a two-sphere cross 
section. Hence, No(a) = O. Choosing four linearly indepen-
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dent "time" translations (that span the space of infinitesImal 
translations) we find that the dual-mass associated with each 
is zero. The No = 0 because No is linear in the translations. 

Theorem 4: If Nab = 0 and No =1=0, then J is a principal 
S ' fiber bundle over S 2 [P (S 2, S ')122 such that the dual-mass 
No is proportional to the number of twists, n, in the bundle. 
Further, J has the topology of a lens space L (n, 1).7 Con
versely, if J has the structure P (S 2, S I) then Nab = 0 and 
there exists some infinitesimal translation such that the dual
mass associated with it is nonzero. 

Proof Fix an infinitesimal "time" translation ana and a 
gauge such that a = const. If Nab = 0 then from (25.2) 

N(a)= ~f F dS ab 
o 81T)S' 017 , 

(28) 

where Fab = - (i /4)€ab' Also, from (24) and Theorem 2, 
Fab = Dla Vb J = - (A /4)€abc nC, where Fab = 1T·(~b)' Note 
that 

(1) naFab = 0 and (2) .2" nFab = O. 

From the identity 

naDlavb I = 1fnVb - !Db(umnm) 

and (29.1), 

xnub = Db(vmnm). 

(29) 

(30) 

Since Vb is arbitrary up to a gradient, we can always choose 

XnUb = O. (31) 

Then from(30), Da(umnm
) = O. So 

(32) 

for some constant K (we shall see that if No =1=0 then K =1=0). 
Next, J can be viewed as a principal fiber bundle over S 2 

with the group generated by the infinitesimal translation ana 
acting on it. Then (31) and (32) show that Va is in fact a 
connection on this bundle.23 We now establish24 that with 
No =1= ° f is in fact as' bundle over S 2. Regard the base space 
two-sphere as a lo~p of loo)'s Ys (t ), O';;;;s,t.;;;; I, all with the 
samebasepointp[ys(O) = Ys(l) =p] and beginning and end
ing with the trivialloop atp [Yo(t ) = Y tit) = p]. Fix a point P 
in f on the fiber over p [i.e., 1T(P) = p) and let Ys (t ) to be the 
uniquAe horizontal lift (defined by the connection va) of the 
loop y, such that Ys(O) = P. Let Ps denote the point Ys(l) 
which necessarily lies on the fiber (containing P) over p. 
(Note: P, need not coincide with P.) The surface.Is swept out 
by Yr,O';;;;r';;;;s, is bounded by a closed curve consisting of Ys 
from P to P, and the segment as from Ps to P along the fiber 
containing them. Using Stokes' theorem then 

L,FabdS
ab 

= f+/adsa = LVadS
a
, (33) 

where in the last equality we have used the fact that Ys is a 
horizontal lift. On the other hand the left side of(33) is 
S I,F"bdsab, where I" the projection of .Is on the base space, 
is the surface swept out by Y r ,0';;;; r«s. Hence, as s increases to 
1, we have 

(34) 

where a is a closed path along the fiber over p, starting and 
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ending at the point P. Using (32), one has 

No(a) = ~K1.ds. 
81T l (35) 

Note that K cannot vanish if No =1=0. Further, if No =1= 0, then 
clearly a must traverse the entire fiber (if it did not, then 
there would be a point Po =1= P where a would turn and retrace 
its path back to P, giving No = 0). Hence the fiber must be a 
closed loop and 

No(a) = n (aKL /81T), (36) 

where L is the period of the fiber (in the terms of the affine 
parameter s, rna = (a/as)a and n is an integer, called the 
twist, which counts the number oftimes a winds around the 
fiber. The twist depends only on the underlying bundle 
structure (and not on the connection va' as might have been 
suggested by the above construction).23 Since the above ar
gument does not depend on the base point p, f is clearly as 1 

fiberbundleoverS 2.Now,S 'bundlesoverS 2areS 1 XS2and 
the lens spaces L (n,lf for each integer n. In particular, the 
lens space for n = 1 is just the three-sphere (S 3). The product 
space S ' X S 2 admits two-sphere cross sections and is there
fore incompatible with No =1= ° by Theorem 3. Hence f has 
the topology of L (n, 1). Finally, repeating the above construc
tion for four linearly independent "time" translations, we 
conclude that the dual-mass is proportional to the number of 
twist in the bundle. 

To establish the converse we merely note that if f is 
compact, orientable and without boundary, then Nab = O. 
Consider an infinitesimal translation with a = canst. Then 
integrating Eq. (18) over f, 

Since the integrand in the left side of (37) is positive definite, 
Nab = O. The existence of a nonzero No is easy to establish by 
retracing the construction presented above. This completes 
the proof. 

It should be noted that the S I bundle structure of f 
implies that space-times with dual-mass No are not stably 
causal.x 

Theorems 3 and 4 bring out the interplay between the 
topology of null infinity and the existence of dual-Bondi
mass. The fact that it vanishes for J with topology S 2 X R 
(e.g., in asymptotically Minkowskian space-times) speaks in 
favor of the expression for dual-Bondi-mass, i.e., (21) re
stricted to infinitesimal translations. However, if (21) is gen
eralized to include all supertranslations then the supertrans
lation-dual-mass need not vanish for an S 2 X R of [consider 
(27) with a =l=const]. This generalization therefore seems to 
be an unreasonable one. 

We end this section with an outline of the main results 
in the Newman-Penrose formalism. (For a description of 
asymptotically flat spacetimes in this framework see Ref. 
25.) 

Let (M,gab) be the conformal completion of an asymp
totically flat space-time (Definition 1) with a null boundary I 
which is a line bundle over a two-sphere. At each point of I, 
the space tangent tal can be spanned by n°, the tangent to the 
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null generators of I, and two complex vectors m a and (its 
complex conjugate) ma such that 

nama = 0 = nama' mama = 0 = mama, mama = 1. 

Given a neighborhood S on I, the coordinates u along the 
null generators of I in S is specified by local u = const sur
faces obtained by the intersection of S with null hypersur
faces in N. If these hypersurfaces are generated by the (null) 
vector field I a in N, then one can arrange to have 

lana = 1, lama = 0 = lama' 

Note that fa = Vau. Thus at points of SCI one obtains a 
tetrad (/ a,na,ma,ma). Asymptotic tensor fields at I can be lo
cally specified by their tetrad components (in S). The ten 
components of the asymptotic Weyl tensor is given by five 
complex functions 'Po, 'PI' 'P2, 'P3, 'P4. Also of interest is the 
quantity 0": = mambVa Ib at I which measures the shear of the 
u = const surfaces in S. Defining: = naDa , 

d: = (v'2)m aD a ,d: = (v'2)maD a , the fundamental field 
equations (in S) are25 

and 

Ipo = - dtPl + 3uf/!2' 

Ipl = - dtP2 + 20"tP3' 

1p2 = - dtP3 + O"tP4 

tP4 = - ii, 

tP3 = + dB, 
tP2 - ¢2 = 3I0" - a2ii + iiu - 0"(;. 

Information about the news is captured by U, 

u = mambNab . 

In the usual description of asymptotically flat space
times (withf oftopologyS2 X R), theu = const surfaces are 
two-sphere cross sections of I and so a global system of tet
rads can be defined on I. Here we differ only in that the 
description is local, allowing the possibility that I need not 
admit a two-sphere cross section. 

When the news vanishes, u = 0, the field equations 
show that 1p2 = 0, i.e., tP2 is a (complex) function on the base 
space (S 2) of I. In fact, if A. and J.L are functions defined in 
Theorem 2, then tP2 is proportional to J.L + ill. Then the dual
mass for a "time" translation na (setting a = 1) is given by 

No = k i,ImtP2dn 

where k is a numerical factor and S 2 is the base space. 
Suppose I admits two-sphere cross sections and that 0" is , 

everywhere smooth on I. Then since ImtP2 = Im3IO" (u = 0) 
on I, one can pull back the right hand side on the base space 
by a cross section to obtain 

No = k r Im3IO" dn = 0. 
Js' 

(Note: dfisessentially a curl.) This is the content of Theorem 
3. Consequently if No =1=0, then I cannot possibly admit a 
cross st:!ttion. The assertion that No must be proportional to 
the twist of the bundle (Theorem 4) is difficult to see in this 
framework. 

Throughout we have assumed that all fields (and in par
ticular 0") are smooth at I. An alternative stand would be to 
consider I with topology S 2 XR and allow dO" to be singular 
at some point (s) of a cross section. In that case it is possible to 
obtain a nonzero value for the dual-mass. Thus, in this pic
ture, dual-mass reflects a discontinuity (in a rough sense) of 
the shear of any given cross section of I. 

IV. AN EXAMPLE 

We present here the NUT space-time as an example of 
the considerations in the previous section. 

In a coordinate chart the NUT metric is given by3.9 

ds2 = gabdxadxb = - U(dt + A d¢)2 + U -Idr 

+ (r + [2)(de 2 + sin2e d¢ 2), 

where U = 1 - 2(mr + 12)1(r + 12 ),A = 21 (1 - cose). The 
constants m and / are, respectively, the mass and the NUT 
parameter. The metric in the given form has a coordinate 
singularity at e = 17' which is removable by replacing t by, for 
instance, t' = t + 4/¢. Then the metric has the same form 
with A replaced by A ' = - 2f (1 + cose ) and the t I coordi
nate is periodic with period 817'1. With this interpretation of 
the coordinate singularity the NUT space-time acquires the 
topology S 3 X R with the vector field ija = (al at)" generating 
the S I (Hopf) fibers of S 3. The Euler coordinates of S 3 are 
l/J = t /21, e, and ¢. The space-time admits Killing vector 
fields ija and ff,i = 1,2,3, satisfying Y f.. f~ = f~, etc., and 
J f. ija = 0, which act transitively on r = const three
spheres. There are closed timelike curves (that cannot be 
removed by going to a covering space since NUT space is 
simply connected) and no reasonable spacelike surfaces in 
this space-time. Thus, a notion of "spatial" infinity cannot 
be introduced although, as we show below, the notion of 
"null infinity" exists. 

Define new coordinates u = t - fU-ldr, x = r- I
• 

Then u has period 817'1, and 

gabdxadxb = - U [du 2 
- 2U -IX -

2du dx + 2A (du - U -IX - 2dx) d¢ ] + x- 2[ 1 + /2x2 ] de 2 

+ [x- 2(l + /2x2)sin28 _ UA 2] d¢ 2. 

With n = x, gab = n 2gab is given by 

gabdxadxb = - U [x2du 2 - 2U -Idu dx + 2A (x 2du - U -Idx)d¢ ]+ (1 + /2x2)d8 2 + [(1 + /2x2)sin28 _ UA 2x2]d¢ 2. 

Extend the coordinate patch to include x = ° (i.e., r~ 00 

points at infinity) for all u, 8, ¢. This amounts to adding a 
three-sphere at "r~<XJ" infinity. Thus one has a smooth 
manifold M = MuI with a three-sphere boundary I (at 
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x = 0). The induced metric on I is gabdxadxb evaluated at 
x = 0, dx = 0, given by 
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which is clearly degenerate, with signature (0, + , + ). The 
metric annihilates all vectors parallel to na = (a/aut. The 
integral curves of this vector field are the Hopf fibers of the 
S 3 boundary, so the manifold B of orbits ofna is a topological 
two-sphere. Since in our choice of conformal frame the in
duced metric on B is habdxadxb = de 2 + sinedrp 2, B is a 
metric two-sphere. It is straightforward to check that 
(M, gab,n) described above satisfies the conditions of Defin
tion 1. In this sense the NUT space-time is asymptotically 
flat at null infinity. Note that of in this case is to be viewed as 
I detached from M, i.e., a null three-sphere coordinatized by 
u, e, rp and with the metric gab and vector field na there on. 

Finally, we compute the mass and dual-mass associated 
with the time-like translation Killing field it, which on f is 
given by na in our choice of gauge. Note that since f is a 
three-sphere, the news vanishes from general considerations; 
thus the expression for dual-mass is well defined. We know 
K ab and' K ab must be multiples of nanb

• The multiples are 
computed as follows. First, define fields 

E- C- -m-n if ·c -m-n 
ab = ambn Tf Tf , ab = ambn Tf Tf , (38) 

where Cambn and· Cambn are the Weyl tensor and its dual, and 
iJa is the timelike Killing vector field (=(a/at t) in the NUT 
space-time. In an orthonormal frame 

(j)0 = U 112(dt + A drp), 

(j)1 = U-112dr, 

(j)2 = (r2 + 12)de, 

(j)3 = (r + 12) t! 2sine drp, 

we find, for large r, 

Ell = - 2m/r\ E22 = E33 = m/~, 
if" = 21 Ir\ if22 = if33 = - I /~, 

and all other components zero. Next, under conformal 
transformation 

C n -2C -a a 
abed = abed' Tf = Tf; SO 

E- n -2C m n B- n -2'C m n 
ab = J ~ ambn Tf Tf , ab = ambn Tf Tf • 

Now, (by definition) 
Kab = limE"umnTfuEbvPqTfvil -ICmnpq 

n-~o 

= limTfuTf,,4!l-IC aubv 

fJ_O 

Since only the nanb part survives, we have, using 
n = x = IIr and (39), 

Kab = lim (4r1E,,)nanh = _ 8mnanb
• 

Similarly 

* K an = 8/na n". 

Equations (25) then show that M = m and N = 

V. CONCLUSION 

(39) 

To summarize, we have formulated a general notion of 
dual-mass in asymptotically flat space-times in which the 
Bondi news vanishes. Within this framework, dual-mass is 
expressed as a real valued linear function on the Lie algebra 
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of infinitesimal translations. The appeal of this characteriza
tion is that it depends only on the asymptotic properties of 
the gravitational field and not on the interior space-time. In 
particular, no assumption about the existence ofisometries 
(Killing fields) in the space-time need be made. 

With the structure of of considered here, the restriction 
to zero news is in a sense forced by the field equations. Note 
that Eq. (4), obtained by taking the curl of the Einstein equa
tions (1), leads to (13) involving the news. To obtain a similar 
equation involving a "dual news" one would have to start 
with the Bianchi identity. One may check that no such equa
tion exists. This absence of dual news leaves (21) as the only 
viable candidate for dual-mass. Then the field equation (13) 
forces the news to vanish (Theorem 1). To incorporate news 
in a description of dual-mass, one would have to consider a 
different structure on f. This generalization will be dis
cussed in a later paper. 

The central result of this paper is that space-times with 
dual-Bondi-mass are characterized by an asymptotic regime 
with a compact null boundary having the structure of a S I 

fiber bundle over S 2. The topology of such a space is that of a 
lensspaceL (n,lf,i.e.,S3(forn = l)orS 3 withcertainidenti
fications made along its S I (Hopi) fibers. Such space-times 
may be called Asymptotically-NUT if f has topology S 3; 
otherwise Asymptotically-locally-NUT. The local asymp
totic structure of these space-times is the same as that of 
asymptotically Minkowskian space-times but they differ 
globally. Because of the topology of f, the asymptotic sym
metry group (which one may call the NUT BMS) is different 
from the BMS. For example, the BMS group has a SO(3) 
subgroup (although not a unique one) but the three-sphere 
admits an action ofSU(2) and not ofSO(3). 

An immediate consequence of the existence of dual
Bondi-mass is that the space-time is acausal. Since the cover
ing space of L (n, 1) is S 3, the acausality cannot be removed by 
going to a covering space. The physical relevance of such 
space-times is therefore obscure. Nevertheless, it is of inter
est to question its role in quantum gravity. For instance, 
consider spin two quantum fluctuations about such a space
time. If they are to preserve the asymptotic structure they 
must preserve the periodicity of the time coordinate. Alter
natively, the three-sphere f may be regarded as being unsta
ble to quantum effects. In either case, it is difficult to formu
late a reasonable quantum theory of spin two fluctuations in 
the presence of dual-mass. On the other hand, the dual-mass 
vacuum solutions are stationary points of the gravitational 
action functional and they play an important role in Euclid
ean quantum gravity. How should one interpret these fea
tures of dual-mass? More generally, the notion of dual-mass 
can be extended to include news. Then the asymptotic quan
tization scheme, proposed by Ashtekar,2o can be used to 
study its significance in an S-matrix description of quantum 
gravity. What new quantum effects emerge due to the pres
ence of dual-mass? These issues will be investigated in a later 
paper. 
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APPENDIX 

We summarize here a description of dual-mass, based 
on known results, for stationary, vacuum solutions of Ein
stein's equations. 

Consider a stationary space-time (M, gab ,$ a) with the 
stationary Killing vector field $ a and let 7r:M_~ denote the 
projection map from M to the three-dimensional manifold ~ 
of orbits of $ a. There exists on M a curlfree skew tensor 

Fab: = VlaA -1gb J 

(where A = $ a$a) which satisfies 

::t'r;Fab = 0 and $aFab = O. 

Consequently, there exists a unique curlfree skew tensor Fab 
on ~ such that Fab = 7r·(Fob ) (17'. is the pullback map). Fab is 
given by 

........ 1 -3/2.A.m 
Fab = - /l OJ emab' 

where (;;a is a (twist) covector on ~ whose pullback on M is 
OJ a = e abed $ bVe $ d. e mab is alternating tensor on ~ defined by 
the metric hob induced on ~ by gab' The number 

N = _1_ ( FahdS ah 
817' Js, 

is idependent of the choice of two-sphere and gives the dual
mass associated with the stationary Killing field $ a. Note 
that it is necessary that the second homology group of ~ be 
nontrivial in order to obtain a nonzero N. For example, ~ has 
topology S 2 X R for the NUT space-time. If the stationary 
space-time can be complexified such that there exists an Eu
clidean section, then N gives precisely the NUT charge de
fined by Gibbons and Hawking27 for the gravitational in
stan tons with symmetries. 

The Hansen potentials 10 are defined by 

tPM = (l/4)(A 2 + OJ2 - 1), 

r/>J =OJ/U, 

where OJ is a smooth function on ~ satisfying VaOJ = OJa on 
account of vacuum Einstein's equations. If ~ is asymptoti
cally flat, 10 then the monopole moments corresponding to 
these potentials, evaluated at infinity give, respectively, the 
mass and dual-mass (= angular momentum monopole). 

The duality is exhibited as follows. Given a stationary, 
vacuum solution described by 7 = OJ + iA, another solution 
7' = OJ' + iA ' can be generated by the (Geroch) 
transformation 14 

7'= 
7COS () + sin () 

- 7sin () + cos () 

This induces the following (duality) rotation in the (cPM'¢J) 
plane: 

¢ ~ = tPMcos 2() + ¢Jsin 2(), 

r/>; = - ¢Msin 2() + ¢Jcos 2(). 

As an example, consider Schwarzschild space-time giv
en by tPM = (1/4A )(A 2 - 1), tPJ = 0, where 
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A = - (1 - 2M /r). Here, the mass monopole is nonzero 
( = M) and dual-mass vanishes. Under a rotation by 
() = 17'/4, one obtains a new solution with potentials¢ ~ = 0 
and r/> J = - ¢M' Here, the mass vanishes while the dual
mass is nonzero (= - M). This new solution is precisely the 
NUT metric with zero mass and NUT parameter, I = - M. 
We note that the NUT space-time is asymptotically flat in 
the sense of Hansen. 10 

'For a review, see P. Goddard and D. Olive, Rep. Prog. Phys. 41, 1357 
(1978). 

2M. Demianski and E. T. Newman, Bull. Acad. Pol. Sci. Ser. Sci. Math. 
Astron. Phys. 14,653 (1966); W. B. Bonnor, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 
66,145 (1969); J. S. Dowker, Gen. ReI. Grav. 5, 603 (1974); R. A. Kobiske 
and L. Parker, Phys. Rev. D 16, 3355 (1977). 

'E. T. Newman, L. Tamburino, and T. Unti, J. Math. Phys. 4, 915 (1963). 
4R. Geroch, Asymptotic Structure o/Spacetime, edited by F. P. Esposito 
and L. Witten (Plenum, New York, 1977). 

-'First introduced by Penrose in R. Penrose, Phys. Rev. Lett. 10, 66 (1963); 
Proc. R. Soc. London Ser.A 284,159 (1965). 

"See, for example, B. SchmIdt, M. Walker, and P. Sommers, Gen. ReI. 
Grav. 6, 489 (1975); R. Penrose, in Group Theory in Non-Linear Problems, 
edited by A. O. Barut (Reidel, New York, 1974). 

7The lens space L (n, I) is defined as follows. Regard S' as the space of all 
pairs (Z"Z,) of complex numbersz, and Z2 such that Iz,1 2 + IZ21' = I. Then 
the map (Z, ,Z,f--+exp27Ti/n(z, ,z,) defines a fixed point free action of Z" on 
the three·sphere. L (n, I) = S '/Z". 

"For the definition of stable causality, see for example, S. W. Hawking and 
G. F. R. Ellis, The Large Scale Structure o/Spacetime (Cambridge U.P., 
Cambridge, England, 1976). 

"Here we consider the space-time with a smooth NUT metric and having 
topology S' X R as described by C. W. Misner, J. Math. Phys. 4, 924 
(1963). 

,oR. Hansen, J. Math. Phys. 15,46 (1974). 
IIp. Kundu, University of Chicago, preprint, 1980. 
"P. Kundu, J. Math. Phys. 22, 1236 (1981). 
"The angular momentum monopole moment vanishes identically if the 

second homology group of ~ is trivial. This is not the case for the NUT 
spacetime. 

'4R. Geroch, J. Math. Phys. 12,918 (1971). 
"We shall not consider a description of "dual" mass at "spatial infinity". 

The absence of any reasonable spacelike surfaces in the NUT space-time 
suggests that such a formulation would be unnatural. 

'''By a space· time we shall mean a smooth, connected, four-dimensional 
manifold M with a smooth, time·oriented metric of Lorentz signature. 

'7See, for example, R. Geroch and G. Horowitz, Phys. Rev. Lett. 40, 203 
(1978); A. Ashtekar, in General Relativity and Gravitation, Vol. 2, edited 
by A. Held (Plenum, New York, 1980). 

'"Our convention for the curvature tensors are 

[Va V h - Vb V 0 lV, = R ohe dvd;Rob = Ramh m;R = Rahlf". 

'"Strictly speaking, the diffeomorphism preserves the conform ally invariant 
tensor field r ah ,d = gah n'nd. 

'OBy a cross section we mean a smooth mapping K from the base space S 2 to 
.Y such that 7ToK is the identity on S '. Since we are contemplating arbi
trary bundles over S', a cross section may not always exist. We shall see, 
however, that in that case one can effectively express the relevant integrals 
as integrals over the base space. 

"Alternatively, one can ask for a second rank skew tensor 
Foh and set 
·po = ((,h'Fh,. 

2'For the definition of a principal fiber bundle see, for example, S. Kobaya
shi and K. Nomizu, Foundations 0/ Differential Geometry, Vol. I (Intersci· 
ence, New York, 1963). 

'-'See, for example, J. Friedman, and R. Sorkin, Phys. Rev. D 20, 25 II 
(1979). 

'4We adapt here a construction given in Ref. 23. 
"E. T. Newman and K. P. Tod, in General Relativity and Gravitation, 

edited by A. Held (Plenum, New York, 1980), Vol. 2. 
"'A. Ashtekar, Phys. Rev. Lett. 46,573 (1981). 
27G. Gibbons and S. Hawking, Commun. Math. Phys. 66,291 (1979). 
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A list is given of a canonical set of the Newman-Penrose quantities cJ> AB' the tetrad components of 
the trace-free Ricci tensor, for each Plebanski class according to Plebanski's classification of this 
tensor. This comparative list can easily be extended to cover the classification in tetrad language 
of any second-order, trace-free, symmetric tensor in a space-time. A fourth-order tensor which is 
the product of two such tensors was defined by Plebanski and used in his classification. This has 
the same symmetries as the Weyl tensor. The Petrov classification ofthis tensor, here called the 
Plebanski tensor, is discussed along with the classification of the Ricci tensor. The use of the 
Plebanski tensor in a couple of areas of general relativity is also briefly discussed. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Cv, 04.02.Jb, 02AO.Ky, 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many authors have discussed the algebraic classifica
tion of the Ricci tensor in general relativity; see, for example, 
Refs. 1-9. Most of these authors have been concerned with 
obtaining canonical classifications of the trace-free Ricci 
tensor with components 

SIl,==.R ,H, - !$llvR (1.1) 

(or, equivalently, any symmetric, rank-2, trace-free tensor in 
space-time). The canonical classification scheme of Ple
banski2 will be used as the basic scheme in this paper. 

There are two purposes in writing another paper in this 
area. The first one is to give a canonical list of the trace-free 
Ricci tensor components for each Plebanski class in terms of 
the tetrad formalism of Newman and Penrose lO (hereafter 
called NP), i.e., in terms of the NP quantities cJ> AB (A = ~2). 

Such a list does not seem to have been published before, 
although Ha1l5 has an equivalent list in which he compares 
the Plebanski scheme with a classification of the tetrad com
ponents of the trace-free Ricci tensor for a null basis. His 
scheme is thus equivalent to, but notationally different from, 
one using NP language. Ludwig and Scanlon4 also list ca
nonical types, but in a comparison with their classification 
scheme, which is very different from that of Plebanski. 

The second purpose is to emphasize a second-order ten
sor which Plebanski makes some use of in his classification 
scheme but which is hardly used elsewhere. We call this the 
Plebanski tensor. It is constructed from the product of two 
trace-free Ricci tensors and has the same symmetries as the 
Weyl tensor. This last fact is very important because it 
means that the Plebanski tensor can be classified in the same 
way as the Weyl tensor; i.e., according to the usual Petrov (or 
Penrose-Petrov) scheme. Its use in a couple of areas of gener
al relativity will be referred to later. 

2. THE PLEBANSKI TENSOR 

From the trace-free Ricci tensor S with components as 

in (1.1), form the fourth-order tensor with components 

pa/3 =s!a S(3) +8!a S SP);{ 
yv Iy vi Ir vl;{ 

1l:la l:/3 I S S,1v 
-t,U lyU v) I'" . 

This is trace-free, i.e., 

papau = O. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

and has the same symmetries as the Weyl tensor. We shall 
call it the Plebanski tensor. Its spin or equivalent is 

XABCD = !cJ>(AB E'F'cJ>CD)E'F" (2.3) 

where the cJ>ABC'D' are the spinor equivalents of the Sl"v as 
defined by NP. XABCD is the same as Plebanski's VABCD [Ref. 
2, Eq. (6.2)]. Then, by using the definitions cJ>00 = cJ>()()()'O' , etc. 
as given by NP, (2.3) gives 

Xo Xoooo = WPoo cJ>02 - 4>01
2

), 

XI X()()()I = l(cJ>00cJ>J2 + cJ>1O cJ>02 - 2cJ>ol CPII)' 

X2 XOOII 
= 12(<1>00 <1>22 - 4cJ>1I2 + cJ>02 cJ>20 

+ 4cJ>1O cJ>12 - 2cJ>21 cJ>od, 

X3 X011l = l(cJ>22 cJ>1O + cJ>12 cJ>zo - 2cJ>21 cJ>\1)' 

X4 XliII = !(cJ>22 cJ>20 - cJ>212). 

(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

(2.4c) 

(2.4d) 

(2.4e) 

These X A now transform under the action of the homogen
eous Lorentz group at a point in the same way as the tetrad 
components of the Weyl tensor [the NP tf/A (A = 0-4)). For 
example, where 1, n, m, iii are the four basis null vectors used 
by NP to span a given space-time (with 1 and n real and m 
complex). under the two-parameter group of null rotations 
leaving I fixed: 

[I' =1, 

(2.5) 

ml" =zll" +ml"' 

where z is an arbitrary complex scalar, the X A transform in 
an equivalent way to the tf/A: 
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TABLE. I Comparison of different classification schemes of the trace-free Ricci tensor. S. The table gives a canonical set of nonzero NP quantities tfJ AB which 
are the tetrad components of S for each Plebailski class in the classification scheme in Ref. 2. Also given are corresponding Segre characteristics and the 
Petrov classification of the Plebanski tensor constructed from S and defined in the text. 

Plebanski Segre 
class characteristic 

[T-S,-S2-S,]. [1111] 
[2T-S,-S2], [(11)11] 
[T-2S,-S2], [1(11)1] 
[2T-2S]2 [(11)(11)] 
[3T-Sh [(111)1] 
[T-3Sj, [1(111)] 
[4T], ((1111)] 

[Z-Z-S,-S2]. [ZZII] 
[Z-Z-2S]3 [ZZI1I)] 

[2N-S,-S2]. [211] 
[2N-2S JI2 _ I) [2(11)] 
[3N-S], [(12)IJ 
[4N]2 [(112)] 

[3N-S]. [31] 
[4N], [(13)] 

Xo=Xo. 

XI =ZXO+XI' 

X2 = .rXo + 2zXI + 1'2' 

i3 = rxo + 3.rXI + 3ZX2 + 1'3' 

X4 = Z4XO + 4rXI + &21'2 + 4ZX3 + 1'4' (2.6) 

For other null notations, such as boosts in the I-n plane and 
rotations in the m-m plane, the X 's transform as do the 1/1 's 
and direct replacements of the I/I's can be made in tables of 
transformationsofthe I/I's, e.g., in the Tables E-3, 4,5 in Ref. 
11. These transformations can be used to find canonical 
forms ofthe X 's as for the 1/1 's; e.g., X is of Petro v (or Penrose
Petrov) type D iff rotations of the null vectors can be made 
such that X 2 is the only nonzero X A • 

The $ AB, of course. also change under the action of this 
group. A study of the changes of the quantity 
$22 $20 - $21

2 as in (2.4e) under (2.5) will lead to the change 
ofX4 as in (2.6) and similarly with the other combinations. It 
was noticing this behavior that led one of us (A. W.-c.L.) to 
construct (2.4). MacCallum pointed out to one of us in a 
private communication that (2.4) was equivalent to (2.3) (and 
hence equivalent to Plebanski's VABeD ). 

The relationship between Papyfj and the XA is 

QaPyfj =XoZlapZ\fj +XI(ZlapZ\.s +Z2apZ\fj) 
+ X 21Z 2 aPZ 2 yo + Z I atJZ 3 yo + Z 3 atJZ I yo} 

(2.7) 

- X3(Z3 apZ2yfj + Z2apZ3 yfj) + X4Z3apZ3 yfj' 

where the Zi are defined asl2 
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Z I=Z lapdxa /\dxP = m/\ n. 

Z2=Z2apdxa /\dxP = n/\I- m/\m, 

Z3=Z3 apdxa /\dxP = 1/\ m. 
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(2.8) 

Canonical set of Petrov classification 
nonzero NP tfJ AB of Plebanski tensor 

tfJoo = tfJ22.tfJ,I,tfJ02 = tfJ20 I f. 

tfJ '" tfJ02 = tfJ20 D D., 

tfJoo = <1>22. tfJ ,1 D D.2 

tfJ" D D., 

2tfJ" = tfJo2 0 0. , 

tfJoo = tfJ22 = 2tfJ Il 0 0.2 
D D., 

<1>00 = - <1>22. tfJ,l. tfJ02 = tfJ20 fb 
tfJoo = - <1>22,tfJ ,1 D Db 

tfJ".tfJn .tfJ02 = <1>20 II II 
tfJ",tfJ22 D D2 
2tfJ" = <1>02.tfJ22 N N2 
<1>22 0 O2 

2tfJ ,1 = tfJ02.<1>OI f. tfJlO III III 
tfJOI N N, 

3. CLASSIFICATION OF THE RICCI AND PLEBANSKI 
TENSORS 

We present in Table I without derivation a list of a ca
nonical set of nonzero NP quantities (/> AB for each Plebanski 
type of the trace-free Ricci tensor. Also in this table are cor
responding lists of basic Petrov types [I (a or b), II, and III], 
Segre characteristics, and the Petrov classification of the 
corresponding Plebanski tensor (2.1) [or spinor equivalent 
(2.3)]. A diagramatic representation of the degeneracies in 
the four main classes in Table I is given in Fig. 1. 

A number of comments need to be made about the ta
ble. The entries of the nonzero $ AB are modulo a change 
I-n. For example, in [4N]2 the entry of $22 is equivalent to 
an entry of (/>00' A given set of <P AB from some metric can be 

~ ,,,;::,,'/ j 
(]T-S], 1 (1;351, 

Oal~ (4111 / a, 

° .J 

[2N-2S1 (2- 1 ) 

D, 

~ 
!4N!? 

0, 

\3111-5} " 

III 

1 

FIG, I. Diagramatic representation of the degeneracies in the four main 
classes in the classification scheme in Table l. The Plebanski class is given 
together with the Petrov classification of the Plebanski tensor for each class. 
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put into the form of one of the cases listed in the table by 
means of the rotations of the base vectors of the type (2.5) or 

others discussed, for example in Ref. 11 (Tables E-3 ,4,5). The 
notation of the Plebariski classes follows that in Ref. 2, e.g., 
[T-S1-S2-S3]4 becomes [T-S1-S2-S3 ] [1-1-1-1 J in Ref. 3. The 
classification of the tensor depends on the eigenvectors and 
character of the eigenspaces of that tensor, The symbol T, N, 
or S is used if the eigenspace of an eigenvalue contains a 
timelike, no timelike but a null eigenvector, or only spacelike 
eigenvectors, respectively, Z and Z refer to the eigenspace of 
a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues. The numbers in 
round brackets specify the indices of nil potency in the order 
in which the eigenvalues appear in the square bracket. In all 
but one case this is replaced by a single figure which is the 
order of the minimal equation. This together with the num
bers of the kinds of eigenvectors determines uniquely the 
distribution of the nilpotent indices. (This would not be the 
case if [2N-2S]3 was used). The Segre characteristic list 
should be self-evident. It is described by Hall5 and used by a 
number of authors. 

The classification of the Plebariski tensor formed from the 
nonzero (/> AB in each case is equivalent to the standard Pen
rose-Petrov classification of the Weyl tensor. Two columns 
are used in the table; one with the symbols I, II, III, D, N, 
and 0 which is all that could be used if the X A alone were 
given, and Ia,Dal ... which can be used to distinguish be
tween the types if more information, such as all the (/> AB' is 
given. Note that the types D, N, and 0 here do not overlap 
with the types D, Nand 0 as given by Goenner and Stachel 13 

as they are classifying different quantities. 
The classification used in Table I can be used to classify 

any trace-free symmetric rank-two tensor in a space-time; 
not just the Ricci one. It, is in fact, used in this way in a 
related paper.14 

Other types of classification schemes as proposed by 
various authors could have been added to Table I, but were 
not in order to keep the table from becoming too cluttered. 

4_ CLASSIFICATION OF MORE GENERAL TENSORS 

The classification of a second-order trace-free symmet
ric tensor such as the trace-free Ricci tensor S is straightfor
ward and discussed in many places. Here the canonical 

forms of the NP quantities (/> AB equivalent to the Sin are 
given for each Plebariski class. However an entirely equiv
alent list holds for the tetrad components of any second
order symmetric tensor Xll". Then XAB (A = 1-4) can be de
fined as 

Xll = X,,,)f'{", 

X33 =Xf',.mf'm", 

Xu = XI''' I 11m", 

X 23 = Xpvnf'm", 

X 22 = X1l"n
llnl', 

X44 = Xf'vmV;n", 

X I4 =X(.1"lf'm", 

X 24 = x,,,.nf'm", 

X I234==%12 + X 34 = XI',,({(.1n V + m(.1;n'l 

The trace of X is 

(4.1) 

X = Xf'"g"V = 2(X12 - X34) = 2Xf'v(/Pn" - mf';n''). (4.2) 

If X,,,, = Sil" , then 
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(/>00 = - !XII, 

<1>01 = - !XlJ, 
<1>22 = - !X22' 
<1>02 = - !X33, 

<1>12 = - !X23, <1>11 = - !X1234' 

(4.3) 

together with %.4 = %3' The pattern of the indices A and B 
in the <1> AB comes from that in their spinor equivalents: 
(/>01 = (/>000'1" etc., while in theXAB it comes from vectors 
with which the inner products of the Xpv are taken to form 
the XAB • 

In Table I, the column which contains the canonical set 
of <1> AB could be replaced easily by one containing a canoni
cal set of XAB by using (4.3). 

5. DISCUSSION 

As stated in the Introduction, one purpose ofthis paper 
is to highlight the tensor P defined by (2.1) and which we 

have called the Plebariski tensor. This tensor is little used in 
the literature but it seems to us that it should be used more 
often in the classification of second-order tensors. One of its 
main properties is that is has the same symmetries as the 
Weyl tensor. 

McIntosh and Halford 14 (see also McIntosh 15 and 
McIntosh and van Leeuwen 16) discuss solutions x(.1V of the 
equation 

x,n.R I' Aa{3 + xI'). R l' va{3 = 0, (5.1) 

where x,'" in not proportional to the gf'V' the components of 
the metric tensor g from which the R l' va{3 are constructed. 
This equation arises in particular in the study of curvature 
collineations and of the holonomy group in general relativ
ity. It is shown there that the Petrov type of the Plebanski 
tensor formed from such a nontrivial solution x of(S.I) is the 
same as the Petro v type of the Weyl tensor of the metric 

tensor for which such a solution exists. It is also almost al
ways the same as the Petrov type of the Plebanski tensor 
formed from the Ricci tensor for such a g. Likewise in a 
paper by MacCallum l7 on locally isotropic spacetimes with 
non-null homogeneous hypersurfaes, an examination of the 
Segre types (or, equivalently, Plebariski classes) of the Ricci 
tensor of all those metrics as listed by MacCallum shows that 
once again the Petrov types of the Weyl and Plebariski ten
sors are always the same. In both these cases it is not just that 
the Petrov types are the same but also that the repeated prin
cipal null directions of the Weyl and Plebariski tensors align. 
MacCallum says in a private communication that these re
sults are expected in his case because of the restrictions on 
the Weyl tensor and, in the same way, on the Plebariski ten
sor of space-times which can admit isotropy groups (see, e.g., 
Theorem 2-2.6 by Ehlers and Kundt in Ref. 18). These prop
erties will be discussed by one of us (C.McI) elsewhere. 

Note added in proof: The components (2.4) of the Ple
bariski tensor were published by Collinson and Shaw, Int. J. 
Theor. Phys. 6, 347 (1972), in a discussion on the Rainich 
conditions for neutrino fields. They called the tensor (2.1) the 
Weyl Square. Another algebraic classification of the Ricci 
tensor, or, with the Einstein field equations holding, the mat
ter tensor, in terms ofNP quantities was published by Doz
morov, Sov. Phys. J. 16, 1708 (1973)-English translation. 
This account, however, does not take into account all the 
degeneracies of the various classes in any sufficient way. 
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It is shown that Harrison's Backlund transformation for the Ernst equation of general relativity is 
a two-p~ramete~ subset (not s~bg~oup) of the infinite-dimensional Geroch group K. We exhibit 
the.spec~fic matnx u(t.) appeanng ill the Hauser-Ernst representation ofK for vacuum spacetimes 
w?lCh gives t~e Harnson transformation. Harrison transformations are found to be associated 
with quadratic branch points of u(t ) in the complex t plane. The coalescence of two such branch 
points t~ form a simple pole exhibits in a simple way the known factorization of the (null 
~enerahzed) HKX transformation into two Harrison transformations. We also show how finite 
(I.e:, already exponentiated) transformations in the B group and nonnull groups of Kinnersley and 
Chltre can be constructed out of Harrison and/or HKX transformations. Similar considerations 
can be applied to electrovac spacetimes to provide hitherto unknown Backlund transformations. 
As an example, we construct a six-parameter transformation which reduces to the double 
Harrison transformation when restricted to vacuum and which generates Kerr-Newman-NUT 
space from flat space. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Cv, 04.20.Jb, 04.40.c 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the pioneering work of Geroch, 1.2 it has been 
known that the partial differential equations governing the 
metric of the stationary axisymmetric vacuum gravitational 
field admit an infinite-dimensional internal symmetry group 
of transformations. This large internal symmetry group (the 
Geroch group K) has encouraged many authors to hope that 
the complete class of solutions could some day be generated 
systematically from a particular solution, such as flat space, 
or from the important subclass ofWeyl static solutions. In 
fact, a number of special transformations, some contained in 
K3.4 and some Backlund transformations known or pre
sumed to be outside K,5-11 are now known which, when iter
ated, generate asymptotically flat solutions with an arbitrar
ily large number of parameters. A detailed study of the 
mathematical interrelationships between these various 
transformations has been undertaken by the author. 12 

A workable and very fruitful representation in terms of 
infinitesimal generators for the Geroch group K and its elec
trovac extension K' has been provided by Kinnersley and 
Chitre l3- 16 (KC). Possibly, the most important discoveries 
arising from their formalism are the B groupl6 which, among 
other things, generates the Kerr solution l7 from Schwarzs
child, and the HKX transformation. 3 More recently, Hauser 
and Ernst l8

-
20 (HE) have deduced (initially from the KC for

malism and later by a direct method) a qualitatively different 
representation which exploits the theory of functions of a 
complex variable. The HE formalism has the distinct advan
tage that elements ofK and K' appear already exponentiated 
and each may be specified unambiguously by a matrix func
tion u(t ) of a complex variable t satisfying certain conditions, 
a closed contour L in the complex t plane, and a choice of 
gauge for the P(t) matrix potential21 of the solution to be 

"Supported in part by the National Science Foundation (AST79·220l2). 
blRichard Chace Tolman Research Fellow. 

transformed. Composition of several transformations is con
veniently represented by multiplication of corresponding 
u(t) matrices. The generation of new solutions from old in 
their formalism can be accomplished by either solving a lin
ear integral equation 18 or a homogeneous Hilbert problem. 19 
A remarkable result of Hauser and Ernst's work is a formula 
for all u(t) matrices which transform a given initial solution 
into a given final solution.20 This provides a quantitative 
settlement of one form of a well-known conjecture of 
Geroch.22 

The present paper addresses certain problems for which 
the Hauser-Ernst formalism is particularly wen suited. 
First, we study two large classes of u(t ) matrices for which 
the homogeneous Hilbert problem (HHP) can be solved by 
elementary methods. It is already known 18 that when u(t ) has 
only simple poles in L + (the interior of the contour L ), the 
solution of the corresponding HHP is a product of null gen
eralized HKX transformations3

.4.
12 and nonsimple poles 

correspond to confluent forms such as the rank-N 
transformation. 3 

On the other hand, for certain classes of u(t ) matrices for 
vacuum spacetimes which have quadratic branch points and 
branch cuts in L+, we find that the solutions of the HHP's 
are products of Harrison's Backlund transformations. 8 In 
particular, the Harrison transformation, which was discov· 
ered by methods inspired by soliton theory and quite remote 
from the Geroch group, is here shown to be a two-parameter 
subset (not a subgroup) ofK. This result should not be entire
ly unexpected according to a suggestion of Kinnersley23 and 
the fact that arguments given in Ref. 12 to rule out certain 
other Backlund transformations being in K24 were inconclu
sive for the Harrison transformation. 

Conversely, the formula for the Harrison transform of 
the P(t) potential given by Eqs. (4.44a) and (4.44b) of Ref. 12 
can be substituted directly into the HE formula for u(t ) in 
terms of the initial and final solutions20 (see Eq. (2.25) below] 
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to give, explicitly, 

( S) -112( 1 
u(t) = 1 - t _ c-I 

- cst -I) 
1 ' 

(Ll) 

sand c real constants. The product of several Harrison trans
formations is represented by the product of corresponding 
u(t) matrices [the individual sand c parameters of such a 
product may be complex such that the product u(t ) is real for 
real t]. In Ref. 12, we proved that the product of two Harri
son transformations with same s parameters is a null general
ized HKX transformation by directly composing the trans
formation laws for F(t). In the HE formalism, the proof of 
this theorem reduces to matrix multiplication. 

As yet, finite algebraic transformations have not been 
written down for the B group 16 whose generators are25 

Y1~+ I) + yA- I
), k = 0,1,2, ... , (1.2) 

and the nonnull KC group, whose generators are25 

qYYy;~, k = 0, 1,2, ... , qXYqXY=/=O, (1.3) 

qYYbeing a symmetric constant SL(2, R ) tensor, independent 
of k, which includes the nonnull HKX transformations. 12 

We find that, although we cannot exponentiate the infinites
imal transformations, we can express a large number of finite 
transformations in these groups as products of Harrison 
and/or HKX transformations. 

Finally, in Sec. 5, we attempt to generalize the Harrison 
transformation to electrovac space times by considering 3 X 3 
u(t ) matrices with cubic branch points. Surprisingly, we man
age to find a Biicklund transformation with six parameters 
which reduces to the double Harrison transformation with 
two complex conjugate s parameters when restricted to 
vacuum, while the method fails to yield an electrovac version 
of the single Harrison transformation. The new transforma
tion maps flat space to Kerr-Newman-NUT space, which is 
a satisfying result. However, in the conclusion, we present an 
argument based on analogy with vacuum that the single 
Harrison transformation should exist in the electrovac case 
and have perhaps four parameters. A possible reason for the 
failure of the HE formalism to account for the electrovac 
analog of the single Harrison transformation is that the lat
ter is not expected to preserve the reality of the metric and 
electromagnetic potentials and so an extension to two com
plex dimensions is indicated. 

2. THE HOMOGENEOUS HILBERT PROBLEM OF 
HAUSER AND ERNST 

In this section, we include enough details on the F(t) 
potential, the matrix representation u(t ) for K, and the homo
geneous Hilbert problem (HHP) for later use. We wish to 
follow the SL(2) tensor notation of Kinnersley 13 (see also 
Appendix A of Ref. 12) in which we would identify 
F(t) = FAB(t), u(t) = UAB(t), A, B = 1,2.26 The electrovac 
case will be postponed till Sec. 5. 

The metric of stationary axisymmetric spacetime can be 
written 

(2.1) 

where lAB ,f = III, and yare functions of cylindrical coordi
nates p and Z only; x I is time, x 2 is azimuthal angle. We use 
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the parametrization 

III = f, 112 = 121 = - IOJ, 122 = IOJ2 - p2
/-

1
• (2.2) 

As is well known, the vacuum field equations are the integra
bility conditions for further potentials. The Ernst potential 
'6' and its tensor generalization HAB are defined by27 

'6' = HII =1 + it/J, 

Vt/J = - p-IPVOJ, 

HAB =IAB + it/JAB' 

Vt/JAB = -p-1A xVlxB' 

and satisfy 

IV32'6' = V'6'·V'6', 
. -I x-VHAB = -lp 'fA VHxB , 

HAB - HBA = 2izEAB' 

IXAlxB = - p2EAB' 

where V = (a lap, a /az), V = (a /Jz, - a/ap), 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

v/ = a2/ap2 + a2/az2 + p-Ia/ap. An asterisk (*) will de
note complex conjugation, e.g., H * AB = lAB - it/J AB' 

When HAB is known, a potential FAB(t) 
[ = FAB (p, z, t )] which is a function of a complex variable t, 
as well asp andz, can be constructed from the linear differen· 
tial equation,28 

VFAB(t) = itS -2(t)[(1 - 2tz)VHAX - 2tpVHAX ]FXB(t), 
(2.7) 

where 

S(t)=[(1-2tz)2+4t~2]1/2, S(O)=l, (2.8) 

subject to 

FAB(O) = iEAB , (2.9a) 

FAB(O) = H AB , (2.9b) 

F(t) = aF(t )lat. Two important first integrals ofEq. (2.7) are 

FXA(t)FXB(t) = -S-I(t)EAB or detF(t) = -S-I(t), 
(2.10) 

S (t )F* AB(t) = 2itfAXFx B(t) - (1 - 2tz)FAB (t), (2.11) 

where F * AB (t ) is to be understood as the complex conjugate 
of FAB(t*). 

The differential equation (2.7) and initial conditions 
(2.9a) and (2.9b) define F(t) up to a gauge change, 

FAB(t)-FAx(t)gXB(t) or F(t)_F(t)g(t), (2.12) 

where g(t) = - gA B(t) depends on t only. Equations (2.9)
(2.11) imply 

gAB(O) = EAB or g(O) = I, g*(t) = g(t), det g(t) = I, 
(2.13) 

I being the unit matrix. This gauge freedom may be used to 
minimize the singularities ofF (t ) in the complex t plane. 19.20 

In all cases,F(t) is analytic at and in a neighborhood oft = O. 
Also, it is always possible to choose gauge so that F(t) is 
analytic at and near t = co. Hauser and Ernst (HE) have 
imposed the slightly stronger condition 

F (t )(~ ~) analytic att = co ("HE gauge"), (2.14) 
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which can be brought about by a translation, OJ---+(i) + con
stant. Later, in SL(2)-covariant applications, we shall wish to 
permit an arbitrary additive constant in OJ, so we relax this 
condition to 

F (t) analytic at t = 00 ("modified HE gauge"). 
(2.14') 

Next, HE 19.20 have shown that, in a (p, z) domain covering at 
least one point ofthez axis in which ?f is analytic29 and! #0, 
gauge can be chosen so that the only singularities of F(t ) in 
the t plane (including t = 00) are quadratic branch points 
with index -! at 

z+ip z-ip 
t+ =2;2 and t_ =~ (r=p2+z2), (2.15) 

i.e., the zeros of S (t), and the cut is a finite arc from t = t + to 
t = t _ (not through t = 0). On the z axis, where p = 0, the 
branch points and cut degenerate to a simple pole at 
t = (2z) - I. This very special gauge will be called "special HE 
gauge" if condition (2.14) is also imposed; otherwise [condi
tion (2.14')] we shall call it "modified special HE gauge." 

IfF (t ) is in (modified) special HE gauge, then a change of 
gauge will automatically introduce (p, z)-independent singu
larities in the finite t plane and/or at t = 00. Furthermore, 
analytic continuation of F(t) across the cut will reveal, in 
general, (p, z)-independent singularities of various types (in
cluding at t = 0) on the second Riemann sheet. If ?f is not 
analytic anywhere on the z axis, then special HE gauge may 
not exist. Nevertheless, in this case, HE'9 have proved that 
F (t ) can be chosen to be analytic in the whole t plane except 
for four quadratic branch points of index -! at t = t + and 
at t = to t ' the latter being complex conjugate pointsinde
pendent of p and z, each pair being joined by a cut. 

In Ref. 20, HE have demonstrated that Eqs. (2.3 H2.11) 
are easily solved on the z axis (p = 0), thereby providing a 
remarkably simple and convenient characterization of 
(modified) special HE gauge. First, if?f is analytic and! #0 
on an open interval f of the z axis, then JHAB / Jp, 
JFAB ( t )I Jp, and all derivatives of odd order with respect to p 
vanish on .f. Then, OJ = constant = OJo' say, on f. In spe
cial HE gauge, OJ = 0 on f. Hence, integrating Eqs. (2.5b) 
and (2.7) along f, we find 

HAB(O, z) = (?f(~, z) 2iZ) 
o ' (2.16a) 

(

tt?"(O, z) i) 
FAB(O, z, t) = 1 -=-~tz 1 -02tz , (2.16b) 

in special HE gauge. In modified special HE gauge, where 
OJ = OJo on f, 

(2.l7a) 

where If = 15'(0, z). Clearly, the only singularity in the t 
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plane is a simple pole where t + and t _ coalesce at t = (2z) - I. 

Let us now turn to the description of the matrix element 
u(t) = uA B(t) which represents an element ofK in a manner 
depending on the choice of gauge for F(t) and a contour Lin 
the complex t plane. 19.20 For convenience of expression, we 
shall often denote an element of K by its corresponding u(t ) 
matrix if the gauge and choice of L is clear from the context. 
First, sinceF(t) is always analytic in an open region contain
ing t = 0, we can draw a simple closed curve L surrounding 
t = 0, symmetric about the real axis, whose interior we de
note L +, exterior L _, such that F (t ) is analytic in L + and on 
L. In particular, the points t = t ± and the cut joining them 
must be in L _. The interior L + can be made as large as 
desired by putting F (t) in (modified) special HE gauge and 
considering points (p, z) close to (0, 0). The matrix u(t ) must 
be analytic at least in an open annulus containing L. Further, 
it satisfies the algebraic constraints 

det u(t) = 1 or UXA (t lux B(t) = tAB' 

u*(t) = u(t). 

(2.1Sa) 

(2.1Sb) 

In addition, HE impose a boundary condition at t = 00 [Eq. 
(2.19) below] which is not merely a restriction on the gauge, 
but actually excludes a significant portion of the group K. 
This topic will be discussed in a sequel to the present paper. 
Here, we shall require that F (t ) be put in either HE gauge or 
modified HE gauge and that u(t ) be analytic in a neighbor
hood of t = 00 and 

(i) Ull(t), tU I
2(t), t -'u

2 dt), U2
2(t) are analytic at t = 00 

whenever F (t ) is in HE gauge; (2.19) 

(ii) u(t) is analytic at t = 00 whenever F(t) in in modified 
HE gauge (2.19') 

[cf. Eqs. (2.14) and (2.14')]. When combining or multiplying 
transformations in K [represented by multiplication of cor
responding u(t) matrices], it is important not to mix the two 
types (2.19) and (2.19'). 

WhenF(t), u(t), andLaregiven, theF(t )-potentialF'(t) 
of a new solution t?'" of the field equations may be found by 
solving the matrix homogeneous Hilbert problem (HHP), 

X _(t) = X +(t)G (t), (2.20) 

where 

X+(t) =F'(t)F(t)-', 

G (t) = F(t )u(t )F(t )-1. 

(2.21a) 

(2.21b) 

In Eq. (2.20), G (t) is a given matrix analytic on L, and the 
unknowns X_and X + are required to satisfy 

X _(t) analytic in L + L_ and at t = 00, 

X +(t) analytic in L + L+, X +(0) = I. 

The HHP can also be written 

(2.22a) 

(2.22b) 

(2.23a) 

in whichX _ andF' are the unknowns,F'AB(O) = itAB' or, in 
tensor notation, 

(2.23b) 

With the boundary conditions at t = 0 and t = 00, the solu
tion ofthe HHP is unique ifit exists. 19 The new metric tensor 
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FAB and Ernst potential ~' follow from 

H'AB = F'AB(O), f'AB = ReH'AB' 'll' = H'II' 
(2.24) 

There is no loss of generality in requiring u(t) to be ana
lytic throughout L _ as singularities can be absorbed by 
gauge changes. First, supposeF (t ) is in (modified) special HE 
gauge. Then Eq. (2.23) shows thatF'(t) is in the same special 
gauge if and only if u(t ) is analytic throughout L _. If u(t) is 
not analytic in L_, then perform the factorization u(t) = 
u + (t )u _ (t ), where u + and u _ satisfy the conditions for a u(t ) 
matrix and, in addition, u + is analytic in L +, U _ in L _, and 
u +(0) = I(thisisanHHP). It follows thatF'(t)u +(t )isanF(t) 
potential in (modified) special HE gauge while u + (t ) merely 
effects a gauge change [cf. Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13)]. Similarly, if 
F(t) for the original solution is not in (modified) special HE 
gauge but still satisfies (2.14) or (2.14'), then write it as 
F (t ) = Fsp (t )g(t ) where F,p (t ) is in the special gauge and g(t ) 
satisfies Eqs. (2.13). Then perform the factorization 
u(t )g(t ) - I = U + (t )u _ (t ), as before, and the HHP will take the 
form 

X_(t) =F:p(t)u_(t)F,p(t)-I, 

where F:p (t) = F'(t)u + (t). Except where otherwise stated, 
we shall henceforth assume that u(t ) is analytic throughout 
L _. [Notice that the full group of gauge transformations 
cannot be handled by the HE formalism because F 'it ) is re
quired to be analytic in L +. In some cases where F'(t ) is not 
analytic in L + it may be possible to deform the contour L 
without crossing singularities ofu _(t), but this is clearly im
possiblewhenF'(t land u_(t) have coincident singularities in 
L +. An example of such a coincidence is the "extended" 
HKX transformation. IZ

] 

The Hauser-Ernst formula, mentioned in Sec. 1, which 
gives all u(t) which map a given initial solution ~ to a given 
final solution ~' is derived as follows. Suppose that'll and 
~'are analytic on an open interval f ofthez axis containing 
(p, z) = (0, 0) and put F(t) and F'(t) in special HE gauge. 
Then,onf,F(t )andF'(t ) are given by Eq. (2. 16b). Substitute 
into the HHP Eq. (2.23a) and observe that the left-hand side 
is analytic in L _ whereas the right-hand side apparently has 
a simple pole at t = (2Z)-1 in L_. Setting the residue to be 
zero gives 

tuIZ(t)~~' + t -IU2
1(t) - iUII(t)~1 + iU22(t)~ = 0, 

(2.25) 

where ~ and W' are to be evaluated atp = 0, z = (21) - I, The 
real and imaginary parts of Eq. (2.25), together with Eq. 
(2.18a), provide three equations for the four components of 
uA B (t). If, instead, we put F (t ) and F 'it ) in modified special 
HE gauge, with 0) = 0)o, OJ' = O)b on.ft, then 

- 0)0) 

1 ' 
(2.26) 

where uo(t ) satisfies Eq. (2.25). This matrix product expresses 
the composition of three transformations: (i) 0)-+0) - 0)0' (ii) 
~ -7g'" preserving special HE gauge, and (iii) 0)'-+0)' + O)~. 

The Ehlers group P is given by 
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g'" = (P)u ~ = a4~ -: ia3 , a = (a l a 2
), (2.27) 

al-lazg" a 3 a 4 
deta = 1, (P)u E P. The Matzner-Misner group L (rotation 
of Killing vectors) is given by 

FAB = (L)~ fAB = bA cbB DfcD' (3 = bA B = (131 
\[33 

det(3 = 1, (L )~ E L. Both groups are one-to-two homomor
phic to SL(2, R ). The (L )~ transformation is represented by 

UAB(t) = - bAn = ((3T)-1 = (!Pz 13
)' (2.29) 

T denoting transpose, and the solution of the HHP (trivial in 
this case) is 

F'AB(t) = bACbBDFcD(t) or F'(t) = (3F(t)(3T. (2.30) 

Note that u(t ) obeys condition (2.19') and preserves modified 
special HE gauge. The (P)n transformation can be substitut
ed into the HE formula (2.25) to yield 

( ( 
al -a2t-

l
) 

u t) = , 
- a 3t a 4 

(2.31) 

obeying condition (2.19). The solution of the HHP in this 
case can be obtained by a straightforward application of 
methods outlined in Secs. 3 and 5 below. The result is 

F'(t) = (A + t -IB)F(t)u(t)-I, 

where 

A= ( 
a4 + ia2~' 

ia2(Hlz + H'lz - 2iz) 

B = (:2 ~). 
Here, g'" is given by Eq. (2.27) and H' 12 by 

(2.32) 

(2.33a) 

(2.33b) 

I a\HI2 +azHW 
H 12 = , (2.34) 

a l - iaz'll 

where H~1 = ~ FAB(O). Eq. (2.32) preserves special HE 
gauge. 

3. QUADRATIC BRANCH POINTS AND THE HARRISON 
TRANSFORMATION 

The homogeneous Hilbert problem can be solved by 
elementary methods in the case when u(t ) has only poles in 
L + and for a large class of cases where u(t ) has also quadratic 
branch points and cuts contained in L +. The case of N sim
ple poles (at points t #0 in L+) has been treated adequately 
by Hauser and Ernst l8 using their integral equation. They 
have identified the transformation for which 

~), (3.1) 

au Si real constants, with the product of N HKX transfor
mations. 3 Allowing all four components of u(t) to have sim
ple poles at t = Sit ... , SN #0 leads to a product of null gener
alized HKX transformations. 12 HE have also obtained the 
electrovac counterparts of the latter transformations. 18 The 
case of nons imp Ie poles can be treated directly by the same 
methods or by regarding a pole of multiplicity N as a coales-
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cence of N simple poles. The corresponding limit of the prod
uct of N HKX transformations is a combined HKX trans
formation of ranks 0, 1, ... , N - 1.3 

It is instructive to see the null generalized HKX trans
formation derived from the HHP in an SL(2)-covariant man
ner. Consider 

(3.2) 

where s, a, and c/ B are constants and q AB is symmetric and 
null (recall - fA B = C B A = {j~). The contour L is drawn to 
enclose t = 0 and the pole at t = s. The HHP is 

X_AB(t) = -S(t)F'AX(t)[ -?y +~qXy]FBY(t). 
t-s 

(3.3) 

The left-hand side is analytic in L + L_ and at t = 00. The 
right-hand side is analytic in L + L + except for a simple pole 
at t = s and has the value cA B at t = 0. Hence 

-S(t)F'AX(t)[ -?y +~~y)FBY(t) 
t-s 

B t B =CA +--RA , 
t -s 

(3.4) 

where RA B is a constant (in t) tensor to be determined. Ex
pressing F'AB(t) as the subject, we have 

F'AB(t) = [FAy(t) + -t-RAXFxy(t )1[CB y - ~qB y1· 
t-s t-s 

(3.5) 

Comparing residues at t = s of both sides ofEq. (3.4), we find 

(3.6) 

Since qAB is null and symmetric, it admits the factorization 
qAB = qAqB' An expression for the vector F'AX(S)qX and 
hence for R A B can be obtained by multiplying both sides of 
Eq. (3.5) by qB and taking the limit as t---+s. The results are 

F'AX(S)qX = FAX(S)qX [1 + asS (s)qCDFzds)FZ D(S)]-I, (3.7) 

R A
B= -as(s)FAX(S)qXyFBY(s) 

X [1 + asS(s)qCDFzc(s)FZD(S)]-I. (3.8) 

The expression for the transformed F (t ) potential simplifies if 
we introduce the generating function GAB (s, t ) of Kinnersley 
and Chitre '6 which is given in terms of FAB(t) by3 

s tS(s) x 
GAB(S, t) = --CAB + --FXA(S)F B(t), (3.9) 

s-t s-t 

with a suitable limit for GAB(S, s). Then Eqs. (3.5), (3.8), and 
(3.9) give 

F'AB(t) 

X [CXB - ..!!:!....qXB]. 
S - t 

(3.10) 

This is precisely the formula given in Ref. 12 for the general
ized HKX transformation, whose infinitesimal form is de-
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fined by25 

Iask~Yt;~, (3.11) 
k~O 

for the case of null ~y. It is easy to show that the apparent 
pole at t = s in the right-hand side of Eq. (3.10) is absent. 

The second factor in Eq. (3.10) is a gauge function. The 
first factor, with the index X lowered by C XB' is the transform 
of FAB(t) under the "extended" HKX transformation, 12 de
fined by (3.11) with the sum taken from k = - 00 to k = 00. 

In Ref. 12, the extended HKX transformation was derived 
as the limit of the double soliton transformation of Belinsky 
and Zakharov9 when the two simple poles of their matrix 
X (Il ) coalesce to form a double pole. 

Transformations corresponding to a simple or nonsim
pIe pole at t = ° have a longer history. These can be de
scribed as or represented by: (i) products of a finite number of 
(P) .. and (L)p transformations

,
,2; (ii) a broken null curve in 

the Geroch representation2
; (iii) repeated applications of the 

Lagrangian invariance transformations of Hoenselaers30
; 

(iv) transformations ~Yt;L ~y null, exponentiated by 
KC I5 and products thereof. The failure of these early trans
formations to preserve asymptotic flatness has a rational ex
planation in terms of the HE representation. Eq. (2.25) 
shows that u(t ) will preserve asymptotic flatness up to a NUT 
parameter whenever it is asymptotic to the right-hand side of 
(2.31) as t-o (not necessarily with all components of a non
vanishing). Thus asymptotic flatness preservation is not sen
sitive to the types of singularities of u(t ) occurring at points 
t ¥- 0, showing in a sense that the "majority" of elements ofK 
actually preserve asymptotic flatness, but singularities at 
t = ° [except for a simple pole in u 12(t)] are not allowed. 

Matrices u(t ) which have quadratic branch points arise 
naturally on account of the determinant condition, 
det u(t) = 1. Let u(t) be a matrix function of t analytic and 
possessing an inverse in L + L _, real for real t, and obeying 
either condition (2.19) or (2.19'). Then 

u(t) = [det u(t)] - I /2U(t) (3.12) 

obeys all the conditions for a u(t ) matrix and is analytic in 
L_, provided the branch cuts joining the zeros of det u(t) can 
be contained in L +. This can be done if t = 00 is not also a 
branch point. This situation can be excluded by requiring 
that det u(t )---+1 (or any positive real constant) as t---+oo. 

If u(t ) is a given rational function of t, then the HHP can 
be solved by essentially the same method as for u(t) rational. 
The HHP can be rewritten 

~et u(t )]1/2X_(t) = F'(t )u(t )F(t )-1. (3.13) 

The left-hand side is analytic in L _ and at t = 00 while the 
right-hand side has only poles in L +. The branch point sin
gularities have been absorbed in X -(t). Thus either side of 
Eq. (3.13) defines a rational function of t and the problem 
reduces to the determination of the unknown coefficients in 
the numerator. The transformation represented by such a 
u(t ) will be seen to be a product of Harrison 's Backlund trans
formationsH (branch points at t ¥-O), null HKX transform a
tionsJ ,'2 (poles at t ¥-O), and null KC transformations2,'5,3o 

(either pole or branch point at t = 0, depending on whether 
number of accompanying Harrison transformations is even 
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or odd, respectively). Further, when two Harrison transfor
mations with same s parameters are multiplied, the corre
sponding product u(t ) matrix has only a pole at t = s and so 
represents a null HKX transformation. 12 

The simplest SL(2)-covariant example is 

IIB(t) = -~B +t-Ih A
B, detv(t) = I -t-Ihx

x, 
(3.14) 

where h AB is null and nonsymmetric. The explicit solution of 
the HHP is 

, (-I C t(hZA + ihAxhzyHXY)FCZ(S)] 
F AB(t) = S hA - -....=.:--...:..:.:.........::..:~-~---

(s - t )hMNFNM(S) 

XFCD(t)(~BD - t -lh B
D), (3.15) 

where s = h x x = - h xx' The more general case where h AB 

is nonnull, so that det v(t ) = I - st - I + t - 2(det h ), is easily 
shown to factorize into two of the above transformations. 
The proof of Eq. (3.15) involves elegant and pleasing tensor 
manipulations, which we leave as an exercise for the reader. 
Instead, we shall give the derivation for the closely related, 
though non-SL(2)-covariant, Harrison transformation, for 
which 

( S) -- 1/2 ( 1 
u(/) = 1 - t _ c-I 

_ cst -I) 
I . {3.16) 

The u(t) matrix given by (3.12) and (3.14) can be factorized 
into matrices of the forms (3.16), (2.29), and (2.31) in at least 
three ways. 

The transform of F(l) under the Harrison (H) transfor
mation was calculated in Ref. 12 by first deriving the trans
forms of E(l) under the groups P, L, Q,5-7 and Q,6.7 and then 
calculating the products, 

H = (L )/3(Q) -4s(Q)4s(P)u = (P)u(Q) -4s(Q)4s(L )/3' 
(3.17a) 

a=G ~s). fJ=(~ c~} (3.17b) 

(P)" E P, (L )/3 E L, (Q) + 4, E Q (commutes with Pl. 
(Q) ± 4-, E Q (commutes with L). The resulting formula [Eqs. 
(4.44a) and (4.44b) of Ref. 12] preserves special HE gauge, 
and so can be substituted directly into Eq. (2.25) here to give 
the representing matrix (3.16). It is, of course, more instruc
tive to see Eqs. (4.44a) and (4.44b) of Ref. 12 derived from 
(3.16) and the HHP. The insights gained will allow us to 
construct new Backlund transformations for electrovac spa
cetimes in Sec. 5. 

The HHP takes the form, 

( 
S)1/2 ( I 

1- t X_(t)=F'(t) -c-I 
_ cst -I) 

1 E(t)-I. 

(3.18) 

The left-hand side is analytic in L + L_ and at t = 00 [the 
branch cut in (1 - sit )1/2 joins t = ° to t = s in L+J. The 
right-hand side is analytic in L + L+ except for a pole at 
t = 0. It follows that 
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where Eqs. (2.9a) and (2.9b) have been used. Hence 

F'(t) =_t_( 1 +icsH'11 c--
I

) 

l-s cst- I +ics(H'21 +HI2 ) l-icsHII 

X F(t) C~I cst
l
-} 

The pole at t = s is absent if 

1+ icsH'11 = - c-1T, 

ics(H'zl +H12 ) = -c-(l-icsHI.lT, 

where 

T= F22(S) + CF21(S) 

Fds) + cEII(s) 

Hence the final transformation formula is 

F'(t)=_t_( -c-IT 
t-s c(s-t)t- I -(I-ics'tl)T 

X F(t) C~I CSl
1
-)· 

(3.19a) 

(3. 19bJ 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

WhenF21 andFnareeliminated using Eq. (2.11), we get Eqs. 
(4.44a) and (4.44b) of Ref. 12. [Tis a pseudopotential for the 
Biicklund transformation and is a fractional linear function 
of the pseudopotential q used by Harrison, 7 the q used by 
Cosgrove,6,IZ and the two a's used by Neugebauer. I I From 
Eq. (2.7), a total Riccati equation can be written for T] 

The decomposition of the Harrison transformation into 
factors PQ and LQ (respectively, II and 12 of Neugebauer 1 I) 
is not unique and Eq. (3.17b) presents only one possible para
metrization. It has the disadvantage that it breaks down for 
the important cases c = 00 and c = 0, which map Weyl solu
tions to Weyl solutions. These may be accommodated by 
trivial rescalings,J-+(const) xf, and translations, either 
w--->(u + const or ¢-+¢ + const. In terms of representing 
matrices the products are, suppressing the factor 
(I-slt)-tO, 

() I. ((CS)-I 0)( I 
vI = 1m 1 

C->oo I cs - C-

= (0 - t -I); 
t-s 0 

(3.22) 

v{t) = lim (C-I I) (I - cslt -I) 
c--o 0 C - c- I 

The solutions of the corresponding HHP's are, respectively, 

( 

-sT 

F'(t) = s - t + i'tlT 
sf 

( 

-T 
F'{t) = s - t . -- + Is'l?T 

t 

S) (0 _1) 
-i'tl F(t) -t t~s, 

T= F21{S) . 
Ftds) , 

(3.24) 

1) (0 -1) 
-is'tl F(t) t~s 0 ' 

T = Fds} (3.25) 
Fds) . 

The former preserves special HE gauge, as does (3.21). The 
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latter preserves modified special HE gauge. The correspond
ing decompositions into PQ and LQ transformations are, 
respectively, 

H = (Q) -4,(Q)4S(P) .. , = (P) .. ,(Q) -4,(Q)4S; 

H = (L )'" (Q) -4s(Q )4s = (Q) -4,(Q)4s(L ) .. ,; 

where, in both cases, a l = ( 0 
-1 ~). 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

The factorization of the null HKX transformation 
(3.10) into two H transformations with same s parameters is 
expressed by the matrix product 

( 

atql2 
1---

(
Ao f-l) t-s 

A -I _ atq22 

t-s 

t ( 1 
=-- -I 

t - S - c2 

~) t-s 
atql2 

1+-
t-s 

-cist- I
) 

1 ' 
(3.28) 

where 

C1 = q"/qI2, c2 = _ (qll/qI2)(1 + aqI2), 

A = 1 + aq 12, f-l = - aq I I . 

(3.29a) 

(3.29b) 

the relations between the parameters here is in agreement 
with those given in Eqs. (6.56)-(6.58) of Ref. 12. 

The u(t) matrix (3.16) for the Htransformation has qua
dratic branch points at t = 0 and t = s, joined by a cut in L +. 

The product of two such matrices with s = s I and s = S2 has 
branch points at t = s I and t = S2' but t = 0 is an ordinary 
point [cf. right-hand side of Eq. (3.28)]. The branch cut can 
be taken from t = s I to t = S2 without passing through t = O. 
This shows incidentally that the double Harrison transfor
mation preserves asymptotic flatness. 

4. NONNULL KC TRANSFORMATIONS AND THE B 
GROUP 

In Refs. 3, 12, and 15, methods are given which solve 
the problem of exponentiating particular infinitesimal null 
KC transformations. 14 None of these methods have been 
found to work in the nonnull case (except for thes = 00 limit 
of the nonnull HKXI2). We wish to study the B group, 16 

whose infinitesimal generators are25 

fJ lk 1)_,)k+I)+,)k- I) k 012 
- (II (22' =", ... , 

and the nonnull KC group, whose generators are 

qXY y:~, k = 0, I, 2, ... , 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

qXYqxy = 2 det q:j=O. We shall not attempt to exponentiate 
any combinations of the infinitesimal generators (the non
null HKX transformation 12 being an example), but, never
theless, we shall show how finite transformations can be cal
culated with Harrison and/or null HKX transformations. 
There are enough of these finite transformations that iter
ation of them until closure occurs will yield the full infinite
dimensional groups. 

First, the u(t) matrix representing an infinitesimal non
null HKX transformation (a small) is identical to the null 
case. From Eq. (3.2), we have 
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UAB(t) = -~B +~qAB + o (a 2). (4.3) 
t-s 

[When qAB is null, the 0 (a2) term is identically zero and the 
remainder of the equation is exact for finite a.] The u(t) ma
trix representing the individual infinitesimal aqXYr:~ trans
formation is obtainable from the coefficient of Sk in the Tay
lor series expansion of the right-hand side ofEq. (4.3). An 
arbitrary infinitesimal generator of the nonnull KC group is 
expressed by the sum 

I alklcl'Yy;~, (4.4) 
k~O 

a l') real constants. Define the generating function 

a(t) = I a1k1t -k, (4.5) 
k~O 

analytic at and near t = 00. We may require that a(t ) be ana
lytic in L + L _. Then the representing u(t ) matrix is 

(4.6) 

Finally, a straightforward exponentiation of this matrix 
yields 

UAB(t) = - [cosh(qa(t))]~B +q-l[sinh(qa(t))]qAB' 
(4.7) 

where the real or pure-imaginary constant q is defined by 

qXAqX B = - q2cAB or q2 = (qI2)2 _ qllq22. (4.8) 

When art ) is a rational function, as in the case of the 
nonnull HKX transformation for which a(t) = at Itt - s), 
the u(t) matrix has essential singularities inL+ at the poles of 
a(t). The methods of this paper are not strong enough to 
handle essential singularities in u(t). However, finite trans
formations can be written down when tanh(qa(t)) is a ration
al function of t, say 

tanh(qa(t)) = R (t) (4.9) 

(note that qR (t) is real for real t). Then 

u A B (t ) = [ - ~ B + q - 1 R (t )qA B H 1 - R 2(t )] - l/ 2. 
(4.10) 

This is of the form (3.12) and so represents a product of a 
finite number of Harrison and (L )(3 transformations. When q 
is pure-imaginary, thes parameters oftheH transformations 
form complex conjugate pairs such that the product trans
formation obeys condition (2.18b) and maps real solutions 
(as determined by fAB) to real solutions. 

Consider the simplest case, where 

(4.11) 

a, b, c, d real constants. A short calculation reveals the 
factorization, 

( 
1 

X I - c2 -

- CI;lt -I) 
(4.12) 
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[cf. Eqs. (2.29) and (3.16) for the (L )13 andHtransformations, 
respectively], where 

f34 = A -1(C2 - a2)1/2(d - bql2/q), 

f33= _(e2 _a2)-1/2aqll/q, 

f32 = A -1(C2 _ a2 )1/2bq22/q, 

f31 = (c2 - a2)-1/2(c + aqI2/q); 

d+b d-b 
51=---, S2=---; 

c+a c-a 

(4.13a) 

(4.13b) 

(4.13c) 

(4.13d) 

(4.14) 

qll A qll 
CI =--, c2 = - --; (4.15) 

ql2 + q (c + a)(d _ b) ql2 + q 

A = cd - ab + (ad - be)qI2/q. (4.16) 

There is a second factorization with same f3 matrix and 

d-b d+b 
51 = - --, 52 = - --; (4.14') 

c-a c+a 
qll A qll , 

C I =--, C2= - --.(4.15) 
q12 _ q (e _ a)(d + b) ql2 _ q 

A matrix of the form (4.10) will represent a product of 
null HKX transformations alone when 1 - R 2(t ) is a perfect 
square. This is the case whenever 

R (t) = m
2
(t) - n

2
(t) (4.17a) 

m2(t) + n2(t ) 

or 

R (t) = 2m(t)n(t) , 
m 2(t) + n2(t) 

where m(t) and n(t) are polynomials in t. 

(4.l7b) 

The same considerations apply to the B group, 16 for 
which 

(
COS a(t) 

u(t) = . 
- tsm a(t) 

t -ISina(t)) , 
cos a(t) 

(4.18) 

a(t) analytic in L + L _ and at t = 00. This is the group 
which maps flat space to itself in special HE gauge, as can be 
seen by putting g' = 1 = g" in Eq. (2.25). It is closely related 
to the nonnull KC group [see Eqs. (7.30)-(7.33b) of Ref. 
1231

}. Finite transformations in the B group can be con
structed out of Harrison and (P)u transformations by 
putting 

tan a(t) = R (t), (4.19) 

a rational function of t. Then 

u(t)= [1 +R 2(t)]-1/2( 1 t-
I

R
1 

(t)). (4.20) 
-tR(t) 

In this case, the 5 parameters form complex conjugate pairs. 
Also, with the choice, 

R (t ) = 2m(t )n(t ) , 
m2(t) _ n2(t) 

(4.21) 

where mIt ) and nIt ) are polynomials in t, the u(t ) matrix is 
itself rational and represents a product of null HKX 
transformations. 

5. BACKLUND TRANSFORMATIONS FOR 
ELECTROVAC FIELDS 

Hauser and Ernst have extended their complex-vari
able techniques to the enlarged Geroch group K' (due to 
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Kinnersley l3) for electrovac fields. 18-20 Their representation 
employs 3 X 3 matrices H ab , Fab (t), and uab (t) which corre
spond to the 2X 2 matrices H AB , FAB(t), and uA B(t), respec
tively, of vacuum. The SL(2) tensor formalism for the poten
tials has been developed by Kinnersley and Chitre l3

-
16 and 

Jones.32 However, since each 3 X 3 matrix equation conveys 
the information of four tensor equations, we shall use the 
matrix notation in this section. 

With the hindsight gained from the vacuum case, it is 
natural to study electrovac transformations represented by 
u(t) matrices which have only poles in the complex t plane 
and those which have algebraic singularities (cubic branch 
points in this case) for which the HHP can be solved by the 
methods of Sec. 3. Hauser and Ernst l8 have already treated 
the case where u(t ) has only poles using their integral equa
tion and have obtained the electrovac version of the null 
HKX transformation and products thereof. The same re
sults could equally well be obtained from the HHP by fol
lowing the steps which led to Eq. (3.10) here. 

In this section we study u(t ) matrices of the form 

u(t) = [detv(t)]-1/3v(t) (5.1) 

[cf. Eq. (3.12)], in an attempt to generalize the Harrison 
transformation to electrovac spacetimes. We succeed in ob
taining an electrovac counterpart to the double Harrison 
transformation which maps flat space to Kerr-Newman
NUT space and presumably an n-fold iteration of which 
maps flat space to the nonlinear superposition of n Kerr
Newman-NUT particles on the z axis. Nevertheless, in Sec. 
6, we present an argument which suggests that this transfor
mation may not be as large as it could be and attempt to 
explain why we were not able to derive the single electrovac 
Harrison transformation (presumed to exist) from the HE 
formalism. 

The electrovac H potential has components 

CPA ) 
2iK(I,I) ' a, b = 1,2,3, A, B = 1,2. 

(5.2) 

The definitions of the potentials on the right-hand side are to 
be found in Refs. 13 and 14. The metric is recoverable from 
the relation 

lAB =!(HAB +H*BA)+CPACP*B -iuAB , (5.3) 

and we again use the parametrization (2.2). To specify an 
electrovac solution it is sufficient to know only the compo
nents (Ernst potentials) 

g' = HII =/11 - CPICP *1 + iflll' 4> = CPI = R l3 , (5.4) 

which satisfy simple field equations given by ErnstH (see also 
Ref. 1334

). 

The F(t) potential has components 

(
FAB(t) DA(t)) 

Fab(t) = 2iS
B

(t) 2iQ(t) ' (5.5) 

where the entries on the right-hand side are generating func
tions whose definitions and direct methods of calculation are 
found in Ref. 32. (When comparing with the 3 X 3 matrix 
equations of Hauser and Ernst, 18-20 one should interchange 
the first two rows and first two columns as in Ref. 26.) At 
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t=O, 

F(O) = iG!(2), 
F(O)=H, 

where G!(2) is the value at t = 2 of 

a 
o 

a ) a . 
-yt 

(S.6a) 
(S.6b) 

(5.7) 

The F(t) potential satisfies a differential equation and alge
braic relations corresponding to Eqs. (2.7), (2.10), and (2.11) 
which are given in Refs. 18, 19, and 32. We need write down 
only the determinant condition 

detF(t)= -S-I(t). (5.8) 

The gauge [see Eq. (S.22) below] chosen by Hauser and Ernst 
("HE gauge") requires that F (t ) be analytic near t = 00 and 
also that Fal , tFa2' and Fa3 , a = 1, 2, 3, be analytic at t = 00. 

As in vacuum, there are special gauges such that the only 
singularities of F (t ), in a suitable ( p, z) domain containing an 
open interval ofthez axis, are quadratic branch points at the 
zeros t + and t _ of S (t ). If, in addition, the additive constants 
in (U = - fl21fll and C{J2 are chosen so that these latter poten
tials vanish on the z axis, then the special gauge is unique 
("special HE gauge"). The explicit forms of Hand F (t ) on the 
z axis in special HE gauge are given by20 

H~(~ 
2iz 

~). a 
0 

(5.9a) 

('W t~ ) 1 - 2tz 1 - 2tz 1-~2tz . F(t)= . 
0 -/ 

a a 

(S.9b) 

The homogeneous Hilbert problem is to find X + (t ) ana
lytic in L + L+ (drawn as in Sec. 2) and X _(t) analytic in 
L + L_ and at t = 00 such that, on L, 

X_It) =X+(t)G(t), 

where 

G (t) = F(t)u(t )F(t )-1, 

X+(O) =1. 

(S.lO) 

(S.lla) 

(S.llb) 

The matrix u(t ), depending only on t, is chosen subject to the 
constraints 

det u(t) = 1, 

ut(t )(g(t )u(t) = G!(t), 

u(t) analytic in L + L_, 

(S.12a) 

(S.12b) 

(S.12c) 

(
t ~11~21 t~21: t ~11~23) analytic att = 00. (S.12d) 

U 31 tU 32 U 33 

[u t(t) is the Hermitian conjugate of u(t *), i.e., 
ut(t) = u*(t(.] WhenX+(t) is known, a new electrovac so
lution can be constructed from 

2632 

r(t) = X +(t )F(t), 

H'=F'(O). 
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(S.l3a) 

(S.l3b) 

Hence an alternative form for the HHP is 

X _(t) = F'(t )u(t )F(t )-1, (S.14) 

where X _(t) and u(t) are analytic in L + L_, F'(t) and F(t) 
are analytic in L + L +. As before, a composition of several 
transformations is represented by the product of corre
sponding u(t) matrices. Notice that X +(t) and hence F'(t) is 
not sensitive to the replacement u(t )--+;-u(t ), where;- is a com
plex cube root of unity. 

A simple application of the HHP is to derive an equa
tion for all u(t ) which transform a given initial solution 
('l/ , <I> ) into a given final solution ('l/', <I> ') in special HE 
gauge. 2°Substitute Eq. (S.9b) for F(t )andF'(t ) into the right
hand side ofEq. (S.14). The condition that the pole at 
t = (2Z)-' be absent is 

(S.lS) 

where 'l/, <1>, 'l/', and <1>' are to be evaluated at p = 0, 
z = (2t)-'. 

If u(t ) is a rational function of t, then the method of 
solution of the HHP is exactly the same here as in the vacu
um case. Similarly, if v(t ) is a rational matrix function of t and 
if the unimodular matrix 

u(t) = [det v(t)] -1/3V(t) (S.16) 

also satisfies conditions (S.12b)-(S.12d), then the solution of 
the HHP proceeds along exactly the same lines as for a finite 
product of Harrison transformations in vacuum. Such trans
formations with det v(t) not a perfect cube will be new as 
none of the finite electrovac transformations discussed pre
viously take the form (5.16).35 

Despite these obvious similarities with vacuum, the sin
gle Harrison transformation with det v(t ) = I - st - I does 
not automatically generalize to electrovac. The simplest 
transformation of the form (S.16) that we find has two s pa
rameters, complex conjugates of each other, and so more 
closely resembles the double Harrison transformation. This 
unexpected complication can be traced to condition (S.12b) 
being quadratic in u(t). [This condition is needed to guaran
tee the algebraic relation betweenF (t ) andF *(t ) given in Refs. 
18, 19, and 32.] Thus, while we want det v(t) to be not a 
perfect cube, the product [det v(t)] [det v*(t)] must be a per
fect cube. The simplest choices sUbject to these constraints 
take such (essentially equivalent) forms as 

or 

or 

t - s* 
detv(t) =-

t-s 

sIt - s*) 
det v(t) = , 

s*(t -s) 

detv(t) = (1-slt)2(I-s*lt), 

(S.17a) 

(S.17b) 

(5.17c) 

s being a complex constant. With det v(t ) given by Eq. 
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(5.17b), the simplest possible choice for u(1 ) is 

U(/) = e~t(~~::r/3(: : S(t~S'J)' (5.18) 

s*(t - s) 

This matrix function of t has a branch cut from t = s to t = s* 
inside L + and appears to represent a very special case of the 
electrovac version of the double Harrison transformation 
with no free c parameters. An instructive way to proceed to a 
more general transformation with four c parameters is to 
solve the HHP for this special u(t) first, and then recognize 
that the solution can be generalized in a nontrivial way by 
exploiting the gauge freedom in F(t). 

The solution of the HHP for the u(t) of Eq. (5.18) is 

( G
l3(s*)) ) 

F'(t)= F(t)+ t(s-s*)..!.. F23(S*) (md t ),m2(t),m 3(t)) 
s*(t -s),j ( *) 

33 s 

where 

(

1 0 

o 1 
X 

o 0 

Flds) 

mb(t)= F21(S) 

F31(S) 

,j = m3(s*). 

S'(t~'J)' 
sIt - s*) 

(S.19) 

Fds) Flb(/) 

F22(S) F2b (t) , (5.20a) 

Fds) F3b(t) 

(S.20b) 

Details of the method of solution of this HHP will be sup
plied later for a more general u(t). [Important note: To calcu
lateF*'(t), replaces, s*, F(t), F(s), and F(s*) by s*, s, F*(t), 
F*(s*), andF*(s), respectively, in the right-hand sidesofEqs. 
(S.19), (S.20a), and (S.20b). In particular, m * b (t ) and,j * are 
the complex conjugates of mb (t *) and.,j, respectively.] The 
components of the first row of H' = F '(0) are 

'f}'=H' =H _ i(s-s*)F (s*)IFII(S) F12(S) 1 , 
II II ss*,j \3 F31(S) Fds) 

(S.21a) 

H' =H _ i(s-s*) F (s*) IF11(S) 
12 12 ss*,j 13 F31(S) 

Fds) 1 , 

Fds) 

(/)' _ H' - H _ s - s* F ( *) IFIl(S) 
- 13 - 13 ss*,j 13 S F21(s) 

(S.21b) 

FdS)I· 
Fds) 

(5.2Ic) 

If the initial solution is a vacuum solution, for which 
Fa3 (t) = 0 = F3b (t), a, b = 1,2, F33(t) = I, then the above 
transformation reduces to the identity. On the other hand, if 
the solution has a non vanishing electromagnetic field, then 
Eqs. (5.2Ia)-(S.2Ic) define a nontrivial new transformation. 

Four additional parameters can be incorporated into 
the above transformation by simply changing the gauge of 
the F (t) potential in the right-hand sides of Eqs. (S.2Ia)
(S.2Ic) or by making a similar substitution for F(s) andF(s*), 
but not for F(t), in the right-hand side ofEq. (S.19). The 
differential equations and algebraic relations 18, 19.32 which 
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govern F (t ) are also satisfied after a substitution 

F(t )~F(t )g(t), (S.22) 

where g(t) is a complex-valued function of t only subject to 

g(0) = I, det g(t) = 1, gt(t )~(t )g(t) = ~(/), (5.23) 

I denoting the 3 X 3 unit matrix. Since we wish to obtain 
formulas preserving special HE gauge, we shall make this 
substitution for F(s) andF(s*) in Eqs. (S.21a) and (S.2Ic) and 
then deduce the new r(t) from the HHP, rather than Eq. 
(S.I9). 

Not all eighteen components of g(s) and g(s*) will appear 
in the right-hand sides of Eqs. (S.2Ia) and (5.2Ic). The latter 
depend on only the four independent ratios ha I hb andga 19b, 
a, b = 1, 2, 3, of the components of the following vectors: 

h ~ G} ~,.(~). (5.24a) 

g = (gl' gl' g3) = (0. O. I)g(s)-I. (S.24b) 

The algebraic conditions (S.23) imply 

h*l= -~isgz' h*2=!isgl• h*3=g3' (S.2S) 

Since the vectors ha andgb may be arbitrarily rescaled. there 
is no loss of generality in putting. for example, g3 = 1 = h3• 

Inspection oflater formulas suggests, however, that a more 
convenient normalization would be to take the quantity 

E glh l +g3h3 + (s/s*)gzhz 

= g~*3 + FS*glg*2 - !isgzg* 1= E * (5.26) 

to be unity. 
When the substitution (S.22) is made for F(s*) andF(s) in 

the right-hand sides of Eqs. (S.2Ia) and (S.2Ic), the trans
formed Ernst potentials become 

'f}' = H'li = HII + (i(s - s*)lss*,j JhbFlb(S*)kl' (S.27a) 

where k = (kit kz• k31 is the row vector 

k = - S (s)gF(s)- \ (5.28) 

whose components are 

and 

I gl gz 

kl = IF21 (S) Fds) 
F31(S) Fds) 

gl 

k2 = - FII(s) 

F31(S) 

gl 

k3 = Flds) 

F2ds) 

,j = kF(s*)h = 

gl 

FII(S) 

F11(s) 

F31(S) 

g3 
Fu(s) , 

Fds) 

g] 
F\3(s) • 

Fds) 

gl 
Fds) 

Fnfs) 

Fds) 

g3 

FI3(S) 

F23(S) 

Fds) 

(5.29a) 

(5.29b) 

(S.29c) 

0 

hbFlb(S*) 

hbF2b (S*) 
, 

hbFJb(S*) 
(5.30) 
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and the summation convention applies to the repeated index 
b. 

Equations (5.27a) and (5.27b) as they stand are sufficient 
to determine the metric and electromagnetic potential of the 
transformed solution, but the transformed generating func
tion F '(t ) andlor representing matrix u(t ) is also needed if we 
wish to iterate these transformations. If we restrict Eqs. 
(5.27a) and (5.27b) to the z axis, using Eqs. (5.9a) and (5.9b), 
and then substitute into Eq. (5.15), we find thatu(t) is unique
ly determined up to a scalar multiplicative factor. The latter 
is then uniquely determined (up to a multiplicative cube root 
of unity) by the unit determinant condition (5.12a). The re
sult of this calculation is 

u(t) = (s*(t - s)/s(t - S*W i3w(t), (5.31) 

where 

( 
h, ) sIs - s*) * 

w(t) = I + ---!._--'- h2t Is (g,t Is, g2' gi Is), 
s*£(t-s) h3 

(5.32) 

E given by Eq. (5.26). The earlier u(t) given by Eq. (5.18) can 
be recovered by putting g, = g2 = ° = h, = h2 • When the 
parameters satisfy Eq. (5.25), the second condition (5. 12b) is 
satisfied automatically and provides a quick method of cal
culation of the inverse: 

( 

h, ) , s -s* 
w(t)~ =1- --- h2tls* (g,tls,g2,g3t/s). 

£(t-s*) h3 

(5.33) 

By absorbing the cubic surd in Eq. (5.31) into X ~(t), the 
HHP implies thatF'(t )w(t )F(t)~' is analytic everywhere (in
eluding at t = 00) except for a simple pole at t = s. Hence, we 
can write 

F'(t )w(t )F(t)~' = A (I + [t I(t - s)]B), (5.34) 

where A and B are constant matrices to be determined. Con
dition (5.6a) at t = 0 gives immediately 

(
0 ) s -s* 

A =1+-*- hi (g2'0, 0). 
s E 'h 

3 

Solving Eq. (5.34) for F'(t), we have 

F'(t) =A (I + -t-B)F(t)W(t)~'. 
t-s 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

The conditions that the poles at t = sand t = s* on the right
hand side ofEq. (5.36) be absent are, respectively, 

BFI'+ - ! (h'~'. ).} ~ 0, 15.37.) 

( I - _s*-B)F(S*)h = O. 
s-s* 

(5.37b) 

Equations (5.37a) and (5.29) show that B is expressible as the 
outer product of a column vector and a row vector, the latter 
being proportional to k. Then Eq. (5.37b) shows that the 
column vector in question is proportional to F(s*)h. Hence 
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we find 

B = [Is - s*)ls*.:\ ]F(s*)hk, (5.38) 

which completes the solution of the HHP. An alternative 
form of the solution (5.36) is 

F'(t) = A [F(t) + t (s - s*) ~ F(s*)hm(t )]W(t) ~ I, 
s*(t - s) .:\ 

(5.39) 

with A, .:\, and w(t)~' given by Eqs. (5.35), (5.30), and (5.33), 
respectively, and the components ofm(t) = (ml(t), m 2(t), 
m3(t)) given by 

gl 

mb(t) = 
F'I(S) 

F21(S) 

F3'(S) 

Observe that 

m(O) = ik~(2), 

m(s) = - glS(s), 

m(s*)·h =.:\. 

g2 g3 

Fuis) FJ3(s) 

F22(S) F23(S) 

Fds) F33(S) 

0 

Flb(t) 

F2b (t) 

F3b(t) 

(5.40) 

(5.4Ia) 

(5.41b) 

(5.4Ic) 

From Eqs. (5.6a) and (5.6b), the transformed H poten
tial is found to be 

H' = A [iH~(2) _ s - s* F(S*)hk]A ~ li~(2) 
ss'" .:\ 

s -s* +-
ss*E 

o ig2h 2sls* 

- ig2h,-S- g·h 
s*E 

(5.42) 

The transformation equations (5.39) and (5.42) preserve spe
cial HE gauge and the 11 and 13 components ofEq. (5.42) 
reduce to Eqs. (5.27a) and (5.27b). The 12 component of the 
transformed H potential is 

H' 12 = HI2 - i s - s* hbFlb(S*)kl 
ss*L1 

s - s* , ,i(s - s"') 
+ ---g2(h IH II + h3H 13) + 2 g2h2' 

s*E s* E 

Now, the transformation formula, 

F'(t) = [F(t)+ t(s-s*) ~F(s*)hm(t)] 
s"'(t - s) .:\ 

X (: : '.}-'i)' 
sit - s*) 

(5.43) 

(5.44) 

.:\ given by Eq. (5.30), m(t) by Eq. (5.40), is the result ofmak
ing the substitution (5.22) for F (s) and F (s*) but not for F (t ) in 
the formula (5. 19). ThisF'(t )isalsoabonafideF(t I-potential 
in HE gauge satisfying all of the defining equations, 18. 19.32 

but is not in special HE gauge. It gives the same Ernst poten
tials as Eqs. (5.27a) and (S.27b), and H' 12 is given by the first 
two terms on the right-hand side ofEq. (5.43). One should 
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expect to find a simple relationship between the transforma
tions (S.44) and (S.39). Besides the gauge transformations of 
the form (S.22), we also need the trivial translations, 
UJ---->(U + real constant, fPz-+<f!z + complex constant, which 
are outside the gauge group. These are the t2°1 and c~1 trans
formations of Ref. 14 (or tiO/ and cI?1 according to our own 
convention25 ) and are easily exponentiated to give 

r(t) = (~r 
2c* 

o 

o 

- r - icc*t 

I 

- 2ic* 

ct) o , 
I 

(S.4S) 

r real, c complex. The transformation law (S.39) preserving 
special HE gauge can be achieved by appplying first the 
transformation (S.44), then (S.45) with rand c chosen so that 
H '2b and H '3b become constant on the z axis, and finally 
(S.22). A direct evaluation of r, c, and g(t) starting from Eq. 
(S.44) is rather tedious, but it is easy to calculate their values 
by working backwards from Eq. (S.39). The results are 

s -s* 
c* = li---g h . 

1 s*E 2], 

Then 

s -s* 
c=---g3h l' 

ss*E 

Sis) = K(X + ~:), S(s*) = _ K(X - ~~) , 
Zo -IK Zo + IK 

(S.46) 

g(t) 

-t)(: 0 

o ) ~(~ 
r - ice*t 

0 
1 W(t)-I. 

2ie· 0 
sit - s*) 

s*(t - s) 
(S.47) 

Note that r is real and g(t) satisfies the conditions (S.23). 

Generation of Kerr-Newman-NUT space 

Let us calculate the effect of the transformation (S.27a) 
and (S.27b) on flat space, If = 1, cf> = O. The F(t) potential 
for flat space is 16 

t i 0 
Sit) Sit) 

F(t) = 1- 2tz +S(t) 1 - 2tz -Sit) 
0 

2iS(t) 2tS(t) 

0 0 
(5.48) 

It is convenient to use oblate spheroidal coordinates (x, y) 
defined by 

p = K(x2 + 1)1/2(1 - y2)1/2, z = KXY + zo, (S.49a) 

Zo - iK= (2s)-I, Zo + iK= (2s*)-1, Ims>O.(S.49b) 

(S.SO) 

where the signs have been chosen so that F(s) and F(s*) reduce to the form (S.9b) on the branchy = 
straightforward substitution into Eqs. (5.27a) and (S.27b) gives 

+ 1 of the Z axis. A 

If' = glhl(x + i) + g*Jh *I(X - i) + Fg{g*J(1 + y) - 2ihlh *1(1- y) + g~*3(X - iy) 

glhl(x - i) + g*lh *I(X + i) - ~iglg*I(1 - y) + 2ihlh *1(1 + y) + g~*lx - iy) , 

cf>' = ig3(g* 1 + 2h l ) , 

glhl(x - i) + g*lh *.(x + i) - !iglg*l(l - y) + 2ih.h *.(1 + y) + g~*3(X - iy) 

where we have used Eqs. (S.2S) to eliminate g2' h2' and h3 • 

(S.SIa) 

(S.Slb) 

The solution (5.SIa) and (S.SIb) is recognizable as the Kerr-Newman-NUT space with magnetic charge. It can be 
generated from the vacuum Kerr solution by means of the SU(2, 1) Kinnersley group.36 The appearance of oblate spheroidal 
coordinates indicates that the Kerr solution in question is without horizons, i.e., beyond the extreme (/a / > m in a familiar 
parametrization37

). A standard form38
,39 for the vacuum Kerr solution l7 is 

5 = px + iqy, K = mp, a = mq, (S.S2) 

where 5 = (1 + If)l(l - 1f),27 p2 + q2 = 1, and (x,y) are prolate spheroidal coordinates with foci atz = Zo ± K. This solution 
can be obtained from flat space by applying two Harrison transformations with real s parameters. 6.40 The beyond the extreme 
case, /q/ > I, where the s parameters form a complex conjugate pair, can be expressed in oblate spheroidal coordinates (x, y) 
defined by Eq. (S.49a) and obtainable from the prolate case by the substitutions, x = iX,K = - iK,p = - ip,jf = q2 - 1. Thus 
the Ernst potentials are 

If = P x + iqy - 1 cf> = O. 
px + iqy + 1 ' 

(5.S3) 

Now apply the Ehlers transformation, .3.36 

If'= If+i/i , cf>,=(I+IA)cf> 
l+iAlf I+iAIf' 

(S.S4) 
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A real, which introduces a NUT parameter, and the charging transformation of Harrison41 and Ernst,33 

I :f + 2b *$ - bb * :f = , 
1 - 2b *$ - bb *1&' 

$ ,_ b (W - 1) + (1 + bb *)$ 
- 1 - 2b *$ - bb *:f ' 

(5.55) 

b complex, in either order to the Kerr solution (5.53). The result is42 

W' = (1 - iAbb *)(jJ x + iqy - 1) + (iA - bb *)(jJ x + iqy + 1) , 
(1 - iAbb *)(jJ x + iqy + 1) + (iA - bb *)(jJ x + iqy - 1) 

(S.S6a) 

$'= _ 2b(l+iA) 

(1- iAbb *)(px + iqy + 1) + (iA - bb *)(px + iqy - 1) 
(5.56b) 

It is easy now to identify the solution (5.5Ia) and (5.5Ib) with 
(5.56a) and (5.56b) although the relations connecting the pa
rameters are rather messy. Also, having obtained the solu
tion (5.51a) and (5.S1b) in oblate spheroidal coordinates 
(Iql> I), it is a trivial matter to analtyically continue to the 
prolate case (\q\ < I). The six parameters, Zo, K (or K), q, A, 
Re b, 1m b, determine, respectively, the following physical 
characteristics: position on z axis, mass, angular momen
tum, NUT parameter, electric charge, and magnetic charge. 

It is to be expected that n successive applications of the 
new transformation of this section to flat space would give 
the nonlinear superposition of n Kerr-Newman-NUT parti
cles on the z axis. This would generalize the known results 
for vacuum Kerr-NUT particles (Kramer and Neuge
bauer43

) and electrically poised Kerr-Newman-NUT parti
cles (Kobiske and Parker44

). From Kramer and Neuge
bauer's work, it is clear that it is not necessary that Coulomb 
repulsion balance gravitational attraction for the conical 
stresses to be absent between the particles (assuming NUT 
singularities have already been removed) as a spin-induced 
"magnetic-type" gravitational force is also present and is 
able to balance the more familiar "electric-type" gravity 
even in the case of uncharged Kerr particles. 

At present, the only known examples of two or more 
black holes, for which all spacetime singularities are en
closed by nonsingular even horizons, in equilibrium under 
mutual gravitational and electromagnetic interactions is the 
superposition of n static extreme Reissner-Nordstrom 
holes.45 The two cases mentioned in the preceding para
graph are beyond the extreme (no horizons) when axial 
stresses are absent (except for the static limit of the Kobiske
Parker solution which consists of Reissner-Nordstrom 
holes). Preliminary calculations, however, suggest that it 
may be possible to balance two nonextreme Kerr-Newman 
black holes for certain range of the charges, masses, angular 
momenta, and spatial separation. Further work need to be 
done to clarify this interesting problem. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In Secs. 3 and 4 of this paper, we have explored the 
infinite-dimensional Geroch group K of transformations for 
vacuum spacetimes in the representation of Hauser and 
Ernst. IX

-
20 The main result of those sections is that Harri

son's Backlund transformationX is in K (though not a sub
group) and that elements ofK represented by u(t) matrices of 
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the form 

u(t) = [det v(t)] -lf2
V(t), (6.1) 

v(t) being a rational matrix function of t, are in fact products 
of a finite number of Harrison transformations. Each qua
dratic branch point of u(t ) of index ± ~ in L + not at the 
origin corresponds to an individual Harrison transformation 
(t = 0 is also a branch point when there are an odd number of 
the latter). This result in a sense generalizes the earlier result 
of Hauser and Ernst 18 that simple poles of u(t) correspond to 
null HKX transformations.3.4 The coalescence of two qua
dratic branch points to form a simple pole at t = s provides 
an easy proof of the theorem 12 that the null HKX transfor
mation factorizes into two Harrison transformations with 
same s parameters. 

We have chosen the Hauser-Ernst (HE) representation 
for K instead of the earlier representations of Geroch2 and 
Kinnersley and Chitre '3- '6 because we needed the transfor
mations to be already exponentiated. Since the Harrison 
transformations are not subgroups of K, it would be rather 
difficult to give an adequate description of them in terms of 
infinitesimal generators of K. Furthermore, we have found 
the complex-variable techniques of Hauser and Ernst rela
tively easy to handle and often lead to significantly simpler 
computations. In Sec. 4, we exploited the already exponen
tiated property to exhibit finite transformations in the B 
group and non null groups of Kinnersley and Chitre in terms 
of products of Harrison and/or HKX transformations. 

The reader interested in stationary axisymmetric gravi
tational fields is now confronted with a considerable variety 
of solution-generating techniques. One impression that the 
author hopes has been gained from Refs. 6 and 12 is that it is 
advantageous to be familiar with all of the available methods 
and their interrelationships as there are situations in which 
each is best suited. With regard to the HE formalism, for 
example, one can think of situations where the formalism is: 
(i) the obvious or only one to consider (e.g., applications in 
the present paper and Ref. 20); (ii) is more manageable than 
its competitors (e.g., most applications in Refs. 18 and 19; 
composition of several transformations in K); (iii) is less man
ageable than its competitors (e.g., SL(2)-covariant manipula
tions of Belinsky-Zakharov transformations9 as in Secs. 5 
and 6 of Ref. 12); or (iv) is not an applicable method (e.g., 
applications of the Q and Q groups5-7,12 or, equivalently, 
Neugebauer's Backlund transformations, 11,40,43 which are 
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not in K). 
Although the HE formalism doel> not pretend to repre

sent transformations outside K, it can nevertheless be used to 
provide more satisfying proofs that such transformations are 
indeed outside K. For example, the Q group preserves as
ymptotic flatness and the transform oftheF(t) potential giv
en by Eqs. (2.30a)-(2.31b) of Ref. 12 is easily shown to pre
serve special HE gauge.46 I t follows that there is an infinity of 
elements of K which transform a given solution '!l( p, z) to 
'!l'( p', z') = (Q )4, '!l( p, z), (Q )4s E Q. Restricting Eqs. 
(2.30a)-(2.3Ib) and (2.2a) and (2.2b) of Ref. 12 to the symme
try axis (p = ° = p'), we find 

gN(O, z') = /frO, z), z' = zl(I - 2sz). (6.2) 

Similarly for (Q )4' E Q, we find 12 

If '(0, z') = (I - 2sZ)-1 '!l(0, z), z' = zl(I - 2sz). (6.3) 

When these values are substituted into Eq. (2.25) here, it is 
clearly impossible to choose a matrix u(t ) which is not explic
itly dependent on the initial solution. Thus neither (Q )4s nor 
(Q)4, can be identified with any of the elements ofK which 
map If to (Q )4, If or to (Q )4' 'l?, respectively. The same com
ments apply to other subgroups of Q and Q, in particular, 
the trivial rescaling (p, z)~(kp, kz) and translation 
(p, z)-..( p. z - zo). One corollary of the result that the Harri
son transformation is in K and factorizes into Q and Q trans
formations 12 is that any product of elements of Q, Q, and K 
is contained in K if and only if the combined transformation 
leaves (p, z) fixed. 

A reasonable question to ask is whether all known 
transformations which leave (p, z) fixed are members of K. 
The trivial reflection If -..'l?*, which reverses the sense of 
rotation, is easily shown to be not in K by the same argument 
as in the previous paragraph. The Kramer-Neugebauer 
mapping47 [see Ref. 12, Sec. 3, for the transform of F(t)] and 
the Belinsky-Zakharov single-soliton transformation9

•
12 

create curvature singularities along the whole z axis and gen
erate complex-valued metrics from real-valued and so are 
necessarily outside the framework of all existing representa
tions of K. However, preliminary calculations suggest that 
these transformations may be obtainable as limits of se
quences of bona fide elements of K and should therefore be 
accepted as being in K themselves. These results will be in
cluded in a separate paper when details are finalized. A 
simpler example of such a limiting class of group elements is 
the s = 00 limit of the HKX transformation. 12 

In Sec. 5, we attempted to generalize Harrison's Back
lund transformation to electrovac spacetimes by studying 
elements of K' for which 

u(t) = [det v(t)] ~ I/3V(t) (6.4) 

in the HE representation, where v(t ) is a 3 X 3 matrix whose 
entries are rational functions of t. On comparison with Eq. 
(1.1) for the vacuum Harrison transformation, it is natural to 
expect that a choice of v(t) such that u(t) has cubic branch 
points at t = ° and one other point, say t = s, in L + joined by 
a cut is a reasonable candidate for the electrovac Harrison 
transformation. Unfortunately, no such choice is compatible 
with condition (5.12b) which is quadratic in u(t). The sim
plest choices for v(t) compatible with conditions (5.12a)-
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(5.12d) have determinants of the forms (5.17a)-(5.17c) or 
similar forms with the result that u(t ) has cubic branch points 
in L + at t = sand t = s*, s complex, joined by a cut. The 
Backlund transformation deduced therefrom [see Eq. (5.39)] 
is obviously an electrovac enlargement of the double Harri
son transformation with complex conjugate s parameters. 
(When g3 = ° = h3' the transformation (5.39) maps vacuum 
to vacuum and is precisely the double Harrison transforma
tion. ) We proved that this transformation maps flat space to 
the full family of Kerr-Newman-NUT spacetimes with six 
parameters: mass, angular momentum, NUT parameter, 
electric charge, magnetic charge, and position on z axis. 

Thes parameters being complex conjugates in Eq. (5.39) 
gave us the Kerr-Newman-NUT solution in oblate spheroi
dal coordinates, i.e., beyond the extreme (a2 + e2 > m2,37 
Iql> 139

). The prolate case (a2 + e2 <m2, Iql < 1), which has 
horizons at x = ± 1, can be obtained by a trivial analytic 
continuation of the parameters. One is tempted to consider 
an analytic continuation of the parameters in Eq. (5.39) in 
order to define a corresponding transformation with two real 
s parameters (e.g., by formally introducing a second imagi
nary unit,) say, subject to i2 = l = - 1, i* = - i,}* = i), 
but it is not obvious how this may be achieved. 

Of course, every vacuum-to-vacuum transformation in 
K is the restriction to vacuum of an infinite number of ele
ments ofK'. SupposeFvac(t) is a given vacuumF(t) potential 
and Uvac (t) a given 2 X 2 matrix obeying conditions (2.ISa), 
(2.ISb), and (2.19). Then the 3 X 3 F(t) potential and corre
sponding elements of K' are given by 

(6.5a) 

(6.5b) 

where e (t ) = e *(t ) is an arbitrary function oft, analytic onL, 
throughout L ~, and at t = 00. If U vac (t ) is chosen as the 
representing matrix of the single Harrison transformation 
[Eq. (1.1)), then it is still not possible to choose e (t ) such that 
Eq. (6.5b) takes the form (6.1) with algebraic branch points 
only at t = ° and t = s. On the other hand, if we simply put 
e (t) = 0, say, the HHP cannot be solved by the methods of 
this paper when the given electrovac solution has a nontri
vial electromagnetic field. 

Perhaps the most positive evidence for the existence of 
an electrovac counterpart to the single Harrison transforma
tion can be gleaned from recent work of Kinnersley and 
Lemley48 on the electrovac counterparts of the Q and Q 
groups5-7.12 (or equivalently, II and 12 Backlund transforma
tions, II respectively). The arguments which follow are of a 
speculative nature and are based on analogy with known 
results in vacuum: the quantitative details should be filled in 
in the near future. First, note that in Refs. 6 and 12, the 
vacuum Harrison (H) transformation has been factorized 
into the forms 

H = /211 = (L )p(Q) ~4s(P) .. (Q )4s' 

H = /112 = (P )a:(Q) ~ 4,(L )j3(Q)4S; 

(6.6a) 

(6.6b) 

(P) .. E P, (L)13 E L (see Sec. 2); (Q) ± 4s EQ, (Q) ±4s E Q;46 
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a, {3, l) E SL(2, R); II = (P)a(Q)6 = (Q )6(P) .. , 

~ = (L )IJ (0)6 = (0)6 (L )IJ. The four groups, P, L, Q, and 
Q, each locally isomorphic to SL(2, R ), each contain one 
nontrivial parameter and two gauge parameters. This fact, 
together with the algebraic relations between a and p and 
between a and a, 12 limits the vacuum H transformation to 
two nontrivial parameters. 

Let us now try to interpret Eqs. (6.6a) and (6.6b) in the 
electrovac context. The electrovac counterpart of the P 
group is the well-known SU(2, 1) Kinnersley groupl3.36 (de
noted H' in Ref. 13) with eight real parameters. Thus a 
would now be a 3 X 3 pseudounitary matrix with unit deter
minant. This group contains three nontrivial parameters 
[Ehlers transformation (5.54) and Ernst-Harrison charging 
transformation (5.55)] and five gauge parameters. [If applied 
to a vacuum solution, the SU(2, 1) group P only provides two 
nontrivial parameters as the phase of bin Eq. (5.55) gives rise 
to an electromagnetic duality rotation, which is already one 
of the gauge transformations in P.] The full eight-parameter 
electrovac counterpart of the L group is not so well known as 
it appears that no eight generators in K', three being the r~1 
which generate a unimodular linear transformation of the 
Killing vectors, 14 will close to form a representation of the 
Lie algebra ofSU(2, 1). Recently, Kinnersley (private com
munication) has found an SU(2, 1) group by dropping the 
requirement that the generators preserve the reality of the 
metric fAB and the electromagnetic potential 
A A = ~(tp A + tp * A ), and other real potentials. So the L group 
is available if we allow such a complex extension. Next, the 
electrovac counterparts of Q and Q, presumed to exist, 
should be locally isomorphic to SL(2, R ) as they would neces
sarily transform the coordinates (p, z) exactly according to 
Eqs. (2.2a) and (2.2b) of Ref. 12 [transformations which leave 
(p, z) invariant are not considered to belong to Q or Q unless, 
for convenience, we use the latter symbols for the larger 
groups, II = PQ, 12 = LQ, respectively]. Since Q is pre
sumed to commute with L, it would not be surprising ifQ did 
not preserve the reality offAB' A A' and other real potentials. 

The above comments imply that there should exist for 
electrovac spacetimes two eleven-dimensional groups, 
II = PQ and 12 = LQ, each containing four nontrivial pa
rameters and seven gauge parameters. (When applied to a 
vacuum solution, there would only be three nontrivial pa
rameters, the magnetic charge not being counted.) Accord
ing to a further analogy with vacuum, the expected algebraic 
relation between the SU(2, 1) matrices a and p, or between a 
and a, in Eqs. (6.6a) and (6.6b) would restrict the H transfor
mation to at most four parameters (possibly only three). It is 
certain that this electrovac H transformation, if it exists, 
would generate complex-valued solutions from real-valued. 
Thus, it would be necessary to extend the complex-variable 
formalism of Hauser and Ernst to two complex dimensions 
(C 2) in order to incorporate the H transformation into their 
representation for K'. Such an analytic continuation to C 2 is 
straightforward in the Kinnersley-Chitre representa
tion l3- 16 (e.g., introduce an imaginary unitj and let the real 
and imaginary parts of the i-complex potentials be j-com
plex,j* = j) but will probably require more serious thought 
for the HE formalism. 
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If the electrovac version ofthe single Harrison transfor
mation contains the maximum four parameters then the 
double transformation must contain eight (seven if applied to 
a vacuum solution), two more than in our formula (5.39). In 
that case, it is difficult to imagine what the full transform of 
flat space would be. The only known solution containing 
Kerr-Newman-NUT space is the stationary charged C met
ric42 with one extra parameter (acceleration), a cosmological 
constant being inadmissable here. However, this solution 
must be ruled out because the stationary uncharged C metric 
is the transform of flat space under three Harrison transfor
mations, as can be seen by direct substitution into Eq. (2.25). 
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The concept of conditional symmetry is introduced for a parametrized relativistic particle model 
and generalized to geometrodynamics. Its role in maintaining a one-system interpretation of the 
quantized theory is emphasized. It is shown that geometrodynamics does not have any 
conditional symmetry: Such a symmetry should be generated by a dynamical variable 
K [gab' pab] which is linear and homogeneous in the gravitational momentumpab and which has a 
weakly vanishing Poisson bracket with the super-Hamiltonian and supermomentum. The 
generators K fall into equivalence classes modulo the supermomentum constraint. It is shown that 
each equivalence class can be represented by a member which is a spatial invariant. The remaining 
weak equations are turned into strong equations by the method of Lagrange multipliers. The local 
structure of the super-Hamiltonian and supermomentum imposes locality restrictions on the 
multipliers. These restrictions imply that the generator must be weakly equivalent to a local 
generator. A recursive argument then shows that the local generator must actually be weakly 
ultralocal. This uniquely determines the generator as the conformal Killing (super)vector of the 
local supermetric. However, the curvature scalar in the super-Hamiltonian breaks the conditional 
symmetry of the supermetric term and turns geometrodynamics into a theory without any 
symmetry. This result is generalized to inhomogeneous generators. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Fy, 04.20.Me, 02.40. + m, 11.30.Na 

I. MOTIVATION 

Geometrodynamics describes how to build a Ricci-fiat 
spacetime through the evolution of a spatial geometry. A 
positive definite metric gab (X) and its conjugate momentum 
pab(x) are assigned on a spacelike hypersurface xa = xa(x) 
subject to the constraints I 

H(x) = 0 = Ha(x). (1.1) 

The super-Hamiltonian 

H(x)=Gabcd(X)pab(x)pcd(x) - gI/2(X)R (x), (1.2) 

Gab cd W- 1I2(gacgbd +gadgbc -gabgcd) (1.3) 

and the supermomentum 

Ha(x) - 2P~jb(X) (1.4) 

which constrain the canonical data also determine their de
velopment. If the original hypersurface is incorporated into 
a one-parameter family of hypersurfaces X" = X a(x, t ), 
xa(x, 0) = xa(x), the canonical variables change in accor
dance with the Hamilton equations 

gab(X) = [gab(X), HN + H N ], 

(1.5) 

pab(X) = [pab(x), HN + H N ). 

Here, the lapse function N(x) and the shift vector N(x) de
scribe the deformation of the hypersurface in the normal 
na(x) and the tangential X~(x) Jaxa directions, 

xa = Nn" + Nax~. ( 1.6) 

They smear the constraint functions (1.2) and (1.4), 

H N- f d'x N (x)H (x), (1.7) 

H N - f d 3x Na(x)Ha(x) = f d 3x N(ajb) pab, (1.8) 

and yield thereby the geometrodynamical Hamiltonian 
H N + H N' The rate of change of an arbitrary dynamical 
variable K [ gab' pab ] is given by its Poisson bracket with this 
Hamiltonian, 

(1.9) 

Hamiltonian geometrodynamics closely resembles par
ametrized Hamiltonian dynamics of a relativistic particle 
which is moving in a given Riemannian spacetime g,,{3(X), 
The 4-momentum Pa of such a particle is constrained onto a 
mass shell 

(1.10) 

An even closer correspondence to geometrodynamics 
emerges if the rest mass m of the particle is allowed to depend 
on an external potential ¢ (X) so that the super-Hamiltonian 
constraint reads2 

H=(1/2m)( g"f3(X) Pa P{3 + V(X)) = 0, 
(1.11 ) 

v (X )_(me<P IX If. 
The super-Hamiltonian again generates the motion. We par
ametrize the trajectory of the particle by an arbitrary label 
time t: X" = X"(t), P" = P,,(t). We introduce the lapse 
functionN (t), which scales the super-Hamiltonian Hinto the 
Hamiltonian HN=NH. Then 

Xa 
= [X", H N ], P" = [Pa , H N ], (1.12) 

and the rate of change of an arbitrary dynamical variable 
K [X", Pa ] is given by its Poisson bracket with H N , 

K = [K, HN]' (1.13) 

In the end, the equations of motion provide the interpreta
tion of N. They imply the relation 

N= e-<Pf, (1.14) 
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where T is the proper time determined by the background 

metric gaP' 
The parallels between geometrodynamics and the rela-

tivistic particle model are best summarized in Table I. We 
did not pay much attention to an overall factor (2m) - I in the 
super-Hamiltonian (1.11), which was inserted there mainly 
for dimensional reasons. 

Naturally, the analogy shown in Table I is not perfect in 
all details. While there is only one super-Hamiltonian, one 
metric, and one mass term in the particle model, there are 
infinitely many such expressions in geometrodynamics, one 
for each point xeJI3 • While the mass potential term in the 
particle model is positive, the corresponding term in geome
trodynamics is not. Finally, the supermomentum does not 
have a natural counterpart in this particular particle model. 
Fortunately, intuitive reasons for these differences are well 
understood. 3 

The analogy of Table I will help us to clarify the notion 
of symmetry in geometrodynamics. There is hardly any as
pect of a dynamical system which is physically more impor
tant than the symmetry of the Hamiltonian. At the classical 
level, symmetries beget conserved quantities. Without sym
metries, the transition to quantum theory becomes ambigu
ous. However, to say what is meant by symmetry in the pres
ence of constraints requires some care. Symmetry may be 
conditioned by constraints. We shall see how this works in 
parametrized particle dynamics. The analogy with geome
trodynamics will then lead us to the concept of conditional 
symmetry in geometrodynamics. But it will also lead us to 
the disturbing conclusion that geometrodynamics does not 
have any symmetry. 

In parametrized particle dynamics, symmetries of the 
super-Hamiltonian are generated by conserved dynamical 
variables K which are linear in the 4-momentum P a' 

K=ka(X)Pa' (1.15) 

To see that, we evaluate the Poisson bracket 

[K, H] = - (1!2m)(Lk~P(X).PaPp + Lk V(X)). 
(1.16) 

When the Lie derivatives Lk~P and Lk V vanish, 

Lk~p=kYay~f3 - ;j°k PI = 0, (1.17) 

(l.l8) Lk V==k aao V = 0, 

the Poisson bracket (1.16) vanishes, 

[K,H] =0. 

TABLE I. 

Index 
Canonical coordinate 
Canonical momentum 
Lapse 

Hamiltonian 

Super·Hamiltonian 
Metric 
Mass-Potential term 

(l.l9) 

Particle model 

a (a discrete index) 
xa 
Pa 

N(t) 

HN==NH 

H 
g"1'(X) 

V(X) = m'e'·lxl 
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Equation (1.13) then implies that It = 0 for any N, so that K 
is conserved. Conditions (1.17) and (1.18) teU us that the met
ric and the potential are symmetric under the flow of k a. 

According to Eq. (1.17), k a is a Killing vector of the metric 
gap' For ¢ = 0, the mass term is constant, V = m 2

, and Eq. 
(1.17) is automatically satisfied. 

The conditions (1.17) and (l.l8) are equivalent to the 
statement that the Poisson bracket (1.16) vanishes for all val
ues of the canonical variables X a and P a' While this is a 
sufficient condition for K to be conserved, it is by no means 
necessary. It does not need to vanish for all values of the 
canonical variables, but only for such values which satisfy 
the constraint equation (1.11), 

H=O~ [K,H] =0. (1.20) 

If a dynamical variable F vanishes only modulo the con
straints, as in Eq. (1.20), we say with Dirac4 that it vanishes 
weakly, and write F-;:::;O. On the other hand, if a dynamical 
variable F vanishes identically in the canonical variables, as 
in Eq. (l.l9), we say that it vanishes strongly, and write 
F = O. In this notation, Eq. (1.20) reads 

[K, H]-;:::;O. (1.21) 

It is now not only a sufficient, but also a necessary condition 
for K to be conserved. 

The strong equation (1.19) was equivalent to the sym
metry conditions (U7)-( U8). The weak equation (1.21) 
leads to weaker conditions. To see what these conditions are, 
we first turn the weak equation (1.21) or (1.20) into a strong 
equation 

[K,H]=AH (1.22) 

by the method of Lagrange multipliers. Both [K, H] and H 
are quadratic functions of the 4-momentum Pa ; therefore, 
the Lagrange multiplier A cannot depend on P a' but only on 
the position XU. Ifwe compare the coefficients on both sides 
ofEq. (1.22), we get 

Lk ~f3(X) = -A (X)~{J(X) (1.23) 

and 

Lk V(X) = -A (X)V(X). (1.24) 

Equation (1.23) is fulfilled if the spacetime has a confor
mal Killing vector k a. Equation (1.24) means that the mass 
term V (X) is conformally scaled along the flow of k a. Such a 
symmetry is understandably weaker than that expressed by 
Eqs. (1.17)-(1.18). Avoiding the term "weak symmetry," we 

Geometrodynamics 

ab x'(a discrete-continuous index) 
gab (X) 
pab(X) 

N(t;x) 

H N == f d'x N(x)H(x) 

H(x) 
GUh ,d(X) [gmn 1 
V(x)[gmn 1 = -g"'R(x)[gmn] 
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shall speak instead of "conditional symmetry." We shall 
thus call a dynamical variable (1.16) which satisfies the weak 
equation (1.21) a generator of a conditional symmetry. 

When both conditions (1.23) and (1.24) are satisfied, the 
rescaled metric 

gaf3 =e - 2</>g"f3 

has a true Killing vector k a, and the rescaled super
Hamiltonian 

(1.25) 

ii =e - 2</>H = (l/2m)( gaf3 Pa Pf3 + m 2) (1.26) 

has an unconditional symmetry 

[ii, K] = O. (1.27) 

If we rescale the lapse function N by the factor e2</>, 

N = Ne2</>, (l.28) 

the Hamiltonian of the system remains the same, 

iiN = H N · (1.29) 

The rescaled expressions (1.26) and (1.28) thus lead to (weak
ly) equivalent equations of motion. If Xa(t), Pa (t) satisfy the 
old constraint (1.11) and the old equations of motion (1.12), 
they also satisfy the new constraint ii = 0 and the new equa
tions of motion (generated by ii N)' The new equations imply 
that the rescaled lapse function is simply the rate of change 
of the proper time f determined by the rescaled metric gnf3, 5 

(1.30) 

For ¢ = 0, the weak equation (1.21) implies the strong 
equation (1.19). Indeed, from Eq. (1.24) it follows that the 
Lagrange multiplier A must vanish. The conditional symme
try in this case thus necessarily reduces to an unconditional 
symmetry. This is no longer true for ¢ :f0. 

If k a is timelike, K =k a(x)p a can be interpreted as a 
conserved energy of the particle. Similarly, if k a is spacelike, 
K can be interpreted as a conserved momentum. The vari
able K has the same meaning and the same value in the res
caled version of the theory as it has in the original version. 
The only difference is that [K, fj] vanishes strongly while 
[K, H] vanishes weakly. In other words, K generates an un
conditional symmetry in the rescaled version, while it gener
ates a conditional symmetry in the original version. 

The existence of a timelike Killing vector is all impor
tant when one tries to construct a one-particle Hilbert space 
from solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation corresponding 
to the super-Hamiltonian (1.10). In particular, such a Killing 
vector defines an unambiguous splitting of these solutions 
into positive and negative frequencies. In spacetimes which 
do not have a timelike Killing vector, the one-particle inter
pretation of the Klein-Gordon equation cannot be main
tained. Particles, whichever way one tries to define them, are 
necessarily produced or destroyed by the changing 
background. 

For ¢ = 0, we have seen that the conditional symmetry 
of the super-Hamiltonian (1.10) leads naturally to a Killing 
vector of the original metric gaf3' For ¢ :f 0, the conditional 
symmetry implies that the rescaled metric gaf3 has a Killing 
vector. This enables us to construct a one-particle Hilbert 
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space from solutions of the conformally covariant Klein
Gordon equation. To summarize, it is always the existence of 
a (timelike) conditional symmetry which enables us to con
struct a one-particle Hilbert space and maintain the one
particle interpretation of the Klein-Gordon equation. 

In geometrodynamics, the role of the Klein-Gordon 
equation is played by the Wheeler-DeWitt equation for the 
state functional If! liaa]. 6 The existence of a conditional sym
metry of the geometrodynamical Hamiltonian is even more 
crucial in geometrodynamics than in particle theory. When 
the particle Hamiltonian H N does not have a conditional 
symmetry, one can simply say that particles are produced or 
destroyed by the changing background ga/3 (X) or potential 
¢ (X). In geometrodynamics, it is not at all clear how to inter
pret a formally constructed "many-geometries theory,,7 in 
terms of classical measurements. 

The question whether the geometrodynamical Hamil
tonian has a conditional symmetry has never been fully an
swered, mainly because it has never been properly formulat
ed. All that could be established was that a straightforward 
"local" construction of such a symmetry fails.~ We are now 
ready to ask the question whether the geometrodynamical 
Hamiltonian HN + HN has a conditional symmetry in its 
full generality. We are also able to answer this general ques
tion, and the answer is a straight NO. In our opinion, this 
negative answer implies that geometry cannot be quantized 
as a Klein-Gordon system while keeping the one-system in
terpretation. If so, one should either take the many-geome
tries formalism seriously or conclude (as we are inclined to 
do) that the metric representation of the gravitational field is 
inappropriate. 

II. CONDITIONAL SYMMETRY IN 
GEOMETRODYNAMICS 

We say that a dynamical variable K [gab' pab ] generates 
a conditional symmetry in geometrodynamics9 if K is a lin
ear homogeneous functional ofthe gravitational momentum 
pab, 

(2.1 ) 

which has a weakly vanishing Poisson bracket with the geo
metrodynamical Hamiltonian (1.7), (1.8): 

[K, HN + HN];::::O 'fiN, N. (2.2) 

Because the lapse function and the shift vector in Eq. 
(2.2) are arbitrary, Eq. (1.9) implies that Khas the same value 
on every spacelike hypersurface, i.e., that it is conserved. The 
arbitrariness of Nand N also enables us to split Eq. (2.2) into 
the lapse and the shift parts, 

[K,HN];::::O 'fiN, (2.3) 

(2.4) 

and to replace these by conditions on the super-Hamiltonian 
and the supermomentum, 

[K, H (x)] ;::::0, 

[K, Ha(x)] ;::::0. 

(2.S) 
(2.6) 

By the method of Lagrange multipliers, Egs. (2.3) and 
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(2.4) can be turned into strong equations 

[K,HN] = f d 3x' (AN(x')H(x')+ANa'(x')Ha(x')), 

(2.7) 

[K,HN ] = f d 3x' (AN (x')H(x') + ANa'(x')Ha, (x')). 

(2.8) 

Because the constraints form a field on the space manifold, 
xEJI3

, the same thing is true about the multipliers. Further, 
because H Nand H N are the smeared forms of the super
Hamiltonian H (x) and the supermomentum Ha (x), Eqs. (1.7) 
and (1.8), the multipliers are to be considered as (bipoint) 
distributions acting on the test functions N (x) and N(x): 

AN(x') = f d 3xA (x',x)N(x), (2.9) 

(2.10) 

with similar equations holding for the AN (x') and AN a'(x') 
multipliers. The condition (2.7) [and similarly the condition 
(2,8)] can then be written in terms of these distributions: 

[K, H (x)] = f d 3X' A (x', x)H (x') 

+ f d 3X' A a'(x', x)Ha, (x'). (2.11) 

Equation (2.11) is the strong form of the weak equation (2.5). 
In principle, the Lagrange multipliers are some func

tionals of the canonical variables gab (X) and pab (x). Because 
we know that K and H N are linear homogeneous functionals 
of the momentum, while H N is a quadratic functional of the 
momentum without a linear term, we can immediately infer 
how the mUltipliers depend on pab(x). The Poisson bracket 
[K, H N] is a quadratic functional of pab without a linear 
term [we shall write it in detail later, Eqs. (4.2), (4.3), and 
(4.8)]. Consequently, AN(x') cannot depend on the 
momentum, 

(2.12) 

while ANa' (x') must be a linear homogeneous functional of 
the momentum, 

ANa'(x') = fd 3x" ANa'b"c"(X',X")[gmn ]Pb"c"(X"). (2.13) 

Similarly, [K, H N ] is a linear homogeneous functional of 
pab, Equation (2,8) then implies that AN (x') must actually 
vanish, 

AN(x') = 0, (2.14) 

while AN a'(x') can depend only on the metric, 

AN a' (X') = AN a'(x') [gmn ]. (2.15) 

Equation (2.8) thus reduces to a simpler statement 

[K, H N ] = fdVANa'(X')Ha,(X') 

fd 
3 , 1 ( ')pa'b'( ') = X /l.N(a'lb') X X . (2.16) 

Note that the multiplier AN a' [gmn ] is not entirely fixed 
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by Eq, (2.16). For a symmetric metric gmn' a Killing vector 
field KN a'(x') [gmn ] can be added to the multiplier AN a'(x') 
without changing Eq. (2.16): 

ANa' ~ANa' +KN
a', 

KN(a'lb ') = O. (2.17) 

A similar argument can be made for Eq. (2.7) and the multi
plier AN a'(x'). Symmetric metrics, of course, are special 
points in superspace, 10 while the generic metric does not pos
sess any symmetry, 

Our main task in the following sections will be to find 
how the coefficients AN(x)[gmn ] and ANa'b "c" (x', x")[gmn ] 
depend on the metric. The coefficient AN a'(x') [gmn ] can be 
removed by a gauge transformation which we are now going 
to introduce, 

The generators K of conditional symmetries fall natu
rally into equivalence classes. First of all, any two dynamical 
variables K and K whose values coincide on the constraint 
surface, 

(2.18) 

are physically equivalent. Moreover, when K is conserved, 
Eq. (2,2), Kis conserved as well. To see that, we replace Eq. 
(2,18) by the strong equation 

K=K+Kp. +HIL = f d3x {Jl(X)H(X)+,ua(X)Ha(X)) 

(2.19) 

at the price of introducing the Lagrange mUltipliers 
,u(x) [gmn' pmn] and ,ua(x) [gmn' pm"]. The constraint func
tions H (x) and Ha (x) satisfy the closure relations II 

[H (x), H (x')] = Ha(x)Jao(x, x') - (x-x'), (2.20) 

[Ha(x), H(x')] = H(x)Jao(x, x'), (2.21) 

[Ha(x), Hb,(x')] = Hb(X)JaO(x, x') - (ax~bx'). (2.22) 

When smeared by two different sets! M (x), Ma(x) J and 
! N (x'), Na'(x') J of externally prescribed lapse and shift func
tions. Eqs. (2.20)-(2.22) read 

[HM' H N] = H MN • (2.23) 

[HM,HN] =HM.iJN , (2.24) 

[HM' H N] = H(M,N I' (2.25) 

where 

(MN)a=MJON - NJOM, (2,26) 

M·aN=MaJaN, (2.27) 

[M, N]=LMN (2,28) 

define a composition of the smearing functions. When some 
of the smearing functions are themselves dynamical varia
bles, e,g., when the set (M(x), Ma(x)J is replaced by the set 
(,u(x) [gmn' pmn ],,uQ(x) [gmn' pmn] J, Eqs. (2.23)-(2,25) acquire 
additional terms: 

[Hp., H N] = Hfp,HNl + H ILN • 

[HIL , H N] = H IL·iJN + H[IL.HN1' 

(2,29) 

(2,30) 

[HIL , H N ] = H[,..,HNl + [,..,N I' (2.31) 

Still, the right-hand sides ofEqs, (2,29)-(2.31) are linear com-
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binations of the constraints. Hence, 
[HI' + HI'" HN + H N ] :::::0, and if K is conserved, Kis 
conserved. 

For K to generate a conditional symmetry, it must be 
linear and homogeneous in the canonical momentum pab in 
addition to being conserved. To preserve the linearity, we 
must restrict the multipliers in Eq. (2.19) by the conditions 

Jt(x) = 0, Jta(x) = Jta(x)[ gmn ]. (2.32) 

In other words, for generators of conditional symmetries the 
weak equation (2.18) is translated into the strong equation 

K = K + HI" = K + f d 3X Jt"(x)[ gmn ]Ha (x). (2.33) 

The presence of supermomentum constraints (which 
are linear in p"b) thus introduces a novel feature into the 
study of conditional symmetry. In our search for such a sym
metry, we are interested only in the equivalence classes 
(2.18). If we know one representative, K, of an equivalence 
class, we get all the other members of that class from Eq. 
(2.33). We can view Eq. (2.33) as a gauge transformation gen
erated by the gauge function(al) Jta(x) [gmn ]. 

The conservation equations for K, Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4), 
were turned into strong equations (2.7) and (2.8) by the use of 
Lagrange multipliers. If we pass from K to K by the gauge 
transformation (2.33), the strong equations (2.7) and (2.8) 
still hold, but with changed multipliers. We identify the new 
multipliers by using Eqs. (2.29)-(2.31): 

(2.34) 

iNa(x) =AN"(X) + (Jt"(x),HN], (2.35) 

iN a(x) = AN a(x) + (Jt"(x), HN ] - LNJta(X). (2.36) 

For symmetric metrics, we can still add a Killing vector field 
to the right-hand side of Eq. (2.36) or Eq. (2.35). 

We are now going to prove that Jta(x) [gmn ] can be cho
sen such that ir,,o(x)[gmn ] vanishes. 

III. SPATIAL INVARIANTS 

The vector fields N(x) on J(3 are closed under the Lie 
bracket operation [M, N] and they generate the Lie algebra 
of the group Diff(c4"3). The smeared supermomentum HN 

reproduces the Lie derivative of the canonical variables gab 
and pab along the shift vector N through the Poisson 
brackets, 

LNgah(X) = [gah(X), HN ], 
(3.1) 

LNpah(X) = [pab(x), HN ]. 

Moreover, two smeared supermomenta, HM and H N, close 
according to the rule (2.25). This means that HN represent 
the Lie algebra ofDiff(J(3) on the geometrodynamical phase 
space. If a dynamical variable K has the vanishing Poisson 
bracket with all H N • 

[K, HN ] = 0 'v'N, (3.2) 

it is invariant under Diff(cff3). 
Equation (2.16) tells us how the dynamical variable K 

transforms under spatial diffeomorphisms. In particular, it 
tells us that K is a spatial invariant on the constraint surface. 
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If not only AN(X), but also AN a(x) were to vanish, K would be 
a spatial invariant also outside the constraint surface. It is 
much easier to work with expressions which are spatial in
variants irrespective of the constraints. Let us thus try to 
learn what we can say about the multiplier AN a(x) [gmn ]. 

Our basic tool is the Jacobi identity 

[[K, HM ], HN ] 

+ [[HN' K], H M ] + [[HM' H N ], K ]===0, (3.3) 

which, supplemented by the closure relation (2.25), can be 
written in the form 

[[K, HIM]' H N] ]= [K, HIM,N]]. (3.4) 

If we replace the Poisson brackets of Kin Eq. (3.4) by the 
expressions (2.16), we get a condition on the Lagrange 
multipliers, 

[f d 3X AIM a(x)Ha(x), HN]] 

(3.5) 

The Poisson bracket on the left-hand side of this condition 
can be rearranged by the rule (2.31), and so 

f d 3X ([AIM a(x), H N ]] 

+ LIMAN ]a(x) - AIM.N ]a(x))Ha(x) = O. 

The last equation has the form 

f d 3X / "(x) [gmn ]Ha (x) = 0, 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

where falx) [gmn ] depends only on the metricgmn , but not on 
the momentumpmn. If we integrate Eq. (3.7) by parts, like 
Eq. (1.8), and recall that pab is arbitrary, we see that 

Ilalbl(X) [gmn ] = O. (3.8) 

Ifgmn is a generic metric without any symmetry, i.e., without 
a Killing vector, we are able to conclude that /" (x) [gmn ] 
must vanish. In other words, 

[AIM a(x), HN ]] + LIMAN t(x) - A IM.N ]a(x) = 0 (3.9) 

except when the argument of AM a(x)[gmn ] happens to be a 
symmetric metric. 

Equation (3.9) is not strong enough to imply that 
AN a(x)[gmn ] must vanish. However, it is strong enough to 
imply that AN a(x) [gmn ] can be removed by the gauge trans
formation (2.36), i.e., that Jta(x) [gmn ] can be chosen so that 

[HN' JtU(x)] + LNJta(X) = AN a(x). (3.10) 

To show that, notice what the character ofEq. (3.10) is. 
For a given N(x), the left-hand side of Eq. (3.10) is a linear 
combination of the unknown functional Jt"(x) [gmn ] and its 
first variational derivatives 8Jta(x)/8gmn (v). The multiplier 
AM a(x) [gmn ] which we start from is a given functional of 
gmn' Consequently, Eq. (3.10) can be considered as a infinite 
system [labeled by an "index" N(x)] of first-order linear in
homogeneous partial variational differential equations for 
the functional Jt"(x)[gmn ]. Relying on the analogy with the 
theory of finite systems of partial differential equations, the 
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integrability condition of Eq. (3.10) is the Jacobi identity 

[H(M' [HNI,JLO(x)]] = [H(M.NI,JLO(X)] (3.11) 

from which the Poisson brackets of JLO(x) are eliminated by 
Eq. (3.10) itself. This procedure leads to the equation 

[HIM' AN t(x) - LN I JLO(x)] 

(3.12) 

as the desired integrability condition. It is easy to use Eq. 
(3.10) once more, 

[H[M,LNIJLO(x)] =L(N [HMJ,JLO(x)] 

= L[N (AM t(x) - LM J JLO(x)) 

=L(NAM JO(x) - L(N,M I JLO(x), (3.13) 

and reduce thereby the integrability condition (3.12) to the 
form (3.9). To summarize, Eq. (3.9) is the integrability condi
tion ofEq. (3.10). 

In fact, it is unnecessary to exclude symmetric metrics. 
Strictly speaking, we do not need to satisfy Eq. (3.10), but 
rather the integrated equation 

f d 3X ([HN' JLO(x)] - LNJLa(X) - AN O(x)}Ha (x) = O. (3.14) 

The integrability condition of Eq, (3,14) is exactly the inte
grated equation (3.6). 

This concludes our proof that the Lagrange multiplier 
AN a(x) [gmn ] can be gauged away. Therefore, for every K 
which satisfies the weak equation [K, HN ]:::::0 there is an 
equivalent K:::::K which satisfies the strong equation 

(3.15) 

and which is thus invariant under DifflA"3). Moreover, the 
new functional K satisfies Eq. (2.7) with the modified La
grange multipliers (2.34) and (2.35). 

From now on, we shall always represent an equivalence 
class K:::::K of generators by that member K which satisfies 
Eq. (3.15), and we shall simply omit the bar. In this manner, 
our problem of finding a conditional symmetry in geometro
dynamics reduces to the problem of finding a functional K 
which has the form (2.1), is invariant under DifflA"3), Eq. 
(3.2), and satisfies the strong equation (2.7) [or (2.11)] with 
the Lagrange multipliers (2.12) and (2.13). 

The condition (3.2) applied to a functional of the form 
(2.1) implies that the coefficient kab (x)[gmn ] must transform 
as a tensor under spatial transformations. This fact vastly 
simplifies our further calculations. 

IV. EVALUATING [K, H(x)]. ULTRALOCAL 
GEOMETRODYNAMICS 

We now turn our attention from Eq. (2.8) to Eq. (2.7)
or (2.1 I)-i.e., from the supermomentum to the super-Ha
miltonian. Our first task is to evaluate the Poisson bracket 
[K, H(x)] between the generator (2.1) and the super-Hamil
tonian (1.2). We proceed in two steps, splitting the super
Hamiltonian into the "kinetic" and "potential" parts, 
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H(x) = T(x) + V(x), 

T(x)=Gab cd (X)(gmn (x)) pab (x) pcd (x), 

V(X)= - gl/2R (x). 
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(4.1) 

The computation of [K, T(x)] is straightforward, requiring 
nothing else but the definition of the Poisson bracket. We get 

[K, T(x)] = pOb (X)hab (x), (4.2) 

where 

hab(X) = f d 3x' hobc'd' (x, X')pc'd'(X'), 

hobc'd' (x, x')[gmn] = 2Gabmn (x) Okc'd' (x')logrnn (x) (4.3) 
- JGab cd (X)/Jgrnn (x) . kmn(x)o(X', x) 

is a linear homogeneous functional of the momentum with a 
kernel hob c'd' (x, x') which is a bipoint tensor-tensor distribu
tion. The Poisson bracket (4.2) is thus a quadratic form of the 
momenta. We decided not to symmetrize the coefficient 
habc'd'(X, x') in thepairsabx andc'd 'x', so that the privileged 
position of the point x remains clearly visible. 

The evaluation of the Poisson bracket [K, V(x)] is based 
on the variation of the Ricci scalar density, 12 

o(gI/2R)= _gl/2Gab ogab + Gabcdogablcd' (4.4) 

Here, Gab is the spatial Einstein tensor and 

Gab cd =! gl 12( ~c gbd + ~d gbe _ 2~b ged) (4.5) 

is the inverse of the "local supermetric" (1.3), 

G abmnG _ ~ab_l~a ~b 
rnned - Ued=iUleUd)' (4.6) 

Because 

[K, V(X)] = f d 3x' O(g1/2R (X))/Ogab(X'). kab(x'), (4.7) 

[K, V (x)) is nothing else but the variation of gl 12 R (x) induced 
by the variation ogab = kab of the metric. In other words, 

[K, V(x)] = _gl/2Gabkab + Gabedkabled' (4.8) 

The expression (4.8) depends only on the metricgmn , not on 
the momentumpmn. 

The Poisson bracket [K, H (x)] is thus a quadratic func
tional of pmn without the linear term. We already mentioned 
what this implies for the momentum dependence of the mul
tipliers (2.12) and (2.13). When we return back to Eq. (2.11) 
and compare first the terms quadratic in the momenta and 
then the terms which depend only on the metric, we split Eq. 
(2.11) into two pieces: 

pab(x)hab(X) = f d 3x' A (x', x)T(x') 

+ f d 3x'A a'(x',x)Ha,(x'), (4.9) 

_gl/2Gabk + Gabcdk ab ab led 

= - f d 3x' A (x', X)gI/2(X')R (x'), (4.10) 

We shall first leave Eq. (4.10) aside and explore all the 
consequences ofEq. (4.9). Besides purely technical advan
tages, such a procedure has an additional reason. Isham 13 

suggested studying the theory with V(x) = 0 as the starting 
point of a perturbative approach to quantum geometrodyna
mics. The kinetic super-Hamiltonian T(x) does not contain 
any spatial derivatives of the canonical variables gab and pub. 
The truncated theory thus falls into the class of uItralocal 
theories,the quantization of which was studied by Klauder. 14 
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The geometrical meaning of truncated geometrodynamics 
was clarified by Henneaux, 15 and its quantization by 
Klauder's techniques was discussed by Pilati. 16 Restricting 
ourselves first to Eq. (4.9) only, we are posing the question of 
what are the conditional symmetries of this ultralocal geo
metrodynamics. We shall see that ultralocal geometrodyna
mics has a single conditional symmetry and its generator is 
itself ultralocal. However, this ultralocal generator does not 
satisfy Eq. (4.10), so that the potential term V (x) breaks the 
ultralocal conditional symmetry and turns full geometro
dynamics into a theory without any symmetry. 

v. LOCAL STRUCTURE OF LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS 

The first conclusion we are going to draw from Eq. (4.9) 
is that the distributions A (x', x) and A a'(x',x) have a local 
nature. As always, Eq. (4.9) is the strong version of the weak 
equation 

T(x') =0 = Ha,(x') Vx'EJ/3 

=::} pab (x)h ab (x) = O. (5,1) 

How can the constraints H a, (x') = 0 and T(x') = 0 possibly 
conspire to make the expressionpab(x)hab(x) at a given point 
x vanish? 

(I) It is clear that the supermomentum constraint can 
never be used to annihilate the first factor pab (x) in 
pab (X)hab (x). There is no integration over x in this expression, 
and the derivative Ib can thus never be transferred to pab (x) 
to yield pab lb (x). Therefore, the only chance for Ha = 0 to 
convert the above expression to zero is to act on hab (x) alone, 
In the simplest case, Ha = 0 makes pab (X)hab(X) vanish 
because 

I:t,(x') = 0 Vx'EJ/ =::} hab(x) = 0, 

i,e., because 

3 Aab C'(x, x')[ gmn ]: f d 3X' hab c'd' (x, x'lPc'd' (x') 

= f d 3X' Aab C'(x, x')Hc' (x') 

= f d 3X' Aablc'ld') (x, x'lPc'd '(x'). 

However, pc'd '(x') is arbitrary, and so 

habc'd' = Aablc'ld') , 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(II) While Eq. (5.4) is sufficient to annihilate the expres
sionpab(x)hab(x), it is far from being necessary. It may hap
pen that under the supermomentum constraint Ihab (x) does 
not vanish but becomes: an expression which is "perpendicu
lar" to pab(x). This happens when 

habc'd' -Aablc'ld'l = M abcd (X)g-1/2(X)c5(x', x), (5.5) 

where Mab cd(X) [gmn ] is a functional ofthe metric with the 
symmetries 

(5.6) 

We have insertedg- 1/2(x) into Eq. (5.5) to turn Mab cd (x) into 
a tensor. 

(III) Still, even Eq. (5.5) is not strictly necessary to en
force Eq. (5.1). So far, we have used only the supermomen-
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tum constraint. It may happen, however, thatpOb(x)hob(x) 
vanishes only by virtue of the (ultralocal) super-Hamiltonian 
constraint T (x') = O. Assume that the canonical data are 
analytic, so that the constraint T(x') = 0 Vx'EJ/3 can be re
placed by an infinite sequence of constraints at x, 

T(x) = 0, TI,(x) = 0, T.i,i,(X) = 0, 

T.i,i,i, (x) = 0, .. , . (5.7) 

We have symmetrized all the covariant derivatives, 

T,i, ... iN(X)==STli, ... iN(X), (5.8) , 
because any antisymmetric piece can be expressed as a com
bination of lower order constraints. Inspect now the expres
sion T(x) and its first and second derivatives 

Tli(x) = 2Gabcd(xlPab(x)pcdli(X), (5.9) 

T.ij(x) = Gab cd (xlPab(X)pcdll!Jl (X) 

+ Gab cd (X)pab I1i (xlPcd lJ) (x). (5.10) 

The constraints T(x) = 0 and TI;(x) = 0 contain only the 
terms with pab (x). On the other hand, the constraint 
T.ij(x) = 0 also contains the term Gab cd (XlPabl(i (xlPCd!i) (x) in 
which both momenta are differentiated. Obviously, no coef
ficient A ij(x)[gmn ] which multiplies the expression T.ij(x) 
can ever reduce this term to a combination of the T(x) = 0, 
Tli(x) = 0, and Ha(x) = 0 constraints. Therefore, 
Pab(x)hab(x) can vanish when the equation 

f d 3x' Ihabc'd,(x,x')-Aab(c'ld')(x,x') 

- M obcd (X)g-1/2(X)c5(x', xllpC'd'(x') 

= A (x)Gab cd (XlPCd(X) + 2A i(x)Gabcd(xlPcdli(X) (5.11) 

makes the constraints T(x) = o and Tli(x) = o effective, but it 
cannot vanish modulo the T.ij(x) = 0 constraint. The higher 
order constraints cannot help us either, because no combina
tion of such constraints, 

N .' L A """M(X) [gmn ] T.i, ... ijX), 
M=2 

can eliminate all the terms in which both pob and pcd are 
differentiated by reducing them to the constraints 
T,J, ... iM(X) = O,M<.N - 1, and Ha,i, ... i)X) = O,M<.N - 2. We 
thus conclude that Eq. (5.11) is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the implication (5.1), 

A comparison of Eq. (5.11) with the general formula 
(2.11) reveals the significance of our result. We have just 
proved that 

A (x', x) = (A (x') - A i'1i'(x'))c5(x', x) 

- A i'(x')Ji,c5(x', x) (5.12) 

and 

(5.13) 

Equation (S.12) tells us that the distribution A (x', x) [gmn ] is 
local, being a linear combination of the delta function and its 
first derivatives. A (x', x) [gmn ] is completely characterized 
by two sets of coefficients, A (x') [gmn ] and A i'(x') [gmn ], 
which are no longer distributions, but two fields. a scalar 
field and a vector field, constructed (possibly nonlocally) 
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from the metric. Similarly, Eq. (5.13) tells us that the multi
plier A e' (x', x) [gmn' pmn] is a local functional of the momen
tumpab(X). However, the coefficientAab C'(x, x') [gmn ] is still a 
general (possibly nonlocal) distribution. This fact consider
ably complicates the further argument. Once more we see 
that it is the presence of supermom en tum constraints, rather 
than super-Hamiltonian constraints, which complicates the 
situation, 

The locality restrictions (5, 12) and (5.13) are themselves 
a direct consequence of the uitralocality of the truncated 
super-Hamiltonian T (x), This fact -that T (x) is a function of 
the undifferentiated canonical variables-led to the conclu
sion that the Poisson bracket (4.2) is uItralocal in at least one 
momentum variable, namely, inpab(x). This conclusion be
came the cornerstone of our derivation of the local structure 
(5.12), (5.13) of the Lagrange multipliers. 

At this stage, we have replaced Eq. (4.9) by Eq. (5.11), 
keeping hebe'd' as an abbreviation for the expression (4.3). 
We now rewrite Eq. (5.11) in a form which is more suitable 
for our further considerations. Let /)gab (x) be an arbitrary 
variation of the metric and introduce the tensor density 

o~b(x)=Gabed(x)/)gcd(X) (5.14) 

[note that t5~b(X) is not the variation of the contravariant 
metric~b J. We multiply Eq. (5,11) by O~b(X) and integrate 
it over x. For convenience, we rename the integration varia
bles, x ...... x'. Finally, we use the arbitrariness of pCd (x). This 
sequence of operations casts Eq. (5.11) into the new form 

2 OkCd = Gab "aGrs cd / ag mn . k",n 8gab 
+g-II2Mabcdt5gab +Aogcd - 2(A it5gcd )li 

+ jd3x'Aa'b'(cIddx',X)t5ga'b'(X'), (5.15) 

All the terms in which we did not explicitly write the argu
ments are evaluated at the point x, The symbol Okcd denotes 
the variation of the functional ked (X) [gmn 1 with respect to 
the metric. Note that the index pair ab in the expressions 
Mabed and"{ a'b'(eld) was raised by the local supermetric (4.5). 
The rest of our derivation is based entirely on Eq. (5.15). We 
shall call it the principal equation. 

VI. THE NONLOCAL PIECE OF THE GENERATOR 
WEAKl Y VANISHES 

The principal equation gives the variational derivative 
of ked as a function of the variables gab and kab and the still 
undetermined Lagrange multipliers M ab

cd ' A, A i, and 
,.{ a'b' e' With the exception of the last term, all terms on the 
right-hand side ofEq. (5.15) are local in ogab' This helps us to 
determine the nonlocal part of the functional kcd(x) (gmn ], 
i.e., that part of ked (X)[gmn ] which is not constructed from 
the metricgmll (x) and its derivatives up to a finite order at the 
point x. 

Let x be the point at which the functional kij(x) [gmll ] is 
taken andx' ¥x a point at whichgmn is varied. The principal 
equation (5.15) then reduces to the statement 

t5kij(x) a'b' , 
<= , =,.{ UV1(X, x), (6.1) 
uga'b'(X) 
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Let x" be another point different from x, x" =Ix. By varying 
Eq. (6.1), we get 

t52k'j(x) (o,.{ a'b '(i (x', X)) 
--~--= (6.2) 
t5gc"d"(X")oga'b'(X') 8ge"d" (x") Ii)' 

We can now interchange the order of variations, 
a'b 'x'~" d "x", and obtain thus the integrability condition 
for the variational equation (6.1): 

ca'b'e"d" - a 
(ilil- . 

Here, 

t5,.{ a'b'i(X', x) 
-

t5gc"d" (x") 

t5A e"d"i(X", x) 

/)ga'b'(X') 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

We again assume that the functional kij(x) [gmn ] is evaluated 
at a generic metric gm" which does not have any symmetry, 
Then, there are no Killing vectors, and Eq, (6.3) has only the 
trivial solution 

(6.5) 

However, Eq, (6.5) is just the condition that,.{ a'b'i be a func
tional gradient, 

3k [ 
,la'b', _ 8ki (x) 

i(X) gmn]' /l. i(X, x) - . 
oga'b'{X') 

(6.6) 

We thus see that, for x' ¥x and at a generic metric, the La
grange multiplier necessarily has the form (6,6). 

We now substitute the solution (6.6) back into the prin
cipal equation (6.1) and conclude that 

t5(kij(x) - klili1(x)) __ a 
for x' ¥x. (6.7) 

8ga'b'(X') 

This means that 

(6.8) 

where the distribution t5k;j(x)l8ga'b' (x') has its support on x, 
One knows'? that such a distribution must be a combination 
of the delta function and its derivatives up to a finite order. 
This implies that kij(x) can depend only on the metric tensor 
and its derivatives up to a finite order at the point x. Equa
tion (6.:.8) tells us that the functional kij(x) [gmn ] splits into a 
piece kij(x) [gmn ) which is local in the metricgmn and a piece 
k(ilJ) (x)[gmn ) which is (in general) nonlocal. It also tells us 
that the nonlocal piece necessarily has a very special struc
ture, namely, that it is the Killing form of a vector field 
ki(x)[gmn ]. 

The principal equation (5.15) is linear in kij' and we are 
thus able to fix the mUltipliers corresponding to the local 
piece of kij and to the Killing form piece of k ij separately. We 
shall find the multipliers for the Killing form k,j = k(ilJ)' We 
substitute the variation 

(6.9) 

into the principal equation (5.15) and get 
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Jd 3X' (A a'b' (x' x) _ 2 Okle(X)) ~ (') 
Ie , I uga'b' X 

oga'b'(X) Id) 

+ (BGabcdIBgmn' kim In) + g-1/2Mabed 

+ (A - 2A Ili)Gabed)o~b 

+ 2(kac5~~ + ec5~':J - kiO~~ -A ic5~~)c5gabli = 0. (6.10) 

We put 

1 a'b' , c5kc(x) 'b' 
/l. e (X , X) = 2 c5 I + fla e' (X')O(X, X'), (6.11) 

ga'b'(X) 

where fla'b'e' (x')[gmn ] is a tensor at x'. The last term in Eq. 
(6.11) is designed so that it does not yield higher derivatives 
of c5gab than ogab Ii upon integration, 

J d 3X' (,ua'b'(c' (X')O,d) (x, x') 

- 2/la'b'm,(x' jrm'c'd ' (X')c5(x, x')) c5ga'b'(X' ) 

= flab(ec5~ )c5gab Ii + flab(cld)ogab' (6.12) 

The arbitrariness of the variations c5gab I' and Eq. (5.14) lead 
to two sets of equations, 

/lab c5 i + 2k ac5bi + k bc5ia _ 2(k i + A i)~ab - 0 r- (e d) cd cd Ued - , 

flablcld) + BGabcdlBgmn' k(mln) 

(6.13) 

+ (A - 2A ili)Gabcd +g-1/2Mabed = 0, (6.14) 

for the remaining coefficients. 
Equation (6.13) uniquely determines A 'andflabe • To see 

that, we contract it in the indices cd and independently in the 
indices di. The resulting system of equations 

flahi + k (agb)i _ (k i + A i)gab = 0, 

/lahe + k lac5~) -1(k la + A la)c5~) = ° 
has the solution 

(6.15) 

(6.16) 

It is easy to check that the expressions (6.16) satisfy the origi
nal equation (6.13). 

We now substitute the expressions (6.16) into Eq. (6.14), 

keeping in mind that /lab leld) = Gab mnfl mn,cld)' This yields 
the remaining multipliers 

A = - k iii , (6. 17) 

Moh cd = ~(gedklalh) - gabkleld) + gaek[b Id I + gbdk[o!e J 

+ gadklb Ie 1+ g/xkla!d I)' (6.1S) 

The foregoing calculation shows that the Killing ex
pression not only satisfies the principal equation for x' =Ix, 
but also satisfies, with a suitable choice of multipliers, the 
full principal equation (5.15). This result could have been 
foreseen from the very beginning. The generator 
K = Sd 3X k\alb )pab must satisfy Eq. (2.30), with /la f--+ka' 
and therefore it must also satisfy Eq. (2.11), with multipliers 
which are identified from Eqs. (2.34) and (2.35): 

A (x', x) = k r(x'la,,8(x', xl, 
(6.19) 

1 a'(' ) 2 bk a'(x') G () ed( ) 
/l. x, X = mn cd X P x. 

bgmn (x) 
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However, these are exactly the multipliers which we have 
recovered, by virtue of Eqs. (5.12)-(5.13), (6.11), (6.16)
(6.17), from our analysis of the principal equation. 

Our discovery that the Killing form k(alb) (x) [gmn ] satis
fies the principal equation is thus not at all surprising. The 
important point of our proof is that the general solution (6.8) 
of the principal equation can differ from the Killing form 
only by a functional kij(x) (gmll 1 which is local in the metric. 
In fact, we can disregard the Killing form altogether, be
cause, by the argument of Sec. II, generators K and K whose 
coefficients differ by Eq. (6.8) are equivalent, K zK. Ex
pressed differently, the non local piece of the generator weak
ly vanishes. Our task thereby reduces to that of finding the 
most general local solution kab(X) [gmn ] of the principal 
equation, With this understanding, we shall once again omit 
the bar, kab ~kab' 

VII. THE GENERATOR MUST BE ULTRALOCAL 

We thus assume that the functional ked (x) [gmn ] is local 
in the metric, i.e., we assume that ked depends only on the 
metric and its derivatives up to a finite order N. Moreover, 
from Sec. III we already know that ked (X) is a (symmetric) 
tensor under spatial transformations. In other words, 
ked (X) [gmn ] is a tensor concomitant ofthe metric of order N. 

It is well known that such a concomitant can depend on 
the derivatives of the metric only through the curvature ten
sor Robed and its covariant derivatives up to the order 
N = N - 2. Furthermore, we can assume that the covariant 
derivatives are symmetrized, because any antisymmetric 
combination of the derivatives can be reduced by the com
mutation identity to terms containing only the derivatives of 
a lower order. As before, we indicate that the symmetriza
tion has been performed by replacing the vertical stroke by 
the comma, 

(7.1) 

Similarly, we put 

(7.2) 

Using this convention, we can write 

The variation of ked is thus expressed through the vari
ation of the Riemann tensor, 

S:k - k abba + k arn,m,bc5R 
U cd - cd Oab cd Qrt11m2h 

+ ... + k am,m,h.m .... m,fJR 
cd am,m:-.b,m\.··m:v' 

We have introduced the abbreviations 

ked ab ==.Bked/agab , 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 

If desired, the variation of the curvature tensor can be re
placed by the variation of the metric, 

(7.6) 

with 
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(7.7) 

and 

Note that there is no first order term in Eq. (7.6). 
When we take the covariant derivative of Eq. (7.6), 

In 3···nN , and symmetrize it in n3 • .. nN , we obtain the vari
ational formula for oRam,m,b, n .... n/V. The leading term in this 
formula is 

In general, we shall use the symbolo(M) to denote the 
M th order term (proportional to ogab,m, ... m) in a given vari
ation. Because the symmetrization of oged, n,n,ln .... n/V into 
oged, n, ... n

N 
brings the terms down only to the order N - 2, 

and the differentiated equation does not contain any terms of 
order N - 1, the terms of the order N - 1 are missing in the 

., J:R . 0 R =0. vanatlon u am,m,b, m, ... mIV· (N - J) am,m,b, m ... ·mIV 

This observation will become important in the subsequent 
argument. 

The variation of ked contains the derivatives of ogab up 
to order N. Such terms should be compensated in the princi
pal equation (5.15) by the multipliers. The compensating A 
term 

(7.10) 

is a bipoint distribution acting on oga'b' (x') as a test function. 
This action should yield the derivatives of ogab up to the 
order N - 1; the Killing derivative (eld) of the term (7.10) in 
Eq. (5,15) then raises the order to N. We thus write 

f d 3x' A a'b'c(x', x) oga'b'(X') 

= A abc (X)Ogab (x) + A abe m'(X)Ogab,m, (X) 

+ ... + A abe m,"'m
lV '(X)Ogab,m''''mlV'' (X). (7.11) 

The coefficients A abe m, ... mM(x) cannot depend on 

Ran,n,b, n, ... n N; if they did, A able m, ... mM[d) terms on the right
hand side of the principal equation would contain the 
it = N - 1 order derivatives Ran,n,b, n .... n

N
, , of the curvature 

tensor, which are absent in the variation (7.4), (7.5). 
We want to prove that ked is weakly equivalent to a 

tensor ked which depends only on the metric, not on the 
curvature tensor or its derivatives. We use a recursive proce
dure, showing first that ~d can be made independent of the 
highest order derivative of R abed , i.e., of the derivative of the 
order it = N - 2, and then repeat the argument until it = O. 
In the proof, it is sufficient to single out only the two highest 
order terms in the principal equation. This is possible, be
cause the variation of the metric and its symmetrized covar
iant derivatives at the point x can be assigned arbitrarily and 
thus the individual terms in Dgab,m""mN must vanish indepen
dently of each other. 

From Eq. (7.11) we see that 
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J 3 a'b' (')£ (') D(N) d x' A. eX, X uga'b' X 

(7.12) 

and 

O(N_ I) f d 3x' A <7'b 'e (x', X)oga'b'(X') 

_ ( 1 ab m,···mN • 'om/V '+ A ab m,"·m" I )0 
- /L Ie d) (e Id) gab.m, ... m" I' 

(7.13) 

because the symmetrization of the derivative ogab,m, ... m N ,[mN 

does not contribute to the term of the order N - 1. For N~2, 
no other multipliers join the term (7.12) in the principal 
equation. Similarly, for N~3, no other multipliers join the 
term (7.13). The two highest order terms in the variation 
Oked are 

"k k am,m,b,m ... ·mN" R 
U(N) cd = cd - U{N) amjm:>b.m\,··m .. ,,' 

(7.14) 

because 0IN _ I)Ram,m,b,m .... mN = O. The two highest order 
terms of the principal equation thus yield 

for N~2, (7.15) 

and 

28mN I + A ah m,"'lnN 
d) Ie 'ldl)ogab,m''''mN , 

for N~3. (1.16) 

We shall first analyze the consequences ofEq, (7,15), If 
the ~gab,m, ... mN assume all possible values, Eq. (7.9) generates 
all the possible variations o(N)Ram,m,b,m .... rn

N 
which have the 

symmetries of the Riemann tensor and satisfy the differenti
ated Bianchi identities 

o(N)Ram,lm,b, m,J m,"'m" =:0, 

However, there are 

3 • HN + 2)(N + 3) 

(7.17) 

(7.18) 

more independent variations ~gab.m, ... rn, of the metric than 
there are independent variations 0IN I R am, m,b,m .... m N of the 
curvature tensor. 

To see that, note that a completely symmetric tensor of 
the rank N in a three-dimensional space has ~ (N + I)(N + 2) 
algebraically independent components, Th~ variation 
8gab.m , ... m, is symmetric in the pair ab and completely sym
metric in the N indices m,· .. mN • Consequently, it has 

3(N + l)(N + 2) (7.19) 

algebraically independent components. The spatial Rie
mann curvature tensor Ram,m,b has six independent compo
nents. The variation 8IN )Ram ,m,b.m,".ms is completely sym
metric in the N - 2 indices m 3 • .. m N and so it has 3N (N - 1) 
components. Not all of these components, however, are in
dependent, because they must satisfy the differentiated Bian
chi identities (7,17). The antisymmetric index pair am, in Eq, 
(7.17) ranges through three independent combinations, the 
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completely antisymmetric triplet (m 2b, m31 has only one 
independent combination, while the N - 3 completely sym
metric indices m4···mN canassume!(N - 2)(N - l)indepen
dent combinations. Altogether there are thus 
~(N - 2)(N - 1) equations (7.17) and 

3N(N - 1) - ~(N - 2)(N - 1) = ~(N - I)(N + 2) (7.20) 

algebraically independent components of 8(N)R am ,m,b.m, ... m". 

The difference between the numbers (7.19) and (7.20) leads to 
the excess (7.18). 

There must thus be 3.! (N + 2)(N + 3) variations 
8gab,m, ... m" which leave the derivatives of the curvature ten
sor unchanged, 

(7.21) 

It is easy to check that these are generated through the 
formula 

(7.22) 

by the 3.~ (N + 2)(N + 3) tensorial quantities oha,bm, ... m
N 

which are symmetric in the indices bm1···m N • Such a count
ing is well known from the theory of normal Riemann co
ordinates. The variation (7.22), (7.21) is one induced by an 
infinitesimal coordinate transformation. 

Wenow use the variation (7.21), (7.22) in Eq. (7.15). This 
eliminates any reference to the generator ked and leaves us 
with the condition 

(7.23) 

on the multiplier. (Because A. is symmetric in the pair ab, we 
dropped the symmetrization bracket in oh(a.b)m, ... m

N
') 

Equation (7.23) implies that 

S A. abc m"··m,, '= O. 
b.rn 

(7.24) 

Thesystem(7.24)imposes3.3.~(N + I)(N + 2) conditions on 
the 6.3·~N(N + 1) components A. abc m,···mN I. It means that 
the multipliers can be expressed in terms of some 
3·~(N + I)(N - 2) independent quantities. A comparison 
with Eq. (7.20) indicates that it is convenient to choose these 
quantities as components of a tensor Kc am,m,b.m, ... m N 

1 which 
has the symmetries of a differentiated Riemann tensor in the 
upper indices. Due to the symmetries of the coefficients A. 
and K, there is virtually only one way how to construct A. out 
of K. We formulate the connection as a lemma. 

Lemma: Let A. ab.m, ... m,. be such that S A. ab,m,"'mN = O. 
b,m 

Then there exists a tensor K am,m,b,m, ... m N with the symmetries 

which generates A ab,m, ... m" according to the rule 

We prove the lemma by showing that 

K am ,m,b.m, ... m"=l (N _ I)(N + 1)-I(A. [ab,m,]m,m""m" 
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(7.25) 

(7.26) 

(7.27) 

satisfies its requirements. It is trivial to check that the ex
pression (7.27) has the symmetries (7.25). Next, we symme
trize Eq. (7.27) and get 

S Kam,m,b.m""m" =! (N _ I)(N + 1)-I(A. ab,m''''m" 

m 

_ SA bm,.m,···m,," _ SA. am,.m,···m,vb 

m 

+ SA m,m,.m, ... m,,"b). 

m 

(7.28) 

The first term on the right-hand side ofEq. (7.28) is already 
symmetric in m. The second and the third terms can be eval
uated from the equation 

(7.29) 

which can be written in the form 

(7.30) 

Similarly, the fourth term is obtained from the equation 

A m.lm"m,"·m"lab + A m,a,m, ... m,vb + A m,b,m,"'m,,<1 

= A. m,\m"m''''m,,"b I = O. 

After we symmetrize Eg. (7.31) in m, 

(N - I)S A. m,m"m, ... m,,"b + SA. am"m,"'m,vb 

m m 

m 

and use Eg. (7.30), we get 

SA m,m"m, ... m,,"b = 2 A ab.m, ... m". 

N(N-l) 

(7.31) 

(7.32) 

(7.33) 

When we sutstitute the expressions (7.30) and (7.33) into Eg. 
(7.28), we recover Eq. (7.26). 

We now apply the lemma to Eg. (7.24). We learn that 
there exists a tensor Kc am,m,b,m''''m" 1 such that 

A. abc m1·"m.... 1= 4 S Kc am 1m 2b,m""mN 1. 

m 
(7.34) 

This enables us to rearrange the right-hand side ofEq. (7.15) 
so that the variations ogab,m, ... m N are collected into 

b(N\Ramlm2b,m,,,.m/V: 

__ 4 S K am,m,b,m, ... "'., 1 "m, " 
Ie ud; ugab,m, ... m N 

- 8gam"m,bm, ... m" - /jgbm,.m,am''''mJ 

- 2K am,m,b.m,·"m N l/jmN /j R 
- (c d) (N) am,mlb,m\,··ml\l· (7.35) 

After this rearrangement, Eq. (7.1 5) reads 

(k am,m~b.m\···m,,,, _ K amlm~h,m\· .. mN l£m, ... ,) 
cd Ie Ud) 

X 0IN)Ram,m,b,m, ... m" = 0, (7.36) 

where OIN)Ram,m,b.m, ... mN is an arbitrary tensor with appro
priate symmetries. In particular, Eq. (7.36) must hold for 
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(7.37) 

However, we have seen that the coefficients A abc m" .. m M
, and 

hence the coefficient Ke am,m,b,m,···mN. " cannot depend on 

Ram,m,b.m, ... m",. Therefore, ked must be linear in the highest 
order derivative Ram,m,b.m •... m"': 

k - K a1'h 1m 2 b.m.,··-mN IR 
cd - (c am t m 2b,m 1···m N _ Jd) 

+ ked Wab , Ram,m,b, ... ,Ram,m,b.m, ... mN_')' (7.38) 

Our goal is to prove that ked' at least in the highest 
order, has the structure of a Killing form. In other words, we 
want to prove that 

ked = K(eld) + (d' (7.39) 

where Ke and (d are tensor concomitants of the order 
N - 1. Expanding the Killing formK(elcll' we cast Eq. (7.39) 
into an equivalent statement 

aK(e m -
ked = -a-R---'---- Odt Ram,m,b.m, ... m N + ked' 

am.m2 b,m.1,,·mN I 

(7.40) 

When we compare Eq. (7.38) with Eq. (7.40), we see that the 
only point which remains to be proved is that the term 
K(e am,m,b""m", - 'Ram,m,b,m •... m

N 
_ ,d) is an R-gradient: 

,d)' (7.41) 

The integrability condition ofEq. (7.41) can be written 
in the form 

(7.42) 

We shall show that Eq. (7.42) is a consequence of the (N - 1)
order principal equation (7.16). Indeed, Eq. (7.16) must hold 
as an identity ingab , Ram,m,b' ... , Ram,m,b.m, ... m

N
' Therefore, 

the terms linear in Ram,m,b.m .... mN must balance independent
ly of the lower order terms. When selecting such terms, we 
can disregard A. abc m, .. ·m" '=0, while Eq. (7.38) gives 

k Qn1 Lm 2b,m""n1N_ I 

cd 

Relying on the rearrangement (7.35), we can write 

(7.43) 

(7.44) 

The selected terms (7.43) and (7.44) in Eq. (7.16) give us ex
actly the integrability condition (7.42). 
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In this way, we have proved that ked has the structure 
(7.39). This means, however, that the original ked of order N 
is weakly equivalent to another tensor concomitant, ked' of 
order N - 1. The argument can be repeated for N - 1 and 
then recursively down to the third order, in which Eq. (7.16) 
is still valid. In the second order, only Eq. (7.15) holds un
changed. From this equation alone, we conclude as in Eq. 
(7.24) that 

A. albe m,) = O. (7.45) 

We perform the cyclic permutation of the indices abm t and 
subtract the resulting equations from Eq. (7.45). In this way, 
we learn that A. abc m, = O. Equation (7.15) alone then implies 
that ked does not depend on Ram,m,b' 

We can thus conclude that the origmal tensor concomi
tant of order N is weakly equivalent to an ultralocal con
comitant ked' i.e., to a tensor which is constructed entirely 
from the metric. The only such tensor, however, is a multiple 
of the metric itself, 

(7.46) 

It is straightforward to check that the metric tensor 
satisfies the full principal equation (5.15) when we assign to 
the remaining multipliers the values 

A = - ~K, Mabcd = 0, Ai = 0, A abc = O. (7.47) 

Indeed, it is easy to show that this choice of multipliers is 
uniquely determined by the principal equation. For 
ked = ged and all the multipliers A abc m"'.m"" N> 1, trans
formed away, the principal equation takes the form 

{~8~~ + ~g-1/2Mabed + (0 - A iIJl8~~ + ! A. ab(eld) )8gab 

+ ( - A m8;~ + ! A ab(e8;;') )8gab 1m = O. (7.48) 

The coefficients of 8gab and 8gab 1m must vanish separately. 
Take the equation 

-A moab + I A. ab J:m - 0 
cd 2 (cUd) - (7.49) 

and contract it in the pair bd: 

- 4.11 m8; +..1 arne + A. allb 8';' = O. (7.50) 

Two further contractions, in the pair ae and in the pair me, 
ensure that Am = 0 = A. ab/J' Equation (7.50) then implies 
that,{ abc = O. Under these conditions, the coefficient of ogah 

reduces to !(~ + A )8;~ + ~M abed' We lower the index pair 
ab by the supermetric and impose the condition that this 
coefficient vanishes: 

(7.51) 

Because Gab cd is symmetric and Mab cd anti symmetric in the 
interchange of pairs ab +-+ cd, the two terms in Eq. (7.51) 
must vanish separately. This shows that the multipliers are 
uniquely fixed as in Eq. (7.47). 

We now restate the main result of the whole argument. 
The ultralocal geometrodynamics, based on the kinetic su
per-Hamiltonian T, has a unique conditional symmetry 
(7.46), which is itself ultralocal. All Lagrange multipliers, 
with the exception of A, are gauged to zero by the proper 
choice (7.46) of the representative of the equivalence class 
(2.33). Consequently, only the super-Hamiltonian con
straint, but not the supermom en tum constraint, enforces the 
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conservation of the generator (7.46). It does so locally, A 
being a constant. 

Due to the uItralocal character of the super-Hamilton
ian Tand of the generator (7.46), the tensor ked = Kged(X) can 
be interpreted point by point as a conformal Killing (su
per)vector of the local supermetric (4.5). One can scale the 
super-Hamiltonian Tby an ultralocal factor gI/2(X) in such a 
way that the generator (7.46) becomes an unconditional sym
metry of the scaled super-Hamiltonian 

fix) = gI/2(X)T(x). (7.52) 

Expressed differently, the tensor ked = Kged(X) is point by 
point a true Killing (super)vector of the scaled local 
supermetric 

aabed(x) =g-1/2(x)Gabed(x). (7.53) 

The constant K can be fixed by the normalization condition: 

aabedkabked = - I=> IKI = 6- 112. (7.54) 

The minus sign in Eq. (7.54) indicates that kab has a "time
like" character. 

The fact that ked = Kgcd is a conformal Killing (su
per)vector of the local supermetric (4.5) is, of course, well 
known. IS What is new is the proof that, besides it, the uItra
local geometrodynamics has no other conditional 
symmetry. 19 

VIII. THE SCALAR CURVATURE BREAKS THE 
UL TRALOCAL SYMMETRY 

Conditional symmetry in ultralocal geometrodynamics 
is determined by Eqs. (4.9) and (4.3). By analyzing these 
equations, we draw the conclusion that ultralocal geometro
dynamics has a unique conditional symmetry (7.46). Full 
geometrodynamics differs from the ultralocal geometrodyn
amics by the curvature term V(x) = - gl/2R in the super
Hamiltonian. Its presence restricts the conditional symme
try by another condition, Eq. (4.10). From Eqs. (7.47) and 
(5.12) we learned that the multiplier A (x', x) is ultralocal, 

A (x', x) = A8(x', x), A = - ¥. (8.1) 

The condition (4.10) thus takes the form 

_gl/2Gabkab + Gabcdkablcd = _Ag I/2R. (8.2) 

The ultralocal generator kab = Kgab satisfies Eq. (8.2) for 
A = - ~K, but it does not satisfy it for the required value 
A = - ~ K. The scalar curvature term thus breaks the condi
tional symmetry of the ultralocal theory. Equations (4.9) and 
(4.10) for the generator coefficient kab are incompatible, but, 
strangely enough, the incompatibility boils down to a mere 
numerical difference of the conformal factor. The ultralocal 
generator 

K == K f d 3X pIx) (8.3) 

scales the kinetic term by the factor A = -} K, while it 
scales the potential term by the factor A = - ~ K: 

[K, T(x)] = -}KT(x), 
(8.4) 

[K, V(x)] = - ~ KV(X). 
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Small as this discrepancy may seem, an uncomfortable con
clusion nevertheless follows: Geometrodynamics does not 
have any symmetry, not even a conditional one. 

IX. INHOMOGENEOUS GENERATORS 

We have seen that no dynamical variable which is linear 
and homogeneous in the momentum can be conditionally 
conserved. We can generalize this result to linear inhomoge
neous functionals 

(9.1) 

where K has the form (2.1) and K 0 is a functional which 
depends only on the metric. 20 

Write the conditions (2.3) and (2.4) that K· is weakly 
conserved. Because the Poisson bracket [KO, H N ] does not 
depend on the momentum and [K, H N ] is linear in the mo
mentum, we can still conclude, as in Eqs. (2.14)-(2.15), that 
AN (x') = ° and AN a'(x') depend only on the metric. The 
strong equation (2.16) written for K • then splits naturally 
into two pieces. The first piece collects those terms which do 
not contain the momentum, 

(9.2) 

It tells us that K 0 is a spatial invariant. The second piece 
collects the terms containing the momentum, It replicates 
Eq. (2,16) for the homogeneous part K of the generator K •. 
The argument of Sec. III then leads to an equivalent func
tional K -;::::.K, which is a spatial invariant. The functional 
K· = K + K ° is thus eq~ivalent to K • and is also a spatial 
invariant. We choose it to represent the equivalence class 
and omit the bar. As a result, we can assume that K • satisfies 
the invariance condition (3.2). 

Next, we evaluate the Poisson bracket [K·, H (x)], Be
cause [KO, V(x)] = 0, we get 

[K·, H(x)] = [K, T(x)] + [K, V(x)] + [KO, T(x)]. (9,3) 

From Sec. IV we know that [K, V(x)] depends only on the 
metric. The new term 

(9.4) 

is linear in the momentum, We conclude, as before, that the 
multiplier AN(x')[gmn] cannot depend on the momentum. 
The multiplier AN a'(x'), however, can acquire an inhomoge
neous piece A () N a'(x'): 

A • N a'(x') = AN a'(x') + A ON a'(X'), (9,5) 

whereANa'(x') is a linear homogeneous functional of the mo
mentum and A () N a'(x') depends only on the metric. Equation 
(2.11) written for K • then splits into three pieces in the pow
ers of the momentum. The quadratic piece and the absolute 
piece replicate our old equations (4.9)-(4.10) for the homo
geneous generator K. Our old argument allows us to con
clude that this generator must vanish weakly, K-;::;O, The 
linear piece of Eq. (2.11) is completely decoupled from the 
previous two pieces, and it reads 

[KO, T(x)] = fd 3X' Aoa'(x', x)Ha' (x'), (9,6) 

We use Eq. (9.4) and write Eq. (9.6) as a weak equation: 
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H u ' (x') = OV x' 

=> pub (X)Gub cd (x)oK O/Ogcd(X) = O. (9.7) 

The condition Hu' (x') = ° limits only the derivatives of pUb 
and leaves pub at the point x completely arbitrary. Therefore, 
OKo/Dgcd(X) = 0. In other words, the functional KO cannot 
depend on the metric, and so it must reduce to a numerical 
constant. This shows that a linear inhomogeneous function
al (9.1) which is conditionally conserved, 

[K·, HN + H N ] :::::0, (9.8) 

is weakly equivalent to a numerical constant. 

x. A SUMMARY 

The statement that geometrodynamics does not have a 
conditional symmetry has a simple meaning, but a rather 
complicated proof. To gain the unity of apprehension, we 
shall summarize the main line of argument in a decalogue of 
steps. The relevant equations have the boldface numbering 
in the text. 

(I) We say that a dynamical variable K [gUb' pub] gener
ates a conditional symmetry in geometrodynamics if K is a 
linear homogeneous functional of the gravitational momen
tum pub [Eq. (2.1)] which has a weakly vanishing Poisson 
bracket with the geometrodynamical Hamiltonian [Eq. 
(2.2)]. 

(II) The weak equation (2.2) is turned into the strong 
equations (2.11) and (2.16) by the method of Lagrange multi
pliers. The dependence of the multipliers on the gravitation
al momentum [Eqs. (2.12)-(2.15)] can be inferred from the 
momentum dependence of the constraints. 

(III) The closure relations (2.20)-(2.22) of the con
straints imply that the generators K fall into equivalence 
classes (2.33) modulo the supermomentum constraint. A 
transition within a single equivalence class induces the gauge 
transformation (2.34)-(2.36) of the multipliers. 

(IV) By virtue of the Jacobi identity, the multiplier 
(2.15) is restricted by Eq. (3.9). This equation ensures that the 
multiplier (2.15) can be gauged away by the transformation 
(2.36). Each equivalence class is then represented by an un
conditional spatial invariant (3.2). 

(V) The super-Hamiltonian is split into the "kinetic" 
and "potential" parts (4.1) and its Poisson bracket with the 
generator K is evaluated [Eqs. (4.2)-(4.3), (4.8)]. The condi
tional symmetry (2.11) of the super-Hamiltonian is interpret
ed as the conditional symmetry (4.9), (4.10) of its kinetic and 
potential terms. 

(VI) The ultralocality of the kinetic term imposes local
ity restrictions on the remaining Lagrange mUltipliers. 
These restrictions are summarized by the principal equation 
(5.15). 

(VII) The principal equation leads to a variational inte
grability condition (6.3)-(6.4) which, for generic metrics, en
sures that the generator is weakly equivalent to a local 
generator. 

(VIII) The principal equation for the local generator is 
split into different orders M of the symmetrized variations 
Dgub. m, ... m

M
' Only the two highest order equations, M = N 

[Eq. (7.15)] and M = N - 1 [Eq. (7.16)], need to be consid-
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ered. The Nth-order variation ogub.m, ... mN of the metric is de
composed into those variations which are induced by the 
variations o(N}Ram,m,b,m, ... mN of the differentiated curvature 
tensor and those variations, Eq. (7.22), which leave 
o(N}Rum ,m

2
b.m, ... mN = O. The highest order principal equation 

(7.15) restricted to the variations (7.22) implies that the high
est order multiplier (7.34) is algebraically determined by co
efficients with the symmetries of a differentiated curvature 
tensor. The highest order principal equation written down 
for the remaining variations then implies that the generator 
is linear in the highest order derivative of the curvature ten
sor, Eq. (7.38). 

(IX) The lower order principal equation (7.16) ensures 
that the coefficient of this linear function has the structure of 
an R-gradient. Therefore, the generator K is weakly equiv
alent to a generator of a lower order (namely, the order 
M = N - 1) in the derivatives Rum,m,b.m .... m

N
: Eq. (7.39). A 

recursive argument then shows that the generator must be 
weakly ultralocal. 

(X) There is just one ultralocal generator which is a 
spatial invariant and satisfies the principal equation (5.15). 
Its coefficient (7.46) is a conformal Killing (super)vector of 
the local supermetric. This generator scales the kinetic term 
by the factor - ~ K, while it scales the potential term by the 
factor - ~ K, Eq. (8.4). The potential term thus breaks the 
conditional symmetry of the kinetic term. As a result, there 
is no conditional symmetry in geometrodynamics. 
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'We shall outline our notation. Spacetime points are capitalized: Xu, 
a = 0,1.2.3. while points on a spacelike hypersurface are labeled by xu, 
a = 1.2.3. Indices are suppressed in theargumentsoffunctions. The signa
ture of g,,(J is ( - • + . + , + I. with lJa{1 = diag( - 1.1,1,1). The determi
nant of the spatial metric gab is denoted by g. Spatial vectors are boldface, 
N. ifnot written in terms of their components, NU. We use au for partial 
derivatives within the hypersurface, the vertical stroke la for covariant 
derivatives with respect to the spatial metric gab' L. for the Lie derivative 
along the spatial vector k. and the dot· for the derivative with respect to a 
label time t. Expressions are understood to be symmetric in an uninter
rupted sequence of indices following a comma. Thus. ohu.bm,.m, is sym

metric in the indices bm,· .. m M • In particular. a comma denotes a com-

pletely symmetrized covariant derivative. as in ogub.m, .. m"""'~ oguhlm, ... mM 

"",(M!)-' I ogablm, ... mM' Here. S denotes complete symmetrization in 
P(ml m 

m==(m,. m 2 • .... mMI achieved by the permutationsP(ml. Braces stand for 
cyclic permutation in the sequence of indices enclosed between them; thus. 
klab!'1 = kab!' + kb)u + k,u!'" Parentheses mean anticommutation in a 
pair of indices: k 1a.'.bl "",ku ... " + kb .. a. Square brackets fulfill a multitude of 
needs. When enclosing a pair of indices or a pair of smearing functions. 
they denote commutation. So. k la ... b I==ka ... b - k" ... a and ,tIM al1Nla 
==,tM "I1Na -,tN aI1M"· When enclosing a pair of spatial vectors, they de
note Lie brackets: [M. NJ==LM N. When applied to two dynamical varia
bles. as in [K. H N 1. they denote Poisson brackets. Finally, when enclosing 
arguments. they emphasize the functional dependence. while the paren
theses imply a function dependence. So, K [gab' pah 1 means that the dyna
mical variable K is a functional constructed from the canonical variables 
ga" (x) and palo (xl. while gab (X) means that gab is a function of x'. The mean-
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ing of the square brackets is thus determined by the nature of the variables 
which enter into them and stand before them. The symbol (x-x') abbrevi
ates the expression "the same term with the labels x and x' interchanged." 
The curvature tensor is fixed by the convention kallbc\ = kdR dob,' Our 
delta functions {j (x, x') are always scalars in the first and scalar densities in 
the second argument. The units are chosen such that c = I = I 61TG. 

2If g>!3 = 'T/a{3 and ¢> (X) is identified with the gravitational potential, Eqs. 
(1.11 H 1.14) describe the free fall of a particle in the Nordstrom theory of 
gravitation. See G. Nordstrom, Phys. Z.13, 1126 (1912); Ann. Phys. (Leip
zig) 40,856 (1913); 42,533 (1913); 43, 1101 (1914). 

'K. Kuchar, J. Math. Phys. 13,768 (1972); K. Kuchar, in Relativity, Astro
physics and Cosmology, edited by W. Israel (Reidel, Dordrecht, The Neth
erlands, 1973). 

4p. A. M. Dirac, Lectures on Quantum Mechanics (Yeshiva U. P., New 
York,1964). 

'gafl was identified with the physical metric and f with the physical proper 
time in the Fokker-Einstein reinterpretation of the Nordstrom theory of 
gravitation. See A. Einstein and A. D. Fokker, Ann. Phys. (Leipzig) 44, 
321 (1914). 

bJ. A. Wheeler, in Relativity, Groups and Topology, 1963 Les Houches Lec
tures, edited by B. S. DeWitt and C. M. DeWitt (Gordon and Breach, New 
York, London, 1964); B. S. DeWitt, Phys. Rev. 160, 1113 (1967). 
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March 1980. 
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"The transition from a finite-dimensional particle model to infinitely di
mensional geometrodynamics is unquestionably a vast generalization. In a 
forthcoming paper, we shall show that our definition of conditional sym
metry in geometrodynamics has a natural counterpart in parametrized 
field theories, where it leads to an intuitively clear connection with the 
symmetry of the spacetime background. 
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I"This may seem queer in view of DeWitt's analysis of the symmetry of the 
local supermetric. DeWitt has shown6 that the local supermetric (4.5) has 
a "nested structure" related to a symmetric space ofSL(3, R )/SO(3). As 
noticed by Martin Pilati, this implies that the local supermetric (4.5) has 
other conformal (super)vectors in addition to the expression (7.46). This 
descrepancy is resolved by observing that these other (super)vectors do not 
transform as (symmetric) tensors under spatial transformations. DeWitt's 
ultralocal analysis does not pay attention to the interplay of the super
Hamiltonian and supermomentum constraints, which is vital in our con
cept of conditional symmetry. 

2°In a free particle model, conserved dynamical variables which are linear 
but inhomogeneous in the momentum generate the transition to the initial 
canonical data. A detailed paper on conditional symmetries in parame
trized particle mechanics is in preparation. 
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All nontwisting N's with cosmological constant 
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The set of all essentially different nontwisting type-N solutions with cosmological constant is 
presented in such a tetrad gauge, and coordinatization that the metric depends linearly on an 
arbitrary structural function. The special branches of the solutions of this type are shown to 
amount to the contractions of the most general branch. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Jb 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this work is to present all nontwisting N
type solutions with cosmological constant in such a repre
sentation that the metric depends linearly on the arbitrary 
structural complex function and to establish the interrela
tions among the different branches. 

We employ the null tetrad formalism. 1.2 Working with 
the signature + 2, the metric is given by 

g = 2e I ® e2 + 2e3 ® e4, 
(1.1) 

The first Cartan structure equations 

dea = eb /\rab (1.2) 

define the connection I-forms rab = r[ab I' Whenever the 
direction of e3 is oriented along the quadruple Debever-Pen
rose vector, the second structure equations, into which the 
Einstein equations (Gl'v = ..igl'v) are built in, can be written, 
for the N-type fields, as 

dr42 + r 42 /\ (F12 + r 34 ) = t-ie3 /\ e l, 

d(F12 + r 34 ) + 2r42 /\r31 = -!..i (e l /\e2 + e3 /\e4), (1.3) 

dr31 + (F12 + r 34) /\ r 31 = t..ie4/\ e2 + !C(l)e3
/\ e l

, 

where e OI is the only nonvanishing conformal curvature 
coefficient. 

In general, when e3 is a distinguished direction, there 
arises a natural subclassification of the Riemannian struc
tures invariant under (T and y gauges, 

(T = (J) + if/J: e'l = ei4>e l, e'2 = e - i4>e2, 

e,3=ewe3, e'4=e-"'e4 

y: e'l = el + jie3, e,2 = e2 + ye3, 

e'3 = e3, e'4 = e4 - yel _ jie2 - yjie3, 

(1.4) 

which maintain the direction e3 unchanged. These gauges 
induce on the connections the transformations 

r'42 = eur 42, r'l2 + r'34 = r 12 + r 34 + da, 

(1.5) 

and 

.IOn leave of absence from University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland. 

r'31 = r 11 + y(rl2 + r 34) + yr42 + dy, 

respectively. 
This subclassification is: 

(1.6) 

First, there are structures with e3 twisting (T) and 
non twisting (NT). The twist of e3 is defined as the 3-form 

T: = e3 /\ de3; 
hence 

(T): e3/\de3=;60, 

(1.7) 

(NT): e3/\de'=0, (1.8) 
these conditions being manifestly invariant under (1.4)-( 1.6). 

Next, we consider the gauge invariant relative proper
ties of r42 and e3 under (1.4)-( 1.6). One finds the following 
list of disjoint possibilities: 

I: r 42 = ° 
II: (1.9) 

_ {Ills: eJ 
/\ r 42 /\ t42 = 0, 

III: r 42 /\r42 =;60 3 -
IIIo: e" /\r42 /\r42 =;60. 

(the subscripts Sand G distinguish the special and general 
subcases). In the following sections we shall study type-N 
solutions for each of the three branches of (1.9). 

II. COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR CASE I 

This branch (F42 = 0) does not admit a solution with 
nonvanishing cosmological constant, and futhermore the 
twist here is zero. Consequently, the only solutions of this 
case are the well-known Robinson waves, R?-S 

The tangent null tetrad, aa = el'a aI" the curvature and 
the r42-form which describe the R waves are 

a , = as' a2 = at, a3 = at - (f + liar> a4 = a" 

ell) = - 2/g , r 42 = 0, (2.1) 

wherel = I(s,t ) is an entirely arbitrary analytic function in 

S· 
The contravariant metrical density is given by 

g[f/J,f/J]: = e~bf/J.af/J.b 

= - 2f/Js f/Jt - 2f/J., [f/J.t - (/ + l)f/J,,], (2.2) 

where e = det(e al') and f/J is an arbitrary function. 
Because these R waves are prototypic for the other 

branches of the N problem studied, we would like to add 
some comments concerning their properties. Notice that the 
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tangent tetrad and the contravariant density are linear in the 
free structural function/(s ,t ). The dependence of/(s ,t ) on the 
variable t is completely free. This variable defines a set of 
characteristic surfaces (t = const) of the metric satisfying 
the eikonal equation g[t,t I = 0. With the dependence of Ion 
t entirely free, the amplitUde of the curvature ell) is deter
mined by an analytic function chosen arbitrarily along each 
of the characteristic surfaces (t = const). These properties 
are common to all the nontwisting N-type solutions, as we 
shall see later. 

III. ALL SOLUTIONS OF CASE II 

One can show that nontrivial solutions may exist only 
in the subbranch lis . The direction e3 is then geodesic, shear
less, and free of complex expansion. 

These solutions new to our knowledge, which we de
note by K (A ) waves, are the generalization ofthe Kundt solu
tion" K and are given via: 

(i) the tangent null tetrad: 

a l = coshxa,;' a2 = coshxat , a4 = coshxar, 

I 
-- tanhxaJ = at + r coshx(a,; + at 
V/1 

- coshx[(as + af - 2(V/1) tanhx) 

(f + 7) - (v,u)r tanhxlar (3.1) 

where,u: = A 16, x: = (v,u)(s + t); 
(ii) the conformal curvature: 

e(il = - 2(vA 16) (cosh3xlsinhx) (asa,; - yt Ifs; (3.2) 

and 
(iii) the connection form r42: 

r42 = (V,ulsinhx)e 3
. 

The metrical density is then 

- g[l/J,l/J 1 = (21v,u)(sinhx/cosh2x) 

X {l/J"l/J[ + (v,ulsinhx)l/Jr [l/J, + r coshx(l/Js + l/Jf) 

- coshx((as + at - 2(v,u) tanhx)(f + 7) 

(3.3) 

- (v,u)r tanhx)l/Jr n. (3.4) 

Here A is assumed to be positive; for A < 0, the hyper
bolic functions are to be replaced by the corresponding trigo
nometric ones. 

As in the case of the Robinson waves, the tetrad and the 
metrical density are linear in the free structural function 
I(s,(). The variable t determines the characteristics of the 
metric, and the analytic function which determines the am
plitude of the curvature can be arbitrarily chosen along each 
characteristic surface. 

IV. ALL NONTWISTING SOLUTIONS OF CASE III 

Within this class there exist solutions of the type N only 
in the subbranch IIIG • We restrict ourselves here to study 
the diverging but free of rotation N-solutions. These were 
investigated by Leroy,? who obtained basic results following 
the theory of Robinson and Trautman.8 However, in his 
treatment, the solution was given modulo some equations. 
Also, his choice for the tetrad did not exhibit the linear de-
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pendence on an arbitrary structural function. We have suc
ceeded, we believe, in deriving a much more satisfactory de
scription of the solutions of this type, which depend linearly 
on an arbitrary analytic function. 

Exploiting the freedom of gauges, we succeeded to inte
grate equations ( 1. 2) and (1. 3) determining an "optimal" 
chart of coordinates, ! si,r,t l, and the corresponding tetrad 
gauge in which all non twisting N waves with A are given by 

e l = rdS + (tft - r/) dt, e2 = (el
), 

e3 = tPdt , 

e4 = dr + I - tPsf + ~r(ls +.if) + iArtP) dt, (4.1) 

wherel = I(s,t) is an arbitrary complex function depending 
on sand (only. 

The tangent tetrad associated with (4.1) is 

ra, = as' ra2 = at, a4 = ar , 

tPa3 = at - (l/r) [(tPf - r/)as + (tPs - rl)ag ] 

- [ - tPst + ~r(ls + 7f ) + !A. tPr) ar • (4.2) 

By using appropriately the remaining coordinate freedom, 
the structural function tP, without any loss of generality, can 
be always brought to the form 

(4.3) 

where the discrete parameter € takes the values 1,0, - 1. 
Optionally, for € = - 1, we represent tP as 

tP = (l/va)sinhx, x: = (Va)(S + t), a = const 
(4.4) 

[here a is assumed to be positive; for a negative tP 
-+(l/Va)sinx]. The connections accompanying our tetrad 
are 

r'2 + r 34 = Cyir + tP-'/s )e
3, 

r 3 , = (l/rtP)tP,;,;e 1 + iA re2 

+ (lIrtP)( - tPUf +!r Iss + iArtP,)eJ. (4.5) 

In particular, for tP given by (4.3) the connections above take 
the simple form 

r 42 = - (lIr)e' + (drtP)se3, 

r ll + r,4 = (tA r + tP-1" )e\ 

r '1 = iA. re2 + (l/2tP) (/" + 0- rE{)e·1• (4.6) 

The conformal curvatures, corresponding to the tP's given by 
(4.3) and (4.4), are 

(4.7) 

and 

ell) = - (lIr)[(va)/sinhx](a,ag - 40)/, #0, (4.8) 

respectively. 
Note that the tetrad, from (4.1), is linear in the structur

al function/ls,t ); note also that the variable t defines the set of 
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characteristic surfaces of the metric, t = const. 
In what follows we shall denote this class of solutions by 

NT(A,Z,€), where A stands for the cosmological constant, Z 
represents the complex expansion - r 421 , and the param
eter € takes the values 1,0, - 1, depending upon whether the 
"source" lines of the gravitational waves are respectively ti
melike, null or spacelike. The complex expansion Z in the 
studied problem is real and equal to 1/r; therefore, it repre
sents the divergence of the congruence e3

• 

All vacuum nontwisting solutions of the type N, denot
ed as NT(O,Z,€), are obtained from the NT(A,Z,€) by simply 
equating A to zero in the expressions above. These solutions 
were obtained in Ref. 8; see also Refs. 9 and 10. Nevertheless, 
the tetrad gauge used there does not exhibit a linear depen
dence on an arbitrary structural function. The simple form 
of these solutions, given in this text, having a linear depen
dence on the structural function, facilitates, among other 
things, the limiting transitions to the subcases of Kundt and 
Robinson which depend linearly on the structural function. 

V. CONTRACTIONS 

The purpose of this section is to show that the sub-

ra l = as - viva) rsinhxar , a2 = (ad, coshxa4 = an 

branches K (A ), K, R can be derived from the NT(A,Z,€) via 
corresponding limiting transitions. 

From expressions (3.1)-(3.2), by letting A go to zero and 
at the same time changing/s -+ f, we readily obtain the 
Kundt waves K 

a1 = as' a2 = at, 

(S + f)a3 = at + r(as + at) - (/ + 1)ar a4 = an 

ell) = - 2/st/(s + f). (5.1) 

Executing then the coordinate transformation 

S=S'+~Cl, f=f'+!E-l, r=r', t = Et', 

replacing the structural functionjby E -1' (s ',t ') and lettingE 
go to zero we obtain easily the Robinson solution (2.1). 

In order to show that the K (A ) waves are limiting con
tractions of the NT(A,Z,€) solutions, we start from (4.2) with 
t/J taken in the form (4.3). Executing the a and r gauges with 

a = In coshx, r = - viva) r·sinhx·coshx, 

where v is an arbitrary constant, dropping primes, we arrive 
at 

_1-tanhxa3 = a, - ~(coshx - rl - vrsinh2x)as - ~ (coshx - rl- vrsinh2x)at va r r 

- [- (va) sinhx +.!... (/5 + It) + ~ sinhx + V (va) r sinh3x]ar , 
2 6 va 

(5.2) 

cosh2x va -
e(t)= ----.-(asas -4aifs' x: = (Va)(S +S). 

r s10hx 

We change now the coordinates and other quantities which 
appear above according to 

r = _1_(_r'_ + E-I) 
coshx coshx ' 

(5.3) 

v = E, a = lA E- 2
, 1= E(2£2f' + 1), 

6 

where the functionf'(S ',t ') is assumed to be independent of 
the parameter E. Making E tend to zero, we obtain precisely 
the K (A) solutions given by (3.1 )-(3.2). 

We now consider the pertinent contractions of the 
NT(O,Z,€) solutions. The Kundt metrics happen to be the 
contraction of the NT(O,Z, - 1) waves. Indeed, setting € = 
- 1 in (4.3) and A = 0 in (4.2) and transforming the coordi

nates and the structural function according to 

t=E-lt', S=£S'-I, [=£['-1, r=r'+£-I, 
5' 

1=2£3 J f'(S ',t ') ds' - E2S' + E, (5.4) 

by letting E go to zero, we arrive at a slightly modified version 
of the Kundt waves 

al = as' a2 = at, a4 = an 

(s + [) a3 = at + r (as + at) + (r - I -l)ar , 
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(5.5) 
To recover the expressions (5.1), it is enough to execute 

in (5.5) a a-gauge, with a = t, and then to change coordi
nates and redefine the structural function according to 

t'=e t
, r'=e-'r, S'=S, ['=f, 1'=e- 2t j 

Finally, to establish that NT(O,Z,€) -+ R, we start from 
(4.2) with A = ° and t/J taken from (4.3). Performing there 
the coordinate transformation 

t=t', S=ES', [=Ef', r=r'+c l , (5.6) 

accompanied by 

(5.7) 

and taking E to zero we arrive at (3.1), i.e., the Robinson 
solution. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We have found that all geometrically different 
non twisting N-type solutions with A. are interrelated, by con
tractions, according to the diagram given below. 
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NT(Il,Z, 1 )_NT(O,Z, 1) 

'" NT(Il,Z,O)_NT(O,Z,O)- R 

/ 
NT(A,Z, - I\NT(O,Z, - 1\ I 

K(Il) -K 

Therefore, the set of NT (Il,Z,E) solutions completely ex-
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hausts all N-type nontwisting solutions. 
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On the existence of simultaneous synchronous coordinates in spacetimes 
with spacelike singularities 
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We investigate the issue of when a synchronous coordinate system exists which entirely covers a 
singularity simultaneously. For a spacetime with a spacelike singularity (or, more precisely, with a 
spacelike causal boundary) we prove that such coordinates exist if and only if the "maximum 
lifetime function" satisfies certain boundedness, differentiability, and limit properties. Our results 
lend plausibility to the validity of the use of simultaneous synchronous coordinates to analyze 
physically realistic spacelike singularities. Nevertheless, we construct a number of examples 
which do not satisfy our conditions and thus do not admit such coordinates. 

PAes numbers: 04.20.Jb 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The singularity theorems of general relativity have es
tablished the inevitability of spacetime singularities in cos
mology and gravitational collapse under a wide range of cir
cumstances. However, while these theorems prove the 
existence of singularities under very general assumptions, 
they tell us very little about the nature of these singularities. 
Thus, an important goal of general relativity is to obtain a 
precise description of the spacetime structure near 
singularities. 

The most straightforward approach toward this goal is 
to solve Einstein's equation in a neighborhood of a singular
ity. This formidable task has been undertaken in a series of 
papers by Belinskii, Lifschitz, and Khalatnikov (BLK). (See 
Ref. I for a review.) These authors used a local approach and 
employed a number of approximations, which have been 
criticized recently by Barrow and Tipler. 2 However, a cru
cial first step ofBLK which has not been analyzed satisfacto
rily is the assumption that a synchronous coordinate system 
can be found which reaches the singularity simultaneously 
and covers the entire singularity. (These notions will be de
fined precisely in Sec IL) We will refer to such a coordinate 
system as simultaneous synchronous coordinates (SSC). 

The use of sse greatly simplifies the analysis of solu
tions of Einstein's equation near the singularity, but by as
suming the existence of these coordinates some important 
assumptions are being made about the nature of the singular
ity. For example, if one creates an artificial singularity in 
Minkowski spacetime by removing the axis, x = y = z = 0 
for t>O, it is not difficult to see that no synchronous coordi
nate system can cover the entire singularity simultaneously. 
About the best one can do is reach the "bottom point" of the 
singularity simultaneously by synchronous coordinates, as 
illustrated in Fig. 1. More generally, it is easy to construct a 
wide variety of examples with timelike and null singularities 
such that sse cannot be found (Precise definition of "time
like", "null", and "spaceIike" causal boundaries of space
times will be given in Sec. II.) 

Thus, it seems clear that the use of synchronous coordi
nates cannot be justified for investigations of time like or null 

singularities. Of course, we do not yet know the true struc
ture of singularities which occur in nature; that is what the 
analyses ofBLK and others seek to determine. However, the 
possibility that physically realistic singularities are spacelike 
appears to be well worth pursuing. After all, the singUlarities 
of the Robertson-Walker and Schwarzschild solutions are 
spacelike. Furthermore, Penrose3 recently has given argu
ments in favor of the idea that singularities in a physically 
reasonable spacetime cannot be timelike. He has shown that 
this condition on the singularities-which he calls "strong 
cosmic censorship"-is equivalent to the condition that the 
spacetime be globally hyperbolic. Thus, the condition that 
singularities be spacelike may be viewed as a further 
strengthening of this hypothesis of Penrose. In any case, an 
investigation of the general nature of spacelike singularities 
would be of considerable interest in its own right for what it 
would tell us about general relativity. 

However, even in the case of a spacelike singularity, it is 
far from obvious that sse exist. Indeed, Misner4 has empha
sized that no demonstration has been given for the existence 
of sse, and has suggested that irregularities in the curvature 
should almost always cause the geodesics of the sse to cross 
(resulting in the breakdown of the SSC) before the singularity 
is reached. Furthermore, even if the sse do not break down, 
it is not at all clear that the entire singularity can be covered 
(i.e., the phenomenon of Fig. 1 may be unavoidable even for 
spacelike singularities), in which case an analysis of solutions 
in sse would yield misleading results on the nature of the 
singularity. Thus, the validity of the first step of the analysis 
of BLK is questionable even for space like singularities. 

The aim of this paper is to investigate the existence of 
sse in arbitrary spacetimes whose future causal boundary is 
space like. We shall prove that existence of sse is equivalent 
to certain differentiability, boundedness, and limit proper
ties holding for the "maximum lifetime function" of the spa
cetime. Thus, we obtain precise criteria for the existence of 
SSe. 

In Sec. II we will prove that in any spacetime whose 
future causal boundary is spaceIike, the geodesics normal to 
any Cauchy surface reach every "singular point." The neces-
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FIG. I. Minkowski spacetime with the upper part of the axis r = 0 removed. 

sary and sufficient conditions for the existence of SSC in 
terms of the maximum lifetime function are derived in Sec. 
Ill. Finally, in Sec. IV we present examples illustrating the 
failure ofSSC in cases where the necessary conditions on the 
maximum lifetime function are not satisfied. Our definitions 
and notation throughout the paper follow the conventions of 
Hawking and Elliss except that we define a Cauchy surface 
to be a closed, achronal set whose domain of dependence is 
the entire spacetime, and hypersurfaces will not be assumed 
to be C 2 unless explicitly stated. All spacetimes (M, gab) con
sidered in the paper will be assumed to be C ac • 

II. SPACELIKE CAUSAL BOUNDARIES AND 
SIMULTANEOUS SYNCHRONOUS COORDINATES: 
DEFINITIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

Our first task is to adopt a precise notion of singularities 
which allows us to discuss their causal structure. We shall 
use the approach of Geroch, Kronheimer, and Penrose,6 
who define an indecomposable past set Was a subset of the 
spacetime (M, gab) which is an open, past set (i.e., 
I -(W) = WwhereI -(W) denotes the chronological past of 
W) and cannot be expressed as the union of two proper sub
sets of this form. The past I - ( p) of a po in t pEM is an inde
composable past set, and is called a proper indecomposable 
past set (PIP). The indecomposable past sets which are not 
proper are called terminal indecomposable past sets (TIP's). 
The TIP's comprise the future causal boundary of a space
time. This causal boundary need not represent a singularity, 
as, for example, the TIP's of Minkowski spacetime generate 
future null infinity and future timelike infinity. However, in 
the case of an all encompassing singularity as envisioned, for 
example, in cosmology, each TIP may be viewed as a "point" 
of the future singularity. The past causal boundary of a spa
cetime is defined analogously. 

It is not difficult to show that the past I - (y) of any 
future inextendible causal curve y is a TIP. Furthermore 
every TIP can be shown to be the past of some future inexten
dible causal (in fact, timelike) curve.6 Thus, TIP's could be 
defined alternatively as the equivalence classes of future in
extendible timelike curves, where timelike curves y and y' 
are considered equivalent if I -(y) = I -(y'). 

The causal relation between points on the causal bound
ary now may be defined. A TIP V is said to lie to the chrono
logical past of a TIP W (i.e., Vand Ware timelike related) if 
there exists a pointpEWsuch that Ve[-(p). Vand Ware 
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said to be null related if they are not time like related, but 
ve W(or We V). Finally, Vand Ware said to bespaceUke 
related if they are neither timelike nor null related. The fu
ture causal boundary is said to be spacelike if all pairs of 
TIP's are spacelike related. In other words, the future causal 
boundary is space1ike if and only if no TIP contains another 
TIP as a proper subset. Strictly speaking, the terminology of 
"acausal" would be more accurate than "spacelike," but the 
confusion created by statements such as "the causal bound
ary is acausal" lead us to prefer the terminology "timelike," 
"null," and "spacelike" to describe the causal relationship of 
points on the causal boundary. The relationship between 
points ofthe past causal boundary are defined similarly. 

As discussed in the introduction, our interest is in spa
cetimes whose future (or past) causal boundary is spacelike. 
Penrose3 has shown that the future (or past) causal boundary 
will be achronal (i.e., spacelike or null) if and only if the 
spacetime (M, gab) is globally hyperbolic. Thus, our restric
tion to spacetimes with spacelike singUlarities implies that 
we shall consider only globally hyperbolic spacetimes. 

Let us now define with more precision the requirements 
we impose for "simultaneous synchronous coordinates" 
(SSC). A synchronous (or Gaussian normal) coordinate sys
tem is one constructed by choosing a C I spacelike hypersur
face I and using (arbitrarily chosen) coordinates on I and 
the proper time 7 along geodesics normal to I to label events. 
Since we are dealing with globally hyperbolic spacetimes, we 
will require that I be a Cauchy surface; otherwise, the study 
of evolution via Einstein's equation from initial data on I 
will not even determine the solution on all of (M, gab) and 
thus cannot be expected to determine the complete structure 
of the singularity. If I is C 2, the construction of synchronous 
coordinates always works in an open neighborhood of I, and 
it is not difficult to show that all the hypersurfaces of con
stant 7 remain orthogonal to the geodesics used in the con
struction. However, these geodesics may eventually cross, in 
which case the labeling of events becomes nonunique, and 
the coordinate system "breaks down." Therefore, in order to 
use synchronous coordinates to analyze the structure of the 
future (or past) singularity of a spacetime in the manner of 
BLK, it is essential that the coordinate system does not 
break down before reaching the singularity, i.e., that the fu
ture (or, respectively, past) directed normal geodesics ema
nating from I never cross each other. Furthermore, we want 
the coordinate system to "cover" the entire future singular
ity. This requirement can be formulated precisely by de
manding that all TIP's be generated by geodesics of the co
ordinate system, i.e., that for each TIP, W, there exists at 
least one geodesics y normal to I with W = I -(y). Finally, 
we wish the synchronous coordinates to "reach the singular
ity" simultaneously, i.e., that each of the normal geodesics 
terminates at the same length roo (In generai7o' of course, 
may be infinite, but our main interest is the case of an "all 
encompassing singularity" with finite ro.) Thus, we may for
malize these requirements by the following definition: 

Definition: A globally hyperbolic spacetime (M, gah) is 
said to admit simultaneous synchronous coordinates (SSC) 
covering the future singularity if there exists a congruence of 
(nowhere crossing) hypersurface orthogonal, future inexten-
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dible, timelike geodesics such that (1) the orthogonal hyper
surfacesIr are C I Cauchy surfaces, (2) the geodesics all have 
equal length, To, measured from one of the Cauchy surfaces 
Io, and (3) every TIP is generated by (at least) one of the 
geodesics. (The requirement that IT be C I is needed for the 
normal vectors to I r to be defined. If one wishes to write 
down Einstein's equation in this coordinate system, the IT 
must be C 3

.) 

The main result of this section is that requirement (3) is 
unnecessary in the case of a spacelike singularity; it follows 
automatically from requirement (1). We begin by establish
ing two lemmas. 

Lemma l: Let (M, gab) be a globally hyperbolic space
time, let Wbe a TIP and let I be a Cauchy surface. Then 
Wn.I is connected. 

Proof First we note that W itself must be connected. If 
not, we would have W = WIUW2 , with WI and W2 disjoint 
open sets. It is not difi'i,cult to show that WI and Wz each must 
be past sets, and thus we would obtain a decomposition of W 
in violation of the definition of TIP's given at the beginning 
of this section. Similar arguments show that Wnl +(I) must 
be connected. 

To show that Wn.I is connected, we note that every past 
directed causal curve from a point in W must remain in W, 
and that every inextendible, past directed causal curve from 
I +(I) must cross I, since I is a 
Cauchy surface for (M, gab)' Hence, in the spacetime 
(W, gab)' every inextendible, past directed causal curve from 
Wnl +(I ) intersects WnI. Thus,inthespacetime(W, gab)We 
haveintD +(Wn.I) = Wnl+(I),i.e., WnIis a future Cauchy 
surface for W. Consequently Wnl +(I) has the topology 
R X (WnI). Thus, Wn.I is disconnected if and only if 
Wnl + (I ) is disconnected. Since Wnl + (I ) is connected, we 
obtain the desired result. 

Lemma 2: Let (M, gab) be a spacetime with a spacelike 
future causal boundary. (As remarked above, this implies 
that (M, gab) is globally hyperbolic.) Let Wbea TIP and let I 
be a Cauchy surface. Then WnI is compact, where W de
notes the closure of W. 

Proo/: Since (M, gab) is globally hyperbolic, we may 
choose a continuous global time function t throughout the 
future of.I such that the surfaces of constant t, which we 
denote by .I" are Cauchy surfaces. For convenience, we 
shall lett have the range [0,1), with t = o corresponding toI. 
The first and most complicated step of the proof is to show 
that for any point PEW, we can find a t such that 
(J +(p)n.I,p Wn.I, (see Fig. 2), where J +(p) denotes the 
causal future of p. Suppose this were false. Then for all t we 
musthave(] +(p)n.I,)nW #0, where] +(p) denotes the com
plement of J + (p) and is an open set since J + (p) is always a 
closed set in a globally hyperbolic spacetime. On the other 
hand, for all t>t(p) we have /intJ +(p)n.I,nW#0, where 
intJ +( p) = I +( p) denotes the interior of J +(p). Therefore, 
since by Lemma 1 I, n Wis connected, for all t > t (p) we must 
havei +( p)nI,nW #0wherei +( p)denotes the boundary of 
J + ( pI, as otherwise.I, n W would be the disjoint union of two 
non empty open sets. Thus, if we let f tn J be a sequence of 

numbers in (t (p),l) with lim tn = 1, then for each n there 
n- .00 
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FIG. 2. Diagram for Lemma 2. 

exists apointqn Ei + (p)nI, nW. Now anypointinj +(p) lies 
in J +(p) [since J +(p) is closed] but not in I +(p) [since 
1+( p) is open] and thus must be connected to p by a null 
geodesics. Let An denote the future inextendible null geode
sic whichjoinsp to qn' The segment of An betweenp and qn 
must be contained within W, since q It E Wand every past 
directed causal curve from a point in W must lie within W. 
Now, the {An J form a sequence offuture inextendible non
spacelike curves, each of which pass through p. Hence, by 
Lemma 6.2.1 of Ref. 5, there exists a future in extendible 
nonspacelike limit curve A passing through p. Let rEA. We 
now choose N sufficiently large that for all n > N we have 
tn > t (r) and thus each An for n > N will be a null geodesic 
which, for t.,;;t (r), lies on j +( p) and is contained within W 
Since, by definition of limit curve, every neighborhood or r 
intersects infinitely many An this implies 

rE j+(p) = j +(p) and rEW. Thus, A is a future inextendi
ble null geodesics which lies on i + (p) and is contained with
in W. Let V denote the TIP I -(A ). Then VC W since 
I -(A )CI -(WI =w. (The relation I -(WI = I -(W) holds for 
an arbitrary set.) On the other hand,pd - (A ) sinceA ci + (p), 
so V # W. Thus, we have constructed a TIP V which is a 
proper subset of W. This contradicts the hypothesis that the 
causal boundary of (M, gab) is spacelike. This contradiction 
proves the existence of a.I, such that (J + (p)nI,):J WnI,. 

The remainder of the proof of the lemma is relatively 
simple. Taking the closure of the above result, we have 
J + (p)nI, :::> WnI,. By Proposition 6.6.6 of Ref. 5, 
J + (p)n J - (I,) is compact. Thus WnI, is a closed subset of 
the compact setJ + (p)nJ - (I,) and thus is compact. To show 
that Wn2' is compact, we note that WnICJ -(WnI,) 
nJ + (I ). However, a simple extension of Proposition 6.6.6 of 
Ref. 5 shows thatJ - (K )nJ + (I) is compact for any compact 
set K. [To prove this, we cover K with sets of the form I -(q) 
where q is a point, take a finite subcover, and therby show 
thatJ -(K)nJ +(~), which is acIosed set, is contained within 
the finite union of compact sets of the form J -(qj)nJ +(I)]. 
Thus, Wn2' is also a closed subset of a compact set [namely, 
J - ( WnI, )nJ + (I )] and hence is compact. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 2. 

Using the fact that Wn2' is compact, we now prove that 
the normal geodesics of any Cauchy surface generate all 
TIP's. 

Theorem 1: Let (M, gab) be a spacetime with a spacelike 
future causal boundary. Let Wbe a TIP and ~ be a C 1 
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w 
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FIG. 3. Diagram for Theorem l. 

Cauchy surface. Then there exists a geodesic r normal to ~ 
such that W = I -(rio 

Proof Let the Cauchy surfaces (~t 1 with (E[O, 1) foliate 
] +(~) as in Lemma 2. Let (In 1 be a sequence in [0,1) with 

lim In = 1 and let qn~t"nw. Then by the corollary stated 
n ·00 

on p. 217 of Ref. 5, there exists a timelike geodesic r n orthog-
onal to ~ which passes through qn' as illustrated in Fig. 3. 
(The C 2 and acausal properties of ~ assumed in the hypoth
esis of this corollary are not needed for this result.) Clearly 
the segment of r n between q n and ~ lies within W. Let P n be 
the intersection point ofrn with.I. Then I Pn 1 is a sequence 
contained within the compact set Wn.!' and thus has an accu
mulation point pE W~. Let r denote the future inextendible 
timelike geodesic orthogonal to.I which passes throughp. 
Since geodesics depend continuously on their initial point 
and initial tangent, it follows that r will be a limit curve of 
the sequence I Y n I. Hence, by t~ same argument used in the 
proof of Lemma 2, we have YEWand thus I -(y)C W. Since 
the future causal boundary is spaceIike, the TIP I - (r) cannot 
be a proper subset of W, so we must have I -(r) = w. This 
completes the proof. 

III- EXISTENCE CRITERIA FOR SSC 

In this section we shall derive necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of SSC which terminate after a 
finite time 1'0 for a spacetime (M, gab) whose future causal 
boundary is spacelike. We begin by defining the "maximum 
lifetime function" fM ........ lR for an arbitrary spacetime. For a 
causal curve A, we let T[ A] denote the length (i.e., proper 
time) of the curve 

(3.1) 

where (a is the tangent to A and (is the curve parameter. For 
each pEM we define, 

/(p)=l.u.b.(T[AJJ, (3.2) 

where A. ranges over all future directed causal curves which 
begin at p. We define I( p) = 00 if T [A. 1 is not bounded. The 
function/( p) is denoted as d (P,] + (p)) by Barrow and Tipler. 2 

Several important properties of/follow immediately 
from its definition. Clearly, ifqEJ +( p) and A is a causal curve 
connectingp with q, we have 

/(p»/( q) + T[A.). (3.3) 

Hence/cannot increase along any future directed causal 
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curve and, indeed, must strictly decrease along causal curves 
with the possible exception of null geodesics. Furthermore, 
Eq. (3.3) shows that if/is differentiable we must have 
t"Va / < 0 for any timelike vector t a, and thus va / is non
vanishing and is either timelike or null. 

Our first important result is the following lemma: 
Lemma 3: Suppose (M, gab) is a spacetime such that 

SSC exist, beginning at the Cauchy surface ~() and terminat
ing at the future causal boundary at time 1'0 < 00. Then for 
pEJ + (~o), we have/( p) = 1'0 - 1'( pi, where 1'( p) denotes the 
SSC time of p. Thus, the geodesics of the SSC are curves of 
maximum length. 

Proof We know that/(p»1'o -1'(p)becausethefuture 
directed geodesic through p of the SSC has length 1'0 - 1'( p). 
Suppose/(p) > 1'0 -1'(p), i.e., suppose/(p) = 1'0 -1'(p) + E 
with E> 0. Then there exists a point gEl +(p) and a causal 
curve A. from p to q such that the length of A is 
T(A. ] = To - 1'( p) + E/2. Let.I denote the SSC Cauchy sur
face on which p lies. According to the corollary on p.217 of 
Ref. 5 there exists a curve r of maximal length between q and 
I, which must be a geodesic orthogonal to~, and thus is a 
geodesic of the SSe. Thus, we have T [rJ > T [A ] > 1'0 - 1'( p) 
since y is of maximal length. On the other hand, 
T[y) < 1'0 - 1'( p) since it is a SSC geodesic. This contradic
tion proves that/(p) = 70 - 1'(p). 

Lemma 3 shows that if SSC exist, then the Cauchy hy
persurfaces ~ of the SSC are surfaces of constant/. Thus, if 
SSC exist, they are unique. 2 Since these surfaces are required 
to be C I, it follows that/must be C I. Furthermore, since for 
all l' < 1'0 the surface/ = 7" is a surface of the SSC and thus a 
Cauchy surface, it follows that/must approach zero along 
every future in extendible causal curve, since each such curve 
must cross the surface/ = E for arbitrarily small E. The next 
theorem proves that these properties of/lor slight weaken
ings of them) are also sufficient to guarantee existence of 
SSC. 

Theorem 2: Let (M, gab) be a spacetime with a space like 
future causal boundary. Then SSC exist which terminate in a 
finite time if and only if the maximum lifetime function/ of 
the spacetime satisfies the foJlowing three properties: (i) 
There exists a Cauchy surface ~ and a To> 0 such that 
1'0 </(p) < 00 for allpE.2'; (ii)/is C 1 in D +(~); and (iii) I 
approaches zero along every future inextendible causal 
curve A.. 

Proof That the three conditions are necessary follows 
immediately from the remarks following Lemma 3. To prove 
sufficiency, we shall show that for all 1'';;'' 1'0 the surfaces ST 
defined by equation / = Tare hypersurfaces ~T of SSe. Ac
cording to the definition of SSC given in Sec. II, this entails 
showing that (a) each surface ST is a C 1 Cauchy surface, and 
(b) the normals of !ST J are tangent to a congruence oftime
like geodesics, each of whose length measured starting from 
ST

o 
is 70, [The fact that the geodesics are normal to all the 

1ST 1 implies that they cannot cross. That the requirement (3) 
of SSC is satisfied follows, of course, from Theorem 1 of Sec. 
II.} 

To show that the surface ST defined by 1= l' is a 
Cauchy surface for l' < 1'0' we need to show that S T is ach
ronal and that each inextendible causal curve A. intersects ST' 
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That ST is achronal follows immediately from Eq. (3.3). To 
show that every causal curve A. must cross ST we note that 
since ~ is a Cauchy surface, A. must cross~. Let p denote this 
intersection point. By property (i) we have[( p);;;''To. By prop
erty (iii), [ must approach zero along A., and by property (ii), 
[is continuous along A.. Hence, [ must obtain the value 'T 

along A., i.e., A. does cross ST' This proves thatS
T 

is a Cauchy 
surface for all 'T < 'To. ThatST is C 1 follows immediately from 
property (ii). 

To show that (b) holds, we let pEST" and consider an 
arbitrary surface ST for 'T < 'To. By the same corollary on 
p.217 of Ref. 5 which we have used several times before, 
there exists a maximum length curve r from p to ST which 
must be a timelike geodesic orthogonal to ST' Let qEST de
note the intersection of this curve with ST' If the geodesic r 
had length greater than 'To - 'T, we could construct a curve of 
length greater than 'To from p by joining r to a curve from q of 
length arbitrarily close to 'T. If r had length less than 'To - 'T, 

then since each timelike curve A. from p must cross Sits 
length would be bounded by T [r] + 'T < 'To' Since[( p) '= 'To' 

neither of these possibilities can occur, and thus the length of 
r must be 'T - 'To· Furthermore, r must be orthogonal to ST,,; 
If not, we could find a curve connecting ST and ST" with 
length greater than 'To - 'T and obtain a contradiction as 
above. Thus, we have proven that passing through each 
pEST", there is a timelike geodesic r which is orthogonal to 
ST" and is also orthogonal to every other ST for 'T < 'To. Fur
thermore, the length of r between ST" and ST is simply 
To - 'T, from which it follows that the total length of r is 'To. 

This proves property (b) and thus completes the proof of the 
theorem. 

We note, that in Theorem 2 if ~ is compact and 
[( p) < 00 for some point p, then property (i) follows auto
matically from the continuity of [implied by property (ii). 
Thus, in closed universes we need only check properties (ii) 
and (iii). The most difficult property to check is property (ii) 
since in spacetimes without special symmetries the maxi
mum lifetime function is very difficult to compute explicitly. 
Nevertheless, properties (i)-(iii) provide a useful criterion for 
the existence of SSC and lend considerable plausibility to 
their existence in physically realistic situations. In the next 
section we shall attempt to gain further insight into the exis
tence of SSC by constructing examples where, according to 
the criteria of Theorem 2, SSC cannot exist. 

IV. EXAMPLES 

In this section we shall present examples of spacetimes 
which have a spacelike future causal boundary where prop
erties (i), (ii), or (iii) of Theorem 2 are not satisfied and thus 
SSC do not exist. By doing so, we will demonstrate explicitly 
the types of things that can go wrong in constructing SSe. In 
addition, our examples will show that properties (i), (ii), and 
(iii), of Theorem 2 are independent conditions [although we 
have not fully verified the validity of our proposed example 
of a spacetime which satisfies (i) and (ii) but not (iii)]. 

First, we shall present an example where properties (ii) 
and (iii) are satisfied, but not property (i). Let M be two
dimensional Minkowski spacetime between the surfaces 
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t = 0 and t = 1 and let the metric be 

ds2 = n 2(X)( _ dt 2 + dx2), (4.1) 

where n is smooth and n (x)-O as X-oo. (This space
time is extendible, but by mUltiplying the metric by a suitable 
function of t we could construct an inextendible spacetime 
with similar properties.) Then (M, gab) wiIl have a spacelike 
future causal boundary and properties (ii) and (iii) will be 
satisfied. However, as illustrated in Fig. 4, on any Cauchy 
surface~, we have [_0 as x_ 00, so property (i) is not 
satisfied. However, the failure of SSC is not too serious in 
this case. The only thing that goes wrong is that the surfaces 
of constant [ are not Cauchy hypersurfaces and not all of 
the singularity will be reached by constructing synchronous 
coordinates from a surface of constant [, although one can 
reach as much of the singularity as one wishes by starting the 
coordinate system on a surface of sufficiently small [. 

A much more serious failure occurs if [ is not C '. First, 
we present an example where [ is not even continuous. (This 
provides a counterexample to the claim of Barrow and 
Tipler2 that [ must be at least C '-.) Let M be two-dimen
sional Minkowski spacetime for t < 0 and let the metric be 

ds2 = n 2(X,t)( - dt 2 + dx2) (4.2) 

with 

n (t,x) = 1 + h (8 )Ir, (4.3) 

where r = (t 2 + X2)112, tan 8 = - t lx, and h (8) is smooth, 
nonnegative, vanishes outside the spacelike lines 8 = 8, and 
8= 82 , and rises to a maximum of 1 on an open interval in 8 
contained between 8, and 82, as illustrated in Fig. 5. LetA. be 
a causal curve with tangent t a which passes through the 
wedge bounded by 8 = 8 1 and 8 = 82 , Then we have 

T[A.] = f( - gahtatb)l12dt (4.4) 

= fn(- TJabtatb)1/2dt, (4.5) 

where TJab denotes the flat metric - dt 2 + dx2. Hence, we 
have 

TM[A.] + (lIrmax)TM[A. ].;;;T[A.] 

.;;;TM[A.] +_l-TM[A.], 
'min 

(4.6) 

w~ere T M denote.s the total. length of A. in the flat metric TJ ab' 
T M [A. ] denotes Its length In the flat metric in the portion of 

/////111///((//1(11//(/(((/(// 

FIG. 4. An example which satisfies conditions (ii) and (iii), but violates (i). 
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FIG. 5. An example satisfying (i), but not (ii) and (iii). 

the wedge where h = 1, T~ [A] denotes its flat metric 
length in the full wedge, and r max and r min denote the maxi
mum and minimum value of r achieved by the curve in the 
dimensional Minkowski spacetime between the surfaces 
t = 0 and t = 1 and let the metric be 

ds2 = n 2(x)(dt 2 - dx2), (4.1) 

where n is smooth and n (x)-o as x- 00. (This space
time is extendible, but by multiplying the metric by a suitable 
function of t we could construct an inextendible spacetime 
with similar properties.) Then (M, gab) will have a spacelike 
future causal boundary and properties (ii) and (iii) will be 
satisfied. However, as illustrated in Fig. 5, on any Cauchy 
surface -I, we have f -0 as x_ 00, so property (i) is not 
satisfied. However, the failure of SSC is not too serious in 
this case. The only thing that goes wrong is that the surfaces 
of constant f are not Cauchy hypersurfaces and not all of 
the singularity will be reached by constructing synchronous 
coordinates from a surface of constant f, although one can 
reach as much of the singularity as one wishes by starting the 
coordinate system on a surface of sufficiently small f. 

A much more serious failure occurs if f is not C 2. First, 
we present an example where f is not even continuous. (This 
provides a counterexample to the claim of Barrow and 
Tipler2 that f must be at least C 1- .) Let M be two-dimen
sional Minkowski spacetime for t < 0 and let the metric be 

ds2 = n 2(X,t)( - dt 2 + dx2
) (4.2) 

with 

n (t,x) = 1 + h (0 )/r, (4.3) 

where r = (t 2 + xl)1I2, tan 0 = - t lx, and h (0) is smooth, 
nonnegative, vanishes outside the spacelike lines 0 = Oland 
o = O2, and rises to a maximum of 1 on an open interval in 0 
contained between 0 1 and O2, as illustrated in Fig. 6. LetA be 
a causal curve with tangent t a which passes through the 
wedge bounded by 0 = 0 1 and () = ()2' Then we have 

T[A] = f( - gab t "tb) 1/2 dt (4.4) 

x=o 

1= consl. 

FIG. 6. Minkowski spacetime with a "sharp corner." Properties (i) and (iii), 
but not (ii), are satisfied. 
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FIG. 7. A two-dimensional spacetime with two "wedges". Property (i) is 
satisfied and we believe that property (ii) can be satisfied, but (iii) is violated. 

(4.5) 

where 11ab denotes the flat metric - dt 2 + dx 2. Hence, we 
have 

TM[A] + (1!rmax)T~[A ].;;;T[A] 

.;;;T M [A] + _l_T~[A ], 
rmin 

(4.6) 

where T M denotes the total length of A in the flat metric 11ab' 

T:w. [A ) denotes its length in the flat metric in the portion of 
the wedge where h = 1, T ~ [A ] denotes its flat metric 
length in the full wedge, and r max and r min denote the maxi
mum and minimum value of r achieved by the curve in the 
full wedge. Furthermore, the Minkowski length ofthe curve 
in the full wedge is bounded by the size of the wedge, which is 
proportional to the "radius", i.e., 

(4.7) 

On the other hand, there exists a constant C ' such that for 
any given entry point in the wedge in the wedge we can find a 
curve a such that 

T:w.[a];>C'rmax ' (4.8) 

Eqs. (4.6)-(4.8) demonstrate that the maximum lifetime 
function will get a finite "kick" at points which have access 
to the wedge. Consequently, f will be discontinuous along 
the null line shown in Fig. 5 for t > - C'. Thus, property (ii) 
fails badly and sse do not exist. Property (iii) also fails, as f 
does not approach zero along the causal curves which gener
ate the TIP represented by the point x = 0, t = O. However, 
property (i) is satisfied in this example. 

If f is continuous, then the surface of constant f will 
be achronal boundariess and hence f must be at least C 1 • 

However, it is easy to find examples where f is not C I. LetM 
be two-dimensional Minkowski spacetime below a surface 
with a downward pointing sharp corner atx = 0, as illustrat
ed in Fig. 6. We let the metric be the flat Minkowski metric. 
Then the surfaces of constant f will have similar sharp cor
ners and f will fail to be C 1 along the x = 0 axis, so sse will 
not exist, although properties (i) and (iii) are satisfied. Note 
that if the corner were rounded off, fwould still fail to be C 1 

on the axis sufficiently far below the causal boundary, but 
near the causal boundary, fwouJd become COO and sse 
would exist. 

The spacetime in the above example is, of course, ex
tendible and the example is far from physically realistic. 
However, analogous behavior occurs in some inextendible 
spacetimes representing spherically symmetric collapse. We 
have verified that for the Vaidya metric describing the col-
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lapse of a null fluid, 

with 

ds2= -(1- g)dv2+2dvdr+r(d0 2+sin20d<p2) 
(4.9) 

g = {O v,.;;O 
vir v>O' 

(4.10) 

[ fails to be C I along the "axis" r = 0 in a manner similar to 
the behavior of [ along thex = 0 axis ofthe above example. 7 

In this example, the spacetime metric itself is not C I but we 
believe that it is possible to smooth out the spacetime metric 
and preserve the nondifferentiable property of [while main
taining the nonnegativity of energy density. However, we 
expect that if the collapse were made less violent or less high
ly focused the effect would be analogous to "rounding off the 
corner" in the previous example, and [ would become 
smooth near the singularity. The question of whether [fails 
to be C I in physically realistic examples of gravitational col
lapse is the most important outstanding issue concerning the 
existence of SSe. 

Finally, we propose an example which satisfies (i) and 
(ii) but not (iii). We modify the example of Fig. 5 by adding a 
second "conformal factor wedge" as illustrated in Fig. 7. 
Then property (i) is satisfied and we believe that by a suitable 
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choice of {} we can make [be smooth in a neighborhood of 
the future causal boundary, although we have not proved 
this, However, property (iii) will not be satisfied as [will not 
approach zero along the timelike curve r shown. Thus SSC 
will not exist in this example. 
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It is shown that spacetimes satisfying the Einstein-Maxwell equatiops, either in vacuo or coupled 
with a perfect fluid, may also satisfy the field equations for a viscous fluid. The necessary 
conditions for this alternative interpretation are found and examples of Einstein-Maxwell 
solutions admitting, and also not admitting, the viscous fluid interpretation are given. 

PACS numbers: 0.4.40. + c, 04.20.Jb 

L INTRODUCTION 

Synge l has commented to the effect that one approach 
to the field equations of general telativity, viz., 

(Ll) 
where T"v is the stress-energy tensor of the material distri
bution, is to regard these not as a set of partial differential 
equations for the metric tensor gwv for a given T"v' but as a 
set of equations which determine Tl'v for any given metric 
tensor. In other words, given a spacetime with metric tensor 
gl'v' we substitute these functions into the left-hand side of 
Eq. {I. 1) and read off the components of Tl'v' Of course, this 
approach will, in most cases, lead to a Tl'v which is physical
ly unreasonable and which will not satisfy the necessary en
ergy conditions/ so many spacetimes will have to be 
rejected. 

One consequence of this approach that was not men
tioned by Synge is that one is forced to pose the question: 
Given a metric tensor that does, in fact, lead to a Tl'v satisfy
ing the energy conditions, how do we know what type offield 
this energy tensor represents? Put another way, is it possible 
that Tl'v is nonuniquely a viable energy tensor, i.e., can the 
energy tensors of two apparently different fields be identical 
in that they have precisely the same components? 

The answer to this is in the affirmative. It is already 
known3 that, in certain circumstances, the energy tensor of 
the neutrino field can be identically zero, so that the corre
sponding spacetime is also a vacuum solution. This is the 
case of the so-called "ghost-neutrinos"; considered as neu
trino solutions they are pathological. The neutrino energy 
tensor can also be identical to the energy tensor of a null 
electromagnetic field provided that certain conditions hold. 
However, the neutrino field is not a classical field, and relat
ing a nonclassical field to a classical field seems a somewhat 
dubious procedure. In this article we shall show that two 
classical fields, namely an electromagnetic field and an im
perfect fluid distribution, may have identical energy tensors. 
This identity can also exist when the electromagnetic field is 
generalized to include perfect fluid source terms. 

The problem of the identification of different energy 
tensors can be discussed in the realm of special relativity 
with a background of Minkowski spacetime. However, we 
are interested in energy tensors which are not only identical, 
but which each form the right-hand sides of a set of field 
equations of the form (1.1) with the identical Einstein tensor 

GI'V on the left-hand side, and so we shall confine our atten
tion to the general relativistic problem. 

II. THE ELECTROVAC CASE 

We consider the following pair offield equations: 

(2.1) 

where El'v is the stress-energy tensor of the electromagnetic 
field and is given by 

El'v = Fl'aFv a - ! gl'vFa{3F a{3, 

where Fl'v is the Maxwell tensor, and 

(2.2) 

GI'V = Ml'v' (2.3) 

where Ml'v is the stress-energy tensor of a viscous fluid and 
is given by 

Ml'v = (p + p*)ul'uv + p*gl'v - 2rwl'v' (2.4) 

where p is the density, p* = p - sO is the kinetic pressure, p 
is the thermodynamic pressure, 0 is the expansion, a I'V is the 
shear tensor, S ( ;;;. 0) is the bulk viscosity, and 1J (;;;.0) is the 
shear viscosity. For the moment we shall omit heat conduc
tion terms from Ml'v' 

It is our contention that the two energy tensors El'v and 
M"v can be identical so that the same spacetime can satisfy 
the field equations (2.1) and also (2.3). Equating El'v and M"v 
and using the fact that E"v satisfies the Rainich conditions, 
viz., 

E" - 0 E Eva - 10 v E EafJ (2.S) I' -, "a - 4" a{3 , 
we obtain, from (2.4), the following conditions: 

p = 3p* (2.6) 

and 

(4u"u V + 01' v)p*2 + 21Jp * al' v + 1J2(UZ0l'v - 2al'aaV") 

=0, (2.7) 

whereUZ = !a,,{3a"fJ. Contracting Eq. (2.7) with ul'UV and a"V 
yields the following relations: 

1J2UZ = 3p*2, (2.8) 

1J~ = 2p*UZ, (2.9) 

where ~ = al' aaa vav". Using these two relations, Eq. (2.7) 
can be written in the form 

(.Ea- 2 hI' a _ al' a ) (~a-2 ha v + 2a" V) = 0, (2.10) 

where h" v = 01' v + ul'uv is the projection tensor. Equation 
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(2.10) is the equation that must be satisfied by uJl in order for 
the identification of EJl" with MI''' to be possible. For a space
time with a diagonal metric and with ul' = (1,0,0,0), Eq. 
(2.10) would be satisfied, for example, by 

1 ~ -2 2 _ 3 _ 1 J' -2' 0_0 a l = .. a ,a2 - a 3 - - z-a ,slnceaa - • 

From Eq. (2.6),p* is necessarily nonzero and positive. 
Using the relations (2.6) and (2.8), we find that the invariant 
E a (3Ea(3 = M o(3M a (3 has value 36p*2, so it follows that 
Ea(3E a(3 cannot be zero, i.e., the electromagnetic field must 
be nonnull. Hence, a spacetime whose metric satisfies the 
field equations (2.1) for a nonnull electrovac spacetime also 
satisfies the field equations (2.3) for a viscous fluid spacetime 
(without heat conduction) provided that we can find a 4-
velocity ul' which satisfies Eq. (2.10) and also the condition 
I > 0, so that, from Eq. (2.9), 17 > 0. 

We shall now give a number of examples of known non, 

null electrovac solutions for which a vector uJl satisfying Eq. 
(2.10) can be found so that the solution may be interpreted as 
a viscous fluid solution. Since, in each case, the necessary 
energy conditions are satisfied by the electromagnetic ener
gy tensor, they will be satisfied by the energy tensor of the 
viscous fluid. 

(i) The solution found by Tariq and Tupper,4 viz., 

ds2 = - dt 2 + 1t2 dx2 + te --2x dy2 + te2x dz2, (2.11) 

F(lI = (2/\1"3) cosa, F23 = sina, 

where a is a constant. The metric (2.11) is also a solution of 
the field equations (2.4) with 

u'" = (1,0,0,0), p = 3p* = it -2, 17 = t -I. (2.12) 

(ii) The Kerr-Newman5 solution. In Boyer-Lindquist coordinates the metric is 

ds2 = _ LlR -2(dt - a sin2 e de/;)2 + R -2 sin2e [(r + a2) de/; - a dt]2 + R 2Ll -I dr + R 2 de 2, (2.13) 

where R 2 = r + a2 cosle and Ll = r + a2 + Q 2 - 2Mr. This satisfies the field equations (2.4) if u'" has the form 

u'" = R - ILl -1/2 [(r + a2)a, Ll/3, 0, aa], (2.14) 

where a 2 
- /3 2 = I, in which case 

p = 3p* = Q 2R -4, 17 = Q 2R -ILl 1/2[R 2Ll/3' + (R 2r - R 2M - 2rLl )/3] - I, (2.15) 

and /3 is nonzero and must be chosen so that 17 > 0. This 
requirement is easy to satisfy; for example, the choice 
/3 = R 'Ll -1/2 leads to 17 = Q 2R -4r-l. This freedom of 
choice for the function /3 illustrates a curious feature of the 
viscous fluid field equations, namely, the same energy tensor 
components can result from different choices of the 4-
velocity. 

If we simplify the Kerr-Newman solution by putting 
a = ° and Q = M, we obtain the critical Reissner-Nord
strom solution 

ds2 = - (I - Q/r)2dt 2 + (1- Q/r)-2dr 

+ ride 2 + sin2e de/; 2), (2.16) 

with a singular sphere at r = Q. If we make the choice 
/3 = r1(r - e)-I, corresponding to the choice made above for 
the Kerr-Newman solution, we obtain 17 = Q 2r -5, which is 
valid for all values of r > 0. However, if we choose 
/3 = kr- 2

, where k is a constant, we obtain 
17 = Q 2k -1(4Q - 3r)-I. In this case, if k > ° (k < 0), i.e., if 
the radial velocity is outward (inward), then the model is 
confined to the region r < 1Q (r > 1Q). For the Kerr-New
man solution, also, there exist choices of /3 for which the 
viscous fluid interpretation, with 17 > 0, is valid only in cer
tain regions of spacetime. 

(iii) The Bertotti-Robinson6
•
7 solution with metric 

ds2 = _ e - 2r dt 2 + a2 dr + a2(de 2 + sin2e de/; 2), 
(2.17) 

is a solution of Eq. (2.4) with 

p=3p*=a- 2, 17=a- 11fJ'-/3)-1, 

u'" = (aer
, /3a- l

, 0, 0), 
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(2.18) 

where a 2 
- /3 2 = 1. Again, /3 must be chosen so that 1/ > 0. 

The question of whether or not every nonnull electro
vac spacetime can admit the viscous fluid interpretation has 
been answered by Raychaudhuri and Saha,8 who showed 
that there are electrovac solutions which cannot admit the 
second interpretation. The crux of their argument can be 
restated as follows: The field equations (2.3) can be rewritten 
in the form 

(2.19) 

so that 

(2.20) 

i.e., u'" is an eigenvector of RI' v with eigenvalue - p. Now 
we can always find an orthonormal tetrad e; Ii, where the 
Latin suffixes are tetrad suffixes which are raised and low
ered by the Minkowski metric tensor 
17ij = 17;j = diag ( - 1,1,1,1), such that the tetrad compo
nents of the electromagnetic tensor Eij = e; I' ej VEl''' have 
the canonical form 2 

E .. =(~2 
IJ 0 

° 
(2.21) 

with a suitable labelling of the coordinates. Substituting 
these values into the tetrad form of Eq. (2.20), we obtain 
u2, = Uy = 0, where the prime indicates a tetrad compo
nent. From the tetrad form of Eq. (2.19), this implies that 

(2.22) 
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Hence, for the viscous fluid interpretation to be possible, the 
4-velocity ul" must have tetrad components of the form 
Ui = (Uo' , U 1,,0,0), and the corresponding shear tensor must 
have tetrad components satisfying Eq. (2,22). 

Raychaudhuri and Saha gave an example of a known 
nonnull electrovac solution9

,lD which does not satisfy Eq. 
(2.22). The metric is 

ds2 = _ A -Idt 2 + A dx2 + x 2A dy2 + A dz2
, 

where A = [lnaxm F, a and m being constants. We have 
found another such example, namely the electrovac solution 
with metric I 1,12 

ds2 = - (dt - 2z d¢)2 + r d¢ 2 + a2r-2(dr + dz2
). 

Labelling the coordinates It, r, z, ¢ ) = (XO, Xl, x 2
, x 3

), we find 
that the nonzero components of the tetrad and its inverse 
which diagonalize the Ricci tensor are 

eO'o = 1, eO'} = - 2z, el'l = ar- t, 
2' - I J' e 2 = ar, e 3 = r, 

o 1 -I 2 1 
eo' = 1, e I' = a r, ez· = a- r, 

e y
O = 2zr- l

, e3'3 = r- I 

The 4-velocity has tetrad components U i = (uo" U I" 0, 0), 
where uo" U I' are arbitrary functions of the coordinates sat
isfying uo.2 

- U 1' Z = 1, so that 
U = (u o', ar- I 

U 1,,0, - 2zuo')' Equation (2.22) has the co-
l" '1 1 d" h ordinate form 0'2" = 2zO'o' + 0'3 " an 1t 1S easy to s ow 

that this condition cannot be satisfied by ui> for any choice of 
UO' and U 1" 

III. HEAT CONDUCTION TERMS 
We now extend the investigation of the previous section 

by including heat conduction terms in the viscous fluid ener
gy tensor, i.e" we consider the following situation 

Gl'v = E,,,, = (p + p*)u
" 

Uy + p*gl'Y - 27]0'1'v 

(3,1) 

where ql" is the heat conduction vector satisfying q/-f. ui> = 0. 
Equation (2.6) still holds, so Eq. (3.1) can be rewritten in the 
form 

R"y = E"y = ! p(4u
" 

u" + gill') - 27]0',,,, 

+ q,lu y + qyu,l ' (3.2) 

The Rainich conditions for E,ly , on contraction with U", 
yield 

4p2 = 3Q 2 + 127]2~, (3.3) 

(3.4) 

where Q 2 = q,l tt'. The Rainich conditions can be simplified 
to 

4(p2 _ 97]2~)hl' y _ 12P7]O"l V + 367]20',wa"Y - 9Ql"qV = 0. 

Equation (3.2) leads to 
(3.5) 

(3.6) 

so that ul" is not an eigenvector of RI" v. Assuming that the 
electromagnetic field is nonnull, we transform Eq. (3.6) into 
tetrad components and use the canonical form (2.21) to 
obtain 
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(3.7) 

q2' = - (X2 +p)Uz', q3' = - (X2 +p)u 3 ,. 

From qiui = ° and Eq. (3.7) we obtain 

p =X2(2uo,2 - 2U I ,2 - 1) =X2(2uz,2 + 2U)'2 + 1), 

(3.8) 
, Z Z 2 Z 

SInce Uo' - U 1' - UZ' - U3' = I, so that (3.7) becomes 

qo' = - 2X2(UZ, 2 + uy
Z

) UO" ql' = - 2Xl(U
Z

' 2 + U3,2)U
I
" 

(3.9) 
qz' = -2X 2(uo'Z-U I,Z)U1" q3' = -2X 2(uO'Z-u l ,Z)U3" 

and 

Q2 = 4X4(uo,2 - u
1
,Z)(U2,2 + U

3
,2). 

Equations (3,3), (3.8), and (3.10) lead to 

(3.10) 

127]2~ = 4X 4(2uz, 2 + 2U3,2 + 1)2 _ 12X4(I + uz' z + UJ' 2) 

X(U2,2 + U3,2), 

i.e., 

37]2~ = X 4f!J4 + (12 + 1), (3,11) 

where (1 2 = U Z,2 + UJ' 2, From the tetrad form of Eq. (3,2) 
and Eqs. (3,8), (3.10), and (3.11), we obtain 

27]0'0'2' = - ~X 2(2(12 + 1 )uo' u2" 

27]0'1'2' = - ~X2(2(12 + I)U I ,U 2" 

27/0'2'2' = ~X 2( - I + (3 2 - 4uz, 2 _ 2(1 2uz' 2), 

27]0'2'J' = - ~X2f!JZ + 2)uZ'u 3" 

27]0'0'3' = - ~X2(2(32 + I)uo'u y • 

27]0'l'3' = - ~X2(2(12 + l)u
l
,uy , 

27]0'3'3' = - ~X 2( - I + (1 2. _ 4u3, 2 _ 2(1 2U3' 2). 

(3.12) 

Using Eqs. (3.8), (3.9), (3.11), and (3.12), we find that the (2', 
2') and (3',3') tetrad components ofEq. (3.5) lead to 

(12.(2(12 + 1 fu/ = 0, (12(2(12 + 1 )2U 3' Z = 0, 

which imply that UZ' = U3' = 0. Hence, from Eq. (3.9), we 
see that ql" = 0, and so a neccessary condition for the equiv
alence between the energy tensors of a nonull electrovac field 
and a viscous fluid distribution is that the viscous fluid must 
have zero heat conduction, as described in Sec. II, 

From Eq, (3.2) we find that 

E'lyEl"v=1P2+87]2~-2Qz, (3.13) 

so that, in the presence of heat conduction terms it is possible 
for Efl"E1lY = O,i.e., for the electromagnetic field to be null, 
in which case 

(3.14) 

On contracting Eq, (3.5) with u" and using Eq. (3.14), we 
obtain 

(3.15) 

for a null electromagnetic field, in which case Eq. (3.5) can be 
written in the form 

L,w L va = 0, (3.16) 

where L ,lv is a symmetric tensor given by 
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LI-'v = -iQ2 hl-'v + 21Q I7]O"l-'v + ql-'qv' (3.17) 

SinceL/ = 0, Eq. (3.16) shows thatLILv can be expressed in 
the form 

LI-'v = L"Lv' (3.18) 

where L is a null vector. Now, for a null electromagnetic I-' 
field, the energy tensor EILv has the form 

EI-''' = MI-'Mv, (3.19) 

where MIL is a null vector. Eliminating 7]O"I'V between Eqs. 
(3.2) and (3.17) and using Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19), we find that 
Land M are each multiples of the null vector 
" " 

NI-' = U" + IQ 1-lqIL , (3.20) 

i.e., NI-' is the null eigenvector of EILv ' 
The canonical tetrad components of the null electro

magnetic energy tensor are of the form2 

E, ~ (~~: ~~: ~ V. (3.21) 

Using this, together with the tetrad form ofEq. (3.6), we 
obtain 

qo' =A 2(uo' - UI,)2 UI ' -A 2(uo' - UI,)(U2,2 + U3,2), 

ql' = A 2(UO' - U I ' fuo' - A 2(UO' - U I ' )(U2' 2 + U3,2), (3.22) 

q2' = _A2(UO' -U I,)2 U2" q3' = _A2(uo' -U I,)2U3" 

and 

p = IQ I = A 2(uo' - UI ' )2. (3.23) 
Thus, we have shown that a necessary condition for the 
equivalence of the energy tensors of a null electrovac field 
and a viscous fluid distribution is that the viscous fluid must 
have nonzero heat conduction. Note that, in contrast to the 
nonnull case,it is possible for U 2' = Uy = 0, since this does 
not imply that qIL = 0. However, if we follow the same proce
dure as used in the nonnull case, we do not find that 
u2, = Uy = ° necessarily since, in this case, the equations are 
all satisfied identically. 

The energy tensor of the electromagnetic field can be 
written in the form l3 

EI-''' = (~Il" + vl-'v,,)(EaE
a 

+BaBa) 

- (Ell Ev + B"Bv)+ (v"Sv + V"SIL) , (3.24) 

whereEI-" B", and SI-' are, respectively, the electric field, the 
magnetic field, and the Poynting vector, as measured by a 
comoving observer and defined by 

EI-' = F""VV, B" = !7]l-'vaflvvFafl, SI-' = 7]ILaflrEuBflvr. 
(3.25) 

It follows that E"if = BILd' = SILif = E"S" = BILSI-' = ° 
and provided that Ell and BI-' are not parallel nor one of them 
zero, i.e., SI' :fO, it follows that vI-" EI" BI" and SI' form a set 
of basis vectors at any point in spacetime. 

If we make the assumption that the timelike 4-vector vI-' 
associated with the electromagnetic field in the expression 
(3.24) for EI-'v is identical with the 4-velocity ul' appearing in 
the viscous fluid energy tensor (3.1), then, on writing vI-' =U" 
and contracting the expression (3.25) with uv. we obtain 
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EI-'vuv = -!(E 1 +B 2)uJt -SI-" (3.26) 

whereE 2 = Eu Ea andB 2 =Ba Ba. Comparing Eqs. (3.6) 
and (3.26), noting that both qJt and SI-' are orthogonal to u/l' 
we find that 

p = HE 2 + B 2), (3.27) 

(3.28) 

The last expression shows that it is necessary to have a non
zero Poynting vector in order to include heat conduction. 
Alternatively, this expression shows that, in the absence of 
heat conduction, as discussed in Sec. II, U/l must be chosen 
so that SIL = 0. 

The expressions (3.24)-(3.28) hold for any electromag
netic field. If we specify a null field, then 

E2=Bl, EaBa=O, (3.29) 

S2 = Sa sa = E 4
, (3.30) 

so that SI-' cannot be zero and vIL ' EJt , BJt , and SJt always 
constitute a set of mutallY orthogonal basis vectors. Intro
ducing the unit basis vectors 

el-' = IEI-IEIL , bJt = IBI-IBIL , si-' = ISI-ISJt , 

(3.31) 

we find that (vI-' + sJt) is the repeated null eigenvector of EJtv 
given by (3.24), so that we can write 

EILv = E 2(VI-' + s/l )(vv + sv), (3.32) 

where the factor E 2 is determined by comparing the results 
of contracting each of the expressions (3.24) and (3.32) with 
vV. Alternatively, the expression (3.32) can be obtained from 
Eq. (3.24) by noting that, in terms of the unit mutually or
thogonal basis vectors, the metric tensor takes the form 

g/lV = - vIL v" + el' e" + b/l bv + s/l s". (3.33) 

The null eigenvector vJt + sl' must be proportional to 
NI' given by expression (3.20), i.e., 

vI-' + ISI-ISIL =k(u/l + IQI-Iq/l)' (3.34) 

If, as before, we assume vI' =ul-" then k = 1, and we again 
obtain expression (3.28), so that I Q I = IS I = E 2. In this case, 
eliminating 7]0"/l" between Eqs. (3.2) and (3.17), and using Eq. 
(3.32), we find that LJtv is identically zero, so that Eq. (3.17) 
leads to the following expression for the shear viscosity term: 

2rJO"ILv = 1E2(e/le V + bJtb" - 2s/lsv)' (3.35) 

Note that the fact that L ILv = ° implies that LI-' = 0. Howev
er, this does not imply that NI' = 0, but merely that L/l is a 
zero multiple of NI' . 

In searching for an example of a null electrovac space
time which satisfies the field equations (3.1), we note that the 
algebraic expression (3.35) for O"Jtv [or, if we do not assume 
vIL =ul-" Eq. (3.2) rewritten as an expression for O"Jtv] must 
agree with the expression for CTI-'V obtained from the covar
iant derivative of uIL ' We have found one null electrovac 
solution that satisfies all of these requirements, namely the 
most generally conformally flat null electrovac spacetime 
with metric J4 

ds2 = - /2(U)(X2 + yl)du 1 _ 2 dudr + dX2 + dy2 ~3.36) 

where/luI is an arbitrary function of u. This spacetime satis-
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fies the field equations (3.1) with 

P = 3p* = 3p + 3~2(X2 + y2)-1I2 = 2(X2 + y2)-I, 

TJ =j-I.F(x2 + y2)-1/2, 

U" = [f-I(X2 + y2)-1/2, 0, 0, 0], 

q" = [0, 2f-I(X2 + y2)-3/2, 0, 0], 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to u and 
the coordinates (u, r, x,y) are labelled (XO, Xl, x 2

, x 3 ), respec
tively. From the expression (3.38) we see thatf(u) is restricted 
by the conditionj > ° for a viable viscous fluid 
interpretation. 

The heat conduction vector is given in terms of the ther
mal conductivity K and the temperature T by the 
expression 15 

(3.41) 

where a" is the acceleration vector defined by av = uv;a uU. 
Using the expressions (3.39) and (3.40), Eq. (3.41) leads to the 
two equations 

K(j-ITj" = 2(x2 + y2)-1/2, 

T= (x2 + y2)-1/2F(u), 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

where F(u) is an arbitrary function of u. In order to proceed 
further, we need some knowledge of the composition of the 
viscous fluid. For example, if the viscous fluid is composed of 
a material medium with very short mean free times, interact
ing with radiation quanta with a finite mean free time, then 
K, TJ, and T are related byl5 

KT = STJ. (3.44) 

In this case Eqs. (3.42) and (3.43) lead to the expressions 

T= ToF/s(X2 + y2)-1/2, (3.4S) 

(3.46) 

where To is a positive constant. Note that, sincej > 0, we 
have K > 0, as required. 

Thus the spacetime (3.36), withj> 0, appears to repre
sent a model of a heat-conducting viscous fluid in which the 
necessary physical requirement of positivity is satisfied by 
the energy and by the coefficients of viscosity and 
conductivity. 

IV. PERFECT FLUID SOURCES 

We now consider the situation in which the electromag
netic field is associated with a perfect fluid, i.e., the field 
equations (2.1) are replaced by 

G""=E"v+(p+jj)v"vy+pg,,y, (4.1) 

and we investigate the case in which a spacetime satisfying 
these equations also satisfies the field equations (2.3), i.e., 

G"y = (p + p*)u" U y + p*g"y - 2TJa"y. (4.2) 

This problem could be generalized by the addition of heat 
conduction terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.1), or of 
Eq. (4.2),or both. However, such generalizations lead to 
complications which we shall not consider here. 

Combining Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), we obtain 
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E"y = (p + p*)u" uy - (p + jj)v" v" + (P* - jj)g"y 
- 2TJa"y, (4.3) 

and the Rainich conditions (2.S) imply that 

p - 3p* =p - 3p, (4.4) 

and 

- (p + p)(P - p + 2jj)u"u y - (p + Pl(P - p + 2p)v"vy 

- (p + p)(P + jj)uu VU(u" Vy + uyv,,) 

- 4(P - jj)TJa"y + 2(P + P )TJVu (v" ~ y + Vy~ p) 

+ 4TJ2a"u~" 

= W"y [(p + p)(P - p + 2jj) + (P + jj)(P - p + 2p) 

- 2(P +' p)(P + jj)(uu vUf + 4(P + PlTJvu v{3~{3 + 8TJ2~]. 
(4.S) 

We now introduce the following notation: 

p + p* = M, P + p = N, u"if = - a, (4.6) 

where, from energy consideration, M > 0, N > 0. In addi
tion, a ;;. I, the value a = I implying that v" ==uw Using 
this notation, contracting Eq. (4.S) with uPu", and using the 
result to simplify Eq. (4.S), we obtain 

M(M+N)u" U y +N(M+N)vp v" 

- 2MNa(u" u" + v" vv) + 2(M - N)TJapv 

- 4NTJvu(v" ~v + Vv ~p) - 8TJ2 a"u ~v 

+g"v [M(M+N)-N(3M-N)a2] =0. (4.7) 

We now assume that the timelike 4-vector v" in the expres
sion (3.24) is identical with the 4-velocity v in the field equa-. " hons (4.1), and, from Eqs. (3.24) and (4.3), we obtain 

Mu"u v - Nv"vv + !(M - N)g"v - 2TJa"v 

= (!gpv + vp V,,)(E 2 + B 2) - (E"Ey + B"B,,) 

+ (v"S" + vvSp). 

Contracting this with VV leads to 

2TJapv v"= -Mau" + [~(E2+B2)+!(M+3N)]v" 
+S", (4.8) 

On the other hand, contracting Eq. (4.S) with U
V leads to 

2TJa,•vvv = !(M - N)(au,• - v,,), (4.9) 

so that, from Eq. (4.8) and (4.9), we have 

S,t =~(3M-N)au" - [!(E 2+B 2)+!(3M+N)]vp' 
(4.10) 

Contracting Eq. (4.10) with if leads to 

E2 + B2 = (3M - N)a2 - ~(3M + N), (4.11) 

which shows that 3M - N > 0, and the expression for SI' 
becomes 

S,t = ~(3M - N)a(ul' - av,.). 

Note that if a = I, i.e., ul' =vp, then Sp = 0. 
Contracting Eq. (4.7) yields 

16TJ2~ = 3M 2 + N 2 
- 2N(3M - N)a 2

, 

which implies that 

3M 2 + N 2 > 2N(3M - N)a 2
• 
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Equation (4.11) implies that (3M - N)a2 > !(3M + N), so 
that Eq. (4.13) leads to 

M -N>O, (4.14) 

i.e., p + P* > P + p. Combining this with Eq. (4.4) yields 
p>p, p*>p. (4.15) 

Now it has been shown 16 that if the field equations (4.1) 
hold with the perfect fluid energy condition and the electro
magnetic energy condition each satisfied, then, in the tetrad 
frame in which the total energy tensor takes its canonical 
form, viz., diag(.u, PI' P2' P3)' the components of Vi have, at 
most, one spacelike component. In other words, in the tetrad 
frame in which the energy tensor, and hence the Einstein 
tensor, is diagonal, Vi must have one of the following forms: 

Vi = ( - 1,0,0,0), 

Vj = (vo', VI" 0, 0), 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

with a suitable labelling of coordinates where VI' is nonzero 
and VO' 2 - V 1,2 = 1. In the first case the electromagnetic field 
is non null and its energy tensor has the tetrad components 
(2.21), while in the second case its tetrad components are 

riA' +8'1 
AE 0 

!IA,LJ AE !(A 2 + EZ) 0 
Eij = 0 0 !(A 2 _ El) 

0 0 0 

(4.18) 

The electromagnetic field is null if, and only if, A 1 = E 2, in 
which case the form (4.18) becomes identical to the form 
(3.21). 

Contracting Eq. (3.24) with U V and using Eqs. (4.11) and 

(4.12) leads to 
(4.19) 

Similarly, contraction with V" gives 

E!, vv" = - ~(3M - N)au!, + (3M + N)v!'. (4.20) 

Consider first the case given by Eqs. (4.16) and (2.21). 
The tetrad components of ul" are Ui = ( - a, U I" U1" U3')' 
Substituting in the tetrad form of Eq. (4.19) yields 

X 2a = l(3M + N)a - Na, 

X1U I , = l(3M + N)u l " 

X 2
U Z' = -l(3M + N )u2" 

X 2
U3, = -l(3M + N)u3" 

and these equations lead to 

X2=~(M-N), 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

and U I ' = u2' = U3' = 0, which implies that a = 1 and 
u!' ,=V!'. 

Turning now to the case given by Eqs. (4.17) and (4.18), 
the 2' and 3' components of the tetrad form of (4.20) lead to 
U Z' = u3' = 0, since 3M - N > O. Hence, u!' has tetrad 
components of the form U j = (uo', U I " 0, 0), 
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where uo,2 - UI,l = 1, and also 

UO'VO' - UI'VI· = a. (4.23) 

The tetrad components ofEq. (4,9) are 

- 2rWo'o' vO' + 2rwo'l'v l , = !(M - N )(auo' - VO' ), 
(4.24) 

-2rWI'o'vo' +2rWI'I'v l , =!(M-N)(au l , -VI')' 
(4.25) 

and the orthogonality relation (J'!,,,u" = 0 becomes 

- (J'o,o,Uo, + (J'O'l'U I' = 0, 

- (J'I'O'UO' + (J'I'I'U I, = 0. 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

Eliminating (J'o,o, from Eqs. (4.24) and (4.26), we obtain 

21WO'I' (VI' UO' - uI'VO') = !(M -N)(auo' - vo,)uo" 
(4.28) 

From Eq. (4.23) we find that 
auo' - VO' = UI,(UI'VO' - UO,v I')' so that Eq. (4.28) yields 
either 

UI'VO' - UO.v I ' = 0, 

which implies that u!' =V!', or 

21"/0'0'1' = - !(M - NJuo'u 1" 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

Now, since the tetrad components of G!'v in Eq. (4.1) are 
diagonal, it follows that in Eq. (4.2) they are also diagonal, so 
that the (0', 1') tetrad component of these field equations 
gives 

(4.31) 

Assuming that Eq. (4.30) holds, then, from Eqs. (4.30) and 
(4.31), we obtain (3M - N)uo'u., = 0, which implies that 
ul' = 0, so that UO' = - 1 and VO' = - a. In this case we 
find that (J'o.o, = (J'o'!' = 0 and 

2rw.,., = - ~(M - N). (4.32) 

Hence, if the field equations (4.1) and (4.2) are to be 
satisfied by the same spacetime, then, in the case in which the 
local canonical forms of the electromagnetic energy tensor 
and the velocity 4-vector are given by Eqs. (2.21) and (4.16), 
we have ul" =v!' necessarily. In the case in which the local 
canonical forms are given by (4.18) and (4.17), then either 
u!' =v!' or u!' is locally comoving, i.e., U j = ( - 1,0,0,0). 
These are the only possibilities. 

Given a spacetime satisfying the field equations (4.1) for 
an electromagnetic field in the presence of a prefect fluid, 
there are, essentially, four possible conclusions resulting 
from an investigation into the possibility of the same space
time satisfying the field equations (4.2) for a viscous fluid, 
namely: 

(al The spacetime satisfies Eq. (4.2) with the 4-velocity 
u!' identical to vI" ofEq. (4.1). 

(b) The spacetime satisfies Eq. (4.2) with the 4-velocity 
u!' being locally comoving, but vI" is locally tilting in one 
spacelike tetrad direction. 

(c) The spacetime does not satisfy Eq. (4.2) because the 
equations imply the unphysical situation 7J < O. 

(d) The spacetime does not satisfy Eq. (4.2) because the 
components of the shear tensor (J'I"V given by Eq. (4.2) do not 
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agree with the components of a I'v calculated from the covar
iant derivative of ul" 

We shall now give examples illustrating each of these 
four possibilities. 

(1) Some members of the class of type VIo cosmological 
models discussed by Dunn and Tupper17 satisfy both field 
equations. The metric is of the form 

ds2 = _ dt 2 + (m _ n)-2t 2 dx2 + t - 21m + n) 

X (e - 2x dy2 + e2x dz2), (4.33) 

where m and n are arbitrary constant parameters, and is a 
generalization of the electrovac solution (2.11). This space
time represents a magnetohydrodynamic model; the 4-cur
rent JI' is spacelike and the conductivity is finite. IS The met
ric satisfies Eq. (4.1), together with the electromagnetic 
energy condition and the perfect fluid energy condition, for a 
certain set of values of m and n. These values are illustrated 
by a diagram in Ref. 18. It has been shown 19 that the metric 
(4.33) also satisfies the viscous fluid equations (4.2) for cer
tain values of m and n and these values, for various equations 
of state, are illustrated in Ref. 19. It will be noticed that there 
are values of m and n which satisfy both sets of equations. 
Rather than repeat the diagrams of Refs. 18 and 19, wedem
onstrate the dual interpretation by choosing particular val
ues for m and n, namely m = -~, n = §, so that the metric 
(4.33) becomes 

dsZ = _ dt 2 + ~t 2 dx2 + t 3/
4 (e - 2x d/ + e2x dz2

). 

(4.34) 

As a solution of Eq. (4.1), this metric leads to 

p=W-z, ft=N-2, 
F. _~(i_k2tI12)112 F =k 

01 - 5 16 ,23' 

J I - ~(i _ k Zt J/2)-112 t -3 
- 512 16 ' 

A = il& - k 2t)-l t -I, 

(4.35) 

(4.36) 

(4.37) 

(4.38) 

where A is the conductivity and k is an arbitrary constant. 

The components of EI' v are 
Eo 0 = EI 1= _ E2 2 = - E3 3 = -fit -2, and if = (1,0,0,0). 

This implies that, in the viscous fluid interpretation, ul' 
= (1, 0, 0, 0), and we find that the metric (4.34) satisfies the 

field equations (4.2) with 

p = ~t -2, p* =p _ ¥t -I = fst -2, (4.39) 

(4.40) 

v d' \ 0 i-I ~t - I it - 11 a!, = lag '12t ,- 24 ,- 24 • (4.41) 

One feature of the solution given by Eqs. (4.35)-(4.38) is 
that the spacetime geometry has no singularities apart from 
the initial singularity at t = 0, but, provided that the magnet
ic field is nonzero, i.e., k #0, the electric field vanishes at 

time to given by 
~k-4 to = 256 ' 

(4.42) 

and thereafter becomes imaginary, and the 4-current and 
conductivity become infinite at that time. The singular point 
arises from the Maxwell equations and not from the field 
equations (4.1), and has the effect of imposing a finite time 
span on the model on physical grounds, whereas the geome-
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try allows an infinite time span. However, in the alternative 
viscous fluid interpretation given by Eqs. (4.39)-(4.41), there 
is no such physical shortening of the time span. All physical 
and kinematical quantities have infinite values at t = 0 and 
proceed smoothly to zero as t-+ 00 • 

(2) The class of type II cosmological models with 
metric 16 

ds2 = - dt 2 + k -Zt 4/3 dx2 + t 213(dy + x dzf 

+t 413 dz2
, (4.43) 

where k is an arbitrary constant parameter, satisfies the field 
equations (4.1), the electromagnetic field being null. If, as in 
Ref. 16, the coordinates are labelled (t, x,y, z) = (xo, Xl, x2, 
x 3

), then the tetrad components of vI' are (vo' , 0, v2·, 0), neces
sitating a labelling change in the previous discussion. The 
canonical form of the electromagnetic energy tensor corre
sponds to the form (3.19) with this labelling change, where 
A 2 = (~_ F)(k 2 _ ~)(~ + k 2)-l t -2 = h 2t -2. The Max-

well tensor components are 

FOI = - hk -It -113 sine, F23 = hx cose, 

F02 = 0, F31 = - hk -IX sine, (4.44) 

F03 = ht -113 cose, FI2 = hk -I sine, 

where e is a constant, and the 4-current JI' = 0, so that the 
model represents an uncharged fluid in the presence of a null 
electromagnetic field, The pressure and density of the fluid 
are given by 

- 5- 5(8 k2)-2 P= 'P=4<j- t . (4.45) 

The dominant energy condition and other necessary condi
tions are satisfied if, and only if, 

~ < k 2 < ~. (4.46) 

The components of the 4-velocity are given by 

v - (- mOnt 1/3 xnt 113) (4.47) p- " , , 

where m and n are positive constants satisfying m 2 = n2 + 1 
and given by 

m = (20 - 9k 2)[3(16 + 9k 2)(8 - 9k 2)]-112, 

(4,48) 

n = 2(9k 2 _ 2)[3(16 + 9k 2)(8 - 9k 2))-1/2. 

This 4-velocity field has nonzero expansion, shear, and twist. 
For the viscous fluid interpretation, u/l must be either 

identical to v or given by u,. = ( - 1,0,0,0). Using the form ,. . 
(4.47) for ul' does not give a viable viscous model since It 
leads to 7J < 0. However, the comoving form does lead to a 
viable model with 

p = W<f - k 2)t -2, p* = P - ¥t -I = -&.(k 2 + If}t -2, 
(4,49) 

7J = 1(k 2 - W -I, (4.50) 

In this case the 4-velocity U has associated expansion and 
~ . 

shear, but no twist. From Eq, (4.50), this solution requires 
k 2 > ~,as previously, but k 2 can range beyond the limit oq 
required by the interval (4.46), so that the class of viscous 
fluid solutions is larger than the class of electromagnetic 
field plus perfect fluid solutions. From Eq. (4.49), it follows 
that p is always positive, and the condition p :> p leads to 
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~ < k 2 < -5bt+~, (4.51) 

so that ~ < ~t - I. If we take ~ = 0, so that there is no bulk 
viscosity, thenp = n.ik2 + .If)t -2 and 

ij < k 2 < ~. (4.52) 

For the range of values given by (4.46), we find that 

~t -2 > p > jt -2, it -2 < p* < ~t -2, 

(4.53) 

O<1]<t- l
• 

(3) The type I cosmological model with metric l6 

ds2 = _ dt 2 + t 2a dx2 + t 2b (dy2 + dz2), (4.54) 

satisfies the field equations (4.1) for a nonnull electromagnet
ic field, with vI-' = ( - 1,0,0,0), provided that the param
eters a and b satisfy a - b < 0, a - 2b + 1 < 0, b < !. The 
viscous fluid field equations are not satisfied since they lead 
to 1] < 0. 

The metric (4.54) also satisfies Eq. (4.1) for a null elec
tromagnetic field. In this case a + b = 1 and the 4-velocity 
vI-' = (8a)-1/2[ - (20 + 1), (20 - l)t a

, 0, 0]. Whether we 
choose ul-' to be identical to vI-" or to be comoving, the vis
cous fluid interpretation leads to 1] < 0. 

(4) The solution found by Wainwright and Yaremo
vich20

, namely 

ds2 = - (dt + az dyf + dx2 + dy2 + dz2, (4.55) 

satisfies Eqs. (4.1) for a non null electromagnetic field with 
Eo 0 = E( 1= _ E2 2 = - E3 3 = - !a2

• The density, 
pressure, and 4-velocity arep = !a 2,p = 0, and vI-' 
= ( - 1,0,0,0). For the viscous fluid interpretation we must 
have ul-' = ( - 1,0,0,0), but this leads to O'I-'V = 0, so the 
model cannot represent a viscous fluid. 

V.COMMENTS 
In looking for examples of this dual interpretation we 

have concentrated our attention on the task of determining 
whether or not known Einstein-Maxwell solutions satisfy 
the viscous fluid field equations, rather than determining 
whether or not known viscous fluid solutions satisfy the Ein
stein-Maxwell equations. The reason for this bias is the 
abundance of known Einstein-Maxwell solutions and the 
paucity of known viscous fluid solutions. However, it should 
be noted that, given a known viscous fluid solution, if it is 
found to satisfy also the field equations (2.1) or (4.1), we must 
determine whether, in addition, it satisfies the Rainich
Misner-Wheeler21 conditions, i.e., the vanishing of the curl 
of the complexion vector, before it can be declared a viable 
Einstein-Maxwell solution. This will impose certain condi-
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tions on the various quantities appearing in the viscous fluid 
energy tensor. 

One question that arises from this work is: Given a spa
cetime that satisfies both sets of field equations, what is the 
"correct" interpretation, an electromagnetic field or a vis
cous fluid? For example, does the Kerr-Newman solution 
really represent the field of a spinning charged particle, or 
does it represent a viscous fluid distribution, or can it repre
sent both of these? An attempt will be made to answer this 
question in a future article. 
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It is argued that a physically relevant generalization of spacetime should maintain the line 
element of general relativity. A limited number of spaces can be constructed which satisfy this 
condition. In addition to the symmetric metric field, three anti symmetric fields naturally arise, 
and it is shown that, if one of these is interpreted as the electromagnetic field, the other two fields 
have equal but opposite charges. 

PACS numbers: 04.50. + h 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since general relativity is one of the most successful 
theories of modern physics, it is natural to ask how it could 
be generalized to include interactions other than gravity. 
This means that fields other than a symmetric metric field 
g!'-v must be included in the theory. One attempt by Einstein 
to do this was to include an anti symmetric part in g!,-v· 1 

(1.1) 

The anti symmetric part was then related to the electromag
netic field. The line element, though, is still given by the 
symmetric part. 

ds2 = dx!'-gl,ydxY = dx!'-glJlv)dx". (1.2) 

General relativity is a theory based on a space parame
terized by four real coordinates. Another way of generaliz
ing general relativity is to generalize the space on which the 
theory is based. Kaluza and Klein developed such a theory 
on a five-dimensional space. 2

•
3 The components g!,-4 of the 

five-dimensional metric allowed them to include fields de
scribing the four potential of electromagnetism. However, 
this poses an immediate difficulty. Four of the parameters 
can be associated with time and the three spatial dimensions, 
but the fifth parameter has no known direct physical inter
pretation. One has to either given an interpretation to this 
parameter or argue that it is unobservable. An interesting 
approach to this problem was proposed by Chodos and 
Detweiler.4 Using the Kasner metric in five dimensions they 
argue that one of the dimensions could have contracted to 
the order of 10- 31 cm, while the other four dimensions 
would be expanding. 

A more recent example of the extension of spacetime is 
the superspaces of supergravity. These spaces are parame
trized by the coordinates 

(Z",Zi), /1 = 0,1,2,3, (1.3) 

where the z" are even elements of a Grassman algebra, and 
the Zi are odd elements. The line element can be expanded as" 

ds2 = dzl'g,ly dzV + 2dz"g"idzi + dzigijdz J• (1.4) 

Again, the last two terms have no known physical interpre
tation. The first term also cannot be considered as the line 
element of physical spacetime, since it is in general Grass
man valued. Only the real part of this term has a direct phys
ical significance. 

Once the decision has been made to extend the math-

ematical space on which general relativity is formulated, we 
are faced with an infinite number of possibilities, two of 
which have been mentioned above. In order to select the 
appropriate space, or at least to restrict the number ofpossi
bilities, some physical principle based on our observations of 
physical reality should be found. In this paper we will pro
pose such a principle and exhibit spaces which satisfy it. 

One of the most fundamental observations of reality is 
that spacetime is four dimensional. This means that the rela
tionship between a collection of events can be described by 
assigning four numbers to each event, three for the spatial 
dimensions, and one for time. So far no event has been ob
served which would require more than four parameters to 
describe its relationship to neighboring events. The exact 
assignment of parameters is somewhat arbitrary, but the in
finitesimal line element of general relativity 

ds2 =dx!'-gl'vdxV, /1,v=0,1,2,3 (1.5) 

between two neighboring events is an invariant quantity. It is 
proposed that, since this line element is a fundamental invar
iant of physics, any physically relevant generalization of spa
cetime should also leave this line element invariant. In other 
words, all terms in the new line element involving any extra 
parameters should drop out. The alternative would be to 
give a physical interpretation to the new terms appearing in 
the line element. 

II. ALGEBRAIC CONDITION ON THE SPACE 

As was shown in the example above, adding more co
ordinates to the four real coordinates describing spacetime 
leads to terms in the line element which have no known phys
ical interpretation. Therefore, in order to circumvent this 
problem, instead of directly adding more coordinates to spa
cetime, we will generalize the algebra from which thecoordi
nates take their values from real numbers to hypercomplex 
numbers. 6 The space is then parameterized as follows 

(2.1 ) 

The question which faces us now is, can we find some algebra 
of hypercomplex numbers for which the line element of the 
space parameterized by (2.1) reduces to the line element of 
general relativity? 

A hypercomplex number can be expanded as a linear 
combination of hypercomplex units ej . 

(2.2a) 
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Here the Xl are real, and eo denotes the identity. It will later 
be convenient to separate the real term and write 

z = x + ie;, i = I, ... ,n. (2.2b) 

The algebra is specified by stating the multiplication rules 
for the eI . 

(2.3) 

It will also be assumed that this mUltiplication is associative. 
The line element of spacetime is real valued. In order to 

obtain real numbers from the product of hyper complex 
numbers, one introduces the concept of conjugates. A conju
gate of a hypercomplex number can be obtained as follows. 

Each element z of the algebra (2.2) can be associated 
with an (n + I)X(n + I) matrixMIJ. 

(2.4) 

Because of the associativity of hyper complex multiplication 
this correspondence is an isomorphism. Now, the Cayley
Hamilton theorem says that every matrix satisfies its own 
characteristic equation. In other words, if 

(2.5) 

or 

An +, + cnA n + Cn _ ,A n -, + ... + C = 0 (2.6) 

is the characteristic equation for a matrix M, then substitut
ing M for the real parameter A gives an identity. 

Mn+'+cnMN+cn_,Mn-'+ ... +c=O. (2.7) 

Since the set of matrices M is isomorphic to the hypercom
plex numbers z, we also have 

zn + , + cnzn + cn _ ,zn - , + ... + C = O. 

Thus 

z( - zn - cnzn -, - ... - cd = C = real 

and we can define a conjugate z 
z = - ZN - cnzN 

- 1_ ••• - C
1 

such that 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

zz = real. (2.11) 
It often happens that the characteristic polynomial (2.8) can 
be factored into a polynomial of lower degree. This polyno
mial can then be used to define a conjugate z using a lower 
power ofz. 

This conjugate is more general than the conjugates of 
complex and quaternionic numbers. In particular, the conju
gate defined by (2.10) is nonlinear in general. For the follow
ing, though, we will need the usual properties of conjugates 
listed below. 

z, + Z2 = z, + Z2' 

Z,Z2 = Z2 Z,' 

z=z, 
z = z<;:::> is real. 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

We are now in a position to derive conditions on the 
metric and the hypercomplex algebra such that the line ele
ment of the space (z°,z' ,Z2,Z3) reduces to the line element of 
general relativity. The metric G"" on this space will also be 
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hypercomplex valued. 

G"" = g"l' + ~l'e;. (2.16) 

The line element will then be 

ds2 = dzI'Gl'l'dz". (2.17) 

We will first show that, for ds2 to be real, G"l' must 
satisfy 

G"" = Gl'". (2.18) 

To this end we take the conjugate of ds2
• 

or 

ds 2 = dz" G "I' dzl'. (2.19) 

Then, for an arbitrary dzP,ds2 will be equal to its conjugate, 
and thus real by (2.15), if and only if(2.18) is true. 

We next derive a condition on the algebra such that, not 
only is ds2 real, but it also reduces to the line element of 
general relativity 

ds2 = dx"g""dx", (2.20) 

where dxl' is the real part of dzP. In particular, if we choose 

Gl'l' = l1"v 
we must have 

dz"dz" = dxl'dxw 
This means that the algebra must satisfy 

zz =x2
• 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

Since we have choosen eo to be the identity, the matrix 
M associated with z has the form 

x 

M= 

x+
x+_ 

(2.24) 

x+_ 

where the blanks denote arbitrary numbers. The point is that 
x appears only in the diagonal terms. According to (2.9), c, 
the constant term in the secular equation, is a power of the 
norm of z, which by (2.23) is x 2• On the other hand, C is the 
determinant of the matrix M so we have 

(2.25) 

Since this is true for all z, it is true for all x. In particular, the 
determinant 1M - AI I isjustthedeterminantofamatrixM' 
obtained from Mby replacing x by (x - A ). This means that 
the secular equation is 

1M - AI I = (x - A r + , = o. 
z itself satisfies the secular equation, so we have 

(x -zr+l = o. 

Carl Schaer 
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(2.27) 
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As shown in (2.9) and (2.10), this equation can be used to 
define a conjugate. However, in taking the conjugate of ds2

, 

we required that the conjugate be linear. Therefore, we must 
require not only that (x - zt + I vanishes, but also that 

(x - Z)2 = O. (2.28) 

Expanding this, 

z(2x - z) = x 2 (2.29) 

and the conjugate is 

z= 2x -z =x - /e j • (2.30) 

It can easily be verified that this conjugate satisfies the condi
tions (2.13)-(2.1 S). 

Equation (2.28) also implies that 

(2.31) 

Since/v" is symmetric in i and}, eje j must be antisymmetric 
for (2.31) to hold. 

(2.32) 

This is a necessary condition on the hypercomplex algebra. 
In particular, this implies that the square of any hypercom
plex unit is zero. 

(2.33) 

We now show that the conditions (2.18) on the metric 
and (2.32) on the algebra are not only necessary conditions, 
but are also sufficient conditions for the line element (2.17) to 
reduce to the line element of general relativity. First, we 
show that the product ejej cannot be a nonzero real number, 
for if 

ejej = r = real (2.34) 

multiplying on the left by ej shows that 

(2.3S) 

which implies that r is zero. Since the product of the hyper
complex units cannot give a nonzero real number, then the 
real part of a product of hypercomplex numbers satisfying 
(2.32) must be the product of the real parts of each hyper
complex number. This means that 

ds
2 

= dzl" G""dz
Y 

= Re( dzl" G"ydz") (since ds2 is real) 

= (Re dzl" )(ReG"y)(RedzY
) (2.36) 

or 

ds2 = dx"g dx y "y , (2.37) 

which was what we had required, 

III. SPECIFIC ALGEBRAS 

The condition (2.32) that all hypercomplex units ej anti
commute immediately suggests Grassman algebras. A 
Grassman algebra is generated by the units 0 P'" ,On' with the 
property 

OA = - OjOj = Oij' (3.1) 

where Oij is a unit distinct from the n generators Ok' This 
multiplication can be continued until units with n indices are 
formed, 
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0iOjOk = 0ijk, 

OjOjOkO/ = 0ijk/, (3.2) 

0102···0n = °12 ... n· 

The units with an even number of indices in this general 
Grassman algebra commute with the other units, though, 
and therefore do not satisfy the anticommutivity condition, 
The largest Grassman algebra that does satisfy (2.32) is thus 

z = x + /01 + y202 + /20 12 , 

In this case, 

010 12 = 020 12 = 0 

(3.3) 

(3,4) 

and 012, having trivial multiplication laws, still satisfies 
(232). The problem with Grassman algebras with more than 
two generators OJ is fundamentally that a linear conjugate 
cannot be formed. A more general algebra satisfying the an
ticommutivity requirement is 

z = x + /lgjOI + /2gi02 + y",12gjOI2' 

where the gj are hypercomplex units satisfying 

gigj =gjgi' 

This can also be written as 

z = x + ZIOI + Z202 + Z120 12, 

(3.S) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

where Zl, Z2, Zl2 are elements of a commuting hypercomplex 
algebra. In particular, they could be complex numbers. 
However, x must remain real to insure that the line element 
is determined by four real displacements dx". It seems un
natural, though, to generalize the/ of(3.3) to a larger alge
bra zj while keeping x reaL Therefore, we propose to use the 
Grassman algebra (3.3) with two generators to generalize the 
coordinates of spacetime. 

IV. SPECULATIONS ON A PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION 

The metric on our space is now 

G"y =g"y +g~vOi +g~~012' i= 1,2. (4.1) 

According to the second section, this metric must satisfy 

G"y = GyP' (4.2) 

which, using (2.30), can be written as 

i 12 0 i 0 12 0 (4 3) If,v + g"yOj + gpv 12 = gy" - gy" i - gVIl 12' . 

This means that gllY is symmetric, while the other fields are 
antisymmetric. Since the line element is 

(4,4) 

gllY can be interpreted as the metric of spacetime, 
Since the other fields are antisymmetric, we postulate 

that they may be field strengths, such as the electromagnetic 
field. We will try to interpretg~~ as the electromagnetic field, 
Under the transformation 

01~02' 

02~01' 

0 12 transforms as 

(4.Sa) 

(4.Sb) 

012~ - 0 12, (4,Sc) 

Since 0 1 and O2 are arbitrary labels for the units, any theory 
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based on this space should be invariant under this transfor
mation. This means that, if (g~: ,g~v,g!v) satisfy the field 
equations of the theory, ( - g~:,g!v ,g~v) must also satisfy the 
equations. Since g~: has changed signs, if g~: is interpreted 
as the electromagnetic field, the two solutions must describe 
physical situations with opposite charges. Therefore, g~v 
and g!v' being interchanged in the two solutions, have equal 
but opposite charges. 

This raises the possibility that g~v and g!v could de
scribe the charged weak interactions. The neutral weak in
teraction is missing, though. This could possibly arise as 
some combination of the three fields. Another possibility 
would be to use the algebra 

(4.6) 

where l/J has trivial multiplication laws with the () i. The met
ric would be 

i () 12 () 3 Gp-v = gil v +gllv i +gllv 12 +gllvl/J· (4.7) 

When () 1 and () 2 are interchanged, l/J transforms into itself, 
and g!" must be neutral. Since l/J has trivial multiplication 
laws, though, this algebra does not seem very attractive. 

We thus have enough fields to describe the gravitation
al, electromagnetic, and charged weak interactions, but we 
do not have fields representing the nuclear interaction or 
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particles. Since the size of the Grassman algebra is restricted 
by the condition we imposed, the number of fields is also 
restricted. The elementary particles would therefore have to 
arise as solitonlike solutions to field equations of the theory. 
The strong interaction would then have to be an effective 
short distance strong interaction between the solitons. 
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dependent charged particle in a crystal 
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A charged particle activates inside a crystalline medium and, thereafter, acts with an arbitrary 
time-dependent amplitude factor. Both electric and magnetic anisotropies coexist. 
Corresponding sets of permittivity and permeability principal axes are unaligned. A scalar field is 
subsequently formulated as the difference between two quadruple Fourier integrals. Each of these 
is first subjected to a separate transformation of the wavevector variable. It is then reduced to a 
singular spherical integral. This leads to the establishment of (i) a deactivation by-product of a 
dark core, (ii) induction of in-phase modes. Other, more general, singular spherical integrals are 
next deduced. Applications are then made to the compounded uniaxial medium; results are 
physically and geometrically interpreted. 

PACS numbers: 41.10.Hv 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Within a crystalline medium, the electric and magnetic 
fields E and H associated with a current of density J and a 
charge of density p are governed by 

VXE+H(~=O, 

VXH - Ete = J, 

V·(Ee) =p, 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

relativetothex = (X I ,X2,X3) frame, say. Here e and ~arethe 
constant permittivity and permeability matrices, these being 
real, symmetric and positive definite. It is assumed through
out that the medium is anisotropic with regard to both e and 
~. Furthermore, corresponding sets of principal axes are 
generally unaligned. 

A recent paper 1 deals with the construction of some 
spherical integral results for a suddenly activated line source 
current conducted at speeds comparable to the wave speeds 
of the crystal. Following activation, the source current is 
time-independent between its entry point and its forward tip. 
The spherical integrals do not incorporate any transforma
tion. This omission makes them somewhat intractable under 
certain circumstances. For this reason, the formulation lead
ing to these spherical integrals, rather than their actual final 
forms, were employed, instead, in a companion paper2 deal
ing with a compounded uniaxial case. 

In the present paper, we consider the problem for an 
arbitrarily time-dependent charged particle: 

p = [; (x)sf(t) (1.4) 

that activates at instant t = 0: 

,rI(t) = .'1l (t) H (t). (1.5) 

Here [; (x) and H (t ) are, respectively, the Dirac delta function 
of x and Heaviside unit function of t. A general solution will 
be established in terms of spherical integrals again. Howev
er, each spherical integral will incorporate a separate linear 

alPermanent address: Department of Mathematics, National University of 
Singapore, Singapore 0511. 

transformation. Actually, to achieve the desired effect, such 
a transformation should not normally be directly applied to 
the particular spherical integral, because it can be partially 
deformative. It should be applied instead to a volumetric 
integral over a wavevector space. In this way, a four-dimen
sional Fourier integral over an unbounded complex frequen
cy-wavevector product space becomes linearly transformed. 
It can then be systematically reduced to a spherical integral 
which is two-dimensional in character and is generally sin
gular. To enhance its applicability, such an integral may be 
converted into other singular spherical integrals via differen
tial operations together with x-dependent orthogonal 
transformations. 

Derivation of singular spherical integrals accomplishes 
only a partial objective in this paper, The remaining objec
tives are: (i) to extract from them physical information such 
as that pertaining to charge deactivation, a dark interior and 
in-phase modes; (ii) to study, in closer detail, their physical 
and geometric features for the compounded uniaxial case 
through closed-form evaluations as well as further 
reductions. 

Other integral forms, viz. over the Minkowski four
space, have been secured by Johannsen} (and Handelsman 
and Lewis4 

) and applied to uniaxial media as well as an 
ionized gas. An extensive list of related· works is cited in 
Chee-Seng's paper. 2 

2. MATRIX AND SCALAR OPERATORS 

It is known' that there exists a real symmetric nonsin
gular matrix ~1/2 satisfying ~1/2 ~1/2 =~. Note that the 
determinant det~ > 0, and that the inverse 
(~I 12) - I = ~ -112 is symmetric. Consider the real matrix 

T=~-1/2e~-1/2, (2.1) 

which is known to be symmetric and positive definite. Let 
the row vector 

F = (det~)-1/2 E ~1/2 (2.2) 

and the modified gradient operator 
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Vy=(~, ~,~)=(det~)-'12V~'12, 
ay, ayz aY3 

which exists in y-space with 

y = (Y"h'Y3) = (det~)'IZ x~ -112. 

Suppose the 3 X 3 matrix operator 

( a ) az 
Q at'Vy = I at l + P(Vy )' 

where I is the identity matrix and 

P(Vy) = 1'-I(V;Vy - IVy Vn, 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

with superscript T denoting the transpose. Then the follow
ing have been established (Ref. 1, Sec. 2) 

F tt 1'+Vy X(Vy XF)= -(det~)-IIZ-l~-1/2, (2.7) 

[Vy X(Vy XF)]T = l' P(Vy)FT, (2.8) 

detQ(.!!....., VY ) = L (.!!....., V
Y

) a
2

z' (2.9) 
at at at 

where the scalar operator L is defined by 

( a) cr az 
L -,Vy = -4 + -ztrP(Vy ) + ~ [trP(VyJY 

at at at 
- ~trp2(V y), (2.10) 

with tr denoting the trace; furthermore, for any constant X, 
we have the homogeneity relations 

trP(XV y) = X z trP(V y)' 

trPZ(XVy) = X 4 trP2(Vy), 

so that 

L (X :r, XV y ) = X 4L (:t ' V y )-

Equation (2.7) can be derived from (1.1) and (1.2). 
From (2.5), (2.7) and (2.8), we get 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

Q( :t' Vy)FT = - (det~)-]121'-]~ -1/2 J;, (2.13) 

so that if, accounting for (2.9), the row vector W satisfies 

(2.14) 

then 

E;' = (det~)~ -1/2 adjQ(:t' (det~)-I/ZV~II2) 
X 1'-I~ -1/2 W T . (2.15) 

Now, the continuity condition arising from (1.2) and (1.3) is 

V·J = -PI' (2.16) 

Consequently, 

(2.17) 

which together with (2.14) represent ultimate forms acquired 
through reduction of (1.1)-(1.3). In this paper, we focus our 
interests on the quantity V·W which satisfies (2.17). 

3. FOURIER FORMULATION 

We seek, ultimately, a general solution corresponding 
to the charged particle defined by (1.4) and (1.5). First we 
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express the amplitude factor d (t ) as a Fourier integral over a 
horizontal complex path 

f
oo + ie 

d(t) = _ 00 + Ie sI"(O") exp( - iO"t) dO". 

Then 

P = (217')-3 det~ J J J R, exp (ia·y) da 

xJ'" + Ie, .if'(0") exp( - iO"t) dO", 
- 00 + Ie 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

where the outer triple integral ranges with the wavevector 
position a = (a], a z, a 3 ) over the infinite three-dimensional 
space R3: - 00 < aj < 00 (j = l,f,3). Let us impose a sta
bility rule that all singularities of .of(O") confine themselves to 
the region ImO" .;;; 0, and that .if'(0")_0 uniformly over 
0..; arg(O" - ie) < 217'as 10" - iel--oo. We now stipulate that 
e > 0. In this case, .~(O") is analytic throughout ImO" ~ e. If, 
for t < 0, the path ( - 00 + ie, 00 + ie) is closed by an infi
nite semicircle drawn into ImO" > e, conditions of Jordan's 
lemma are satisfied so that, by the Cauchy-Goursat theo
rem, .of(t )=O(t < 0), which is consistent with (1.5). There is, 
consequently, no preexisting induced field, i.e., 

V·W==:=O during t < 0. (3.3) 

To accommodate this behavior, we again employ the same 
complex path ( - 00 + ie, 00 + ie) in the Fourier 
representation 

V·W = J J J R, exp(ia·y)da 

f
OO + Ie 

X _ 00 + Ie FT[V·W] exp( - iO"t) dO". (3.4) 

It follows from (2.17), (3.2), and (3.4) together with the homo
geneity law (2.12) that the Fourier transform 

iO".if"(O") 
FT [V·W] = - (3.5) 

(217'fL ( - O",a) 

Now (Ref. 1, Sec. 3) 

L (- O",a) = [~- ~+ (a)] [~- ~_ (a)], 

where 
(3.6) 

0" ± (a) = ! -1 trP(a) ± 1[2 trpZ(a) - ( trP(a)f] 1/2 J I/z. 

(3.7) 

Furthermore, the positive definite symmetric matrix l' has 
positive eigenvaluesA"j -2 (j = 1,2,3), say. There is no loss of 
generality in assuming 

A) ~ Az > ..1,3 > 0, (3.8) 

as well as the diagonal form 

(3.9) 

due to the principal axes theorem. Whereupon, E and ~ 
should generally be accepted as being nondiagonal. One can 
now express 
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- trP(a) = A i (a~ + an + A ~ (a~ + an + A ~ (ai + aD, (3.10) 

2trp2(a)- [trP(aW= [(laIIIA~ -A~11/2-la31IAi -A~11/2)2+a~(Ai -An] 

x [(laIIIA ~ - A; 11/2 + la311A i-A ~ 11/2f + a~ (A i-A ~)], (3.11) 

and then go on to verify that 

a ± (0) = 0, while a ± (a) > 0 Va#O. (3.12) 

Thus by (3.5) and (3.6), FT[VoW] satisfies the same condi
tions within the a-plane as those imposed on ..if(a). With 
reference to (3.4), then, extension of the path ( - 00 + ie, 
00 + ie) into the halfplane Ima > e immediately confirms 
satisfaction of (3.3). 

Henceforth, unless specified otherwise, we assume that 
t > O. If the a-integral in (3.4) is to be evaluated first, further 
properties of ..if(a) over Ima < e must be available. In par
ticular, all its singularities inside that region must be classi
fied. All this may entail some relaxation of generality. The 
difficulty can be avoided by initially treating the triple inte
gral over R3 as the inner integral. To adopt this approach, we 
first observe from (2.10) and (2.11) that 

L(-a, -0.)= L(-a,a). (3.13) 

Whence, from (3.4) and (3.5), 

f
"" + ic 

VoW = . exp( - iat) da 
- 00 + Ie 

X fffR.FT [VoW] cos (aoy)da. 

4. GENERAL SOLUTION 

From (3.5), (3.6), and (3.14), we can express 

V·W=I+ -L, 

where 

I" = i(21T)-3I: ::iCa..if(a) exp( - iat)da 

(3.14) 

(4.1) 

fII 
cos (aoy) da (4.2) 

X R. [~_ (a) - ~+ (a)][~ - ~(a)] 
with v = ±. We shall next attempt to reduce Iv to a spheri
cal integral. For purposes of application, it is, as indicated in 
Sec. 1, desirable to incorporate linear transformations, one 
for each Iv' Such transformations, which can be partially 
deformative as well as partially orthogonal, should be imple
mented at this stage rather than on attainment of spherical 
integral forms. Thus we propose that 

(4.3) 

where P = if:31' /32,(33) and A" is a p-independent, real, non
singular matrix. Any choice for A" would depend on the 
particular type of crystal as well as, probably, the directional 
bearing of the recording point. 

Owing to (3.7) and both homogeneity relations of (2.11), 

a ± (PAv) = IPla ± (;A,,), (4.4) 

wherein the unit position vector; = PIPI- IEfl3, the three
dimensional unit spherical surface. Whence, in (4.2), we have 
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under (4.3), 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

dil being a surface element of il3• Now, (;A,,)A,,- 1= ;#0, 
implying ;A" #0 so that, by (3.12), a,,(;A,,) > O. Hence, for 
each a E ( - 00 + ie, 00 + ie) and each; E il3 , the /3 inte
grand in (4.6) possesses a symmetric pair of complex poles at 

/3 = ± a/a,,(~A,,). (4.7) 

These poles never meet as they are permanently restricted to 
the respective halfplanes Imf3 ~O. 

If the scalar ~AvyT~O, the/3 integral in (4.6) may be 
tackled by contour extension into Imf3~O and by invoking 
Jordan's lemma coupled to the residue theory to yield 

(4.8) 

Here, Ima = e. We must also admit the situation wherein 
~AvyT = O. Let us assume, hereafter, that the recording 
point x avoids the charged particle. Then, via (2.4), 

IJ.1/2Av-l(yA~l(detIJ.)-1/2 = x T #OT(zero column), (4.9) 

so that, in particular, yA~ #0. Thus, ~AvyT = 0 ifand only if 
the unit vector ~ is orthogonal to yA~. For every such ~ 
direction, appropriate contour extensions are still covered 
by zero convergence conditions, and the result (4.8) remains 
valid. Whereupon, from (4.2), (4.6), (4.8), (3.1), and (2.4), we 
arrive at 

I = IdetAvl 
" 16r 

xII d [t - (detIJ.)1/21~AvIJ. -1/2xTI/a,,(~Av)] dil 

fl., a,,(~Av)[~_ (~A,,) - a1+ (~A,,)] 
(4.10) 

within the original (x,t ) hyperspace. The charge amplitude 
factor d(t) is implicated in (4.10) which provides the spheri
cal integral sought. The general solution is now given by (4.1) 
accompanied by (4.10). 

The functions a + (~Av) and a _ (~v) are distinct on il3 
except at four separate points where they concur (cfRef. 5). 
It can be verified from (3.7) and (3.11) that, under the present 
circumstances, the four points of concurrence along il3 oc-
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cur at 

~ = ± I+Av-'II+Av -II-I, 

~ = ± LAv-'ILA';-'I-', 

where we can take 

(4.11) 

l± =!I .. q _A~I'/2,0,± IA~ _A~I'/2). (4.12) 

Amongst these four points, those that satisfy, in view of (1.5), 
the constraint relation 

(4.13) 

lie along the effective integral range contained by fl3 and 
constitute integrand singularities. The latter must, in prac
tice, be accounted for in (4.10) via, say, a Cauchy principal 
value interpretation of the singular spherical integral. 

5. DEACTIVATION, DARK INTERIOR, IN-PHASE MODES 

We shall next examine certain aspects of the crystal's 
response if the activated charge deactivates at some positive 
time to: 

86'(t) = ~(t) H(to - t). 

In such an event, the one-dimensional Fourier 
transform 

,c1'(0') = (21T) - If'" 86' (t ) exp(iO't) dt 

= cc1' I (0') - d 2(0') exp(iO'to)· 

Here, 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

,#J!O') = (21T)-'fo ~(t) exp(iO't) dt, (5.3) 

.# 2(0') = (21T)-I.C ~ (t + to) exp(iO't) dt, (5.4) 

which are assumed to satisfy the same criteria as those stipu
lated in Sec. 3 for the previous d(O'). In this case, however, 
the present d(O') fails to satisfy the uniform convergence-to
zero criterion within 1T < arg(O' - ic) < 21T because of the 
odd factor exp(iO'to). Nevertheless, it must be emphasized 
that that criterion is essentially a sufficiency criterion. We 
only need to ensure that (3.3) holds under present circum
stances. First, we express, via (5.2) and (3.5), the O'-integral in 
(3.4) as 

f
oo + ic 1 foo + ic d ( ) 

= --3-' 0' I 0' exp( _ iO't ) dO' 
- 00 + ic (21T) I - 00 + ic L ( - O',a) 

1 foo +ic # ( ) 
- --3-' 0'. 20' exp[ - iu(t - to)] dO'. 

(21T) I - 00 + ic L ( - O',a) (5.5) 

Appealing to the same contour integration principles as 
those previously applied, directly after (3.12), to FT[VoW], 
we deduce: on the right side of (5.5), the first integral involv
ing d 1(0') vanishes identically throughout t < 0, while the 
second integral involving d 2(0') vanishes identically 
throughout t < to and, therefore, over t < 0 as well. Thus, 
returning to (3.4), we confirm that (3.3) again holds. Hence 
(5.1) is compatible. 

Consider (4.10). The Sf' -factor involved there is, pres
ently, by (1.5) and (5.1), 

Sf'(t - Xv) = ~(t - Xv)H(t - Xv)H(to - t + xvl, (5.6) 
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where 

Xv = (det .... )'/21~Avf-L - 1/2x T 1!00v(~Av)' 

(detf-L)I 121 (~Av )o(xf-L - 1/2) I 

I~Av 100v(~Av I~Av I-I) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

after accounting for the linear homogeneity rule of (4.4) with 
I replacing Av and ;Av replacing 13. Now, since 0' _ (;) > 0, it 
achieves, on fl3' a positive minimum 0'0' say, in which case 
we have, via (3.7), (3.8), (3.11), and (3.12), 

0' +(;) > 0'_(;) > 0'0 over fl 3· 

Hence 

o .;; X v .;; Z on fl3' 

with 

Z = 0'0- I (detf-L) I 12 Ix f-L -1/21· 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

N.B.Z > 0 under our ruling assumption: x # O. It is easily 
verified I that there exists an orthogonal matrix M such that 
if 

(5.12) 

then 
Z2 = 0'0- 2X f-L -IXT detf-L = 0'0-2(detf-L)~j= 1.2,3f.1j -IX], 

(5.13) 
f.1j(j = 1,2,3) being the eigenvalues, all necessarily positive, 
of the real symmetric positive definite matrix f-L. The Xj axes 
and the Xj axes are obviously separated by a pure rotation. 
Consequently, for some fixed number SE[O,t), the equation 
Z = t - s describes an ellipsoid S (s) that expands about the 
charge point from which it originates at instant s. Further· 
more, Z < t - s(or > t - s) if and only if x E intS (s) (or 
extS (s)); here, intS (s) and exts (s) denote, respectively, the inte
rior and exterior to S (s). 

The ellipsoid S (to) originates on deactivation and, there· 
after, trails behind and concentrically with the ellipsoid S (0) 
that has originated during activation. Let us focus on the 
period after deactivation: t > to. Take any x E intS (to). Then 
Xv .;; Z < t - to, and so (5.6) gives .of(t - X,,)=O. There
fore, by (4.1) and (4.10), 

VoW=O 'v'x E intS (to) but #0, (5.14) 

so that total darkness is experienced around the particle 
charge and inside the expanding S (to). Actually, intS (to) may 
be envisaged as a subregion of an expanding interior core of 
darkness. The formation of such a dark core should not be 
surprising because of the radiation cutoff due to deactiva
tion. The radiation field precedes the dark core and recedes 
as the core expands so that, ultimately, an overall state of 
darkness prevails at infinite time. In Sec. 8, a dark core to
gether with other neighbouring dark interiors will be explic
itly constructed for the compounded uniaxial medium. 

Suppose, between activation and deactivation, the 
charge is frequency modulated with or without damping, 
VIZ. 

~ (t) = exp( - iwt ), 

where Imw .;; O. Then (5.3) and (5.4) yield 

d 1(0') = (21Ti)-I(W - 0')-1, 

,# 2(0') = (21Ti)-I(w - 0')-1 exp( - iwtol 
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along our prescribed 0' path ( - ~ + ie, 00 -l;- ie). On con
tinuation beyond this path, both d 1(0') and d 2(0') obviously 
satisfy, as postulated, the satpe conditions as those imposed, 
after (3.1), on the previous d(O'). Now, in a harmonic state 
problem without deactivation, one employs purely pulsatory 
sources or boundary values without damping and seeks field 
quantities that pulsate in phase at some definite time. It is 
normally implicit that activation occurs at some negative 
infinite time. Hence, between activation and reception, there 
is actually an infinite time lapse. This is often more than 
adequate to allow developments to settle down everywhere 
to a steady harmonic state with in-phase modes. In the pre
sent investigation, the time lapse is finite. In this case, corol
lary results that will be secured in Secs. 7 and 8 suggest that 
in-phase modes do not exist everywhere but are confined to 
evolving illuminated regions. These are normally bounded 
by progressive wavefronts that convey singular modes. 

We shall now derive, for the general crystalline medi
um, just one in-phase mode associated with (5.15). Let us 
pick any instant t before deactivation and any position x 
inside the expanding ellipsoid S (0). Then, via (5.10), 
to - t + X v > 0 while t - X v > t - Z > 0, so that by (5.6) 
and (5.15), 

d(t - X ) = 'tnt - Xv) = exp( - iwt) exp(iwxv) 
v (5.17) 

on fl 3• Hence (4.1), (4.10), and (5.7) lead to 

VoW = (I~ - I*-- ) exp( - iwt) 

Vx E intS (0) but #0, (5.18) 

wherein the time-independent factor 

Idet Av I 
1* = 

v 16~ xf ( exp[iw(detl-L)1/21~Avl-L-1/2xTI/O'v(~Av)] dfl. 

In, O'v(~Av)[a2_ (~Av) - a2+ (~Av)] 
(5.19) 

Thus, about the charged particle, an in-phase mode origi
nates with S (0) on activation and is subsequently sustained 
over some expanding region containing ints (0). Without de
activation: to = 00, such an in-phase mode would advance 
indefinitely and, ultimately, permeate the entire crystal. As 
fl is the effective integral range in (5.19), the integrand is 3 

presently singular at all four points identified in (4.11); an 
appropriate Cauchy principal value should again be take~. 

Suppose the charge is time-independent between acti
vation and deactivation. i.e., with reference to (5.15), w = O. 
Then selecting A+ = A_ = I, we deduce from (5.18) and 
(5.19) that before deactivation 

1 ff dfl 
VoW = 16~ fl., O'+(~)O'_(~)[O'+(~) + O'_(~)] , 

(5.20) 

a (x,t ) - independent solution which holds throughout an 
expanding region that includes intS (0) but excludes the 
charge point. The particular integral representation is obvi
ously nonsingular. A Cauchy principal value interpretation 
is therefore not required. 
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6. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATION AND 
COMPLEMENTARY ORTHOGONAL 
TRANSFORMATION 

A differential operation on VoW invariably alters its 
physical characteristics. Geometric structures may also be 
altered. Suitable combinations of differential operations 
with linear transformations can reduce the complexities in 
the spherical integrals through the introduction of symme
tries. An example of this will be demonstrated for the com
pounded uniaxial problem (Sec. 7) where, in particular, a 
selected operation eliminates any integrand singularity de
rived from (4.11)-(4.13) and facilitates the construction of 
closed form results. Furthermore, certain geometric features 
of the wave configuration change once the operation is with
drawn; this case will be treated in Sec. 9. 

If the transformation matrix is x-dependent, it will be 
affected by any spatial operation. Should one attempt to en
force a differential operation at the stage corresponding to 
(4.2), before the implementation of any x-dependent trans
formation, then instead of the convergence situation leading 
to (4.8), one could eventually be confronted by a divergent,B
integral if the operator involved has an order exceeding one 
in the spatial terms. Such a divergent integral would require 
a different method of approach. The difficulty is surmount
able if the x-dependence is completely embodied within an 
orthogonal matrix factor. However, any accompanying (x,t )
independent matrix factor, if nonorthogonal, should first be 
incorporated as in the previous manner with Av' A selected 
spatially influential differential operation may next be ap
plied to each derived spherical integral. This can be subject
ed finally to the complementary orthogonal transformation 
which may be x-dependent. 

For all purposes, we confine our interests to second
order linear operations. The technique can be extended to 
higher-order linear operations. A second-order linear differ
ential scalar operator with, say, constant coefficients is gen
erally expressible as 

(6.1) 

where 

2" o(:t' V Y ) = 2"0 (constant number) (6.2) 

and, for any constant X, 

2" n (X :t' XVy ) = xn 2"(:t' Vy ) (n = 1,2), (6.3) 

which defines an nth degree homogeneity of 2" n • Thus, X'I 
is a linear combination of a lat and a lay}, while X' 2 is a 
linear combination of a2 lat 2, a21ataYj and a 2layjaYk; here, 

1 <j,k< 3. . 
Suppose Av is (x,t )-independent. Then puttmg 

(6.4) 

it can be shown that 
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.!f (~ V ).2/[t _ If3Y~1 ] 
n at' y u v (f3 Av) 

.!f 1[1, - f3Av sgn (f3Y~) ].2/' [t _ If3Y~1 ] 
uv(f3Av) u v(f3Av) 

(n = 1), (6.S) 

.!f
2
[1,-f3Av sgn(f3Y~)].2/II[t_ If3Y~I] 

u v(f3A,,) u v(f3Av) 

_ 2.2/'(t ).!f2(0 IlA ) t) (f3Y~) (n = 2), (6.6) 
,IJ " u v(f3Av) 

the row vector f3 being real and (x,t )-independent. The de
rivatives of.2/ must be accepted within the context of gener
alized functions. Note, specifically with regard to (6.6), that 
if 

.!f 2( :t' Vy ) = .!f 2(Vy ), 

which never involves a lat, then 

(6.7) 

.!f 2( 1,(3) = .!f 2(0,f3) = .!f 2(f3) 'v'f3 E R 3. (6.8) 

On applying (6.1 )-(6.6) to (4.10), we obtain 

.!fIv =.!f( :t' Vy)Iv = (41T)-2IdetAv l(K lv -K2,,), 

(6.9) 
where 

with 

Y 1(f3Av• f3Y~, t) 

= I .!f n [1, - f3Av sgn(f3Y~) ].2/(nl[t _ If3Y~I] 
n=0,1,2 u,,(f3Av) u v(f3A,,) 

X 1 u,,(f3A,,)[~_ (f3Av) - ~+ (f3A,,)] I-I, (6.11) 

Y 2(f3A", f3Y~, t) 

2.2/'(t).!f 2(0, f3A" )8(f3Y~) 
(6.12) 

For the first term in (6.11) .!f 0 (1,f3) = .!f o. From (4,1), the 
corresponding operation on V·W yields, in terms of .!f Iv: 

.!fV·W = .!fI+ - .!fL. (6.13) 

To accomplish our objective, (6.10) must be modified to ac
commodate an orthogonal transformation. First, we define 
the related integral 

(6.14) 

over ° .;;; a < 00. Let a,b denote any two real numbers satis
fying b > a > 0. Then 

ff(a)a 2 da 

= J J JR,Yj(aAv , aY~, t)H(b -lal)H(lal-a) da, 

(6.IS) 

where a = lal~ E R3 with ~ E 113 and lal E [0,00). We now 
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implement the transformation: ~aBv governed by the x
dependent (but a-independent) orthogonal matrix 

B" = Bv(Y,,) = (B,,-I)T =~~:), (6.16) 

\~3" 
b lv , b2v , b3v being a right-handed set of mutually orthogo
nal unit row vectors. N.B. 

detB" = b lv ·(b2v Xb3,,) = 1, laB" I = (aB"B~aT)I/2 = lal· 

Whereupon, (6.IS) leads to 

f VIa) - J J fl, Yj(a~B"Av. (a~B" Y~, t )dl1 ]a
2 

da 

= 0. (6.17) 

As [a,b] represents an arbitrary subinterval of (0, 00), the 
square-bracketed integrand factor must be indentically zero . 
In particular, taking a = I, we deduce that 

K j,,= fffl,Yj(~BvAv.~B"y~,t)dl1' (6.18) 

the transformed version of (6.10). The Yj-integrand is nor
mally singular at corresponding images of the earlier singu
larities determined through (4.11)-(4.13). Hence Kj " must 
also be accepted in the sense of a Cauchy principal value. 

We shall next propose two examples for the x-depen
dent matrix B". Each example will be applicable to a sepa
rate situation covering the compounded uniaxial system. 

In the first example we pick, for the third row ofBv' 

b3v =YvIYvl- l . (6.19) 

Then 

Y"B~ = IYv Ib3v (bi", biv' bfv) = IY" 1(0,0,1). (6.20) 

So 

~Bv Y~ = ~·(YvB~) = IYvl cosO. (6.21) 

On adopting spherical polars, 

~ = ( sinO cosif;, sinO sinif;, cosO), (6.22) 

with 0.;;; 0.;;; 1T and ° .;;; if; < 21T. Thus (6.18) becomes 

(27T (7T 
Kjv = Jo dif;Jo Yj(~BvAv,IY,,1 cosO, t) sinO dO, (6.23) 

which displays an explicit dependence on IY v I. However, 
Kj " is also, in view of (6.19), implicitly dependent on the 
direction ofY v through Bv' Formula (6.1) or (6.12) should be 
used to compute KJV from (6.23). In particular, the double 
integral form for K 2v reduces to 

K = 2 .if'(t) 
2" IYvl 

X (27T .!f 2(0, ~oBvA,,) dif; 

Jo ~(~OBvA,,)[~_ (~OB"Av) - ~+ (~OBvAv)]' 
(6.24) 

where ~o = (cosif;, sinif;, 0) E 113, 

Relative to a Cartesian frame, 

Y" = (Ylv , Y2",Y3v ) 

= IY"I(sine"coslf/v,sine"sinlf/", COSey), (6.2S) 
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where 0 < 8" <1T,0 < 1/1" < 21T. For the second example 
we choose 

(

COS 1/1" 

B = - sin 1/1 
" " 

o 

sin I/Iv 

cos 1/1" 

o 
(6.26) 

whose rows do constitute a right-handed set of mutually or
thogonal unit vectors. It is then seen that 

V"B~=(a'",O, Y3,,)' 

where 

a' = I V I sin 8 = (Y 2 + Y 2 ) 112 v v v Iv 2v • 

Whereupon, we derive from (6.18), 

(6.27) 

(6.28) 

f21T f1T 
K j" = Jo dt/J Jo Yj(~B"Av' a' "sinO cost/J + Y3"cosO, t) 

X sinO dO, (6.29) 

which makes explicit the dependence on a'v and Y3". More
over, Kj " is additionally dependent on the azimuthal angle 
1/1" through the choice of(6.26) for B". Thus (6.29) is a cylin
drical polar representation of Kjv in a' ", Y3v and 1/1" coordi
nates; observe that the variable 

~B"A" = (sinOcos(l/I" + t/J), sinOsin(l/I" + t/J), cosO)A". 
(6.30) 

In contrast, (6.23) is, on taking (6.19) and (6.25) into account, 
a spherical polar representation of Kj " in IV" 1,8",1/1" 
coordinates. 

7. THE COMPOUNDED UNIAXIAL PROBLEM 

The crystalline medium employed by Chee-SengZ pos
sesses a compounded uniaxiality on the basis that -r has a 
double eigenvalue, i.e., 

Al =Az =A+, say, withA+ > A_ =A3 > O. (7.1) 

Such a medium, whose corresponding permittivity and per
meability principal axes remain unaligned, is uniaxial, in the 
conventional sense, only within the y-frame; within the actu
al x-space of observations, none of the six principal axes 
serves as a uniaxis. Media under this category include [refer 
to Ref. 2, (7.61 )-(7.63)] the class of crystals dealt with by 
Besieris,6 Majumdar and PaV and Lewandowski8 (cf. also 
Felsen9

•
1O

); a typical crystal belonging to this particular class 
has aligned pairs of permittivity and permeability principal 
axes and is governed by a certain "generalized uniaxiality" 
which, in turn, covers ordinary uniaxiality under single ani
sotropy in either e or ~ (Lee and Lo, II Kong, 12 Mei, 13 Lu and 
Mei I4 ). 

On adopting (7.1), expressions (3.7), (3.10), and (3.11) 
yield 

O"+(a)=A+lal, (7.2) 

0" _(a) = [A 2 (a~ + an + A 2+ a~ Jl12. (7.3) 

The four possible singularities represented by (4.11) and 
(4.12) presently decrease to only two. In particular, the Y j 

integrand in (6.18) is potentially singular under ordinary cir
cumstances at the two positions 
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r (O,O,l)(ByAy)-1 
':>= ± I I En3 • 

(O,O,l)(B"A,,)- I 
(7.4) 

Consider the spatial operator 

Y = (A 2+ _ A 2_ ) (~+ ~), 
ayi ayi (7.5) 

a scalar multiple of the two-dimensional Laplacian within 
the y-frame. 2' obviously falls under category (6.1): 

2'{ ~,Vy )=2'0=0, Y = 2'2(Vy)' (7.6) 

It then follows from (6.7), (6.8), (7.2), (7.3), (7.5), and (7.6) 
that, in the notations of Sec. 6, 

2' z(1,xa) = 2' z(O,xa) = Y z(Xa) 

= XZ[~+ (a) - ~_ (a)] (7.7) 

for any scalar X and any a E R 3 • Whereupon" if the particu
lar 2' -operator of (7.5) acts on Iv, then by (6.11) and (6.12), 
neither of the two singularities expressed by (7.4) can appear 
as these would be cancelled out. 

Accounting for (3.9) and (7.1), one may express 
-r- I =-r- 1I2-r- 1/ 2 with 

Let us now select, for each (x,t )-independent Av, 

A =IA -I A =,..-112 1 -11 -I + +, _. /1..+/1..._, 

Thus, if By is orthogonal, (7.2) and (7.3) yield 

O"y(~B"A,,) = 1 'V~ E n3 (v = ±). 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

We then deduce from (6.11), (7.6), (7.7), and (7.10) that 

YI(~B"Av,~BvV~,t)= -d"(t-I~B"V~I), (7.11) 

which, applied to (6.23), gives 

K 1y = - f1T dt/J i1T d"(t - IV" IlcosO I) sinO dO,(7.12) 

4 It-IV"I 
= ....!!.... d"(;)d; 

IV"I t 

= 41T [,W"(t-IVyl)-d'(t)]. (7.13) 
IVyl 

Likewise, by (6.24), (7.7) and (7.10), 

K z" = - 2d'(t) f21T dt/J = _ 41T d'(t). (7.14) 
IVyl Jo IVvl 

Whereupon, on accommodating (1.5), (6.9) simplifies into 

2'1 = IdetA,,1 
v 41TIV" I 

X [~'(t - IV" I)H(t - IV"I) + ~(O)D (t - IVy I)], (7.15) 

the 2' -operator being given by (7.5). 

We shall next provide interpretations over the original 
x-space. First, by (2.1), (3.9), and (7.1), 

det\.1 = (det-r)-I dete = A ~ A 2_ dete, (7.16) 

\.1-I/Z-r- I\.1-I/Z = e- I. (7.17) 
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Thus we secure from (6.4), (2.4), (7.S), and (7.9), 

IY + I = A :; I(Xj.L -IXT detj.L)1/2, 

IY _I = A+(xe-lx T dete)I/2. 

Comparison of(7.1S) with (5.13) indicates 

IY+1 2 =A :;2(detj.L) L f-Lj-IX;' 
j= 1.2.3 

(7.1S) 

(7.19) 

(7.20) 

Likewise, it can be verified (cf. Chee-Seng Ref. 2, Sec. 7) that 
(7.19) leads to 

IY_1 2 =A 2+(dete) L Ej-1X]_ (7.21) 
j= 1.2.3 

where each Ej > OU = 1,2,3) and denotes an eigenvalue of e; 
also, 

(7.22) 

which derives from x via a pure rotation with orthogonal 
matrix M_. The equation IYv 1= t therefore represents an 
expanding ellipsoid Sv that originates on activation. In par
ticular, 5 + is a scaled version of the ellipsoid 5 (0) encoun
tered previously in Sec. 5. The two ellipsoids 5+ and 5 _ are 
concentered at the charged particle. However, their princi
pal axes are not generally pairwise aligned. One instance 
where they become pairwise aligned is when M = M_ = I; 
this leads to the "generalized uniaxial" criterion E IE2- \ 

= f-L I f-L2 -I exploited by Besieris (1969), Majumdar and Pal 
(1970) and Lewandowski (1971). It has been proved (Chee
Seng Ref. 2, Sec. 7) that intS _ C intS +; nevertheless, S + and 
5 _ do, in fact, meet tangentially at two diametral retreating 
points at 

(7.23) 

Elsewhere, S + leads 5 _. Consequently, from (6.13) and 
(7.15), 

o V'XEexts + , 

IdetA+ I qj'(t - IY + J) 
41T\Y +\ 

(7.24) 

YV·W = V'xEints +nexts _, (7.25) 

IdetA+1 qj'(t_IY+I)_ldetA_1 
41TIY + I 41TIY _I 
X.9J'(t--IY_I) V'xEints_ but#O. 

(7.26) 
Additionally, a singular distribution 

± Idet Avl qj(0)8(t -IYvl) (v = ±) (7.27) 
41TIYv I 

is convected along with each sv' There are clearly two un
steady wavefields, each progressing behind an ellipsoidal 
wavefront Sv' to which an accompanying singular field ad
heres. The leading wavefront 5 + expands into a dark exteri
or wherein 2"V·W=O, consistent with Sommerfeld's radi
ation principle. Each wavefield suffers an ellipsoidal 
attenuation like IY v I-I. 

Suppose [ g{J '(tj ) I denotes the sequence of charge ampli
tude gradients over a time sequence [tj J satisfying 
o < tj < t. Then the constituent 2" Iv-wavefield behind Sv 
at instant t can be spatially plotted as an associated sequence 
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(7.2S) 

of constants over a family [SjV J of concentric ellipsoids in
side Sv' Each member ellipsoid ~v has the equation 
IYv 1= t - tj • It therefore originates at the instant tj • Like 
5 + and 5-, [Sj+ I and (Sj_ J are obliquely oriented with re
spect to one another. Thus we say that the system supports a 
pair of mutually oblique ellipsoidal symmetries. 

8. EXPLICIT DEACTIVATION EFFECTS 

In the event ofa subsequent deactivation represented by 
(5.1), (7.15) becomes 

2" Iv = tPvH(t - IYv !lH(to - t + IYv Ii 
Idet Av I 

+ 47TIY
v

l ['6'(0)8(t-IYv l)- '6'(to)8(to -t+ IYyl)], 

(8.1) 

where 

.I. = IdetAvl'6"(t_IY I). 
'l'v 41TIYvl y 

(8.2) 

By substituting '6' for g{J into (7.15) and (7.24)-(7.27), we 
obtain corresponding results that hold before deactivation. 

Consider the period after deactivation. The equation 
I Y v I = t - to describes an ellipsoid t ~ that originates on de
activation; it then expands behind and concentrically with 
5 v' By similarity deduction, ints 0_ C intS 0+ ' while 5 0_ 
touches 5 0+ twice along the same diametric line as the two 
points of (7 .23). Suppose the active interval to is short enough 
to allow 5°+ to intersect 5 _. It then follows from (6.13) and 
(8.1) that 

2"V'W = 

o V'x E extS +, 

tP+ V'XE intS+ nextto+ nexts_, 

tP+ - tP V'x E intS _ n extso+ ' 

-tP- 'r/XE intS_ nexttO_ nintto+, 

o 'r/XE (intso+ nextS_)uintS°_ 

but#O. 

(8.3) 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 

(8.6) 

(8.7) 

Fig. 1 depicts the propagation pattern. The 2"V·W-field is 
partitioned by the four ellipsoidal wavefronts 
t +, t -.5 0+ ' and 5°_ . The foremost among these, viz. t +' 
expands into a dark exterior, as in the previous case repre
sented by (7.24). Consistent with our earlier prediction via 
(5.14), an expanding dark core occupies intS 0_ but avoids 
the particle charge. 
This core occurs between but remains isolated from two oth
er dark interiors jointly denoted by intS 0+ n extt _. Illumi
nated constituents of the field are expressed by (8.4)-(8.6). 
The dividing wavefronts are singularly illuminated by the 
following superimposed distributions: 

Idet Av I 
± I '6'(0)8(t-IY vl) along tv, (8.8) 

41TYvl 
IdetA I + I v '6'(to)t5(to -t+IYv J) alongS~· (8.9) 
41TYvl 
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The situation wherein 5°+ cannot intersect 5 _ can be simi
larly analysed. 

For the pulsatory charge defined through (5.15), (8.4)
(8.6) provide representations of in-phase modes that pulsate, 
after deactivation, with the same real or complex source fre
quency UJ. These modes do not, therefore, occupy the entire 
crystalline medium at finite time, but are confined within 
definite evolving domains illustrated in Fig. 1. On the other 
hand, in-phase modes before deactivation occur behind 5 _ 
as well as between 5 + and 5 _. 

If the charge is time-independent between activation 
and deactivation, then away from it, ,YV·W vanishes every
where except on 5 + and 5 _, as well as on 5°+ and 5 0_ after 
deactivation. Precisely, ,Y"V·W is singularly propagated 
along with each ellipsoidal wavefront in accordance with 
(8.8) or (8.9). 

9. REDUCED SPHERICAL INTEGRALS 

So far, results secured for the compounded uniaxial me
dium pertain to Y I,. and YV·W with Y given by (7.5). 
Physical and geometric characteristics of both these quanti
ties differ from those of I,. and V·W, which may be handled 
through (4.1) and (4.10). An alternative procedure, which we 
shall adopt, is to employ (6.9) with (6.10) by taking, with 
reference to (6.1) and (6.2), 

Y'(:t' VY )=Y2(:t' Vy)==O, 
Yo = I=Y( :t' Vy). (9.1) 

In particular, then, (6.12) discloses 

.72(J3Av , J3Y;" t )=0. (9.2) 

Hence 

K2v = O. (9.3) 

To consider K,v' it is presently appropriate to rely on (6.29). 
First, we derive from (6.30), (7.2), (7.3), (7.8), and (7.9), 

a2_ (~B"Av) - a2+ (~B,.A,.) = A ,-.- 2(A 2_ - A 2+ ) sin2 e. 
(9.4) 

FIG.!. The composite .y'V·W-field after deactivation, with 5°+ intersect
ing 5 _. The darkness representation: Y'V·W:=O holds throughout ext5 !-' 

the two darkened side regions between 5°, and 5 _, as well as the darkened 
core region inside 5 ° and surrounding the particle charge. Illuminated 
constituents are r/> +, r/> + - r/> _, - r/> _. Every ellipsoidal wavefront is singu
larly illuminated. 
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Then by (6.11), (7.10), (9.1), and (9.4), 

.r ,(~BvA".~Bv V;"~ t) = A ~2SJ1(t - I~Bv Y;'I) (9.5) 
(A _ - A 2+ ) sin20 

Observe that 

I~Bv y~'1 = 1~·(YvB;')1 = Ia'" sine cos¢ + Y3v cose I 

< IY"I, (9.6) 

which follows from (6.22), (6.27), and the orthogonality of 
B, .. 

Let us examine developments inside the ellipsoid 5 v' 

Accordingly, we choose any x E intS" but #0, so that 
I~BvY;,1 <to Whereupon, (1.5), (6.9), (6.29), (7.8), (7.9), (9.1), 
(9.3), and (9.5) lead to the reduced spherical integral 
representation 

Iv = D f" d¢ 1" .%'(t - Ia'v sinO cos¢ + Y3v cosO I) 

XcscOdO, 

with 

Consequently, 

(9.7) 

(9.8) 

V·W = D f" d¢ L"[.%'(t - Ia' + sine cos¢ + YH cosO I) 

- .%l(t - 1.9'? _ sine cos¢ + Y3 - cosO 1)1 cscO dO, (9.9) 

another reduced spherical integral which holds inside 5 _ 
and about the charged particle. This region becomes a dark 
core: V·W=O should YJ(t) remain constant. 

The integrand factor csce involved in (9.7) and (9.9) is 
singular at the two inner integral limits 0 = 0,1T. This agrees 
with the fact that both possible singularities indicated by 

FIG. 2. Elliptical coaxial symmetries. The normals to both tangential con
tacts between 5 +(JR) and 5 _(JR) are parallel to the coaxial direction ii,. 
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(7.4) are a;tually 

(0,0,1 )Av - I B~ 
± I T = ± (0,0,1), 

1(0,0, l)Av - Bv I 
(9.10) 

after accounting for the orthogonality of Bv together with 
(7.8), (7.9), and the choice of (6.26) which forms the basis of 
(6.29) and, hence, of(9.7) and (9.9). 

Let us focus again on the region inside f v and about the 
charge. Here, according to (9.7), I v depends on Yt", Y3v , and 
t. The spatial dependence can be expounded in geometric 
term~. Le~ ~/2 d~note thejth row (vector) of the symmetric 
matnx !J. ' I.e., 

~ - '" ~ (::) ~ (ai,a;,';). (9.11) 

N. B. aj i'O(j = 1,2,3). Then from (2.4), (6.4), (7.8), and (7.9), 
we have 

Hence 

Iv = I,,! ((xai)2 + (xaf)2)1/2A v- 1, xaJA :;: I, t l. (9.13) 

Consider a parametric family !fv(R)j of permanently sta
tionary ellipsoids that are distributed concentrically with 
and inside fv; as fv expands, such a family is free to grow in 
membership. A typical ellipsoidal member fv(R) of the fam
ily may be described by the equation 

IV"I =R(det!J.)1/2(0 < R(det!J.)1/2 < t). (9.14) 

Next, the equation 

xa[=A+Y3 (9.15) 

describes a plane n (Y3 ) having unit normal 83 = a3 1 a3 1- I 

and situated at a scaled distance I Y3 1 from the particle 
charge. Consider, inside fv, a uniform cylindrical surface 
Cv (R) whose normal intersection with n (Y3 ) is a closed cir
cuit r y (R,Y3 ) governed by the equations 

(xaiV + (xaJ)2 = A ~R2 : x a[ = A+ YJ" (9.16) 

In particular 

(9.17) 

which is an ellipse. The cylindrical surface Cv(R) is therefore 
elliptic. Evidently, C+(R) and C_(R) share the same axis 
which passes through the charged particle on n (0) and is 
aligned with 83 , The geometric scheme is portrayed in Fig. 2. 
Along the normal elliptic cross section rv(R, Y3 ): 

(9.18) 

Thus, along a specified elliptic cylinder Cv(R) (derived from 
a specified ellipsoidal member f)R)),I" varies only with t 
and the scaled distance Y3 [determined by the variable dis
tance plane n (Y3 ) and] measured along the coaxial direction 
83 , On the other hand, for a specified Y3 (corresponding to a 
specified n (Y3 )), I" varies only with t and R; here, R ranges 
over the family !fv(R) l; of elliptic cylinders derived from the 
ellipsoidal family! f vIR) l; 83 is the invariant coaxial direc
tion for the two families! C + (R)) and! C _ (R)j. We infer: Iv 
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I" possesses, inside f v' an elliptical axial symmetry about the 
direction 83, Moreover, inside f _ there exists, about the di
rection 83 , a pair of elliptical coaxial symmetries associated 
with 1+ and 1_. Observe that at any instant, 

1+ along r +(R,Y3 ) = L along r _(R,Y,). (9.19) 

It now appears certain that the previous availability 
(Secs. 7 and 8) of closed-form results with strikingly different 
features, e.g., the oblique ellipsoidal symmetries, is largely 
due to an application of the particular Y -operator of (7.5). 

It is easily verified from (9.12) and (9.14) that f + (lR) 
meets f _ (lR) if and only if 

xai = ° = xai", xaJ = ± A+!R, (9.20) 

precisely, at the two radially opposite stationary points 

x = ±A+lR(0,0,1)!J. I
/

2 = ±A+Rb,. (9.21) 

Here, bj denotes the jth row of !J. 1/2. These two meetings 
occur between and along the same diametric line as the two 
retreating contacts expressed by (7.23). To achieve a meet
ing, the vector x must obviously become parallel to b, but 
orthogonal to both a l and a2' This is, of course, compatible 
with the fact that bjak = Djk (the Kronecker delta). Now, 

V[Vv [2 = 2(det!J.) 

X [al(xailA" -2 + a2(xai)A.v - 2 + a3(xaj)A ~ 2 l. 
(9.22) 

Consequently, at each of the meetings represented by (9.20) 
or (9.21) as well as by (7.23), f +(R), f _(lR), f + andf _ possess 
the common unit normal ± 3, which is parallel to the invar
iantcoaxisof( C+(R)j and [C_(lR)j (see Fig. 2). Specifically, 
as in the case of f + and f _, each meeting between f + (R) and 
f _(R) is tangential. 

We shall conclude with some brief remarks on deactiva
tion. From (5.1), (9.6), (9.7), and the fact that the deactiva
tion-induced ellipsoid f ~ expands inside fv, we deduce 

Iv =0 'v'x E intf~ but i'O (9.23) 

after deactivation. Throughout this period, then, there is 
again, inside f 0_ and about the particle charge, a dark core 
in which V·W=O. Likewise, in view of(5.1) and (9.9), the 
pulsatory charge corresponding to (5.15) generates, before 
deactivation, in-phase modes with real or complex frequen
cy OJ inside f _. 
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Analytical solution for the change of Raman transitions quantum statistics 
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By using the Laplace transform method we give exact analytical solutions for the time 
development of the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the photon density matrix in Raman 
transitions. 

PACS numbers: 42.50. + q,33.20.Fb,03.20. + i 

In recent publications 1-3 the change of photon statistics 
in multi photon absorption has been considered. Two differ
ent approaches have been thus proposed to obtain an exact 
solution of the corresponding master equation. Zubairy and 
Yeh I and Zubairy2 used a density matrix procedure while 
Voigt, Bandilla, and Ritze3 used a Laplace transform 
method. 

The photon statistics of the stimulated and hyper Ra
man effects was dealt with early by Simaan.4 The purpose of 
this paper is to give an exact analytical solution for the time 
development of the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of 
the radiation density matrix for Raman transitions (simulta
neous absorption and emission) between localized states. 
Here, one photon is absorbed while the other is emitted. The 
case for antistokes luminescence (i.e., two photons being ab
sorbed and one emitted) will be studied in a following paper. 

The interaction Hamiltonian for Raman transitions is5 

where c2i and C Ii are creation and annihilation operators 
for the ith atom in states 2 and 1, respectively, dR is the 
electric dipole matrix element for Raman transition, and 
E k- (r,) and E q+ (ri ) are the negative- and positive-frequen
cy parts of, respectively, the input and output fields 

E 1<- (ri ) = - i(21rliwdI2uk(ri)ak' 

E+ (r,) = i(21rliw )1/2u"'(r)a + q , q q, q' 

Here, w is frequency, and ak and aq+ are the creation and 
annihilation operators for the k th and qth modes, respective
ly. The spatial functions udrj) and uq(rj) are normalized 
functions for the respective mode in the ith atom. 

In the single mode case, the time evolution of the pho
ton density matrix becomes5 

(2) 

where ilA and P;A are the thermal populations for the ground and first-excited states and the remaining symbols have their 
conventional meaning.s 

The diagonal matrix elements of the photon density operator in the Fock representation is immediately obtained from (2): 

PI,m(T) = - PI,m(T)[I(m + 1)P~A + mil + 1)P;A ) + PI+ I,m _ dT)m(1 + 1)p°IA + PI _ I,m + dT)/ (m + 1)P;A' (3) 

where T = 2fJR t and PI,m (T) = (/,mlpPh I/,m) is the probability to simultaneously find / photons in the input mode k and m 
photons in the Stokes output mode q, Then, according to the method given in Ref. 3, we obtain 

2"1,m(S) = (''' PI,m(T) exp( _ sT) dT= iIAm(/ + 1)2'1+ I,m -ods) + p;AI(m -: 1)2"1_I,m+ I (s) + PI,m(D). (4) 
Jo s+PIA/(m+ 1)+P2A m(l+ 1) 

If we choose as initial conditions 

f f PI,m(O) = 1, 
1=0 m =0 

andP"z(O) = Oforeitherr> l,z> m, or both (wherem > o only for the case in whichP;A ;60, so that there may be spontaneous 
emission of qthe mode photons), we find 

2" n.,(s) = ° Pn,,(O) ° 

s + PIAn(t + 1) + P2At(n + 1) 
(5) 

so that, for single Raman transitions 
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[
ilA n(t+l)Pn,t(O) p;A(n-l)(t+2)Pn_2t+2(0) ] 

o • +. . ' +Pn_1t+I(0) 
S + PIAn(t + 1) + pZAt(n + 1) S + PIA(n - 2)(t + 3) + P2A(n - l)(t + 2) , 

X [s + ilA(n - l)(t + 2) + P;An(t + 1)]-1 = :£n-I,I+ I (s), (6) 

which can be eventually generalized into 

2 Y . (s) = .f.. ~ p. (0) X II' II" ilA (n - j + a)(t + k + 1 - b ) 
n - ),t + k L ~ n - J + r,t + k - V G " 

,~O "~O a~O b=OPIA(n - i)(t + k + 1) + P2A(t+ k)(n - j + 1) 

X [s + ilA (n - j + a)(t + k + 1 - b ) + P;A (n - i + 1 + a)(t + k - b )] - I 

o 0 0 0 P;A (n - j + a + 1)(( + k - b ) 
+ I I Pn-H"t+k-v(O) II II·. . . 

,~ - j u ~ - k a ~ -, b= - v PIA (n - j)(t + k + 1) + P2A (t + k)(n - j + 1) 

X [s +iIA(n - j + a)(t + k + 1- b) +p;A(n -j + 1 + a)(t +k - b)]-I, (7) 

where it has been considered the most general case in which the number of emitted Stokes photons may not be the same as the 
number of absorbed input photons due to a variety of possible phenomena such as self-induced stimulated emission, nonradia
tive relaxation, etc. If all of these additional effects are disregarded, then we should make k = i, r = v, anda = b, obtaining the 
pure Raman transition equation. 

Now, following the method of Ref. 3, we transform Eq. (7) back and obtain,6 for the most general case, 

Pn-J>r+dT )= t ± IT IT p~A(n -j+a)(t+k+ I-b)Pn_J+r,t+k_v(O) 
,~Ov~Oa~Ob=O 

xii [p'IA(n-j)(t+k-l)+p;A(t+k)(n-i+ 1)]-1 
n~O/3=O 

xexp! - [P~A (n - i + a)(t + k + 1 - (3) + P;A (n - j + a + l)(t + k - (3)]T J 

X {rr:~o rr~)=o[ ilA(n - i + v)(t + k + 1 -w) 
v,.n w,./3 

+ P;A (n - ) + v + l)(t + k - w) - ilA (n - ) + a)(t + k + I - (3) - P;A (n - i + 1 + a)(t + k - (3)]} - 1 

o 0 0 0 

+ I I II II p;A(n-}+a+1)(t+k-b)Pn_J+r.t+k_v(O) 
r= -jv= -ka= -rb=-tJ 

o 0 

X I I [p'IA(n-j)(t+k-l)+p;A(t+kj(n-j+I)]-l 
a= -rt3=-u 

[ 

0 0 • 

X v!l- re,,!1- v [P'IA (n - i + v)(t + k + 1 - w) + P2A (n - i + v + l)(t + k - w) 

v#a w#-fJ 

- ilA (n -) + a)(t + k + 1 - (3) - P;A (n - j + 1 + a)(t + k _ (3)]} - I, (8) 

where we also have} = k, r = v, a = b, a = {3, and v = w for pure Raman transitions. 
Substituting first n -} = n',t + k = t', making then n-H;J:J ,t-oo, and omitting finally the primes, one gets 

00 0 , 0 • V(n,t,a,/3,T) 
Pn.t(T) = ,~ov~~oo PN+r,t-v(O) a'?o/3-?/lA(n+a)(t-{3+ l)rr:=on~=u W(n,t,a,/3,v,w) 

v#-a (u¥-(3 

(9) 

exp! - [p'IA(n + a)(t -(3 + 1) +p;A(n + a + l)(t -(3)JT I 
V(n,t,(X,{3,T) = ., ' 

PIAn(t + 1) + P2At(n + 1) 

W(n,t,a,{3,v,w) =ilA [(n + v)(t + 1 - w) - (n + a)(t + 1 - w)] + P;A [In + v + 1)(t - w) - (n + a + l)(t - (3 )]. 

For calculating the off-diagonal density matrix elements in the Fock representation, we operate from the master equation 
(2) and obtain 
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and 

P1,m;I',m,(T) = (/,ml.oph 1/',m') 

- P1,m;I',m,(THiIA [I(m + 1) + I'(m' + 1)] + P;A [m(1 + 1) + m'(/' + I)] 1 

+ P1+ I,m -1;1' + I,m'- I (T)[p;Am(1 + 1) + p~l'(m' + I)] 
+ P1-I,m+ I;I'-I,m'+ dT)[p'IAm'(/' + 1) +p;A/(m + I)) 

2"1,m;l',m'(S) = [p'IAm(1 + I) +p;A!'(m' + 1)]2"1+ I,m-I;I'+ l,m'_I(S) 

+ [P;Am'(I' + I) + p~/(m + I)]2"I_l,m+ I;I'-I,m'+ 1 (s) + P1,m;I',m'(O) 

X ~+iIA[I(m+ I)+I'(m'+ 1)] +p;A[m(!+ 1)+m'(/'+ 1)]1- 1 

Imposing now initial conditions similar to trose for the diagonal matrix elements, we get 
, k • k' 

2"n-J,I+k;n'-/,I'+k'(S) = ~ I r I Pn-J+r,l+k-v;n'-/+r',I'+k'-V'(O) 
r=Ov=Or'=Ov'=O 

,. v r' v' G 

X II II II II [p'IA(n-j+a)(t+k+I-b)+P2A(n'-j'+I+a')(t'+k'-b')]R(a,b;a',b')-1 
o=Ob=Oa'=Ob'=O 

o 0 0 0 
+ L L L L Pn-j+r,l+k-v;n'-/+r',I'+k'-U'(O) 

r= -ju= -kr'=-/u'= -k' 

(10) 

(II) 

o 0 0 0 

X II II II II [p~A(n'-j'+a')(t'+k'+I-b')+p;A(n-j+I+a)(t+k-b)]R(a,b;a',b')-1, (12) 
(l = - r b = - v Q' = -,' b' = - v' 

where 

R (a,b;a',b') = P~A [In - j)(t + k - 1) + (n' - j')(t' + k' - 1)] + P;A [In - j + l)(t + k) + (n' - j' + I)(t' + k')] 

X ! S + P;A [(n - j + a)(t + k + 1 - b ) + (n' - j' + a')(t' + k ' + 1 - b ')] 

+ P;A [(n - j + 1 + a)(t + k - b) + (n' - j' + 1 + a')(t' + k' - b ') lJ -I. 
Following the same procedure as for the diagonal matrix elements, one finally obtains 

00 0 00 0 

Pn.,;n",,(T) = L L L L Pn+r.l-v;n'+r',I'-V'(O) 
r=Ov= -00 r=Ov'=-oo 

r 0 r' 0 [P'IA (n + a)(t + 1 - {3) + p~ (n' + 1 + a')(t' - {3')] exp[ - B (a,/3;a';/3 ')T] 
XL L L I 

(Z = 0 {3 = v a' = 0 b' = v' A (n,t;n',t ')n~= 0 n~ = v n~, = 0 n~, = v' C (a,/3,v,aJ;a',/3 ',v',aJ') 
v7"a w7"{3 v'7"a' w'7"{3' 

o 00 0 00 

+ I I I I Pn+r,l-v;n'+r'.I'-V'(O) 
r= ·-00 v=Or'= -00 u'=o 

X ± t ± f [P~A (n' + a')(t' + 1 -{3') + P;A (n + 1 + a)(t - {3)] exp[ - B (a,/3;a',/3')T] (13) 

(Z = r {3= 0 a' = I" {3' = 0 A (n,t;n',t') n~= r n: =0 n~, = I" n~, = 0 C(a,/3,v,aJ;a',/3 ',v',aJ') 
v7"a QJ¥{3 v'¥a' w'7"{3' 

where 

A (n,t;n't') =P;A [n(t+ 1)+n'(t'+ 1)] +p;A[t(n+ I)+t'(n'+ 1)], 

B (a,{3;a',/3') = P;A [(n + a)(t + 1 - {3) + (n' + a')(t' + I - {3')] + P;A [(n + 1 + a)(t - {3) + (n' + 1 + a')(t' - {3')], 

C (a,{3, v,aJ;a',{3 ',v',aJ') = B (v,aJ;v',aJ') - B (a,{3;a',/3 '), 

Expressions (9) and (13) are our most general analytical solutions. The pure Raman transition case may be straightfor
wardly obtained by making in these expressions r = v, a = b, a = {3, v = aJ, and likewise for the primed indices in the off
diagonal case, Spontaneous emission of photo os could be omitted if it is assumed that all the two-level systems are maintained 
in their ground states by some external influence, so that P;A = O. The well-known 7 dependence of the yield of the Raman 
process 00 the statistical properties of the input field may be shown from Eqs. (9) and (13). 
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In this paper we apply the method of matched asymptotic expansions to study the problem of 
linear mode conversion in a warm, unmagnetized, collision less plasma. The plasma is assumed to 
fill the half space x > O. At the boundary, x = 0, the transition from free space to plasma is very 
smooth. Two linear second-order ordinary differential equations govern the electric field within 
the plasma. Since a very small parameter (E2) multiplies the highest derivative in one equation, the 
mathematical problem is singular and not unlike the Orr-Sommerfeld equation. The method of 
mUltiple scales decouples the equations which allows us to determine the transverse and 
longitudinal waves. These results break down in a small neighborhood of the critical point where 
we develop new expansions. The composite results are computed to second order in E. 

P ACS numbers: 52.35.Hr, 52.40.Db 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The propagation of electromagnetic waves through a 
warm plasma has received a great deal of study during the 
past twenty years. In his classic work, Denisov l formed a 
model of this important problem which is still being used 
today. Originally researchers were interested in the propaga
tion of radio waves through the ionosphere. 2 More recently, 
his model has been used to describe resonant absorption or 
linear wave conversion in connection with laser produced 
plasmas. J.4 

Previous studies of Denisov's model have always as
sumed the plasma to be infinite in extent3

-
5 and excited by a 

plane wave at infinity. This circumnavigates the problem of 
a plasma-free space boundary. In these studies assumptions 
are made regarding the structure of the field components 
near the critical surface where the highly oscillatory plasma 
waves are excited. They are roughly equivalent to a "bound
ary layer analysis" of the governing equations near the criti
cal point (see Sec. 4). The results of this analysis are asymp
totically evaluated near the critical surface where they yield 
a simple physical interpretation: the field is the sum ofJongi
tudinal (plasma) and transverse (electromagnetic) waves. Al
though the region of validity is small, the incident wave is 
"matched up" with the transverse wave. This determines the 
amplitude of the plasma oscillations and the absorption coef
ficient. The structure of the fields away from the critical 
surface is undetermined. 

In this paper we are concerned with a slightly different 
physical situation and problem. We assume that the warm 
plasma fills the half space x;;.O. The plasma density is taken 
to be smooth across the plasma-free space boundary x = O. 
This model is a first cut at understanding the scattering and 
linear wave conversion process in a warm plasma pellet. In 
this spirit we take k = k 'L to be order one in size, where 
x = L is the critical plane and k ' is the wave number of the 
incident radiation. This corresponds to a plasma with a very 
steep density profile.1> Finally, we assume that the parameter 
E2 = 3T,.Imv2 is very small, where Te is the electron tem
perature, m is the electronic mass, and v is the speed oflight 
III vacuo. 

When these assumptions are inserted into Denisov's 
model we are forced into solving two coupled second-order 
ordinary differential equations. The small parameter E2 mul
tiplies the second derivative of a field component in one 
equation yeilding a singular perturbation problem. If these 
equations were decoupled, the ensuing fourth-order equa
tion would be similar to the Orr-Sommerfeld equation. 7 

However, it contains singular coefficients. If these were not 
present, the results of Meksyn8 could be applied directly. 
None the less, the technique used by Meksyn (the WKB 10 

method) works nicely on the problem at hand. In this paper 
we shall use the equivalent method of multiple scales and 
matched asymptotic expansions to study Denisov's 
equations. 

We now present a brief outline of this paper. In Sec. 1 
the mathematical problem is carefully derived and stated. In 
Sec. 2 the outer solutions (valid away from the critical sur
facex = L ) are obtained to second order and compared with 
the cold-plasma theory (E2 = 0). In Sec. 3 a boundary layer 
analysis is performed at the critical surface and the local 
equations are derived. They are identical to those given in 
Refs. 3 and 4 when the angle of incidence isn't too small. In 
Sec. 5 the boundary layer solutions are matched to the outer 
solutions. This process shows that the plasma wave is 
o (IIv' E) in amplitude which indicates that the electrons are 
driven near resonance by the incident electromagnetic field. 
The largeness of this field may be important in producing 
parametric instabilities.4 

Another type of resonance occurs at discrete values of 
the scaled wave number k. At these values k N , the amplitude 
of the plasma wave becomes singular. These are the same 
eigenvalues that occur in the separated problem when a = 0 
(normal incidence). We observe the interesting fact that the 
kN are spaced closely together. This resonance is not present 
in an infinite plasma; it is a direct consequence of the free 
space-plasma boundary. 

Finally, we discuss the limit a-G for a fixed E. Our 
asymptotic solution possesses a singularity in this limit. We 
describe the cause of this difficulty and conjecture about its 
removal. 
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2. FORMULATION 

A plane electromagnetic wave impinges upon a warm 
overdense plasma slab and scatters from it. The plasma fills 
the half space x > 0 where the unperturbed electron density 
No(x} and its derivatives depend continuously upon x. These 
assumptions lead naturally to the following hypotheses re
garding the index of refraction nix): 

d' 
(HI) n(xL) = 1, -n(xL) = 0, x<O, r = 1,2,3, ... , 

dx' 

(H2) O<n(xL)< 1, O<x< 1, n(L} = 0, 

(H3) n(xL )<0, x> 1. 

The argument xL implies that the independent spatial varia
bles were scaled with respect to the distance L. Conditions 
H1-H3 depend upon the implicit assumption that the inci
dent plane wave's frequency (w) is large enough to neglect 
ionic motion. 

According to the classic work of Denisov, I the electric 
field Ee - ,<il' (in Cartesian coordinates) satisfies 

V2E+k2,u(x)E= [1-€2H(x)]V(V.E), (2.1) 

where k 2 = w2L 2/V2 = 0 (1), ,u(x) = n2(xL), H(x) is the 
Heaviside function, €2 « 1, and w is the frequency of the inci
dent plane wave. Exterior to the plasma (x < 0) the field takes 
the form 

E = eik Ix cosa + y 'inal( - sinai + cosaj) 

+ eikl - XCOsa + y sinal(Axi + Al), (2.2) 

which is the sum of an obliquely incident and reflected wave. 
The unknown constants Ax andAy determine the amplitude 
of the scattered field. Within the plasma (x > 0) the ansatz 

E = [u(x)i + v(xll]eikysina (2.3) 

describes the electric field when u(x) and v(x) satisfy 

€2U.u + k 2(p - sin2a)u = ik (1 - €2)sinavx' 
(2.4) 

vxx + k 2,uV = ik (1 - €2)sinaux + ck 2 sin2av. 

The subscripts denote differentiation with respect to x. 
Since the system (2.4) is fourth order, it requires four 

pieces of boundary data to determine a unique solution. The 
assumption of a bounded electric field as x~ 00 requires [see 
Sec. 3, Eqs. (3.37) and (3.38)] that 

lim u(x) = lim v(x) = O. (2.5) 
X-oc x-oo 

The derivation of the remaining two conditions necessitates 
rewriting (2.1) as 

VXE=kB, 
(2.6) 

VXB = k,uE + (€2/k )H(x)V(V·E), 

where B is the magnetic field. It then follows by familiar 
arguments9 that the tangential components of the electric 
and magnetic fields are continuous across x = O. Conse
quently the following relations hold: 

v(O) = cosa + Ay, (2.7) 

vx(O) - ik sinau(O) = ik (1 - cosaAy - sinaAx). (2.8) 
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Taking the divergence ofVXB in (2.6) gives 

p =0, x<O, 

k 2(V.,uE) + €2V2p = 0, x> 0, 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

wherep = V·E represents the time harmonic perturbed plas
ma density. Combining (2.2) and (2.9) yields the familiar 
result 

cosaAx = sinaAy' (2.11) 

which states that the scattered electric field is perpendicular 
to the propagation direction, ( - cosa, sinal, of the reflected 
wave. [This result also follows from integrating (2.10) over a 
small cylinder perpendicular to the plane x = 0.] Finally 
Eqs. (2.7), (2.8), and (2.11) simplify to 

vx(O) + iksecav(O) - iksinau(O) = 2ik. (2.12) 

The boundary conditions (2.5) and (2.12) give only three 
out of four constraints needed to uniquely solve Eq. (2.4). 
Since all possible conditions on u and v at x = 0 have been 
extracted from Maxwell's equations, the hypothesis 

(H4) limp(x) = 0 
x--o 

must be made to close the problem. This states that the per
turbed electron density is continuous at x = 0 and translates 
into the final boundary condition 

ux(O) + iksinav(O) = O. (2.13) 

This final hypothesis is consistent with the assumption of 
Denisov: N{)(x»p(x). 

The mathematical problem of determining E for 
Ix I < 00 now becomes precise and well posed. The solution of 
Eqs. (2.4), (2.5), (2.12), and (2.13) determines the electric field 
within the slab (x>O). Knowing the value of v(x) at x = 0 
givesAy from (2.7); the constant Ax then follows from (2.11). 
Thus Eq. (2.2) gives the scattered electric field in free space, 
x<O. 

3. THE OUTER REGIONS 

We shall now exploit the smallness of € and seek an 
asymptotic approximation to the solutions of (2.4) as €-o. 
This is a natural setting for the methods of mUltiple scales 
and matched asymptotic expansions. 10 According to this 
procedure one assumes that 

u(x,€) = U (xrX,€), 
(3.1) 

v(x,€) = v (x,X,€), 

where the fast variable x is defined as 

1 LX x = - [,u(S)]1/2ds 0 <x < 1. 
€ () 

(3.2) 

This particular choice of a fast scale alleviates considerable 
algebraic difficulty in the ensuing calculations. As shall be 
seen, this particular dependence of u and v on x becomes 
invalid in a small neighborhood of x = 1 where a different 
expansion is required (see Sec. 4). Moreover, a slightly differ
ent fast variable is required in the region x > 1. 

When Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) are inserted into (2.4) we find 
that U and V satisfy 
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ic ic ( 2Uxx f' iC) LU = - V- + - v - 10 -- + - U- + - VEl x p x I p x I x 

where/= Vp, C = ksina, L = JZ/Jxz + k 2(p - sin2a)/p, 
G = J2/Jx2 + k 2p , and the subscripts denote partial differ
entiation. Substituting (3.1) and (3.2) into the boundary con
ditions (2.5), (2.12), and (2.13) and noting that 
prO) = n(O) = 1, the boundary conditions transform into 

lim U(x,x) = lim V(x,x) = 0, (3.5) 
x,x ... 00 X,X -+ 00 

Ux(O,O) = - E[ Ux(O,O) + ik sinaV(O,O)), (3.6) 

Vx(O,O) = d - BV + ik sinaU(O,O) + 2ik ], 

where 

B V = Vx (0,0) + ik seca V (0,0). 

(3.7) 

We next assume that U(X,X,E) and V (x,X,€) have the 
asymptotic expansions 

U(X,X,E)- f En12 Un (X,x), (3.8) 
n = - 1 

V(X,X,E)- f En12 Vn (X,x), (3.9) 
n~O 

as 10-+0. (These asymptotic forms are necessary for match
ing; see Sec. 5.) When (3.8) and (3.9) are inserted into (2.4) a 
sequence of coupled second-order differential equations is 
generated by equating to zero the coefficients of the powers 
of E. A similar process yields a sequence of boundary condi
tions when (3.8) and (3.9) are substituted into (2.12) and 
(2.13). Since our primary concern is to describe the behavior 
of the leading terms, we only list the first five sets of equa
tions and boundary conditions 

Vo.xx = Vo.x = 0, Vo.x(O,O) = 0, (3.10) 

L U _ \ = M (V,,v _ tl, U __ \,x(O,O) = 0, 

v,.xx =M(U_"U_3), Vl.x(O,O) = icU_,(O,O), (3.11) 

L Uo = M (Vz, Vol, Ua,x (0,0) = 0, 

V2.xx = M(Uo,U -2)' 

V2.x(0,0) = 2ik - BVo + icUo(O,O), (3.12) 

LU, =M(V3,VI)-P(U-I)' UI,x(O,O) = - U_I,x(O,O), 

V3•xx =M(UI'U_ I) -P(V,), 

V},dO,O) = - BV, + icU,(O,O), 

LUz = M(V4,V2 ) - P(Uo), 

U2.x(0,0) = - Ua,x(O,O) - icVo(O,O), 

V4 •xx = M(U2'UO) - P(V2) - (1!p)G(Vo), 

V4,x(0,0) = - BV2 + icU2(0,0), 

where U_ 3 = U- 2 = V_I =O,M(cp,t/l) 

(3.13) 

(3,14) 

= ic(CPx/1 + t/lx/p), and P(cp) = (2!f)cpxx + If'/p)cpx. In 
solving Eqs. (3.10)-(3.14) secular terms of the form x and 
xeikx are generated, These terms cause nonuniformities in 
(3,8) and (3.9); they are systematically removed by choosing 
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(3.3) 

(3.4) 

I 
the proper functional dependence of Un and Vn on the slow 
variable x. 

Equation (3.10) trivially gives the result 

Vo = Vo(x). (3, IS) 

The system of differential equations given in (3.11) is ordi
nary with constant coefficients (x is a parameter). The char
acteristic equation for the system is 

A 2(A 2 + k 2) = 0, (3.16) 

which yields solutions of the form A (x), xB (x), and 
C (x)e ± ikx. The solution xB (x) is secular and is suppressed. 
Thus a slight calculation yields 

(3.17) 

sina 'k- 'k-VI = - [A_I(x)e' x -B_I(x)e-' X] +DI(x), (3.18) 
I 

The first boundary condition yields 

(3.19) 

while the second is satisfied identically 
(f(0) = (P(O)) \12 = 1]. Taking care to suppress the linear sec
ular terms we obtain from the system (3,12) the solutions 

U (-) A ( ) ikx B ( ) - ikx isina V' ( ) o x,x = 0 x e + 0 x e + '2 0 X , 
kIp - sm a) 

V ( -) sina {A ( ) ikx B ( ) - ikX} D ( ) 2X,X = -- oxe - oxe + zX. 
I 

The first boundary condition again yields 

Ao(O) = Bo(O), 

while the second simplifies to 

V~(O) + ik cosaVo(O) = 2ik cos2a, 

(3,20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

Equations (3, 13) take a little more work to solve, Differ
entiating the first equation by x and substituting for V3xx 
from the second yields 

U;" + k 2U; = (2k 2/I}[Q (A_I)e ikX + Q (B_I)e - ikx],(3.24) 

where Q (cp) = dcp /dx + W'/f)cp, The term on the right in 
(3,24) induces secular terms in UI and therefore must be set 
to zero, The functions A _ I and B_1 are given by 
A _ ,(x) = B _ ,(x) = a _ /2(P)1/4 in view of (3, 19), Inserting 
these results into (3.17) and (3,18) gives 

U _ ,(x,x) = a_ ,(P) - '/4 coskx, (3.25) 

V,(x,x) = i sinaa_I(P) - 3!
4sinkx + DI(x). (3.26) 

Continuing to solve (3.13) in a straightforward manner 
yields 

isina D~ (x) 

k (P - sin2a)' 
(3.27) 
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V ( - ) - sina [A ikx B - ikx] + D ( ) ,x,x - -- ,e - ,e 3 X ., f 

~ sinaJl' a ,coskx. (3.28) 
4 k 1p)9/4 -

Since (d 'JlI dx')(O) = 0 for r> 1, the boundary conditions 
(3.13) state 

A ,(0) = B ,(0), (3.29) 

D ; (0) + ikcosa D,(O) = o. (3.30) 

The system (3.14) is now solved in the same manner as 
(3.13). The equation for U2 becomes slightly more complex 

U;/ + k 2U; = (2k 2If)[Q(Ao)eikX + Q(Bo)e- ikX
] 

ic 
---- LaVo, (3.31) 
flp - sin2a) 

where 

d
2 

sin
2
aJl' d +k 2{.. . 2 ) Lo = - - - lJ"" - sm a . 

dx2 Jllp - sin2a) dx 

Suppressing the secular terms generated by the functions 
e ± ikx gives 

(3.32) 

in view of(3.22). Since the LaVo term on the right-hand side 
of (3.31) generates linearly secular terms, it too is set to zero 

d 2V.o _ . 2 / dV. sm afl 0 k 2{.. . 2 ) V. - 0 ------'----- + lJ"" - sm a 0 - • 
dx2 flip - sin2a) dx 

(3.33) 

Sparing the reader the details of yet another calculation 
we generate a new system of U3 and Vs. The solution of these 
equations generates the solvability condition 

LaD, =0. 

We now summarize the results up to this point 

U 1 a 1 k-----cos X 
VE 1p)l!4 

(3.34) 

( 
isina V~ (x) ) + ~ coskx + ---. '::"""2 - + 0 (E), (3.35) 

fll/4 kip - sm a) 

V- Vo(x) + V E ( isinaa -I sinkx + D,(x)) + 0 (E), 
fl3/4 

(3.36) 

where 

X= ~f~(Vfl)dx', LoVo=LaD, =O,V~ +ikcosaVa(O) 
E 

= 2ikcos2a, and D; (0) + ikcosaD,(O) = O. 

There are several things worth noting about these as
ymptotic solutions. First, the equation and boundary condi
tion for Vo can be obtained directly from (2.4), (2.12), and 
(2.13) by setting E = O. This procedure gives u as the term 
with V~ as a factor in (3.35). These results duplicate the 
"cold" plasma equations. 2

•
3 It is well known that Vo and V ~ 

lip - sin2a) are well behaved at x = Xa where 
II-(x,,) = sin2a. This is not the case at x = 1 where II- = O. 
Near this point Va becomes logarithmically singular while 
V ~ behaves like (1 - x) - I. Moreover, the rapidly varying 
components of u and v (the plasma waves) are algebraically 
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Singular at x = 1. Thus the asymptotic solution given in 
(3.35) and (3.36) is invalid in a small region centered about 
x-I. Finally, the ansatz (3.1) has decoupled the plasma and 
the electromagnetic waves. 

Before analyzing the solutions in this "boundary layer 
region," we state the asymptotic approximations to u and v 
for x> 1. These results are found in exactly the same way as 
before except that the boundary conditions (3.5) must be ap
plied. They are 

1 _ e - ks 
u--a_ I --

V E (q)l!4 

+ ( ao e- ks + 
ql!4 

i sinaV~ ) 

k {.. . 2) + o (VE), (3.37) 
lJ"" - sm a 

v - Vo(x) + V E( i sina a _Ie - ks + D,(X)) + 0 (E), 
fl3/4 

(3.38) 

where S = ~ f~(vq)dx', q = - Jl, LoVo = LaD, = 0, 
E 

lim (Va,Dtl = O. 
X,X_<XI 

Exponentially growing terms were also obtained. However, 
the asumption that u and v are bounded as x_ 00 dictated 
their removal. Thus, the boundary conditions (2.5) are 
justified. 

4. THE BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATIONS 

We now investigate the solutions of (2.4) in a small re
gion centered about the critical surface x = 1. To this end we 
define the boundary layer variable 

1]=fl(l-x)/c/3, (4.1) 

wherefl 3 = k 2IJl/(I)1 and 1] = 0 (1) aSE---+O. We also assume 
that u and v have the following expansions: 

u-u_,(1])/C/3 + uo(1]) + C I3U I(1]) + o (E4/3InE), (4.2) 

v-C_,lnE + Co + vo(1]) + C /3V,(1]) + E4/3V2(1]) + 0 (102)(4.3) 

as E---+O, where C _I and Co are constants. Inserting these 
expansions and (4.1) into (2.4) and equating to zero the coeffi
cients of the various powers of E yields an infinite system of 
equations. We state here the first six which are necessary to 
determine u and v to lowest order 

P(u -I,VO) = 0, 

fl 2A (u_ tl = P(UO,v l ), 

fl 2A (uo) = P(u"v2) + icflv;{, 

V
" _ ic I 

K - - -UK I' fl - K=0,1,2, 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

whereP(u,v) = c2u - icflv',A (u) = u" + 1]u,andtheprimes 
denote differentiation with respect to 1]. These equations are 
valid as long as sin2a>rE2i3, where r = 11I-'(I)/Ifl. 

Equations (4.4) and (4.7) for K = 0 contain the same 
information. However, when (4.5) is combined with (4.7) for 
K = 1 we find that 

u"_ I + 1]U _, = k ,/1r, (4.8) 

where k, is a constant. This is the same equation obtained by 
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Pilyia. 5 Differentiating (4.6) and using (4.7) with K = 2 yields 

(4.9) 

after integration. The parameter k2 is another constant of 
integration. The functions Vo and VI are obtained from (4.7) 
by integration. 

The solution of (4.8) is given by 

u- I(17) = k ltfo(17), (4.10) 

where tfo(17) is given by 

tfo(17) = C3A;( - 17) - I2B;( - 17) 

+ L" [B;( -17)A;( - t) -A;( -17)B;( - t)] dt. 

(4.11) 

The parameter C3 is a constant, 12 = S~ co Ai( - t) dt, and 
the functions Ai ( - 5 ), Bi ( - 5) are the Airy functions. The 
choice of the constant 12 implies 

tfo- _1_ + (C3 - II) _ e -(2/3)</> 

1T17 2(V1T)( -17)1/4 
(4.12) 

as 17-+00, where II = S()B;( - t) dt and ifJ = (-17)312. This 
behavior is needed for matching into the region x > 1 where 
exponentially small plasma waves are present. On the other 
hand as 17-+ 00 we obtain 

tfo- _1_ + C3 sine _ 12 cose, (4.l3) 
1T17 (V1T)(17) 1/4 (V1T)(17) 1/4 

where e = ~173/2 + 1T/4. Both (4.12) and (4.13) are obtained 
using the asymptotic expansions of the Airy functions. 

The functions vo(17) is found from (4.7) with K = 0 and 
(4.10). It is given by 

Vo = ~iC { ; In17 - klLx

, [tfo(t) - l/1Tt] dt}, 17>0. 

(4.14) 

The integral converges at t = 00 because of (4.13). The func
tion is regular at 17 = 0 because the logarithms cancel out. 
When 17 is negative, the formula 

Vo= -iC{~ln(-17)+klf'7 [tfo(t)- ~)dt-kJ}, 
fl 1T -00 1Tt 

(4.15) 

is more convenient to use. The constant J is given by 

J = f'''(tfo - ~) dt + S-I(tfo - ~) dt JI 1Tt - <X 1Tt 

+ f~ I¢O dt. (4.16) 

The solution of (4.9) is found by judicious guessing to be 

uo = k2tfo + (k IC2 /2fl 2)(17tfo - 1/1T). (4.17) 

When (4.10), (4.11), (4.17), and (4.14) are inserted into 
(4.2) and (4.3) the functional dependence ofu and V on 17 is 
determined to 0 (~/3). Only the constants Co, C_ I , kl' k2' 
and C3 need to be determined. These constants along with 
those appearing in the "outer solutions," (3.35)-(3.38), will 
be determined in Sec. 5. There we shall need the following 
asymptotic expression of u and v as 17-+ ± 00: 
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5. MATCHING 

The matching procedure is based on the assumption 
that the expansions (4.18) and (4.19) agree with the expan
sions of(3.35) and (3.36) as x-+1- and the expansions (4.20) 
and (4.21) agree with the expansions of (3.37) and (3.38) as 
x-+l +. This can only happen when the constants a_I' ao, 
iL I' ao, ... , C I , C3, kl' k2 are interrelated. Indeed these rela
tionships uniquely determine the constants. 

To obtain these relationships we must first find two in
dependent solutions of (3.33). This is impossible to do ana
lytically except possibly for simple J-L. However, we can use 
the method of Frobenius to find them. Let 

ifJ (x) = (1 + (c2/4)5 2 + ... )ln151 - fJ5 + ''', (5.1) 

ifJdx) = 1 + C252/4 +... (5.2) 

be two such solutions where 5 = 1 - x and 
fJ = csc2alJ-L'(I)1 + J-L"(1)/21J-L'(1)1. The Wronskian of these 
functions is given by 

W = A (p - sin1a)/J-L, (5.3) 

where A = 1J-L'(1)l/sin2a. The special value 

W(O) = 1J-L'(l)lcor2a (5.4) 

will be needed shortly. 
In the region 0 < x < 1 we set 

Vo(x) = aifJo(x) + bifJl(x). (5.5) 

Since VI) must satisfy the boundary condition (3.23) we have 
the linear relationship between a and b 

A ,A • 2 
aBifJo + bBifJI = 2zk cos a, (5.6) 

where B¢ = ¢'(O) + ik cosa¢(O). In the region x > 1 we take 

Vo(x) = eifJo(x) + fifJI(x), (5.7) 

where e andfare linearly related since Vo-+D as X-+oo. In 
fact both ifJo and ifJI have exponentially growing and decaying 
parts as x-- 00. Suppressing the component which diverges 
gives 

f=xe. (5.8) 

The parameter X is real because ifJo and ifJI are real. 
We now expand (3.35) and (3.36) using (5.1), (5.2), and 
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(5.5) asx-l-. We find that 

u- -1/4( a_I +~) cos(O + ¢) 
y e/3 €1I6 TJ 114 

+''', 

ian €-2/3 
+---

c TJ 
(5.9) 

iy- 3/4sina 
v-jalnE + (b - alnfJ) + alnTJ + --!---

TJ 3/ 4 

xa_lsin(O + ¢) + "', 
(5.10) 

where tP = - !!.. + - (V/l)(s) ds. (These hold only k i l 

4 E 0 

when sin2a>ye/3.) When (5.9) and (5.10) are compared with 
(4.18) and (4.19) we find that 

kl = (i1l"n le)a, 

k2 = ao = 0, 

C3 = 12tantP, 

a_I =( -iyl/4(V1T)nI2 )a, 
c cos"" 

C _ I = (2ifl/3e)a, 

Co = (ifllc)(b - alnn ). 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

Finally we expand (3.37) and (3.38), using (5.1) and (5.2) 
as x-I +, and obtain 

u_y-1I4 ~+ _0 + ___ +"', (a a) e - 12/31~ ien € - 2/3 

e/3 €1I6 (_ TJ)1I4 C TJ 
(5.17) 

. - 3/4 . 
v-k

3 
InE + (f - elnln Il + ly sma a_le-12/31¢ 

( _ TJ)3/4 

+ elnlTJI + .... 
(5.18) 

These results are compared with (4.20) and (4.21). They re
quire that 

kl = (i1Tn Ic)e, (5.19) 

k2 =ao =0, 

a_I = ly1l4(C3 -II)k l ]!(2V1I"), 

C _ I = (2ifl /3c)e, 

Co = (ifllc)(f - elnfJ] - klJ· 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

Equations (5.11), (5.19) and (5.15), (5.22) imply 

e=a. (5.24) 

Combining Eqs. (5.16), (5.23), (5.24), and (5.11) we find 

f = b + 1I"Ja. (5.25) 

This expression simplifies to 

(x - 1I"J)a - b = 0, (5.26) 
when (5.8) and (5.24) are combined. 

Equations (5.6) and (5.26) allow us to solve for a and b. 
The determinant of this system cannot vanish. For if it did, 
we would have 

(x - 1I"J)¢> ; (0) = - 1,6 ~(O), 

(x - 1I"J)¢>1(0) = - 1,60(0), 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

because 1,61 and 1,60 are real. Multiplying the first equation by 
1,60' and the second by 1,6 ~ (0) and subtracting the result gives 
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(x -1I"J)W(0) = O. (5.29) 

By (5.4), W(O)¥=O. If X = 1TJ, then <Po(O) = 0 by (5.27) 
and (5.28). Since x = 0 is an ordinary point of (3.33), this 
implies 1,60==0, which is nonsense. Thus Eqs. (5.6) and (5.26) 
have the unique solution 

a = 2ik cos2a/[.8¢>o + (x - 1I"J).8¢>I]' (5.30) 

b = 2ik (x -1I"J)cos2a/[.8<po + (x -1I"J)B¢>I]' (5.31) 

The remaining constants are given by (5.8), (5.24), (5.14), 
(5.15), (5.16), (5.21), and (5.25). 

The reader will note that our expansions of (3.36) as 
x_l- and of(3.37) as x-I + did not contain the functions 
DI(x) and DI(x). These functions are identically zero as can 
be seen by the following brief argument. The term D I (x) 
would induce an additional boundary layer series in powers 
of V E. These would be uncoupled from the series in powers 
of e/3 at least to several orders. The same matching proce
dure would follow as above. However, D I satisfies the homo
geneous boundary condition,.8 DI = O. Thus "a and b " for 
DI would vanish. 

6. DISCUSSIONS 

We restate here for the reader's convenience our leading 
order results 

U_E- 1I2( - iyIl4(V1T)nI2 ) 
e costP 

a k- i sina(a¢> ~ + b¢> ;) 
X -- cos x + -------

/l1l4 k Iji - sin2a) 
+ o (V€), 

(6.1) 

v-a¢>o + b<p1 + VE[ Y(V1I"){}I2 ] a sinkX' + o (E) 
k costP 11 3/4 

for x < I and 

_ 112( iyll4(V 1T){} (C3 - I.J ) ae - kg 
u-€ 

2e ( _/l)1/4 

(6.2) 

i sina [a<p b + (b + 1TJa)¢> ; ] .1 + 2 + 0 ( v E), (6.3) 
k Iji - sin a) 

v-a¢>o + (b + 1I"Ja)¢>1 + ( - yI/4(V~~ (C3 - I.J ) 

ae- kg 

X 3/4 + 0 (E) (6.4) 
( -Il) 

for x> 1. The constants a and b are given by (5.30) and (5.31). 
In the boundary layer we have 

U -E - 2/3(i1l"n /e)atPo + 0 (I), (6.5) 

v-InE(2ifl /3c)a + (ifl /c)(b - aln{}) 

+ a(lnTJ - L'" [ 1I"tPo(t) - + ] dt ) + 0 (E2/3). (6.6) 

There are several interesting features in our asymptotic solu
tion. First, the amplitude of the leading term in U is 0 (liVE) 
and thus is quite large. This points out that the electrons are 
driven near resonance by the incident electric field near 
x = I. The leading term is of course the "plasma wave." 

Secondly, another type of resonance occurs when 
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cos¢ = ° or when 

k = k n = E1T(N + ~)f(-v,u)(S) ds. (6.7) 

Since our analysis assumed k = 0 (1) as E-o, (6.7) is satisfied 
for N = 0 (1/ E). These values of k are the eigenvalues of the 
homogeneous problem. The singularity of the plasma wave 
implies that the electrons are being pumped at just the right 
wavelength. From (6.7) we see that 

kN+ 1 - kN = o (E). (6.8) 

That is the eigenvalues are spaced close together. Of course, 
these peculiarities can be removed by making,u slightly com
plex atx = 1. 

Thirdly, the amplitude of the scattered field 

R = lAx 12 + lAy 12 (6.9) 

is found by inserting (2.7) and (2.11) into this expression and 
using (S.30), (S.31), and (6.2). We find that 

R = 1 + o (E), (6.10) 

which indicates that no energy is absorbed. This is consistent 
with the asumption that,u is real. Thus, although the plasma 
wave is huge, no energy is transferred from the incident elec
tromagnetic wave to the lossless plasma. 

Finally, there is a singularity in the leading term of(6.S) 
as c = k sina approaches zero. This non uniformity occurs 
when sina = 0 (E II3 ). It is a direct consequence of our as
ymptotic method and does not reflect reality. For when 
a = 0, the original problem becomes 

E2U" + k 2,uU = 0, (6.11) 

u" + k 2,uU = 0, (6.12) 

lim (u,u) = (0,0), (6.13) 
x-co 

u'(O) =0, (6.14) 

u'(O) + iku(O) = 2ih, (6.1S) 

and no singularity is present. The singularity arises from the 
fact that the parameter c = k sina in (3.3) and (3.4) is small 
and the expansions (3.8) and (3.9) are no longer valid. A new 
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asymptotic series is required in the outer and inner regions. 
We are presently working on this problem. 

We conjecture that a-..O as a-o. Our reasoning is 
based on the observation that sin2a enters the full problem in 
a regular way. The vanishing of a implies that no plasma 
waves are present when the incident wave impinges normal
lyon the slab. A standard WKB 10 analysis of (6.11), (6.13) 
and (6.14) yields u=O except when cos ¢ = 0. Thus no plas
ma waves are present except when k = kN [see (6.7)]. 

The plausibility of our conjecture is further strength
ened by the observation 

4>0- -.1,u'(1)1 (1-x)+lnI1-xl +O(a), (6.16) 
sm2a 

k 2 • 2 

4>1- 1 + sma (x-1f+O(1) (6.17) 
4 

as a-..O. Only the first three terms of each series was comput
ed. If these expressions are inserted into (S.6) and (S.26), we 
deduce that a = 0 (sin2a). 
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We present three new classes of finite, homogeneous and nonsingular solutions of Einstein's 
equations which have time-dependent expansion, shear, and rotation. The t-constant sections are 
of Bianchi type IX. The source of these geometries is a fluid which has not been thermalized. 

PACS numbers: 98.80.Dr, 04.20.Jb, 04.20. - q, 98.80.Pp 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of obtaining solutions to Einstein's gravi
tational field equations in which the source of curvature of 
space-time possesses rotation is fairly old. It was Bach I who 
first treated the field produced by a slowly rotating sphere of 
matter and found an approximate solution which contains 
the Schwarzschild solution as its zeroth-order approxima
tion. Two years later Lanczos2 considered a special case of 
stationary fields and obtained a nonhomogeneous solution 
to Einstein's equations. Afterwards Akeley3 and Andress4 

treated more general cases of gravitational fields produced 
by matter in stationary rotation. They both found approxi
mate solutions to the problem they studied. In 1932 Lewis5 

determined an exact solution whose source is rotating matter 
and which contains the approximate solutions due to Bach 
and Andress as a special case. Five years later Stockum6 

discovered a new nonhomogeneous exact solution for matter 
rotating with constant angular velocity about its axis of sym
metry. He showed that his solution contains that of Lewis as 
a particular case depending on the boundary conditions. 
However, G6del7 was the first to exhibit an exact, rotating, 
cosmological solution to the Einstein field equations. G6del's 
model may be characterized as a solution to Einstein's equa
tions for incoherent matter which is homogeneous in space
time with nonvanishing density and equidistant world lines 
of matter (no expansion and no shear), which have a nonvan
ishing and constant angular velocity relative to the compass 
of inertia. In spite of its numerous pathologies (violation of 
causality, absence of a global Cauchy surface, nonorientabi
lity of time, etc. 8) the new example of a cosmological solution 
of the field equations of general relativity discussed by 
Godel constituted (and constitutes) a considerable stimulus 
to the investigation of solutions more complex than those 
studied until then. The literature on cosmological solutions 
of Einstein's equations in which the material content of the 
models has rotation is rather large today.9-17 All of them, 
however, share a common feature: The rotation is constant 
with respect to time. 18 Such a characteristic has given rise 
among some cosmologists to a feeling that the structure of 
Einstein's equations does not allow a rotation varying with 
time. In this paper we show that this feeling is incorrect by 
exhibiting three classes of exact cosmological solutions of 
the Einstein equations in which the rotation is time-depen-

"'On leave of absence from Departamento de Fisica, Vniversidade Federal 
do Rio Grande do Norte, Natal, RN, Brasil. Partially supported by 
CAPES. 

dent. Our universes are, as far as we know, the first cosmolo
gical models which are spatially homogeneous (the t-con
stant sections are of Bianchi type IX), finite, and with 
rotation, expansion, and shear which are time-dependent. 
The source of our geometries is a fluid which has not been 
thermalized, so that there is heat exchange between parts of 
it. 

II. THE METRIC 

Let us start by discussing the group of proper motions 
and the topology of the t-constant sections of our geometry. 
The calculation methods to be employed in this first part 
have been inspired by the work of Ozsvath and Schuking, II 
which will be presented here concisely to make our text as 
clear and self-contained as possible. 

Consider the Euclidean space E4 and let f/' and 
el' (P = 0,1,2,3) be the Cartesian coordinates and the unit 
vectors along the coordinate axes. The vector space over the 
real numbers spanned by these vectors can be converted into 
an algebra by defining 

eoel' = el' eo = el" 

eiei = - eo (no sum over i), (2.1) 

eiej = €ijkek V=!=j), 

where here and in the following, Greek indices vary from 0 
to 3, Latin indices vary from 1 to 3, and there is always a sum 
over repeated indices, unless otherwise stated. With the mul
tiplication law (2.1) E4 becomes an algebra known by the 
name of quaternion algebra, and the vectors 

3 ° ~. q = f/'el' = q eo + £.. q'ei (2.2) 
i= I 

are called Hamiltonian quaternions or simply quaternions. 
Given quaternion q, its conjugate q* and its norm N(q) 

are defined respectively by 

(2.3) 

and 
3 

N(q) = q q* = (qO)2 + L (qi)2, (2.4) 
i= 1 

where in the equality (2.4) we identify the subfield qOeo with 
the field of real numbers in virtue of the isomorphism be
tween them. 

Let us mention now, for future use, some properties of 
the associative but noncommutative field of quaternions 
that can be easily verified. Given two quaternions p and q 
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then 

(i) N(q) = I (q'")2;;;.0 and N(q) = 0 q q = 0; 
I> 

(ii) If q #0 there exists the inverse quaternion q~ I such 
that q~ Iq = q q~ I = 1, and it is given by q~ 1= q*/N(q); 

(iii) (p q)* = q* p*; 

(iv) (alP + a 2q)* = alP* + a 2q*, where ai' a 2 belong 
to the field of real numbers. 

The set of all quaternions that satisfy the equation 
3 

N(q) = q q* = (qO)2 + I (qj)2 = 1 (2.5) 
i= 1 

obviously makes up a group with respect to the multiplica
tion law defined by Eq. (2.1). On the other hand, Eq. (2.5) 
above is the equation for the points of a sphereS 3, with center 
at the origin, embedded in E4 • 

The group of motions of the three-dimensional spheri
cal space S 3 may be easily expressed by the left quaternion 
product. In fact let p be any quaternion of S 3(p p* = 1). A 
left translation is expressed by 

q' =pq. 

By making use of property (iii) we find 

q'q'* = 1. 

Moreover 

p*q' = p*p q = q. 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Thus, a left translation transforms a point q of S 3 into 
another point q' of the spherical space, and more than this, 
by Eq. (2.8) there exists an unique translation (2.6) which 
transforms a given q # 0 into a given q' with the same norm. 
In other words, the translations turn S 3 into a simply transi
tive Lie group. In this way we may identify S 3 with the mo
tion group of S3, with S3 acting upon itself by left 
translations. 

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
points of S 3 and the elements of the group SU 2. So we can 
replace every normed quaternion q = q'"e by the unitary . ~ 
matnx 

A = I qO + iq3 q I + iq21 
_ ql + iq2 qO _ iq3' det A = N(q) = 1, (2.9) 

and the quaternion multiplication goes over to the matrix 
multiplication. 

We introduce the Eulerian coordinates (x I ,x2 ,x3
) on S 3 

by 

Xl x 2 +x~ 
qO = cos - cos _....:-_ 

2 2 

. Xl . x 2 _ x 3 

ql = - sm - sm - __ 
2 2 

. Xl x 2 _ x 3 

q2 = sm - cos - __ 
2 2 

Xl . X2 +X3 

q3 = cos - sm -~-
2 2 

(2.10) 

where O<;x l <;1T and 0<;x2 ,x3 <;21T. One knows that the left 
invariant I-forms of a matrix group whose general element is 
given by the matrix A can be obtained by computing 

w =A ~ldA (2.11) 

Making use of the above equation we have 
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W I = cos x 3 dx I + sin x I sin x 3 dx2 , 
2 . 3 d I • I 3 

W = - smx x + smx cosx dx2
, (2.12) 

w3 = cos Xl dx2 + dx3 , 

with correspondent left invariant vector field given by 

X l a sin x 3 a a 
I = cos x· - + --- - cot Xl sin x 3_ 

axl sin Xl ax2 ax3 ' 

X . 3 a cos x 3 a a 
2 = - smx -+---- cotx l cosx3-

axl sin Xl ax2 ax3 ' 

a 
X1=-. 

. ax3 (2.13) 

Clearly 

dw
l 

= - w2Aw3
, dw 2 = - w3Aw l, dw3 = _ w lAw2 . 

(2.14) 

Therefore the algebra of the invariant vector fields on the 
sphere S 3 coincides with the algebra of the invariant vector 
fields of the type Bianchi IX, 19 

We shall construct the metric of our space-time mani
fold by defining the I-forms 

8° = dt - aA (t )w3, 

8 1= BoUJl (a,Bo = const, a 2 # 1), 

8 2 = Bow
2

, 

8 3 =A (t)w 3
, 

(2.15) 

and requiring the local Lorentzian character, namely, 

ds2 = "lAB 8 A8 B (A,B = 0,1,2,3), (2.16) 

where 

"lAB = diag ( + 1, - 1, - 1, - 1). (2.17) 

Thus our t = const sections are of Bianchi type IX 
which have the topological structure of a sphere S 3. Indeed, 
the construction (2.16) may be understood as corresponding 
to a deformation of S 3 into the ellipsoid ("bag")S3, and there
fore our universes will be finite. 

III. THE MATTER CONTENT 

Friedmann's homogeneous and isotropic solutions are 
those which best fit the observational data that we have at 
our disposal about the universe in its present state. However 
all of these solutions of the Friedmann type, as well as most 
relativistic cosmological models, treat the matter content of 
the universe as a perfect fluid of density p and pressure p. 
Such a hypothesis, in spite of greatly simplifying the descrip
tion of the Universe, has led us systematically to a cosmos 
with singularities. Investigations about the galactic fluid in 
its primeval phase (near the singularity) have induced some 
authors to incorporate, through phenomenological relations 
borrowed from fluid mechanics, dissipative terms to the en
ergy-momentum tensor of the matter content. 

The discovery of the isotropy of the 3 oK blackbody 
radiation had spurred Misner20 to use, in examining the 
causes for this isotropy, a relation between anisotropic pres
sure and shear (1T

1
>v = Aal>v) with the introduction of a vis

cosity coefficient. Murphy21 and Klimek,22 when dealing 
with homogeneous and isotropic models without singulari
ties, employed a second viscosity coefficient. Recently, Be-
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linskii and Khalatnikov23 investigated the influence of vis
cosity upon the character of the cosmological evolution in 
Bianchi type I homogeneous models by making use of ex
pressions which add to the pressure p a term proportional to 
the expansion by means of viscosity coefficients. Phenome
nological relations of the type24 qo. = - Xho. "(TI" + Tv,,), 
which relate the heat flux qu with the acceleration V" 
through a temperature function and the heat-conduction co
efficient X' have been proposed. Even more recently, 14 con
figurations in which the galactic fluid is not in thermal equi
librium have been investigated by introducing a heat flux qo. 
between parts of the matter content by means of a kinematic 
basis erected with the velocity, acceleration and rotation vec
tors [qU = ; (x!")aU + f3 (x!")aJo. + ¢ (x!")1]~"p aEaJ"v P ]. Such a 
construction, however, is possible whenever the vorticity 
vector generates an isometry. In the same vein, the matter 
content of our model is a fluid in which there is heat ex
change between parts of it: 

TaP = (p + p)vavp - pgO-P + 2q(u vpi' (3.1) 

where 

qava = O. (3.2) 
Since the rotation of our geometry is not a Killing vec

tor, we shaH follow a different path to introduce the flux of 
heat. We shaH use a basis of vectors e;! defined by 
() A = e;! dxa (Eq. 2.26) in order to express our fourvector qA 
as 

qA = e;! ,r(x!") 

or, equivalently, 

(3.3) 

q(A) = e~,pO- (x!"), (3.4) 

where e;! e~ = 8~ and ,po. (x!") are scalar fields. The above de
composition has the advantages of not taking for granted 
any a priori phenomenological relations [such as 
qo. = - Xh ~(TI" + Tv,,)], of allowing us to impose addi
tional restrictions upon qa, and of being entirely general. 

In the comoving coordinate system, va = 80.0 implies 
~ = ~ 0 and condition (3.2) leads to q(O) = O. As matter of 
fact the decomposition (3.4) is equivalent to using the invar
iant vector fields YM associated with the invariant I-forms 
of the t = const section, and given by 

YI = (1IDo)XI' Y2 = (lIDo)X2' Y3 = (lIA )X3' (3.5) 

In the inertial frame determined by Eqs. (2.15) and 
(2.16) our energy-momentum tensor takes the form 

TAB = p~eg _ ph AB + 2q(AVB), 

where qA is given by (3.4), hAB = VA VB -1]AB' and () means 
symmetrization. 

IV. THE EINSTEIN EQUATIONS 

A straightforward calculation furnishes the curvature 
tensor in the local inertial frame defined by (2.15). Explictly 

ebO) = I, ehO) = - aA cos Xl, e~O) = - aA, 

e\l) = Do cos x 3
, eil ) = Do sin Xl sin x), (4.1) 

e(I
Z

) = - Do sin x 3
, ef) = Do sin Xl cos x 3 , 

e~) = A cos Xl, e~) =A, 
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where e~ ) is such that A = tetrad index and a = coordinate 
index. We learn that the only non vanishing components of 
the Ricci tensor RAB = 1]cDRDACB are given by 

A' a2 A 2 
R =(a2 -1)-+--

00 A D~ 2' 

a A 2 
R03 =--, 

D~ 2 
a 2 _ I A 2 1 

RII =R22 =--4--2 +-z' 
Do Do 

1 A 2 A' 
R33=---(a2 -1)-, 

D~ 2 A 

(4.2) 

where the dot denotes derivative with respect to the time. 
The Einstein equations with a cosmological constant 

assume the form 

RAB = kTAB - ~kT1]AB + A1JAB' 

where, due to our conventions in the calculation ofthe Rie
mann tensor, k> O. 

The fact that ROl = R02 = 0 implies TOl = T02 = 0 and, 
as a consequence, 

,pI =0, 

,p2 = cos XI,p3' 

SO in the coordinate basis we have 

qo. = (O,O,cosxl,I),p3' 

The remaining Einstein equations are 

Roo = !k (0 + p) + kp + A, 

k,p3 = (aiD 6 )!A 3, 

Rll = Rn = ik (0 - p) - A, 

R33 = ~k (0 + p) - kp - A. 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

Setting A = - liD 6 and assuming an equation of state like 

p = Ap, O';;;(A = const) < I, (4.6) 

the system of differential equations (4.5) reduces to just one 
equation 

with 

A' 1 (a2 
- 2) A 2 A 

A + D ~ a 2 - 1 2 = a 2 - 1 ' 

k =_I_(aZ_I)£ 
7 I-A D~ 2 • 

where 

a 2 = A+3, 1 <a2 .;;;3. 
3A + 1 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

This last condition guarantees the compatibility ofEq. (4.5) 
and the positivity of energy and pressure. 

In the integration ofEq. (4.7) we must distinguish three 
different classes of solutions. The first of them occurs when 
a 2 = 2, which corresponds to an equation of state p = piS. 
In this case Eq. (4.7) reduces to the differential equation ofa 
simple harmonic oscillator, the solution of which is 

A = Ao sin [D 0- I(t - to)], (4.10) 
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where Ao and to are constants. 
The second occurs when 1 < a 2 < 2 (p = A.p,! < A. < 1) 

and Eq. (4.7) is formally identical to the differential equation 
of a simple pendulum which may be integrated in terms of 
the Jacobi elliptic functions,25 that is, 

(4.11) 

where 0 and to are arbitrary constants, and where k 2 and J ~ 
are determined by 

B 2 02( 1 - a 2
) + 1 k 2 __ 0 _____ _ 

- o2B~(a2 - 1) , 

482B 4(1 _ a 2
) + 4B 2 J2 _ 0 0 

0- 2 _ a2 . 

(4.12) 

The third class occurs when 2 <a2 ";;3(p = A.p, 0..;;,1. <!) 
and again the integral of (4.5) is given in terms of elliptic 
functions 

A = Co dn [1/(t - to),k ], (4.13) 

where to and 1/ are arbitrary constants, and where k 2 and C ~ 
are determined as 

k 2 = 21/2B~(a2 - 1) + 1, 

1/2(a 2 
- I)B ~ 

(4.14) 

Finally, let us note that in the case A. = 1 the Einstein 
equations cannot be made compatible. 

V. MISCELLANEOUS RESULTS AND FINAL REMARKS 

In the tetrad frame defined by e A = er: ) dxa the accel
eration aA, the expansion e, the shear aAB , and the rotation 
of the congruence of the world lines of matter are given by 

(5.1) 

e = VA;c1/AC - Y BC1/BCVA , (5.2) 

aAB = ~hAMhBN[VM;N + VN;M + (rMPN + rNPM)V P
] 

-tehAB' (5.3) 

(jJAB = !hA MhB N [VM;N - VN;M + (rMPN - rNPM)VP], 
(5.4) 

where VA;c = e\C) (aVA laxa
) and the Ricci rotation coeffi

cient are defined by yA BC = - e~I){3 e(B) efC) (double bar 
means covariant derivative). In the inertial frame deter
mined by (4.1) an observer moving along with the fluid has a 
4-velocity V A = og, and Ricci's coefficients have as non van
ishing components 

rt2 = - ~I = r~o = aA I2B~, 

yjo=aAIA, yj3=AIA, 

r~3 = - ~ I = r~2 = A I2B ~ . 

(5.5) 

Thus, making use of the vector er:) and relation (5.5) we 
obtain 

aA = (O,O,O,a AlA ), 

e=AIA, 

and the non vanishing components 
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(5.6) 

(5.7) 

all = (T22 = - ~ 0'33 = tA lA, 

(jJ12= - (aIB~HA. 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

The rotation vector (jJA = ! ~BCD(jJBC VD is given by 

(jJA = (O,O,O,aA I2B 6 ). (5.10) 

So, all kinematical quantities associated with the congruence 
of the fluid are time-dependent as we mentioned before. 

We will calculate now the components of the Weyl ten
sor field. The non vanishing components are (in the tetrad 
frame) given by 

I 
2 A (1 - a 2

) A 1 
COIOI = ,(a -1)-+1 ----

- A 3 B6 2 6B~ 
= C0202 = - CU13 = - C2323 , 

l(a2 -1) 2 1 
C0303 = 3 A + -- = C1212, (5.11) 

B6 3B~ 

(1 - a 2
) . 

C0213 = B2 A = !C0312 = -COI23 ' 

o 

This shows that our geometry is not conformally flat. 
Since the right-invariant vector fields K; on S 3 satisfy by 

construction [K;,AJ] = O,i,j = 1,2,3, the line element (2.16) 
will have K; as Killing vectors, which in Eulerian coordi
nates are expressed as 

a 
K I =-2' 

ax 

2 a I' 2 a sin x
2 

a (5 12) K2 = cos x - - cot x SIOX -2 + ---, . 
axl ax sin Xl ax3 

. 2 a I 2 a cos x 2 a 
K3= -SIOX --cotx COSX -2 +---3' 

axl ax sin Xl ax 

Another interesting characteristic of the cosmological 
solutions (4.10), (4.11), and (4.13) is that such geometries 
have no singularities-the space-time curvature and the flu
id density are finite for all proper time of any observer. This 
does not contradict the general result found by Ryan2

6-27 

which assures that in Bianchi IX universes with expansion, 
shear, and rotation, the character of the singularity cannot 
be drastically altered by the rotation. The reason why there 
is no contradiction lies in the fact that Ryan's analysis is 
restricted to pure fluid energy-momentum tensors, which is 
not our case. Thus the lack of singularity in our universes 
may be due to the presence of rotation and/or to the exis
tence of dissipative processes (heat exchange) as those that 
occur in the models of Murphy21 and Klimek. 22 

As a remark about our solutions, let us mention the fact 
that according to Eq. (4.4) our models are also interesting 
examples that satisfy the group criterion of homogeneity but 
are not homogeneous according to the physical criterion, 
just like what happens to the solutions due to Demianski and 
Grishchuk. 13 

It is important to show the relation between the metric 
(2.16) and the Taub model, and point out how the energy
momentum tensor and the cosmological constant allowed 
the solutions we have found. If we perform the following 
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coordinate transformation, 

t' = t 1(1 - a 2 )1/2, 

X'I=XI, 

X'2 = x 2, 

X'3 =x3 +g(t), 

(5.13) 

where g(t ) = S [al( 1 - a 2)A ] dt, our line element (2.16) 
becomes 

ds2 = (dt 'f - B ~ [(w' 1)2 + (W'2)2] - (1 - a 2)A 2(t ')(W'3)2, 
(5.14) 

where 

W'I = cosgw l + singw2
, 

W'2 = _ sin gw l + cos gw2
, 

W'3 = w 3 + [al(l - a 2)A ] dt, 

(5.15) 

which has the same form as the Taub metric. 28
•
29 On the 

other hand, if we try to introduce as before a heat flux qU in 
the Taub model we discover, via Einstein's field equations,30 
that this is impossible. The differences between our models 
and that due to Taub, such as the presence of the cosmologi
cal constant and the fact that our universes are tilted mod
els,31 allowed the heat exchange between parts of the galactic 
fluid and consequently the peculiar solution we have found. 
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An approximated form of the Dyson-Schwinger equation for the gluon propagator in quarkless 
QCD is subjected to nonlinear functional and numerical analysis. It is found that solutions exist, 
and that these have a double pole at the origin of the square of the propagator momentum, 
together with an accumulation of soft branch points. This analytic structure is strongly suggestive 
of confinement by infrared slavery. 

PACS numbers: 11.10.Np 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Of the various ways that quarks and gluons might auto
matically be confined in quantum chromodynamics, the hy
pothesis that the gluon propagator has a strong singularity at 
the origin of the k 2 plane, where k is the gluon four-momen
tum, is especially attractive. Recently Mandelstam, I work
ing in the Landau gauge, has approximated the Dyson equa
tion for the gluon propagator and claims that the latter 
probably behaves like k -4 as k-o. Similarly, Baker et al., 2 

using an axial gauge, make a different sequence of approxi
mations, obtaining a much more complicated equation. 
However, again they claim the same infrared behavior for 
the gluon propagator. 

We propose to study these equations by functional and 
numerical methods in order to elucidate the infrared proper
ties ofQCD. In this initial paper, we consider Mandelstam's 
equation in its simplest form and prove that it indeed pos
sesses a solution with the k -4 infrared behavior. Further, 
we study the analytical structure of the propagator, away 
from the origin, by numerical means. 

Let us first clarify the sense in which a gluon propagator 
that behaves like k -4, as k-o, corresponds to a linearly 
rising potential, 

V(lxl)-lxl as Ixl-oo, (1.1) 

acting between a quark and an antiquark in their center-of
mass system, effectively confining them. In nonrelativistic 
Born approximation, the scattering amplitude is given in 
terms of the potential by 

A (k) = - 4~ fd 3X V(x)eik.X, (1.2) 

where k is the three-momentum transfer between initial and 
final quark. For a linear potential, the amplitude is thus pro
portional to 

- 4~ f d 3x lx leik.x, (1.3) 

which is well defined as a tempered distribution, as we now 
show. For let n ( k) be any infinitely differentiable test func-

-Ipermanent address: Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL 60616. 

tion that vanishes faster than any inverse power of I kl, as 
I kl-oo, and which satisfies in addition 

fl(O) = n '(0) =fl "(0) = fl '''(0) = O. (1.4) 

We show in Appendix A that 

- 4~ fd3Xlxlfd3kfl(k)eik.X = 2fd3kfl (k)l kl- 4 ,(1.5) 

i.e., the amplitude is proportional to I kl- 4
, as a distribution 

on our space of test functions. In the center-of-mass system, 
the square of the four momentum transfer, k 2, is equal to 
- I k1 2

, so we see that a linear potential indeed corresponds 
to a propagator that behaves like k -4 as k-o. 

In Sec. 2, we discuss the rather drastic approximations 
that Mandelstam makes; and this culminates in the deriva
tion of a deceptively simple nonlinear Volterra equation. The 
rest of the present work is devoted to a study ofthis equation; 
but it is appropriate to ask at this point how much of QCD 
really has survived. The infrared behavior may be such a 
survivor, since the approximations are less severe for small 
momenta. Moreover, there are indications that the confining 
singularity may be specific to the vector theory, for in mass
less QED, if one approximates the Dyson equation for the 
electron propagator by replacing the full vertex and the full 
photon propagator by their bare values, one finds in general 
that there is no singularity of the solution at k 2 = 0: the 
chiral symmetry has been broken. 3 Unfortunately, the 
branch point nearest to the origin, which should correspond 
to the point k 2 = m;, is complex, 4 and moreover its position 
is gauge-dependent. 5 Because of certain algebraic differ
ences, the massless vector case (QCD) is quite different; and 
we find that a solution exists in which the propagator has a 
double pole at the origin, in the variable x = - k 2 (implying 
confinement), and also a branch point at x = 0, correspond
ing to soft gluon effects. Unfortunately, these desirable prop
erties of the solution are marred by the fact that, as in the 
spinor case, we also find unwanted complex branch points. 

In Sec. 2, we summarize Mandelstam's method of ob
taining his gluon equation, and we convert it into a nonlinear 
Volterra equation. This equation is not suited to an applica
tion of the Banach theorem, because of cancellations for 
small k that are hard to handle, so in Sec. 3 we deduce a new 
integral equation, by way of a nonlinear differential equa-
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tion, that is so suited; and in Sec. 4 we elaborate a proof of the 
local uniqueness of an analytic solution of the propagator 
equation in a cardioid region around the origin of the k 2 

plane. In Sec. 5, we outline a program for the Qumerical 
integration, by a fourth-order Runge-Kutta routine, of the 
nonlinear differential equation of Sec. 3, which has been used 
to continue out of the domain of the complex plane for which 
the existence proof is valid. Six complex branch points have 
been found close to the origin, and there may be more. In 
Appendices A and B we collect some technical details, while 
Appendix C is devoted to a further approximation of the 
Mandelstam equation, in which the kernel is replaced by its 
average value. This is a gross simplification; but the advan
tage is that the averaged equation is explicitly soluble, and 
this is of great help in testing the computer programs. 

II. MANDELSTAM'S METHOD 

In Ref. 1, Mandelstam considers a Dyson equation for 
the gluon propagator, in QCD without quarks, in which the 
four-gluon vertices are thrown away. Further, the three
gluon vertex is replaced by its bare value; and simultaneous
ly one, but not both, of the internal gluon propagators is 
replaced by its bare value. This rather arbitrary procedure is 
justified on the grounds that if the propagator behaves like 
k -4, as hoped, then the full three-gluon vertex behaves like 
k 2, and therefore the replacement of the full by the bare 

vertex should be matched by the softening of the k -4 behav
ior of one full propagator to the k - 2 behavior of a bare 
propagator. Clearly this simplification is drastic, and it is 
uncertain whether the physical import of the Dyson equa
tion has been fundamentally altered. The contribution of the 
ghost field is expected to be fairly small, and is in the first 
instance neglected, although it can be included without too 
much trouble. 

The mutilated Dyson equation is depicted in Fig. 1. It is 
assumed that the full gluon propagator can be written in the 
form 

D ,ab (k) = F( _ k 2)D ab (k) 
FIlV FJ.tv , (2.1) 

where Fis an unknown function of the scalar - k 2, and 
where 

{jab 

D~~v(k)=i[-gl'v+kl'kJk2] . (2.2) 
k 2 + IE 

is the bare propagator in the Landau gauge. Here /-l, v are 
Lorentz indices and a, bare SU(3) color superscripts. The 
Dyson equation is then 

D' -1(k)=D -I(k)_£ 
F F (211')4 

X Jd 4k' r( k,k' - k, - k')D;"( k') 

Xr(k',k-k',-k)DF(k'-k), (2.3) 

FIG. I. Approximate Dyson equation for the gluon propagator. The wavy 
lines with a black dot are full. the others bare gluon propagators. 
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where Lorentz and color indices have been omitted, where r 
is the bare three-gluon vertex, and where g is the SU(3) cou
pling constant. After a Wick rotation has been performed, 
the angular integrations can be done, and Mandelstam finds 

G i oo 

[F(x)] - 1= 1 - - dy KI(x,y)F(y), 
x 0 

(2.4) 

wherex = - k 2,y = - k '2, and where Gis proportionalto 
g2, the constant of proportionality being unimportant. In 
(2.4) the kernel is 

( y 7 y2) 
KI(x,y) = IS+ 25---- 8(x-y) 

x 2 x 2 

(
X 7 X2) + 25 - - - - 8 (y - x). 
y 2 y2 

(2.5) 

One can rewrite (2.4) in the form 

[F(X)]-I = 1 + B _ G (X dY(25L_~y2)F(Y) 
x x Jo x 2 x 2 

G 100 
( x 7 X2) -- dy 25---- F(y), 

x X y 2 y2 
(2.6) 

where 

B = - ISG i oo 

dyF(y). (2.7) 

This integral needs both infrared and ultraviolet cutoffs, 
which we do not write explicitly. Now is it possible that the 
propagator (2.1) behaves like k -4 as k--+O, i.e., that F (x) 
behaves like X-I as x_O? Let us write, following 
Mandelstam, 

F(x) = A Ix + FI(x), (2.S) 
where F I (x) is to be less singular than a pole as x--+O (in fact, it 
will tum out to be bounded). We substitute (2.8) into (2.6) and 
perform the integrals over the pole term: 

__ x __ = 1 + ~[B __ 9_3 AG] 
A +xFI(x) X 2 

_!l.. (X dY(25 L _ ~ y2)FI( y) 
x Jo x 2 x 2 

_ G (00 dY(25.!...- _ ~ X
2
)F

I
(y). 

xL y 2y2 
(2.9) 

Now if FI(x) is well behaved at the origin, the pole term on 
the right hand side of (2.9) must vanish, i.e., A is given by 

A = 2B193G. 

A constant behavior of FI (x) as x-a would be inconsis
tent with (2.9), since the first term under the second integral 
would yield Inx, which could not be cancelled; and likewise a 
linear behavior, FI(x) -x, is inconsistent, for now the second 
term under the second integral gives an insupportable Inx. 
Mandelstam shows that these inconsistencies are removed if 
FI(x) _xa

, where a = - 1 + (31/6) 1/2:::::: 1.273. He further 
suggests, as a reasonable first approximation, the dropping 
of the "! terms" in (2.9). The equation then becomes 

(2.10) 
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and now a behavior F 1(x)-x asx---..() is no longer impossible, 
since the offending second term under the second integral in 
(2.9) has been thrown away. In this paper, we shall study the 
approximate equation (2.10) exclusively: it is hoped that the 
behavior x instead of x 1.273 is not too serious an error. In a 
future work, we propose to return to the full equation (2.9): 
the analysis can be completed, but it is appreciably more 
complicated. 

The approximate equation (2.10) can be rewritten 

___ x:...-_ = 1 _ C + 25 Q.Lx 

dY( ~ - L )Fl( Y), 
A +XFl(X) x 0 Y x 

(2.11) 

where 

(2.12) 

For consistency as x---..(), we must impose C = 1; but since 
the integral in (2.12) needs an ultraviolet cutoff, this imposi
tion can be regarded as a renormalization condition. Fur
ther, if we make the scaling transformations 

x-+5AG 1I2X, y-+5AG I12y, Fl(X)-+~ G - 112Pl(X), 
(2.13) 

then Eq. (2.11) takes on the pleasing form 

Xl LX (x y) ---= dy --- F 1(y), 
1 +xF1(x) 0 Y X 

(2.14) 

in which there are no divergences left, in which the unknown 
constant A, and even the coupling G, have disappeared. 

III. APPROXIMATE GLUON PROPAGATOR 

We first rewrite the approximate equation (2.14) in 
terms of the new unknown function, 

G (x) = F 1(x)l[x + X2Pl(X)] , 

so that 

G(x)=--- dy I_L 1 1 LX ( 2) G(y) 
x 2 x 3 0 x 2 1 _ y 2G ( y) . 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

Unfortunately, this equation is poorly suited either to nu
merical iteration or to an existence proof via the Banach 
theorem. For example, G (0) is finite, but this is a result of 
delicate cancellation: 

G (x) - - - - dy 1 - L [G (0) + 0 (y)] 1 lLx 

( 2) 
x--o x 2 x 3 

0 x 2 

= :2(1 - ~ G (0)) + 0 ( ~ ), (3.3) 

so that we must require 

G(O) =~. (3.4) 

By pushing this analysis further, one can show that G '(0) 
must vanish, that G "(0) = - 27, and so on. In fact, in Sec. 5, 
we shall obtain an asymptotic (but divergent) series for G (x) 
in the variable x 2

• 

To construct an integral equation that does not involve 
cancellations, we differentiate x 3G (x), and then X3 [X3G (x)]', 
in order to obtain, from (3.2), the nonlinear differential 
equation 
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x 4G" + 9x3G' + (15x 2 + 2)G = 3 - 2x2G 2/(1 - x 2G). 
(3.5) 

It is possible to resolve this equation in terms of the solution 
of the homogeneous linear differential equation [i.e., the left
hand side of(3.5) equal to zero]; but this route involves Bessel 
functions and their estimation in terms of simpler functions. 
It is more straightforward to observe that the functions 

g ± (x) = x -7/2 exp( ± i2 1/2/X) (3.6) 

solve the homogeneous equation 

x 4
g ± " + 9x3

g ± '+ (¥x 2 + 2)g ± = O. (3.7) 

This is almost like the left-hand side of(3.5), excepting only 
that the coefficient of x 2g ± is not quite correct! However, by 
adding ix2G to both sides of (3.5), we obtain 

x 4G " + 9x3G ' + ( ¥x2 + 2) G 

= 3 + ~x2G - 2x2G 2/(1 - x 2G). (3.8) 

This equation can be resolved in terms of g ± by the method 
of variation of parameters. The linear term ix2G on the right
hand side of (3.8) will not give trouble for small x, thanks to 
the factor x 2

• We find 

G(x)=2-
112

x-
712 

fdy sin[2
112

( ~ -;)] 
X { _ 3y 312 _ iY712G (y) + 2y7l2G 2( y) }. (3.9) 

1- y 2G(y) 

It can easily be checked that this is the correct solution of the 
differential equation: additional multiples of g + or g _ would 
be inconsistent with (3.4), and thus with (3,2). 

The form (3.9) is suitable for an existence proof; but the 
argument of the sine factor makes matters somewhat awk
ward. To simplify matters, define 

t = 21/2/X, G (t) = G (x) (3.10) 

and 

~ = 2112/y _ 2'/2/X, 

so that 

G (t) = f(t) + 5'1210£ d~ .l' (~ + t) sin~, 
o (~+t)'I12 

where 

and 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

This equation will now be used for an existence prooffor It I 
large enough, i.e., Ixl small enough, for all 
larg xl<1T -~, ~> O. 

IV. PROOF OF EXISTENCE 

Let D (p,~) be the following domain in the complex t 
plane: 

D(p,~) = ItIRet>O,ltl> p-'; 

(Ret<O,(lImtl-p-I)lIRetl> tan~l. (4.1) 
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-----------¥=---t- D (P.E) 

FIG. 2. The domain D (p,E) lies outside the comet-shaped region depicted. 

In words, it is the region outside a semicircle in the right half
plane and above or below lines inclined at an angle E to the 
real axis (see Fig. 2). Let B be the Banach space of functions, 
/(s ), analytic in D, with norm 

III II = sup I I(s ) I· 
GED(p.E) 

(4.2) 

Let P be the mapping 

P(G's) =/(s) + S7/2 (00 d; ..!'(; + s) sin;, 
, Jo (; + S)1I/2 

(4.3) 

where I and..!' were defined in (3.13) and (3.14). It is clear 
that, if sED (p,E), for a given p > 0 and 0 < E < 17'12, then 
; + sED ( p,E) for all 0 <; < 00. Let G lie in a ball defined by 

(4.4) 

Then..!' (; + s) is analytic in S, for any fixed; in (0,00), on 
condition that the denominator in (3.14) does not vanish. 
This can be prevented for any G satisfying (4.4) by restricting 
p as follows: 

pZ < 1/2b. (4.5) 

Under this condition, the integral term in (4.3) is analytic for 
sED (p,E), since the integrand is so analytic, and the integral 
converges uniformly. Clearly /(S), the known function 
(3.13), is also analytic in this domain: in fact it is analytic in 
the plane, cut - 00 < S < 0, as we show in Appendix B. Thus 
P (G;s ) is analytic for sED ( p,E). 

We shall now show that, if one imposes further con
straints on p and b, P maps the ball (4.4) into itself contrac
tively. The Banach theorem then applies, and so we assert 
the existence and uniqueness of a solution of the equation 

(4.6) 

in the ball (4.4). 
When G satisfies (4.6) and p is restricted by (4.5), we see 

from (3.14) that 

I..!'(;)I<~+ 2b
2 

(4.7) 
4 1 - 2b p2 

for all ;eD (p,e). Hence 
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IP(G;s)1 <CE + ( 3: + 1 ~~;p2 )lsl
712 

(00 d; 
XJo I; + sl \1/2' (4.8) 

where C
E 

is the bound (B4) on 1 I(s) I. We change the inte
gration variable to (j) =; lis I and define 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

If 

(4.11) 

and 

p«b - CE) (3: + 1 ~~;p2 )D.. (4.12) 

then the right-hand side of (4.10) is not greater than b: the 
ball (4.4) has been mapped into itself. 

To demonstrate the contractivity, we differentiate 
(3.14) with respect to G (;): 

d..!'(;) 3 4G(;)[ 1 -; -2G (;)] 
dG(;) = 4' - [1 - 2; -2G(;)f . 

Since (4.5) implies that 

I; -2G(; II <b p2 <!, 
it follows that 

11 - ; -2G (; II <~. 
Hence 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

Now let G\(; land G2(s ) be any two functions in the ball (4.4). 
The mean value theorem implies 

l..!'g)-..!'2(;)I< sup I d':(;) I IGg)-G2(;II, 
0<,,< 1 dG (;) G ~ G" 

(4.17) 

where G" = J.lG) + (1 - J.l)G2. Now since the ball (4.4) is 
quintessentially convex, G" belongs to it, and we may use the 
bound (4.16) for the supremum in (4.17). By the same analy
sis as in Eq. (4.8) et seq., it follows that 

IIP(Gtl- P(Gz) II 
<p[ ~+6bl(I-2bp2f]DEIIGI-G211. (4.18) 

The mapping is contractive if this Lipschitz coefficient is 
strictly less than unity, i.e., 

p<[ [~+ 6bl(l- 2bp2f]De l- l
• (4.19) 

The conditions for a contraction mapping are (4.5), 
(4.11), (4.12), and (4.19). They are clearly consistent, sinceifb 
is not too small, then p can certainly be made so small that 
(4.5), (4.11), and (4.12) are all satisfied. Since CE and DE [Eqs. 
(B4) and (4.9)] tend to infinity as e-o, it follows that the 
permissible values of p tend to zero in the same limit. Ac
cordingly, one can imagine repeating the prooffor various 
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FIG. 3. Cardioid region in which the Banach theorem applies. The stars 
outside this region are the locations of branch points. as determined by the 
numerical method of Sec. 5. 

values of E, starting with E = 1T/2 and gradually allowing E to 
decrease to zero. For ever-decreasing values of E, one proves 
existence and uniqueness of an analytic solution in the corre
sponding domain D ( p,E) of Fig. 2, but with ever-increasing 
values of the radius lip. This means that, in the original 
variable,x = 2 112/5', ofEq. (3.9), one has a proof of existence 
in the union ofthe corresponding domains, which has been 
plotted in Fig. 3. This curve has been obtained by computing 
CE and DE by a numerical integration routine, and then by 
finding the largest value of p consistent with (4.12) and 
(4.19), as b varies between C. and infinity. This was done in 
practice by rewriting the inequality (4.12) as a negative cubic 
form, and by determining numerically, for increasing values 
of b, larger than C., the real positive root. We then deter
mined the largest value of p that was consistent with (4.19). 

The angle made by the locus of Fig. 3 to the real axis at 
the origin is zero. Equation (3.9), and thus also the original 
equation (3.2), has an analytic solution inside the cardioid of 
Fig. 3. Of course, the solution has a continuation outside the 
cardioid; but it will in general have singularities, the location 
of which we shall ascertain numerically. 

v. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

In order to set up a computer program to effect the 
continuation out of the contractive region of Sec. 4, we re
turn to the differential equation (3.5), which can be rewritten 
in the form 

(1-x 2G)(x4G" + 9x3G' + lsx2G) = 3 - (2 + 3x2 )G. (5.1) 

On substituting a formal power series solution, 

G(x) = ! Gnxn, (5.2) 
n=O 

we find that the odd terms vanish, Go = 1. G2 = - ¥ and, 
for n;;.4, 

1 n - 2 2 

G n = "2 m 2:. 2 (m + 4m + 3) G m - 2 G n - m - 2 

- t(n 2 + 4n + 6)Gn _ 2 • (5.3) 

This relation allows G n to be determined recursively in 
terms of G m ,m < n. However, it is easy to show by estimates 
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N 

FIG. 4. The partial sums GN(x) for x = 0.05 and Nvalues up to 60 [see Eq. 
(5.4a)]. 

that (Gn ) -lln-o as n-oo. This means that the series (5.2) 
has a zero radius of convergence, and therefore that G (x) has 
a singularity at the origin. This is the expected branch point 
caused by soft-gluon effects. Although (5.2) is divergent for 
any x, it can be used as an asymptotic series for small x. This 
is important, since the Runge-Kutta routine cannot be used 
at the origin, due to the existence of the singularity. 

In Fig. 4, we show how the partial sum, 
N 

GN(x) = L Gnxn, (s.4a) 
n=O 

depends on N for the typical value, x = 0.05. Any value of N 
between 15 and 52 gives a stable value of GN(x) to five deci
mal places, although the series blows up as N is further in
creased (see Fig. 4). The derivative of (5.4a), 

N 

GN/(x) = L nGnxn - \ (s.4b) 
n=1 

was also computed. At x = 0.05, this gave four-decimal sta
bility for Nbetween 15 and 35. In fact, we finally used the 
program for the still smaller value, x = 0.01, since this gives 
G Nand G N /, stable to more than ten significant figures, for N 
up to and beyond 50. We find 

G (0.01) = 1.498652724, 

G /(0.01) = - 0.268 912 765, 

(s.sa) 

(S.sb) 

and this was used as the initial point for the production runs 
of the Runge-Kutta routine. 

As a check on the reliability of the method, we have 
recalculated G (x) from the formula 

G (x) = ~ + 2 - I12X -7/2 f dy y712 sin[ 2112( ~ - ~ )] 

x( 189 _ ~ G( ) + 2 G
2
(y) ) 

8 4 Y 1 - y 2G(y) , 

(5.6) 

which is obtained from (3.9) by two partial integrations. The 
expression (5.6) was iterated 10 times, the initial value for 
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G (y) on the right-hand side being 3/2. The integral was per
formed at SOOO equally spaced points between 0 and x; and 
this then allowed the integrand to be determined at the same 
points for the next iterate. A four-point finite-difference for
mula was used to effect the quadrature. Convergence of the 
iteration was rapid, and agreement with the result of the 
asymptotic series, for small x, was good. For example, the 
routine yielded 

G (0.01) = 1.498 6S8 026, (S.7) 

which agrees to five places of decimals with (S.Sa). The value 
(S.Sa), from the series, was stable to beyond the ninth deci
mal, and is the more accurate value. 

In order to apply the Runge-Kutta integration proce
dure, the differential equation (3.S) was rewritten in the form 

G"(x) =/(x,G,G') 

=~ _ ISx
2 + 2 G (x) _ 2G 2(X) _ ~ G '(x).(S.8) 

X4 X4 x 2 [ I - x 2G (x)] x 

Given G (x) and G '(x) at x = x n ' a standard formula6 esti
mates these functions at the next point, x = xn + I . It was 
found that satisfactory accuracy was obtained (to at least 7 
significant figures) if SOOO steps were taken between points of 
interest. Close to the origin, large cancellations occur, due to 
the denominators in (S.8); and so the first few steps must be 
cautious. In practice, we found that SOOO steps from 
x = 0.01, as given by (S.S), to x = 0.1, followed by 5000 to 
x = 1.0, preserved good accuracy. Complex excursions 
could then be made without danger from rounding errors; 
and in particular, a subroutine called LOOP continued G (x) 
around a rectangle. The initial and final values of G (x) and 
G '(x) were the same, typically to an accuracy of about 10- 10, 

unless a branch point was enclosed in the rectangle in ques
tion, in which case the mismatch was of order 1 or more. 
Thus it was easy to distinguish between cases in which a 
branch point was, or was not, enclosed within a given rectan
gle; and an automatic routine, in which a rectangle contain
ing a branch point was systematically halved and subjected 
to the test, enabled branch points to be located to good accu
racy. The method had earlier been developed4 to handle a 
similar problem in QED. 

As a check on the reliability of this program, we repeat
ed the procedure with different real and complex values of x 
in the asymptotic series (S.4), which defined the starting 
point for the Runge-Kutta routine. For stability, the start
ing point could not be too far from the origin, for then the 
asymptotic series was useless, nor too close to the origin, for 
then the cancellations between the various terms in (5.8) 
were too fierce. Fortunately, an intermediate region exists, 
in which stable results were obtained. An oval region around 
the origin, defined roughly by ± 0.03 in the real, and ± 0.06 
in the imaginary direction, is inaccessible to the Runge
Kutta routine, because of large cancellations. 

In Table I, and in Fig. 3, we show the locations of six 
branch points that we have discovered in the second quad
rant. We expect that an infinite number of them exists, accu
mulating at the origin; but we were unable to approach the 
origin more closely, to pick up more branch points, because 
of numerical instabilities. Since the cardioid domain, in 
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TABLE I. Location of the first six branch points of G (x). 

n Rex Irnx 

1 - 0.1355 0.1110 
2 - 0.0903 0.0428 
3 - 0.0658 0.0226 
4 - 0.0514 0.0141 
5 -0.0421 0.0097 
6 - 0.0356 0.0071 

which the existence theorem of Sec. 4 works, has a horizon
tal tangent at the origin it follows that, if an infinite number 
of branch points do accumulate at the origin, they must ap
proach it along a curve that is asymptotic to the negative real 
axis (see Fig. 3). 

It is interesting to compare the above results with those 
of the averaged case that is treated in Appendix C. There, it is 
proved that an infinite number of branch points also accu
mulate at the origin, but along the lines arg x = ± 31T/4. 
Apparently the averaging procedure has aggravated the situ
ation, for first-sheet complex singularities should not be pre
sent in a healthy theory. They are inconsistent with causal
ity, and they spoil the Wick rotation that relates the Lorentz 
and Euclidean equations. Their occurrence must be regard
ed as a sickness of the Mandelstam approximation; and it is 
of importance to improve the treatment of the Dyson
Schwinger equation, in order to cure the disease. A hopeful 
sign is the fact that the equation of Sec. 3 appears to be less 
sick than that of Appendix C. Perhaps a relatively minor 
modification of the Mandelstam approximation will cause 
the complex branch points to be pushed on to a secondary 
Riemann sheet, where they can be tolerated. 
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APPENDIX A 

In this appendix, we shall prove Eq. (1.5). In polar coor
dinates, the left-hand side of (1.5) can be written 

1 L" f II L27T . --lim rdr d 3kfl(k) coso d¢Je'lklrcoslJ 
41T ,,~oo 0 - I 0 

= lim fd3kfl(k)(~ 
,,~oo k 

2 coskA U sinkA A 2 COSU) 
- k4 - k 3 + k 2 ' 

(AI) 

where k = Ikl, and where the r, 0, and ¢J integrals have been 
performed inside the k integral, this being permissible for 
finiteA. To show that the last three terms vanish in the limit 
.,1,-+ 00, we use polar coordinates in the k variable and per
form integrations by parts: three for the fourth term, two for 
the third term, and one for the second term. For example, 

S dfl k 100 

dk n (k) cO:~A 

=~Sdnk LOO dkSinkA~(fl(k)). (A2) 
A 0 ak k 2 
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The vanishing of n (k) and its first three derivatives at the 
origin is essential. 

APPENDIX B 

In this appendix we shall study the function I (t ), defined 
in Eq. (3.13). We shall show that, for any E lying in (0,17"), 
I/(t)1 isboundedbyaconstantCE when largt 1<17" - E.How
ever,au-D,soCE _ OO • Thus I/(t)1 isboundedinD(p,E), 
for any nonzero E. 

Integrating (3.13) by parts, we find 

1(1:) 3 21 1:7/2i"" d; !-
~ =2-4~ 0 (;+t)9/2 cos~. (Bl) 

We change the integration variable to 

w=;/ltl, 

so that 

(B2) 

I(t) = 2- - ~ e7iIJ/2 i"" dw cos(wlt I), (B3) 
2 4 0 (w + e'IJ)9/2 

where () = argt. Hence, if I() 1<17" - E, 

1
/(1:)1<2- ~i"" dw =C ~ 2 + 4 0 Iw _ eiEI9/2 - E' 

(B4) 

which is finite if E > O. It may easily be shown that Cn- = 3 
and Cn-/2 <~ + 2117"/16:::::5.6, i.e., I/(t)1 is bounded by 3 on 
the positive real axis and by 5.6 in the right half-plane. 

In order to examine the behavior of/(t ) on the negative 
real axis, we need to modify the expression (3.13), since this 
diverges if t is real and negative, and it then no longer repre
sents the continuation of/(t). Integrate twice by parts the 
other way: 

I(t) = - ~ t 2 + ~ t 7/2 i OO 

d; sin;. (B5) 
5 5 0 (; + t )3/2 

This still fails to exist for t real and negative; but we dare not 
integrate once more by parts, for this would cause the inte
gral to diverge at infinity. Instead add and subtract sint to 
sin; in (B5). The result can be written 

I(t)= -~2-~3sint +~3g(t), (B6) 

where 

( I:) I: 1/2 ("" d; [sin!- + sinl: ]. (B7) 
g ~ = ~ Jo (; + t f/2 ~ ~ 

The integral (B7) exists for t real and negative, and it effects 
the analytic continuation of/(t). Substitute 1] =; + t, for 
the moment keeping 5 real and positive: 

g(t)=t I/2 
("" d1]1 [sint(l-cos1])+costsin1]]. Js 1]3 2 

(BS) 

Now since 

LOO d i"" d 3;2 (1 - COS1]) = (217")1/2 = 3;2 sin1], 
o 1] 0 1] 

(B9) 

we may write 

g(5) = (217") 1/25 1/2[sint + cost] - gM) sint - g2(t) cos5, 
(BlO) 
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where 

(Blla) 

(Bllb) 

which are closely related to the Fresnel integrals. Scale 1] by 
setting w = 1]lt: 

i l d 
gl(t) = ~2 [1 - cos(wt)], 

o w 
(BI2a) 

g2(t) = i l 
d~2 sin(w5)· 

o w 
(BI2b) 

Now we continue t away from the real, positive axis, and 
discover that g I and g 2 are entire functions! This means that 
the only contribution to Im/(t ) for t real and negative comes 
fromthet 1/2 term in(BlO). Thus/(t)hasacut - 00 <t <0, 
and on it 

Im/(t±iO)= +~(217")1/21517/2[sint +cost]. (BI3) 

For t real and negative, it is easy to prove from (BI2) 
that 

I gl(t)I<6t 1/2, 

I g2(t)1 <4t 1/2. 

(BI4a) 

(BI4b) 

Combining these results together, we conclude that, for 5 
real and negative, 

IRe/(t)1 <~It 12 + ilt 13 + 41t 17/2, 

Ilm/(t)1 <~17"1/2It 1712. 

Hence there exists a constant C such that 

I/(t)I<C It 1712
, 

when 5 is real and negative. 

(B15a) 

(BI5b) 

(BI6) 

In (B4) we showed that I I(t) I is bounded by a constant 
when I argt 1<17" - E; and in (B 16) we have a power bound on 
the negative real axis. In fact we can use the Phnigmen
Lindeloftheorem to extend the bound (BI6) to the wedge 
17" - E < I argt I < 17". In order to do this, we need to be sure that 
I/(t)1 does not behave too badly as It 1-00 in this wedge. At 
first sight the trigonometric functions in (B6) and (BI2) look 
sick for large, complex t, and indeed they are, but they must 
cancel, because if we go back to (B5) and substitute 

I I 1- t 
--=--+ , 
;+t ;+1 (;+t)(;+I) 

(BI7) 

we find 

1(1=')- 21='2 41:7/2 (00 ds 
~ - - ~ + ~ Jo (s + 5 )112 

X [ sinS + 2(1 _ 5)( cos5 _ sins )], 
s + I ; + I (s + 1)2 

(BIS) 

after an integration by parts. This integral exists in the whole 
cut t plane, and it is easy to obtain the crude upper bound 

1/(5)i<CI51 5
, (BI9) 

where Cis some constant. This isa poor bound, and it is only 
needed to make sure that the Phnigmen-Lindelof theorem 
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really applies in the wedge 17' - € < I argS' 1<17', so that actual
ly (BI9) can be tightened to (BI6) in the wedge. 

The above fulsome treatment of/(S' ) was motivated by 
the fact that this function may be regarded as the zeroth 
approximation to G (S' ), and thus to the Mande1stam gluon 
propagator itself. 

APPENDIXC 

Here we shall approximate the integral equation (3.2) 
still further by replacing the kernel (I - y2/X2

) by its average 
value, namely f. By a simultaneous rescaling of x, y, and G, 
this multiplicative factor can be removed [cf. Eq. (2.13) et 
seq.]. The result is 

_~_~ (Xd Giy) (CI) 
G (x) - x2 x3 Jo y I _ y2G iy)' 

and it is interesting to study this averaged equation, since it 
turns out to be explicitly soluble. A similar averaging in the 
QED case4 was shown to have minor quantitative, but not 
qualitative, effects on the solution. 

From (CI) we deduce the differential equation 

~ [x3G(x)] = I _ G(x) 
dx 1 - x 2G(x) 

which is greatly simplified if we substitute 

tP(x) = x - l/x - x 3G (x), 

for then 

dx 
-= 1 +xtP, 
dtP 

(C2) 

(C3) 

(C4) 

which is a linear equation for x as a function of tP, with the 
solution 

x(tP) = i oc 

dw exp[wtP - ~W2]. (C5) 

This is the relevant solution of (C4), since it corresponds to 
the boundary condition x-o through positive values as 
tP-- - 00, which is consistent with (C3) and (CI). Evidently 
x is an entire function of tP, and hence the only singularities 
of tP as a function of x are the points where 

dx =0. 
dtP 

(C6) 

These points can be evaluated numerically, and the work has 
already been done, for 

x(tP) = (17'/2)I12w( - ir Il2tP), (C7) 

where 

w(z) = e - z,( I + 217'- 1
/
2i f dt et

'), (C8) 

and its derivative have been tabulated in the literature. 7 Us
ing these results, we find that tP(x), and therefore G (x), have 
an infinite number of first-sheet branch points that accumu
late at the origin along the asymptotes argx = ± 317'/4 (see 
Fig. 5). 

The differential equation (C2), together with an asymp
totic series like that of Sec. 5, have been used for testing the 
Runge-Kutta program: the first few of the branch points 
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L--_~1-0--------_~075------~00 
R. X 

FIG. 5. Some of the branch points in the upper half-plane for the averaged 
equation ICI). which have been numbered. starting from the one most dis
tant from the origin. The branch points accumulate at the origin along the 
line argx = 317/4. 

shown in Fig. 5 are picked up without difficulty.H 
Although an existence proof along the lines of that giv

en in Sec. 4 is strictly superfluous, since (C5) gives a represen
tation of the solution, albeit in inverse form, it is nevertheless 
instructive. Without giving all the details, 9 we quote the ana
logs of Eqs. (3.12)-(3.14): 

G(S')=f(S')-S'3 (00 dt e-s'-llIZ)"..r(t+S'), 
Jo (t + S-)2 

(C9) 

where 

(ClO) 

and 

(CII) 

where S- = l/x, etc. An existence proof can be completed for 
Ixl small (i.e., IS- I large) only if largxl <317'14 - €, instead of 
I argx I < 17' - €, as was possible in Sec. 4. The reason is that 

f(S') blows upas IS' I~oo when rr;;, largS' I:> 3rr/4. In fact, one 
can show easily thatf(S') is bounded if ReS';;' 0, and also that 

f( - S-) = f(S-) - (17'12)1/2S-3eI I/2),;', (Cl2) 

from which the results follow. The failure of the prooffor 
I argS- I;;, 3rr 1 4 - € is of course due to the existence of the 
branch points of Fig. 5. 

It is interesting that Eq. (3.2) is "softer" than is Eq. (CI), 
in the sense that the accumulation of branch points has been 
pushed in the former, as compared with the latter equation, 
from largS- I = 317'/4 to largs- I = rr. 
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A generalization of the Stokes theorem is derived for the path-order phase factor in nonabelian 
gauge theories. It is proved that the curvature form vanishes identically if and only if the 
connection form is pure gauge. 

PACS numbers: 11.1O.Np, 11.30. - j, 02.20.Sv 

In the case of nonabelian gauge fields, the Stokes theo
rem is formulated with the help of the differentiation of the 
path-ordered phase factor I with respect to path. It is shown 
that the usual Stokes theorem2 is derived from this non-abe
lian Stokes theorem in case of abelian gauge fields. Further
more we get from this theorem that the curvature form van
ishes identically if and only if the connection form is pure 
gauge, and we see that this proposition becomes the Poincare 
theorem2 in case of abelian gauge fields. Finally it is noted 
that pure gauge connection form is also obtained by requir
ing the existence of a geodesic moving frame3 for a neighbor
hood of each point of the manifold. 

1. DIFFERENTIATION OF PATH-ORDERED PHASE 
FACTORS 

LetMbe the pseudo-Riemannian manifold andSbe the 
set of smooth paths y:x = xIs), S E I = [0,1], in M. Suppose 
that two paths Yo:xo = xo(s) and YI:X I = xl(s) belong to S. 
Then Yo and YI are said to be homotopy equivalent if there 
exists a map x of class C1r), x:I XI-+M, such that 
x(s,O) = xo(s) and xIs, 1) = X I (s). A map y(t ): I-+M such that 
y(t )(s) = x(s,t), belongs toS. Such a smooth path y(t) is called 
the path depending on a parameter t. 

Now let us consider the path-ordered phase factors as 
follows: 

U[y(t)]=Pexp(( Al'dXI'), 
Uri') 

whereAI' are elements of the Lie algebra of the group SU(n) 
or the Lorentz group. We shall start from the calculation of 
U [y(t + & )]. Suppose that two smooth paths y(t ), y(t + & ) 
are expressed by the equations x(s,t ) = (xl'(s,t )), 
x(s,t + & ) = (xi«s,t + & )) in a local coordinate system and 
that we set .1xf = xl' (s; ,t ) - xl'(s; ~ I ,t ),8xf 
= x I'(s;o t + & ) - xi«s; ,t ),.1.if = xl'(s;, t + & ) 
- xl'(s; ~ I ,t + & ),b; = x(S; ,t )i; = xIs; ,t + &), where S; 

are the dividing points of [0,1] as follows: 
° = So <Sl <S2 < ... <SN~ 1 <SN = 1 and S; is some point of 
the ith segment [s; ~ I ,S; ), Then we have from the definition3 

of path-ordered phase factors 
N 

U[y(t+&)] = .lim II(I+A (F.).1.i1") 
1I.:111~0 ; = 1 I' ~l I' 

N 

U[y(t)] = .lim II(I+AI'(b;).1xf), 
11.:111--0;= 1 

where I is the unit matrix, 11.1 II = max;! lI.1x; II J and 

IIXII = max;! II.1iJ J. Setting A; = I ,AI'(t).L1.if, A; 
= I + AI' (b; ).L1xf, and B; = I + AI' (b; )8xf, we first calculate 

B;A;B ;~\A;~ I. As can be seen by a simple calculation, we 
get 

A; = I + AI'(b;).1xf + aI'Av(s;)8xf.1xr + 0(& )2, 
B ;~\ = I - AI'(s;)8xf - avAI' (s;)8x1.1xr + 0 (&f, 

where .1s = max; ! (s; - s; ~ , ) J. Hence a straightforward 
calculation leads to the following result, 

B;A;B ;~\A;~ 1 = 1+ Fl'v(s;)8xf.1xr + O(&f + o (.1 sf, 

whereFl'v(s;) = aI'Av(s;) - avAI'(~';) + [AI'(b;).Av(b;))· 
Thus it follows from the above equality that 

N _ N _ 

II (I + AI' (S; ).1.if) = II A; 
i= 1 ;= t 

N 

= B I~ 1 II (I + Fl'v(s;)8xf.1xn 
i= 1 

xII + AI'(s;).L1x1)BN+ 1 

+ o (.1sf + O(&f, 

where B N +' = I + AI' (x( 1 ,f ))8xl'( 1 ,t). Furthermore per
forming the calculation successively, we obtain 

N _ N 

II (I + AI' (b; ).1.if) = II (I + AI' (S; ).L1x1) 
i= I i= 1 

N 

- AI' (stl8xf II (I + AI' (S; ).1xf) 
i= 1 

N 

+ II (I + AI' (S; ).1x1)A1' (X(l,f ))8xl'(I,t) 
i= I 

+ jt rrr: (I + AI' (S; ).L1X1)FAp (bj )8x; .1x) 

X;=~ ,(I +AI'(t).L1X1)} + 0(&)2 + 0(&)2. 

Consequently we are led to the following conclusion: 

U [y(t + Of)] = U [y(t)] - AI'(x(O,t))6xl'(O,t)U [y(t)] 

+ U[y(t)]AI'(x(l,t))8xl'(I,t) 

+ fU[yS(t)]FI'v\X(S,t))U[Ys(f)] 

axV(s t) 
X as' 6XI'(S,f )ds 

+ O(&f, (1) 
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where 

U[y'(t)] =pexp( ( A!'(X)dxP) 
Jy'(t) 

= P exp( fA!, (x(s,t)) ax~;,t) dS), 

U [ys(t)] = P exp( ( A!, (X)dxP) 
Jr~t) 

= P exp( fA!, (x(s,t)) ax~;,t) dS) . 

If y is the loop, Eq. (1) becomes the complete variation. I 
Thus we have the following definition. 

Definition 1: WecallDx U[y(t )]thedirectionalderivative 
of the path-ordered phase factor U[y(t )]withrespecttoy(t lin 
the direction X = (ax!'(s,t )Iat), which is given by the follow
ing formula 

DxU[y(t)] = t DU[y(t)] Dx!'(s,t)ds, (2) 
Jo Dx!'(s,t ) 

where 

DU[y(t)] 

Dxl'(s,t) 
= U [y(t) ]AI' (x(s,t ))D(s - 1) - D(s - 0lA!' (x(s,t))U [y(t)] 

+ U[yS(t)]F!'y(x(s,t))U[ys(t)] axV(s,t). (3) 
as 

And we call DU [y(t )]/DxP(s,t) the partial derivative with re
spect to x!'(s,t ) at y(t ). 

Proposition 1: If y(t ) is the loop such that x(O,t ) = x( 1 ,t ) 
for every t E [0, l], then we have 

U[y(O)] - U[y(l)] = (t u [y'(t)]{ IF!,y(x(s,t)) a(x!',X
V
)} 

Jo Jo !'<y a(s,t) 

XU[Ys(t)]dsdt. (4) 

Proof It is clear that we have 

U[y(l)) - U[y(O)] = fDxU[y(t)]. 

Since we see Dx!'(O,t) = Dx!'(l,t) = ° from the condition 
x(O,t) = x(l,t),Dx U[y(t)] becomes, from (2) and (3), 

DxU[y(t)] = _ fU[y'(t)]{Fl'v(X(S,t)) ax~;,t) ax~:,t)} 
XU [Ys(t) ]ds dt 

= _ (U [y'(t)] {IF!,v(X(S,t)) a(x!',X
V
)} 

Jo !'<v a(s,t) 
xU (Ys(t) ]ds dt, 

where we used Fl'v = - Fvl" Thus we get immediately the 
formula (4). 

2. NONABELIAN STOKES THEOREM 

Theorem 1: Let S be a smooth surface with smooth 
boundary yin M. Then we have the following formula: 

( sf dxl' = lY dxl' Adx v J" Il J.LV , r s 
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where 

i sfl'ydxl' = U[y) -I, 

(Y I'ydxl' Adxv =..!... ( (Yl'y(X(S,t)) a(xl',xV) ds dt, 
Js 2 Jo Jo a(s,t) 
Yl'v(x(s,t)) = U [y'(t) ]F!'v(x(s,t))U [Ys(t)], 

F!'v(x) = aI'Ay(x) - ayA!,(x) + [A!,(x).Ay(x)], 

and y(t ):(x(s,t)) = (x I'(s,t )),s E [0,1], is the smooth loop on the 
surface S such thatx(O,t) = x(l,t ) for every t E [0,1], y(O) = y, 
y(1) = x(O,O) and when the parameter t changes from 0 to 1, 
this loop y(t) sweeps on S all over. 

This theorem is obtained easily from Proposition 1 by 
noting U [y( 1)] = I. 

As an example we take up the case ofSU( l). In this case, 
the path-ordered phase factor U [y] and the field strength 
FI'Y(x) become 

U [y] = exp( iiA!,dxP) , FI'Y(x) = i(aI'Av(x) - ayAI' (x)), 

where AI' (x) are real functions. Thus it follows that 

C7 ((' axl') y I'v(x(s,t ))dx!' AdxY = exp iJo AI' (x(s,t)) &" ds 

X (Fl'v(x(s,t ))dxl' Adx V) 

X (exp i fA!,(X(S,t)) a;: dS) 

= (Fl'y(x(s,t ))dxl' AdxY)exp if Al'dx!', 
y(t) 

i d I'dxl' = exp( iiA!,dxP - l) . 
Executing the Taylor expansion of exponential functions of 
the above equalities, we have 

f 00 i" (f )" sf I'dx!' = I, Al'dxl'. 
r "= I n. r 

Furthermore, replacing AI' bYAAI' and using the non-abe
lian Stokes theorem, we are led to 

00 (Ai)" (f )" 00 (Ai)" + I 1(f )" I- Adxl' =I-- Adxl' 
"= I n! r I' "= 0 2n! s y(t) I' 

X (a!,A y - avAI' )dxl' A dxv, 

where A is an arbitrary constant. By comparing theA term of 
both sides of the above equality, we obtain the following 
formula: 

iAl'dXI' = ( L (J!,Av - JvAI')dxl' AdxY
• 

'Y Js J.L < v 
This is the usual Stokes theorem. 

Proposition 2: If the value of the path-ordered phase 
factor U [y] = P exp(f r AI' dx!') is independent of the path y 
of integration and depends only on the end pointsxo andx of 
the path y, then there exists a matrix element U (x) belonging 
to the group SU(n) or the Lorentz group such that 
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AI-' (x) = U -1(X)a1-' U (x). 
Proof We set 

U(x) =pexp(iAl-'dXI-'). 

Now we join two points x = (Xl, x2, x 3
, x4

) and 
x + L1x = (Xl + L1xl, x2, x 3

, x4
) by the segment L1y. Then it 

follows from the property3 of path-ordered phase factors 
that 

U(x + L1x) - U(x) = Pexp ( AI-'dxl-' - Pexp (AI-'dxl-' 
J1'+,j1' J1' 

= (pexp iAl-'dXI-' )(pexp L/I-'dxl-') 

- Pexp iAl-'dXI-' 

= U(x{p exp L1'AldXI - I). 
therefore 

~(U(x + L1x) - U(x)) = U(x) _1_1 (pexp f Aldx l - I). 
.uX L1x J,j1' 

(5) 

As U(x) satisfies the differential equations3 al-' U(x) 
= U (x)A1-' (x), we have the relation 

li~ _1_1 (pexp f Aldx l - I) =AI(x). 
,jx -..0 L1x J,j1' 

Thus it follows from the equality (5) that au (x)/ax I 
= U (x)A I (x). In a similar manner we get the equalities 
au (x)/ax I-' = U(x)A1-' (x) (fl = 2,3,4). It has been already 
verified that the path-ordered phase factor U (x) belongs to 
the group SU(n) [the Lorentz group].3 

Proposition3: Given the path-ordered phase factor 
U [y] = P exp(S 1'AI-' dxl-') , ifthere exists a matrix U (x) E SU(n) 
[the Lorentz group] such that U -1(X)a1-' U(x) = AI-' (x), then 
the curvature FI-'Y(x) vanishes identically. 

Proof This proposition can be seen immediately by in
sertingAI-' = U-lal-'UintoFI-'Y =al-'A y -ayAI-' + [AI-',AJ 
and by using (al-'u)U-1 = - ual-'u-I,al-'ayu=ayal-'u. 

Theorem 2: The curvature FI-'Y (x) vanishes identically if 
and only if there exists a matrix U(x) E SU(n) [the Lorentz 
group] such thatAI-'(x) = U-I(x)al-' U(x). 

Proof First we show that the path-ordered phase factor 
is independent of the path if and only if f 1'.s£ I-' dxl-' = 0, 
where Y is a smooth loop. Now let YI> Y2 be the smooth paths 
joining two points Xo and x, and ybe the loop which goes tox 
from X o along YJ and comes back to X o along Y2' Set 
U[y] = P expf 1'Al-'dxl-'. By the properties3 of path-ordered 

phase factors, we have the relation f 1'.s£ I-' dxl-' 
= U[y] - I = U[YI + ( - Y2)] - I 
= U[y.]U[ - Y2] - 1= U[y.JU -1[Y2] - I, namely, 
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(6) 

This relation (6) show that f 1'.s£ I-' dxl-' = ° if and only if the 
path-ordered phase factor U[YI] is independent of the path 
Y I and depends only on the end points xo,x of Y I' 

In view of Porpositions 2 and 3, it is thus sufficient for 
our purpose to show that if the curvature FI-'Y(x) vanishes 
identically, then f 1'.s£ I-' dxl-' = 0. This is obtained immediate
ly from the non-abelian Stokes theorem. 

SetF(x) = V'I-'y(x)dxl-' AdxYandA (x) =AI-'(x)dxl-'. Then 
Theorem 2 is rewritten by means of the differential forms 
F (x) and A (x) as follows. The curvature form 
F(x) = dA (x) + A (x) AA (x)vanishesidenticallyifandonlyif 
there exists a matrix U(x) E SU(n) [the Lorentz group] such 
that the connection form A (x) is given by the form 
U-I(x)dU(x). 

Definition 2: We call A (x) the pure gauge connection 
form which is given by the formA (x) = U-I(x)dU(x)andcall 
AI-' (x) = U -I(x)al-' U (x) the pure gauge field. 4 

As an example, we consider the case of SUI 1). In this 
case, AI-' (x) and U (x) are functions. Therefore F (x) and A (x) 
are the usual differential forms and we see A (x) AA (x) = O. 
Thus Theorem 2 becomes as follows. The differential2-form 
dA (x) = ° ifand only if there exists a function ¢ (x) such that 
A (x) = d¢ (x)where¢ (x) = InU(x). This isthe usual Poincare 
theorem. 

Finally we show that the pure gauge connection form is 
also obtained by setting up the following requirement. 

(R) There exists a geodesic moving frame3 bg(x) for the 
neighborhood U of each point of M such that Dbg (x) = ° for 
every point x E U, where D is the exterior covariant 
differentiation. 

In fact, let b (x) be an arbitrary moving frame for U, then 
we have the transformation b (x) = bg (x)U (x), where 
U(x) E SU(n) [the Lorentz group]. Applying D to both sides 
of this transformation and using Dbg(x) = 0, Db (x) 
= b (x)A (x), we have b (x)A (x) = bg (x)dU (x). Hence we get 

A (x) = U-I(x)dU(x). 
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A general, relativistic formalism is developed for the three-dimensional scattering of 
electromagnetic waves by an object that is in uniform translational motion with respect to a source 
of electromagnetic radiation. The theory applies to objects of arbitrary size, shape, and physical 
composition. In particular, the temporal frequency spectrum of the field detected by a receiver 
that is stationary with respect to the source is determined. Numerical results pertaining to the 
scattering of a time-harmonic plane wave by a small, uniformly moving particle are presented. 

PACS numbers: 11.80. - m, 41.10.Hv 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The relativistic theory of scattering of electromagnetic 
waves by obstacles in uniform translational motion has been 
the subject of investigation by several authors. For the scat
tering of two-dimensional waves by cylindrical obstacles, 1-3 

as well as for three-dimensional scattering by obstacles of 
bounded extent,4,5 expressions have been obtained for the 
scattered field as it is observed by a receiver that is stationary 
with respect to the source that illuminates the moving object, 
However, all these expressions apply to the case where the 
distance between the moving obstacle and the receiver is 
large at all times, in which case the far-field approximation 
for the scattered field can be used. 

space-time coordinates [ r,t 1 of K and [ r' ,t '1 of K ' are mutu
ally related by the Lorentz transformation6 

In the present paper, we develop the three-dimensional 
relativistic scattering of electromagnetic waves by a uni
formly moving obstacle of bounded extent for any location 
of the receiver, stationary with respect to the source, As in 
Refs. 1-5, the Lorentz transformation is used to transform 
the field radiated by the source to the frame of reference in 
which the obstacle is at rest and the scattering problem is 
solved in this reference frame, after which the scattered field 
is transformed to the frame of reference in which the receiver 
is at rest. A Fourier transform of the latter result finally leads 
to the desired frequency content of the received signal (SI 
units are used throughout). 

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

We consider the scattering of electromagnetic waves by 
an obstacle that moves with uniform velocity v with respect 
to a source of electromagnetic radiation in free space. We 
adopt two inertial frames of reference K and K' (Fig. 1), 
where K is denoted as the laboratory frame and K' as the 
obstacle frame. The source is at rest with respect to K, while 
the obstacle is at rest with respect to K '. We assume that K 
and K ' coincide at the instant t = t' = 0 and therefore, the 

"Address mail to A. T. de Hoop (see above). 

r' = (ill xr)Xili + y[ - vt + (ill·r)ill 1 (1) 

and 

t' = y{t - v.rlcH, (2) 

where Co is the speed oflight in vacuo and ill and yare given 
by 

(3) 

and 

r = [1 - (v.v)lc~ ] - 1(2, (4) 

respectively. 
For notational simplicity, the electric field strength E 

and the magnetic field strength H are grouped in the column 
matrix [F) according to 

[F) = [!]. (5) 

The incident field [F'] in K is defined as the field that would 
be present in the absence of the obstacle. The scattered field 
[FS] in K is introduced as the difference between the total 

Laboratory 
frame K 

, 
-y 

Observer 
X 

Sources 

FIG. 1. Geometry of the scattering problem. 

Obstacle 

" -y 
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field [F] in K and [F i
], i.e., 

[ps] = [F] - [Fi]. (6) 

Similarly the incident, the total, and the scattered fields as 
observed in K' will be denoted by [F'"], [F'], and [PS']' 
respectively. 

It is our purpose to arrive at an expression from which 
the scattered field [FS] in K can be calculated if the incident 
field [F i] (in K ), the geometry and the electromagnetic prop
erties of the obstacle (in K '), and its relative speed v with 
respect to K are known. 

3. DERIVATION OF AN EXPRESSION FOR THE 
SCATTERED FIELD IN THE LABORATORY FRAME 

In this section we derive a general expression for the 
scattered field in the laboratory frame that is suitable for our 
further considerations. To this aim we carry out a specific 
scheme of Lorentz transformations that is also at the root of 
the analysis in Refs. 1-5. The relevant steps (see also Fig. 2) 
are listed below. 

A. The incident field [Fi] is specified in the laboratory 
frame. 

B. From [Fi], the incident field [Fi'] in the obstacle 
frame K ' follows by the Lorentz transformation (see, e.g., 
Ref. 6), 

[F i'] = [Y(v)] [Fi], (7) 

in which the square matrix [Y(v)] can be written as 

LABORATORY FRAt1E K OBSTACLE FRAME K' 

Incident field Lorentz Incident field 

[F i I transformation [F i ' 1 

1 
Fourier transformation 

of the incident field 

F' [F i ' 1 

1 
Frequency-doma; n 

Integra 1- representati on 

of the scattered field 

F' rFs ' 1 

j 
Inverse Fourier 

Scattered fi e 1 d inverse Lorentz transformation of the 

[Fs 1 transfonnation scattered fiel d 

t [F s ' I 

Fourier transformation 

of the scattered field 

F [Fs 1 

FIG. 2. Flow diagram illustrating the derivation of an expression for the 
scattered field in the laboratory frame. 
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I 

with the submatrices defined through the relations 

[yee(v)] [Ei] = (ill·Ei)i ll + r(i ll X Ei) X ill' 

(8) 

[yem(v) ][Hi] = /lorv X Hi, (9) 

[yme(v)][Ei] = - EorvXEi, 

[ymm(v)][Hi] = (ill·W)i ll +r(ill xW)Xill , 

where ill is given by Eq. (3), r is given by Eq. (4), and Eo and/lo 
are the permittivity and permeability of vacuum, 
respectively, 

C. Since the scattering problem in K ' will be formulated 
in the frequency domain, the next step is the application of 
the temporal Fourier transformation Y' to [Fi']; it is de
fined by the relation 

Y'[Fi'] = f: 00 dt'[F"]exp(iw't'). (10) 

D. The scattered field in K ' can be thought of as to be 
generated by contrast currents (polarization and magnetiza
tion currents) that are of the volume type for penetrable ob
jects and of the surface type for impenetrable objects. The 
electromagnetic properties of the former are described in 
terms of constitutive relations (in the obstacle frame K ') that 
express the contrast currents in terms of the field values in 
the obstacle, while for the latter the electromagnetic proper
ties are described in terms of boundary conditions to be laid 
upon the limiting values of the field at the boundary surface 
of the obstacle (see, e.g., Ref. 7). 

Let the domain occupied by the scattering object in K ' 
be denoted by V f and let a V f be the boundary surface of V'. 
For penetrable obstacles, we can now express the Fourier 
transform ofthe vector potential [A '], i.e., Y'[A '], in terms of 
contrast currents of the volume type [J ~ ] by 

Y'[A'J = L,dV( p')G'Yf[J~], (11 ) 

in which [A '] and [J ~ ] can be written as 

[
Ae' J 

[Af] = Am' (12) 

and 

(13) 

where Ae' and Am' are the volume vector potentials due to the 
polarization current of the volume type Jt and the magneti
zation current of the volume type J';;', respectively. These 
currents are defined as 

Jt = Jf + a"pf 

and (14) 

J';;' = J"/loM', 

where J' is the current density, P' is the electric polarization, 
and Mf is the magnetization inside V'. In (11), G f is the three
dimensional, free space Green's function, given by Ref. 7 

G' = exp[iwflr' - p'l/co]/41Tlr' - pfl. (15) 
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Similarly, for impenetrable scatters, we have 

.7'[A 'J = r dA (p')G'/7'[J s], 
Jav' 

where the surface currents are defined as 

J~ = -n'XH' 

and 

J;' =n'XE'. 

( 16) 

( 17) 

The Fourier transform of the scattered field in K " Y' [F"], 
can be expressed in terms of the vector potentials according 
t0

7 

.7'[r'] = [D 'jY'[A 'j, ( 18) 

where ,Y'[A '] is given by Eq. (11) for a penetrable scatterer 
and by Eq. (16) for an impenetrable scatterer and where the 
differential operator [D '] can be written as 

, [ [Dee'j [D em
'] ] 

[D ] = [D me'] [D mm'] , 

with the submatrices defined through the relations 

[D ee'].7'Ae' = iO//-lo·7'Ac' 

- (iu/€(r IV'IV'.Y'Ae'j, 

[Dem'].7'Am' = _ V'X.7'Am', 

[Dme']Y'Ae' = V'x5"Ac', 

[D mm'],Y'Am ' = io/€o.7'Am' 

- (iW'/-lO)-IV'1V' .. 7'Am'l, 

withV'=ix,Jx' +iy,Jy' + iz,Jz' , 

(19) 

(20) 

E. In order to calculate the scattered field [F'] in the 
laboratory frame K, we apply the inverse Lorentz transfor
mation to [F']. Now, [F'] is recovered from .7'[F"] by 
applying the inverse Fourier transformation.7 - I': 

[r'] =]' -1'1.7'[r'] j, 

which is defined by the relation 

/7 -1'r.7'[r']l 

(21) 

= (21T)- J:oo dw'.7' [r'] exp( - iw't '). (22) 

F. Now, [r] follows from [r'] by applying the in-
verse Lorentz transformation 

[r] = [oy-I(V)][PS'], 

where [.y-I(V)] follows from (8) and (9) through 

[.y-I(V)] = [.Y( - v)]. 

(23) 

(24) 

G. The temporal frequency spectrum of the scattered 
field in K is finally found from the Fourier transformation 

.7 [PS] = fX 00 dt [PS] exp(iwt), (25) 

From Eqs. (23)-(25), it follows that the temporal frequency 
spectrum of the scattered field in K can be written as 

(26) 

The transformations occurring in (26) are linear and we now 
use this property to exhibit the structure of.7 [F'] more 
explicitly. In principle, the approach presented here runs 
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along the same lines as followed in Ref. 5, be it that we have 
not restricted our considerations to the far-field approxima
tion of the scattered field inK '. Of course, the latter approxi
mation follows as a special case from our expressions. 

Since the transformations .7 and [Y - I] are linear and 
[2" -I] does not depend on the time coordinate t, they can be 
interchanged. To perform the Fourier transformation .7 of 
the scattered field [F"], this field has to be specified as a 
function of the time coordinate t. This is accomplished by 
first expressing, with the aid of(21) and (18), [r'] in terms of 
the space-time coordinates I r' ,t 'l in K " introducing the vec
tor potentials [A ']. Equation (26) can now be written as 

Y[r] = [2"-lj.7Y- I '[D']Y'[A 'j. (27) 

Substitution of (18) and (22) in (27) then results in 

.7[r] = (21T)-1 Loo oc dwTY-lj.7[D'j 

X exp( - iw't').7'[A 'j, (28) 

where the integration with respect to w' has been inter
changed with.7 and [2"- T We have to keep in mind that, 
in order to perform the Fourier transformation .7, all space
time coordinates ( r' ,t 'l occurring in the terms to the right of 
the operator.7 in (28) have to be expressed in terms of the 
space-time cordinates (r,t 1 by the Lorentz transformation 
(1) and (2). 

It can be shown that .Y and [D '] can be interchanged, 
too, in the following way: 

.Y[D '] exp( - iw't ').Y'[A '] 

= [oC0].7 exp( - iw't ').7'[A 'j, (29) 

where [~] follows from [D '] given in (19) and (20) by replac
ing V' by (w' /cold, where d is given by 

with 

V1 = - ill X (ill XV) = V - ill (ill·V) 

and 

s = (w - yw')l{Jyw', 

where y is given by (4) and (J is given by 

(J = Ivl/co· 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

Since in Eq. (29) G' exp( - iw't ') is the only term to the right 
of Y that needs expression in terms of (r,t 1 [cf. (11)]. weonly 
have to determine 

?; = .7 I G' exp( - iw't ')], (34) 

where G' is given by (15). The relevant function .(9 is ob
tained asJ() 

[7 = ( - i/4ylvl) exp( - iw 'sp it Ico) exp [iw'y( (J + s)rll Ico] 

X 0 (35) [ 
HIII[¢> (1 - S2)1/2j (lsi < 1) 

( - 2il1T)Ko[¢> (S2 - 1)112] (lsi> 1) 

[for this purpose, 10.1.1 from Ref. 9 has to be used in (34), 
after which the result can be found on p. 56 of Ref. 10.] where 
H ~ I is the Hankel function of the first kind and order zero, 
Ko is a modified Bessel function of the second kind and order 
zero, while 
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Pir =ill,p', 

'11 = ill,r, 

P: = P' -Pirill' (36) 

r 1 = r - '11 ill ' 

<p = w'lr1 - p~ I/co· 

Finally, combining (26)-(36), the temporal frequency spec
trum of the scattered field in K,,7[F'], can be written as 

Y[P'] = (21T)-1 f:oc dW'[y-I][9] 

X LdV( p').'#.'7'[J~] 
for penetrable scatterers and as 

.'7[P] = (21T)-1 f:", dW'[y-I][9J 

X r dA ( p').'#.'7' [J;] 
Jav' 

for impenetrable scatterers. 

(37) 

(38) 

Through (37) and (38) the temporal frequency spectrum 
of the scattered field in the laboratory frame is expressed in 
terms of volume or surface sources in the obstacle frame that 
are located either in the interior region or on the boundary of 
the obstacle, respectively. The strength of these sources can 
be determined by solving the scattering problem in the obsta
cle frame, i.e., for an obstacle at rest that is illuminated by 
[pi']. Depending upon the geometry and the electromagnet
ic properties of the obstacle, computational as well as analyt
ical methods can be used for this purpose. 

The Green's function occurring in (37) and (38), as given 
by (35), has a singularity at lsi = 1. This kind of singularity 
has already been noted and discussed by de Zutter.5 When 
the distance between observer and moving obstacle is large 
at all times (Ir1 1---+(0), asymptotic expressions for Hgi and 
Ko can be used in (35) and, in that case, Eqs. (37) and (38) can 
be reduced to an expression already presented in Ref. 5. 

4, PLANE-WAVE SCATTERING BY A SMALL OBSTACLE 
IN UNIFORM, TRANSLATIONAL MOTION 

We shall now apply the results from Sec. 3 to the scat
tering of a sinusoidal uniform plane wave with angular fre
quency f} by a uniformly moving obstacle with spatial di
mensions that are small compared to the wavelength of the 
incident field. The incident field in K is now given as 

[Pi] = [Ji] cos(f}t - k·r), (39) 

where the wave vector k is given by 

k = uf} Ico (40) 

(u is the direction of propagation of the incident plane wave), 
and [ti] by 

(41) 

Here ei and hi are the plane-wave amplitudes of the electric 
and the magnetic field strengths, respectively. The incident 
field in K' is also a plane wave, written as 
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FIG. 3. Geometry of the scattering problem for which numerical results are 
presented in Figs. 4--6, The incident electric field is directed along the y axis, 

[pi'] = [ti'] COS(f}'t' - k'.r'). (42) 

Expressions for [Ji'], k', and f} , are given in the Appendix. 
Since further, the obstacle is assumed to be very small, we 
can in the limit Ip'I---+O, use the dipole approximation (see, 
e.g., Ref. 8) in (37) and (38): 

LdV(P').'# Y' [J ~]} 
r dV(p').'#,y' [J;] 

Jav· 
= - if}'[ p' ,]1TI <5(w' - f}') + <5(w' + f}') l ,Cfj p' ~ 0' 

f.1.om 
(43) 

where.'# p' ~ 0 follows from Eq. (35) by substituting p' = O. In 
(43), the electric dipole moment p' and the magnetic dipole 
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moment m' are given by 

p' = €JI e' .ei' 

and 

m' = nm'.hi', respectively, 

(44) 

The electric polarizability tensor n e' and the magnetic 
polarizability tensor n m' reflect the geometry and the elec
tromagnetic properties of the obstacle, 

After suustitution ofEq, (43) in (37) and (38), we now 
have an explicit expression from which the temporal fre
quency spectrum of [FS] can be calculated as soon as [Fi] 
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and the electric and magnetic polarizability tensors IT e' and 
IT m' are specified. The differentiations occurring in [!:lJ] can 
be performed explicitly with the aid of the well-known differ
entiation formulas for H~) and KO,9 

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this section we present some numerical results for the 
scattering of a time-harmonic, uniform plane wave with fre
quency {l by a small, uniformly moving, homogeneous, and 
isotropic sphere. For a sphere n e and n m are given by Ref. 
11 (p, 259) 

(5 

E 
::J 
L 
1:) 

P =0.2 

1l<,lh=8 

- - - - - far-field approximation 

----- exact field 

~ 4.10'3 

x \ 
\ , 

o+--------.~~----'~, .. ~---·-~·-'----~\~----~ 
050 0.75 100 1.25 150 

(b) w/II----

FIG. 5. Comparison between the y component of the scattered electric field 
calculated with the aid of the far-field approximation and calculated with 
the exact field expressions for Iklh = 16 (a), Iklh = 8 (b),and Iklh = 2 (c), 
The other parameters are ll' = II m = 1O- 2 Ikl-'I, t1 = 0.2, 
" = 0.2ci"u = i"e i = leiliy • 
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(45) 

and 

fl - I 
II m = 41Ta 3 

-' -- I, 
flr + 2 

(46) 

where I is the unit tensor of rank two, a is the radius of the 
sphere, and E, and fl, are the relative permittivity and per
meability of the sphere, respectively. 

The numerical results presented in this section apply to 
the case lIe = lIm = 1O-2 JkJ- 3I, where the wave vector of 
the incident wave, k, is defined by Eq. (40). The sphere is 
moving uniformly in the direction of increasing z and there
fore, we can write 

(47) 

The direction of propagation of the incident wave is assumed 
to be given by 

(48) 

Furthermore, the incident electric field is taken to be direct
ed along the y axis, i.e., 

ei = Jeiliy, 

while the incident magnetic field is given by 

h' = (Eo/flo)I/2uxe'. 

(49) 

(50) 

The observer is located on the positive y axis of the laborato
ry frame at a distance h from the origin 0 (see Fig. 3). 

In Fig. 4, the frequency spectrum of the scattered elec
tric field is shown as a function of the normalized frequency 
wlfl for Iklh = 2. It is observed that only they component 
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FIG. 6. The normalized x,y, and z components of the scattered electric field 
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has a singularity at lsi = ± 1 [win = (1 ±,B ly2]. 
Figure 5 shows for several values of Iklh, the difference 

between the actual field values and the far-field approxima
tion.5 The dashed curve is obtained from the latter approxi
mation, while the solid curve is obtained from (37), (43), and 
(44). It follows that the far-field approximation is quite good 
at Iklh = 8 and IkJh = 16, while significant deviations occur 
at JkJh = 2. The largest differences Occur around those fre
quencies where the major contribution to the spectrum origi
nates from those time values during which the scatterer 
passes the observer. Since the distance between the scatterer 
and observer is small at that time, the far-field approxima
tion is then inaccurate. It was already stated in Ref. 5 that, 
for larger values of Iklh, the scattered field decays very rap
idly for win outside the region ((1 - f3 )y2, (1 +,B )y2); Fig. 
5(a) illustrates this. For small values of Iklh, however, this is 
no longer true, as Fig. 5(c) (Iklh = 2) and Fig. 6 (Iklh = 0.5) 
show. 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an integral-equation formalism is devel
oped for the three-dimensional, relativistic scattering of elec
tromagnetic waves by an object that is in translational mo
tion with respect to a source of electromagnetic radiation. 
The theory applies to objects or arbitrary size, shape, and 
physical composition and the field expressions that are ob
tained are valid for arbitrary positions of the observer with 
respect to the moving obstacle. In this respect, the formalism 
is more general than the ones published up to now. Also, an 
attempt has been made to make the presentation of the trans
formation schemes involved more transparent. 
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APPENDIX. LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION OF A 
UNIFORM PLANE WAVE WITH SINUSOIDAL TIME 
DEPENDENCE 

A uniform plane wave with angular frequency n, wave 
vector k, and plane-wave amplitude [I'] in the laboratory 
frame K, as given by (39), is also a uniform plane wave in the 
obstacle frame K " but now with angular frequency n " wave 
vector k', and plane-wave amplitude [/,']. The quantities 
n " k', n, and k are interrelated through3 

fl' =y(n-v·kj (AI) 

and 

k' = (ill X k) X ill + y[ - vn /co + (ill .k)ill I, (A2) 

where ill and yare given by (3) and (4), respectively. The 
relations between [Ii] and [f"] can be obtained from (7)-(9) 
by replacing [F'] by [j'] and [Ft] by [/'']. 
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